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Preface

Individuals belonging to the same species differ with respect to a multitude of

inherited characteristics. Population genetics is to a large extent concerned with

understanding the nature and source of these inherited differences, with predicting

the changes that maytake placein the relative frequencies of the different types that

may be found in a population, and with determining the conditions under which

equilibrium between the forces affecting their frequencies may be obtained. The

theory underlying these predictions is effectively the quantitative theory of evolu-

tion. Following the rediscovery of Mendelism at the turn of the century, the mathe-

matical theory of evolution based on Mendelian genetics was developed, mostly by

R. A.Fisher, J. B.S. Haldane, and Sewall Wright. A great deal of further theoretical

work has been based on the foundations laid down by these three great scientists.

Experimental population geneticists—starting with S. S. Chetverikov, who, working

with Drosophila, was the first to identify large sources of genetic variability in

natural populations, and continuing with the classic work of Theodosius Dobz-

hansky, E. B. Ford, and others—have provided basic observations on natural and

artificial populations, against which evolutionary theories and predictions must be

tested. Although the studies of experimental population genetics are necessarily

restricted to short periods of time and usually to limited geographic areas, such

microevolutionary studies have nevertheless helped greatly in understanding the

general phenomena of evolution on a larger time scale (namely, macroevolution).
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Recent data obtained from evolutionary comparisons made at a molecular level

are adding important new information to challenge the validity of our evolutionary

theories.

Though some aspects of the study of human genetics date back almost to the

rediscovery of Mendelism, for example to A. E. Garrod’s work on inborn errors of

metabolism, the development of human genetics came muchlater. It has been clear

since the pioneering work of W. Weinberg that the analysis of human genetic data

must rely heavily on the concepts of population genetics. As it is not possible to

carry out controlled experimental breeding with humans, the studyof inheritance in

man depends on observations of those matings that happen to take place in the

human population. Human population genetics is needed, therefore, to predict the

frequencies with which the various possible types of matings will be found. The

genetic variety of the human species is at least as large as that of any other. Our

everyday impression that this is so has recently been verified by systematic studies

of genetic differences in human populations.

Manypathological conditions are, at least to some degree, under genetic control,

and those that are have proved, in general, to be less susceptible to medical treat-

ment than other types of diseases. Medical genetics, which is the study of inherited

diseases, depends for the reasons just mentioned on a knowledge of human popula-

tion genetics. The importance of this dependence has been further emphasized

following the growing awarenessthat individual reactions to drugs and other agents

(X-rays, ultraviolet radiation, tobacco) may often be, at least in part, genetically

controlled. This extends the need for an understanding of human population gen-

etics into the area of public health and disease prevention.

There are a numberof other disciplines for which a knowledge of the range of

individual variation and the way in which environmental and genetic factors deter-

mine it is becoming increasingly important. For example, we can no longer ignore

the need for different educational responses to such individual differences. Though

this is largely uncharted territory, it would seem to be of the greatest importance

that the basis for the differing reactions of individuals should be understood, and

madeuse of in any attempt to optimize the educational process. Sociologists cannot

afford to ignore the sources of differences when studying interactions between in-

dividuals. Physical anthropologists are becoming increasingly aware of the need to

provide a theoretical background for their observations, which must be largely

based on a knowledge of human population genetics. Psychologists must take into

account genetic differences in their studies of human behavior. Last, but by no

meansleast, it is important that the demographer, whose aim is the prediction of

the future course of population changes, also realize the need to take account of

population genetic principles and, especially, of the family as the unit of informa-

tion, in makinghis predictions.

There has so far, to our knowledge, been no comprehensive treatment of the

genetics of human populations that emphasizes the interpretation of available data

in relation to the available theoretical models. This book is an attemptto fill the

need for such a treatment, especially in view of our belief that some knowledge of

human population genetics may be important in a wide variety of disciplines related

to human biology and human welfare. Our aim has been to write a book mini-
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mizing the level of mathematics needed for its understanding, which would be

nevertheless fairly comprehensive in terms of its subject matter. While we there-

fore make little apology for spending more time on subjects that have been of

particular interest to us, we hope that we have not neglected any important areas

to which the interests of human population geneticists have been directed. We

should, however, emphasise that it has been our aim to discuss those problems on

which information is available or obtainable and about which useful statements

can be made. Thus, we have not felt it appropriate to discuss at great length what

may be extremely important subjects such as, for example, genotype-by-environ-

mentinteractions, if the available data do not warrant much discussion. Wealso

have included someoriginal, so far unpublished work, to which we wereled in the

course of writing this book. This includes, for example, the effects of ascertainment

biases on the estimation of mutation rates, the treatment of the hemoglobin ACS

polymorphism including the effects of migration, a new method for calculating

effective population size taking into account age structure, estimates of the selective

effects of the association between ABO and duodenal ulcer, some of the treatment

of the effects of selection on quantitative characters and some of the results on

molecular evolution. Writing the book has been a stimulus to our joint research

efforts, especially to our studies of population structure leading to the development

of the migration matrix approach and to the extension of demographic principles

to the measurement ofselection in relation to genetic differences.

Undoubtedly specialists from different fields will be more interested in someparts

of the book than in others. Demographers, for example, may be more interested in

Chapters 6 through 10 than the remainder of the book whereasparts of Chapter8,

and Chapters 9 through 12 may be of most interest to sociologists, psychologists‘

and educators. Inevitably, however, understanding the concepts developed in

earlier chapters will be necessary for a complete understanding ofthe later chapters.

It is impossible to avoid, in a booklike this, a mathematical treatment of many

of the problems. We recognize, however, that many of those who maybe interested

in the material we treat may, as was traditional among biologists until recently,

have a limited mathematical background. As already mentioned we have, therefore,

attempted to keep the mathematics in the main partof the text to a minimum,using

almost exclusively only elementary algebra. For those readers with a more extensive

knowledge of mathematics, we have included, in worked examplesat the end ofthe

chapters, more extensive mathematical treatment of some of the problems dealt

with. We believe that it is not essential for an understanding of the material in the

book to follow the details of these worked examples, though clearly those readers

whoare able to do so will obtain a more complete appreciation of the subject of

human population genetics. We are also aware of the fact that many of our readers

may not have a detailed background in genetics. It is clearly impossible for us to

provide this, as well as a comprehensive treatment of human population genetics.

However, we have felt it appropriate to include an introductoryfirst chapter that

summarizes some of the basic concepts of genetics, in the hope that this may be

useful for those who have had some genetics but would like to have access to a

brief review. This chapteris, thus meantto be little more than an annotated glossary

of those terms and concepts that are most important for an understanding of human
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population genetics. In the same vein we have included,in the form of an appendix,

a brief summary of somebasic conceptsofstatistics that also should be considered

as little more than an annotatedlist of definitions and formulas.

Wehave not attempted to be comprehensive in our review of genetic differences,

though we havetried to presentat least a brief description ofall those which we use

for the sake ofillustration. The most important source of information on genetic

differences in man is the catalogue published by V. A. McKusick, Mendelian In-

heritance in Man. Wehave providedat the end of individual chapters bibliographies

of general references relevant to the chapters and, have collected all the references

cited together at the end of the book. While we have attempted to give as represen-

tative as possible a coverage to the bibliography we makenoclaimsto be encyclo-

pedic in this respect.

It is our hope that this book may stimulate an interest in human population gen-

etics, perhaps especially amongstudents of those related disciplines we have already

mentioned for which human population genetics has not up to this time been con-

sidered to be an integral part. We also hope to have stimulated an interest in the

need for collecting more data and for collecting data in a more appropriate way, in

order that it can throw further light on genetic variation in human populations.

Manyof our colleagues have been very helpful to us in the course of writing this

book. In particular we would like to express our gratitude to E. Anderson, M.

Feldman, D. Kennedy, I. Gottesman, I. M. Lerner, R. Lewontin, and C.Stern for

making many constructive comments and criticisms on the typescript. We would

like to thank the artist Margaret Muller for transforming our crude sketches into

clear and attractive illustrations. We would also like to acknowledge the untiring

help of Jackie Dale, who typed what turned out to be a very long manuscript, of

Judy Kidd for much help with the proofs and index, and to thank our wives for

their patience throughout our ordeal.

This book had its origin in courses given mostly at Stanford by the two authors.

The encouragement andinterest of Joshua Lederberg is gratefully acknowledged.

The book was written during the visits of W. B., then at Stanford University, to

the University of Pavia, Italy, and when L. C. S. visited Stanford. The title page

indicates the current locations of the authors. This collaboration was madepossible,

in part, by an exchange grant of the National Science Foundation and of the

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche to the Departments of Genetics of, respec-

tively, Stanford and Pavia. The manuscript was finished in the summer of 1969

and few additions or modifications were madeafter that date.

May 1971 L. L. Cavalli-Sforza
W. F. Bodmer
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The Basic Concepts

of Genetics

Darwin formulated his theory of evolution by natural selection without knowl-
edge of Mendelian genetics. The most widely held theory of inheritance in Dar-
win’s time wasthe blending theory, according to which the heritable potentialities
of the parents were simply mixed, or blended,like liquids in the offspring. Once
blended, the parental attributes could never again be separated. Darwin realized
that such a theory would rapidly eliminate the heritable variation that was an
essential ingredient of his theory, unless there was a very high rate of spontaneous
production of new variability. As a result he sought, unsuccessfully, to find a more
suitable theory of inheritance than the blending theory. He never, apparently, came
in contact with Mendel’s great work. Had he been aware of it and recognized its
importance, he might have changed, even further, the course of modern biology.
Those scientists who rediscovered Mendelism at the turn of the century did not

at first realize that it was entirely compatible with Darwin’s theory of evolution by
natural selection. It remained for R. A. Fisher, J. B.S. Haldane, and Sewall Wright
to show how many of the phenomena ofevolution could be readily explained in
terms of Mendelian inheritance. An understanding of the theory of inheritance is a
prerequisite for the study of population genetics, and thus for the study of the
genetics of human populations.



2 The Basic Concepts of Genetics

Almostall our readers will have had, at one time or another, someinstruction in

Mendelism and the concepts of modern biology; some may welcome a review of

these fundamental subjects. Knowledge of the concepts of molecular biology has

developed over the last 10-20 years, and only recently have they been introduced

into high school and college courses. Appreciation of these concepts can help

greatly in understanding basic genetics. The following short introduction to basic

genetics with reference to molecular biology is intended to serve as a refresher and

also as a compact guide or annotated glossary to the genetics needed for the study

of the human population genetics.

The real subject of this book starts in the second chapter, to which readers not

wishing to review the general concepts of genetics can proceed directly.

1.1 Cells, DNA, and Protein

THE NUMBER AND VARIETY OF CELLS THAT FORM ONE HUMAN INDIVIDUAL

A man can, theoretically, be resolved into his constituent cells which number

about 10!* (one hundred thousandbillion) in an adult individual. Manyof these

cells can be cultured in vitro. All of them have a number of commonfeatures. They

all have an outer envelope whose contents,the cytoplasm, include various organelles,

which are commonto mostcell types. Everycell potentially able to reproduce has a

nucleus, that is, a spherical body usually centrally located with a membrane around

it, containing the material chemically known as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

organized in bodies known as the chromosomes. In other respects, the shape,size,

internal structure, composition, and function of various cell types may differ

greatly. Almost all cells are highly differentiated and have specific functions. In

spite of their differences, almost all cells of an organism contain the same amount

and type of DNA.

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF DNA

It is known from experiments in microorganisms, the essentials of which have also

been shown to be true for higher organisms, that DNA contains the information

needed to make new cells essentially identical to their parents.

DNAalso contains the information for producing the various specific types of

cells and for making surethe right ones are available at the right time. Thus every cell

contains all of the same information but uses only a fraction of it to develop its

specific activities.
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The amount of DNA per humancell is of the order of 6 x 10712 grams. This is
a very small quantity, but the information contained is nevertheless enormous and
sufficient for the purpose of directing the synthesis of a human individual. DNA
molecules constitute one class of large molecules. A molecule of DNAis usually a
very long double strand. Each strand is made of a series of elements attached one
to the other in a linear sequence. These elements are called nucleotides, of which
there are four types. They are distinguished by the presence of the substances
adenine (whose symbolis A), guanine (G), thymine (T), and cytosine (C). The two
strands carry substantially the same information in complementary forms and are
strictly paired along their length. Structural reasonsrestrict which nucleotides can
be opposite each other in the complementarystrands. Therules of complementarity
are that if in one strand there is an A at a given position, in the other strand there
can only be a T atthat position, and vice versa; andthat if in one strandthere is G
at a given position, there can only be C in the other, and vice versa. These rules
make the total quantity of G equal to that of C, and that of A equal to that of T.
The nucleotide pairs AT, TA, GC, and CG are generally the only allowable com-
binations in double-stranded DNA. We mayconsider, as an example,

a sample of a strand ofDNA

containing just nine nucleotides: ATTAGACAA

its complementary strand: TAATCTGTT

the double strand formed by their pairing: ATTAGACAA

PET TT Tt dd
TAATCTGTT

Though DNAis almost always in the double-stranded form, it sometimes occurs
as a single strand. The double-stranded form has different physical properties from
those of unpaired single strands. A double strandis extremely thin, having a diam-
eter of 2 millimicrons (2 x 107? meters or 2 nanometers) and can be almost
endlessly long. A nucleotide pair occupies 0.34 millimicrons of the length of a
double strand. The DNAin a single humancell comprises somesix billion nucleo-
tide pairs. It is present mainly in the chromosomes. We knowlittle about the fine
structure of a human chromosomebutit is possible that its DNA is simply a very
long unbroken thread. For the longest chromosome, this thread completely un-
coiled would be 6 centimeters long, that is about 500,000 times the average diameter
of a cell. A nucleus that contains all the 46 chromosomes present in each human
cell, is only about ten-thousandths of a millimeter in diameter and therefore it is
clear that DNA,in spite of a certain rigidity due to its double strandedness, must
usually be folded many, many times within the chromosomes.
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PROTEINS, THEIR STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

The cytoplasm and the nucleus contain other important chemical constituents, many

of which belong to another class of large molecules, the proteins.

Proteins are made offolded filaments called polypeptides. Some protein molecules

consist of a single filament, others are made of two or more identical or different

ones. Someproteins also have other substances associated with them. A polypeptide

is a linear series of equally spaced elements called amino acids. There are twenty

main types of amino acids, whose individual names are given at the bottom of

Table 1.1. Each amino acid is made of one short common elementthat has one end

with acidic properties, and anotherwith alkaline properties. In addition, the element

has a differentiating side group. Amino acids attach to one another to form poly-

peptide chains, an acidic end uniting with the alkaline end of another aminoacid,

and so on.

Polypeptides found in the human body can be formed by as few as a dozen or as

many as a few hundred amino acids. The number, types, and sequences of the

amino acids in a polypeptide chain determine its properties. A polypeptide tends

to assume a given shape by folding in a three-dimensional way determined by the

physicochemical properties of its constituent amino acids. The shapes of protein

molecules differ widely. The numberofdifferent protein molecules in existence is

enormous, probably in the hundreds of thousands for an organism like man. Some

are very abundantin certain tissues. Thus, for example, there is about one kilogram

of the protein hemoglobin in the blood, and several kilograms of the muscle protein

actomyosin in the adult human body. One kilogram of hemoglobin is roughly ten

billion billion molecules. At the other extreme, some proteins (for example regu-

latory proteins) are represented by a few molecules found in relatively few cells of

the body.

As a consequenceof their differentphysicochemical properties and shape, every pro-

tein has a different function. Perhaps the most common-type ofprotein activity is that

of an enzyme.

Enzymesare proteins capable of increasing enormously therate of, that is cata-

lyzing, some special reaction. For example, the attachment of phosphoric acid to

glucose, whichis the first step in the utilization of this sugar, can be facilitated by

a particular enzyme, which is called a kinase. Other enzymes mediate later steps in

the utilization of glucose. In general there is a specific enzymefor each step of each

of the many biochemical processes that go on in the body. The reactions catalyzed

by enzymes might also occur in their absence, but at reaction rates so slow as to

be practically meaningless. Enzymes are thus responsible for the metabolism of all
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small molecules, namely the degradative reactions that free the chemical energy
contained in various compounds and makeit available for other processes, and the
synthetic reactions needed to transform molecules available in the environment
into those necessary for growth and reproduction of cells. There are many thousands
of different enzymesin a cell, each with some specific metabolic function.

Other protein functions involve transfer or storage of a variety of chemical sub-
stances.

Hemoglobin and myoglobin take up, store, transport, and release oxygen; ferre-
doxin has a similar function with iron: haptoglobin binds hemoglobin, and so on.
Someproteins have mechanical functions such as therole of collagen in connective
tissue or that ofelastin in elastic fibers. Still others have special protective functions.
For example,thereis a large class, probably numberingat least several thousnds, of
slightly different proteins, the gammaglobulins, which have the property of binding
with specific foreign substances, antigens, and serve to protect the body against
them andto facilitate their capture and elimination. Antigens can, for instance, be
substances present on the surface of bacteria or other parasites. Gammaglobulins
thus participate in a major way in the body’s defense against infections.

1.2 The Synthesis of Proteins and the Genetic Code

Proteins cannot reproduce themselves. The information for making a given protein
is coded in a DNA nucleotide sequence.

A given sequence of nucleotides in DNA,starting from a given point, is con-
verted into a unique corresponding sequence of amino acids according to rules that
are summarized by a simple dictionary called the genetic code (see Table 1.1).
Three adjacent nucleotides in a DNA strand correspond to one amino acid, which
is thus determined by a wordofthree letters, a triplet, inthe DNA code. Theseletter
triplets are “‘read’’ in sequence and converted by the machinery of protein syn-
thesis into the corresponding aminoacids. Theletters are the four possible nucleo-
tides, A, G, C, and T, corresponding to adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine.
There are thus 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 possibledifferent triplets, 61 of which actually deter-
mine aminoacids. There are, however, only twenty major aminoacids,andit is found
that there are from oneto sixtriplets, coding for each of these. The remaining
three triplets out of the 64 determine termination of the polypeptide chain.
The genetic code given in Table 1.1 is that of the bacterium Escherichia coli. It

probably differs very little, if at all, from that of man, thoughthere is no direct
evidence for this. We have a unique perspective from which to view the unity oflife
when we consider the close similarities, even identities, of many of the basic
phenomena commontoallliving organisms.
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TABLE 1.1

The Genetic Code

 

 

 

 

 

2nd letter

a b A B

Phe Ser Tyr Cys a

Phe Ser Tyr Cys b

a Leu Ser chain end chain end A

Leu Ser chain end Try B

Leu Pro His Arg a

Leu Pro His Arg b

b Leu Pro Gln Arg A

Leu Pro Gln Arg B

Ile Thr Asn Ser a

Ile Thr Asn Ser b

A Ile Thr Lys Arg A

Met Thr Lys Arg B

Val Ala Asp Gly a

Val Ala Asp Gly b

B Val Ala Glu Gly A

Val Ala Glu Gly B

 

Note: Each aminoacid is codedbya triplet of three bases, as shown in
the table, which is a compact way ofsetting out the sixty-four possible

triplets.

The four bases are denoted by the letters a, b, A, and B. In DNAthe

four bases are:

a= Adenine A = Thymine
b = Guanine B= Cytosine

In messenger-RNA theyare:

a= Uracil A = Adenine
b = Cytosine B = Guanine

The twenty aminoacidsare identified as follows:

Ala = Alanine (A) Lys = Lysine (K)
Arg = Arginine (R) Met = Methionine (M)
Asn = Asparagine (N) Phe = Phenylalanine (F)
Asp = Aspartic acid (D) Pro = Proline (P)
Cys = Cysteine (C) Ser = Serine (S)
Glu = Glutamic acid (FE) Thr = Threonine (T)
Gln = Glutamine (Q) Try = Tryptophan (W)
Gly = Glycine (G) Tyr = Tyrosine (Y)
His = Histidine (H) Val = Valine (V)
Ile = Isoleucine (1) Chain End.
Leu = Leucine (L)

For example the triplet bAB stands for Gln = Glutamine. This implies

that Guanine-Thymine-Cytosine codes for glutamine in DNA and

Cytosine-Adenine-Guanine codes for glutamine in RNA. The letters

in parentheses are a shorthandsingle-letter code often used for the amino

acids.

Source: Based on Crick, 1966.
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Protein synthesis has been reproducedin the test tube and been shown to depend on
three kinds of ribonucleic acids (RNA).

Ribonucleic acids are similar to DNA.Theydiffer mainly in the sugar component
of the nucleotide, ribose, which is analogousto the deoxyribose in DNA; in the fact
that T (thymine) is replaced by U (uracil), which has the samepairing properties
(U pairs with A); and in that they may occurasrelatively short single strands.
There are three forms of RNA.

Messenger RNA (m-RNA). DNA does notact directly, but through an inter-
mediary form of ribonucleic acid called messenger RNA. Messenger RNAis formed
by the action of an enzyme, RNA polymerase, which copies the sequence from one
strand of DNA and forms an RNAstrand of the complementary sequence. Only
one of the two DNAstrandsis generally active as a “‘ template’? for m-RNA syn-
thesis, the other DNAstrand remaining uncopied. The m-RNAsequenceis identical
to that in the uncopied strand of DNA except that T is replaced by U. Messenger
RNAremainssingle stranded. One molecule or strand can generally be used for the

manufacture of a large number of protein molecules, each with the amino acid

sequence corresponding to the m-RNA’s nucleotide sequence. The number of

nucleotides in an m-RNAstrand is three times the number of amino acids in the

polypeptide chain copied from it plus three nucleotides to indicate the termination of

the chain, and possibly, anothertriplet for its initiation. The mechanism for chain

initiation is still not entirely clear.

Transfer RNA (t-RNA). Before amino acids are joined to form a polypeptide

chain, they must be “‘activated’’ by the attachment of a special phosphoric acid

group. They are then attached to another type of RNA called transfer RNA. There

are as many varieties of t-RNA molecules as there are triplets that can determine

amino acids in the code. The attachment of an amino acid to its corresponding

t-RNA is directed by a specific enzyme. The t-RNAcarries at one end the activated

amino acid and at a special position has a triplet of nucleotides complementary to

the triplet code for its amino acid. Thislatter triplet, which is part of the m-RNA,

is often called a codon and that on the t-RNAthe anticodon. Theprinciple ofpairing

complementarity is used for the recognition by the t-RNAofits appropriatetriplet

on the m-RNA.

Ribosomal RNA (r-RNA). Alignment of the t-RNA and the m-RNAandthe

progression of polypeptide synthesis along the m-RNA, which is ‘“‘read”’ from

beginning to end, is mediated by special particles, the ribosomes. These are present

in the cell in large numbers. A ribosome is made from a third form of ribonucleic
acid called ribosomal RNA (whosestructure is not yet well determined) together
with a large numberof protein molecules, twenty or more, whose detailed function
is also not yet clear.
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Figure 1.1 gives a schematic representation of the whole process of protein syn-

thesis. The amounts ofall the basic materials, including enzymes, that are needed

for the process are carefully controlled by the cell in relation to its environment.

Thefirst step of protein synthesis, the transfer of information from DNAto m-RNA

through the synthesis of m-RNA on the DNAtemplate,is called transcription; the

second step, the synthesis of proteins from m-RNA,is called translation.

DNAstrand
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A molecule of t-RN

that has just donated

wine its amino acid

Free t-RNA molecules charged with aminoacids

The polypeptide chain being synthesized

FIGURE 1.1

A scheme of protein synthesis.

Some mechanismsof regulation ofprotein synthesis act during transcription.

Regulation of protein synthesis allows for adaptation to the living environment.

Only whena certain substance, for example, a sugar, is present in the environment

is it worthwhile for a cell to develop the enzymes neededto utilize the substance

(enzyme induction). At other times, when a certain end product of a reaction chain,

necessary for growth (for example, some aminoacid), is present in the environment,

cells can cease making it and the enzymes necessary for its synthesis (enzymere-

pression). Mechanisms have so developed that most proteins are made only when
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they are useful. Some such mechanisms have been shown to operate in micro-
organisms during transcription, that is, by stopping the production of the specific
m-RNAwhenthe proteins coded by it are not needed. The information about the
presence or absence of the chemical substances in the environment is conveyed to
the DNA byother specific “‘regulatory”’ proteins coded for by other DNA seg-
ments, as is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.2.

A
Regulator gene Enzyme-producing genes

   
DNA

 

m-RNA PPPPPP SD

’
Proteins (r)

OO ©

  

. 4 Ll |
Proteins o

Oa 2

Enzymeinduction, a phenomenoninvestigated in bacteria, may help

the understanding of the regulation of protein synthesis in higher

organisms, which is largely unknown. A: The substancei, utilized in the

reaction chain promoted by enzymes¢, e2, €3 is absent. The regula-
tory protein r produced by the regulator gene R, in that absence ofi,

combines with an end (0) of the DNAregion that produces enzymes

€1, €2, €3 and inhibits formation of the m-RNArequired for their

synthesis. Therefore genes E,, E,, E3; making these enzymesare inactive

and the enzymes are not formed. B: Substance jis present and combines
specifically with r, which is now unable to combine with the region 0.

Messenger RNA from £;, £2, E3, and the corresponding enzymes

€1, €2, €3 are produced.

Other mechanismsof regulation have been described. Thoseofthecells of higher
organisms are largely unknown, but are believed to be similar in some respects to
those operating in microorganisms. Undoubtedly, the regulation of protein syn-
thesis must be at the basis of differentiation, which is the developmentof different
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cells and tissues. Evidence from various sources shows that various proteins are

formed, and correspondingly, that various portions of the DNA are active in

different tissues and cells at different times during development.

1.3. Duplication of DNA and Cell Reproduction

DNAhas a central role in the life process in both supplying the information for the

synthesis ofproteins and the basis for duplicating this information.

In the presence of nucleotide precursors and an enzyme, DNA-polymerase, an

identical copy of the DNA molecule can be formed by the production of strands

complementary to those in the original “‘ template’? DNA.If the process takes place

in the presence ofjust one strand, then only the complementarystrand is produced.

When, however, a double strand is copied, two double strands are formed, as out-

lined below.

A T G A C G

ATGACG A*, A*, A*, T* — I \, i I L \.
| | | | | | 4 T*, T*, C* C* replication

TACT GC C*,G*,G*,G* polymerasey A* T* G* A* C* G*
(old double strand) (free ) | J fo |

nucleotide T A C T GC

precursors) (two new double strands)

The nucleotides used for synthesis and the newly synthesized strands are marked

with asterisks. It is clear that the two new double strands are each formed of one

old strand and one completely new complementary strand. Two newcells can thus

be formed from an old one, and each will have exactly the same information for

building the basic cellular materials.

It is clearly essential that each daughtercell receives a complete complement of

DNA.This is assured in higher organisms, such as man, by a mechanism called

mitosis.

The DNA is contained in the nucleus ofa cell in parcels consisting of longfilaments

wrapped in a protein matrix. The parcels are called chromosomes and a human cell

has 46.

In a cell that is not actively reproducing, the chromosomesare probably uncoiled

and indistinguishable undera light microscope. Whena cell is preparing for repro-

duction, the chromosomesundergo coiling and structural reorganization, as a con-

sequence of which each becomes much shorter and thicker.It is then visible under
99

the light microscope. The name chromosome, meaning “colored body,’’ comes
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from its staining properties. Each human chromosome has a characteristic shape
and size, generally similar in every cell and individual, although it is not always
possible to distinguish, morphologically, each of the chromosomesin a given cell.

Mitosis, the process of cell reproduction, assures an equal distribution of chromo-
somes to each daughter cell.

In the preparation forcell division, each individual chromosome has its DNA
split internally into two separable threadscalled chromatids, each presumably con-
stituted from one of the two new DNA double strands. The division is, however,
not initially apparent and a humancell starting mitosis still has just 46 visible
chromosomes. Then follows a complex process of preparation within the cell for
the precise division of each chromosome into two equal parts. Each daughtercell
must receive one copy of each chromosome, and thus a complete set of the 46
chromosomes. A specific part of the chromosomethat contains visibly less DNA,
the centromere, is attached to the double thread ofDNA contained in each chromo-
some at this stage. The centromere splits in two with each of the resulting new
centromeres attached to a different one of the two chromatids.

Prophase: the cell at the beginning of mitosis.
The chromosomesare represented as oval

Oo f) structures with the centromeres indicated as
o dots. The DNAin the chromosomeoccupies

Fod~ half of the total volume andis highly folded.It
duplicates before mitosis. The chromosomescan
only be visualized individually during mitosis,
whenthey are highly contracted.

Metaphase: the new cell poles are shown on the
left and on the right. The nuclear membrane has
dissolved; the centromeres, attached to the
equatorofthe spindle defining the majoraxis of
cell division, have not divided, but the rest of
each chromosomehas.

Anaphase: migration toward the poles. Each
half has followed the centromeres, which are
migrating to the opposite poles.

oD 4 DP p3 Telophase: separation. Two newcells identical
HK) HX to the original one have been formed.

FIGURE 1.3

Mitosis in a cell of a hypothetical organism that has onepair of identical
chromosomes and one pair whose membersare different.
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At this stage a spindle has formed in the cytoplasm that extends along the major

axis of division and defines the two poles of the cell. The nuclear membrane has

disappeared so that the chromosomes can movefreely through the cytoplasm. They

attach by their centromere to the central or equatorial region of the spindle. Each

chromosomeis separated visibly into two moieties. One of the two centromeres of

each dividing chromosome movesto one pole and the other to the other pole. This

assures that the daughter chromosomesseparate in a balanced way to form the two

daughter cells (Figure 1.3).

The chromosomeset is double in diploid organisms.

Man’s 46 chromosomes are made up of 22 pairs, each of which comprises two

membersthat are alike and an additional pair, the sex chromosomes, whose mem-

bers are alike in females but quite dissimilar in males. This scheme is the conse-

quence of sexual reproduction, which depends on the fusion of two cells, the

gametes (a male gamete, or sperm, and a female gamete, or egg), to form a new

individual. Each gamete carries 23 chromosomes, one member of each pair. When

the two gametes unite by the process knownasfertilization (Figure 1.4), the nucleus
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Sperm Egg Fertilization Zygote

FIGURE 1.4

Human gametesand fertilization.

of the sperm andthat of the egg fuse to form a single nucleus that has 46 chromo-

somes. The newcell is called a zygote, and its multiplication givesrise to all the cells

of the new organism. An organism whose cells contain pairs of chromosomes

formedin this way is called diploid. Gametes are haploid: that is, they have oneset

of chromosomesinstead of two.

Both a man and a woman have 46 paired chromosomes(see Figure 1.5), with

one pair in the female being different from the corresponding pair in the male, as

already mentioned. All the other 22 pairs are made of two membersthat are like

each other in shape andsize. There are, however, practical limitations to recognition

of chromosomes due to the fact that, at least in man, somepairs are so similar to

others that it is usually impossible to tell them apart. In practice, one can easily
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A: The chromosomes of a male, arranged in pairs according to their size, indicating the seven
groups that are conventionally distinguished. B: The chromosomes of a female, arranged in the same
way. The chromosomesare often referred to by their numbers, assigned by decreasing size as indicated
underneath the groups. (Photos by L. Razari.)
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recognize in man the seven groupsindicatedin the figure by letters A-G, using the

relative position of the centromere andpossible other peculiarities as distinguishing

features. The pair that differs between males and females is responsible for the sex

of the individual, and the members of this pair are called the sex chromosomes

The sex chromosomespresent in the female, conventionally called X chromosomes,

are intermediate in size among the human chromosomes, while in the male thereis

one X and one differentiated sex chromosome responsible for maleness, the Y

chromosome,whichis one of the smallest of the human set. Chromosomearrange-

ments, such as those shown in Figure 1.5, are called karyotypes.

1.4 The Formation of Gametes: Meiosis, or Reduction

The human zygote and almost all the cells of an adult that are derived from it

have 46 chromosomes. There must, therefore, be a process that reduces their num-

ber to 23 during gamete formation in order that the union of two gametes will

produce a new individual with 46 chromosomes. This special process, called reduc-

tion, or meiosis, is a successive pair of modified mitoses. It assures the formation of

gametes each of which contains one member only of each pair of chromosomes.

One chromosomefrom each pair must be included in each gamete because each

pair of chromosomeshas a unique DNA sequence andthusa specialset offunctions.

The complete set of instructions is necessary for the formation of new cells and

organismsthatare like their precursors.

The meiosis represented in Figure 1.6 is that of the same hypothetical organism

used in Figure 1.3; the organism has one pair whose membersare identical and one

whose membersare different, which could be the sex chromosomes. At the begin-

ning ofthe first meiotic division, DNA double strands divide, but centromeres do

not. This is followed by separation of the members of each homologouspair. The

phenomenonthat assures an equal distribution of the members of each pair, one

to each daughtercell is pairing between homologues. Pairing serves as a guide for

the centromere of one memberof the pair to move to one pole, and that of the

other memberto the other pole. It is presumably based on similarity or identity in

nucleotide sequence. In pairs whose membersare not identical, such as the X and Y

at least a part of the two chromosomesmustbesimilar, or homologous, enough to

assure pairing.

If pairing did not take place, the regular distribution to the twopoles, and hence

to the daughter cells would not be assured. The two members of one pair might

migrate to the same pole, giving rise to unbalanced gametes, one of which would

contain both membersofthepair, and the other none. This event, called nondisjunc-

tion, happens very rarely. It tends to happen more often for the sex chromosomes

probably because of their more limited pairing capacity and also because of the

small size of the Y chromosome.
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FIGURE1.6

Gamete precursorcell at the beginning of
meiosis. The DNAhasalready been duplicated.

First meiotic division. The homologuespair. It
is assumed that the shorter branch of the X is
homologousto the Y and can therefore pair
withit.

First meiotic division. Paired duplicated
chromosomesalign at the equatorofthe spindle.

Duplicated chromosomestrandsstay together.
Membersofeach pair separate toward the poles.

Formation of two daughtercells. Each contains
two of the previously duplicated chromosomes,
one of each pair.

Second meiotic division
 

DNAis not duplicated, but

already duplicated |
centromeres and

chromosomesnowseparate.

Each cell forms two

identical daughtercells with
DNAand chromosomes

reduced by one-half.

Meiosis in a hypothetical male who has two chromosome pairs, one of which is the X, Y sex-
chromosomepair, the other (labeled A, A’), a pair of homologous chromosomes.
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The first meiotic division assures the separation of members of pairs and thus

the reduction of chromosome numbers by one-half. The amount of DNA has not

halved. This happens in a second meiotic division. At this division, DNA does not

duplicate, but the centromeres do. Thus the second division produces two pairs of

cells with both DNA and number of chromosomes reduced in each new cell to

one-half the amounts in the original premeioticcell.

Inheritance ofsex is determined in mammals bythe distribution of the sex chromo-

somes among the sperm.

The meiosis depicted in Figure 1.6 is that of a male cell. It has produced four

gametes, or sperm cells, two of them containing one A and one Y and twocontain-

ing one A and one X. A female ofthis hypothetical species has the chromosome

constitution AA XX so that meiosis forms four gametes or egg cells, which are all

AX.

Thus, while male meiosis produces equal numbersoftwo types of sperm, AX and

AY,female meiosis gives rise to only one type of egg cell, AX. One of two events

can take place at fertilization. Either a sperm AYfertilizes an AX egg or a sperm

AX fertilizes an AX egg. These two events should be equally probable. Their

outcomes are

Egg AX Sperm AY Egg AX Sperm AX

\ L Ny if
Zygote AA XY Zygote AA XX

(male) (female)

Thus, an equal number of males and females should be formed in the next genera-

tion. A male will always receive its Y chromosomefrom the father and its X from

the mother.

In general every individual receives one chromosome of a homologous pair from

the father and the other from the mother.

1.5 Mutation and Selection

Mitosis, fertilization, and meiosis assure the constancy of chromosome number

and type in every cell of an individual andin all individuals of the same species. An

understanding of mitosis and meiosis provides the basis for predicting the laws of

inheritance. In order for inheritance to be accessible for study, however, there must
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exist genetic differences between individuals. If everybody had black hair there
would be no wayofstudying the inheritance ofhair color. We knowthatthere are
individual differences for many characters. This book will be almost entirely con-
cerned with the maintenance and changesin frequencyofsuch individual differences
in human populations. We shall now outline whatis known concerning the nature
and origin of these differences.
DNAis the carrier and transmitter of the information needed to makecells and

individuals. Differences between individuals that are transmissible to their progeny
—or, in other words, heritable—must therefore be due to differences in DNA.It is
clear that if a change can occur in DNA and the changed DNAis copied, all the
descendants made by the new DNAwill carry and transmit the new DNAform.
A substance having the capacity to be copied and also to carry information for
making other substances, as does DNA,hasall the basic properties required of the
‘hereditary substance.” Changes in it will be inherited. If the change in DNA
affects the types of proteins that can be made, the effect of the change also will be
inherited. A heritable changeis called a mutation. If a mutation takesplacein

a

cell
destined to become a gamete thenit maybe transmitted to the progeny.Ifit happens
in a cell not destined to form a gamete, a somatic cell, the effects are limited to the
individual, and the changeis called a somatic mutation.
What kinds of changes can occur in DNA and whataretheir probable conse-

quences? Knowledge of DNAstructure and function leads to the following
considerations:

1. The simplest change that can occur in DNAisthe substitution of one nucleo-
tide for another. If, in the sequence of DNA,

TTTACGTAG

(considering one strand only for simplicity), the second nucleotideis changed to G,
the new sequence will read

TGTACGTAG,

which we can call DNA*to distinguish it from the first. We can, on the basis of
the genetic code (Table 1.1) predict the change in the polypeptide synthesized by
this DNA. The original sequence of DNA will specify the tripeptide

lysine—cysteine-isoleucine;

DNA*will lead to the synthesis of

threonine-cysteine-isoleucine.

A nucleotide substitution does not always lead to an aminoacid substitution be-
cause manytriplets may correspond to the same aminoacid. An amino acid change,
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however, must involve the substitution of at least one nucleotide. Practically all

mutations that have been observed in proteins, for example, in the hemoglobins of

man, involve only one nucleotide substitution. The first mutation ever described in

terms of a specific protein change is the mutation to hemoglobin S, whichis re-

sponsible for an anemia widespread among Africans (see Chapter 4). Hemoglobin

S differs from the standard hemoglobin in having a sequence of aminoacidsthat 1S

different at just one of 146 positions, the glutamic acid at position 6 of the beta

polypeptide chain being replaced in hemoglobin 8S by valine. This change can be

achieved by only one nucleotide substitution.

The substitution ofa single nucleotide is the most common kind of change observed.

2. Another possible changeis the insertion or deletion of one or more nucleotides.

Because of the mechanism oftranslation from m-RNAinto protein, this has much

more drastic consequences than a substitution. A polypeptideis usually made up of

a sequence of at least a hundred aminoacids. If there 1s a deletion or insertion of

one nucleotide ina DNA or RNAsequence, the message will be changed completely

from that point onwards. This is because nucleotides are read successively in groups

of three, so that the omission or insertion of one will change completely the trans-

lation into amino acids. Suppose, for example, that the original DNAis

AAA ACG AAA CCG AAG CAT CTT

and that the fourth nucleotide is deleted. The message becomes

AAA CGT TTC CGA AGC ATC TT **9

which we may label as DNA*. Assuming that the beginning of the polypeptide

correspondsto the left end of the sequence as written, DNA will be read in protein

language (see Table 1.1) as

phenylalanine-cysteine-phenylalanine-glycine-
phenylalanine—valine-glutamic acid;

the DNA*will be read

phenylalanine—alanine—leucine—alanine—serine—chain termination.

After the phenylalanine, which is not affected, all subsequent amino acids are

changed.In addition the sixth triplet now reads “ chain termination,” meaning that

a peptide ofonly five aminoacids will be produced instead of the presumably much

longer one originally specified. This type of changeis called a frameshift mutation.

If a deletion or insertion affects three nucleotides in a row, frameshift does not
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occur and there will only be a gap, with perhaps a replacement of an amino acid
next to the gap. Deletion or insertion of three nucleotides not in sequence leads to
a profoundalteration between thefirst and thelast changes, but to no alteration on
either side of them. Such mutations have been artificially produced and have helped
in elucidating the genetic code.

Even a single amino acid substitution, as in hemoglobins, can substantially alter
the function of a protein and so be observable as an effect on the whole organism.

As a first approximation, we call a gene that segment of DNA that codes for a
given protein or polypeptide chain; however, not all DNA segments code for protein.

Changes of the type just described, especially the substitution of one nucleotide
for another, are often called point mutations or gene mutations. Grosser changes
affecting more than one gene may, however, occur. Someofthese are referred to as
chromosomal aberrations. They involve the loss, addition, or displacement of a
major part of a chromosome or chromosomes. Theyare often large enough to be
visible under the light microscope as a change in the shape orsize of the affected
chromosome.

There are four major types of chromosomal aberrations.

1. Deletion: A section of a chromosome is missing. Using letters to stand for
genes we may diagram, as an example,

abcdefghijklmn ——>  abcdkimn,

tT 7

in which the arrowsindicate the points of breakage and rejoining after elimination

of the intermediate segment. Such points can also be within a gene.

2. Duplication: A section of chromosomeis duplicated.

abcdefghijkl ———+ abcdefcdefghijkl

tT T

The sort of duplication shown in this diagram is sometimes called a tandem dupli-
cation because the duplicated piece is immediately adjacent to the original piece.
A duplicated segment mayalso be elsewhere on the same chromosomeor on another
chromosome.

3. Inversion: A section of chromosomeis rotated 180°.

abcdefghijklm abcgfedhijklm

t 7
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4. Translocation: A chromosome segmentis transferred from one chromosome

to another. Translocation usually is reciprocal, as in the example below.

Chromosome A: abcdefghijkl ———> abcdefghLMN

t

Chromosome B: ABCDEFGHIJKLMN ——> ABCDEFGHIJKijkl

t

Deletions usually have the most drastic effects on the individuals carrying them,

especially if the deleted piece is long. A number of translocations have been de-

scribed in man; the possibility for such description is particularly good for those

in which the segments translocated from one chromosome to another are long

enough to bevisible in cytological preparations of mitotic chromosomes. Pairing

at meiosis offers advantages for the cytological study of chromosomal aberrations

because it leads to characteristic configurations of the altered chromosomes. The

famouslittle fruit fly Drosophila, which has been widely used in studies that have

led to our present understanding of genetics,1s very useful for this type of observa-

tion because it has cells in the salivary glands of its larvae with very big chromo-

somes that are permanently paired. The size of the chromosomes and their banding

pattern makes it possible to identify even quite small deletions and other chromo-

somal aberrations. Furthermore, chromosomal aberrations in the fruit fly can be

readily identified because they lead to characteristic loops in the pairing pattern of

the salivary-gland chromosomes. In man, conditions for observation are not so

favorable. The investigation of meiosis in the human male has to be done with

testicular biopsy material obtained by puncturing thetestes, in which meiosis takes

place. It is almost impossible to observe meiosis in females owing to the difficulty

of obtaining sample material from the human ovary.

Occasional irregularities at meiosis, such as nondisjunction, give rise to the for-

mation ofgametes with an abnormal number of chromosomes.

Gametes may be formed in which there are either two chromosomesof one homol-

ogouspair, or none. In the former case, human zygoteswill have 47 chromosomes,

and in the latter, 45 chromosomes. These abnormalities usually have fairly serious

consequences. The best known example is Down’s syndrome, formerly called

mongolism, in which one of the small chromosomes, number21, isrepresented three

times. This cytological condition is called 21-trisomy.

Down’s syndrome can be caused by translocation of part of chromosome 21 to

another chromosome as well as by nondisjunction.

The original carrier of the translocation may show noeffect. Let us assume that

the translocation is with chromosome15. This individual will then have a normal21,
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a normal15, a long 15 to which

a

piece of 21 is attached(called 15-21), and a short
21 (called 21’), which may be diagrammed as follows, with the chromosome 2]
material shown bya thickerline,

21 ! 21’

| a |

|

<_____— ! >

|
|

!

|

1

15! 15-21

The arrows represent movementto the poles at anaphase. The 21’ fragmentis, in
practice, often missing or, at least, not visible. At meiosis each gamete will receive
one 15 and one 21 centromere. The separation occurs along the dottedline as shown
above giving rise to gametes having either 15 and 21 (which may be designated as
type I) and to gametes having 15-21 and 21’ (type II). Whenfertilized with normal
gametes, which have 15 and 21, the type I gameteswill give rise to individuals that
are fully normal, and the type II gametes will give rise to phenotyphically normal
individuals that carry the translocation.

The configuration at meiosis, however, can also be

2! 21

tf sf
!
|

~<— ! OO
!
!

!

{

t

15 | 15-21

The gametes formed that have 15 and 21’ may be designated type III; those that
have 15-21 and 21, type IV. Gametes of type IV when united with a normal gamete
will produce an individual with 46 chromosomes—butthree of these are effectively
chromosomes 21. He will, therefore, be affected by Down’s syndrome. The indi-
vidual formed by the union of a type III and a normal gamete will have a deletion
for one 21 chromosome, which is probably lethal at an early age.
The fact that chromosome 21, or a part of it, is in a new position does not

apparently affect its action on the individual. Only the way in whichit is transmitted
to the progenyis affected.
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The presence of extra chromosomes or the absence of chromosomesis called

aneuploidy. When one of a chromosome pair is lost in a diploid organism, the con-

dition is called monosomy, and when oneis added, trisomy. Euploidy refers to a

normal chromosome complement. (Eu for good, ploidy, for multiplicity; similarly,

we have haploid for one, diploid for two, and so on.) Very rare gametes mayarise

in which there was no reduction of the diploid chromosome number: in man they

have the full set of 46 chromosomes. When united with a normal gamete with 23

chromosomes, they produce individuals that have three chromosomesets (69

chromosomes). These individuals are called triploids and usually die at a very early

age.

Chromosomal aberrations, especially aneuploidy, cause a considerable unbalance

of the organism’s make up.

Aneuploidyis often either lethal or gives rise to serious pathology. Some of the

most extreme congenital malformations are a consequence of chromosomal change.

It is known that an appreciable fraction ofearly abortions are due to this type of

change (see Chapter 10). However, even gross alterations in the constitution of a

chromosomeare not incompatible with the survival and reproductionofsinglecells.

Many humancells cultivated for a long time in vitro have a modified chromosome

set, usually aneuploid, often with as many as 60 to 70 chromosomes. There is a

fraction of normalcells in the human bodythatare tetraploid—thatis, have their

chromosomesin sets of four. They arise from a nuclear division that is not followed

by cell division. Their functional significance is not known. Even octoploid cells

in normal tissues have been described.

If an organism of a new typeis so handicapped in some waythatit’s capacity to

contribute progeny to the next generationis limited, the chance that the new type

will be represented in future generations is decreased. The reverse mayalso be true:

an organism of a new type may somehow be more able to produce progeny than

the old type. Once transmissible changes occur, they will automatically be exposed

to the forces of change that are called natural selection. If a new type leaves more

progeny than the “normal”type inthe environmentin which both happenedtolive,

it will multiply more rapidly than the normal type, at least to start with, and may

eventually supplantit. If a new type is not as capable of reproducing itself as is the

normaltype,it will eventually become extinct or be maintained at a low frequency

by mutation. Natural selection is caused by the differential capacity of the various

hereditary types present in a population to leave progeny in a given environment.

It can be identified with the popular phrase “ survival of the fittest ’’ provided one

defines the word “‘ fit’ as the capacity to leave fertile progeny. The conceptoffitness

will be discussed in much moredetaillater, especially in Chapter 6.
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Most mutations are deleterious.

There are two related reasons why the majority of mutations in any organism
are detrimental. Oneis that mutation is a random changein a functional structure
that is exceedingly complex.It is therefore likely to make that structureless efficient
or even totally inadequate. Changing a connection in a computer at random is
hardly likely to improve its performance. Evenif, owing to a mutation, only one
of the many thousandsofproteins necessary for the life of a normal person is not
present, is nonfunctional, or does not function adequately, the change maybelethal.
The second reason why most mutations are detrimental is that we have a long evo-
lutionary history before us, during which manyof the possible changes that turned
out to be advantageous have already been incorporated. Thus most mutations are
deleterious, though many havelittle effect and some may turn out to be advan-
tageous.

The frequency of mutations is low. There are, however, mutagenic agents that can
increaseit.

DNAis

a

very stable substance andits replication is a very precise process, mean-
ing that very few mistakes are made. There are, however, conditions that affect the
frequency with which mistakes happen during DNA duplication. There are also
conditions that stimulate mutation in “resting ’—that is, nonreproducing—DNA.
Under normal conditions, the frequency with which the average nucleotide

changesis of the order of one in a billion or more per generation. This frequency,
however, varies considerably among organisms and amonggenes and dependsto
some extent on the prevailing environmental conditions. Temperature andionizing
radiations increase mutation rate. More generally, any radiation ofsufficient energy
to determine chemical changes in DNAcangiverise to mutations. Ultraviolet light
is a potent mutagen,especially at a wavelength of around 260 millimicrons, which is
that maximally absorbed by nucleic acids. This wavelength is however, almost
absent in solar radiation by the time it reaches the earth’s surface. In any case, our

germ cells are generally screened from light of this type.

There are many chemical agents that are now known to have mutagenic action.
They usually either react chemically with DNA, or are “analogues” of essential
parts of the nucleotides. This meansthat they are sufficiently similar to the nucleo-
tides to be incorporated into DNAin place of the ordinary nucleotides. These
chemical agents then have, however, abnormal pairing relationships with other
nucleotides and thus lead to errors during duplication. In order to be effective,
mutagens must be able to reach the gonads, the organs in which the formation
of germ cells takes place. Many mutagens active in vitro, for example caffein,
are probably not dangerous for man because they do not reach the gonads in
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sufficient concentration. Ionizing radiation, for example, X-raysif sufficiently hard

can penetrate the gonads and increase mutation rates over their spontaneouslevel.

Mutagenic agentsare relatively unspecific in the sense that they do not affect just

one gene, but tend to affect all genes almost equally. There are, however, some

mutagens that attack only certain nucleotides, changing them into others. As the

numberofsites in the total DNA of an organism that such specialized mutagens

can attack is large, this cannot lead to any great specificity of action in terms of

which genes are affected or the way in which they are affected.

1.6 Dominance and Recessiveness:

Phenotype and Genotype

If we examine individual organisms of the same species and find they are differ-

ent, then the question arises: is the difference genetic—that is, heritable—or not?

Obtaining the answer would be simple for an experimental geneticist. He would

breed from the organisms and observetheir descendants. If the progeny maintained

the difference orit reappeared amonglater descendants then it would most probably

be genetically determined. The test would have, of course, to be done under con-

trolled environmental conditions, to ensure that the descendants of the two types

shared the same environment.

The observation of the pattern of inheritance among the progeny ofa certain

organism tells us what the genotype, or genetic (DNA)constitution, of the organism

really is. The outward appearance of the organism, or his phenotype, can be mis-

leading. Similar phenotypes can arise from different genotypes. Similar genotypes

mayalso give rise to different phenotypesif the organismslive in different environ-

ments.

The fact that our chromosome set is normally double, man being a diploid

organism, means that almost all of our genes are represented twice. If one of two

homologousgenes is normal but the other has been affected by a mutation, pro-

viding that one normal gene is sufficient for normal function, the individual is

protected against the possible deleterious effects of the mutation. This is perhaps

the main reason whyit is advantageous for an organism to be diploid (see Chapter

10).

Diploidy introduces a special problem regarding the identification of genotype

from observation of the phenotype. Suppose that a given gene can exist in two

different states, A and A’. The difference between the two may be at only one

nucleotide position or, possibly, at many. AssumethatA specifies the production of

an active enzyme, while that specified by A’ is either inactive or less functional. A

diploid individual has two genes and can thus be one of three genotypes: AA,

having inherited from both his father and his mother the same type of gene, the one

that specifies the active enzyme; A’A’, having inherited from both parents the gene
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that specifies the inactive enzyme; or AA’ having inherited one gene of each type.
If the presence of the genethat specifies the active enzymeis necessary for survival,
individuals of genotype A’A’ may be severely diseased and perhaps even die at an
early age. This is the case, for example, for the gene that specifies an enzyme neces-
sary for the normal utilization of the Sugar galactose, which is contained in milk.
Unless treated, persons with two of these genes, both of which are nonfunctional
genes, have the disease named galactosemia. The genotype 4A’, which has only one
gene making the normal enzyme, generally makes only half the amount of enzyme
made by AA,butthis is usually enoughto allow the person to digest milk. The bio-
chemist measuring the exact enzyme activity of the two types, cantell the difference
between AA and AA’. Until this became possible, however, phenotypes of theindi-
viduals 4A and AA’ were apparently identical with respect to milk digestion.
We now mustintroduce somebasic genetic terminology. Individuals who Carry

two genesofthe same type, such as AA or A’4’, are said to be homozygotes, meaning
that as zygotes they were formed by the union of “same” gametes. Individuals who
carry a pair of different genes, such as AA’ are called heterozygotes, meaning
formed by the union of“different ” gametes. The definition maybevalidly applied
only by considering oneparticular pair of genes at a time. Individuals may be homo-
zygous for one gene pair and heterozygousfor another. Different types of the same
gene arising by mutationare calledalleles, short for allelomorphs, meaningdifferent
forms. If the heterozygote looks like one of the two homozygotes, for example if
AA is indistinguishable from AA’ inits capacity to digest milk, then the allele A is
said to be dominantto the allele 4’, and A’ is said to be recessive. The word recessive
is derived from a Latin root meaning yielding, retiring, or hiding. We can refer to
AA as the dominant homozygote and to A’A’ as the recessive homozygote. The
way to distinguish 4A from AA’ when A is dominant with respect to A’is by a test
of genotype; that is, by looking at the progeny obtained from suitable crosses. The
analysis of parents and other relatives may also be useful for distinguishing the
genotype. Sometimes, of course, as with galactosemia, more refined tests can
differentiate clearly between homozygotes and heterozygotes for an outwardly
dominant gene. If we could actually examine the DNA we would always beable
to distinguish homozygotes from heterozygotes. Uppercaseletters are often used
for dominantalleles, and lowercase for recessives.

1.7 The Laws of Mendelian Inheritance

Weare nowin a position to understand fully the laws of inheritance as they were
discovered and described by Mendelin 1865. They can, in fact, be deduced on the
basis of the information that has been summarized sofarin this chapter, none of
which was available in Mendel’s time. Mendel derived his laws from careful,
planned observations of the results of breeding experiments with garden peas. His
laws remain valid for all diploid organisms, including man.
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From the facts of meiosis andfertilization we know that, apart from rare excep-

tions, every individual derives one chromosome of a pair, and hence one gene of

each pair, from one parent and the other chromosome, or gene, from the other

parent. All chromosomesthat are not different in the two sexes, called autosomes,

behave in this way. The genes on the sex chromosome have special rules of inheri-

tance that will be considered

a

little later. Which particular chromosomeenters a

gamete is determined at random and therefore either chromosome may enter a

particular gamete with equal probability. This rule has almost no exceptions. Pos-

sible exceptions called meiotic drive have been described in some experimental

organisms but they are rare, and claims to their existence in man are, in general,

not well substantiated.

An assumption that Mendel made, and that is substantiated in practice, is that

male gametesfertilize female gametes independently of the particular chromosomes

or genes that each of them contains.

The expected outcomeof a cross can be predicted as a function of the genotypes

of the mates as follows.

1. Given the genotype of each parent, establish what gametes each will form and

in what proportions. For example,if the mates are GG and Gg,the first will form

only G gametes while the second will form 4 G gametes and 3 g.

> Work out all combinations of male and female gametes. The genotype ofa

zygote is derived by combining the genes of the two gametes. The proportion of

zygotes having each combination will be the product of the relative frequencies of

each type of gamete in each mate. Thus, if we assumethat the male is GG and the

female Gg, all sperm will be G but they may fertilize either a G egg or ag egg, each

of which occurs with a frequency of 4. The resulting zygotes GG and Gg therefore

also each occur with a frequency of 4. A slightly more complicated example, that of

a cross between two heterozygotes is given in the diagram that follows. In this

example, we can pool identical classes of zygotes and sum their proportions.

 

 
 

Gg male

SPERM
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GG Gg
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8
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4 4     
There are four possible combinations of gametes. The genotypesof the zygotes thus

formed are simply the combinations of the gametes that gave rise to them. The
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proportions of each zygoteare the productsofthe proportionsofthe corresponding
gametes. Summing over identical genotypes, since it is immaterial whether G or g
comes from the father or the mother, we have

GG gG + Gg 9g

b
i

A
j

A
i
-

3. Determine the proportions of phenotypes. If G is fully dominant over g, the
dominant phenotype, whichis displayed by all individuals of genotypes GG, Gg, and
gG, occurs amongthe progenyofthe cross Gg x Gg witha frequency} +443

=

3,
and the recessive phenotype, displayed by gg individuals, occurs with an expected
frequency of 4. There is, therefore, no segregation of distinct phenotypic classes
among the progeny of the Gg x Gg cross shownin the diagram.

In all cases, random sampling effects will, of course, generally lead to observed
proportions that differ somewhat from the expected. A brief surveyofthestatistical
techniques which are used to assess the agreement between observed and expected
is given in the appendices.

The expected results of all possible crosses between two individuals with
respect to one locus having twoalleles are given in Table 1.2. A cross between
heterozygotes is often called an intercross and that between a heterozygote and a
homozygote a backcross. These terms arose from the application of genetics to
plant breeding.

TABLE 1.2

The Possible Types of Crosses Involving One Locus
with Two Alleles G and g

 

 

 

Mates Progeny

Male Female Genotype proportions Phenotypes ifG
is dominant

GG Gg gg G g

GG GG all — — all —
GG Gg 1/2 1/2 — all —
Gg GG 1/2 1/2 — all —
GG gg — all — all —
9g GG — all — all —
Gg Gg 1/4 1/2 1/4 3/4 1/4
Gg gg — 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
gg Gg — 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
gg gg — — all — all
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The mere fact of a gene’s being on a sex chromosome means that it is governed by

special patterns of inheritance that are related to sex (sex linkage).

The Y chromosome in man seemsto carry very few genes. There is no gene that is

known to be present both on the Y and the X and therefore all X chromosome

genes are effectively haploid in the male (see Chapter 10). Consider first an X-

linked gene—thatis, a gene on the X chromosome—whichis recessive in females.

The presence of the recessive gene on the single X of the male almost always pro-

duces the phenotype that corresponds to that of the recessive homozygote in the

female. This in itself indicates that the corresponding gene is not present on the

Y, and such a maleis said to be hemizygous. The patterns of inheritance expected

for such an X-linked recessive are summarized in Table 1.3, using hemophilia (a

TABLE 1.3

Patterns of X-linked Inheritance. X" represents an X

chromosome carrying the recessive gene for Hemophilia A.

Affected individuals are boxed.

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mating Parents Offspring

Type*

Female Male Female Male

1 XX XY XX XY

2 XX" XY  4XXK XX" XY Exry |

3 | XX! | XY XX! | xry |

4 XX | xr| XX" XY

5 XX! )x"y | XX" =[4X'K"| IXY EX"y|
 

 

 
 

O
N xixt] [xty] xix"| xy |

aSince the X® chromosomeis very rare (see Chapter 4) mating types
3, 5 and 6 arerarely,if ever, observed. Mating types 2 and 4 are those

most characteristic for an X-linked recessive.

 

hereditary disease in which blood coagulationis severely delayed) as an example. The

second,third, and fourth mating types show the associations of a character with sex

that are generally the diagnostic for X-linkage. In mating type two, unaffected

heterozygous XX" “ carrier”’ females give rise only to normal females, half of which

are, however,carriers, while half of the males are affected. Type 3 gives only affected

males as sons of affected females. For a rare defect, the frequency of the mutant

chromosome X"is so low that mating types 3, 5 and 6 rarely, if ever, occur. Mating

types 2 (normal carrier female and normal male) and 4 (normal female and affected

male) are then those that are commonly used to diagnose X-linkage in human
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pedigrees. The male-associated familial pattern of inheritance of hemophilia was
perhaps already recognized at the time the Talmud waswritten,

A complete study of the genetic transmission of a trait requires the analysis of
how it is transmitted inall possible matings.

This, however cannot be done for manytraits that are rare. For these traits,
it may in fact be very difficult to find enough homozygotes for matings between them
to be studied. Often they are so rare that even heterozygotes are very difficult to
find. The homozygote for a rare gene almost always has both parentscarryingit.
Thus, if heterozygotesare rare, the probability of observing a mating between them
is exceedingly low. For many rare humantraits that show up in heterozygotes, the
homozygotes have never been seen.
For instance chondrodystrophy, a congenital defect determining irregular growth

of bones, especially of the long ones, causes a peculiar type of dwarfism, deter-
mined by a dominantgene.Sinceits frequency in the populationis of the orderof|
in 10,000, marriages between heterozygotes are veryrare.If mating were at random,
such marriages would occur only once in every hundred million marriages. Thisis
about the total number of marriages that occur in the human species in five years.
Genessuch as that for chondrodystrophyare called dominants because they show
up in the heterozygote, though it is often not clear what the homozygote would
look like. Homozygosity for some such rare genes is known tobelethal.
The study of the genetic transmission of a trait is carried out by an analysis of

enough pedigrees to provide information on its mode ofinheritance. A rigorous
analysis is complicated and its essential principles will be given in Appendix II.
Here weshall simply indicate some rules of thumb that allow the geneticist to carry
out a superficial analysis.

When

a

certain character or group of characters can be Classified into three
nonoverlapping categories, it is possible that the three categories correspond to two
homozygotes and a heterozygote for a pair of alleles. If there were a pair of alleles
that gave three such classes for a human character, marriages between homozygotes
of one class should produce as progeny only homozygotes of that class: those
between the different classes of homozygotes should give as progeny only hetero-
zygotes, which are expected to be somewhatintermediate in appearance between the
two homozygotes. The other three possible marriages should give the expected
segregations. Deviations from this scheme could be explained as being dueto errors
of classification,or to illegitimate paternity. In theory, mutation might also account
for deviations but this would be a very rare event.

Examples from humangenetics of characters for which a pair of alleles produces
three observable classes are some hereditary anemias, like the sickle-cell anemia
and C hemoglobin anemia, common among Africans, and thalassemia, commonin
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some European and Oriental populations. The person whois heterozygous for any

of these diseases has a very mild anemia, which can be detected by special labora-

tory tests. The homozygote has severe anemia and, especially in the case of thalas-

semia, does not usually survive to reproductive age. Such genes are called

homozygous lethals. When these anemias were first discovered, laboratory tests

were not able to detect all heterozygotes with certainty, thus giving rise to errors of

classification. Improvements in techniques have made possible the identification

in the laboratory of the three genotypes for each ofthese traits.

Whenonly two phenotypic classes are clearly distinguishable, the first problem is

to test whether the inheritance corresponds to a Mendelian schemewith dominance.

Whenonetype is rare and the other, by definition the ‘‘normal,”’ is common,the

following rules are useful in making a prediction. Ina dominant defect, one of the

two parents ofthe affected individualis also usually affected, and if this is so, the

frequency of affected sibs is about 4. With a rare recessive defect, on the other hand

the parentsof the affected are usually both unaffected. In this case both parents are

usually heterozygous and the expected proportion of affected progeny is 4. Quite

frequently parents of a person having a rare recessive defect are related. These rules

are subject to several exceptions. Particularly with very rare dominants, instances

may be reported of an affected individual with unaffected parents. The affected

individual is then probably the result of a mutation in one of the two gametes that

formedit.

There are also otherdifficulties in the interpretation of pedigrees. Some genes do

not express themselves in all individuals that carry them. They are referred to as

genes of incomplete or low penetrance. This may happen in either recessive or

dominantstates.It is also possible that the viability (which is partially synonymous

with fitness as defined for natural selection) of some genotypes may be low. These

and other complications related to the sampling of human pedigrees make their

rigorous analysis an involved procedure.

Sex linkage is often discovered because of a different frequency of a trait in males

and females, but this rule is far from foolproof. Many traits have a different inci-

dencein the two sexes without being sex linked. Thus, pattern baldness is much more

frequent among males but the study of pedigrees showsthat it is not sex linked.

Such characters are called sex conditioned, or sex limited. True sex linkage of a

gene, whether dominant or recessive, is ascertained by transmission studies. A sex

linked recessive will very often show up in sons of unaffected parents. Affected

females must have an affected father. Other features of sex linkage will be apparent

from the study of Table 1.3. Sex linkage also gives rise to a clear difference between

the progeny of reciprocal matings, for example those in which the father is A and

mother a compared with those in which the father is a and the motherA.

Such reciprocaldifferences can also be found in so-called maternal inheritance and

cytoplasmic inheritance. In maternal inheritance the phenotype of the progeny is

determined by the phenotype of the mother and is independentof that of the father.

In cytoplasmic inheritance, thetrait is transmitted by components of the cytoplasm
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of the germ cell, and therefore usually only through the maternal parent because
egg cells have much more cytoplasm than sperm and so contribute most of the
cytoplasm ofthefertilized zygote.

Genes located on nonhomologous chromosome pairs are transmitted independently
of each other.

Migration of homologous chromosome pairs to the cell poles at meiosis occurs at
random. Theonlyrestriction is that if one member goes to one pole, the other goes
to the opposite pole. When two chromosome pairs are considered, the mode of
Separation of the members of one pair does notin general influence that of any
other. Thus, if an individual is heterozygous for two genes located on different
chromosomepairs, the two pairs of genes, which may werefer to as Aa and Bb,
will behave independently of each other during segregation at meiosis. Because of
the rules we have already described, we expect an equal number of gametes to
receive A and a and an equal number B and b. We can now add, because of the
independencerule, that of those gametes receiving A, we expect equal numbers to
receive B and b and the samewill be true for those receiving a. The onlyrestrictionis
that each gamete must have oneallele of the Aq pair and oneallele of the Bb pair.
There will therefore be four types of gametes formed by the individual under con-
sideration,all expected with equal frequency: 44B, LAB, 4aB, 4ab. The progeny of a
cross between double heterozygotes are expected to be as given in Table 1.4.

TABLE 1.4

The Cross Between Two Double Heterozygotes
AaBb. The two gene pairs A, a and B, b are
located on different chromosomes. Since each
gamete has a frequency of 1, all combinations in
the body of the table occur with a probability of
4X 4= 4. Eguivalent genotypic classes are
indicated by boxes.
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Pooling equivalent genotypic classes in the table, the segregation is

AABB AaBB AABb AaBb AAbb Aabb aaBB aaBb aabb Total

 

1 2 2 4 1 2 j 2 \ 16

Assuming dominance of A over a and B over b, the expected phenotype proportions

are

AB Ab aB ab Total

 

9 3 3 1 16

These results could have been predicted in a simpler way by taking the phenotypic

segregation for two pairs of genes and noting that they are independent. Simple

multiplication of proportions then gives

Phenotype
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The expected results of other types of crosses can be computed similarly. For

example, a cross between a double heterozygote and a double recessive homozygote,

AaBb x aabb gives a segregation of 1:1:1:1 for the four genotypes AB/ab,

Ab/ab, aB/ab, and ab/ab, which correspond to the four phenotypes if A and B

are dominant. In suchcrosses the expected frequencies of the gametes formed by the

double heterozygote, are equal to the expected frequencies of the phenotypes obtain-

ed among the progeny.

1.8 Linkage and Recombination

Genes on the same chromosome do not generally obey the rule of independent

transmission. In fact, genes on the same chromosome would always be transmitted

together unless there were a special mechanism for separating them. This mecha-

nism exists and is called crossing-over.

Crossing-over, a reciprocal event in a pair of homologous chromosomes, takes

place when the chromosomes have already duplicated at the beginning of the first

meiotic division. For detecting it genetically, a chromosome must be marked with
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two pairs of genes: Aa and Bb, say. Crossing-over can thus be observed by analyzingthe gametes formed by anindividual whois heterozygous for two pairs of geneslocated on the same pair of chromosomes, as diagrammedbelow.
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Of the four types of gametes formed, AB and ab carry the genes in the same com-bination as in the chromosomesof the double heterozygote, and therefore in thesame combination in which they were in the parents of the double heterozygote.The other two, Ab and aB carry them in new combinations. 4B and ab are calledthe parental, or nonrecombinant, types and Ad and aB the recombinant types.
A few crossovers are expected to occur at meiosis in every chromosomepairapproximately in proportion to the length of the chromosomes. A given pair ofchromosomesin one gamete-forming cell may have zero, One, Or more crossoverswhich are distributed roughly at random along the length of the chromosome. Iftwo genes that are being considered are fairly close together the probability of acrossover between them is low, and thus, on average, few recombinant types will beformedfor these genes.If they are far apart, the probability is higher. The observedfrequency of recombinants will, therefore, depend on the distance between the genepairs being studied, and can be used as a measure of this distance.
The recombination fraction r is computed from the frequency of recombinanttypes (Ab + aB in the example just discussed) among all the gametes tested fromthe double heterozygote. The expected frequency of Abis equal to that of aB, andtherefore each of them is equal to r/2. Conversely, the nonrecombinant types areeach expected to occur with a frequency of (1 — r)/2.
The double heterozygote we have been discussing received A and B from oneparent, a and b from the other. This combination, or linkage phase, with the twodominants from one parent, is called coupling. The other possible combination, onedominant and onerecessive from each parentgives rise to the double heterozygotein repulsion, as summarized below:

 

Parental RecombinantParents Double heterozygote Phase gamete types gamete types

AABB x aabb AB/ab coupling AB ab Ab aBAAbb x aaBB Ab/aB repulsion Ab aB AB ab
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From a repulsion double heterozygote, the expected frequency of Ab and aB types

is (1 — r)/2 and that of AB and abis r/2, exactly the reverse as for coupling.

The two phases, coupling and repulsion, are also sometimes called cis and trans

respectively.

If two gene pairs are far apart on the same chromosome, the recombination

fraction r approaches 4 (see Appendix II, Section 11.16) and the results are then

indistinguishable from those obtained for two genepairs on different chromosomes.

Linkage is the tendency of genes on the same chromosometo segregate together.

It is close whenthe two genes are near each other and recombination between them

is low. It is loose when they are far apart, and linkage may then be difficult to

demonstrate directly. It may, however, be shownbyfinding that the two genes are

linked with others that lie between them on the chromosome. All genes on the same

chromosome,therefore, form one linkage group. There are expected to be as many

linkage groups as the haploid chromosome number.

Exchanges, or more probably their consequences, can be observed in meiotic

chromosomes when paired homologues separate during thefirst meiotic division.

Points of probable exchange become visible as so-called chiasmata following pair-

ing during meiosis, and can be counted. This gives an idea of the average number of

exchanges expected per chromosome, which increases with chromosome length.

Crossing-over in this context is thought to be mediated by actual breakage and

rejoining of homologous chromosomes in corresponding positions, leading to a

reciprocal exchange of chromosome segments. Some pedigrees illustrating linkage

and recombination in man are shown in Appendix I].

1.9 The Gene Concept

The demonstration that a character shows Mendelian inheritance implies a simple

determination of the character at a physiologicallevel.

‘““Mendelizing” characters can often be reduced to a difference in a specific

protein. Many factors can, however, obscure Mendelian inheritance. The environ-

ment may lead to phenotypic variations that may makeit difficult or impossible

to distinguish the phenotypes corresponding to different genotypes. Another serious

disturbance is that more than one gene may affect the same character. Mendelian

analysis may thenstill be possible, but usually becomes exceedingly complicated

even in an experimental organism, in which any desired cross can be made.It is

obviously more difficult in man, where the geneticist has to rely on the matings that

happen to exist in the population. The refinement of phenotypic analysis usually

helps to elucidate cases in which the transmission is obscure. Morphological

characters especially are subject to the action of a great number of genes and are

therefore less easily analyzed. The inheritance of such complextraits is dealt with
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specifically in Chapter 9. When analysis can be carried out at the biochemical] level,
particularly at the level of the proteins or of their direct products, genetic problems
are usually greatly simplified. Conversely, the resolution of differences in terms of
single genes, and therefore usually single proteins, can greatly help in solving the
problem of understanding the functionsof the relevant proteins.
We have provisionally used a definition of a gene as the segment of DNA that

directs the synthesis of a given polypeptide or protein. This is not general enough,
because some DNAregions probably do not synthesize protein. Some,for instance,
are believed to synthesize only r-RNA or t-RNA. Moreover there are various
kinds of genes. There is evidence that some DNAregions coding for several pro-
teins can be activated or inactivated in a block. Whenthis happens there must be
some physiological connection between the DNA segments that form the functional
unit. A “‘ gene”’ as revealed by sometypesof analysis may thus be a more complex
chromosomeregion than that synthesizing a given polypeptide.

A gene is thus a DNA segment recognizable by its specific function.

Cistron is a word commonly used for that segment of the DNA that codes for a
particular polypeptide chain. This word derives from a combination of the terms
cis and trans. Thesocalled cis-transtest compares the phenotypesofthe trans (or
repulsion) and cis (or coupling) heterozygotes. If two functionally similar mutants
belong in the samecistron the cis combination will usually be found to be normal
while the trans usually shows the mutant phenotype.

It is worth adding that the namelocus (plural: loci) is usually used to indicate the
position of a gene on a chromosome. The word gene is often used to designate both
locus andallele, but it is better to use one of the two distinguishing terms when
confusion may arise. Locus and cistron are sometimes used interchangeably.
Recombination can occur between mutant alleles affecting the same cistron, and
may even occur if the mutations affect neighboring nucleotide pairs. Thus, the
nucleotide pair is the minimal unit of mutation and recombination, while the
cistron is the minimal functionalunit.

The total number of genes in man was estimated in the past to be of the order of
tens of thousands. This approximation wasarrived at by indirect methods and most
likely was an underestimate. Knowledge of the average size of polypeptide chains,
or of proteins, and of the total DNA content of a human cell should provide a
better estimate, assuming most of the DNA codes for proteins. Taking the average
size of a polypeptide to be about 100 amino acids, the numberofnucleotides coding
for the average polypeptide will be 300, and therefore 600 in double-stranded DNA.
The numberofnucleotides in a haploid humancell is about 3 x 10°; thus the num-ber of cistrons should be 3 x 10°/600 or approximately five million. This may be
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an overestimate, because an appreciable fraction of genes exists in multiple copies

or because there may be, as has sometimes been suggested, a fraction of the DNA,

that has no obvious function (see Chapter 11).

General References

All the references cited in the body of the text are collected together at the end of the

book. A few selected papers and booksare, in addition, listed at the end of each chapter

under the heading General References. These have been chosen because of their special

relevance to the contents of the particular chapter and are intended as a guide to further

reading. The general references given at the end of this chapter, however, relate to the

overall contents of the book and have been divided into those concerned specifically with

population genetics and evolution, those concerned with human genetics, and, finally,

some general references in genetics and molecular biology. Many of these references are

especially relevant to later chapters of the book, though they are listed only at the end of

Chapter1.
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Mendelian Populations

2.1 Some Basic Factors of Population Genetics

According to a widely accepted definition, a speciesis the most inclusive group of
individuals that can potentially interbreed and producefertile offspring. By this
criterion, all human beingsof all races belong to a single species, Homo sapiens.
Interbreeding among human beings is, however, in practice limited by geographic,
social, religious, and psychological barriers. As a result of these restrictions a great
variety of partially differentiated local groupshasevolved. The study of a sample of
humans musttherefore be accompanied, to be meaningful, by a careful description
of the population from whichit originates. This requires knowledge of the pro-
cedures by which the sample was obtained.
Our discussions of evolution will often refer to Mendelian populations—thatis,

populationsofinterbreeding individuals who share a commonpool of genes, which
are, of course, transmitted from one generation to the next according to Mendel’s
laws (see Dobzhansky, 1951). Simple Mendelian segregation may, of course, be
disturbed by a variety of factors. These will not, however, in general, affect our
definition of the Mendelian population. Wewill take this to mean a population that
is interbreeding without major internalrestrictions, that is sufficiently well-defined
geographically and in other ways for meaningful samples to be taken from it, andwithin which we study characters that obey the Mendelian rules of inheritance.
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An important property of Mendelian inheritanceis that the genetic composition

of an infinitely large population, undisturbed by differential selection, mutation, or

environmental and other stimuli, will not change. Natural populations, however,

reproduce underthe influence of forces, in particular mutation and selection, that

do mediate changes in their genetic composition. Mutation and selection are the

two basic driving forces of evolution. In the first part of this chapter we will survey

briefly some of the general basic factors of population genetics as a prelude to the

more detailed treatment they will receive in later chapters.

Mutation produces new alleles, or, more generally, new heritable changes, in the

genetic material but is a rare event.

The mutation rate per gene per generationis of the order 10~* to 107 °, and some-

times even lower. It should be emphasized that mutationrates in higher organisms

including man are often defined somewhat loosely. In practice, we do not estimate

the rate of mutation but the frequency of new mutant genes. More precisely, we

estimate the frequency of mutant genes among the gametes that have joined with a

gamete of the opposite sex to form a zygote.

Mutation is such a rare event that it can easily be overlooked. If we are inter-

ested in observing mutation we must be preparedto test a large enough number of

individuals to identify with some certainty even the rarest “sport.” This is especially

true for the study of rare human malformations, congenital anomalies, and inborn

errors of metabolism, which are often only the result of recent mutations. There is

onefact that can assist us in our study of mutation: a mutant gene, although carried

initially in a single individual, may be favored by selection (or by chance) and thus

increase in frequency until it may be more easily detected. A mutant geneis favored

by selection if individuals carrying it tend to leave more progeny than other in-

dividuals, either because they have a higher fertility, or because their offspring have

a greater capacity to survive in their environment.

Gametes containing new mutations for any given gene arerare. If one of them

unites with another gamete to form a zygote,it 1s thus almost certain that the other

gamete will carry the normal gene, meaning that the new individual will be hetero-

zygous. In other words, most new mutant genes are carried in the heterozygous

state by the individuals who bear them. So long as it is rare, a mutant gene will

only very occasionally occur in the homozygous form necessary forits expression

in double dose.

Most mutant genes are deleterious. They are, in general, less deleterious in the

heterozygous than in the homozygous state.

We have already noted the reasons why mutant genes are usually deleterious:

a mutation is a random change in a highly complex structure that has evolved to

meet the challenge of a complicated, variable, and often hostile environment.
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Most organisms are especially adapted to the environment in which theylive, an

adaptation which may be almost unbelievably sophisticated. It is not surprising

therefore that random genetic changesare largely deleterious.

Polymorphism, the condition in which a mutant gene isfrequent, can be transient or

stable.

When the environment changes, new solutions to new problems are needed,

which creates the possibility that some previously deleterious mutant genes may

become beneficial. Even if the environment does not change, however, a random

genetic change mayoccurthat is advantageous.In either case, the mutant gene that

confers some benefit will increase in frequency and will do so more quickly the

greater the advantage. During the initial period of selection for a new mutation

most individuals carrying it will be heterozygotes. Only when the frequency of the

mutant gene has increased enough that there may be a reasonable numberof mat-

ings between heterozygotes will homozygous progeny be produced. From then on,

the mutant gene will be exposed to selection in the homozygousstate as well as in

the heterozygousstate. If individuals who are homozygous for the mutant gene are

as fit, or more fit than the heterozygotes, selection will go to completion and the

“‘normal”’ allele will disappear and be replaced by what wasoriginally the new

mutant allele. However, it may happen, for example, that a mutant gene which is

advantageous in the heterozygousstate is not an asset in the homozygousstate.

Selection will then slow down as the frequency of the mutant gene increases and

eventually an equilibrium state may be reached in which the normal and newalleles

are both present. Such a state is called a balanced polymorphism. A polymor-

phism is a condition in which the population contains at least two phenotypes (and

presumably at least two genotypes) neither ofwhich is rare—thatis, neither of which

occurs with a frequencyless than, say, one percent. There may be, of course, and

there often are, more than two alleles, and therefore, more than two phenotypes,

for a single locus.

If we examinedindividuals of a population at any given time we should probably

find that for some loci there are no heterozygotes at all, while for others there are

two or moreallelles segregating (that is, present) in the population. At many of the

loci having more than oneallele, one may be very commonand the others extremely

rare. Some loci, however, are truly polymorphic. Unless data collected at different

times are available, which are at present very difficult to obtain for human popula-

tions, it is usually impossible to decide whethera populationis really in equilibrium

with respect to the alleles at any of these loci. Indirect evidence may sometimes be

available. It may be possible, for example, to assumethat, unless significant changes

in the environment have taken place in the recent past, the population is at or near

equilibrium. However, this is an assumption that may be almost unverifiable.
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A few concrete examples of different types of mutant genes and knowledge about

them mayhelp to clarify the discussion.

Rarely, persons are found who have unusual substances or abnormal concentra-

tions of normal substances in their urine. Well-known examples are phenyl-

ketonuria and galactosemia. Many other abnormalities in amino-acid and sugar

metabolism are also known.Personsaffected by these traits often exhibit complex

and debilitating syndromes that are a consequence of the metabolic disturbance.

The “inborn error of metabolism” is frequently the result of an enzymatic de-

ficiency. The heterozygote, even thoughit usually has half the amount of enzyme

that the normal has, very often has enough ofthe protein to be normalor almost

so. Thus, the defect is recessive. These deleterious recessive mutant genes remain at

a low frequencyin the population. In fact, the heterozygouscarriers also often have

a slightly lower reproductivity than the normal homozygotes,a fact that contributes

in an important way to keeping the abnormal allele rare. Albinism is a more

conspicuous abnormality also determined by rare recessive genes. It is the result

of an inability to synthesize pigment in skin, hair, and eyes. Chondrodystrophy, a

dominant and conspicuousdefect, is an alteration of the bone forming cartilages

that results in abnormal growth of the limbs. This causes a considerable reduction

in stature and gives rise to a characteristic pattern of dwarfism.

Polymorphism occurs for several diseases, anomalies, and traits.

A defect suchas color blindness occurs with high frequency. Sometimes, even

genes determiningseriousillnesses, such as sickle-cell and mediterranean anemias,

that are almost lethal in homozygotes, can become very frequent. The reasons

why these two abnormalities are so frequent are nowat least partially understood

(see Chapter 4). But in general, strong selection for human polymorphisms has not

been observed. We may consider for an example, the blood groups. The ABO

system is undoubtedly the best-known of the blood groups, mainly in view of

its primary importance in blood transfusion. Most populations harbor three

alleles of the system A, B, and O, each at a frequencygreater than 5 or 10 percent.

More than a dozen polymorphic blood-group systems are knownfor the red blood

cells and similar systems are being discovered for the white blood cells. Recently,

many other polymorphisms have been detected by analyzing variations in enzymes

and other proteins contained in plasma, or in red cells. Undoubtedly, other cells

and bodytissues will exhibit new polymorphisms,signalling a rapid extension of

our knowledge of human polymorphism. (See Table 4.7 and Chapter 11 for

summaries of most of the known polymorphisms.)
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2.2 Phenotype, Genotype, and Gene Frequencies

The distribution of the frequencies of the various phenotypes constitutes, for our

purpose, the essential description of a population.

If the genetic determination of observed phenotypes is known, we can infer from

their frequencies those of the corresponding genotypes. Consider, for example, the

MNblood-group system. Three phenotypes M, MN, and N can bedistinguished.

These correspond to the three genotypes MM, MN, NN, namely those of the

homozygotefor the M allele, of the heterozygote, who carries M and alleles, and

of the homozygote for the N allele. Thus, for example, in a sample from a partic-

ular population there were 47 M, 52 MN,and 12 N individuals. The frequency

distribution of the respective genotypes is the same as that of these phenotypes.

If the frequencies of the genotypes are known, the frequencies of the genes can

often be precisely determined.

Thus, in the example just used, we simply count the number of M and N genes

present in the sample of 111 individuals. As every individual is diploid and weare

dealing with an autosomal locus, there must be a total of 222 M and N genes among

the 111 individuals. Each M individual carries only M genes, so that the 47M

individuals contribute 2x 47=94 M genes. MN individuals each have

only one M gene and therefore contribute 52 M genes. The N individuals

have no M genes. Our sample thus contains 94+ 52 = 146 M genes, and so,

by subtraction, 222 — 146 = 76 N genes, since there are no otheralleles. The

frequency of the M allele in the population of 222 genes derived from these

111 individuals is therefore 146/222 = 0.66. The frequency of the WN allele in the

population is 1 — 0.66 = 0.34 as can be verified by a direct count. It is easily seen

that the frequency of M genesis in fact just the sum of the frequency of the MM

homozygotes plus one-half the frequency of the MN heterozygotes, and similarly

for the N genes, substituting NN for MM. Quite generally, the frequency of an

allele is equal to the frequency of the homozygotes for thatallele plus one-half the

frequency of heterozygotes carrying theallele.

Evolution in its most basic form is described by the changes in the frequencies of

the genes.

Whatweobserve are phenotypes. However, from the evolutionary point of view

weare interested only in the heritable components of the phenotypes,thatis, in the

genotypes. The frequencies of genotypes are determined to a large extent by the

frequencies of the genes in the population. It is thus convenient for the formal

description of evolution in a population to consider the changes in the frequencies

ofgenes in the population.
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The study of gene frequenciesis therefore an essential part of the formal analysis

of evolution, but it is only a part and not the whole.It is important to know at what

rate new alleles arise by mutation, increase in frequency, and invade a population.

The phenotypes and not the genes are, however, observed, andit is therefore the

frequencies of the phenotypes that should be predicted. Evolutionary prediction,

which is an important goal of population genetics, is the prediction of the frequen-

cies of phenotypesin future generations, based on knowledge of their frequencies

in present and past generations.

Three basic types of information on the characteristics of a population are needed

for the construction ofmodels ofthe evolutionary process.

1. We must knowthe pattern of inheritance of the phenotypes whose evolution

we are studying. This includes knowledge of the rules of the correspondence be-

tween genotypes and phenotypes, which provides the necessary basis for making

inferences from frequencies ofphenotypesto frequencies of genotypes andvice versa.

It also includes knowledge of mutation rates and of possible distortions of segrega-

tion ratios from those expected on the basis of Mendel’s laws. These forces are

important in determining changesin frequencies of genes from generation to genera-

tion. For characters controlled by more than onelocus, the pattern of inheritance

must include a description of recombination patterns.

2. We need knowledge concerning the selective forces acting on the phenotypes

that are being studied. By this is meant knowledgeofall the causes that differentially

affect the probability of survival or fertility of gametes or zygotes. Selection is
probably the most important factor in evolution. Unfortunately it may be very
difficult to describe, especially in human populations. A complete description of
selection would involve a very large number of parameters, many of which are
difficult to measure. Moreover, its validity would be limited to the given environ-
ment in which the measurements were made. Changesin the environment take
place continuously and they alter radically the set of parameters that must be used
to describe selection.

3. Finally, we need to knowthe population structure. By this is meant the proba-
bilities with which matings will occur between the various phenotypes. Thesefre-
quencieswill, of course, affect the frequencies of phenotypes. Moreover, changesin
frequencies of genes may also occuras a result of the finite size of populations. In

any real population,the transition from one generation to another is accomplished

by meansofa finite number of gametes. This can be taken, at its simplest, to be a
random sample of the genes present in the parental population. Because of the
finite size of this sample, there will usually be a difference due to random sampling

between the gene frequency of the sample of gametes forming the next generation

and that of the parental generation. This difference will, on the average, be larger,

the smaller the sample. This is the origin of random genetic drift (see Chapter8).
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The description of evolutionary changesis, indeed, a formidable task. It might
seem that no mathematical theory could be developed that would adequately take
account ofthe many forcessince it would require such a large numberofparameters,
all of which must be estimated. However, we can simplify the situation by taking
account of one, or at most of two at a time, of the various forces that are operating
and thus make someinterpretation of observed data possible. Such a simplification
is often adequate for the construction of models appropriate for the level of resolu-
tion of our observations. Experience has shown that these models are useful, and
thus that evolution is, at least to some extent, amenable to quantitative study.
Our success in predicting evolutionary changes will depend, of course, upon our
striking the right balance between simplification andreality.

2.3 Prediction of Frequencies of
Genotypes under Random Mating:
The Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

Weare interested in predicting frequencies of genotypes and phenotypes on the

basis of gene frequencies.

Weshall first consider the simplest possible model for one locus with twoalleles

segregating in a population of diploid organisms, such as man. Letthe relative

frequencies of the two alleles A, and A, (calculated as described in Section 2.2)

be p, and p,. As there are only twoalleles, p; + p, = 1.

We now makethe following assumptions.

1. For the pattern of inheritance we assume that the genotypes can bedistin-

guished unequivocally, meaning that the frequencies ofthe phenotypes are the same

as those of the genotypes. We also assume that mutation rates are negligible and

that segregation occurs according to Mendelian rules, with no segregation distor-

tion.

2. We assume that there is no selection, namely that the expected number of

fertile progeny from a mating that reaches maturity does not depend on the geno-

types of the mates.

3. Finally, the population structure assumeis, simply, that all matings take place

at random with respect to the genetic differences being considered andin a popula-
tion of infinite size. This means that the probability of mating between individuals
is in no way influenced by their genotype at this locus. In addition, we assume that
all individuals mate at the same given time and then are completely replaced bytheir
offspring. This, of course, ignores the “‘age structure” of the population, since
individuals do not all reproduce at the same age. This assumption that generations
are discrete greatly simplifies population-genetics models. The corresponding
frequencies of genes can be thoughtofas referring to someparticular point of time
in the life cycle, say the onset of sexual maturity. We will considerin Chapters 6 and
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8 some of the complications in taking age structure into account in population-

genetics models.

Thislist of assumptionsis such thatit is certainly hard to believe that all are ever

realized in any “‘real’’ population. However, the optimism underlying the use of

such a set of simplifying assumptions turns out to be justified, as the theorem that

can be derived on the basis of these assumptionsfits the facts well in a great number

of cases. The general theorem was formulated in 1908 independently by the English

mathematician G. H. Hardy and the German physician W. Weinberg.

The assumptions that we have been discussing are often summarized, somewhat

loosely, by the words random mating. In its simplest form, the Hardy-Weinberg

theorem states that:

A population undergoing random mating reaches, in one generation, a distribution

of genotype frequencies given by the expansion of (p,; + p2)*, generating the three

terms, P?, 2D1P2, P53, which give the relative frequencies of the genotypes A,A\,

A,A,, A,A,, respectively. The quantities P, and P, are the respective frequencies

of the alleles A, and A,.

Wecan also expand (p,4, + p, A,)* to obtain

piA,A, + 2p\p. AyA2 + pz Az Ap,

a notational device showing immediately which genotypeis associated with a given

frequency.

Weshall prove the theorem for a population in which the frequencies of the three

genotypesare initially u for A,A,, v for A,A, and w for A, A, in both sexes (u +

v-+w=1). There are nine possible matings between three male genotypes and

three female genotypes. Only six of these need to be distinguished for our purpose.

A 3 x 3 table (Table 2.1) with male and female genotypes at the heads of the rows

TABLE 2.1

Mating-type Frequencies in

a Population Mating at Random

 

Frequency offemale genotypes
 

AiA, A,A, A,A,
   

   
u v Ww

~ wy
2X x A,iA, U ur uv uw

oS &= £58 AiAz v uv v? vw
oN & 2Los A»,A, w uw WwW= Sy 2A2 v Ww
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and columnsrespectively, illustrates, simply, the derivation of the frequencies of

the various mating types. The products of the frequencies of the corresponding

genotypes in males and females are given in the body of the table. These products

give the expected frequencies of each mating on the assumption that mating takes

place at random. |

A set of values like that in Table 2.1, which can be given in a regular arrangement

of rows and columns,is called a matrix. (A somewhat more complete account of

the use of matrices is given in the examples at the end of Chapter 6.) The matrix

of frequencies given as Table 2.1 is symmetrical along the main diagonal (from top

left to bottom right) because the frequencies of the genotypes are assumed to be

the same in males and in females. The symmetry of the matrix showsthat it is not

necessary, at this stage, to distinguish between matings in which, say, the husband

is A,A, and the wife is A,A, and those in which the husbandis A,A, and the wife

A,A,. Such matings, called reciprocal, can therefore be pooled.

Wemay thus obtain thelist of the six matings types given in Table 2.2, in which

reciprocal matings are grouped together and their respective frequencies summed.

The last three columns of Table 2.2 give the expected proportions of the three

TABLE 2.2

Mating Types, Their Frequencies and Progeny Output

for an Autosomal Locus with Two Alleles
 

Genotypes ofprogeny

 

    
Mating types Frequency A,A, A;A2 A2A2

A1A1 X A\A, ur all —_— —_—

A1A, X A1A2 2uv 1/2 1/2 —

A1A2 X A,A2 v? 1/4 1/2 1/4

A,A, X A2A2 2uw — all —

AA, X A2A2 2vw — 1/2 1/2

A2A2 X A2A2 w? — — all
 

genotypes amongthe progenyof each mating. From this information, we can com-

pute the frequency distribution of the genotypes amongthe total progeny ofall

matings. A convenient graphical representation of this information is given in

Figure 2.1.

Continuing to use the same example, we maysee that A,A, progeny is obtained

from the matings

A,A, x A,A,,_ whose frequencyis u?;

A,A, x A,A,, whose frequencyis 2uv;

A,A, x A,Az, whose frequencyis v’.
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FIGURE2.1

Hardy-Weinberg theorem in a graphical form. Random mating between

individuals of three genotypes leads to expected mating frequencies given

by the area of a rectangle whose sides are the gamete frequencies of
males and females. For example, starting with genotype frequencies

u=0.5 for A,A,, v = 0.3 for 4,A,, w= 0.2 for A, A> in both of the

sexes, gene frequencies and therefore gamete frequencies are, in both

sexes: 0.5 + 0.3/2 = 0.65 for A; and 0.3/2 + 0.2 = 0.35 for A,. In one

generation the following equilibrium proportions are expected among

the genotypes:

u = 0.657 = 0.4225 for A,A
v=2 x 0.65 x 0.35 = 0.4550 for A,A>

w= 0.35? = 0.1225 for A2 A»

These are indicated by the hatched areas.

If we assume,for simplicity that there is only one offspring from each mating, there

will be, on the average

2
u A,A, progeny from A,A, x A,A, (becauseall the progeny is 4,A,);

4x 2uv=uv A,A, progeny from A,A, x A,A, (because 4 of the progeny is

A,A,);

A,A, progeny from A,A, x A,A, (because i ofthe progenyis A,A;,).a
o
S
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Altogether there thus will be

u* + uv + 40? = (u + 4v)” A,A, progeny;

and similarly,

uv + dv + 2uw + vw = 2(u + 4v)(4v + w) A,A, progeny:

and

du + vw + w? = (40 + w)? A, A, progeny.

In the previoussection, it was shownthat, in general, the frequency of an allele

is equal to the frequency of the homozygotes for theallele plus 4 the frequency of
the heterozygotes. In this example, the frequencies of the two alleles are therefore

Pp, = u+4v and p, =4v+w. We can thus write the distribution of genotypes

among the progeny as follows

A,A, frequency p? = (u + 40)’;

A,A, frequency 2p,p. = 2(u + 4v)(4v + w);

A,A, frequency p3 = (4v + w)’.

The genefrequencies in the progeny are the same as those in theparentalpopulation.

Thus, for example, the frequency of gene A, in the progenyis

Pi +4(2p,p2) = Pi + PiP2 = Di(Pi + P2) = Py;

since p; +p, = 1. It is clear, then, that if we use these progeny as a new set of

parents, the genotype frequencies among their progeny would be exactly the same.

The Hardy-Weinberg distribution p{A,A, + 2p,p,A,A, + p3A5A,is thus achieved

in one generation (assuming u 4 pj, v # 2p,p,, and w ¥ p3), and then remains the

same in all subsequent generations. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Random mating is equivalent to random union ofgametes.

The Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium can also be obtained by picking pairs of genes
at random out of a pool containing a proportion p, of A, genes andp, ofA, genes.
Thus the probability that each of the two genes picked out is A, is p, x p,; = p?.
Similarly, the probability that each is 4, is p, x p, = p,. The probability that we
first pick A, and then A, is p,p,, which is the sameas the probability of picking
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A, first and then A,, giving a total of 2p,p, for A,A,. This process of random union

of gametes can also be represented as follows:

GENES IN MALE GAMETES

 

 

A, A,

Frequencies Pp; p2

ef
5
= A, Pr

Oo
fi)
_]
<
=
)
i
Zz.
A A, P2
sa
Z,
i
Qo    

Circled genotypes are indistinguishable and can be pooled. We thus obtain again

the standard formula. The Hardy-Weinberg theorem can therefore be interpreted

as saying that random mating is equivalent to random union of gametes.

One of the most important features of the Hardy-Weinberg theorem is that it

enables us to express the distributions of genotypes in a population entirely in terms

of the gene frequencies.

The way in which gene frequencies change when subjected to the forces of muta-

tion, selection, migration, and random drift will be discussed in the following chap-

ters. As we shall see later, the effects of these forces are very rarely large enough to

be detectable among genotype distributions. When a Mendelian population is

examined it is almost always found to obey Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The

sample must be very large, or conditions highly unusual, for a deviation from equili-

brium to be detectable. The Hardy-Weinberg theorem verifies that, in the absence

of mutation, selection, or random-sampling variations due to finite populationsize,

genetic variation is maintained in a population at its prevailing level, and is not

eroded, as it would be if inheritance were correctly described by a blending theory.

2.4 Composition of an Equilibrium Population

In this section weshall discuss some of the properties of a population in Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium. Therelative porportions of the two homozygotesandof the

heterozygote vary continuously with the gene frequencies, with the heterozygote

frequency having a maximum of 4 at p, = p, =4. The variation of the genotype

frequencies as a function of the gene frequencies is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The
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same data are plotted on a logarithmic scale in Figure 2.3, whichillustrates more
clearly what happens when gene frequencies are very small. Variation in this range
is important because of the existence of large numbers of rare deleterious mutant
genes. If the humanspecies actually bred at random, a gene whose frequency was
10~° would probably not occuratall in the homozygousstate, since the expected
frequency of a homozygote for this gene would be only 107!° and the present size
of the human species is between 3 and 4 x 10°. Heterozygotes, however, would
occur with a frequency of about1 in every 50,000 individuals. Weshall see later that
in actual populations there are deviations from random mating that dogive rise
occasionally to homozygotesfor very rare genes.

Thefrequency ofa rare recessive gene is about 4 thefrequency of the heterozygotes
whocarry it.

There are many examples of rare mutant genes that have frequencies in the range

10-7 to 10°*. When p, (the frequency of allele 4,, as before) is very small the

frequency of heterozygotes 2p,p, = 2p, — 2p{ is approximately 2p,, since p? is
very much smaller than p, and is thus approximately twice the gene frequency.

Many more mutant genes are therefore present in heterozygotes (~2p,) than in

homozygotes (p7). (Note that ‘““~’’ means “approximately equalto.’’)
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FIGURE 2.2

Plot of the three genotype frequencies for 4:41, A1A2, and A, A>,

against the gene frequency of Az, based on the Hardy-Weinberg

law. The ordinate showsthe relative proportions of heterozygotes

and homozygotes as a function of the gene frequency of A2.
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FIGURE 2.3

These are the same data as in Figure 2.2, but here the logarithms

of the frequencies are plotted to magnify the results for low gene

frequencies.

For dominant genes, the assumption of a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium provides the

simplest way of estimating the frequency of heterozygotes in the population.

Consider, for example, the Rhesus positive (Rh+) phenotype, which is known

to be determined by a dominant gene D. (The details of the Rhesus blood groups

and their involvement in hemolytic disease of the newborn will be discussed in

Chapter 5.) We may beinterested in knowing the frequency of heterozygotes Dd.

Given that the frequency of homozygousrecessive individuals dd, who have the

Rh — phenotype, fs 16 percent, we can easily obtain the frequency of the gene d on

the assumption that mating is random. Let p be the frequency of the gene D and

q(=1 — p) the frequencyofthe gene d.(It is acommonconventionto use, in working

with twoalleles, p for the frequency of the dominant, and q for that of the recessive.)

Using the Hardy-Weinberg law, we expect p*DD, 2pqDd, and q? dd individuals.

Thus we can estimate q* = 16/100, and from this, g = (0.16)'/? = 0.4. Therefore

p=1-q=1-0.4=0.6, and the frequency of DD is p* = 0.6% = 0.36, while the

frequency of heterozygotes Dd, 2pq =2 x 0.6 x 0.4 =0.48. Individuals hetero-

zygous for the Rhesus genes, and thus having the Rh+ phenotype, therefore

constitute almost half of the population. The total frequency of individuals having

the Rh+ phenotype is, of course, 1 — 0.16 = 0.84. The frequency of heterozygotes
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among all individuals having the Rh+ phenotype is thus 0.48/0.84 = 0.57 or 57
percent.

Another interesting example is provided by albinism,the lack of pigmentation in
the skin, hair, and eyes, which occurs in certain populations with a frequency of
about 1/20,000. Assuming it is determined by a recessive gene a, we can estimate the
frequency q of this gene by

 

1 1
q= |20,000 141.42’

If a mating between an albino and a normalindividualgivesrise to albino offspring
the normal mate must be a heterozygote Aa. The proportion of heterozygotes Aa

among normal people (either Aa or AA) is

2pq 2q 24— = = 0.014027,
p* + 2pq p+2q 1+4q
  

whichis actually approximately

2
2q = 141.42 > 0.014142, since q is small.

Hence, the probability that an offspring from a mating between an albino and a

normal individual will be an albino is $ x 0.014, or 0.7 percent. Most of the albinos

in the population have normal parents, who must, of course, be heterozygotes Aa.

The mating Aa x Aa occurs with frequency

(2pq)? = (0.014042)? = 0.00019718,

and contributes a proportion 4+ x 0.00019718 = 0.000049295 of albinos to the next

generation. Thus, the proportion of all albinos that have normal parents is

0.000049295/(1/20,000) = 0.9859. Actually, there is more than onegenefor albinism

and so precise computations would be more complicated than this.

2.5 Extension of the Hardy-Weinberg Theorem
to Multiple Alleles and to Polyploids

Whenthere are more than twoalleles at a given locus, say A,, A,,..., A,,, the

number of possible genotypes 1s m(m + 1)/2, of which m are homozygotes (A,A,,

AA,,...5 AyA,) and m(m — 1)/2 are heterozygotes (A,A,, A;A3,.--5 Am—1 Am):

The Hardy-Weinberg theorem (as shown by Weinberg, 1909) can be extended

quite simply to cover multiple alleles.

Thus,ifwe assume that random matingis equivalent to random union ofgametes,

we may compute the frequencies of the various genotypes by the expansion of

(py + py t++m)?
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wherethe p,’s are the frequencies of the genes A;. To allocate frequencies to geno-

types it is useful to consider, by analogy with the way we handle frequencies of

two alleles, the expansion of the expression

(DA, + Pp, A, re + PDnAm)’

Homozygotes A,;A; occur with a frequency p;; heterozygotes A;A, (i #j) occur

with a frequency 2p; p,. Gene frequencies are determined by summing the frequency

of the respective homozygote and half the frequencies of all the heterozygotes

containing the allele in question, of which there are m — I.

Complications may arise when, because of dominance, some genotypesare pooled

together in one phenotype. This is the case, for example, for the well-known ABO

blood-group system. Here there are three alleles, 4, B, O that have frequencies of

PD, q, r, say. Table 2.3 gives the four phenotypes that can be distinguished and their

TABLE 2.3

ABO Blood-group System:
Phenotypes and Genotypes

 

Phenotype Genotype Frequencies

  

O OO r?

A AA+AO- p?+2pr

B BB+ BO q?-+2g¢r

AB AB 2pq

 

expected frequencies. When a pair of alleles such as A and B both show their

presence in the heterozygote, they are sometimes referred to as being codominant.

The estimation of gene frequencies in cases such as this often requires a considerable

amount of numerical work and even the use of a computer. The method of estima-

tion generally used is that of maximum likelihood, whose logical basis and practical

application are briefly summarized in the appendices of this book.

The following methodgives a simple, rough (that is with relatively low statistical

efficiency—see Appendix II) estimate of the ABO gene frequencies. Let A, B, and

O refer to the numbers of individuals with the corresponding blood type and N to

the population size. Then the O gene frequencyis estimated by

p= /OIN.

(Note that a caret over the symbol for frequency meansthatit is an estimate based

on observed frequencies—see Appendix I.)

Since the combined frequencies of O and A individuals are

r? + p? + 2pr=(p +r)’,

the A gene frequency is given by

p= [A*O,
p= N ’
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and thus, by subtraction,

gG=1-—p-FP.

Consider, for example, the following tabulation of numbers of persons having

the various ABO blood types among a total of 163 persons; these data were ob-

tained from a Pygmy group in the Central African Republic:

 

 

Blood type

O A B_ AB
88 44 27 4

Using the simple method of estimation just given, we may determine the O gene

frequency,

88
p= ~ = 0.735;’ /163

while

 
(88 +.44
p+t= |—{—= 0.900,

This gives the A gene frequency, p = 0.9 — 0.735 = 0.165; and hence, the B gene

frequency,g =1—p—?7r=0.1.

A statistically more efficient estimation method, developed by Bernstein (1930),

uses preliminary estimates such as those just obtained (also see Appendix IJ), for

pand 4g =1—(p +A), and,in addition, by analogy with the estimate for q,

B+0 88 + 27
p=1- | N -1- | cay = 0.16.

Then,ifwelet D = 1 — fp — @ —? = 0.005, corrected estimatesp*, q*, r* are given by

  

D

D
g* = a(1 + =} = 0.1003,

and

ke D D\ |
r= (; + =) (1 + >) = 0.7393,

which are here found to be very close to the preliminary estimates.

The ABO blood-group polymorphism is used in a numberof practical applica-

tions, other than the problem of blood transfusion (see Chapter 5), such as paternity

testing and determining possible parentage where there is some confusion. Thereis

a very slight chance, for example, that babies in a nursery for the newborn may be

interchanged by mistake, and that parents may thus be given the wrong child.
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Determination of genetically inherited characteristics, can of course, in somecases,

help in correcting such an unfortunate mistake. What can besaid about the prob-

ability of determining that the wrong child has been given, for example, to parents

whoseblood types are O and A? Only types B and AB amongpossible progeny are

excluded by the O x A mating, since if the A parent is heterozygous AO, O off-

spring may be produced. The probability of determining that these parents have the

wrong babyis thus the combined frequencies of phenotypes B and AB. For Cauca-

sian populations this would be about 0.19. This probability is, of course, a function

of the mating types; the chance of making a proper determination could be

increased by the use of more genetic differences.

The Hardy-Weinberg law can be extended to cover trisomy.

Down’s syndrome,as already mentionedis often the result oftrisomy for chromo-

some 21—that is, chromosome21is presentin triplicate. This happens when one or

other parent transmits a gamete that, as a result of nondisjunction, carries two copies

of chromosome 21 instead of one. If the nondisjunction occurs in the first meiotic

division, a parent heterozygous for a locus near the centromere will nearly always

transmit both allelles to the nondisjunctional gamete (see also Chapter 10). In a

population in which mating is random,individuals with Down’s syndromeresulting

from first-meiotic-division nondisjunction will thus carry a random sample of three

genes (instead of two) from the population. This fact can, in principle, be used to

see whether a gene is on chromosome21, becauseif it is, it should lead to a dis-

turbance in the expected proportion of apparent heterozygotes and homozygotes

with Down’s syndrome (Bateman, 1960). Thus,let p, and p, be the gene frequencies

of a pair ofalleles A, and A,. The frequencies of the various genotypes among

individuals with Down’s syndromewill be given by

(p,A, + p2 Az) = pjA,A,A, + 3p{p.A,A,A + 3p,p3 A,A, Az + p3 Az A, A,,

since individuals having the genotypes represented carry a random sample ofthree

alleles from the population. The apparent frequencies of the two types of homo-

zygotesare therefore pj and p3, and those ofheterozygotes 3p?p, + 3p, p? = 3p,p.

The expected ratios of these apparent frequencies in Down’s syndrome compared

with those in the normal population will therefore be p?/pj =p, for A,A,,

3P1P2/2p,p2 = 3/2 for A,A,, and p3/p3 = p, for A, A,. To the extent that nondis-

junction does notoccurat the first meiotic division, or that the locus in questionis

not very closely linked to the centromere, the difference between these frequencies

will be reduced. A search for disturbances in blood-group frequencies among

individuals with Down’s syndromehasso far given negative results, indicating that

none of the common blood-group loci are on chromosome21. (See, for example,

Goodman and Thomas, 1968; and Shaw and Gershowitz, 1962.)
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2.6 Testing Equilibrium and
the Meaning of Departures from It

When appropriate data for calculating gene frequencies are available,it is of some
interest to test the validity of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This is done by
computing the gene frequencies from the data, and then from these frequencies the
expected frequenciesofthe various phenotypes. These expected frequencies are then
compared with the observed frequencies using the chi-square test. As an example,
consider the data on ABO bloodgroups in Pygmies. From the estimated A, B, and
O gene frequencies of 0.1604, 0.1003, and 0.7393, we can calculate the expected
frequencies of phenotypes:

 

 

Observed

Phenotype Expectedfrequency frequency

O N(r*)? = 89.1 88

A N(2p*r* + (p*)*) = 42.9 44

B N(2q*r* + (p*)*) = 25.8 27

AB N2p*q* = 5.2 7

N = 163

The chi-square for testing the goodnessof fit (with one degree of freedom) is given

by

, __ (88 — 89.1)? 44 =42.0) 2725.8) 4 — 5.2)
At11 = "394 42.9 25.8 5.2
 = 0.375,

which corresponds to a probability between 0.7 and 0.5, and so showsa very good

fit of observed with expected. For those unfamiliar with the basic concepts under-

lying the chi-square test, a brief discussion is given in Appendix I.

The general problem of the evaluation of the number of degrees of freedom in

using the chi-square test for the goodness offit deserves a few comments. There

are for example, three phenotypic classes with twoalleles at a single locus. To

compute the expected frequencies, we use the total number of observations and

also anotherlinear function of the observations, namely, the gene frequency of one

or other of the twoalleles. There is thus only one independent class, and one degree

of freedom for the chi-squaretest.

In the ABO system we were just discussing there are four phenotypic classes.

In addition to the total number of observations, we use two other functions of the

observed frequencies, namely, the gene frequencies of two of the alleles. The fre-

quency ofthe third allele follows from the fact that gene frequencies must add up
to one. There are thus three independentconstraints on the four phenotypicclasses,
only one of which can therefore vary independently. This leaves once again, one
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degree of freedom for testing the agreement with a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

In general, the degrees of freedom are the number of phenotypic classes minus the

numberofalleles.

Although observed departures from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium are, in fact,

rare, there are many possible causes of departuresin either direction, toward defici-

ency or excess of heterozygotes.

Wemayatthis pointlist possible causes ofa deficiency in the observed proportion

of heterozygotes, although these causes will not be considered in detail until a later

chapter: (1) heterogeneity of the population, which may consist of a number of

independent subpopulations (see Example 2.2 at end of this chapter); (2) inbreeding

(see Section 7.3); (3) selection against the heterozygotes; (4) presence of a “silent”

allele that masks heterozygotes, making them indistinguishable from one of the

types of homozygotes (see Example 2.4); (5) errors in the classification of pheno-

types; (6) positive assortative mating—that is, a tendency for individuals of like

genotype to mate with each other (see Chapter9).

An excess of observed heterozygotes is a rarer event than a deficiency and could

be caused by: selection in favor of heterozygotes (see Chapter 4); errors of classifi-

cation of genotypes; or negative assortative mating—thatis, a tendency of unlike

genotypes to mate with each other. Most of the rare cases in which the Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium does not fit observed data may be the consequence of a

recent changein the constitution of a population, such as the recent admixture of

two different populations. Equilibrium is reestablished in one generation when

generations are discrete in time, as in annual plants (see Example 2.2). When

generations overlap, as in man, equilibrium is reached gradually. The rate of ap-

proach to equilibrium, however, is usually quite rapid (see Example 2.8).

Clearly, the fact that a population does not deviate significantly from a Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium does not mean thatall the possible causes of divergence are

absent. It simply indicates that they are not present at a level that can be detected

with the numberof individuals tested. It should be emphasized that the test for the

fit of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is not a sensitive test for the presence of

forces, such as selection or inbreeding, that may cause departure from it. This is

undoubtedly the major reason whyit is rare in practice to find deviations from the

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.It is also possible that disturbing forces have opposite

effects, which cancel each other.

Important exceptions to the simplest form of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

include distributions of (1) sex-linked genes, which will be discussed in the next

section; (2) two or more linked or unlinked loci—independent distribution of

the two loci is only reached gradually (see Examples 2.6 and 2.7); (3) Polyploid

organisms, for which the equilibrium conditions can be obtained by using as an
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exponent of the Hardy-Weinberg expression the degree of ploidy, as in the example

of Down’s syndromealready discussed.

2.7 Sex-linked Genes

A special treatment is needed for genes located on the sex chromosomes,since,

in a bisexual organism, mating is not random with respect to sex. The rules for sex-

linked inheritance can be summarized as follows. Any gene on the Y chromosome

1s present only in males andis therefore transmitted only from father to son.

Males have only one copy of X-linked genes, which, of course, always comes

from their mother. Females have two copies, one of which is of paternal and the

other of maternalorigin.

Intuitively, we immediately recognize that in females the inheritance of sex-

linked genesis the same as that of autosomalloci, and this can be proved rigorously.

The frequencies of genotypes are therefore given by the standard Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium. Males, however, each having only a single dose of X-linked genes, will

have one orthe other of two distinguishable phenotypes corresponding to the two

alleles. The frequencies of male phenotypes for linked genes are therefore identical

to the frequencies of the respective alleles in the mothers. We thus expect, at equili-

brium, the distribution given in Table 2.4.

TABLE 2.4

Equilibrium Genotype Frequencies for
X-linked Genes: two alleles A; and Az
with frequenciesp, andp2 in both sexes

 

 

 

Sex Genotype Frequency

Male Ay P1

Az P2

Female AiA, p?

AA, 2P1P2

A2A2 D2

 

Equilibrium frequencies for the sex-linked genes are reached in an oscillatory

fashion.

Supposethat we start with different frequencies for an X-linked pair ofalleles in

the two sexes, say, p,, and q,, for genes A, and A, in the males and p, and q, in the

females. The approach to equilibrium is then somewhat anomalous. We have
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already seen that in the first generation the male frequencies are equal to the

maternal frequencies. Thus if p},, p; represent first-generation male and female

frequencies,

Pm = Pye (2.1)

Females obtain one gene from their fathers and one from their mothers. Their gene

frequency will thus be the average of the parental gene frequencies;

*. (2.2)Pr = 5

Combining Equations 2.1 and 2.2, we see that

Pn — Dip = Pp — (Dm + Pp) = — 2(Pm — Py): (2.3)

Thus the difference between the male and female gene frequencies decreases by a

factor —4 in each generation. This difference, therefore, tends to becomezero with

increasing numbersof generations, but as it does it alternates on either side of zero

in successive generations. A typical example of an approach to equilibrium for an

X-linked geneis given in Figure 2.4. It can easily be shown that the equilibrium

gene frequency, which must be the same in both sexes, is given by

_ Pm + 2Pz
Pe 3 (2.4)
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FIGURE2.4

The approach toward equilibrium of frequencies of a sex-linked gene. It is assumed that,
at the beginning, the frequency of the gene is 0 percent in the males and 100 percentin

the females. The rule is that, in every generation, the frequency of the gene in the males

is equal to that of the females in the previous generation, and that of the females is the

mean of the male and female frequencies of the previous generation.
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(See Example 2.5. This problem wasfirst studied by Jennings, 1916; see also Haldane
1924.)

>

The equilibrium conditions show that a recessive X-linked character is, in general,
much morefrequent in males than in females.

The frequency in females is, in fact, the Square of that in males. Thus, color
blindness in women is much less frequent than it is in males, some 0.5 percent
versus 8 percent in the males—in fairly good agreement with this expectation.
Hemophilia, a rare X-linked recessive disease, has a frequency of less than 1 in
10,000 in males, and is practically unknown in females.
The higher frequency ofa trait in males than in females should be considered to

indicate only as one possibility that the trait is sex-linked. Quite a numberofcondi-
tions are sex-limited, or sex-controlled; that is, controlled by autosomalgenesthat
are expressed differently in the two sexes. Such characters may exhibit different
frequencies in males and females although they are not determined by X-linked
genes. Any suspicion of X linkage must be confirmed by pedigree analysis. The
expected pattern of inheritance is so clear-cut that we can usually establish or ex-
clude genuine X linkage. There are now somesixty conditions for which X linkage
is considered to be proved or very likely, and another twenty or so for which the
evidence is suggestive but not conclusive (see Chapter 10; and McKusick, 1968),

The Xg blood group is a useful example ofan X-linkedpolymorphism. The Xg(a+)

phenotype is determined by a dominant X-linked gene (Xq’).

The following data on the frequency of Xg(a+) individuals were obtained from

a sample of Caucasian males and females (Mann,et al., 1962):

Phenotype 53 29
 

Xg(at+) 95 167
Xg(a—) 59 21

154 188

There is a highly significant difference in the frequencies of Xg(a—) males and
Xg(a—) females in the population (x/,, = 34.8), as would be expected for an X-
linked character. Let Xg be the recessive allele. The frequencies of Xg* and XQ;
p and q, say, can be estimated from the frequencies among the males of the pheno-
types, Xg(a+) and Xg(a—) giving

95
= —— = 0.615,g=1—-

p

=0.385.P 154 > Pp

Using these estimates, the expected number of Xg(a—) femalesis

188 x (0.385)? = 27.6,
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which agrees reasonably well with the observed number, 21. The methods given in

the appendices indicate how it is possible to improve the accuracy of such an

estimate by also taking into account during the calculation the data on females.

The information contained in this chapter, which is very basic to population gen-

etics, may be summarized as follows: Random-mating populations, in the absence

of mutation and selection, rapidly reach an equilibrium distribution of genotypes

that is given by a simple theorem named after Hardy and Weinberg. In a diploid

organism the distribution of the genotypes for one autosomal locus with two

alleles is given by the expansion of (p, + p2)*, where p, and p, are the frequencies

of the two alleles. The equilibrium is reached in one generation if the age structure

of the population is neglected. It is, in practice, quite insensitive to disturbing

factors and therefore constitutes a basic foundation for many further theoretical

developments. Representing a population in terms of the Hardy-Weinberg equili-

brium greatly simplifies the analysis of more complex genetic problems,sinceit

allows the frequencies of phenotypes and genotypes to be expressed in termsof the

gene frequencies alone. Importantspecial cases of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

include those for polyploids, X-linked genes, and the joint distribution for more

than one locus. The main factors causing departures from the Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium will be considered in subsequent chapters.

General References

See the references listed at the end of Chapter 1 under the heading Population Genetics.

Worked Examples

2.1 Segregation in the matings dominant x dominant and dominant x recessive.

A giventrait is determined by a single dominant gene G, which has the population

frequency p= 1-—g. Assuming that mating is random, what are the expected

proportions of the recessive phenotype amongthe offspring of the matings domi-

nant x dominant and dominant x recessive?
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There are three types of dominant x dominant matings:

 

 

   

Offspring proportions

Mating genotypes Matingfrequencies Dominant Recessive

GG x GG p* X p?=p* 1 0

GG x Gg 2 X p? x 2pq = 4p°q 1 0

Gg x Gg 2pq X 2pq = 4p*q’ i t
 

Since p + gq = 1, the total mating frequency is

p* + 4p°q + 4p7q? = p*(p? + 4pq + 4q°) = p?*(p + 2q)* = pr(1 + q)’.

And,thus, the overall proportion of recessives is

| 1 gq \?
7X 4p? xa=(4).

ge 4 pict+g)’ \icg

There are two types of dominant x recessive matings:

 

 

  

Offspring proportions

Mating genotypes Matingfrequencies Dominant Recessive

Gg X 99 2 x 2pq x q? = 4pq° 3 4
GG X gg 2 x p? xX q? = 2p’q? 1 0
 

The total mating frequency is

4pq° + 2p?q? = 2pq?(2q + p) = 2pq°(1 + 9).
And,thus, the overall proportion of recessives is

3La 4pq __4
2° 2pgex(1+q) 1+4
 

These are knownas “‘Snyder’s ratios’’ (Snyder, 1932). The first increases from 0

to 4 as q, the frequency of the recessive gene, goes from 0 to 1, while the second

ranges from 0 to 4. For the Rh+ phenotype, for example, with q = 0.4 we should

expect 8.3 percent Rh— individuals among the offspring of Rh+ x Rh+ matings

and 28.6 percent Rh— among those of Rh+ x Rh— matings.

2.2. Outcome of mixing two different populations.

Two populations, both in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for a pair of alleles

A, and A, at a single locus, but having different gene frequencies, p = (1 — q) and

P =(1 — Q) where p # P, are mixed in the respective proportions m and 1 — m.
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Show that the mixed population has a deficiency of heterozygotes, but on further

random mating achieves, in one generation, a new Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

with gene frequencies mp + (1 — m)P, mq + (1 —m)Q.

These gene frequencies with m= 4 hold for a single population if males and

females start with frequencies of A, genes that are p and P respectively, where

again p #P.

The frequencies of the genotypes 4,A, and A,A, in the mixed, parental popula-

tion are mp” + (1 — m)P? and 2mpq + 2(1 — m)PQ,respectively. The frequency of

the A, gene in this population,p, is thus

p= mp? +(1—m)P? 4+ mpq+(1—m)PQ =mp+ (1 — m)P.

Similarly, 7 = 1 — p =mq + (1 — m)Q.After one generation of random mating,

the heterozygotes will, because of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, have the frequency

2pq = 2[mp + (1 — m)P]lmg + (1 — m)Q].

This proportion is larger than that of heterozygotes in the mixed, parental popula-

tion. In fact the difference in the proportions of heterozygotes between the two

generations,

2pq —[2mpq + 2(1 — m)PQ] = 2m(1 — m\(P — p)’,

is always positive if mis different from 0 and 1. A relative deficiency ofheterozygotes

may, therefore, indicate that there has been a recent admixture of two populations.

This is really a simple example of migration, corresponding to a single event of

admixture, as opposed to continuing admixture of two populations generation

after generation (see Chapter 8). The result shows that a single event of admixture

causes a departure from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for one locus only in

the generation in whichit occurs.

Whenthe initial gene frequencies in the two sexes are different, the first set of

offspring have A,A,, A,A,, and A, A, genotype frequencies of pP, pO + gP and

qQ respectively (by random union of male with female gametes). The new A, gene

frequency is therefore

p=pP +4(pQ + gP) = (pP + pQ) = (pP + qP) =3(pt P).

2.3. Proof that the Hardy-Weinberg theorem may be extended to account for the

frequencies in a population of three alleles at a single locus.

Wenote that since the gametic output of an individual of genotype A,A, can be

written $A, +4A,, which is sometimes called a gametic array, the output of a

mating A,A, x A,A, can, for example, be written

(5A; + $42) X (GA, + 443) = $4,A, + 44,42 + 44,43 +44, 4;

to give in a simple algebraic expression, which is called the genotypic array, the
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frequencies of the various genotypes. With threealleles A,, 4,, and A, at a single
locus there are six genotypes 4,A,, A, A,,A343,A,A,, A,A;, and A, A,.Suppose
that these occur in the population with frequencies u, v, w, x, y, and z; we can then
write, formally, the outcome of random mating between these genotypes as

u°At + v°Ad + WA + x°(ZA, + 442)? + y°(SA, + $45)? + 274A, — $43)?
+ 2uvA,A, + 2uwA,A3 + 2uxA,(4A, +4A,) + 12 more similar terms.

It can be shownthat this expression is the same as

[uA, + vA, + wA3 + x($A, + $A2) + WGA, + 443) + 2($A4, + $A;)]’.

Rearranging the terms in the square brackets gives

[(A,(u + 4x + $y) + An(v + 4x + 42) + A3(w + Sy + 42)7,
or

(A,p; + App. + A3p3)*,

wherep, =u +4x+4y,p, =v+4x+42,andp, =w-+ 4y + 4zare the respective

frequencies of genes A,, A,, and A. This way of proving the Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium for three alleles at a locus can easily be extended to take into account

more alleles at one or moreloci.

2.4. Deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium due to silent alleles.

Twovariants of a protein S and T, can be detected in a certain group of indivi-

duals. They are such that three recognizable phenotypesexist: S, T, and ST. These

occur with frequencies 45S, 21T, and 30ST in a total of 96 individuals. Assuming

that mating is random,test the hypothesis that the proteins S and T are determined

by a pair of alleles at a single locus. What explanations can you suggest if the

hypothesis doesnotfit the facts?

If we assume thatalleles S and T determine the variant proteins S and T, we can

immediately see that genotypes SS, ST, and TT are present with the observed

frequencies 45 : 30: 21. We can compute the frequency of gene S,

45 + 4(30) 60
= 96. 067 0.625.

The frequency of gene T is g = 1 — p = 0.375.

Assuming that mating is random, we can calculate that the expected frequencies

of genotypes are

SS ST TT
 

(0.625)? x 96 2(0.625)(0.375) x 96 (0.375)? x 96
or

37.5 45 13.5.
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Note the excess of heterozygotes expected. The chi-square test for goodnessoffit is,

for one degree of freedom,

, _ (45-375)? GO- 45)? | (21 - 13.5)?
M1 37.5 45 13.5
 = 10.7,

giving a significance level of about 0.2 percent, and thus making the hypothesis

untenable.

Possible explanations include departure from random mating andlarge selective

differences between the genotypes. However, the most likely explanation is the

existence of a third “‘silent’’ allele O such that genotype SO makesprotein S only,

TO makes protein T only, and OO makes none. (Compare ABO blood groups.)

For example, if we assume that the alleles, S, T, and O have frequencies of 0.5,

0.3, and 0.2, respectively, then

phenotypes: S T ST O

occur with

relative

frequencies: (0.5)* + 2(0.5)(0.2) (0.3)? + 2(0.3)(0.2) 2(0.5)(0.3) (0.2)?

or in the

percentages: 45 21 30 4

which agree with the observed figures except that the 4 percent of “‘O”’ types were

not observed. These could have been overlooked or simply not observed because of

the comparatively small size of the sample.

2.5. Approach to equilibrium for X-linked genes.

Prove that for an X-linked locus with two alleles A, and A, the equilibrium

frequency of gene A, is given by 4p), + 4p)? where p{) and p‘are the initial

frequencies of the A, gene in males and females respectively.

Derive a general expression for the frequencies in males and in females of the A,

gene in the n" generation in terms of their values when n = 0.

From Equations 2.1 and 2.2,

Pm? = Bes PP? = 3(Dm+ pe”),

where the subscripts ” and n — refer to the n" and n — 1™ generationsrespectively.

Adding the members of the second identity, after multiplication by 2, to those of

the first, after multiplication by 4, and noting that the identity thus obtained is

general, we have

4(p? + 2p?) = d(pS—Y + 2pYP) = 4A(pO + 2p) = p,,
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where p, is the equilibrium frequency. Since

De — pe? = (-4)"(p® — p,

(p? — p®) +0 as n— 00

with the result that p,, = p, at equilibrium. Further,

Pm = 3(Pm + 2p$) + Aw?— DY?) = pe + (—-H"(PO— p'”

and

Pr? = 3(Pm? + 2p9) — 30D— Pp?) = pe -— H-4)"(PO — p?).

If we are given the initial frequencies, we can use these equations to determine the
gene frequencies in males and females after m generations of random mating. (See
Figure2.4.)

2.6. Hardy-Weinberg for two loci.

Given two linked loci, each with two alleles A,, A, and B,, B,, there are four

types of gametes A,B,, A,B,, A,B, and A,B, that can be formed. Let their

respective relative population frequencies be x,, x., x3, and x,, where x, + x, +
X3 + X4 = 1.

The gene frequency of A, in terms of the gamete frequencies is py = x, + x.

Assuming random mating is equivalent to random union of gametes (could you

prove this?) the population frequencies of the genotypes

for example, are

x}, 2x,x3, and 2x,x3, respectively.

Given that the recombination fraction between the two loci is r, the gametic

outputs of the genotypes A,B,/A,B,, A, B,/A, B, and A,B,/A, B, for example, are,

respectively,

A,B, only, 5A, B, + 4A, B,, 41 —r)A,B, + 31 — r)A, By + 47A,B, + 4rA,B,.

If generations are discrete and mating is random the contribution of A,B,

gametes by an individual of genotype A,B,/A,B, to the next generation is, for

example,

2X2X3 X 4r =1xX.X3.
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If mating is random andthere is no selection, the gametic contributionsofall

the ten possible genotypes to the progeny generation can be thus written in the

form |

x7A,B, + x3A,B, + x3Ay By + x4 Az By + 2x1x2($A1B, + 44,By)

+ 2x4x3(4A,B, + 4A2B,) + 2x2 xX4($A1By + 4A2 Ba)

+ 2x3x4(4A, B, + $42 By) + 2x,x45 — r)A,B, + 41 — r)A2 B, + 7A,B

+ 4rA,B,] + 2x2 x3[4rA,B, + 4rA, B, + (1 — r)A,B, + 31 — r)A2 By],

and hence the equations that show the relationships between gametic frequencies

in two successive generations can be written as

X= XT + XX. $X1x3 4+.%,x401 — 1) + 7x2 x3

= X4(X, + X2 + X3 + X4) + 1X2 X3 — X1X4)

or

Xx, =X, 4+ 1(X2.X3 — X,X4), Since X,} +X2+X34+%,= 1,

and

X_ = X_ — W(X. X3 — X1Xq4),

X3 = X3 — M(X2X3 — X4X4),

X4 = Xq + W(X. X53 — X1X4).

Show that the expression D = x, x3 — x,x, decreases by a factor (1 — r) in each

generation.

D! = X4x3 — X4x4 = (X2 — rD)(x3 — rD) — (x; + rD)(x4 + rD)
= D—rD(x, + x3,+x,+x,)=(U —/r)D.

Show that x, =p,;p,— D, and hence that at equilibrium the gametic fre-

quenciesof A,B,,A,B,,A,B,, and A, B, take the form p,p,, p,9.,9,p2,andq,q>,

respectively, where p,, P>, 91,92 are the frequencies of genes A,, B,, A, and B,,

respectively.

Wehave

P12 — Xy = (Xz + X2)(X, + X3) — Hy(Ky + XQ +3 4+ X4) = XQN3 — XX = D,

so that

X; =P1P2 — D,

and, similarly,

X2 = Pig. + D,

X3 = 4P2 + D,

X4 = 4192 — D.

Wehave

D®=(1-rnD°-Y=(1-—ry"D50asno ow,
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so that at equilibrium x, = p,p,, etc. (These results werefirst obtained by Jennings,

1917; see also Haldane, 1926.)

2.7. Association between two loci due to recent admixture.

Two random-mating populationsare in equilibrium for twoalleles at each of two

linked loci. The frequencies of the genes under considerationare different from one

population to the other. Show that, if the populations are mixed in the proportions

m to 1 — m, in the mixed population the two loci are no longer independent.

Let the frequencies of alleles A, and A, at thefirst locus be p, andg,in the first

population and P, and Q, in the second. Similarly let p,, gq. and P,, Q, be the

corresponding frequencies ofalleles B, and B, at the second locus. The frequencies

of the four gametes A,B,, A,B,, A,B,, and A, B, in the mixed population are then

mp,P2 + (1 — m)P,P2,mpiq2 + (1 — m)P,Q2, mqip2 + (1 — m)Q,P,, and mq,q, +
(1 —m)Q,Q,, respectively (see previous example). The measure of association

between the loci is thus

D =[mp,p, + (1 — m)P,P2][mgqiq. + 1 — m)Q,Q2]

—[mpyq, + 1 — m)P,Q2][mq,p2. + (1 — m)Q,P2],

or

D=m(1 — m)(pyp2 Q1Q2 + PyP24192 — P1d2 Q1P2 — P1Q2P21)

= m(1 — m)(p,Q1 — Pi9s)(P2 Q2 — P2442).

Now

PQ, —- Pigg =P, — Pi) — Pi — pi) = pi — Pr,

therefore

D=m(1 — m)\(p;, — Pi)(P2 — P2),

which is zero only if p, =P, and p, = P,, that is, if either or both of the gene

frequencies are the same in the two populations. The two genes are therefore

associated in the mixed population and only approach the independent equilibrium

asymptotically at a rate (1 —r), where r is the recombination fraction between the

loci, as shown in the previous example. This result emphasizes the distinction be-

tween linkage (whichis association of genes in families), and association of genes in

populations. Even unlinked genes may show a population association due to recent

admixture because for unlinked genes r = 4. Linked genesare not associated in an

equilibrium population.

2.8. Approach to equilibrium with overlapping generations.

We may now consider nonoverlapping generations and gene frequencies varying

continuously with time. (Moran, 1962). Let u(t), v(t), w(t) be the relative propor-

tions of the genotypes A,A,, A,A,, and A, A, at time ¢. Assumethat, in the small
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interval of time dt, a proportion dr of the population dies and is replaced by the

offspring of random matings within the remaining part of the population; assume

that there is no selection. Prove that the frequencies of genotypes approach the

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at a rate et,

We can write

u(t + dt) = u(t)(1 — dt) + dt[u(t) + 4u(t)]? + O(dt)’,

where the first term on the right handside represents those individuals who have not

mated during the time interval dr, the second term represents the contribution to

u(t) of those who have mated (at random) during this time interval, and the third

term represents the fact that we ignore the possibility of mating twice in the interval.

Rearranging, dividing by dr, and taking the limit as dt > 0, gives

du
aT +(u + 4v)’;

similarly,

dv
aT+ 2(u + 4v)($0 + w)

and

d
— = —w +(w + 4v)’.

If we write p(t) = u(t) + 4u(t) = the gene frequency of A, at time ¢, then

dp du_ , dv : : ,
hattd —(u + 4v) + (ut tuoj(u + fu + 30+ w)=0

since u + v + w = 1, so that p(t) = constant = po, say, the gene frequency at time

t= 0.

Therefore,

du d
aT + po or = (u — po) = —(u — pd)

so that u(t) — p2 =[u(0) — pole.
Similarly,

v(t) — 2pogo = (v(0) — 2Podoe|

and

w(t) — q3 = (w(0) — aoe,

where gg = 1 — Po.

Note that, by definition, ¢ is measured in generations, since we assume an

exponential life time distribution with mean 1. Thusthe departure from Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium will decrease by a factor 1/e in one generation and (1/e)” ~ 0.1

in two generations.
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Deleterious Mutations and

the Estimation of

Mutation Rates

3.1 General Characteristics of Deleterious Mutations

Most new mutations are deleterious, and therefore selected against.

There is a small probability that an allele, newly arisen at any given locus confers

a reproductive advantage over previously existing alleles, as was pointed out before.

In an environmentthat has beenstable for a long time, many “‘ new”’ advantageous

alleles will already have been selected for. However, in any finite population it will

be a very long time before a significant proportion ofall possible mutations at any

given locus have arisen often enoughto be given the chanceto increase, if advan-

tageous. There is always a definite probability that a new advantageousallele will

be lost, due to chance fluctuations in its frequency (see Chapter 8 for further dis-

cussion). On the average, however, the increase in frequency of a new favorable

mutation follows inevitably from the definition of favorable or advantageous,

namely, the greater reproductivity of individuals carrying the mutation. In this

chapter we discuss the nature and fate of the majority of new mutations, which are

deleterious, and whichare therefore subject to the opposing pressures of recurrent

mutation, which produces them, and selection, which eliminates them.
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“Fitness”? is the overall measure of natural selection for the mutant, and therefore

includes both the effects of viability andfertility.

The biologicalfitness, or overall expectation of progeny of the normaltype, wy,

can be taken as a standard with which thefitness wa, of a given mutant phenotype

can be compared. The concept offitness and the factors that determineit will be

discussed in much more detail in Chapter 6. For most purposes, when discussing

the simpler models of population genetics, we may think of the fitness of an indi-

vidual as the average numberof his progeny that reach reproductive age. Fitness

has two main components, namely viability, or the probability of the progeny’s

survival to maturity, and fertility, or the rate at which progeny are produced,

which depends, in part, on the probability of marriage. It is often convenient to

think of fitness just in terms of viability, as this greatly simplifies the construction

of population-genetics models. Fortunately, it seems that, in general, theoretical

results formulated only in termsof a viability differential can often safely be applied.

For a deleterious mutant, w,, is, by definition less then wy and therefore takes

on values in the range 0 to w,,. When wy, = 0, the individual of mutant phenotype

is incapable of leaving progeny. This may be due to an incapacity to survive, or to

reproduce. A mutant gene that is incompatible with survival to reproductive ageis

called a lethal. Individuals carrying early lethals are lost before birth or shortly

after it. If the loss is at a very early stage of embryonic development, it might even

pass unnoticed (that is, it might occur even before the pregnancy was diagnosed).

If for any reason the frequencyof a deleterious mutant gene increasesslightly, the

mutant gene will eventually be eliminated from the population at a rate that in-

creases, the larger the disadvantage of the mutant—that is, the lower the value of

wy. No data are yet available on the frequencydistribution of w,, values of newly

produced mutations.

It is perhaps surprising to find that in spite of their being deleterious the total

number of such mutant genes in a population is considerable. Although at any

given locus deleterious alleles occur at very low frequencies there are so manyloci

that when the frequencies are summedoverall loci, it is found that each individual

on the average carries more than one such deleterious recessive allele in a hetero-

zygous state (see Chapter 7).

Many deleterious mutations affect the synthesis or function of a protein, usually an

enzyme, either preventing its synthesis or rendering it nonfunctional, or at least only

partly functional.

The amountof protein synthesized by one normalallele is usually ample for the

normal functioning of a diploid individual. With deleterious mutationsaffecting

loci for which this is true, the defect is not generally expressed in the heterozygote,
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whosefitness thus remains equal, or almost equal, to that of the normal homozy-
gote. Ifwe let the fitness of the latter be one, that of the heterozygote will also be one,
or very nearly so, while that of the mutant homozygotewill be less than one. Such a
mutation is called a deleterious recessive.

It should be emphasized, however, that recessivity for fitness is not necessarily
the sameasrecessivity for an overt phenotypic effect of a gene. A mutation to an
allele that in the homozygous state causes phenylketonuria, occurs at the locus
controlling the synthesis of an enzyme that, apparently transforms phenylalanine
into tyrosine (phenylalanine hydroxylase). Homozygosity for the deleterious
mutant gene renders the enzymeinactive, resulting in an excess of phenylalanine,
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20: 102 Cre Genotypesfor four

DD, D,D, D,D, different systems

FIGURE 3.1

Effect of gene dosage on enzyme and on enzyme-product concentration.

It is assumed that the concentration of enzymeis the sum ofthe effects of

two alleles, and is thus linear with gene dosage. The concentration of the

enzyme product, on which the phenotype depends, follows a law of

diminishing returns with respect to the enzyme concentration in the range

of higher enzyme concentrations. Phenotypic andfitness effects are

described for some types of genes. The four segments indicate enzyme

concentrations in the three genotypes for four different hypothetical two-

allelic loci, assuming that the enzyme production is proportional to gene

dosage. According to the figure, A, and B, will be recessive alleles, and

C, and D, dominant, because for the first two genotypes the enzyme

concentrations of the heterozygotes are above the threshold for normal

fitness and for the other two, are below it. The A and B genesrepresent

common types of situations, as indicated by the data given in Table 3.1.

There is no need to have complete disappearance of function in the mutant

(see, for example, the effects with the B and D genes).
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which is in part transformed to phenylpyruvic acid and excreted in the urine, but

which also accumulatesin the cells of the brain and, if enough accumulates, seriously

impairs their metabolism. Permanent brain damage ensues if the accumulation of

phenylalanineis not prevented, for example by a phenylalanine-deficient diet, at the

appropriate stage of life. In the heterozygote, however, the single normal allele

manufactures enough normal enzyme to cope with the required rate of conversion

of phenylalanine to tyrosine. If an excess of phenylalanineis given to heterozygotes

(a loading test), they may be unable to disposeofit all quickly enough,resulting ina

high level of phenylalanine in the blood, which can easily be detected. Hetero-

zygotes can thus bespecifically identified, under appropriate conditions, although

they do not necessarily have impaired fitness.

The rationale of the relationship of gene dosageto effect was clearly understood

by Haldane some forty years ago (see Haldane, 1954; and Goldschmidt 1927,

1958). It is not the amount of an enzymepresent in an individualthatis crucial, but

that of the product of the reaction catalyzed by the enzyme. The concentration

of the product is proportional to the concentration of the enzyme over a consider-

able range of enzyme concentrations. But when the enzymeis in excess, then the

enzyme product follows a law of diminishing returns. In simple cases, the mathe-

matical form oftheir relationship is accurately predictable, and is roughly described

in Figure 3.1. The concentration of the enzyme in the body may well be directly

proportional to the concentration of genes, as has been shownto be true in some

instances. Thus, the enzyme concentration in a heterozygote for a normal and a

nonfunctional allele, will be about half that in the normal homozygote (for

example, in phenylketonuria—see also Chapter 9). In Figure 3.1 the postulated

gene and enzymeconcentrations in the three genotypes, and the phenotypiceffects

in terms of enzyme-product concentration are described for a numberof different

hypothetical mutations.

Biochemical knowledge ofgenetic differences is increasing rapidly.

The prediction of the relation between gene dosage and amount of product by

Goldschmidt and Haldane waslittle more than an informed guess. Evenearlier, at

the beginning of this century, Garrod (1902) had correctly interpreted the biochemi-

cal nature of human “inborn errors of metabolism,’’ on the basis of a selected

number of examples. The detailed clarification of the abnormalities involved was to

come muchlater and the availability of knowledge about them is now in an explosive

phase, as is apparent from thelist of genetically determined enzymatic deficiencies

given in Table 3.1, where traits and diseases caused by the deficiencies are listed,

along with the year of their discovery, up to 1967. It is clear, from the rapid in-

crease of knowledge in this area, that a revolution in medicine is taking place. A

large number of abnormalities that were previously described merely as rare,

probably inherited defects, are now being precisely described, each in terms ofthe

9
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particular biochemical step affected by the given mutational change. Such descrip-
tionsassist both in the developmentoftherapy, and in mapping the human chromo-
somes (see Appendix I). The numberofdiseases and conditionsstill to be described
in biochemical terms remains, however, extremely large.
Almost all of the characters listed in Table 3.1 are recessive and very rare, in

agreement with expectation. Even though the performance of heterozygotes may be
normal or almost normal from

a

clinical and physiological point of view, loading
tests such as those described for phenylketonuria or direct, accurate estimations of
enzyme concentrations can often distinguish heterozygotes from normal homozy-
gotes. The table indicates for which of these “ recessive’ conditions heterozygotes
_are detectable by means of appropriate laboratorytests.

Partially dominant mutantalleles may appear atloci where the productofa single
gene is not enough for normalfunctioning.

For a numberof loci, the amountor quality of protein manufactured by a single
gene dose or, more generally, the activity of a single normal gene, is not adequate
for the normal functioning of a diploid individual. The heterozygote’s fitness is
then usually lower than that of the normal homozygote and the mutant homozygote
may bevery seriously affected. A deleterious mutant gene at such a locusis called a
deleterious dominant. The mutant geneis exposed to natural selection in the hetero-
zygote immediately after it has arisen. As we shall see later, it will therefore be
more easily prevented from reaching frequencies as high as those accessible to
deleterious recessives.

McKusick in cataloguing the known human genetic variations at defined loci

listed 793 autosomal dominants, 629 autosomal recessives, and 123 sex-linked

genes (McKusick, 1968). The frequency of sex-linked genesis perhapsa little higher

than the expectation, which is 5 percent on the basis of the length of the X chromo-
some relative to the lengths of the others. The dominant or recessive modes of
inheritance are not clearly determined for all abnormalities known to be genetic in
origin, and for sometheclassification is arbitrary or uncertain. By far the majority
of these inherited conditions are diseases, most of them rare and poorly understood.
Only for about one outoffive of these is some physiological or biochemical knowl-
edge available.

Chromosomal aberrations are effectively dominant mutations.

Many chromosomalaberrations also belong to the class of deleterious domi-
nants. Though they constitute a different category of mutations from the usual gene
mutations, they behave similarly with respect to their formal genetics. As discussed
in Chapter 1, the presence in a single or in a triple dose of a large block of genetic



TABLE 3.1

Genetic Conditions in Which the Enzyme Defect Was Known by 1967. AR = autosomal recessive;

AD = autosomal dominant; SLR = sex-linked recessive. Catalogue numbers refer to McKusick, 1968.

 

Seriousness of No. in Date of —_Trans- Heterozygote

 

 

Condition disease Enzyme catalogue discovery mission distinguishable*

Hypophosphatasia early lethal Alkaline phosphatase 2331 1948 AR yes

Glycogen-storage disease I usually lethal Glucose-6-phosphatase 2246 1952 AR

Acatalasemia asymptomatic Catalase 2003 1952 AR yes

Phenylketonuria early mental retard. Phenylalanine hydroxylase 2493 1953 AR yes

Galactosemia cataracts, mental Galactose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase 2230 1956 AR yes

retardation

Hemolytic anemia usually mild Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 3053 1956 SLR yes

Goitrous cretinism retardation Deiodinase 2597 1956 AR

Glycogen-storage disease III usually lethal Amylo-1,6-glucosidase(debrancher) 2248 1957 AR

Familial nonhemolytic not always lethal Glucuronyl transferase 2142 1957 AR yes

jaundice

Adrenogenital syndrome I mild and severe 21-hydroxylase 2014 1958 AR

forms

Alkaptonuria usually none Homogentisic acid oxidase 2029 1958 AR

Glycogen-storage disease VI mild disease Phosphorylase (liver) 3054, 1959 SLR,

2051 AR

Glycogen-storage disease V mild disease Phosphorylase (muscle) 2250 1959 AR

Methemoglobinemia mentaldef. NADdiaphorase 2405 1959 AR

Hemolytic anemia mild and severe Pyruvate kinase 2528 1961 AR

Orotic aciduria anemia Oritodine 5’-phosphate pyrophosphorylase 2470 1961 AR

Oritodine 5’-phosphate decarboxylase

Fructose intolerance not serious Fructose-1-phosphate aldolase 2226 1961 AR

Histidinemia mental retard. Histidase 2282 1962 AR

Fructosuria asymptomatic Fructokinase 2227 1962 AR

HyperammonemiaI mental deterioration Ornithine transcarbamylase 2293 1962 AR

Suxamethonium sensitivity apnea in anesthesia Pseudocholinesterase 2578 1962 AR yes



Hemolytic anemia

Glycogen-storage disease II

Maple-syrup-urine disease

Xanthinuria

Homocystinuria

Argininosuccinicaciduria

Citrullinuria

Hemolytic anemia

Hemolytic anemia

Hemolytic anemia

Glycogen-storage disease XI

Hydroxyprolinemia

Hyperprolinemia

Metachromatic leukodystrophy

Cystathioninuria

Tyrosinemia

Niemann-Pick disease

Isovaleric acidemia

Gaucher’s disease

Glycogen-storage disease IV

Hypervalinemia

Hemolytic anemia

Hyperuricemia

Cataract

Hyperoxaluria

Central-nervous-system disease

with cataracts

Methemoglobinemia

Refsum’s disease

mild

early lethal

retardation

mild

mild mental retard.

mental, phys. retard.

mental retard.

mild disease

severe

mild

mild

mental retard.

mental retard.

early lethal

mental retard.

early lethal

mental retard.

early lethal

complex syndrome

cirrhosis

growth retard.

mild

Lesh-Nyhan syn-

drome, early lethal

juvenile

kidney stones

mental retard.

no disease

retinitis and polyneur.

Glutathione reductase

Alpha-1,4-glucosidase

Branched-chain ketoacid decarboxylase

Xanthine oxidase

Cystathionine synthetase

Argininosuccinase

Argininosuccinic acid synthetase

Triose-phosphate-isomerase

2,3-diphosphoglycerate mutase

Glutathione synthetase

6-phosphofructokinase

Hydroxyproline oxidase

Proline oxidase

Aryl sulfatase

Cystathioninase

p-hydroxyphenylpyruvic acid oxidase

Sphingomyelin cleaving enzyme

Isovaleric acid CoA dehydrogenase

Glucocerebrosidase

Amylo 1,4->1,6 transglucosidase (brancher)

Valine transaminase

Hexokinase

Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl

transferase

Galactokinase

2-oxo-glutarate glyoxalate carboligase

Sulfite oxidase

NADP methemoglobin reductase

Phytanic acid hydroxylating enzyme

2243

2247

2386

2626

2285

2065

2118

2604

2176

2242

2256

2291

2316

2400

2149

2149

2455

2343

2232

2249

2615

2281

3077

2281

2313

2576

2404

2531

1963

1963

1963

1964

1964

1964

1964

1964

1965

1965

1965

1965

1965

1965

1965

1965

1966

1966

1966

1966

1967

1967

1967

1967

1967

1967

1967

1967

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

SLR

AR

AR

AR

AR

AR

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

 
Source: Based on Childs and de Kaloustian (1968) and McKusick ( 1968).

“ Distinguishable by laboratorytests.

LL
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material usually causes a gross alteration in the functional balance of many genes,

often with striking phenotypic effects. Other chromosomal aberrations such as

inversions, which are alterations in the gene order, may have, as shown in experi-

mental animals, phenotypic effects in the heterozygousstate and thus behave as

dominants with respect to phenotype andfitness.

The persistence of a deleterious mutant phenotype is the inverse of the selection

coefficient.

All deleterious mutant genes are lost more-or-less rapidly depending on the

severity of the disadvantage they confer upontheircarriers. All such mutant genes

that are found in a populationare therefore likely to be the result of relatively recent

mutational events. The average lifetime of a mutation is a simple function ofits

fitness and can easily be predicted. We define the selection coefficient or selective

disadvantage of a mutant phenotypeto be theloss in fitness relative to that of the

standard normal phenotype. If wy is the fitness of the normal phenotype, and wy

the fitness of the mutant(the heterozygote if the mutant gene is dominant, the homo-

zygoteif it is recessive) the relative fitness of the mutant is wy/Wy = 1 — s, where s is

the selection coefficient, or the relative disadvantage, of the mutant phenotype.

When s =0 the mutant phenotype is, of course, equivalent to the normal with

respect to fitness. The expected persistence of the phenotype—thatis, the average

numberof generations during whichit is present in the population before becoming

eliminated—is 1/s (see Muller, 1950). This can be seen intuitively through the fact

that the probability of elimination in each generation is s and of survival is 1 — s

(see also Example 3.2 at the end of this chapter).

When several mutants of the same phenotype are found in a population they

could all be the result of a single mutation, which occurred at someearlier time. A

complete genealogical analysis would be requiredto establish this and, in addition,

to give an estimate of the average persistence 1/s—doing such an analysis is rarely

feasible. Often, however, the same or similar mutations will recur in a population.

Recurrent mutation produces a fresh supply of mutantgenes, so that the number

eventually found in any population will be higher, the higher the mutation rate and

the lower the selection against them.

3.2 Models Describing the Balancing Forces
of Mutation and Selection

It is possible to predict the level at which a balance will be established between

the two opposing forces: mutation creating new types and selection weeding them

out. In this and following sections we shall consider the statics and the kinetics of

such opposing systems of forces and in addition how the results obtained can be
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used to estimate mutation rates. For the construction of models, we assume a
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This is not unreasonable because random matingis
in general a good approximation to reality and selection usually takes place after

zygotes have been formed and before the new individuals that develop from them

can participate in mating. Most deleterious mutationsin fact increase the likelihood

that the new individual whoreceives them at conception will die during the prenatal

or the postnatal stage, and in any case before the onset of reproductive maturity.

Other deleterious mutations presumably lowerfitness by decreasing the probability

of marriage. The simplified sequence of events is therefore

 production of gametes<

random mating

 

v

production of zygotes mutation may
take place

selection

 

v  surviving individuals reach maturity

BALANCE BETWEEN MUTATION AND SELECTION FOR AUTOSOMAL GENES

Weshall describe models for three specific sorts of mutation, according to the

kinds of alleles they produce: (1) deleterious recessives, (2) deleterious dominants,

and (3) partially dominant deleterious recessives. For each model we assume a

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and let y be the rate of mutation of the normalallele

A or a to the mutant form a or A, p the frequency ofallele A, and g = 1 — p, the

frequency ofallele a, and s a selection coefficient to be defined. When the mutant

allele is recessive, we refer to it as a, and when dominantas A.

At equilibrium, when mutation balancesselection, the genefrequency ofa deleterious

recessive is ./ u/s.

The loss per generation is calculated by comparing the gene frequencies in

successive generations. For a deleterious recessive we assumetheset of fitnesses

given in Table 3.2. (Note the distinction between absolute and relative fitnesses.)

On the basis of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, we can write the frequencies of

genotypesbefore and after selection, as given in Table 3.2. Thefitness of the hetero-

zygote is, by definition, equal to that of the normal homozygote, so that only the

homozygousrecessive has a reducedfitness.
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TABLE 3.2

Selection Against Deleterious Recessives

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

Fitness Frequencies

Before After

Genotype Absolute Relative selection selection

AA Waa 1 p? p*
WaaAa WAa =] 2pq 2pq
WAA

Waa 14 2 21
aa Waa —=1-s q q7*(1—s)

WAA

Total 1 1 — sq?
 

The relative frequencies of the genotypes after selection are obtained simply by

multiplying frequencies before selection by their fitnesses. According to the model,

only the genotype aa is reduced in fitness, by an amount sq*. The affected indi-

viduals can be thought of as falling into two categories: a fraction 1 —s that

contributes genes to the next generation, and a fraction s that does not. Thus a

fraction sq* of aa individuals, and thus the samefraction of a genes, is lost every

generation. This follows from the fact that the gene frequency ofa is the frequency

of homozygotes aa + 4 the frequency of heterozygotes. (Here we ignore the factor

1/(1 — sq?) needed to make the frequencies after selection add up to 1, since q* is

very small. The exact formula is given in the footnote to Table 3.4 and derived in

Example 3.2.)

For an equilibrium in which the gene frequency remains constant, the loss of sq?

per generation must be exactly compensated by the frequency of fresh mutations

arising every generation. The frequency of new amutantalleles is pu since by the

definition of the mutation rate py, of the proportionp ofA genes in each generation a

fraction mutate to a. However, since p is very near 1, and henceg is very small,

up = wl —@)~ p,

neglecting the product pq; that is, neglecting the fact that not quite all the genes are

A. Mutation from a to A is also not considered. Thus, if the gene frequency gq 1s

approximately such that

sq = Lb, (3.1)

the a genes lost per generation by selection will equal those newly arisen by muta-

tion, and the population will be at an equilibrium. The gene frequency q, at equi-

librium is therefore given from Equation 3.1, as

qe = J. (3.2)
S
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(This result was, as far as we know,first derived by Haldanein 1927.) For a reces-
sive lethal, namely a gene for which s = 1 and w,, = 0, g, =2. Thus with muta-
tion rates of the order of 107°, the frequency ofa lethal gene can increase only to
0.1 percent, while a less deleterious mutant gene may become more common.

Since albinism, as noted before, occurs with a frequency of about 1/20,000, if g
is the frequency of the mutant albino gene, g? = 1/20,000. If we assume that carriers
of the albino gene have normalfitness, while albinos have a relative fitness of 0.9,
then from Equation 3.1 we can estimate the mutation rate to the albino gene, on
the assumption of equilibrium, by

 

f= sq? =0.1 x ’ =5x 107°
~~ 20,000

Alternatively, if we assume a mutation rate of, for example, 107°, we can estimate
the selective disadvantage of the albinos by

s= 2 — 10-5 x 20,000 = 0.2.

A dominant deleterious mutant gene has an equilibrium frequency ys.

The dominant deleterious mutant gene is exposed to selection in the hetero-
zygote, thus preventing any appreciable increase in numbers, so that the formation
of mutant AA homozygotes is very rate. (Here the normal geneis a.) Their fitness
is therefore largely imniaterial and they can be safely neglected. Even if they are
fitter than the normal homozygote,there isstill little or no chance that the A gene
will increase in frequency, so long as the heterozygoteis less fit than the normal.
The fitnesses and frequencies before and after selection are given in Table 3.3

using the approximation that whenq is nearly equal to 1, and hence p is very small,
p* can be neglected in comparison with p. The loss of Aa individuals is approxi-
mately 2ps. Since only half of their genes are A, the loss of A genes is 4(2ps) = ps.
This is now the quantity to be equated to the frequency of new a genes arising by

TABLE 3.3

Selection Against Deleterious Dominants

 

 

 

Frequencies

Before After

Genotype Fitness selection selection

aa 1 q7~1—2p 1—2p

Aa 1—s 2pq ~ 2p (l1—s) 2p

 

Total 1 1— 2ps
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mutation, which, as before, is approximately yz. We therefore obtain the equilibrium

condition

ps = 1 (3.3)
giving the equilibrium frequency of A

U
—— (3.4)

S

This is of the order of the square of the equilibrium frequency for deleterious

recessives. For a dominantlethal gene for which s = 1, p, = p, the mutation rate.

This is as expected, since no new genesurvives to the next generation.

The equilibrium frequency of a partially dominant deleterious recessive gene is

dominated by the heterozygote fitness.

Finally, we consider the model in which the heterozygote has only a small dis-

advantage compared with the fitness of the normal homozygote, although the

mutant homozygote may be at a severe disadvantage. We assumethat the mutant

homozygote has a fitness 1 — t and the mutant heterozygote a fitness 1 — At. When

h = 0 this reduces to the modelfor a deleterious recessive and when / = it is the

same as a deleterious dominant (with, however, A and a interchanged). If / is very

small, then there is only a slight decrease in the fitness of the heterozygote. The

consequence of one generation of selection is summarized in Table 3.4.

Consider, again, as an example, albinism. Suppose now that the heterozygote

TABLE 3.4

Selection Against a Partially Dominant Deleterious Recessive Gene

 

 

 
 

Frequencies

Approximate relative
Before After loss of a genes

Genotype Fitness selection selection due to selection

AA 1 p? p?

Aa 1—At 2pq 2pq(i — ht) (4)2pqht ~ ght

aa 1— ft q? q7(1 — ft) tq?

Total 1 1— 2pqht —q?t pqht + tq?

 

Note: The loss of heterozygotes as given neglects a term in q? which arises from the fact

that the heterozygote frequencyafter selection is actually [2pq(1 — At)]/(1 — 2pqght — qt),
so that the loss of a genes from heterozygotesis

— pPqi—ht) ght — 3q*ht + [terms in g° and q*]

1 — 2pght— qt 1 — 2ght — q?t(1 — 2h)

To this same order of approximation, mutation and selection balance each other when
w= tq?+ ght — q*ht(2 — ht) (see Example 3.3 and Kimura, 1961).

Pq
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carriers have a fitness of 0.99. The loss of albino genes due to the heterozygote
disadvantageis

ht | : 0.01 =7.1 10°°= —— X U. = /. :d 20,000 *
This may be compared with a loss of 5 x 10°° from the homozygous albinos,
assuming that their fitness is 0.9. The loss from the heterozygotes is thus more

than ten times higher than that from the homozygotes.

It is possible to derive exact equilibrium gene frequencies for partially dominant

deleterious genes.

The treatment given in Table 3.4 is approximate. The exact equations of change in

gene frequencies for one generation are given in Example 3.3 (see also Kimura,

1961). From these equations, the equilibrium gene frequencies have been obtained

and are tabulated in Table 3.5 for a set of p, h, and t values.

TABLE 3.5

Equilibrium Gene Frequencies (in Percentages) for Mutation-Selection Balance
as a Function of the Mutation Rate p, with Selection t Against the Homozygote
and ht Against the Heterozygote

 

 

t 0 0.001 0.003 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0
   

pp =10-4

1.0 1.00 0.952 0.863 | 0.621 0.304 0.099 0.050 0.033 0.020 0.010

0.5 1.41. 1.366 1.276 1.007| 0.566 0.197 0.100 0.067 0.040 0.020
0.2 2.24 2.189 2.097 1.805 1.209 0.481 0.248 0.166 0.100 0.050
0.1 3.16 3.116 3.024 2.725 2.035 0.931 0.493 0.332 0.200 0.100
0.05 4.47 4.427 4.337 4.036 3.285 : 1.756 0.972 0.661 0.400 0.200

 

pe =10-°
1.0 0.316 0.270 | 0.200 0.092 0.033 0.010 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.001

0.5 0.447 0.400 0.322: 0.171 0.065 0.020 0.010 0.007 0.004 0.002
0.2 0.707 0.659 0.574 0.368 0.159 0.050 0.025 0.017 0.010 0.005
0.1 1.000 0.952 0.863 0.621 0.304 0.099 0.050 0.033 0.020 0.010
0.05 1.414 1.366 1.275 1.007 | 0.566 0.197 0.100 0.067 0.040 0.020

 

pp =10-°

1.0 0.100 : 0.062 0.030 0.010 0.0033 0.0010 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001

0.5 0.141 0.100| 0.056 0.020 0.0067 0.0020 0.0010 0.0007 0.0004 0.0002
0.2 0.224 0.179 | 0.119 0.048 0.0166 0.0050 0.0025 0.0017 0.0010 0.0005
0.1 0.316 0.270 | 0.200 0.092 0.0330 0.0100 0.0050 0.0033 0.0020 0.0010
0.05 0.446 0.400 0.322 | 0.171 0.0653 0.0200 0.0100 0.0067 0.0040 0.0020 
 

Note: Computations are based on the equations given in Example 3.3. The dotted lines indicate the

position of the critical values discussed in the text, which can be used to separate “‘ recessive’ (at the left)
from “‘dominant”’ (at the right) deleterious mutants.
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It can be seen that even relatively small A values, for example of the order of 0.01

can have a markedeffect on the equilibrium value, the more so, the larger the t

value and the smaller the mutation rate. If the mutation rate is inferred from the

equilibrium gene frequency for a lethal recessive gene (t = 1), the error can be very

serious. Thus, an equilibrium gene frequency of 0.3 percent (about 1/100,000 defec-

tives) can correspond(see Table 3.5) to a mutation rate of 10~° if the heterozygote

has a fitness identical to that of the normal, but to a mutation rate ten times higher

if the heterozygote has fitness only 3 percent below that of the normal homozygote.

For a better understanding of the relative importance of the homozygote and

heterozygote disadvantages, part of the data of Table 3.5 are plotted in Figure 3.2.

Three curves are shown,for a chosen set of and t values, giving as abscissa the

value of A and as ordinate the equilibrium values that would obtain if only homo-

zygote disadvantage mattered (descendingstraightlines at right). The actual values
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FIGURE 3.2

Equilibrium in gene frequencies (ordinates) for a partially

deleterious dominant mutation as a function of the h value

(abscissa). The continuous curves show the actual values. The

arrowsindicate critical values of h, such that it is advisable to con-

sider the deleterious mutant genesto the left of them as recessives

and those to the right as dominants.
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shownbythe continuous curves are the combination of the two effects. The points
at which the two dotted lines meet indicate where the jointeffect is largest. The
shaded area indicates the deviation from the two hypotheses given by the two dotted
lines.

It is useful to consider a hypothetical “‘ critical value’’ of h, such that lower actual
values may be taken to indicate that the deleteriousmutationis recessive, and higher
values, that it is dominant.

One meaningful way of choosing this value of h is that of taking it as the A value
for which the loss of mutant genes from homozygotes equals that from hetero-
zygotes. The formeris q*t, and the latter ght (more exactly, pqht; see Table 3.4). The
two will be approximately equal at equilibrium when

q2t=q,ht org, =h, (3.5)

that is, when / is equal to the equilibrium frequency. This value of 4 can be obtained
in Figure 3.2 by drawing straight line at a 45° angle from the point at which the
two dotted lines meet and taking g and h wherethis straight line meets the continu-
ous curve. It is indicated by arrows in the figure. The exact value of h would be
very slightly greater than this.

The positions of these critical values are also indicated by the dotted segments in
Table 3.4. Unless h/ is very small (of the order of 0.01 or less) the deleterious mutant
genes can be considered as “‘ dominants”’ and their equilibrium will be dictated by
the heterozygote disadvantage. Unfortunately, small values of / are verydifficult to
measure. Thus, the selection patterns of “‘recessives,” or near-recessives are very

difficult to study from the point of view of their equilibria.

The discussion given so far for recessives does not consider the effect of inbreed-
ing. Further consideration of this subject will therefore be made when inbreeding
effects are discussed (Chapter 7).

Danforth in 1921 wasthefirst to consider the case ofmutation-selection balance
for a dominant deleterious mutant gene. Haldane in 1927, in one of the famous
papers he published in The Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,
first, to our knowledge, gave a fairly complete treatment of this problem.

3.3. Kinetics of the Approach to Equilibrium

In this section, we shall investigate the speed with which gene frequencies ap-
proach the equilibrium values determined by the balance between mutation and
selection.

Mutation pressure changes gene frequencies very slowly.

We may consider first the change in gene frequency due to mutation alone.
Assuming only mutation from A to aat

a

rate py per generation, the A gene frequency
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in generation n + 1, p,+1, is given in termsof the frequencyin the previous genera-

tion n, p,, by

Pn+i = Pa — UPn = Dl — pl). (3.6)

since, as before, there are p, genes that can mutate from A to a and of these a

proportion p mutate per generation, so that p, decreases by the amount pp, per

generation. The ratio of the frequencies in two successive generationsis given by

Pn+1

 

=|- H,
Pn

so that

Pn+1 _ Pn+1 Pn =(1— u)?, (3.7)

Pn-1 Pn Pn-1

and finally, after n generations

Pn n—=(1— 4p), (3.8)
0

where pp is the initial gene frequency, when n = 0. If mutation from A to a is

unchecked by selection against a or by back mutation from a to A,it will eventually

lead to the complete substitution of gene A by a, althoughat a very slow rate. When

there is selection against a the process will, of course, be stopped long before that

end point.

It is convenient to assumethat at the beginning there are no mutant genesin the

population, and that the gene frequency in the first generation we consideris

therefore equal to the mutation rate. Such a situation would not be applicable toa

population whose size N is smaller than the inverse of the mutation rate, for then

several generations might elapse before the first mutation appeared (approximately

1/Nu generations, see Chapter 11).

It is characteristic of all processes in which the force changing the gene frequen-

cies in one direction is mutation pressure, that the rate of change is very slow. The

magnitude of the change per generation is, as we have seen, of the order of p, so

that the number of generations required to go a reasonable part of the way to

equilibrium may be of the order of 1/, for example one hundred thousand to one

million generations for usual mutation rates. (When yw is small, (1 — yn)" ~e™

so that the gene frequency p, changes by a factor 1/e ~ 37 percent in n= 1/y

generations.) The slow rate of change due to mutation is compensated by the fact

that mutation rates probably rarely change, so that the process continues more-or-

less indefinitely and the time available for approaching an equilibrium maythere-

fore be very long.
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FIGURE 3.3

Kinetics of accumulation of deleterious mutantgenesstarting from aninitial gene frequency equal
to the mutation rate. Curves are shownfor three values of 1, the mutation rate, and various values

of t, the selective disadvantage of the deleterious homozygote, and h, the dominanteffect of the

deleterious gene (heterozygote viability 1-ht). Note the large effect of small differences in the value
of h. The larger h the sooner equilibrium is reached.
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Some numerical examplesillustrating the approach to equilibrium for genes sub-

ject to the balance between selection and mutation are shown in Figure 3.3. In

these examples the pressure toward the higher frequencies is provided by mutation,

and thus the rate of increase towards equilibrium is rather slow. When the gene

frequency is near the equilibrium, the rate of increase is further reduced because

selection acts as a brake and slows down the increase in gene frequency until

eventually it vanishes asymptotically. In spite of the slow rate of increase, however,

a relatively small number of generations may be required to approach equilibrium.

This is true whentheselection is strong because, then, only a small change in gene

frequency from an initial frequency of yp js necessary.

The curves of Figure 3.3 show the kinetics of accumulation of deleterious mutant

genes starting from an initial gene frequency equal to the mutation rate. A fully

recessive lethal (t = 1) always takes a long time to approach equilibrium: 200

generations at the highest mutation rate, 10~*, which is, of course, the fastest, and

2000 at the lowest mutation rate considered, 107°. The process described is, how-

ever, somewhatartificial. It might occur if some special event has deprived a popu-

lation of all mutant genes at a given locus: for instance,if a population went through

a sudden extreme decrease in size, and then increased again. Some time may elapse

however,in this situation, before mutations start appearing because only when the

population has again reached a sufficiently large size will there be a reasonable

chance of again producing the mutant gene.

Problems connected with thereal, finite size of the population are not considered

in the treatment given so far, which refers to an infinite population. They will be

taken up later, in Chapter 8. Kinetic problems also come up whentheselection

conditions change, as they often do when a new therapy is introduced, or more

generally, when the environment changes.Finally, if the deleterious gene1s partially

dominant, the approach to equilibrium is much faster, and may take only 5—50

generations. This is because the level of mutant-gene concentration to be reached is

much lower.

3.4 Estimation of Mutation Rates

The discussion of the three models in the preceding section showsthat an auto-

somal deleterious mutant gene will equilibrate at a low frequency that depends on

the pattern of fitness values and the mutation rate. For a condition whose inheri-

tance is known, the mutation rate can sometimes be estimated from the frequency

of the condition andits fitness. This approach to the estimation of mutation rates

was pioneered by Haldane (1935) and Gunther and Penrose (1935). The frequency

of a mutant condition is defined, in what follows, as the frequency after fertilization

and before selection. The situation is especially simple if the condition can be

recognized at birth and can be assumedto cause no mortality in utero, for then the
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fitness of the phenotype showingthe condition may be comparatively easy to deter-
mine. Data collected over a relatively long period of time are generally needed,
however,as the selective disadvantage of the mutant phenotype may notbe due, or
not entirely, to early mortality, but also to lowered fertility. For this, the examina-
tion of the wholelife history of the affected individual from birth until the end of the
fertile period is required.

For dominant or fully recessive conditions, the mutation rate can sometimes be
estimatedfrom the productofthefrequency of the condition at birth m andits selection
coefficient s: (ms)/2 for dominants, ms for recessives.

For a dominant condition, assuming equilibrium, full penetrance, and loss of
fitness only after birth, we know, from Equation 3.4 and Table 3.2, that the relative
frequency ofaffected individuals m, among all newbornswill be given by

2u
mi=-—,

Ss
(3.9)

where s is the selective disadvantage of the affected individuals. Consider, for
example, the dominant dwarfing trait, chondrodystrophy. This occurs with a
frequency of 1/10,000 at birth and affected individuals have an estimatedfitness that
is 0.2, or 20 percent of the normal. Thus, m = 1/10,000 with s = 1 — 0.2 = 0.8, and
we estimate

1 ] 1
p= —~mMs=- xX 8=4x 1075

ye 5 T0000 *O8=4%

 

whichis a rather high mutation rate.

For a fully recessive condition, namely when the fitness of the heterozygote is
equal to that of the normal homozygote, we have from Equation 3.1 and Table 3.2.

m=-, (3.10)
S

wheres is the selective disadvantage of the mutant homozygote. Forfixed values of
wand s, this gives just half as many affected individuals as there would be for a
dominant condition. For phenylketonuria, for example, m = 1/10,000 and, until
therapy became available lately, s = 1, giving 1 = ms = 107+, which is an almost

unbelievably high mutation rate.

Estimates of recessive mutation rates based on there being a balance between
mutation and selection are subject to serious sources of error.

Mutation-rate estimates for recessive traits are subject to some major complica-
tions. In thefirst place, in our discussion thusfar the contribution due to inbreeding
has been ignored—this will be dealt with in Chapter 7. In the second place, we are
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seriously hampered by the usual lack of knowledge concerning the fitness of the

heterozygote. We already knowthatif the fitness of the heterozygote is lower than

that of the normal homozygote, the gene frequency at equilibrium will be largely

determined by this fitness rather than that of the mutant recessive homozygote. If

h, the measure of dominanceforfitness, is much larger than (u/2t)'/* (see Equation

3.5) the equilibrium frequencyg, will depend on htrather than on the disadvantage,

t, of the affected homozygote and will thus be approximately g, = p/ht. It should be

realized that /, evenif it is larger than (1/2t)'/*, may still be a very small quantity.

For example, for a lethal gene (¢ = 1), when p = 2 x 10~° the critical value of h is

(u/2t)'/? = 0.001, so that even when /is 10 times this value,it is still quite small.

Unfortunately, information on thefitness of a heterozygote relative to that of the

normal homozygote is not easy to obtain. The phenotypic manifestation of the

condition being studied may be completely absent in the heterozygote as far as

can be determined, but nevertheless the heterozygote’s fitness may be different from

that of the normal homozygote. As we have already emphasized, very small fitness

differences can have quite substantial effects. On the other hand, even if there is

partial manifestation of the mutant phenotype in the heterozygotes, making them

readily distinguishable, their fitness may not necessarily be affected. The fitness of

the individual who is heterozygous for a deleterious recessive gene should be

estimated quite independently from any consideration of its phenotype. The pheno-

type we see is not, by any means, necessarily positively correlated with the selec-

tive response of the mutant gene. Unfortunately, even if the heterozygote can be

distinguished from either homozygote, the estimationofits fitness remains a major

problem. It may be shown(see Chapter6) that it requires the study of more than ten

thousand matings to be reasonably sure of detecting a selective disadvantage, ht, of

0.01, which is already quite large.

A low fitness of the heterozygote will so decrease the frequency of mutant genes

that the mutation rate to a recessive allele will be underestimated using Equation

3.10. For then, instead of p = mt, we should have pw = qg,(Mt), giving

u=ht/m, (3.11)

where 1 — htis the fitness of the heterozygote, 1 — t that of the homozygote and

q. the equilibrium gene frequency, so that qg7 =m, the frequency of the recessive

phenotype. The ratio of the proper estimate of the mutation rate as given by Equa-

tion 3.11 to the spurious estimate given by Equation 3.10 is At(m)'/?/mt = h/(m)'"”,

which may be quite small depending onthe relative magnitude of / and of m. It can,

perhaps, be intuitively accepted at this stage, that if the reverse is true, namely if the

heterozygote has a higherfitness than the normal homozygote, mutation rates will

be overestimated using Equation 3.10. A more rigorous and complete treatment of

this possibility will be given later (see Chapter 4). These and other considerations

lead us to doubt the validity of all estimates of mutation rates for autosomal

recessive alleles based on the assumption that there is an equilibrium between

mutation and selection.
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Mutation-rate estimates for dominant genes are more reliable, butstill subject to
many uncertainties.

Estimation of rates of mutation to dominantalleles is clearly more satisfactory
than that for recessives. In addition to the indirect method of estimation, based on
Equation 3.9, we can estimate y directly for dominant alleles whenever the geno-
types of the parents are known. Both parentsofthe carrier of a new mutantgene, as
pointed out earlier, are normal. If there is no mortality due to the condition before
birth (or, more generally, before observation) and no lack of penetrance, the
observed numberofaffected individuals, m, will fall into two moieties, a proportion
n having normal parents and having the mutantallele because of new mutations and

a proportion | — n havingat least one affected parent. As nm = yp, from Equation

3.9, we should have 2n = s, the selective disadvantage of the affected, which can be

estimated quite independently. This internal check providesa test of the validity of

the hypotheses used to estimate mutation rates for dominants including, in particu-

lar, whether the equilibrium condition has been reached.

A list of traits specified by dominant mutantalleles whose mutation rates have

been estimated is given in Table 3.6. They are all probably determined by single

TABLE 3.6

Mutation Rates for Autosomal Dominants in Man

 

Mutation rate

 
 

Trait per gamete Remarks

Epiloia 0.8 x 107° One of the earliest measurements
Aniridia 0.5 x 107° Corrected value from Penrose

Microphthalmus 0.5 x 107°

Waardenburg’s syndrome 0.4 x 107°

Facioscapular muscular dystrophy 0.5 x 107° Direct
<0.5 x 107° Indirect

Pelger anomaly 0.9 x 107° Indirect

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 3 x10°>

Myotonia dystrophica 1.6 x 107°

Myotonia congenita 0.4 x 107°

Huntington’s chorea 0.5 x 107° Upperlimit
0.2 x10-° More probable estimate
1.0 x 10-5 Indirect, large error

Chondrodystrophy 4 «107° Probably more than one locus, and
6 x10° overestimates for other reasons also
6 x10°°

Retinoblastoma 1.5 «107° Probably include phenocopies
2.3 x 10-°

0.6 x 10-° Bilateral cases only
0.4 x 1075 Corrected for phenocopies

Neurofibromatosis 13.25 x 107° Direct
8.10 x 10-° Indirect

Deafness 4.7 x 10-5 Semidirect. Estimate of all loci causing
dominant deafness

 

Source: From Crow (1961b).
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gene mutations, because they are unaccompanied byvisible “ gross”? chromosomal

aberrations, and because they segregate regularly in families. The phenotype in the

homozygous condition of many of these mutants is not known, because ofits

rarity, and homozygosity may well be lethal. The estimates are subject to various

errors:

1. They may include somecasesthat are the consequences of somatic, rather than

gametic, mutation. (Retinoblastoma, a special form of eye tumor, can be deter-

mined by a dominant gene, but some cases are believed to be due to somatic

mutation.)

2. Phenocopies—thatis, individuals simulating the mutant phenotype as a con-

sequence of environmental disturbances of development—will also tend toinflate

the estimate of mutation rate. A broad definition of phenocopy can include changes

due to somatic mutation.

3. They may include mutations at several different loci, all of which determine a

similar condition. The mutation rate, if taken to be estimated per /ocus, will thus be

artificially inflated.

4. They may be disturbed by incomplete penetrance.

A further discussion of the estimates obtained will be given in the final section of

this chapter.

3.5 Chromosomal Aberrations

The discovery that many pathological conditions are due to chromosomal

abnormalities has stimulated a great deal of work in the field of human cyto-

genetics. The overall frequency of chromosomal anomalies in unselected adult

populationsis of the order of 1 percent, about a quarter to a fifth of which involve

the X and Y chromosomes(see Chapter 10). It is probably not much higher than

this at birth. The frequencies of the most important autosomal anomalies among

live births are given in Table 3.7.

TABLE 3.7

The Frequency (in Percentages) of Newborn

Subjects with Various Chromosome Abnormalities

 

 
 

Abnormality Males Females

Sex-chromosomeaneuploidy 0.20 0.16

Trisomy 21 0.15 0.15

Trisomy 13/15, 17/18 0.07 0.07

Autosomal rearrangements 0.50 0.50

Totals 0.92 0.88
 

Source: From Court-Brown (1967).
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Since chromosomal anomalies behave formally as dominants, their mutation rate

can be estimated but may be subject to considerable uncertainty because of in utero

mortality and parental age and sex biases.

Chromosomal anomalies behave formally as dominants when they have a

phenotypic effect. Most of these anomalies havea fitness that is 0 or nearly 0, and

therefore s ~~ 1. Thus, the frequency of affected individuals should be twice the

mutation rate estimated from Equation 3.9 unless, as seemslikely, there is appre-

ciable in utero mortality. Trisomy 21, for example, occurs with an overall frequency

of about 1.5/1,000, suggesting an effective mutation rate, namely rate of production

of nondisjunctional gametes, of 7.5 x 10~* per gamete per generation. Estimates

based on Equation 3.9 assume an equal mutation rate from both sexes Thefre-

quency of trisomy 21 increases, however, some 40-fold as the mother’s age increases

to the onset of menopause and thus, a large proportion of trisomy 21 originates

from the relatively small proportion of zygotes contributed by older mothers (see

Section 3.7 and Fig 3.6). The mutation-rate estimate just given must, therefore,

refer predominantly to female gametes. Thus, the mutation rate in female gametes

must be almost twice the estimate of 7.5 x 10~* and that in male gametes corres-

pondingly less. The mutation rate will also be materially affected by the distribution

of maternal ages in a population. A mutation rate (average for the two sexes) of

1.45 x 10~* would be obtained for Turner’s syndrome (XO—see Chapter 10).

However, it has been found that about 22 percent of the embryos whosedevelop-

ment is terminated by early spontaneous abortions contain chromosomal anomalies

and that approximately 25 percent of these are Turner’s or related syndromes

(Carr, 1967; see also Chapter 10). Assuming an overall frequency of spontaneous

abortion of 0.25 per fertilized zygote (which may be too low) these data imply that

the overall frequency of Turner’s syndrome amongfertilized zygotes is about 0.25 x

0.25 x 0.22 = 1.6 percent, which is 47 times the observed frequency at birth. This

Suggests an in utero (either early embryonic or fetal) mortality of at least 97-98

percent and leads to an estimate of about 7 x 107° for the frequency of nondis-

junction leading to Turner’s syndrome. This is indeed remarkably high. It empha-

sizes the pitfalls involved in using data on frequency at birth for mutation-rate

estimates and at the same timetherisks in considering the observed living Turner’s

syndrome cases as typical products of an XO chromosomal constitution. This

point is further brought out by the fact that no monosomics other than XO and no

trisomics for any of the larger chromosomes have been observed. These grosser

anomalies are presumably sometimes producedby errors in the meiotic process, but

it is likely that they are lethal so early in development, perhaps even before implan-

tation, that there is little, if any, hope of ever obtaining satisfactory estimates of

their rate of production.

A further complication in estimating the rate of chromosomal aberrationsarises

from the fact that in some cases there is reason to believe that an abnormal gamete
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is contributed by onesex only. This is certainly true, for example,in the production

of XYY individuals, which must be formed by the combination of abnormal YY

gametes of male origin and a normal X gamete from the female.It is also true, to a

large extent, of 21 trisomy, which, as was already mentioned, is known to be largely

derived from eggs produced by women nearthe end of their reproductive period.

When mutation rates are significantly affected by environmental factors, it 1s

clear that they may vary greatly from one sample of the population to another

according to variations in the relevant factors. It is worth noting that the frequen-

cies of production of the most-frequent chromosomalaberrations, whichreflect the

accuracy of the meiotic process, are apparently much higher than those of gene

mutations.

3.6 Sex-linked Genes

The mutation rate of X-linked recessives can also be estimated by equating the

balancing forces of mutation andselection.

A recessive sex-linked deleterious gene is in the special situation of being pro-

tected by recessiveness only in females, and being exposedto selection as a dominant

in males. It does not, therefore, increase to relatively high frequencies as a dele-

terious autosomal recessive gene may. An X chromosomecarrying a mutant gene

that is completely recessive with respect to fitness in the female X’, will have

genotype frequencies and selection coefficients as given in Table 3.8 if selection is

equal in the two sexes. (X¥ represents the normal, non-mutant-carrying, X chromo-

some.)

TABLE 3.8

Selection Against an X-linked Recessive

 

 

Females Males

Genotypes XX XX’ XX’ XY xX’Y

Relative fitnesses 1 1 l—s 1 1—s

Frequencies p? 2pq. gq? p q
 

The loss of X’ genes per generation is sq in males and sq” in females. Since q is

so small that terms involving g? can be neglected, only the loss from males (sq)

need be considered for equating the selection and mutation pressures in order to

calculate the equilibrium frequency.

For every male sex-linked gene there are two female sex-linked genes, so that

with the same mutation rate in the two sexes, p, there will be mutant genes per

generation in the X chromosomes in males and 2u in X chromosomes in females.

Equating the overall mutation rate 3y to the loss of X° genes,sq, gives the equation

sq = 3 (3.12)
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for the equilibrium condition. The gene frequency at equilibrium is therefore

a=, (3.13)S

which is of the same order of magnitude as the frequency of autosomal dominant
deleterious mutant genes. This treatmentis originally due to Haldane (1935) who
gave one ofthe first estimates of mutation rates in man—that for hemophilia.
A more general treatment would take account of possible differences in the

mutation rates in males and females (which should be more easily detectable for
sex-linked genes, if differences exist) and of possible fitness differences between the
sexes. A discussion of a more general scheme ofselection will be given when we
discuss polymorphism for X-linked genes in Chapter 4.

Direct estimates of mutation rates for sex-linked recessives can be obtained.

Most carriers of rare sex-linked characters are males. A male carrier of a rare
sex-linked recessive gene is either an isolated case in a family or not. If heis, the
mutation may be new in the mother. He could also arise from a heterozygous
mother whose family has no record of the mutant gene and who has had no other
mutant child. To determine the expected frequency of these two situations, models
for the expected distributions of normal and affected sibs per family must be
analyzed. A complete analysis requires the building andtesting of distributions of
progeny size, the estimation of the segregation frequency, which may differ from
the expected Mendelian ratio because of viability disturbances, and the estimation
of the “ascertainment” probability (the probability of finding existing cases) and
its possible heterogeneity. Only then can the frequency of sporadic cases, namely
those mutants that are not the progeny of a heterozygous mother, be estimated.
Sporadic cases include true new mutants, and phenocopies. Further analysis, and
the availability of data over several generations mayhelp distinguishthesesituations.
The methods used are given in Appendix II under the heading of ** segregation
analysis.”

Perhapsthe best-known deleterious sex-linked recessiveallele is the one that causes
hemophilia. There are twoclinically distinguishable varieties of hemophilia, called
A and B, which lack different components of the blood-coagulation system, both
of which are sex-linked but which are notallelic, as shown by pedigree linkage
studies. Hemophilia A is more serious and more frequent. It has, apparently, a
higher mutation rate, 1.3 +0.1 x 1075, while the estimate for hemophilia B is
0.55 + 0.04 x 10~° or 22 times smaller (Barrai etal., 1968). Actually hemophilia
B is only about four times rarer than hemophilia A, but its selective disadvantage
is much smaller, which explains the discrepancy.
A survey of data on sex-linked recessives with approximate mutation rates is

given in Table 3.9.
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TABLE 3.9

X-Linked Traits: Estimates of Varying Validity of Birth Frequencies and Mutation Rates

 

 

 

No.in Approx. Orders ofsize of
catalogue relative

O reproductive No. of Mutation
X-linked fitness of families Birth rate
genes trait reported frequency (x 10~-°)

(McKusick, bearers in (x 107° p=
1968) Trait (f) literature (x) 4(1 — f)x

6 Duchenne type muscular dystrophy 0.0 Very 200-220 70-90
many

7 Becker type muscular dystrophy 0.5 Many 9-12 1-2

8 Factor VIII Deficiency 0.6-0.9 Very 100-120 20-40
(Haemophilia A)? many

9 Factor [IX Deficiency (Christmas 0.6-0.9 Very 20-30 5-10
Disease—Haemophilia B)* many

10 Hypogammaglobulinaemia 0.0 Many 10-15 3-5

11 Hurler’s syndrome 0.0 Few <1.0 <0.1

12 Late spondylo-epiphyseal dysplasia High ~ 5 <1.0 < 0.1

13 Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome 0.6-0.8 ~10 <1.0 <0.1
(thrombocytopenia)

14 Hypophosphataemia and Vitamin 0.3-0.5 Many 5-15 14
D-resistant rickets

15 Hypoparathyroidism (Neonatal) 0.2-0.4 Few <1.0 < 0.1

16 Diabetes insipidus (Nephrogenic) 0.3-0.5 Few < 1.0 <0.1

17 Diabetes insipidus (Neuro- 0.8-0.9 Few 1-5 ~ 1.0
hypophyseal)

18 Oculo-cerebro-renal syndrome of 0 ~ 10 < 1.0 < 0.1
Lowe

19 Hypochromic anaemia (Pyridoxine High Few < 1.0 < 0.1
responsive type)

20 Fabry’s syndrome (angiokeratosis 0.7-0.9 Few 2-5 <1.0
corporis diffusum)

22 Macular bullous dystrophy Low 1 <0.1 <0.1

23 Keratosis follicularis spinulosa High 10-15 < 1.0 < 0.1
decalvans

24 Ichthyosis No Very 200 ~ 1.0
reduction many
detected

25 Anhidrotic ectodermal] dysplasia 0.6 Many 10 1-5

26 and Amyelogenesis imperfecta No Many 10 < 1.0
27 reduction

detected

29 and Deafness 0.8 Many 15-25 3-6
30

31 Mental defect (severe not specific) 0.0 Many 40-80 10-20

32 Borjeson’s syndrome 2 < 0.1 < 0.1

 

“The figures here given are those of the survey by Stevenson and Kerr. Those cited in the text are
from a later survey and analysis.
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No. in Approx. Orders ofsize of
catalogue relative

of reproductive No. of Mutation
X-linked fitness of families Birth rate
genes trait reported frequency p=

(McKusick, bearers in (x 107°) (x 107%)1968) Trait (f) literature (x) 4#0—f)x

34 Cerebellar ataxia with extra Low 1 < 0.1 < 0.1
pyramidal signs

35 Spastic paraplegia ? 1 < 0.1 < 0.1

36 Progressive bulbar palsy Low 3 < 0.1 < 0.1

37 Progressive muscular atrophy ? 3 <0.1 <0.1

38 and Pelizaeus-Merzbacher Few < 0.1 < 0.1
39 leucodystrophy

40 Hydrocephalus (stenosis aqueduct of 0O-+ Few 5-15 1-5
Sylvius)

41 Parkinsonism 1 2 < 0.1 < 0.1

42 Ocular albinism High Many 10-50 ~ 1.0

43 External ophthalmoplegia and ? 1 <0.1 <0.1
myopia

44 Microphthalmia/anophthalmia ? Few < 1.0 < 1.0
45 Microphthalmia/anophthalmia and ? 1 <0.1 <0.1

digital anomalies

46 Nystagmus High Many 10-S0 5

47 Megalocornea ? Few < 1.0. < 1.0

48 Hypoplasia ofiris with glaucoma ? 1 < 0.1 < 0.1
49 Total cataract ? Few < 0.1 < 0.1

50 Cataract with microcorneaor slight ? 1 < 0.1 < 0.1
microphthalmia

51 Congenital night blindness with ? Few < 1.0 < 1.0
myopia

52 Choroideremia High Many 1-4 < 1.0

53 Retinitis pigmentosa High Many 1-5 < 1.0

54 Macular dystrophy (juvenile) and ? Few <0.1 < 1.0
dyschromatopsia

55 Retinoschisis ? Few < 1.0 < 1.0

56 Pseudoglioma ? Few < 1.0 < 1.0

57 Van den Bosch syndrome ? 1 < 0.1 < 0.1

58 Menkes’ syndrome ? 1 <0.1 < 0.1
Adden- Deafness and albinism ? 1 <0.1 <0.1
dum by

McKusick

Adden- Imperforate anus High Few ~ 10 < 1.0
dum to

McKusick

 

Source: Adapted from Stevenson and Kerr (1967).
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3.7. Parental Age and Mutation

A significant fraction of mutations may be expected to occur at rates that are

dependent on parentalage.

Mutations in gamete-producing cells give rise to clones that may persist and in-

crease in size during the lifetime of an individual. In males, spermatogenesis, or the

formation of male gametes, continues from puberty to old age, though at a declining

rate. If there is a constant mutationrate, x, per unit time in the spermatogonia (the

gamete-producing stem cells) in the testes of an adult male, the relative frequency,

u, of mutant genes among gametes increases linearly with time according to the

equation
Uu= ax + Uo, (3.14)

where [Up is the frequency of mutant genes at the beginning of the reproductive

period (puberty) and x is the time elapsed since puberty. This assumesthat mutated

spermatogonia have the same reproduction rate as nonmutated ones(see Example

3.4). Even at times when spermatogonia do not produce gametes, or produce only

a few, mutations maystill arise and accumulate linearly with time, although they

will probably do so at a slowerrate.

Oogenesis, the production of female gametes, may show

a

different picture. New

egg cells are not formed after birth. They are almost mature in the ovaries of a

newborn female. They become fully mature muchlater, one by one, when during

each menstrual cycle one (rarely more than one) egg is madeavailable forfertilization.

There is thus less opportunity for the accumulation of mutant genes in female

than in male gametogenesis. If, however, a mutagenic agent acts on resting gametes

and its intensity is constant in time, even in the absence of division of gamete-

forming cells, a linear accumulation of mutant genes with age may also be expected

in females. Thus, mutation rate may also increase with maternal age, although at

a presumably lower rate than for paternal age, because in females there is no

possibility of accumulation of mutant genes during the reproductive years as there

is in males. This may be a cause of higher mutation rates in males than in females.

The effect ofparental age on mutation can be analyzed by comparing the mean age

ofparents of mutants with those of controls.

The correlation between parental age and mutation can be analyzed in several

ways. When the data are scanty, as is often the case with mutants, a direct com-

parison of the mean age of parents of mutants with that of controls can be made

(see Example 3.5). The effect of birth order may be considered in a similar way.

Birth order is very highly correlated with parental age and abundant materialis

required to distinguish the twoeffects.
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The analysis of the effects of parental age on mutation has been carried out
essentially only on dominant and recessive sex-linked mutations, as their detection
is so much easier. Some work is needed to disentangle paternal from maternal
effects, because of the typical close correlation between the ages of husband and
wife. The analysis is usually carried out by regression and correlation (see Appen-
dix I). Of the dominant mutations investigated, the moststriking effect is found in
chondrodystrophy, which showsa high, practically linear increase of mutation rate
with age of fathers (Figure 3.4). Age of motheris not involved, as shownbypartial
correlation studies. Other dominant mutations tested (with the exception of chro-
mosomal aberrations) usually do not show the same pattern, or only to a much
smaller degree (see, again, Figure 3.4). Thereis, however, at least one other clear-
cut example of paternal age effect for a dominant mutation, namely acrocephalo-
syndactyly, or Apert’s syndrome, a disease with skull and limb deformities, which,
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FIGURE3.4

Relative incidence of dominant mutations amongindividuals
grouped according to their fathers’ ages (at birth of offspring) in
(a) chondrodystrophy(from a study of 175 cases done by Merch,
Greve, and Stevenson), and in (b) neurofibromatosis, tuberous
sclerosis, and osteogenesis imperfect (from a study of 108 cases
done by Borberg and Seedorff). Ninety-five percent confidence
limits are indicated in the figure by the vertical bars. Relative
incidences are based on the Danish agedistribution of fathers in
1930 (see Merch, 1941). These data illustrate a striking effect of
father’s age on the rate of occurrence of the dominant mutation
for chondrodystrophy. The other data are given for comparison.
(From Vogel, 1963.)
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FIGURE 3.5

Relative incidence of Apert’s syndrome (acrocephalosyndactyly)

among individuals grouped according to their fathers’ ages. This

graph is based on a study of 37 cases; data on patients and normal

controls are quoted from Blank, 1960. The dashed line, marked

E, indicates the value that would be expected if there were no age

dependence. This is another striking example of a dependence of

mutation rate on father’s age. (From Vogel, 1963.)

like chondrodystrophy, is not accompanied by anyvisible cytological aberrations

(Figure 3.5).

Chromosomalaberrations have anomalous correlations with parental age.

Thereare, as already mentioned, special effects of parental age for some chromo-

somal aberrations. We have already noted that in Down’s syndrome, mother’s age

has a marked effect. Women who are approaching menopause have an increasingly

higher chance than youngerwomenofhaving children affected byDown’s syndrome.

The change in the frequency of such offspring with maternal age is shown in

Figure 3.6. Paternal age has been shownto have noeffect. The effect of increasing

maternal age is far from linear. The hormonal imbalance resulting from approach-

ing menopause may be a factor contributing to the striking increase in incidence

of Down’s syndrome. Maternal age effects are less striking for other chromosomal
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FIGURE 3.6
Incidence of Down’s syndromeat birth as a function of mother’s
age. The dashedline plotsall births, in thousands. The lighter
solid line plots the numberof babies born with Down’s syndrome.
The darker solid line shows the incidence of Down’s syndrome
relative to maternal age. (From Penrose and Smith, Down’s
Syndrome, 1966.)

aberrations, but have been noted for trisomy 17 and for XXY (Klinefelter’s
syndrome).

Special techniques may detect parental age effects for mutations to sex-linked
recessive alleles.

Sex-linked recessive mutations pose special problems. Almost all mutant genes
first appear in males, though a substantial fraction of these must haveoriginated in
the mother’s gametes. If there is an accumulation of mutant genes with time, there
should be an increase in mutation frequency with mother’s age. This might be de-
tected, for example, by an increase in the mean age of mothers of female carriers
of sex-linked recessives. No such effect is, however, detectable for two mutations
so far tested, namely Duchenne-type muscular dystrophy and hemophilia.
A correlation has been found in some bodies of data between the age of the

mother and the sex-ratio in her progeny, as we shall discuss more completely in
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Chapter 10. This could, however, largely be due to nongenetic factors. It is also

conceivable that nongenetic effects may be involved in correlations between ma-

ternal age and mutation rates. An influence of mother’s age on the penetrance of a

gene in the progeny is not inconceivable, especially in view of the metabolic ex-

changes between mother andfetus. Thus, mother’s age does not lend itself to a

satisfactory analysis of this kind.

Using the ages of maternal grandparents (that is, their ages at the birth of their

children), is less likely to produce side-effects. Grandparental age is as important

for sex-linked mutations as maternal age. In fact, the mutation to a sex-linked re-

cessive gene at equilibrium may have originated with a probability of 1 /3 in the

mutant’s mother, 1/3 in one of the two maternal grandparents and 1/3 in one of

the earlier ancestors in the female line. This may, however, be altered if the overall

mutation rates are not the same in the two sexes.It should be noted that the anal-

ysis of how old the grandparents wereat the birth of their children has the advan-

tage of making it possible to analyze the dependence of mutation rate on age in both

males and females. Such an analysis has been attempted for hemophilia, and for

the sex ratio (see Chapter 10). Negative results were obtained for hemophilia

(Barraiet al., 1968) though the available data could not exclude an age dependence

(with respect to the maternal grandfather) which was such that the mutation rate

doubled over a period of 20 years or more.

In conclusion, effects of parental age on mutation rates have been observed, but

with rather puzzling results. Most dominant mutations and the few sex-linked ones

examined show very little or no effect. A few dominants show a stronglineareffect

of paternal age. It is not inconceivable but it is certainly difficult to prove, that

some mutations—for example that to the gene that produces chondrodystrophy

—confer a slight advantage on the spermatogonia in which they occured, so that

selection at the intercellular level occurs among spermatogonia, a phenomenon

known as gametic selection. Another possible explanation of this very high rate is

given in the nextsection.

Effects of parental age noted in some chromosome aberrations are likely to be

the consequence of changes, with age, in physiological conditions of fathers and

especially of mothers capable of affecting the frequency of nondisjunction in the

gamete-forming cells. We have seen that parental-age effects might bias the muta-

tion rate in males and make it higher than that in females. However, there is at the

moment no clear hint of a sex difference in mutation rates in man.

3.8 Average Mutation Rate

per Locus per Generation

The estimates of mutation rates that we discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6 are

meant to apply to a single locus. The rates are measured using a generation as the

time unit because mutations are detected in the progeny of the individuals whose
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mutant gametes are being counted. The validity of the definition per locus is some-
what doubtful. Practically all estimates are based on strictly phenotypic considera-
tion. It is not impossible that many mutant phenotypes are composite, representing
mutations at more than one locus. This has been showntobe true for the rare
phenotype elliptocytosis, which is observed as oval-shaped red blood cells. This
phenotype is dominant and is not associated with obvious pathological signs.
Pedigrees of carriers of this trait show a heterogeneous behavior; in some families
the phenotypeis definitely linked with Rh bloodtype, in othersit definitely is not
(see Appendix IJ). Thusat least two loci, either on different chromosomesor located
fairly far apart on the same chromosome,can determine the sametrait. A similar

conclusion holds for hemophilia A and B, between which, however, there are

various differences that allow them to be distinguished at the clinical level. They are

both sex linked but show different linkage with other X chromosome markers(see

Chapter 10). There are not enough genes that have been mapped in mantotest if

this is true for many of the other mutations that have been investigated.

Further uncertainties are to be kept in mind with mutant genes such as the one

that produces chondrodystrophy. The mutation to this dominant has a suspiciously

high rate andis also highly affected by increasing paternal age; these features are

common to some chromosome aberrations. It may be that chondrodystrophyts a

chromosome aberration, perhaps a deficiency, too small to be detectable with

present cytological techniques.

Early estimates of average mutation rates in man are too high.

In the genetic literature are found lists of mutation rates compiled from the

available data. Averages taken from such data, which include rates for autosomal

dominants and recessives, and sex-linked recessives, converge to an average estimate

of mutation rate per generation per locus of approximately 3 x 107°. Some authors,

however, have warned that this estimate could be too high. Almostall sources of

error that we have discussed before tend to inflate mutation-rate estimates per single

locus. Thus the fact that phenocopies, or somatic mutations may be mistaken as

true mutations, or the possibility that many similar phenotypes may be due to

mutations at more than one locus would account for contributionsto an estimate’s

being too high. Also, incomplete penetrance may have the same consequence.

There is, however, a more serious source of error: namely, the fact that the sample

of mutation rates considered is very probably biased.

If we compute the average of the most-reliable mutation rate estimates, namely

those for the autosomal dominantslisted in Table 3.6, we obtain 2.6 x 107°. These

however, are all estimates that come from nonsystematic surveys in which one

mutation at a time was considered.

There is only one systematic survey of mutation rates that has been done sofar.
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The results of this survey, which was for X-linked mutations, were given in Table

3.9. These results should befar less biased by the choice of frequent mutations than

any other existing data as they are based, in part, on a survey carried out by screen-

ing a well-defined population for known defects chosen in advance. Naturally,

mutations too rare to be detected in the sample analyzed, which included approxi-

mately one million persons can only be given as less than a certain value (<107°).

The surveyalso includes data from the literature, in which the estimates of very rare

mutation rates are given somewhatarbitrarily as < 1077. A summary of the data

from Table 3.9 is given in Table 3.10.

TABLE 3.10

Distribution of 49 Traits by Estimated Frequency at Birth and by Mutation Rate

 

Numbersin each group
 

 
 

 
 

Approximate Cumulative

frequencies Mutation frequency per mutation frequency

(all x 10°) Birth frequency gamete per generation (percent)

> 100 + 3 0 100

50-100 1 1 100

20-50 4 1 98.0

10-20 5 1 95.9

5-10 2 2 93.9

1-5 4 9 89.8

<1.0 13 11 71.4

< 0.1 17 24 49.0

Total 49 49

 

Source: Based on data from Stevenson and Kerr (1967).

It is impossible to compute exactly the arithmetic mean of these mutation rates

because many of them are simply given as being below threshold. The median can

however, be computed, and this is done in Figure 3.7 on the assumption that the

distribution of the mutation rates is approximately ‘‘lognormal,’” a word which

indicates that the logarithms of the rates are normally distributed. (The median of

a distribution is the value that so divides the distribution that half lies aboveit,

and half below. See also Appendix II.)

This assumption seemssatisfactory, as far as this limited sample of mutation

rate goes. Assumptions on the distribution of mutation rates allow us to make

some further predictions, which may beofinterest.

A simple prediction can be made concerning the difference between the median

and the average (arithmetic-mean) rates. These two values coincide if the distribu-

tion is symmetrical, but they may diverge widely if the distribution,as is likely to

be true of mutation rates, is skew. Only the median can be estimated from data,

such as those in Table 3.10, but we require the arithmetic mean. In a distribution
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having the skewness that seems characteristic of mutation rates, the mean may be
much higher than the median if the variance of the distribution is high. Thus, the
median mutation rate from Figure 3.7 is about 1.6 x 107 ’, but the mean, computed
approximately from the observed distribution (Table 3.10), which is truncated at
the lower end, is about twenty-two times higher (3.6 x 10~°). Actually, in a log-

Log, , mutation rate
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FIGURE 3.7

Cumulative distribution of mutation rates for sex-linked genes in man (data are from tables 3.9

and 3.10), plotted on probability paper with logarithmic abscissa. Probability paper has

ordinates graduated on the basis of the probability integral, in such a way that, if the

cumulative frequencies of an observed distribution are plotted onit, they will be distributed

arounda straight line if the distribution is normal. Here the variate, mutation rate, has been

plotted on a logarithmic abscissa and the graph showsthat the logarithms of the mutation rates

are normally distributed; we may say that the mutation rates have a *‘lognormal’’ distribution.

The median, corresponding to the arithmetic mean of the logarithms, is given by the abscissa

value corresponding to the point at which the straight line cuts the SO percent frequency value,

and is here 1.6 x 10~7. The distance on the abscissa between this and the point of the 84

percent frequency corresponds to the standard deviation s. The standard deviation s = 1.2

(in log;o units).

normaldistribution, the arithmetic mean is expected to be 101:15°* = K times higher

than the median, where s is the standard deviation of the logarithmic values (to

base 10) of the variate (see Example 3.6). The standard deviation of the logarithmic

variate is, from Figure 3.7, s = 1.2, which gives K = 44. Thus, the median mutation

rate is much smaller than the arithmetic mean of the mutation rates. This is true

apart from any consideration of bias in selecting mutants. It is worth noting, how-

ever, that the estimate of the mean mutation rate from Stevenson and Kerr’s collec-

tion of X-linked mutation data, is about 4 x 107°, and is at least one order of
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magnitude larger than the median from the same data, but also about one order of

magnitude less than previous estimates of mean mutation rates.

So far, we have discussed the bias that is commonto almost all studies of muta-

tion rates and that has to do with the automatic choice for specific studies of some

more-frequent mutations because they supply enough mutants to be counted. This

automatic choice has necessarily concentrated the interests of research workers on

the most-frequent mutations, and thus moststudies in the literature refer to them.

The resulting bias can be avoided when a sample of people is investigated forall

mutations known to occur, common andrare, as was done by Stevenson and Kerr

(1967). Nevertheless possible sources of bias are not entirely removed, as recognized

by these authors, and as we discuss in the paragraphs that follow.

If we want to study mutation rates and if we choose for this purpose to observe

loci at which we already know mutations have occurred, we will be working with a

biased sample.

The probability that a mutation at a locus will have been observed earlier and

thus have been included in the sample is roughly proportional to the mutation rate

of the locus. This simple relationship allows us to predict the increase in the mean

mutation rate in the sample that has been subjected to selection as compared with

an unselected one. As before, assumptions aboutthe shape of the distribution have

to be made. Given that the distribution is lognormal, we can show (see Example

3.6) that if M, is the median mutation rate in the unselected sample; M is the arith-

metic mean of the mutation rates in the unselected sample; M, is the arithmetic

mean of the mutation rates in the sample of loci at which mutations are known to

have occurred before the study was begun; and K is the ratio between M and M,,

which we have used before; then the ratio between M, and M is equal to K’, and

depends therefore very much on the variance of mutation rates.

Practically all mutation-rate estimates in Drosophila and in mice (to be discussed

in the paragraphsthat follow), as well as in man, are based on loci at which muta-

tions were known to have occurred before the estimates were made. This means

that these estimates contain the bias we have been discussing. The only way to

avoid it would be to take loci known from sources other than earlier mutation

studies, known, for example, because the protein they produce has been studied,

and analyze these for mutation rates. This, however, has not yet been done sys-

tematically for any locus.

From the mean and variance of the mutation rates observed for loci chosen be-

cause mutations had been observed previously in them,it is theoretically possible

to compute the mean and variance of the mutation rates of unselected loci: that is

to compute M and V given M, and V,. This estimation would depend, however,

on assumptions about the distribution, and on the precision of the estimated vari-
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ance of observed mutation rates. This precision would usually be small, because the
sample of loci studied would be small. It is in any case worth rememberingthat all
present estimates of mean mutationrates are subject to this bias. Although several
authors have discussed sourcesofbias in estimating mutation rates it does not seem
that this particular source has been clearly understood, and its magnitude assessed
until now.

If we knowthereal distribution, we may compute the unselected median, mean,
and variance from the selected data. Using the data of Table 3.10 as a selected
sample, we compute the mean and variance of the selected (observed) mutation
rates:

M, = 3.6 x 107°;

V. = 138 x 10712,

From these, and from the formulas of Example 3.6, we obtain, for the unselected
mutation rates:

’ Me = median = 9.1 x 1078:

M = mean = 3.1 x 107”.

The variance of the logarithms to base 10 of the unselected mutation ratesis 0.46.
It is interesting to note that the mean of the unselected sample is about ten times
lower than the mean of the selected sample. Moreover, in the unselected sample
only 6 percent of the loci have mutation rates above 10~°, while in the selected

sample this fraction is 25 percent. Also, less than 0.2 percent of the unselected

mutation rates are above 10~°, while some6 percent of them are greater than this

value in the selected sample.

The comparison with estimates from other animals indicates 10~° (or less) as a

common reasonable order of magnitude for mean mutation rates per locus per

generation.

The animal most thoroughly investigated for mutation rates is Drosophila melano-

gaster. Drosophila rates comparable to those for the human deleterious mutant

genes are those for the so-called “visible ’’ mutant genes —that is, mutant genes that

are not lethal but that give visible phenotypic effects either in the homozygote

(which is more common with Drosophila mutations) or in the heterozygote. There

is still some doubt whetherthereis a difference in mutation rates between the sexes
in Drosophila. The average mutation rate per locus per generation is approximately
10~°. It is possible in Drosophila to estimate the rate of mutation to lethal genes.
Lethal mutation rates give figures fairly close to those for “‘visibles.’”’ The total
observed mutation rate is the sum of the two, the rate for “‘visible’’ plus that for
lethals, and is thus roughly twice that for ‘‘ visibles.”’
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The only mammalother than manfor which mutation rates have been investi-

gated is the mouse. A group of seven autosomalloci has been examinedfor recessive

mutations, which were preselected and incorporatedinto a multiple recessive strain,

with which normal mice whose gamates were being tested for mutations from normal

to recessive were mated. The average spontaneous mutations rate obtained for the

seven loci was 8.4 x 107° in males and 1.4 x 107° in females (W. L. Russell,

1963). It is interesting to note that this difference between the sexes is significant

and in the expected direction (see Section 3.7). The average for the two sexes 1S

4.9 x 107°, which must be biased upwards, for the reasons already discussed and

explained further in Example 3.6.

It would seem, from these studies, that 10~° (or less) is a reasonable order of

magnitude for average spontaneous mutation rates per locus per generation for a

wide range of animals.

There exist more, and less, mutable loci. Experiments with organismsother than

man (Drosophila, bacteria, maize) also indicate the existence of genotypes that may

be appreciably more mutable than the average.

Mutation rates per nucleotide may be of the order of 10~® orless.

For a locus that specifies production of a protein that consists of, say, 100 amino

acids, there are 300 nucleotides, and the substitution of any one of them is a

mutation although it is not necessarily detectable, even as an amino acid substitu-

tion. It would seem, therefore, that the mutation rate per nucleotide may be be-

tween 107° and 107? if the rate per locus is 10~°. The rate per nucleotide would be

lower if the average protein specified by a single locus comprises more than 100

amino acids. One factor that might, on the other hand, possibly increase this rate

(at most threefold) is the fact that many nucleotide substitutions may besilent.

Thus, because of duplicate specifications in the genetic code (see Chapter 1) it is

knownthat as manyasthirty percent ofall nucleotide pair substitutions may not

change the acid coded for; we refer to these as isonymoussubstitutions. It is, how-

ever, possible, that the transition from a given triplet to an isonymous one might

sometimes be accompanied by some phenotypic change. Different isonymoustrip-

lets use different soluble RNA’s and the relative concentrations of these may

influence the rate of protein synthesis, and thusthe final concentrationsof proteins.

The numberof different mutations possible at each locusis certainly large as is

obvious when the structure of DNA andthe variety of known changes is con-

sidered. In a sense, it is likely that every single mutation is unique, even though

many—in particular all of the mutations at one locus that give the same phenotype

and selective disadvantage, as, for instance, lethals—may be indistinguishable in

terms of evolutionary effects. Molecular genetics has provided the means for con-

siderably refining the analysis of the mutational event.
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There are other possible ways of estimating mutation rates in man.

Well-known molecules such as hemoglobin would be fairly satisfactory for a
quantitative molecular study of mutation rates in man. Electrophoresis, a quick and
cheap method of detecting amino acid changes in a protein molecule, probably
detects about 4 to 4 of the changes. This is based on the probability that one amino
acid is replaced by another one that has a different electric charge, which is the
main requirement for an electrophoretically detectable change in the protein.
Electrophoresis can be applied directly to the content of red bloodcells because
hemoglobin is by far the most abundantprotein there, and thus no purification is
necessary. Further chemical methods of analysis are well standardized, andit is
relatively easy to show which aminoacid,if any, is changed in the molecule.

Atpresent, the number of knowndifferent mutationsaffecting the different poly-
peptide chains of human hemoglobin (mainly alpha and beta chains) is 62 (see
Chapter 4). Almostall of these have been detected by electrophoresis, meaning that
they are likely only 1 to 4 of the mutations actually in existence. There is good
evidence that many of these mutations truly recur independently. Almost all
changes knownare single amino acid substitutions, and can be explained by the
substitution of one nucleotide. In addition, there is one amino acid deletion and

two or more mutations that can be explained by the occurrence of anomalouscross-

overs between the beta and delta chain genes, as in hemoglobin-Lepore(see also the

discussion on haptoglobins in Chapter 4). More destructive changes are probably

not easily observed.

It is unfortunately impossible to give the denominator for the fraction that

would provide an estimate of mutation rates to hemoglobin changes using the ob-

served number of mutations as the numerator. This denominator should be the

numberofindividuals screened for hemoglobin changes,but it is not usually known

whether the changes studied were the result of fresh mutations or whether they were

carried for a time in the population before being observed, in an earlier generation.

Only in very few families (notably those with hemoglobin M mutations) have there

been reports of a possible mutational origin of the new hemoglobin. Surveys ex-

pressly designed to estimate mutation rates for a molecule such as hemoglobin

should screen many hundreds of thousands of individuals systematically. If their

hemoglobin turns out to be abnormal, their parents and other relatives should also

be tested. This is not an impossible proposition although it is certainly, using

present techniques, a fairly expensive one.It is not inconceivable that a study based

on it will be carried out in the future for this or some other well-known molecule,

which is easy to analyze from both biochemical, and genetic points of view.

Other methodsof estimating mutation rates that have been employedrely on the

global estimation of rates for a relatively large number of genes: for example, all

lethal autosomalrecessives (from consanguinity studies), all sex-linked lethal re-

cessives (from sex-ratio studies), all detrimental recessives determining a common
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genetic defect such as deaf mutism,or mentaldeficiency (from consanguinity studies).

They depend on

a

special theoretical treatment, discussion of which is deferred to

Chapter 7, and which relies heavily on assumptions that are difficult to prove.

Comparison of estimates made using these methods with the per locus estimates

requires knowledge of the number of loci involved, which again is not easy to

obtain.
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Worked Examples

3.1 Time necessary for change under mutation pressure alone.

Suppose that a gene A mutates to a with a frequency of 2 x 107° per generation.
Mating is at random andthere are no other forces acting on the two alleles. How
many generations are needed to increase the frequency of gene a from 1 percent to
2 percent ?

From equation 3.8

Pn = Pol — yw)", (1)

where p is the rate of mutation from A to a, and p, is the frequency of A, and

G, = 1 — p, the frequency of a in the nth generation. We want n such that

0.98 =[1 —(2 x 107°) ]" x 0.99, (2)

which is approximately

[1 —(nx2x 107°)] x 0.99

which may be solved by the binomial expansion, giving

n=1-a /2 x 107° = 5050 generations.

The binomial expansion is, of course, only valid as long as ny is small, and thus,

as long as q,( =1 — p,) and go9(=1 — po), the initial and final frequencies of a are

also small. Equation 1 gives, approximately,

(1 — q,) = (1 — qo)(1 — ny) (3)

so that

 n=—[1-(—*)]~~ay+ a0] ~ 51-1 + ay — a)
since when gp is small

 

and quadratic termsin g, and gp can be neglected. Equation 3 therefore reduces to

In — do

u (4)
i=
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3.2 Persistence of a mutant gene as a function of its selection coefficient.

If in each generation the individual carrying a particular mutant gene has a

probability 1 — s of surviving to reproduce, then the average number of generations

during which the phenotype representing the mutation remains in the population,

the persistence,is 1/s.

The probability that the number of generations is exactly n is(1 —s)"~'s, this

being the probability of the phenotype’s surviving for n — 1 generations but then

succumbing at the mth generation. The persistence is therefore given by

co

y n(i—s)""'s
n=1

Now

a0 ri ae ona 1 i

Ddn(l —s) - ds2 y= ds (——)-3 ()

since ) (1 — s)" is a geometric progression with an index of 1 — s. (An alternative
n=1

solution would expand

tot
 [k-(1—s)P

by the binomial expansion in terms of 1 — s.) The persistence is, therefore,

co ] 1

s\¥ ni-—s)t= —_=-,
2n ) ** 2 S (2)S

3.3 Exact treatment of the balance between mutation and selection.

Assuming a mutation rate A -> a andrelative fitnesses of 1, 1 — At, and 1 — t for

the genotypes AA, Aa, and aa, respectively, write down the general equation relating

the gene frequencies of a in successive generations on the basis of the scheme given

at the end of the first paragraph in Section 3.2.

 

 

  

Genotype

AA Aa aa Total

Fitness 1 1—Aht 1—t

Frequency before
selection p? 2pq q? 1

Relative frequency
after selection p? (1—Athx2pq (—t)xq? p?+20—At)pqt+d—tq?=R
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The gene frequencies of a and A after selection, but before mutation, are given by

5(1 — ht) x 2pq 1 q?(1 — t)

R R
 

and

p 1(1 — At) x 2pq

R 2 R
 

>

respectively. The gene frequency of a in the next generation, which is the frequency
after selection and then mutation, is thus given by

, pai—hth+q°i-t)  p?+(1—ht)pgq' = 2 +H z  9

or, since p + gq = p* + 2pq+q’ = 1,

g’ = ha 14 = ht) + ep= ght)
1 — 2htpq — tq’
 (1)

This is the equation that forms the basis for the calculation of the curves given in

Figure 3.1. Equilibrium is given by putting g’ = q. Similar equations can be derived

allowing a mutation rate for a to A, and allowing for sex-linked genes (see Kimura,

1961).

3.4. Accumulation of mutant cells with time in a population ofgamete-forming cells.

The argument is taken from microbial genetics, as the gamete-formingcells,

spermatogonia or oogonia, multiply asexually by mitosis. The process is thus quite

comparable to that taking place in a bacterial population. Let the rate of mutation

percell division be a, and m the frequency of mutantcells at time t measuredin cell

generations. Mutation is considered to be irreversible and the population to be

made up of one nonmutant cell at time zero. It will be noted that whatis called

‘‘ mutation rate” in man is the frequency of mutant cells among gametes, and thus

is the same as m and not a.

Suppose that there are, at the beginning (t = 0), N = Nototal cells, of which my

are mutant. During one generation, «NV new mutantcells form since the probability

of mutation is « per cell per generation. We neglect the fact that someofthe N cells

are already mutant because this fraction is small. But, in addition to the new

mutant cells, those already in existence, my, will multiply, and, assuming that they

have the same growth rate as normalcells, will form 2m, cells. The total numberof

mutant cells is now, therefore, m, = aN, +2m,. The ratio of the number of

mutant cells to the total numberofcells, at the end of one generation (t = 1) when

cells have doubled and are N, = 2No, Is:

m, a&N,+2mo Mo Mo
megtSat py, if = —.
N, 2No No Hos BON
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In the next generation, again m, will become 2m, but in addition, «VN, new mutant

cells will form, giving a total of oN, + 2m,, out of a total of N, = 27N,cells. The

ratio pf, = m,/N, will be

aN, + 2m,
= 2a + Uo.N3 Ho

The successive increase of mutant cells is given in the table that follows and

corresponds to

 

 
 

UM, = At + Uo.

Ratio of
mutantcells

Numberofcells Mutantcells to total
at beginning New mutant already in Total number of number of

Generation ofgeneration cellsformed existence mutant cells cells

0 No — Mo Mo Ho

1 N, =2No aN, =2aNo 2Mo Mop + 2aNo 4+- 2m a+ Lo

2 Nz =4No aN, = 4aNo 4aNo + 40 8aNo + 49 20 + Lo

3 N3 = 8No aN3 = 8aNo 16aNo + 8mMo 24aNo + 8m 3a + [Lo

4 Ng = 16No aNes = 16aNo 48aNo + 16™Mo 64aNo ae 16™mo 4a + Ho

 

3.5. Age effect on mutation rates.

Given that (x) is the distribution of father’s age x at the birth of a child and

assuming that mutation rates increase linearly with paternal age according to the

formula (Equation 3.14 and Example 3.4.)

= ax + Uo,

where Ll, Uo are the mutation rates at age x and 0 respectively, calculate the mean

age of fathers at the birth of mutant offspring.

The mean paternal age xX of controls is

X =) xP(x),
x

where the sum is extendedtoall fertile ages. The relative frequency of individuals

of age x who are parents of mutants is proportional to

up(x).

In order to makethese frequencies sum to 1 for all ages, the actual frequency must

be divided by the sum of frequencies at all ages:
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Up(x)
P(x) ==..

¥ Hb) o
Thus, the mean age amongthe parents of mutantsis

Xm = 2, xW(x).

On the assumption that the relationship between p and x is linear as given above,
substituting from Equation 3.14 to Equation 1 for (x), and remembering that

> x°b(x) = var(x) +X? and Y o(x) =1,

 

 

we obtain

_ _ «var(x) + aX* + Xo ,
m Ox + Lo ( )

where var(x) is the variance of paternal age at birth of a child.

When Uy = 0, the frequency of mutants at age x = 0(X,) is zero, and so

var(x
xX, = : dy X, (3)

a formula that was given by Penrose (1955).

The effect of parental age on mutation thus dependson the varianceof parental

age in the general population. This is not unexpected, since if there were no variation

in parental age, no difference in effect on mutation would be observable.

3.6. Bias due to choice of loci at which mutations were already known to exist for

estimating average mutation rates.

Loci at which mutations are already known are more likely to be included in a

sample of loci to be studied for rate of mutation. The probability of such a locus

being included is simply proportional to its mutation rate. If the mutation rate of

a locus is m, with frequency distribution P(m), and arithmetic mean M, then the

probability of its being included in a sampleis

mP(m) _ mP(m)

S'mP(m) M
 

Pm) = >

where the sum )_ is extended over the whole distribution and the subscript s refers

to the selected sample. The argumentis identical to that previously used in another

context (see Example 3.5). We can thus conclude that the average mutation rate in

the selected sample of loci, M,, is

> m’P(m) V+ M? V
=-M+—,

M M TM
 M, = ¥ mP,(m) =
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where

V

is the variance of the original distribution of m values.

The variance of the selected sample, will be similarly,

2 > __ »,m°P(m) 2__ 43 yy2
V,=)>, m*Pm) — MS == — Ms =A M;;

where 3 is the third moment about zero of the original m distribution.

For predicting the value of the third moment, knowledge of the original m dis-

tribution must be available. We assumethat the distribution is lognormal; that is

log mis normally distributed with mean logm (equal to the logarithm of the median)

and variance V,,,,,- If logarithms are given to base 10, log,;) m = 0.434 log

and Vise, om = 0.434Viog m:

The rth moment aboutzero of the original variate, m, in a lognormal distribution

is given by (see Kendall and Stuart, 1958, Vol. 1):

Ly, = exp(4r7 Viog m +r log m).

The arithmetic mean of m, the first moment, is

 

f= M = exp(hViogm + log m)
and is greater than the median value of m, Me, which is equal to exp(logm), by a

quantity K = M/Me =exp (V,,, »/2) = 10'°*if s is the standard deviation in log,,
units. The variance V is equal to the second moment about zero minus the mean

squared, and hence |

V =p, — M* = M*(eV'8™ _ 4),

It will be seen that the mean ofthe selected sample, M,, is larger than the unselected
mean M,by a factorthatis

M. _, V

MW
V logm

9
 =e

corresponding to the square of K given before.

Similarly V, can be computed from the third moment value:

M
Vs = exp(4 Viogm + 2 log m)M —? = M; — 7 

The original, unselected, mean and variance of the logarithmic values can be
computed from the system of equations:

log(V, + M3) = 4 Viog m + 2 log m;

log M, = 3Viog m + log m.

Numerical values are given in the text.
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This approach depends on the assumption of a particular distribution for the
original values, P(m). An alternative approach makes,in principle, no such assump-
tion. For this it is enough to note that P(m) must be proportional to P(m)/m, and
the proportionality constant must be the reciprocal of )'(P,(m)/m). This constant
is simply the harmonic mean M,, of the selected, observed values, and thus P(m) =
M,P(m)/m. The mean of the original, unselected distribution is M = >mP(m),
and, since ) P,(m) = 1, M is simply equal to the harmonic mean of the observed
values. In practice, when observations grouped in class intervals as rough as those
given, by necessity, in Table 3.10, are used, assumptions about the distributions
are still implicit in the computation of the harmonic mean, whichis very sensitive
to the choice of midclass values (especially at the lowest end). A conservative
estimate of the harmonic mean from the data of Table 3.10, taking the class mid-
values on an arithmetic scale, gives for M = M,, the unselected mean, the value
1 x 107’, an even lower value than that obtained by the approach described
earlier (3.1 x 1077).



4

Transient and Balanced

Polymorphisms

4.1 Definition of Polymorphism,
Balanced (Stable) and Transient

Genetic polymorphism is the occurrence in the same population of two or more

alleles at one locus, each with appreciable frequency.

It is not easy to give a universally acceptable definition of polymorphism. A

formal definition such as the one above, based on the frequency of the genes that

are found in a populationis likely to be most satisfactory. Thus, if in any population

we find, in addition to the normalgene, anotherallele that has an appreciable fre-

quency, we shall call this a polymorphism. The definition of ‘‘ appreciable

frequency”’ is arbitrary, but for practical purposes mainly relating to the size of

readily available samples of human populations, it can be taken to be of the order

of one percent. A definition based entirely on allelic frequency has the advantage

of not requiring any knowledge of the forces that originally determined, or are

now maintaining, the polymorphism. The nature of these forces is very rarely

known,and therefore can hardly be useful in a definition. This is the reason whyit

is difficult to accept unequivocally Ford’s definition: genetic polymorphism is the

occurrence together in the samelocality of two or more discontinuous forms of a

species in such proportions that the rarest of them cannot be maintained merely
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by recurrent mutation. However,it is likely that Ford’s definition applies to
many, if not most, instances of polymorphism (see Ford, 1964).

Most of the polymorphisms encountered in human populations so far fall into two
main categories: blood-cell antigens and bloodproteins.

Genetic polymorphism usually refers to alternative hereditary forms that can
easily be distinguished from each other and whoseinheritanceis clearly understood.
Most of the polymorphisms observed in manfall into two general categories; an
easy way ofdifferentiating between the two is to note that two different kinds of

techniques are used for the detection of the two kinds of polymorphisms. Both

categories refer to blood, the tissue that is easiest to obtain and analyze for genetic

purposes.

Thefirst class of polymorphisms, the kind detected by immunological techniques,

is that of blood groups, or blood-cell antigens of which, the ABO blood groups are

an outstanding example. The ABO blood groups are so important for medical

practice that they are widely known even to the layman. The Rh (rhesus) system

has also become well known—because of its association with hemolytic disease

of the newborn(see Chapter 5). A dozen or so other red-cell systems, most of which

have been identified only in the last thirty years, are much less well known, among

other reasons because they are generally less important for the clinician. Blood

groups on the white cells have been discovered quite recently. These are turning out

to be of considerable significance for organ transplantation (see Chapter 5).

Some blood-group and other polymorphisms detected by immunological tech-

niques are potentially subject to a special type of selection called incompatibility.

This is the consequence of immunological reactions in the mother against a fetus

having an immunological difference. The fetus may thus be selected against. For

this reason, blood groups andpotentially incompatible systems are treated together,

in the next chapter.

In this chapter we will concentrate on polymorphisms for which complications

due to incompatibility are not known, or are not likely to occur. Most of these

polymorphisms belong in the second category, being proteins found in the blood,

either in the free, liquid portion (serum or plasma) or in its cells (red or white).

Most of them have been detected by electrophoretic techniques that depend on the

separation of proteins according to electric-charge differences, which make them

travel at different rates in an electric field. An example of an electrophoretic pattern

of hemoglobins is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.2 contains a list of blood proteins, from both plasma andcells, with the

numberof variants knownby early 1968. Many of these proteins are polymorphic

for one or a few variants, all the other variants being rare. For some, such as phos-

phoglucomutase, variants at more than one locus have been found.



TABLE 4.1

Electrophoretic Patterns of Human Hemoglobins A and S.

 

Hemoglobin Hemoglobin

Electrophoretic Types

Phenotype Genotype Fitness Pattern Present
origin —>+4

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Normal Hb4 | fl Hb4 0.98 A

Sickle-cell HbA fl 1 HbS 1.24 SandA
trait

Sickle-cell bs fl rl HS 0.19 S
disease

Source: From Lerner (1968), by Anthony C. Allison.

TABLE 4.2

Blood Proteins for Which More than One Variety Exists in
the Cells or Plasma of Human Beings

Yr. of
Has >1 Report

No. of Common Usual Distinguishing ofFirst

Protein Variants Variety Method Variant

Hemoglobin:

Alpha chain 26 Amino acid sequence 1949

Beta chain 46 +

Gammachain 5

Delta chain

Deletions

Haptoglobin 13 Electrophoresis 1955

Alpha chain 10 +

Beta chain 3

Gm groups 26 + Immunologic 1956

Transferrin 18 + Electrophoresis 1957

Pseudocholinesterase Inhibition 1957

E, locus 3 + Electrophoresis

E, locus 2 +

G-C protein 6 + Electrophoresis 1959

Albumin 7 + Electrophoresis 1960
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Yr. of
Has >1 Report

No. of Common Usual Distinguishing ofFirst
Protein Variants Variety Method Variant

Inv 3 + Immunologic 1960
Placental alkaline phosphatase 9 + Electrophoresis 1961

AGlipoproteins 5 Immunologic 1961
LP lipoproteins 2 Immunologic 1961
Glucose-6-phosphate 25 -+- Electrophoresis 1962
dehydrogenase

Carbonic anhydrase 5 Electrophoresis 1962

Erythrocyte esterase 2 Electrophoresis 1962

Acid phosphatase 5 + Electrophoresis 1963

Catalase 3 Electrophoresis 1963

6-phosphate gluconate 7 + Electrophoresis 1963
dehydrogenase

Myoglobin 2 Electrophoresis 1963

Phosphoglucomutase Electrophoresis

PGM I 8 + 1964

PGMII 5 + 1965

PGM III 2 + 1968

Fibrinogen 3 Electrophoresis 1965

Adenylate kinase 4 + Electrophoresis 1965

Lactate dehydrogenase Electrophoresis

A subunit 5 1965

B subunit 1 1965

Amylase 4 + Electrophoresis 1965

Alpha, acid glycoprotein 2 + Electrophoresis 1965

Beta lipoprotein 2 Electrophoresis 1965
Galactose-1-phosphate uridy] 2 “+ Electrophoresis 1966

transferase

Malate dehydrogenase(soluble) 2 Electrophoresis 1966

Xm protein 2 + Immunologic 1966

Alpha, antitrypsin 3 Electrophoresis 1966

Malate dehydrogenase 2 + Electrophoresis 1967
(mitochondrial)

Glutathione reductase 2 + Electrophoresis 1967

Ceruloplasmin 3 + Electrophoresis 1967

Peptidase A 4 + Electrophoresis 1967

Peptidase B 4 Electrophoresis 1967

Hypoxanthine-guanine PR 3 Heatstability 1967
transferase

Glutamic oxalacetic 2 Electrophoresis 1967
transaminase

NADH diaphorase 2 Electrophoresis 1968

Phosphohexose isomerase 10 + Electrophoresis 1968

 

Note: Each variant has been shownto bedistributed in families in such a way as to suggest its genetic
origin. Common variants exist in frequencies of 1 percent or more in at least 1 population.
Source: From Childs and Kaloustian (1968).
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There are, in addition to the polymorphismsthat fit into these two major ca-

tegories, several other polymorphismsfor traits that were investigated using other

techniques. One of the oldest known polymorphismsis that for capacity to taste

phenylthiocarbamide (PTC). For some people PTC hasonly a faint taste or no taste

at all; for othersit has a very bitter taste. More specifically there is a single dominant

gene T (with incomplete penetrance) that determinesa high sensitivity for the taste

of PTC. Nontasters are homozygousfor the recessive allele t.

What proportion ofgenes is polymorphic?

Until a few years ago the answer would have probably been—very few. Recently,

however, electrophoretic analysis of proteins, mainly by Harris (1966, 1969) in

man, and by Lewontin and Hubby (1966) in Drosophila, has made it necessary to

reconsider this question, which will be examined more fully in Chapter 11. Here

it will be enough to glance at the third column of Table 4.2 which showsthat a

large proportion of known variants amongbloodproteins is polymorphic.

It is worth noting that most human polymorphismsare present in almostall

racial groups, although the frequencies of the various types may differ considerably.

They thus provide a very interesting tool for anthropological research, which has

already been widely applied and will undoubtedly be used increasingly in the future.

This use of polymorphism will be discussed further in Chapter 11.

It is difficult to establish whether a polymorphism is stable or transient.

A major problem posed by the presence of several alleles at one locus in any

population is the following: is the polymorphism stable one, or are we observing

a transient stage in an evolutionary process, destined to end relatively soon, in

which oneallele is replacing another?

This question is unfortunately very difficult to answer. The obvious wayis to

look for changes in the gene frequencies with time, which would require data from

the past and, possibly, the very remote past. The only examples in human genetics

of such a study are a few observations on ABO blood groups from Egyptian and

American Indian mummies (Boyd and Boyd, 1937). They refer to individuals who

lived only a few thousand years ago. Also, the test for a mummy’s blood type may

be invalidated by the fact that bacteria often have antigens resembling those of

ABO blood groups, as well as enzymes that may destroy ABO antigens. In the

absence of direct evidence, the assessment regarding stability of a polymorphism

can only be tentative, and weare in factstill unable to say which,if any, of the poly-

morphisms that we now knowarereally stable.
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Direct evidence for at least one balanced polymorphism is available: the poly-
morphism for the group of hemoglobins, including hemoglobin S, in the presence of
malaria.

There are someinstancesofgenetic variation sufficiently well investigated to show
conclusively that a balanced polymorphism can be maintained by heterosis (hetero-
zygote advantage) in the presence of malaria. This disease is widespread in the
tropics and was commonalso in temperate areas until a short time ago. It is
probably, where uncontrolled, the greatest single cause of human mortality. It
is not surprising, therefore that malaria is a very powerfulselective agent, favoring
genetic variants endowed with an increased resistance to it. Some of the most

dramatic selective situations known are connected with malaria susceptibility. The

best studied is hemoglobin variation, but several others are known and will be

discussed in the second part of this chapter.

4.2 Opposing Forces That Produce
and Maintain Polymorphism

For a polymorphism to be stable there must be at least two opposing forces acting

upon it, and they must be balanced in their effects on it.

It was shown in the previous chapter that when mutation and adverse selection

oppose each other an equilibrium results. The gene frequencies at equilibrium are

usually too low to be considered polymorphic by ourdefinition, whichis the basis of

Ford’s definition of polymorphism. It must, however, be remembered that since we

do not know how most of the presently known polymorphisms are maintained,

recurrent mutation balanced by very weak selection cannot really be excluded as

the mechanism that might maintain many, if not most, of them. Present knowledge

may make this mechanism unlikely, but can almost never exclude it. Equilibrium

can be the result of many other combinations of balancing forces, which will be

the subject of the discussion in the rest of this chapter.

The balance between opposing mutation pressures may give rise to a polymorphism.

Consider a population with two alleles: A with a frequency p, and a with a

frequency qg, or 1 — p. Let pw and v be the mutation rates:

I

Axa
Vv

Each generation a fraction py of the pA genes will mutate to give py a genes, and a

fraction v of the a genes will mutate to give gv A genes. Thus, when

PHL = QV), (4.1)
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the numberof A alleles mutating to a is equal to the numbera alleles mutating to A

and no further change in gene frequencies will take place. The frequency of a at

equilibrium, g,, is thus given by

 Pe = ’ and de = 1] _ De = B (4.2)

qe H w+v

The ratio of the equilibrium frequencies therefore depends on the ratio of the

mutation rates. If forward (A > a) and backward (a > A) mutation rates are equal,

Pe =e = 50 percent.

A polymorphism by our definition, will result whenever /v lies approximately

between 1/100 and 99/100.

A balance between opposing mutation pressures seems somewhatartificial from

a molecular point of view, because mutations at a given locus can take place at any

of its nucleotide sites and the mutation rate for the average nucleotideis in general

very small (Chapter 3). However, the existence of mutational “‘ hot spots’’ (name-

ly, highly mutable sites) has been suggested for bacteriophage by Benzer(1961). If

such hot spots exist in man, then forward and backward mutation rates at whatis

really the same site may be high enough to lead to a mutation-balance polymor-

phism. In addition, it may be possible that forward and backward mutations for

many nucleotide sites in the same locus may give rise to similar phenotypesor,

more precisely, phenotypes with similar selective values. However, it seems rather

unlikely that many polymorphismsare the result of a balance between mutations

becausethere are frequently other factors that override the effect of mutation rates

in changing gene frequencies.

Heterozygote advantage is the classical explanation for a balanced polymorphism.

Given twoalleles at one locus, selection can favor either or both of them at dif-

ferent times in various ways, making possible a numberofdifferent types of poly-

morphisms. In the simplest situation, the heterozygote is, on the average, at an

advantage over both homozygotes. This is sometimes referred to as “‘ overdomi-

nance”’ (with respect to fitness).

It is fairly easy to see that selection for the heterozygote, or, equivalently, selec-

tion against both homozygotes, may give rise to a polymorphic equilibrium. This

was first pointed out by Fisher in 1922. Consider first of all, for simplicity, the

extreme case in which both homozygotes havezero fitness (balanced lethals). Since

only heterozygotes survive, p = g = 4 in all generations.

For a more general demonstration that heterozygote advantage leads to a poly-

morphism, weshall follow essentially the treatment originally given by Fisher in

1922. We assume that there is a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with the constant

genotype fitnesses and the genotype frequencies indicated in Table 4.3.
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TABLE 4,3

Genotype Fitnesses and Frequencies Before and After Selection
for One Locus with Two Alleles

 

 

 

 

 

Genotypes

AA Aa aa Totals

Fitnesses Wy W2 W3

Frequencies

Beforeselection p? 2pq q? 1
After selection Wip?

—

w22pq_

ss

w3q? Wip? + 2wapq + w3q?
 

The frequency, p’, of gene A after selection will be proportional to

w1p* + 4w,2pq = p(wyp + Woq):

while that of gene a (q’ = 1 — p’) will be proportional to

Ww, 2pq + w3q° = 4(w2p + W3q).

Thusthe ratio of the two gene frequencies after selection will be

P _ P(Wyp + Wg)
, - (4.3)

q  q(w.p+w3q)

For equilibrium we must have p’ = p, and hence also q’ = gq, so that there is no

change in gene frequencies. This can happen when p = 0 or g = 0, either of which

would indicate, of course, that the population is not polymorphic. When neither

p nor q is 0, the equilibrium condition p’ = p and q’ = q gives

Wi Pp + W2q |

W2p + W3q

Solving for p gives p,, the equilibrium frequency of A, whichis

W2 — W3

(W2 — W1) + (W2 — W3)
 Pe= (4.4)

If we write therelative fitnesses of the genotypes AA, Aa, aa in the simpler form

1 — s,1, and 1 — t, respectively, then we must have

Wi Wo — Wy

1-—-s=—3;s = ———_;
W2 W2

W3 W2 — W3
1—t=—";t=—‘——.

W2 W2
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In this form, the equilibrium frequencies given by Equation 4.4 become

S

 

t
Pe =— and g,= (4.5)

s4+t  s+t

and the ratio of the two equilibrium gene frequencies is the reciprocal of the

ratio between the selective disadvantages of the opposite homozygotes,

pet
de §

This equilibrium formulais still valid if both s and t are negative, that is, if the

heterozygoteis at a disadvantagerelative to both homozygotes. If, however, s and t

are negative, the equilibrium is unstable, as we shall see below. When s and t have

opposite signs, p,/g, becomes negative and so either p, or g, is negative. Thus in

such cases Equation 4.4 does not give valid equilibrium frequencies (which must

always be between 0 and1). It can be shown that when s is negative and t positive

Pp. = 1andq, = 0. These cases will be discussed morefully in Section 4.4.

4.3 Stability of a Polymorphism

A valid equilibrium gives rise to a balanced polymorphism only if it is stable:

that is, if gene frequencies, when disturbed, tend to return to their equilibrium. By

analogy with simple principles of mechanics, we recognize the existence of stable,

indifferent, and unstable equilibria. Thefirst is exemplified by a cone standingonits

base, the second by one lying on a side and the third by a cone standing on its

apex. Weshall show that for the simple genetic model we are considering the three

correspondingeffects are heterozygote advantage,lack offitness differences between

the genotypes, and heterozygote disadvantage (see Table 4.4).

To examinethe stability of an equilibrium, we determine whether, after a change

in gene frequency near the equilibrium value, the gene frequency always moves back

toward the equilibrium, whichis the essential characteristic of stability. Let

/

Ap = p' — p,
, oo. , .

where p’ and p are the gene frequencies in two successive generations.

Clearly if Ap is positive, p’ is greater than p, and the gene frequencyincreases,

while if Ap is negative, p’ is less than p, and the gene frequency decreases.

Stability can be tested by examining the change in gene frequency per generation.

Given the selection coefficients indicated in Table 4.3 (w, for 4A, w, for Aa, and

w3 for aa) Equation 4.3 gives the ratio p’/q’ after one generation of selection.

As p' + q' = 1, ifp'/q’ = a/b, p' = a/(a + b) and thus one can write, from Equation
4.3

; P(w,p + W2q)
p= ,

P(WyPp + W2q) + q(W2p + w3q)
(4.6)
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To simplify, without loss of generality, we may rewrite Equation 4.6 using the
alternative notation for fitnesses shown in Table 4.4, that is, w, =1—s5,w, = 1,
w3=1-t.

Equation 4.6 then becomes

y= pil — s)p + q] __ PU —sp)
pli-s)p+q]+q[p+(1—tq] 1 — sp? = tq?’

and the change in gene frequencyis

(4.7)

 

p(1 — sp) — p(1 — sp” — tq’) —sp+t
Ap=p'—-p= =PUTS

FO)

_4sy 4 1g),1 — sp* — tq? 1 — sp* — tq

(4.8)

The quantity A = pq/(1 — sp* — tq?) is alwayspositive and so the sign ofAp depends
only on the sign of (—sp + tq), which can be rewritten, using Equation 4.5, as

 

S+l qi-n|

=(s + 1)(qP. — Pde) = (S + t)(De — Pp)

(<sp +14) = (5+ 9|-—— pt

Thus,

Pq
Ap = p'— p=A(s+t)(p. — p) = isp? (s + t)(De — p). (4.9)

Wecan now consider the following three cases.

1. If sand t>0 or w, and w; < w, there is heterozygote advantage. The equi-

librium is stable because when the a gene frequency is moved away from equili-

brium it always tends to return towards it. Suppose (see Figure 4.1) that the gene

frequencyis p,, which is smaller than p,. Then p, < p,, p. — py > 9, and

Ap, =p’ — py = A(s + tp. — Pi) (4.10)

iS a positive quantity, because both s + t and p, — p, are positive. Therefore p’ > p,,

and after one generation the gene frequency will have moved towards equilibrium.

Wecanalso satisfy ourselves that the new gene frequency will not “‘ overshoot”’ the

equilibrium value. It could do so, only if Ap, > p, — p,, but this would obtain only

if A(s + t) were greater than 1. Now A is pq/(1 — sp* — tq*)/and s and t can be at

most equal to 1, because fitnesses cannot be less than zero. In this extreme case

A(s + t) would be 2pq/(1 — p? — q*) = 1, and the equilibrium would be reached in

one generation (this is the case of balanced lethals, mentioned before). In all other

cases, A(s + t) is less than 1 and therefore p’ will lie between p, and p,.

The same considerations are valid if we start our approach to the equilibrium

from the other side (Figure 4.1). Let p, > p,. Then

Ap, = p' — Po = A(S + 1D. — P2). (4.11)

The quantity p, — p2 iS now negative and so is Ap,. Therefore p’ < p, and the

gene frequency will move towardsthe left; that is, towards the equilibrium (again

without danger of overshooting).
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FIGURE4.1

The graph of the change in gene frequency, Ap, as a function of p, for heterozygote advantage. This showsthat if the

slope of Ap at or near equilibrium is negative, then the equilibrium is stable (see also Figure 4.2). The change Apis

given by pq(—sp + tq)/(1 — sp? — tq”), and the exampleillustrated has s = 0.4, and ¢t = 0.6, making the equilibrium

gene frequency p, = t/(s + t) = 0.6. A population with gene frequency po = 0.25 will have Ap = 0.103; and

Po + Apo = 0.353 whichis nearer to the equilibrium p,, will be the gene frequency in the next generation. With gene

frequency above p., such as po = 0.8, Ap is negative (Ap2 = — 0.044) andthus will, again, move towardspe,

becoming po + Apo = 0.756. There is no danger of overshooting because Ap is always smaller than the distance of p

from equilibrium, p, — p. The case when Ap = p, — p is shown bythe dotted oblique straight line. Only if Ap were

abovethis line on the left or below on the right could overshooting occur. If Ap were at any time equal to pe — P,

equilibrium would be reached in one generation. It is actually reached by successive steps as shown in this

figure, where po, P1, P2,---De, Tepresent gene frequencies at times f= 0, = 1,... t= 00, starting with po = 0.25 at

time ¢ = 0, and similarly for po = 0.8.
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2. If s = t =0, there is no selection. The gene frequencies will not change.In this
case, s + t = 0 and thus Ap = 0. As wehaveseenfor the Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium, there is no change in gene frequencies. If, for some reason, the genefre-
quencies were disturbed, they would xot return to their original values but would
remain at their new values.

3. If sand t <0 or w, and w; > wy, thereis heterozygote disadvantage. The equi-
librium is unstable because gene frequencies tend to move away from it rather than
towardsit.

If the gene frequency of a population happensto be exactly the equilibrium gene
frequency, p,, it will not change, because then p’ = p,in Equation 4.9, and Ap = 0.
Butif it has a different value, say p, < p,, then in Equation 4.10, Pe — Px 'S positive,
Ss + tis negative, and Ap, is negative; that is p’ is less than p,. IfP2> Pe, AP» will be
greater than zero and thus p’ > p,. The new gene frequency will always move away
from the equilibrium, towards0 ifp, < p, and towards

|

ifp, > p, (see Figure 4.2).

A summary of these equilibria is given in Table 4.4.

TABLE 4.4

Intermediate Gene Frequency (That Is, p + 0) or 1 Equilibria

 

Genotypes and

Fitnesses

 

AA Aa aa

  

 

 
 

Wi W2 W3

Nature ofEquilibrium 1-s 1 1-t

Stable

s,t>0 <]l 1 <1

(heterozygote advantage)

Indifferent

s,t=0 1 1 1

(no selection)

Unstable

s,t<0 > 1 1 > 1

(heterozygote disadvantage)
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FIGURE 4.2

The graph of the change in gene frequency for heterozygote disadvantage (see
Figure 4.1). The slope at equilibrium is now positive and the equilibrium is
unstable. The actual s and ¢ values used to compute the graph are now s = —0.4,

t= —0.6, so that p, = t/(s + t) = 0.6. The sign of Ap is here such that, throughout
the range of p values from 0 to 1 except for p = p,, the gene frequency in the
next generation will always be farther removed from the equilibrium than in the
previous one. The evolutionary process will end up at p = 0 starting for values of

p< pe and at p = 1 starting for values p > p.. The points on either side of p,
indicate successive steps of the process starting from pi = 0.35 and from p2 = 0.75.

The graph of Ap versus p indicates the stability of equilibrium, and the slope of Ap

at equilibrium measures the rate of return toit.

The graph of Ap againstp provides a simple overall picture of the behavior of any

genetic system with respect to changes in gene frequency. The sign ofthe slope of

Ap at the equilibrium tells us if the equilibrium is stable or unstable. Whenitis

negative the equilibrium is stable and when positive unstable. The graphis especially

useful in complex situations, in which there may be more than one equilibrium

point. In addition, the magnitude of the slope at equilibrium is a measure of the

“resilience” of a stable equilibrium—thatis, ofthe rate at which the gene frequency
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returns to the equilibrium after being displaced from it. This rate has been called
by Malécotthe “‘ coefficient ofrecall” to equilibrium. Thelarger this coefficient, the
more rapid is the return to equilibrium, and therefore the greater the resilience.

If Ap were linear with respect to p, that is, if it could be given by the equation

Ap = —b(p — p,),

then the resilience would be the coefficient b for the whole range of values ofp.
The curve of Ap is more complicated than a Straight line except in somespecial
instances, but in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 it is almost linear for a wide range around p,.

A purely mutational balance is stable but has low resilience.

Consider now the application of thesecriteria to mutational balance. The change
in gene frequency is given by

Ap = —up +vq= —(u+vpty, (4.12)

whereyp is the loss of A genes due to mutation to a and vq is the gain due to muta-
tion from a to A. The changein gene frequencyis plotted by the line A in Figure
4.3. With mutation pressure, the graph of Apis linear for the whole range. Since Ap
has a negative slope, the equilibrium for a mutational balanceis always stable. Equa-
tion 4.12 can be put in the form

Ap = —(u+ v)(p — p,), (4.13)

where p, = v/(u + v). The magnitude of the recall coefficient, b = (u + v) is exceed-
ingly small because of the smallness of mutation rates, indicating the low resilience
of a mutation-balanced polymorphism.

Mutation, in general, hardly affects selection balance.

The joint effects of mutation and selection are illustrated by the curves B in
Figure 4.3, which show Ap versusp for a case ofselection balance and the same case
with, in addition, mutation. The selection balance is chosen so as to give an equi-
librium value p = 4 withrelative selective values of 0.998, 1, and 0.999 forthe three
genotypes AA, Aa, and aa, while the mutation balance has an equilibrium atp=
when the mutation rates are y = v = 107>. It can be seen that mutation hardly
changes either the equilibrium value or the shape of the curve of Ap versus p for
selection alone, in spite of the low selection coefficients chosen (of order 0.001) and
the relatively high mutation rates (107 >).

It can be shownthatfor a balanced polymorphism dueto heterozygote advantage
with respective relative fitnesses of 1 — s, 1, and 1 — t for the three genotypes AA,
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FIGURE 4.3

Graph of Ap versus p in mutation and selection balance. Line
A gives mutation balance, assuming, » = v = 107° and

Pe = }. Curves B give selection balance with weak selection

(s = .002, t = .001) without mutation pressure (dashed curve)
and with mutation pressure (solid curve). The effect of

mutation pressure on the equilibrium of the selection balance
is negligible. The equation used is Ap = [pq(tq — sp)

— pp(l — sp) + vg— tq)]/(1 — sp? — tq’). (See Kimura, 1961.)

Aa, and aa, the magnitude ofthe slope of Ap at equilibrium is st/(s + t — st), which

is approximately s/2 when s = t and s is small. Thisis, in general, of the same order

of magnitudeas the selection coefficients s and t. In so far as selection coefficients

are generally much higher than mutation rates, this demonstrates that selection-

balanced polymorphisms have much greater resilience than mutation-balanced
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polymorphisms. Mutation has only a second ordereffect, unless the magnitudes of
the selection coefficients are of the same order as the mutation rates.

4.4 Kinetics of the Selection Process
for Transient Polymorphisms

When the fitness of AA is greater than that of Aa and aa and in the absence of
mutation, the frequency ofA will increase steadily to one with the result that gene A
will eventually befixed andgene a will be lost.

Conversely, when the fitness of aa is greater than that of Aa and AA, a will
eventually be fixed and A lost. Theseeffects can be summarized as follows:

 

 

Genotypes Genes at equlibrium

AA Aa aa A a

$
a 1 l <1 fixed lost=
= <1 1 >I] lost fixed

Consider now the example in which A is destined to becomefixed. The selection
coefficient s is negative and t is positive or zero. The equation for the changein
gene frequency (4.8) takes the form

pq(s|p + tq) |
Ap Pp Pp 1 + |s|p* — tq? ( )
 

where|s| is the positive value of s. In this example the quantity Ap given by Equation
4.14 is always positive, showing that the frequency p, of A, will increase steadily
until it reaches the value 1.

When t = |s| Equation 4.14 reduces to

 

|s|pqAp = . (4.15)"T+ [sip? —@)
If s is not large, the denominator can be neglected, and the change per generation
will be, approximately,

Ap = |s| pq. (4.16)

These equations, which were first studied by Haldane (1924, 1926, and later),
however simple, cannot be solved for the general case, to give the expected gene
frequencyp,, after n generations starting from Po. There are two possible ways of
obtaining the desired result. One is to use a computer, and, given the initial gene
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frequency and the chosen selective values, calculate the gene frequency generation

after generation. Several curves (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7) are obtained by this

approach. The other1s to approximate the equation of change per generation by a

differential equation, which is soluble (see Example 4.3 and figures 4.4 and 4.5). In

this way, time is turned from a discrete variable (number of generations) into a

continuous one. The approximation is usually satisfactory, and sometimes even

more satisfactory than the exact one with discrete time, considering that in man and

many other organisms, generations overlap.

The simplest example of selective advantage of a newly arisen allele is that in

which the new allele has intermediate dominancein fitness, as in Equation 4.16.

Using the corresponding differential equation (see Example 4.3), the gene fre-

quencyp ofthe new allele A at time 7 (in generations) can be shownto be approxi-

mately given by

: _ Po est

P do + Poe

where now for notational simplicity we consider the fitness of AA as1 + 5, where s

is positive; thus we no longer need|s]. This curve is plotted for various valuesof s

in Figure 4.4: for most of the rangeit is a simple exponential, because up to large

values of p the denominatoris very nearly equal to one.

This type of selection is a great interest to us because it represents the simplest

case of a transient polymorphism. From the appearance of the new mutant gene, and

as long asit is rare in the population,its frequency remains too low to define that

there is a polymorphism at the locus. For s = 0.1, about 70 generations will be

required for the increase from the initial gene frequency of 107 > to the threshold for

polymorphic range, that is, p = 0.01. After p reaches the value 0.99, the now rare

allele a will continue to decrease. Thus the transient polymorphism will be observ-

able only for about one-third of the time necessary for the frequency of A to go

from py = 0.00001 to p = 0.99999. This fraction of the time is, incidentally, ap-

proximately independentof theselection coefficient. Thus, ignoring the fact that the

choice oftheinitial and final gene frequencies is somewhatarbitrary, and that we

do not consider random fluctuations, a transient polymorphism will be observable

only for about one-third of the time during which both alleles are present in the

population.

Thetimeforselection in this process is easy to compute. The change 1s symmetri-

cal with respect to p = 0.5. The time needed to reach p = 0.5 starting from a gene

frequency py is approximately T= —log.(Po/qo)/s (see Example 4.3), and is thus

(4.17)

2.3 4.6 6.9
> for pp = 0.1, ~ for pp = 0.01, > for po = 9.001,

9.2 11.5
> for Po = 0.0001, anda for Po = 0.00001.
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Selection with intermediate dominance in favor of the new allele, starting with
Po equal to 107°, with various selection coefficients. For lower selection co-
efficients, the number of generations may be multiplied by the same quantity

used to divide the selection coefficient. For instance, for s = 0.001 we may use

the curve of s = 0.1, multiplying the generations by 100. The dashed portions of

the lines indicate that during this period the gene showsa transient polymorphism.

To compute the time, say, for reaching p = 90 percent from p = 0.0001, for s =

0.001, we calculate 9.2/0.001 = 9200 generations to reach p = 0.5, and then because
of the symmetry, 2.3/0.001 = 2300 generations to reach 0.9 from p = 0.5. Thus, in
total, the time needed is 11500 generations.

The magnitudeofselection coefficients is knownin a very few instances. Naturally,
the rate of change is a function of them, and with selection coefficients of order
0.001 the changeis slow. It is, however, always much faster than the change that
could take place under mutation pressure alone. The ratio of change by selection
versus that by mutation is approximately the ratio of the selection coefficients to
the mutation rates per generation. Thus, even selection coefficients as low as 1075
are still significantly more important than mutation rates that are, on an average,
one order of magnitude lower. With such very low selection coefficients, however,
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other considerations, mostly of population size, become important (see Chapters

8 and11).

The few selection coefficients that have been estimated in man areall very high.

As we shall see in Chapter6, their estimation requires a great deal of demographic

information. The smaller the selection coefficient, the larger the amount of data

needed to measureit. Clearly, however, evenif selection coefficients are low enough

to be beyond the accessof direct estimation, they still may be of great importance in

changing gene frequencies. Natural selection is the only factor that can bring about

adaptive changes.
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Effects of diminance for fitness on rate of selection. A newallele A hasinitial

gene frequency po = 10~°* at time zero. The fitnesses are indicated on the

figure. The solid line corresponds to a 10 percent difference in fitness between AA and

Aa, and also between Aa and aa; there is thus no dominanceoffitness (s = 0.1).

If, however, AA is fitter than 1.1, the rate of disappearance of aa remains high until

the end (dotted curves at the left of the solid line). If AA is less fit than 1.1 the rate

is lower (curves to the right). Dominancein fitness, affecting the s value, modifies

only the second part of the curve. Curves were calculated using the differential

equations (see Example 4.3). Results differ only slightly from those obtained with

the exact equations, as used in Figure 4.6.
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Dominance hardly affects the initial rates of selection for a newly arisen allele.

The curves given in Figure 4.4 refer to a selective process uncomplicated by
dominancein fitness, because the heterozygote was considered to be intermediate
between the two homozygotes. Fora large part of the process, however, as long as
the newly arisen allele is rare, the rate of selection is dominated by the magnitude
of the selective advantage of the heterozygote, relative to the original homozygote.
This is because no or few homozygotes for the new allele have yet appeared. They
will, however, appear, sooneror later, when p becomes large enough.Theselection
process will then be affected by thefitness of the new homozygote. It will become
faster if the homozygote for the newallele is fitter, slowerif it is less fit than the
heterozygote. If the new homozygoteislessfit than the heterozygote, an equilibrium
gene frequency will be reached and the process of gene substitution will not go to
completion; a balanced polymorphism will thus result. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
effects of the fitness of the homozygote for a new allele for s =0.1 and various
valuesoft.

4.5 Kinetics of the Selection Process
for Balanced Polymorphisms

Sometimes, even when a heterozygote for a new mutantgeneis fitter than the

original homozygote, the new homozygote has a very low fitness or the homozy-

gous state may even be lethal. This is the case, for instance, for the best known

polymorphisms in man, which are connected with resistance to malaria. An exam-

ple of a lethal homozygous condition is thalassemia, a hereditary anemia with

abnormalities in the synthesis of hemoglobin, which is found mostly among

populations that live around the Mediterranean. In someareas in which malaria is

prevalent, the frequency of thalassemics is very high, and the gene determining

thalassemia may reach frequencies of 10 percent or even higher. Thus, 1 percent or

more ofall babies born in such an area carry the disease and die early, while the

heterozygotes, which are 20 percent or moreofthe population, show no pathological

signs, and are moreresistant to malaria than are persons who donotcarrythe gene.
The homozygote, being inviable, has zero fitness. The equilibrium gene frequency

of the lethal gene will then be, from Equation 4.5, for t = 1

_ s

(+s)

Fora lethal gene to reach polymorphism,that is g, = 0.01, s must be higher than
about 0.01. For example for g, = 10 percent, assuming that populations showing
this high gene frequencyare at equilibrium, s must be q,/(1 — q¢,) = 0.1/0.9 = 0.11.
A reduction in fitness of the normal homozygote of 11 percent is fairly high and
should be detectable (see Chapter6).

 de
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Let us assumethat a lethal gene such as the one for thalassemia is introduced at a

very low frequency into a population in which conditions for the balanced poly-

morphism exist—thatis, there is malaria. The fitness of the normal homozygotewill

then become 1 —s with respect to thalassemic heterozygotes. Lethality of the

thalassemic homozygote will prevent the process from going to completion, and the

thalassemia gene will stabilize at a frequency of s/(1 +s). Only relatively few

generations will be necessary for this process, because, for a lethal gene to be able

to form a balanced polymorphism,the difference in fitness between the heterozygote

and normal homozygote mustbe high. Actual curvesofthe approach to equilibrium

are shownin Figure 4.6. The equilibrium is, in theory reached only asymptotically

(at infinite time), as usual, but gene frequencies will approach it in fewer than 100

generations for s values, and hencealso q, values, above 0.1. The lowest curve in

Figure 4.6 (for s=0.05) takes 250 generations to reach g = 0.047; the actual

equilibrium value is g, = 0.04762.
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FIGURE 4.6

Approach to equilibrium for a lethal allele capable of establishing a balanced

polymorphism (¢ = 1). The situation corresponds to that of selection for the

thalassemic gene in a malarial environment;s is the selection coefficient against

the normal homozygote.
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It is worth mentioning,incidentally, that the curve of approach to equilibrium for
a lethal gene is the only one that has a complete analytical solution in the discrete
case. The mathematical treatmentis given in Example 4.1. The curves of Figure 4.6
were computed using the numerical iteration procedure, which, apart from round-
ing off errors, gives the sameresults as the exact discrete solution.
A related example is that of a quasi-lethal condition, sickle-cell anemia, to be

discussed in the next section. The fitness of the homozygote for the sickle-cell
gene ranges between being slightly higher than zero and at most 4 that of the
normal homozygote (which would give t = 0.67). The gene frequency at equil-
ibrium is often as high as 0.15, that is, heterozygotes constitute about 30 per-
cent of the population. An equilibrium at g = 0.15 requires an s value such that
de = 0.15 = s/(s +t): with t=0.67 this gives s = tq,/(1 —q,) =0.117. Curves
for various values of s are given in Figure 4.7 and are very similar to those of
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Approach to equilibrium for a polymorphic semilethal, whose homozygote has a

fitness one-third that of the heterozygote (t = 0.67) where 1 — is thefitness of

the normal homozygote with respect to the heterozygote. This is similar to the

case of selection for sickle-cell anemia in a malarial environment.
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Figure 4.6. The process is only slightly slower. The curve for s = 0.05 reaches a

value of 0.069 after 270 generations; the equilibrium is at 0.069440.

4.6 The Sickle-cell Polymorphism

One of the best-known proteins, hemoglobin, gives rise to the most thoroughly

studied polymorphism in man, the polymorphism that includes the gene for sickle-

cell anemia.

One-hundred milliliters of human blood contain about 15 grams of the protein

hemoglobin, which is the major componentofredcells and is the major vehicle for

oxygen transport in the blood. Normaladult red cells contain for the mostpart a

type of hemoglobin called A, and in addition a small amount of a minor compo-

nent called A,. Fetal red cells have hemoglobin F, which is gradually replaced by

A duringlate fetal and early postnatal development. At a very early stage of embry-

onic developmentstill another hemoglobin is present. The study of the biochemis-

try, pathology, and genetics of normal and abnormal hemoglobinsprovides the

TABLE 4.5

Sequences of the Amino Acids in the Alpha, Beta,Gamma and Delta Chains of Normal
Human Hemoglobins. The upper numbers refer to the alpha chain, and the lower numbers to
the beta, gamma anddelta chains. The symbols for the amino acids are given in Table 1.1

 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 li 12 13 «14

ALPHA VAL- —~LEU- SER-PRO-AL A-ASP=-LYS= THR~ASN-VAL=—LYS—ALA-ALA-TRY-

BETA VAL-HIS-LEU=~THR=PRO-GLU-GLU-L YS~SER=AL A~VAL—-THR-ALA~LEU-TRY=
GAMMA GLY-HIS-PHE=THR-GLU-GLU-ASP-LYS~ALA=THR-ILE=THR-SER-~LEU-TRY-
DELTA VAL=HIS-LEU=THR-PRO-GLU-GLU-L YS— THR~ALA=VAL-ASN=ALA=LEU-TRY=-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1.11 12 13 14 «15

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 $25 26 27 28 29 30 31

a GLY-~LYS-VAL-GLY-ALA~HIS-ALA~GLY-GLU-TYR-GLY~ALA~GLU~ALA-LEU-GLU~ARG-—

B GLY-LYS-VAL-ASN- - ~VAL-ASP-GLU-VAL-GLY~GL Y-GLU~ALA-LEU-GLY~ARG-
Y GLY~LYS~-VAL-ASN- - —~VAL-GLU-ASP~ALA-GLY-GLY-GLU-THR~LEU-GLY-ARG-
8 GLY-LYS-VAL-ASN- - ~VAL-ASP~ALA-VAL-GLY-GLY~GLU-ALA-LEU-GLY-ARG-

16 17 #18 #19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

a MET—PHE~LEU-SER-PHE~PRO=-THR-THR-LYS-THR-TYR~PHE-PRO-HIS—PHE- -~ASP=

B LEU-LEU-VAL-VAL-TYR-PRO-TRY-THR-GLN-ARG—PHE-PHE-GLU- SER~PHE-GLY~ASP—
yY LEU-LEU-VAL-VAL-TYR~PRO-TRY-THR-GLN-ARG— PHE-PHE-ASP—SER-PHE-GLY-ASN=-
8 LEU-LEU-VAL~VAL-TYR-PRO-TRY~THR-GLN-ARG=—PHE-PHE-~GLU-SER~PHE-GLY-ASP—

31 32 33 34 #%35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
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TABLE 4.5 (continued)
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o
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W
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48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

LEU~SER-HIS—-GLY—SER=AL A- - - - - ~GLN-VAL~LYS-GLY-HIS-GLY-

LEU~SER-THR-PRO~ASP~AL A~VAL~MET-GLY=ASN=PRO-LYS-VAL=LYS-ALA-HIS-GLY-LEU~SER-SER-ALA-SER~AL A- ILE-MET=GL Y~A SN=PRO-LYS=VAL-LYS-ALA-HIS=GLY-LEU~SER~SER-PRO-ASP-AL A~VAL—MET-GL Y~ASN=PRO-LYS-VAL-LYS~ALA-HIS=GLY-

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 712 67206-7374)

=

7576

LYS“LYS~VAL~ALA-ASP~ALA=L EU-THR-ASN=ALA=VAL-ALA—HIS—-VAL—ASP—ASP=-MET—

LYS~LYS-~VAL-LEU-GL Y-AL A-PHE~SER-ASP—GLY~LEU-ALA—H I S-LEU-ASP—ASN=LEU-LYS=LYS~VAL~LEU-THR-SER=LEU-GL Y-ASP=ALA-LLE=LYS—HIS-LEU-ASP—ASP=L EU-LYS-LYS=VAL—LEU~GLY-AL A~PHE-SER~ASP-GLY-LEU=ALA-HI S-LEU-ASP-ASN=L EU=

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 #74 #%75 6 77 78 79 #80 81

77 #78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93

PRO-ASN~AL A~LEU~SER-AL A~L EU-SER-ASP=LEU-HIS=ALA~HIS=LYS=LEU-ARG-VAL—

LYS~GLY~THR-PHE~ALA~THR=LEU-SER=GLU-LEU=-HI S=C YS-ASP=LYS-LEU-HIS-VAL-
LYS~GLY~THR~PHE~AL A~GLN-LEU=SER=GLU~LEU-HIS=CYS~ASP=LYS—LEU-HIS-VAL-
LYS~GLY-THR~PHE~AL A~THR=L EU-SER-GLU-LEU-HI S~CYS~ASP=LYS-LEU-HIS=VAL-

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 9T 98

94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110
ASP~PRO-VAL~ASN-PHE-~L

Y

S—LEU-L EU- SER=H I S=C YS-LEU=L EU-VAL-THR=LEU=ALA-
ASP~PRO~GLU-ASN-PHE~ARG=LEU-L EU-GL Y~ASN=VAL=LEU-VAL~CYS—VAL-LEU-ALA=ASP~PRO-GLU-ASN~PHE=L Y S~LEU-L EU-GL Y~ASN=-VAL=LEU-VAL=THR-VAL-LEU-ALA~ASP-PRO~GLU-ASN~PHE-ARO=L EU=L EU-GL Y-A SN=VAL-LEU-VAL-CYS~VAL-LEU=ALA=
99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115

Til 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

AL A-HIS~LEU-PRO-AL A~GLU—PHE-THR-PRO-ALA=VAL—H I S—ALA~SER-LEU-ASP=LYS=

HIS-HIS-PHE-GLY-LYS-GLU-PHE-THR-PRO=PRO~VAL-GLN-ALA=ALA=TYR=GLN=L YS=
TLE-HIS~PHE-GLY—LYS-GLU-PHE-THR-PRO-GLU-VAL~GLN-AL A=SER-TRY-GLN-L YS-=ASG~ASN~PHE~GLY~LYS~GLU~PHE-THR-PRO-GLN—MET=GLN—-ALA=ALA=TYR—GLN=LYS=

116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132

128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141

PHE~LEU~AL A~SER-VAL ~SER=THR-VAL-L EU- THR=SER=LYS-TYR—ARG

VAL~VAL~ALA=GLY-—VAL-ALA~ASN-AL A-LEU-ALA=HIS=LYS-TYR-HIS
MET-VAL~THR-GLY-VAL~ALA-SER-ALA-LEU=SER=SER=ARG-TYR-HIS
VAL~VAL~ALA-GLY-VAL~ALA-ASN-AL A-LEU-ALA~HIS=LYS=TRY-HIS

133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146
 

Source: From McKusick (1968).
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most complete information, in any organism, linking molecular understanding of

the genetic control of a protein to the evolutionary fate of new mutations. (See, for

example, Ingram, 1963; Huehns and Shooter, 1965.)

Each of the three hemoglobins A, A,, and F has a molecular weight of about

64,000 and is made up of two pairs of identical subunit polypetide chains each with

a molecular weight of about 16,000. The two polypeptide chains in hemoglobin A

are called alpha (a) and beta (f), those in F are alpha and gamma(y), and in A,

alpha and delta (6). Thus,all the hemoglobins have one common chain, alpha, and

one unique chain, beta, gamma, or delta. The molecular formulae of the three

hemoglobins can be written in the form a, B,, %2 2, and a, 6,. The three hemoglo-

bins can be distinguished by electrophoresis and other methods of protein separa-

tion. The amino acid sequence of the four chains is fully known and is given in

Table 4.5. The alpha chain is formed by 141 aminoacids, and the beta, gamma,

and delta chains are each formed by 146 amino acids. There is considerable

similarity between the four chains, showing their common evolutionary origin,

which will be further discussed in Chapter 11.

Sickle-cell anemia was the first ‘‘ molecular disease”? to be described.

Using the electrophoretic technique of protein analysis, Pauling, Itano, Singer,

and Wells were able to show in 1949 that a hereditary anemia, especially common

among Black Americans, andfirst described some 50 years ago in Chicago by an

American physician, Herrick, was characterized by the presence of an abnormal

hemoglobin that has a slower electophoretic mobility than A (see Table 4.1).

Also in 1949, Neel demonstrated the regular Mendelian inheritance of this hemo-

globin difference. Sickle-cell anemia wasthefirst example of a ‘‘ molecular disease,”’

a term coined by Pauling and his colleagues.

The condition was originally called sickle-cell anemia because red cells of the

affected carriers are easily deformed to a sickle shape under reduced oxygen ten-

sion. Carriers of the abnormal hemoglobin, called hemoglobin S, fall into two

disease categories.

1. A mild form of anemia, hardly a pathological condition, but recognizable by

the capacity of cells to sickle under reducing treatment occursin individuals whose

red cells contain both normal A and abnormal S hemoglobins. Genetically, they

are found to be heterozygous for the gene S that determines the synthesis of the

abnormal hemoglobinS.

9. A severe form of anemia occurs in individuals who are homozygousfor the

S gene. These individuals, when adults, in general, only have hemoglobin S and no

A. They have a relatively low fitness. Clearly in the heterozygotes, both the allelic

genes A and S are active, with each producing, at a somewhat different rate, its own

hemoglobin.
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Hemoglobin S differs by one amino acidfrom A: this simple change accounts for
the phenotypes ofAS and SS genotypes.

Hemoglobin S wasthe first mutant protein that was subjected to a complete
chemical analysis. Ingram (1957) showed thatit differed from its normal counter-
part, A by a single amino-acid substitution. The beta polypeptide chain of hemo-
globin A is a sequence of 146 amino acids with glutamic acid in position 6. In
hemoglobin S, this amino acid is replaced by valine. As valine, in contrast with
glutamic acid, has no free acidic group, this change causes a difference in the elec-
trical charge, which is the basis for the separation and characterization of hemo-
globins S and A byelectrophoresis. It is interesting to note that hemoglobin S was,
in fact, the first clear-cut example of the relationship between a gene mutation and
an amino-acid substitution in a protein.

The molecular basis for the sickling is now,at least partially, understood. Hemo-
globin S forms large crystal aggregates under conditions of low oxygen tension.
The aggregation is, apparently, the result of a tendency of that end of the beta chain
near position 6 to form a ring of amino acids when valine replaces glutamic acid
in this position. These rings result in an interlocking of adjacent hemoglobin mole-

cules, which leads to the formation of the crystalline aggregates.

As a consequence of the sickling, the red cells often lyse. Jn vivo this tends to

occur especially in capillaries. Many symptoms of the disease are explained by

this behavior, especially the anemia, which is hemolytic, and the thrombotic symp-

toms, which are started by the accumulation of red cell ghosts in smaller blood

vessels.

Many other mutant hemoglobins are known.

Application of the electrophoretic technique has permitted the detection of a

large numberof other mutant hemoglobins, most of which,like hemoglobin S, were

later shownto differ from normal hemoglobins in having an amino acid substitu-

tion presumably dueto a nucleotide substitution in the DNA.Present knowledge of

the amino acid changes accompanying known mutations is summarized in Table

4.6. Of these changes, only three are clearly polymorphic in some well-specified

human populations: hemoglobin S, hemoglobin C, which is specified when lysine

replaces glutamicacid at position 6 in the beta chain (the same position at which the
hemoglobin S substitution occurs), and hemoglobin E, whichis specified whenlysine
replaces glutamic acid at position 26 of the beta chain. Pedigree studies have shown
that the alpha and beta chains are synthesized by unlinked genes. The delta chain
gene is closely linked to the beta chain gene, as shown by pedigree and other
studies. The gammachain geneis also probably linked to the beta and delta chain
genes. The three polymorphisms known for hemoglobin, S, C, and E thusall arise
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TABLE 4.6

Mutants Carrying Single Amino Acid Substitutions in Hemoglobin

 

HEMOGLOBIN ALPHA CHAIN

 

 

    

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

5 ALA ASP J( TORONTO)

12 ALA ASP J(PARIS=-1)

15 GLY ASP J(OXFORD)
15 GLY ASP I( INTERLAKEN)

16 LYS ASP I

22 GLY ASP J(MEDELLIN)

23 GLU GLN MEMPHIS
23 GLU GLN CHAD

30 GLU GLN G( HONOLULU)
30 GLU GLN G( SINGAPORE)
30 GLU GLN G (HONGKONG )
30 GLU GLN G(CHINESE)

47 ASP HIS SEALY
41 ASP HIS SINAI
47 ASP HIS HASHARON

47 ASP GLY UMI
47 ASP GLY L( FERRARA)
47 ASP GLY KOKURA 4
47 ASP GLY TAGAWA II
47 ASP GLY BEILINSON

51 GLY ARG RUSS

54 GLN ARG SHIMONOSEKI
54 GLN ARG HIROSHIMA

54 GLN GLU MEXICO
54 GLN GLU J(PARTIS—-2)

57 GLY ASP NORFOLK
57 GLY ASP G( IBADAN)
57 GLY ASP NISHIKI
57 GLY ASP KAGOSHIMA

58 HIS TYR M(BOSTON)
58 HIS TYR M(OSAKA)
58 HIS TYR M(GOTTENBERG)

58 HIS TYR M(LEIPZIG-2)

68 ASN LYS G(BRISTOL)

68 ASN LYS G( PHILADELPHIA)

68 ASN LYS D(ST. LOUIS)
68 ASN LYS KNOXVILLE-1

68 ASN LYS STANLEYVILLE-1

68 ASN LYS

87 HIS TYR M(KANKAKEE)
87 HIS TYR M( IWATE)
87 HIS TYR M(SHIBATA)  
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TABLE 4.6 (continued)

 

HEMOGLOBIN ALPHA CHAIN

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

   

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

92 ARG LEU CHESAPEAKE

92 ARG GLN J(CAPE TOWN)

112 HIS ASP HOPKINS<-2
115 ALA ASP J(TONGARIKT)

116 GLU LYS O( INDONESIA)

HEMOGLOBIN BETA CHAIN

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

2 HIS TYR TOKUCHI

GLU VAL O S

6 GLU LYS C

6 GLU LYS X

6 GLU VAL C(HARLEM)
(THE ABOVE HAS A SECOND CHANGE AT BETA 73, Q.V~)
6 GLU | VAL C(GEORGETOWN)
(THE ABOVE HAS A SECOND CHANGE IN THE BETA CHAIN.)
7 GLU GLY G(SAN JOSE)

7 GLU LYS STRARAJ

16 GLY ASP J(BALTIMORE )
16 GLY ASP N(NEW HAVEN-2)
16 GLY ASP JOTRINIDAD)
16 GLY ASP JC IRELAND)

16 GLY ARG D(BETA-BUSHMAN)

22 GLU ALA G(COUSHATTA)

26 GLU LYS E

30 ARG SER TACOMA

42 PHE SER HAMMERSMITH

43 GLU ALA G(GALVESTON)
43 GLU ALA G(TEXAS)
43 GLU ALA G(PORT ARTHUR)

46 GLY GLU K (IBADAN)

47 ASP ASN G (COPENHAGEN)

61 LYS ASN HIKARI
61 LYS ASN N( SEATTLE)    
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TABLE 4.6 (continued)

 

HEMOGLOBIN BETA CHAIN

 

 

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

63 HTS TYR M( SASKATOON)
63 HIS TYR M(EMORY)
63 HIS TYR M{KURUME)
63 HIS TYR M(CHICAGO)
63 HIS TYR M( HAMBURG)

63 HIS ARG ZURICH

67 VAL GLU M(MILWAUKEE-1)

67 VAL ALA SYDNEY

69 GLY ASP J(RAMBAM)
69 GLY ASP J(CAMBRIOGE)

70 OR 76 ALA GLU SEATTLE

73 ASP ASN C (HARLEM)

77 HIS ASP JCIRAN)

79 ASP ASN G( ACCRA)

87 THR LYS D( IBADAN)

90 GLU LYS AGENOGI

92 HIS TYR M(HYDE PARK)

94% ASP ASN OAK RIDGE

95 LYS GLU N(BALTIMORE )
95 LYS GLU N( JENKINS)
95 LYS GLU HOPKINS=-1

98 VAL MET KOLN

99 ASP HIS YAKIMA

102 ASP THR KANSAS

113 VAL GLU NEW YORK

120 LYS GLU HIJIYAM

121 GLU LYS O( ARABIC)

121 GLU GLN D( PUNJAB)
121 GLU GLN D(LOS ANGELES)
121 GLU GLN D(CYPRUS)
121 GLU GLN D( PORTUGAL)     



TABLE 4.6 (continued)

 

HEMOGLOBIN BETA CHAIN

 

 

 

    
OF THE ABOVE, HEMOGLOBINS C(HARLEM) AND C(GEORGETOWN)
TWO SUBSTITUTIONS IN THE BETA CHAIN, ANO HEMOGLOBIN X HAS A

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

130 ALA GLU OR ASP K (CAMEROON)

132 LYS GLN K (WOOLWICH)

136 GLU ASP HOPE

143 HIS ASP KENWOOD

145 TYR HIS RAINIER

SUBSTITUTION IN BOTH THE ALPHA AND THE BETA CHAIN.

 

HEMOGLOBIN GAMMA CHAIN

 

 

    

 

 

 

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

UNCERTAIN GLN ALA F (HOUSTON)

5 OR 6 GLN LYS F( TEXAS)

121 GLU LYS F(HULL)

HEMOGLOBIN DELTA CHAIN

POSITION FROM TO HEMOGLOBIN

2 HIS ARG SPAKIA

16 GLY ARG A(2) PRIME OR B(2)

22 ALA GLU FLATBUSH    
 

Source: From McKusick (1968).
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at the same locus andthe first two of them differ at the same aminoacid site. The

C hemoglobin involves a changein thefirst nucleotide of the relevant triplet, and

the S hemoglobin in the second, as can be checked by reference to the table of the

genetic code (Table 1.1).

In addition to amino acid substitutions, other types of mutations affecting the

hemoglobins are known in which a chain is not synthesized at all, exceptional

hemoglobins are found, or both. Some changes are thought to be due to mutations

in ‘“‘regulatory”’ genes—thatis, genes that are not connected with the structure of

the protein but with the regulation of the production of the chains that form it.

4.7 Relationship Between the Sickle-cell
Polymorphism and Malaria

Heterozygous sickle-cell trait carriers are probably more resistant to malaria than

normal homozygotes.

The sickle-cell polymorphism is mostly limited to colored people of African

origin, although it is found in populations in many geographical areas. More

specifically, the gene for hemoglobin S is especially common in West and Central

Africa, where it reaches frequencies as high as 16 percent. Heterozygotes may thus

constitute almost 30 percent of the population before selection and up to 35 percent

after selection, while the frequency of homozygotes at birth can be as high as 2.5

percent. In most of West Africa the gene frequency is around 10 percent and the

frequency of homozygotes thus about | percent. Among black Americans the

frequency of the trait is about 9 percent, corresponding to a gene frequency of

approximately 0.05. A lower incidence of the trait is found in some Mediterranean

areas (Greece and Sicily) and among some aboriginal Indian tribes. (See Figure

4.8.)

The areas in which the polymorphism occursall have a high endemicincidence of

malaria, especially the more malignant types caused by Plasmodium falciparum.

(See Figure 4.9.) On the basis of this, Haldane (1949a) suggested that the mainten-

ance of this polymorphism (or more precisely of a similar polymorphism, that

in which the gene for thalassemia occurs) was dueto the heterozygote AS being at

an advantage in malarial areas in having an increased resistance to malarial infec-

tion. The homozygote SS, having sickle-cell anemia, is at a very severe selective

disadvantage. Estimates of the fitnesses of the different genotypes will be given

later.

Following the analysis of the simplest conditions for the existence of a balanced

polymorphism,it is difficult to understand howthesickle-cell polymorphism could

be maintained at such a high frequency in the face of very strong selection against

the homozygote, unless there were selection in favor of the heterozygote.
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FIGURE 4.8

Frequency of the sickle-cell gene Hb§ in various parts of the

Old World. The key in the right-hand corner shows the

percentages of the populations that bear the gene. (After

Allison, 1961.)

 

 

   
FIGURE 4.9

Distribution of falciparum malaria before 1930.
(From M. F. Boyd’s Malariology.)

Since Haldane’s original suggestion, much evidence has accumulated in support

of the idea that the heterozygote for the sickle-cell gene is at an advantage over both

homozygotes and that this advantage is due to an increased resistance to malaria

(following, especially, the studies of Allison 1954a, b, and later). The evidence in

favor of the heterozygote’s being at an advantage comes from two main sources.

I. In areas where malaria is prevalent, the frequency of the sickle-cell trait in-

creases with increasing age. Differential mortality favoring the heterozygote would

be expected to havejust this effect. The ratio of the frequency ofthe sickle-cell trait

carriers among newbornsto that among reproducing adults should,in fact, supply
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a direct estimate of the fitness of the normal homozygote relative to that of the

heterozygote. This estimate is, however, only complete if mortality is the sole

contributorto the fitness differences. An averagerelative viability for AA relative to

AS of approximately 0.85 was obtained from seven studies summarized by Ruck-

nagel and Neel (1961). Although there are wide fluctuations in the viability estimate

from one study to another, they all agree in giving a lower viability to the normal

homozygote than the heterozygote. In spite of the fact that these studies were all

donein areas where malaria is an important cause of death, it is hard to measure the

relative importance of the disease. In the absence of a direct correlation between

malarial deaths and the frequency of the sickle-cell trait, this cannot even be con-

sidered sufficient evidence that malaria is the cause of the differential survival.

If we assumethefitness of the normal homozygoteis 0.85 relative to a fitness of1

for the heterozygote, s = 1 — 0.85 = 0.15, and the expected equilibrium genefre-

quency, as given by Equation 4.5 with t = 1, isq, = 0.15/(1 + 0.15) = 0.13. This ts

certainly of the right order of magnitude, suggesting that the observed differential

survival may be a major part of the explanation for the polymorphism. We have

already seen that an SS homozygote fitness higher than zero, and therefore with

t<1, does not seriously affect this semiquantitative consideration. This rough

estimation will be improved upon in a later section.

Black Americans now live in areas that are largely free of tropical diseases. As

might be expected, therefore, the trend in the frequency of the sickle-cell trait with

age is reversed: fewer older people carry the sickle-cell trait. This suggests that, in

the absence of malaria, the sickle-cell trait may slightly impair fitness. This sugges-

tion is further discussed in Chapter 8.

2. At least a part of the difference in fitness between heterozygotes and homo-

zygotes may be dueto differential fertility. Some studies do suggest that hetero-

zygous women havea higherfertility than normal homozygous women. The observed

increase in the number of children born to heterozygous mothers varies between

studies from nearly 0 to 45 percent. The latter percentage would be more than

enough to guarantee that there were a polymorphism evenif there were no differen-

tial survival. In fact, it leads to an estimate of the equilibrium frequency that is

higher than that found in the population of Black Caribs from which the estimate

of greater fertility was obtained (Firschein, 1961). The implications of this will be

discussed further in the paragraphs that follow. A possible explanation for the

higher fertility of heterozygous women is that they have a lower abortion rate.

Malarial infection of the placenta, which often causes fetal suffering and death,is

sensibly believed to be less severe in sicklers than in normals, thus possibly account-

ing for the increasedfertility.

It must be remembered, when evaluating these studies, that demographic data are

less readily available, more difficult to collect, and, at the sametime, less reliable in

the areas where malaria is hyperendemic.
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There are four lines of evidence that it is actually malaria which is responsible
for the heterozygote advantage.

1. The geographic distribution of malaria is positively correlated with that of the
sickle-cell gene, as has already been discussed. This correlation cannot be expected
to be too close for the following reasons: There maybefluctuationsin the intensi-
ties of local infections. People may move away from highly infested regions to
healthier surroundings. Some time, perhaps even centuries or millenia, is necessary
for genetic adaptation to new local conditions. Finally, there may be genetic adap-
tations other than S hemoglobin contributing to decrease the correlation.

2. Direct experimentation has provided preliminary evidence that AS sicklers
have increased resistance to malaria. Allison (1954b) infected 15 sickler volunteers
and 15 normal volunteers from the Luo population in Africa with Plasmodium
falciparum. Malarial parasites were subsequently found in the blood of 14 of the
normals but in only 2 of the sicklers, a highly significant difference. This evidence
was apparently contradicted by later tests on a group of black Americans reported
by Beutler and others (1955) who were notable to find anysignificant difference in
the numbers of sicklers and normals whose blood contained the parasites after
experimental infection. It must be emphasized, however, that the black Americans
were not pre-immunized by previous contacts with malaria, in marked contrast to

the African group treated by Allison. It is also noteworthy that the American nor-

mals had to be treated for malaria much soonerthan the Africans.

3, There is a small but significant difference between the parasite counts per unit

blood volume following spontaneous infection in sicklers and normals, the latter

giving higher counts than the former (Allison, 1954b).

4. Perhaps the most striking and direct evidence for an association between

resistance to malaria and sickling comes from hospital investigations of malarial

mortality. Though mild malarial morbitidy is not, in general, significantly lower in

sicklers than in normals, the relative incidence of severe or fatal infection is strik-

ingly lower among sicklers. Thus, in a body of data summarized by Allison in

1964, the incidence of severe infections in children was about twice as high among

those of AA genotype (about 20 percent) as among those of AS genotype (about 10

percent). Similarly Motulsky (1964) reported (summarizing five independent stud-

ies) that of 100 children who died of malaria only one was AS; from the observed

population frequencies of the S gene it might have been expected that 22 or 23 of

the 100 children would be AS—werethere no relation between the genotype and the

disease. There can, thus, be little doubt that sickling confers a very significantly

increased resistance to at least the severer forms of malaria such as the cerebral

and renal forms of the disease. Allison has emphasized that the first two years of

life—the period before the onset of acquired immunity—are the stage of greatest

susceptibility, in spite of the fact that the infant derives some immunity from the

mother. Studies aimed at detecting changes in the proportion of the AS genotypes
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with age must, therefore, to be satisfactory, start with newborninfants. The rate of

malarial infection in hyperendemic areas is very high—in Allison’s words, “‘ one or

more infected bites per night.”

There is evidence for some differential fertility of AS heterozygotes, and combined

mortality and fertility estimates adequately account for observed frequencies ofthe

sickle-cell gene, assuming a stable balanced polymorphism.

Selection may, of course, take place both through differential mortality and

differential fertility. It can be shown that the equilibrium values calculated before,

assuming constant fitness differences due to mortality, also apply if fitness dif-

ferences are due solely to differential fertility in one sex. Although there are not

many good estimates of fertility differences, as already pointed out, the general

indication is that observed differences are not adequate, on their own, to maintain

the polymorphism. Assuming that the fertility of a mating is proportional to the

product ofthefertilities of the two mates, plausible models can be constructed that

combinetheeffects of fertility and mortality. This assumption is reasonable, since

fertility effects, in this case, probably act mostly through the female. If we take 0.85

as the overall relative viability of genotype AS as compared to AA,then it can be

shown that to reach an equilibrium frequency of 25 percent for S requires that

AS x AA matings be of 4 percenthigher fertility than AA x AA matings (Bodmer,

1965). Such a small fertility difference would be hard to exclude andis certainly not

contradicted by available data. The high relative fertility of 1.45 for AS x AA as

compared with AA x AA matings among the Black Caribs of British Hondurasis,

in fact, incompatible with the frequency of sicklers in that population, namely

24 percent (Firschein, 1961). Taken at their face value the data imply a 16 percent

viability deficiency of AS as compared with AA that is overcompensated by the

excessfertility of AS x AA matings. The possibility that fertility and viability act in

opposite directions must not be overlooked. As will be discussed later in this

chapter, such opposition can lead to polymorphisms when the heterozygote is not

obviously at an overall advantage.

Though the available estimates of fitness are not very satisfactory, they are

nevertheless remarkably close to the values required to explain this polymorphism

even on the basis of the simplest models. The implied selection coefficients are rather

high, so that there should be a relatively rapid approach to equilibrium. It may

therefore be reasonably safe to assume that the populations investigated are in

equilibrium. Clearly, however, if there have been large fluctuations in the preva-

lence of malaria from time to time, this assumption will be wrong. Recent displace-

ments in populations, which are especially frequent in Africa, may also jeopardize

the assumption of equilibrium. On the other hand, the fact that data and theoryfit

reasonably well certainly supports the contention that it is reasonable to assume

that certain African populations are near equilibrium for these genes.
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Some numerical examples of the approach to equilibrium for selective values
appropriate to the sickle-cell polymorphisms were shown in Figure 4.7. The time
necessary for reaching equilibrium gene frequencies of the order of 10-15 percent,
as observed in most of Central and West Africa (Figure 4.8) is of the order of
70-100 generations, as can be obtained from the curves given in Figure 4.7. This is
not in disagreement with present guesses on the history of malaria in Africa. It is
believed that the diffusion of the disease was greatly enhanced by the developmentof
agriculture (Wiesenfeld, 1967). By clearing the forest and creating greater concen-
trations of people in villages, this development favored both the spread of the vector
and of the parasite. Agriculture in West Africa started ca. 2000 B.C., thus giving
more time than would be required for reaching the polymorphic equilibrium. If §
mutants were there at the beginning, equilibrium may have been reached athousand
or more years ago. The Bantu speakers whospreadto central and southern Africa
from a western habitat some centuries ago probably brought the gene with them
already at an equilibrium concentration. In agreement with these ideas, in areas of
Africa where the forestis still relatively undisturbed, forest dwellers (Pygmies) tend
to have lower frequencies of sickling.

Wewill consider in Chapter 12 the consequences of relaxed selection due to dis-
appearance of malaria, as for example, is probably the situation with black
Americans.

There are practically no data on the mutation frequencies of the sickle-cell
hemoglobin gene. The geographic distribution of the S gene suggests that the
mutation may have arisen independently three times at most, in western or central
Africa, in the Mediterranean area, and in Central Asia—in other words, no more
than three mutations have occurred, which were successful in spreading throughout
the population. It is possible, of course, that populations in which the gene is not
found, but which were nevertheless exposed to malaria, did not provide suitable
conditions for the increase of the gene, even though the mutation did occur or was
introduced by migration. Most populations exposed to malaria in which the S gene
is not present seem to possess other genetic adaptations to malaria.

The physiologicalbasis of the resistance to malaria can be explained in terms of the
structural difference between hemoglobins A and S.

The basic cause of the resistance to malaria is presumably the reduced vigor of the
malarial parasite in the AS sickler environment. Though the direct evidence is not
absolutely conclusive, it is indeed hard to think of any reasonable alternative
hypothesis. Plasmodiumfalciparum is known to be very sensitive to its environment
and quite host-specific. Two plausible explanations for the reduced vigor of the
parasite in sicklers have been suggested.
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1. The parasite probably derives most ofits nutrition from the hemoglobin in the

red blood cells. It seems quite likely that the plasmodium is not able to digest the

sickle-cell hemoglobin when it has formed crystalline aggregates under conditions

of low oxygen tension.

2. The presence of the parasites in the red blood cells may cause the cells to

stick to the walls of the capillaries long enoughforthereto be a significant reduction

in oxygen tension, which leads to sickling. The sickled cells are more likely to

be phagocytized, which brings about the preferential removal of the parasite

(Motulsky, 1964).

Perhaps both of these mechanisms and others that have been suggested play a

role in the increased resistance of the AS genotype to malaria.

We have now completed the chain of inference from the changein the nucleotide

sequence in the DNA,to the change in amino acid sequence, the consequent

change in hemoglobin structure leading to sickling of the red blood cells, which

confers an increased resistance to malaria in sickle-cell trait carriers but also

pathological consequences in the homozygote. The resulting selective advantage

to the S gene leads to the observed balanced polymorphism. This situation has

been discussed in great detail because it is the unique prototype for studies linking

molecular mechanisms of genetic defects to their evolutionary fate. In spite of its

superficial simplicity, the story is complicated and involved in detail and still not

fully understood. Yet for no other polymorphism at the present time do we have

the depth of knowledge that can rival our present understanding of the sickle-cell

polymorphism.

4.8 Other Polymorphisms That
May Be Adaptations to Malaria

In this section, we shall outline briefly the details of other polymorphisms whose

selective bases are believed to be resistance to malarial infection.

1. In Hemoglobin C, as we have seen, lysine replaces the glutamic acid in posi-

tion 6 of the beta chain—the sameposition at which the change to valine occurs in

the mutation that specifies hemoglobin S. The C gene occurs in west Africa, though

generally at lower frequencies than S. Homozygotes for the C gene have a muchless

serious anemia thanthe sickle-cell homozygotes. Hemoglobins C and S will be dis-

cussed further in the next section in regard to the problem of determining the con-

ditions for the polymorphism ofthree alleles at a single locus.

2. Hemoglobin E,already referred to, is distributed throughout southeast Asia,

through the eastern part of India to Borneo, Sumatra, and the neighboring islands

(see Figure 4.10). This hemoglobin is the result of a mutation causing a substitu-

tion of another amino acid of the beta chain of hemoglobins. Homozygosity for
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FIGURE 4.10

Frequency in Southeast Asia of the gene
that specifies hemoglobin E. The key in
the left-hand corner shows the percentages

of the populations that bear the genes.
(After Allison, 1961.)

this gene causes a mild anemia analogousto that found in homozygotes for the C
gene. No direct evidence is available to show that carriers of the gene E have an
increased resistance to malaria.

3. Thalassemia, already mentioned, is a condition that is recognized by a severe
anemia (Cooley’s anemia) which is almost invariably fatal at an early age in homo-
zygotes. The thalassemia trait, appearing in the heterozygote,is usually nonpatho-
logical. There is a lowered cell volume mainly as a result of the smaller diameter of
the red blood cells. An increase in the number of red cells compensates for the
decreased cell volume. There is also an increased osmoticfragility of red cells.
There are at least two commontypes of thalassemia, alpha and beta, which are

inherited as allelic to alpha and beta chain genes, respectively. The heterozygotes
of the beta type have double the amount of hemoglobin A, that normals have. The
alpha-beta thalassemia double heterozygotes show very mild signs of anemia,
confirming that the alpha and beta genes are notallelic.

There are, perhaps, several alleles at each locus that determine different degrees
of disease. The typical thalassemia alleles, however, cause a very severe reduction in
synthesis of the respective chain, alpha or beta. Several hypotheses have been put
forward to explain thalassemia: Someare based on

a

structural change; more have
assumed a changeat the regulatory level, which decreases or blocks completely the
function of the affected allele.

The connection of thalassemia with malaria is shown bythecorrelation of the
distributions of the two diseases. Studies on the Italian peninsula, and,in greater
detail in Sardinia, where a fine mapping of the endemicity of the malarialinfection
was available (Figure 4.11), have shown that the correlation between the incidence
of malaria and that of thalassemiais fairly close. This implies a low mobility of the
population, whichis in agreement with what is known ofthe local demography, and
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FIGURE 4.11

Correlation between malarial incidence (abscissa) and frequencies of
the genes for thalassemia (open circles) and for GP6D deficiency (solid

circles) in Sardinian villages. (From Siniscalco and others, 1961).

a stability of malaria with time. The latter consideration is in agreement with the

high resistance of the vector to experimental eradication, which failed in spite of

concentrated efforts. The malarial parasite was probably imported to Sardinia in

Roman times, and may have spread very rapidly. This gives just about enough

time (about 70 generations) for establishing equilibrium, especially in the more

heavily infested areas with higher s values, as shown by the kinetics of increase in

Figure 4.6.

Selection relaxation due to eradication of the malarial parasite has been accom-

panied by the expected decrease in thalassemia incidence in the area of Ferrara in

northern Italy.

4. G6PD deficiency disease is a sex-linked condition resulting in the loss of

activity of the enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. This disease is found

mainly in the Mediterranean area (Sardinia, Greece, Israel), in Africa (Congo,

West and East Africa), and in India. In someplaces, it reaches very high frequen-

cies. Geographic correlation with malarial endemicity is well documented (see

Figure 4.11). A recent, very elegant observation by Luzzatto, Usang, and Reddy

(1969) has given a direct proof that G6PD-deficient cells are moreresistant to the

malarial parasite than normalcells. As will be discussed in Chapter 10, at least a

major section of one of the two X chromosomesis inactivated in females. Red cells
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of a female heterozygous for a G6PD-deficient allele are thus of two types: those in
which the X chromosomecarrying the normalallele has been inactivated, which
do not have the enzyme, and those in which the deficient allele is inactivated,
which have a normal amountof the enzyme. The twotypes ofcells are in approxi-
mately equal proportions. In a malarial attack the cells carrying the normalallele
are more prone to rapid destruction by the parasite.
As to the biochemical mechanism of the increased malarial resistance of G6PD-

deficient cells, it is known that the deficiency of the enzyme G6PDis responsible
for a lower concentration in the red cells of a substance, reduced glutathione
(GSH), whichis necessary for the growth of malarial parasites. The GSH and G6PD
deficiency is especially noticeable in old cells, which are attacked preferentially by
falciparum parasites. They are not preferentially attacked by Plasmodium vivax
which is responsible for tertian malaria, to which G6PD-deficient individuals are
probably no moreresistant than normals.

5. A polymorphism for the serum protein haptoglobin, which is capable of
binding hemoglobin, has been detected in practically all human populations. This
protein is made of two polypeptide chains, alpha and beta, of which only the gene
for the first shows polymorphic alleles. Two of these Hp’ and Hp%, differ by a
single amino acid. A third commonallele at the same locus, Hp, shows a more
conspicuousdifference, the corresponding alpha chain being almost twice as heavy
as that produced by Hp, andbeingin all probability the product of a duplication of
the alpha chain gene, that connects (apart from a minoralteration at the junction) an
Hp‘, and an Hp® chain. The duplicated structure of this chain confers onit special
polymerizing properties, which explain its peculiar appearance on electrophoresis
(see Smithies, 1964). It also generates the possibility of unequal crossing-over, as

in the hypothetical scheme below:

 

 

 

 

Apt Apr Hpi Hps Hpj i i i I j ItT I
i I I iK —] I i i

T i | I I

Hp; Hp; Hp?

Hp2 homozygote: the allele Hp. is repre- Unequal crossing-over can produce one
sented as the combination, in tandem, of triplicated gene plus one normal Hp;gene,

Hp‘ and Hp%. Hp’ in the example shown.

The result of an unequal crossover in an Hp, homozygote can bea triplicated new

type and anoriginal Hp, variant. Thetriplicate type has probably been found in the

form ofrare alleles called the Johnson phenotypes.

Some studies have shown an apparent excess of heterozygotes, but no clear-cut

data exist. A rare presumed genotype, Hpy, which is unable to form the protein,

has also been postulated to exist in some families of African origin (see Giblett,
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1969). In Central Africa however, a few populations are found in which very large

proportions of individuals have no haptoglobins, very probably as a result of

environmental factors, rather than because of a “null”’ allele (Cavalli-Sforzaet al.,

1969).

The connection of haptoglobins with malaria, if any, is only indirect. These

proteins bind to hemoglobin, and bound hemoglobin is degraded by a specific

enzyme. They probably serve an important function in the disposal of hemoglobin

freed during the destruction of red cells, and thus may disappear during hemolytic

crises. The slight difference in capacity for hemoglobin removal between Hp, and

Hp, may be a cause ofselection in hemolytic anemias. It has been suggested that

there is an equilibrium between such selection for Hp, (in areas where diseases

determining hemolysis are frequent) and the production of the Hp, type hapto-

globin from crossing-over in Hp,/Hp, individuals. This seems unlikely, since the

frequency of this particular crossover is totally unknown and must be low, perhaps

comparable to a mutation rate.

4.9 The Conditions for Simultaneous Polymorphism
of Three Alleles at One Locus

For a stable equilibrium with three alleles at one locus and constantfitness values,

heterozygotes in general must be fitter than homozygotes butit is not necessary that

all heterozygotes be fitter than all homozygotes.

A number of the known human polymorphisms comprise more than twoalleles

at a locus. Notable examples may be drawn from the ABO, Rh, and someother

blood groups, and the ASC hemoglobins. Assumingall the genotypes have constant

fitness values, and mating is at random,it is possible to obtain the general condi-

tions on the fitness values for the coexistence of all alleles in a stable polymorphism

(Owen, 1954; Kimura, 1956; Mandel, 1959). These conditions are closely related to

the conditions for the increase of a newallele at a locus that is already polymorphic

(Bodmerand Parsons, 1960; Haldane, 1957). They imply a certain average advan-

tage of heterozygotes, though it is not necessary for every heterozygote to be fitter

than every homozygote. Weshall illustrate the nature of these conditions by an

analysis of the three-allele case and its application to the ASC hemoglobin poly-

morphism.

Six genotypes can be formed with three alleles at one locus: three homozygotes

and three heterozygotes. The conditions for polymorphism thus depend onthe six

relative fitness values of these genotypes. Let AA,SS, CC be respective fitnesses of

the homozygotes AA, SS, and CC, and SC, AC, AS of the heterozygotes SC, AC,

and AS. There are a number of forms in which the equilibrium conditions can be

given. The one most symmetrical and convenient for numerical calculations is
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TABLE 4.7

Fitnesses and Equilibrium and Initial Increase Conditions for Three Alleles at One Locus
 

Corresponding

Genotypes Fitnesses

AA AA

SS SS

CC CC

AS AS

AC AC

SC SC
 

The quantities A, B, C, F, G, H are defined in terms of the fitnesses as follows:

A = SC? — (SS x CC) F =(AS x AC) — (AA x SC)

B= AC? — (AA x CC) G = (SC x AS) — (SS x AC)

C = AS? — (AA x SS) H = (SC x AC) — (CC x AS)
 

The quantities K, L, M are now defined as follows:

K=G+H—A, L=F+H-—B, M=F+G-—-C.

 

The increase and equilibrium conditions can then be given in terms of A, B, C, K, L, and
M asfollows:

I. A three-allele balanced polymorphism exists if A, B, C, K, L, and M are all > 0.

II. When newly introduced in a population:
allele C will increase in the presence of A and Sif M>0;
allele S will increase in the presence of A and Cif L>0;
allele A will increase in the presence of S and Cif K>0.

III. At a three-allele equilibrium, when it exists, p1 =K/D, p2=L/D, p3;=M/D,
where D=K+L+M,and pi, p2, ps are the frequencies of A, S, and C,
respectively.

 

given in Table 4.7. The equilibrium conditions and frequencies are expressed in

terms of the six quantities A, B, C, F, G, H given in Table 4.7. It can be shown that

these conditions imply that the viability of all homozygotes must be less than the

mean populationfitness at equilibrium. This represents a kind of average advantage

of heterozygotes. There are only four different systems of viabilities that can give

rise to a stable equilibrium for all three alleles. They are typified by the following

conditions, none of which is, however,byitself sufficient for stable polymorphism.

I. AA, SS, CC < AS, AC, SC: Each of the heterozygotes is fitter than each of

the homozygotes.

2. AA, SS < SC < CC <AC, AS: One heterozygote (SC) is less fit than one of

its associated homozygotes (CC).
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3. SS,CC < SC < AA < AC, AS: One heterozygote (SC) is less fit than the

nonassociated homozygote (44).

4, SS < SC < AA, CC < AC, AS: One heterozygote (SC) is less fit than two

homozygotes, the nonassociated homozygote (AA) and one of the associated homo-

zygotes (CC).

In each case,at least two heterozygotes must befitter than all of the homozygotes,

and no heterozygote can beless fit than all the homozygotes, or even than each of

its two associated homozygotes.

Manythree-allele systems presumably have evolved from two-allele systems.It is

therefore of some interest to consider the conditions under which a third allele,

introduced into a population already at a balanced polymorphism for two alleles,

increases in frequency. These conditions, which are given in Table 4.7, are closely

related to the equilibrium conditions. Thus, a necessary condition for equilibrium is

that any one of the three alleles can increase in the presence of the other two.

The combined fate of the S and C genes cannot be predicted with certainty in the

absence of satisfactory data on the fitnesses of the genotypes AC, CC, and SC.

It is clear that full knowledge ofthefitnesses of the six genotypes formed by the

A, C, S alleles is the principal basis for an understanding of evolution of the ACS

hemoglobin system. This knowledge can be acquired in several ways. The most

direct is the complete demographic investigation of viabilities and fertilities of the

genotypes, and even better, of the various mating types. Such data are very scant

and insufficient, and difficult (but not impossible) to obtain in developing countries

such as those where malariaisstill prevalent. Another possibility is to compare gene

frequencies before and after selection, on the assumption that selection occurs

mainly between birth and reproductive age. This method wasusedin earlier investi-

gations, but it was later recognized that some selection may occur before birth and

muchselection in the very first weeksafter it, at a time for which data are difficult to

obtain and evaluate (the adult phenotypesare not yet fully developed, among other

things). Moreover, differential fertility is not taken into account. A third possibility

is that of computing fitnesses of the genotypes assuming equilibrium, and using the

gene frequenciesas indicatorsofthe fitnesses. Such an approachcanbeusedif some

homozygous genotypes have knownfitnesses—for example, are lethal. Otherwise,

the number of unknowns is greater than the number of equations available for

estimation. Thus, in the polymorphism that includes the gene for thalassemia, which

is known be belethal in the homozygousstate, the frequency of the normalallele

at equilibrium is p, = 1/(1 +s). The selective disadvantage of the normal homo-

zygote can be estimated from the gene frequency assuming equilibrium. If the gene
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frequencyis not at equilibrium, however, the estimates thus obtained will differ
widely from the true values. Finally there is a fourth possibility based on the exami-
nation of deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibria. In general we haveseen that
these deviations are not very large, but, whenselectionis very strong, they may be
appreciable if sufficiently large Samples are investigated. These deviations will,
however, measure, predominantly, viability rather than fertility effects.

It is clear that, in the ACS hemoglobin system, strong selection is involved,
because frequencies of near-lethals like the sickle-cell anemia gene canattain rather
high values. The approach therefore deserves consideration, provided that three
important limitations are remembered. Thefirst of these is the fact that popula-
tions may be inbred, generating a shortage of heterozygotes (see Chapter 7).
However,it is known that the social customs of Africans usually prevent inbreed-
ing, so that it is doubtful that recent inbreeding will determine appreciable devia-
tions from a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The second limitation is that popula-
tions may be heterogeneous. We know that, if we pool data from populations hav-
ing different gene frequencies evenifeach of themisin Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium,
a shortage of heterozygoteswill result (Chapter 2 and Example 4.2). This is a more
serious limitation than thefirst one, becauseit is difficult to collect a large body of
data without making recourse to widely different populations. The objection can be
met, however, if observations of different origin are kept distinct and Hardy Wein-
berg equilibria are computed for each population separately. Results of the analysis
can then be pooled. They will, of course, present an average picture, andthis is to
be kept in mind as there could be heterogeneity of fitness values in the geographical
area considered. Thethird limitation of this approachis that fertility effects may
not be adequately accountedfor.

There is a deviationfrom Hardy- Weinberg equilibrium for ACS hemoglobin alleles.

Altogether samples from 72 populations of varying size are available from a
recent world survey of hemoglobins (Livingstone, 1967). We confine our attention
to West Africa, where both S and C occur with detectable frequencies. Thetotal
number of individuals in the sample is in the neighborhood of 33,000. Gene
frequencies vary considerably throughoutthe area, and a correlation diagram for S$
and C gene frequenciesis given in Figure 4.12. It will be seen that some populations
have very few or no

C

genes. There is almost no population that has C genes but
no S genes, and there is a negative correlation between S and C frequencies when
both genes are present. This is not entirely surprising, since they are proportions
from the same total. The correlation observed (—0.20) is, however, significantly
different from that expected because oftheallelic relationship between S and C.
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FIGURE 4.12

Frequency of C and S genes in 72 West African populations. (Based ona literature

survey by Livingstone, 1967.)

By computing Hardy-Weinberg expectations for each population and summing

over all populations, the figures given in Table 4.8 are obtained. The deviation from

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is highly significant (y7 = 265.97 with 5 degrees

of freedom). The main features indicate a shortage of AA and SS homozygotes, and

an excess of AS heterozygotes, as expected because ofthe advantage of AS indivi-

duals in malarial areas. Thus the genotype distribution confirms the predictions

made through other approaches. Thesituation with respect to C is less clear and

must be examined further. (The chi square just given has 5, not 3, degrees of

freedom because the gene frequencies were not computed from thesix totals given

in Table 4.8, but from the totals ofeach ofthe populations that were pooled to obtain

both the observed and expected totals given in the table.)

It is possible to obtain estimates of fitness (on anarbitrary scale) from these data

simply by dividing the observed frequencies by the expected on the assumptionthat

selection is over by the age at which genotypes are counted (which is usually repro-

ductive age). (See also Roberts and Boyo, 1960.) It can be shownthat, even if the

gene frequencies are far from equilibrium, the error involved is hardly detectable.

Unfortunately very large numbers are necessary and this usually introduces hetero-

geneity. Even the large number of observations on which the data given in Table 4.8



TABLE 4.8

Observations of Hemoglobin A, S, C genotypes and Hardy-Weinberg Expectations,
Summed over 72 West African Populations: Computation of
and Their Confidence Intervals and Standard Errors

Fitnesses (Observed/Expected Frequencies)

 

  

 

 

 

Genotype AA SS CC AS AC SC Total

Observed 25,374 67 108 5482 1737 130 32898Expected 25,615.5 306.87 74.69 4967.2 1768.6 165.01 ~ 32898Fitness 0.991 0.218 1.446 1.104 0.982 0.788

99 % CONFIDENCELIMITS

Lower 1.001 0.432 2.203 1.197 1.021 0.932
Upper 0.977 —0.118 0.724 1.040 0.938 0.638

Standardized 0.89 + 0.03 0.20+ 0.11 1.31+ 0.29 1 0.89 + 0.035 0.70 + 0.07
fitnesses? and

their standard

errors

 

* Standardized by taking AS= 1.
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are based are not sufficient to make errors adequately small for a complete evalua-

tion ofthe stability of the system. There is no direct evidence that AC heterozygotes

are more resistant to malaria. Therelatively low fitness of AC found in Table 4.8,

which is comparableto the fitness of 44, is not unexpected, but the margin for error

is still considerable. Homozygotes for the C gene have a much milder anemia than

SS homozygotes. According to at least one author (Edington, 1959) “* patients

suffering from pure hemoglobin C disease are at a very slight disadvantage.”’ They

do not appear to have ‘‘ unduly shortened”’ life expectancy and ‘‘ womensuffering

from the condition can successfully bear children.’ Early estimates or assumptions

of low fitness for CC were probably incorrect. The summary of available data in

Table 4.8 assigns a surprisingly high fitness to CC, but the standard erroris still

large. The SC heterozygotes appear to have a mild form of sickle-cell anemia,

whoseseverity is intermediate between SS and CC. Clinical evidenceis not clear-cut.

Apparently some SC individuals have no symptoms, live a long life, and bear

children. For other SC individuals, however, the conditionis, in general “* especially

hazardous” for pregnancy (Edington, 1959). The observedfitness probably reflects

this variable clinical picture. Homozygotes SS fare badly, andthe fitness given here,

0.2, is in agreement with the clinical impression of a severe and almost completely

lethal condition, if untreated.

In summary, present evidence suggests the following order of fitness values:

AS > AA, AC > SC > SS.

Thefitness of CC can be anywhere in this range above that of SS, and is probably

above that of SC. Especially because of the absenceof a clear-cutdifference between

AA and AC (which should bein the order AC > AA) none of the conditions for

stable equilibrium is clearly met. A more complete analysis, given below, shows how

far our present knowledgestill is from answering the problem.

Theintensity of malaria can hardly be the same over such a vast area and this is

likely to lead to heterogeneity of the fitnesses, which should therefore be taken as

average values. The presence of some heterogeneity 1s disclosed by the fact that the

chi square, obtained by subtracting from the sum of the Hardy-Weinberg chi

squares for each population (y” = 622.94 with 93 degrees of freedom) the one

computed on the sumsgiven in Table 4.8 (y? = 265.97 with 5 degrees of freedom),

is 356.97 with 88 degrees of freedom, which is very significant. It remains high

even if very small populations are excluded in order to increase the accuracy of the

y? test.

Weshall now test the stability of the three-allele equilibrium. The conditions for

equilibrium given in Table 4.7 can be tested on the basis of the computedfitnesses.

The six quantities, A, B, C, K, L, M, computed from the data of Table 5.8, are

given, with their approximate standarderrors, in Table 4.9. Taken at face value,

the three-allele equilibrium would not be stable. But, except for C, none of these
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quantities is significantly different from the threshold for stability (which is zero),
and hence the material so far available is insufficient for answering the problem.
Perhaps 10 times as many observations might be adequate. Analysis of the distri-
butions of the above values reveals heterogeneity, especially for the equilibrium of
A and C. The values of B and to a minorextent those of C and A tend to be nega-
tive in Upper Volta, the region with highest hemoglobin C frequency, and positive
elsewhere.

TABLE 4.9

Mean Values with Standard Errors
of the Quantities Necessary for
Testing the Stability of the
Equilibrium of the A, S, C
Gene Frequencies

 

Mean Standard Error

 

A +0.251 +0.184
B —0.384 + 0.268
C +0.839 +0.098
K —0.388 +0.365
L —0.042 +0.408
M —0.036 +0.172
 

Note: See Table 4.7 for the definition
of A, B, etc. The estimates are based on
data given in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.8).

It seems, therefore, that present data give no clear indication of whether the
A, C, and S alleles are at a stable equilibrium or not, though at face value an equi-
librium situation appears unlikely, contrary to the opinion previously expressed by
others on the basis of tenuous evidence. This opposite conclusion was, in fact, in
some studies based on a small fraction of the data considered here.

Considerations based on its geographic distribution favor the idea that the C
gene is increasing.

The S gene is spread relatively homogeneously throughout black populations
over the whole of Africa, but the distribution of the C gene is quite different. It
Showsa peak in the Upper Volta region, and from there decreases fairly regularly in
all directions. The mapofthe C gene in Africa is far from complete and surprises are
possible, but what is knownat present suggests that the C geneis spreading from a
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FIGURE 4.13

The spread of the C gene in West Africa. Ellipses indicate expected C gene frequencies on the

basis of a simple diffusion model, described in the text. Symbols are used to indicate C gene

frequencies of the population samples: a dot stands for a frequency of less than 0.01; a star,

0.01-0.04; a triangle, 0.04-0.08; a square, 0,08-0.12; and a diamond, more than 0.12.

center oforigin, probably located nearits highest frequency. Where

C

ishighest, S is

lowest, as if C were gradually supplanting S in a process that is still continuing.

To emphasize this suggestion, we have depicted the distribution of C in West

Africa (Figure 4.13) havingfitted, to the data, a diffusion-by-migration hypothesis

represented by a bidimensional gaussian surface (see Appendix I). This is the shape

that a migration process would give to the gene frequencies in continuous space

(see Chapter 8) if a mutation which had arisen at the center spread gradually under

positive selection pressure. The diffusion model used allowed migration to proceed

at differentrates in the two directions, in order to allow for geographic irregularities.
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The ellipses are drawn through points of equal gene frequencies according to the
diffusion model. The simple model used fits the data well, but it should be em-
phasized that a fairly goodfit can only be taken as suggestive of a diffusion process,
and is not sufficient to demonstrateit.

It is interesting to test whether the necessary conditions for a diffusion process of
the C gene, which is presumablystill going on, are compatible with present know-
ledge of the fitness values. We have already seen that the value M, expressing
(Table 4.7) the condition for a newly introduced C gene to increase in the presence
of A and S,is not significantly different from zero (Table 4.9) and thus our hypo-
thesis cannot be considered as proved.It is interesting to check if the confidence
limits of present estimates are at least compatible with the idea that the C geneis
gradually increasing, probably at the expense of S.

The minimum fitness ofAC necessary for C to increase is surprisingly low.

For this analysis, it is convenient to express the value M in a slightly different
form, so as to obtain the minimum values ofthe fitness of AC necessary for an
increase of C. As we are considering the conditionsforinitia] increase, the fitness of
CC is immaterial, but those of competing genotypes are important, and we will
take for them the observed values. We will, however examine a whole range of
ratios of AS to AA fitnesses, because the relative fitnesses of these genotypes
depend, probably more than those of others, on the intensity of malarial infection,
and the conditions at the time when C may have arisen are not known. Also, it
will thus be possible to predict the behaviorof C in different ecological niches that
have various intensities of malarial infestations.

The formula for M (table 4.7) can be turned into the following condition for C to
increase in the presence of A and S:

AG > AA(SC — SS) + AS(AS — SO)

AS — SS

Wewill take the fitness of AS as equal to 1, and determinefirst the fitness of AA
corresponding to various equilibrium gene frequencies of the S gene, in the pre-

 

sence of A only. We assume SS = 0.2 on the basis of Table 4.8, using the value
SS/AS. From the formula for equilibrium, AA must be equal to 1 — (1 — 0.2)q,/
(1 — 4.), where qg, is the gene frequency of S at equilibrium (see Table 4.10). Given
the value of the AA fitness corresponding to a certain equilibrium and assuming

SC = 0.7 (from Table 4.8, using the value of SC/AS), we can obtain, from the
formula just given, the minimum valueof the AC fitness for which C canincrease in
the presence of A and S. With the numerical values given, the formula becomes

AC > (0.5AA + 0.3)/0.8,

and actual estimates are given in Table 4.10.
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TABLE 4.10

Conditions for the Increase of Gene C in the Presence

of A and S, on the Assumption that the Fitnesses of

AS, SS, and SC are Respectively 1, 0.2, and 0.7, for

Various Equilibrium Gene Frequencies of S in the

Presence of A

 

 
 

Frequency of S Gene Minimum Fitness of

at Equilibrium with Fitness of AC Permitting

the A Gene AA is Then Increase of C

0.010 0.992 0.995

0.020 0.984 0.990

0.030 0.975 0.985

0.040 0.967 0.979

0.050 0.958 0.974

0.060 0.949 0.968

0.070 0.940 0.962

0.080 0.930 0.957

0.090 0.921 0.951

0.100 0.911 0.944

0.110 0.901 0.938

0.120 0.891 0.932

0.130 0.880 0.925

0.140 0.870 0.919

0.150 0.859 0.912

0.160 0.848 0.905

0.170 0.836 0.898

0.180 0.824 0.890

0.190 0.812 0.883

0.200 0.800 0.875
 

It will be noted that AC need be onlyslightly larger than AA for C to increase,

and the difference required is well within the margin of error of present estimates.

Thus, in the average conditions of West Africa, the fitness of AA is 0.89. Using

the observedfitnesses of SC and SS, the minimum fitness of AC that will permit C

to increase in the presence of only A and

S

is 0.932, which is one standard deviation

above the observed fitness and therefore compatible withit.

It should be addedthat, if the fitness of AC were just slightly above this threshold

value for the increase of C, the process of increase would be very slow. Thus, with a

fitness of AC higher than the threshold by only one percent it would take 500

generations for the frequency of the C gene to increase from an initial value of,

say, 107* to 107? (see Figure 4.14). A fitness of AC 5 percent higher than the

threshold (AC = 0.978) as shown in the figure, would give a kinetics compatible

with the time available for selection, as it would bring the gene frequency from

10~* to the present values in 160 generations. The choice of the initial value for the
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FIGURE 4.14

Kinetics of increase of the C gene (upper half) and decrease of the S gene (lowerhalf),
starting at a C gene frequency of 10~* in a population of which A and S are at equilibrium,
with an S geneinitial frequency of 0.12. Fitnesses of AC used in the figure are based on the
AC threshold for increase of C, which is 0.932, augmented in 1-5 percent. The fitnesses of

CC are computed as AA + 2(AC —AA).
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Transient and Balanced Polymorphisms

gene frequency (107 *) is based on there being one initial mutant in a group (tribe)

of approximate size 10*.

The polymorphism for C may be transient.

It should be emphasized thatin all the cases considered in Figure 4.14, C sup-

plants both S and A, and the polymorphism is transient. The fitness of CC with

respect to AC is notsufficiently well determined to be sure that this is so. It was

assumed, in all the curves of Figure 4.14, that AC is exactly intermediate in fitness

between AA and CC.In any case, the value of CC affects only the later course of

selection and is of no importance with respect to the considerations made sofar,

exceptthat if it is lower than AC (the latter being higher than AA) a polymorphism

for AC will result, from which AS has disappeared.

It should be remembered that we are ignoring many other possible complications.

It is possible that hemoglobin C supplies resistance to malarial parasites other than

Plasmodium falciparum, which have a somewhat different distribution. The vaga-

ries of infestation of malarial parasites from year to year, and the absence of

satisfactory surveys over such a large area make this hypothesis difficult to test.

Moreover, it is not inconceivable that in this long period, the parasite may have

undergone an evolutionary change. Plasmodium falciparum is believed to be the

lastcomer, and, in general, evolution ofparasites is towards decreasedvirulence. But

evolution for increased activity—for example, against carriers of C genes—might

also be possible. Ignorance of other polymorphisms, which might interact in an

important way with the known ones, may also contribute to obscure the picture.

The hypothesis that the C gene is spreading from the pointof origin andis, partially

at least, supplanting the S gene seemsattractive and is not contradicted by the data,

althoughit is far from proved. The alternative hypothesis, suggested by Livingstone

(1967), that the S geneis supplanting C,is equally unproved and perhaps somewhat

less compatible with the present knowledgeoffitnesses. Butit is especially difficult

to reconcile with the observed geographic distribution.

Perhaps the simplest way to present the hypothesis is that C originated at the

point where it now has its maximum frequency (Upper Volta or nearby) and S at

some other unknownlocation probably at a different time (but this is immaterial,

as long as they both appeared more than 3000 years ago). Gene S, having a greater

heterozygous fitness, has spread much more rapidly and is at equilibrium, or

near it, over the whole area, except where it has met the more slowly increasing

C gene. This allele has a slower kinetics because of the smaller heterozygote

advantage, which is neverthelesssufficient to give it a chance to increase even in the

presence of S and, though slowly, to supplantit. Clearly, only some of the condi-

tions for this theory have been proved; one, namely that AC is larger than the
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minimum threshold for increase, awaits further data. It is also clear that a full
explanation requires the analysis of the interaction between migration andselection,
which will be examined in Chapter8.

4.10 X-linked Polymorphisms

A selectively balanced polymorphism at an X-linked locus can exist either if the
female heterozygote is at an advantageorifselection acts in opposite directions in the
two sexes.

The theoretical treatment of the conditions for polymorphism at an X-linked
locus is complicated by the fact that the two sexes must be treated separately and
different fitness values in the sexes must be specified. The conditions were first
given in general form by Bennett (1958; see also Edwards, 1961; and Haldane and
Jayakar, 1964). Since all matings are necessarily between a male and a female, only
relative fitnesses within each sex need to be specified. The conditions can thus be
given in terms of three parameters, two fitnesses in females and one in males. A
fitness scheme for twoalleles at an X-linked locus (X and X’) can be given in the
following form:

Females Males

 

Genotypes: XX XX’ xX’X’| XY X'Y

Fitnesses: l—s 1 1—t|1l+m l—-m

The intermediate equilibrium gene frequencies in males and females can be

obtained in terms of s, t and m from the equations derived in Example 4.5. The

intermediate (p # 0 or 1) equilibrium frequency of X in males, p, is given by

_— t+m+m(1-1)

Pe t+s4+mQ—t—s)
 

and the frequency P in femalesis

t+m—tm

s+t+m(s—t)
 

When s, t, and m are small,

t+m

t+s-
 P~rp~

It can be shown (see Example 4.5) that the intermediate equilibrium exists and is

stable only if (1 -—‘#)(1—m) <1 and d—-s\+m) <1. If d-d)1-—m)>1

then X cannotincrease in a population that is predominantly X’ and vice versa if

(d—s)\1+m)> 1.
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Once again, the equilibrium conditions are related to the conditions for increase

of a newly arisen allele. Thus only if X can increase when introduced into a pre-

dominantly X’ population andalso if X’ can increase when introduced into an X

population, will there exist a selectively balanced polymorphism. The equilibrium

gene frequencies in males and femalesare in general different, though the difference

is small if selective differences between the genotypes are small. There are four sets

of values ofthe selection coefficients s, 7, and m determining different combinations

of existence and stability of the three possible equilibria “ X-fixed’” (P = p = 1),

“ ¥’-fixed” (P =p =0), and the intermediate equilibrium. These four sets are

distinguished according to the signs of s and t—that is, according to the relative

fitnesses of the female genotypes. We assume withoutloss of generality that XY is

fitter than X’ Y, that is m > 0.

The four cases, and the corresponding conditions for stability of the various

equilibria are as follows:

 

X and X’ both present—
the intermediate

X’fixed (P = p= 0) Xfixed (P = p= 1) equilibrium
is stable is stable is stable

  
 

If 

 

   

I s<O0 t<O0 ifm<Tiy always never

Il s<O t>0 never always never

ll s>oO ¢t>0 never if m> ifm <——
l—s l—s

IV s>0O t<0 ifm < |e if m>—— if Ie <m<—
1+|t| l—s 1+ {¢| l—s

 

The notation is as given on page 171. The expressions given under the three equi-

libria are the conditions on m for the existence and stability of the corresponding

equilibrium. Note that in Case IV the balanced polymorphism (intermediate

equilibrium) can be stable onlyif

[t| s S [¢| s [t|
< . If < , then for <m<i+} i—-s 1—-s 1+! l-s 1+
 
 

  

both trivial equilibria are stable (X fixed and X’fixed), and the intermediate equi-

librium is never stable.

In words, these four cases can be summarized as follows:

I. There is heterozygote disadvantage in the female. In this case, ‘‘ X-fixed”’ is

always a stable equilibrium. “* X’-fixed”’ is stable if

[t|
1 + |t|
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(where|t| is the positive value of t), which whent is small, is approximately m < |t|.
The intermediate equilibrium is neverstable.

II. When YX is at an absolute advantage in both males and females only the
equilibrium with X fixedis stable.

III. When there is heterozygote advantage in the female, a balanced polymor-
phism exists if m < s/(1 — s)—thatis, provided the difference between the fitness
of the male genotypes XYY and X’Y is not too large. If m > s(1 — s), then only the
equilibrium X is stable.

IV. When X’is at an absolute advantage in females while XYis fitter than X’ Y
in males, a balanced polymorphism canexist provided

¢| em<e—
mn es

1+ {t| l—s’

 

or, for small |t| and s, approximately, |t| <m <s. The equilibrium at X is stable if
m > s/1 —s and that at X’if

[¢|
1 + {t|

 

so that when

[z| ,—
1+ |t|} 1l-s
 

>

both X and X’fixed are stable equilibria if

iu >m>—m>——,
1 + |t| 1—-s

 

while then the intermediate equilibrium cannot be stable. This case is of interest as
an example of howselection acting in opposite directions in the two sexes can, under
certain conditions, lead to a balanced polymorphism.

There are, thus, two ways in which a balanced polymorphism can occur at an
X-linked locus, assuming that fitness values are constant. Either the female hetero-
zygote is at an advantageor selection acts in opposite directions in the two sexes. In
either case, a polymorphism only exists if the difference between the male fitnesses
lies within a given range.

There are four important human polymorphismsthat are X-linked: color blind-
ness, G6PD deficiency, the Xg blood group, and Xm (a serum protein detected
immunologically). The last two are not knownto be associated with any selective
effects so that little or nothing can be said aboutthe forces that maintain them. In
the following paragraphs, we will discuss briefly current ideas about the main-
tenance ofthe first two of these polymorphisms.
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G6PD deficiency may be a transient polymorphism in malarial areas, and pro-

visional estimates of the selective coefficients associated with it can be obtainedfrom

fitting the probable rate of change of G6PD frequencies in certain migrant Jewish

populations.

As has already been mentioned, G6PD deficiency occurs mainly in populations

that live in those Mediterranean areas in which malaria is prevalent and is probably

associated with an increased resistance to malarial infection. No good direct

estimates of the genotype fitnesses are, however, available. Published pedigree data

show nosignificant departures from Mendelian expectations, which would be

expected only if there were large viability effects. On the other hand, high fre-

quencies of the gene for G6PD deficiency are known in some Jewish populations,

which must have originated from populations with very low frequencies for this

gene in a comparatively short time, and suggest appreciable selection coefficients

associated with G6PD deficiency. The incidence among some Jewish populations

and those of some other groups are shown in Table 4.11. The highest frequency,

58.2 percent, is found in Kurdistan. All the populations referred to in Table 4.11

probably originated from emigrants who left Palestine 2000-2500 years ago. Since

Palestine is not an area with a high incidence of malaria, it seems mostlikely that

the G6PD deficiency frequencies among the original migrants were all quite low,

probably at the level expected for a mutation-selection balance. The high frequen-

cies now found in someareas would then have to be explained by subsequentselec-

tion for G6PD deficiency in malarial areas, implying that the selection coefficients

were strong enough to change the frequency from about 1073 or 107* to 50-60

percent in a period of 2,000 years. Using Equation 3.12 for an X-linked trait main-

tained by mutation-selection balance, namely,

qs = 3p,

where q is the gene frequency, s the selective disadvantage, and yu the mutationrate,

gives, for p = 10-°,g =3 x 107° if s =0.01, and q =3 x 10°* if s =0.1. We can

form an approximate idea of the value of s needed to change a gene frequency from

10~* to 0.6 in 60 generations (which for humansis about 2,000 years), considering

that the process requires a geometric rate of increase of about 1.15 per generation.

This correspondsto a selective advantage of about 15 percent. The exact kinetics of

the change are shown in Figure 4.15, in which selective advantages are s = —«,

t =m =a, wherea is positive and equal to 0.1 and to 0.05, respectively, in the two

curves. These were constructed using the equations given in Example 4.5. This

correspondsto situation in which G6PD deficiency has an absolute advantage and

the presently observed polymorphism is transient. It will be noted that the selection

coefficient postulated is large, but of a similar magnitude to that estimated for the

advantage of AS over AA. Direct estimates will be of great interest.



TABLE 4.11

Incidence of G6PD Deficiency among
Presumably Random Samples of Male Jews
from Various Communities

 

Community Sample Size

 

ASHKENAZIM

NON-ASHKENAZIM

Europe (Sephardim)

Turkey

Greece and Bulgaria

Others

Asia

Kurdistan

Iraq

Iran

Caucasus

Afghanistan

Yemen and Aden

Bukhara

Syria and Lebanon

India (Cochin)

India (BneiIsrael)

North Africa

Egypt
Morocco

Atlas Mountains

Algiers and Tunisia

Libya

Gerba

Ethiopia

Fallasha

OTHER GROUPS

Samaritans

Karaites

Arabs

Druzes

Circassians

819

256

152

93

196

902

557

25

29

415

46

80

58

102

112

219

23

112

219

52

208

69

18

264

92

57

% Deficient

0.4

1.9

0.7

2.2

58.2

24.8

15.1

28.0

10.3

5.3

6.3

10.3

2.0

3.8

0.5

1 case

0.9

0.9

4.4

4.4

 

Source: From Szeinberg (1963).
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FIGURE 4.15

Kinetics of selection for a sex-linked gene, such as the G6PD-deficiency allele, in malarial
areas. Values of s, t, and m as indicated on page 171 can be easily computed from the fitness

values given in the figure (see text). Sets of t, m, and s values different from these, but

proportional to them, will give rise to curves indentical in shape but with a time scale divided

by the coefficient of proportionality.

The kinetics of the change for a set of selection coefficients leading to a balanced

polymorphism (t = s = m = 0.1) are also shown (as a dotted curve) in Figure 4.15.

The selective advantage of the female homozygote affects the kinetics of selection

only in the last stages, near equilibrium. For the set of values given, the gene

frequency eventually attained will be 0.953. For equilibrium other than fixation,

if t = m, s must be positive and larger than m/(1 + m). The equilibrium frequency

expected is given on page 171.

The data on G6PD deficiency are not inconsistent with a transient polymor-

phism (in malarial areas). The wide variation in observed frequencies of the gene
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for G6PD deficiency would be expected for the intermediate states of a transient,
polymorphism. In other groups and areas (for example, Sardinia), G6PD-defi-
ciency gene frequencies have lower values than among Kurdistani Jews, although
they are sometimes fairly high (see Table 4.11). What are the possible causes ofthe
discrepancies? There are several possible answers. Manydifferent G6PDalleles
have been described, and each may havedifferent selective coefficients. The inten-
sity of selection due to malaria and the time available for selection since the first
mutant gene cameinto the population (by mutation or by immigration), may vary
from place to place and from time to time. Moreover, in areas where ecological
conditions vary considerably even at short distances, as is true for instance of
Sardinia and Greece, there may be high and low malarial zones located near each
other. This will create ecological niches with different selection intensities, and
complex relations will therefore be expected because of the interaction ofselection
and migration. Finally, the possible coexistence of several different genetic adap-
tations to malaria, in part allelic (hemoglobins S and C, B-thalassemia), in part
nonallelic but possibly interacting with them (a-thalassemia, G6PD-deficiency,
and others) will inevitably complicate the picture.

Color blindness may be selected against more strongly in primitive hunting and
gathering societies than in more advanced societies; its present relatively high inci-
dence in most parts of the world might be a product of relaxed or reversed selection.

There are two kinds of color blindness, protan and deutan, both of which are
X-linked. In most populations there are about three times as many deutan males
as protan males. There are very significant differences in the total frequency of
color blindness between populations. In general, the more “ primitive’ the popula-
tion, the lower the frequency. Thus, in hunting and gathering communities the
frequency of color blindness is about 1-2 percent whereasin an industrial society it
is around 7 percent. It has been suggested by Neel and Post (1963; see also Post,
1962) that color blindness may be a disadvantage to primitive people becauseit
impairs their ability to distinguish the flora and fauna that are essential for their
livelihood. The negative selection against color blindness has most likely been
relaxed in more modernsocieties, which would explain its higher frequency in such
societies.

If the present polymorphism is transient rather than stable, this evolutionary
trend may, perhaps, have been reversed by therelaxation ofselection against color
blindness in modern society. If color blindness were a stable polymorphism in
primitive societies and is also now in modernsociety, it would seem mostlikely that
it is maintained by female heterozygote advantage,since it is hard to believe that
selection with respect to color blindness in the two sexes could be in opposite
directions. It should be noted, however, that for mutation alone to cause the in-
crease from | to 6 percent would require a time that is much greater (by a factor
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of 10-20, assuming the fairly high mutation rate of 10~>) than the length of time

separating primitive and modern societies.

Let us assumethat in primitive societies g = 0.01 is due to equilibrium between

mutation and selection. Then gs = 3. For a mutation rate p = 107°, s would be

0.003. If selection is completely relaxed, s = 0, and the gene frequency increases

under mutation pressure alone. The numberof generations necessary to increaseit

from gq = 0.01 toa present value of q = 0.06 is given approximately (see Example 3.1)

by n=(g, — 4)/p = (0.06 — 0.01)/10~* = 5000 or 150,000 years. This would

imply that selection against color blindness was relaxed at a time muchearlier than

that of the transition from hunting and gathering to agriculture, which probably

took place from 10,000-15,000 years ago,or else it would require a mutation rate

much higher than average; for example, such that w = (g, — do)/n = (0.06 — 0.01)/

(15,000/30) = 10~*. This is not, however, inconceivable, considering that at least

two sex-linked loci, and perhaps more, contribute to the total mutationrate. If that

is true, then the selective disadvantage in primitive societies must be s = 0.03, a

relatively high value. If this is not true, however, we must imagine that today color

blindness has a slight selective advantage for males or perhaps also for heterozy-

gous females, for entirely unknown reasons. Another very different possibility is

that color blindnessis the last vestige of evolution towards the presentstate of color

vision in humans.

Clearly, much more information on relative fitness values is needed for a deeper

understanding of these two X-linked polymorphisms.

4.11 Other Mechanisms That Lead
to Balanced Polymorphism

Other mechanisms that can give rise to a balanced polymorphism include fitness

as a function of gene frequency, differential fertility opposing differential viability in

the same or in different sexes, selection varying in direction with time or with place,

and selection acting in opposite directions in gametes and zygotes.

Many different combinations of balancing forces can give rise to stable poly-

morphisms. In this section weshall briefly outline someof the simplest situations,

which can, at least to some extent, be treated analytically.

1. Whenfitnesses are functions of the gene frequency, even in the simple case of

two alleles at one locus and random mating,it is no longer necessary for the hetero-

zygote to befitter than both homozygotes for there to exist a balanced polymor-

phism. Intuitively, a sufficient (though not a necessary) condition for the existence

of a polymorphism is that either allele should be at an advantage when rare, and

so able to increase in frequency when introduced into a population carrying pri-

marily the other allele. As a specific example, assumethat the relative fitnesses of
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genotypes AA, Aa, and aa are 1+ 5,p, 1 +4(s,p + 5.q) and 1 + s,q, respectively,

and p = (1 — q) is the frequency of A. In this example the fitness of the heterozygote

is always exactly halfway between the fitnesses of the two homozygotes. It was

shown by Wright (1955) that this model system leads to a stable intermediate equi-

librium with p = s,/(s; — 52) so long as both s, and s, are negative (see Example

4.2). This selective scheme for a balanced polymorphism is therefore a form of

frequency dependent selection, giving the advantage always to the rare gene. A

possible hypothetical example in human populations could be sexual selection (that

is, mating preference) for a rare or unusual phenotype, such asfair hair and blue

eyes!

2. When differential fertility and differential viability are distinguishable in

population genetic models, selection parameters that are different in the two sexes

must be considered. It can then be shownthat differential fertility acting in an

opposite direction, in the two sexes, to differential viability can lead to a stable

balanced polymorphism (Owen, 1953; Bodmer, 1965). This is exactly analogousto

selection acting in opposite directions in the two sexes, which as we saw can lead to

a balanced polymorphism for an X-linked gene. It can be shown that the sameis

also true for an autosomal gene. An application of this situation was discussed in

relation to the sickle-cell polymorphism, where it was pointed out that the data on

the fertility of AS x AA matings among the Black Caribs of British Honduras were

compatible with the observed frequency of the sickle-cell genes—only if the high

observed fertility of these matings was offset by a viability deficiency of the AS

sickle-cell trait carrier heterozygotes. Such overcompensation by fertility for a

viability deficiency may not be too uncommonin human populations.

3. Selection of varying intensity in different generations orin different geographi-

cal regions can also give rise to a balanced polymorphism (Levine, 1953; Dempster,

1955; Haldane and Jayakar, 1963). For example, it can be shownthat if selection

varies in direction arbitrarily from one generation to the next in such a waythat the

heterozygote is not at an advantage in any particular generation but is, on the

average over all generations, at an advantage, then a stable polymorphism can

result. This may be true even if the heterozygote is mostly at a disadvantage, but

rarely, perhaps due to occasional epidemics, assumes a considerable positive advan-

tage. Even whenselection of varying intensity in time and space does notactually

lead, in the long run, to a stable polymorphism,it may contribute verysignificantly

to the length of time that two alleles remain together in a population. From some

points of view, this may perhaps be the most important mechanism for the main-

tenance of polymorphisms, since on an evolutionary time scale it is hard to con-

sider any polymorphism as absolutely stable.

4. Selection may act in opposite directions in gametes and zygotes. Thus, for

example, situations are known in which a gamete carrying a particular allele is

always at an advantage over gametescarrying an alternative allele with respect to

fertilization in heterozygotes. In some cases such advantages can be explained in
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terms of disturbance of segregation at meiosis; this type of selective force has been

referred to as meiotic drive. It may also, for example, be due to a selective advan-

tage in sperm attached to a given haploid genotype, though it seems unlikely that

many genes express themselves adequately in sperm for the effects of such selection

to be important. While no examples of gametic selection have beenfirmly establish-

ed in humans, an outstanding example is known in another mammal, the mouse, in

which certain alleles at the T-locus have an appreciable advantage in fertilization

(Lewontin and Dunn, 1959). Gametic selection may act in the opposite direction

to the effects of the alleles on the zygote. Thus a gene whoseeffect is detrimental

to zygotes may be selected for in gametes, and a polymorphism maythen result

when these two opposing forces balance each other. It has been suggested that

segregation distortion may be a mechanism that could explain the maintenance of

the blood-group polymorphisms in man though evidence for this is very hard to

obtain, and is so far not very convincing (see Chapter 5).

Many other complex selection models can, of course, be constructed that may

lead to balanced polymorphisms. Most of them will be some combination of the

mechanisms that we have discussed in this chapter. In the next chapter we shall

consider some special models relating to patterns of selection involving an inter-

action between mother and child, which correspond to somesituations observed

for the Rhesus and ABO-blood-group systems in man. The explanation for the

maintenance of balanced polymorphismsis really just one facet of the explanation

for the maintenance of genetic variability in populations. Evolutionary theory sug-

gests that this genetic variability, while it may have some immediate disadvantages,

is essential for the further evolution of a species, which must take place when new

environmental situations present themselves.
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Worked Examples

4.1 Exact solution for a lethal with heterozygote advantage or disadvantage.

Genotypes 4A, Aa, and aa haverelative fitnesses 1, 1 — s, and 0. Find a general
expression for the frequency ofthe lethal gene a after n generations, in termsofits
initial frequency.

The frequencies of the genotypes after selection are

AA Aa aa Total

Pos 2Po Go(1 — ) 0 po+2poqo(1 —s),

where qy = 1 — pgis the initial frequency of a. The frequencyofa in the next genera-
tion is given by

 

 

 

 

 

  

_—_ Podd(l —s) — —qo(1—s)
a> 2 — ° (1)

Po +2Pogo01—s) 1+ (1 — 2s)

Equation 1 can be written in the form

1 _iv2s | 1 1 Q

qd, 1—s 1—sqo )

Thus in the next generation we have

1 _in’s 1 == 114 | 1 1

qd. 1—-s 1—-sq, 1-s t—s} (1—s)* qo

and, more generally,

=|14 1 pieeey 1 |+ 1 1 5

gq, 1-—s 1-s (1 —s)""! (1—s)"qo (3)

The term in brackets is a geometric progression with the sum

|
(1 — s)" —*| 1 i)

1 1 s L(-—s)
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Thus Equation 3 gives

 

 

 

1 1-2s 1 | 1 1 1

An s  {L(1—s)" (1—s)"qo

or

(1 — s)"q
a= G29]=e ©

1+
S

When s > 0, and gq, is small Equation 4 is approximately

qn = ( — 5)"Go ’ (5)

showing that the gene frequency of a decreases, by a factor of approximately 1 — s

in each generation. When s < 0, then as n becomeslarge so does

Gd —s)"=( +|s|)”.

It can then be shown from Equation 4 that as m becomeslarge, q, approaches the

limit |s|/(1 + 2|s|) as expected from the simple theory for a balanced polymor-

phism due to heterozygote advantage. The ultimate rate at which this equilibrium

is approachedis (1 + |s|)". This is the only case of the simple two-allele one-locus

model that can be solved completely.

4.2 Polymorphism when fitnesses are a function of the gene frequencies.

Suppose that genotypes 4A, Aa, and aa havefitnesses 1 + syp, 1 + 4(5,p + 524);

and 1 + s,q, respectively, with the gene frequency of A being p(=1 — q). Find the

gene-frequency equilibria for this system of selection, assuming random mating,

and determine their stability (Wright, 1955).

The frequencies of the three genotypesafter selection are

AA Aa aa

,l+s\p 2pq + pqg(syp + S24) 7 1+ s.q
R ° R ° R ?
 p

where

R=p?+5,p°> + 2pq 4+ s,p’¢ + 82 pq? +97 + 529°

=l+s,p(p+q)+g7(p+q=1+5,p* + 52q’.

The new frequency of gene A is given by

 

, Pe + syp) + pq + 4pq(sip + 524) \
Pp —_ R 9 ( )
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so that the change in gene frequency over one generationis

, 1 2 3 Lyw2 1 2 3 2
Ap = p'— p=2 (Pp + S1P° + PG + 3P G81 + 2P9'S2 — P— SP” — S2 Pq’),

which reduces to

S;P — S2q

14+ s,;p? +5s)q’
 Ap = 3pq (2)

(Note that p* — p + pq = —pq + pg = 0.)

Equation 2 is, apart from a factor 4, equivalent to the equation for Ap obtained

with constant fitnesses 1 — s, 1, and 1 —t for the genotypes AA, Aa, and aa (see

Equation 4.8), replacing s by —s, and t by —s,. Thus we cansay that apart from the

trivial equilibriap = 0 andq = 1 (alla), andp = 1 andq = 0 (all A), the intermediate

equilibrium

S2
 p= (3)$y +585

is stable provided both s, and s, are negative. In this case we have a balanced

polymorphism although the heterozygote is never fitter than both homozygotes. In

fact, the fitness of the heterozygote is always exactly halfway between those of the

two homozygotes. When s, and s, <0, the heterozygote is alwaysfitter than the

more common homozygoteif either A or a is rare. The rarer gene is then always

favored over the commonallele.

4.3 Approximate number of generations needed for a given gene-frequency change.

Assuming genotypes AA, Aa, and aa havefitnesses 1 — s, 1, and 1 —t find the

approximate number of generations, n, needed to change the frequency of gene A

from Po to p,.

From Equation 4.8 the change in p in one generation is given by

tq — Sp

L—sp?— iq?’ (1)Ap = pq ta

If t and s are small enough that we can ignore terms in s* and t?, then from Equa-
tion 1, we can obtain as an approximation,

Ap = pq(tq — sp). (2)

Following an approach originally used by Haldane (1924, and later), we can ap-

proximate Equation 2 bythe differential equation

dp
on pq(tq — sp), (3)
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where n is the time measured in generations. This approximationis valid so long

as the change in p pergeneration is slow. Equation 3 can be solved by separating

variables to give

   

dp 1 1 (s +t)’-___yl 1, G0") “
pq(tq — sp) tp sq st(tq — sp)

and so by integration

Pn 1 t 2

[dn=n=[‘le-<+|ap. (5)
st(tq — sp)

This gives

1 1 s+t Pn
= |- log p+ — log q — —— log|tq — sp

t 5 st Po

1 Pn 1 Qn S+t td, — SPn
= — log — + —- log — — —— log} ——_——— (6)

f Po S§ do st {do — SPo   

for the approximate number of generations needed for the change from pp to p,,,

given these values. So long as py and p, are not near 0, | or t/(s + t), n as given by

Equation 6 depends mainly on s and f, increasing as they decrease. When —s =

t > 0, so that Aa is exactly intermediate in fitness between AA and aa, Equation 6

reduces to the simple form

1, p,(1 — Do)= log ehO 7
my OF Do(1 — Pa) 7)

Suppose that pp = | — p,, as might be the case if gene A is replacing a, with A

at a mutation-balance equilibrium at the beginning, and a at a similar equilibrium

at the end. Then Equation 7 becomes, approximately, ignoring terms in p¢ (for

small po),

2
n= —~ log Po. (8)

This represents, approximately, the number of generations needed for one gene to

replace another, which increases as s and py, decrease. If, for example, s = 0.01 and

Po ~ 1/1000 then x is approximately 1400.

When both s and t > 0, an equilibrium p, = t/(s + t) is reached asymptotically.

Equation 6 can then berecast into the form

Pn—Pe

Po — Pe

  
1 /1 1 1

n= — log 2" + — log 2 — log ————
S+l Pe Po Ge qo Pede   
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4.4. The three-allele polymorphism.

Let the six genotypes formed by three alleles at one locus have fitnesses as

follows:

fitness of AA =a

SS =b

CC=c

SC =f

AC =g

AS =h

Assuming random mating find the condition for C to increase in frequency given

that A and S are being maintained polymorphic by heterozygote advantage (see

Table 4.7).

Assumealleles A, S, and C have frequencies p,, p,, and p3, respectively. The

frequency of C after one generation of random mating is

 

yi, = Pa Pag + PsPaf + 3 c. (1)

where

R = apt + bps + cp; + 2hp,p2 + 29p1P3 + 2fP2 D3. (2)

(Note that the frequency of genotype AC, for example, is 2p,p;, its fitness is

g, and half the alleles it produces are C, hence the contribution p,p, g to p3;

similarly for p;p,f. The frequency of CC is p3, its fitness c, and all the alleles it

produces are C, hence the contribution p3c.) The frequencies of A and S in the

next generation are, similarly, given by

 

 

, _ Pid + pyprh + pyp3gr= 2 (3)

and

, _ Pa pyh + ppb + prpsf 4
P2 —_ R > ( )

where R is a normalizing factor such that

Pi + Po + p3 = 1.

In the absence of C, A and S would be at the polymorphic equilibrium given by

h—b h—a

Pho ath—b 4 h-a+h—b ©)
provided h > a, b (see Equation 4.4).
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Whenp; is very small

Py =p + O(p3), P2 =q + O(Ps), (6)

where 0(p;) means terms of the same orderas p,. If, assuming p; is small, we ignore

terms in p3 and higher powers of p,, then Equation 1 for p; becomes, approxi-

mately,

 

 

 

p3(pg + af)
P3 = 2 : J 3°? (7)

ap’ + 2pqgh + bq

where p and gq are as given in Equation 5.

Now

ap* + 2pgh + bq* = p(ap + hq) + q(hp + bq)
h* — ab
— 8
h-a+h-—b 8)

h? — ab
hq = hp bg = ——————_. .since ap + nq np + bq hoadthaob

Equation 7 can therefore be written in the form

D3 _ hg —af+fh — bg (9)

D3 h* —ab

Thus p3; > p3, and so C increases in frequency provided that

hg —af+fh— bg
1

h* — ab °

or

hg —af+fh—bg+ab—h*?>0

or

F+G—C>0O, (10)

where F = hg — af, G =fh — bg, C = h? — ab as given in Table 4.7. The conditions

for S to increase in the presence of A and C, and for A to increase in the presence of

C and S are, similarly,

F+H-B>0 (11)

and

G+H-—A>0O, (12)

respectively (Haldane, 1957; Bodmerand Parson, 1960). In each case the condition

for either 4 and C or S and C to be able to coexist in a balanced polymorphism

must be satisfied. These are, respectively B > 0 and A > 0.
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If whenever two of the alleles coexist in a population the third will increase in

frequency when introduced, then the only possible stable equilibrium state is an

‘internal’? one, namely with none ofp,, p,, and p; equalto zero. It can, in fact, be

shownthatthis is also a necessary condition for a stable internal equilibrium, lead-

ing from Equations 10, 11, 12, and the conditions A, B, C > 0, to the conditions

given in Table 4.7.

The equations for the equilibrium frequencies can be obtained as follows. Equa-

tion 1, for p,, can be rewritten in the form

, _ 9P1 +fp2 + cps3
D3 = P3 R ? (13)

and R can be expressed in the form

R= pi(ap, + hp2 + gps) + palhp, + bp2 + fps) + ps(gp1 + fo2 + cp3). (14)

The equilibrium condition p; = p3 leads from Equation 13 to the equation

R= gp, + fp2 + cps.
Extending the argument similarly to p, and p, leads to the equilibrium equation

R= ap, + hp, + gp3 = hp, + bp. + fos = 9p, + fp. + cp3. (15)

It can readily be shown that the equilibrium values given in Table 4.7 satisfy
Equation 15 (Mandel, 1959).

4.5. Selectively balanced polymorphisms for an X-linked gene.

Assumingthe selective scheme for an X-linked gene given on page 171 show that
the condition for gene X to increase in frequency, whenitis rare is

(1 —a(1 —m) <1

(Haldane and Jayakar, 1965).

Let the frequencies of X and X’ in adult females be P and Q and in males p and
q. Assuming random mating, the frequencies of genotypes XX, XX’, and X’X’
amongfemale offspring beforeselection are, respectively, Pp, Pg + Op, and Qg. The
gene frequency of X in the next generation of females, after selection, is therefore

) (1 — s)Pp + 3(Pq + Qp) _
(1 —s)Pp + (Pq + Qp) + (1 -—1)Qq

The frequencies of male offspring X and X’ before selection are simply P and Q, so
that the new frequency of X in malesis

— Q. (1)

, (1 + m)P _

(1+m)P+(1—m)o >
 p 1—q’. (2)
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If we let u, = p/q and u, = P/Q then Equations | and 2 can be rewritten in the form

(1 — s)uyu, + 4(uy + U2)
 

 

 

M2 = 1—t+3(u,+u) (3)

, i+m
uy, = i_m U2. (4)

Note that

0’ = (Pq + Qp)+(l=)Oq
(l—s)Pp+Pq+Qp+(1 — t)Qq

so that |

P’ (1—s)Pp + 34(Pq + Qp)

Q’ (1—1)0q +4(Pq + Op)

which may be reduced to Equation 3 by dividing the top and bottom ofthe right-

hand side by Qq. Similarly,

 

 

y= = m0
(1+ m)P+(1—m)Q’

and so

p_itmP

q 1-mQ

If X is rare, then P and p andthusalso wu, and uw, are small. Ignoring terms of order

u?, uz, and u,u,, Equation 3 becomes

1
u,= Wp (u, + Up). (5)

Combining Equations 4 and 5 gives

 

Wx 1 (u + uh) = us 4 1 iLl+m

2=7qHY a) Wd —H1—-m-”?

or

21 — t)(1 — mu, — CU — mu, — (1 + mu, = 0. (6)

Equation 6 is a linear difference equation of the second order that can be solved by

trying to fit solutions of the form

uy = constant x 4”. (7)

The exponent A must satisfy the quadratic equation

x1 — (1 — m2 -—(1 —m)A—(1 +m) = 0. (8)
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(Substitute uj = constant x4"*?, wu = constant xA"*! and u, = constant x 4” into

Equation 6 and cancel out 4”.)

The solutions of Equation 8 are

 

_(L-=m)+./(1— m)? + 81 — (1 — m)
7 4(1 — t)(1 — m)
 Ay (9a)

 

 

_(d-m)- Jd — m)* + 80 — (1 — m?)
A> 4(1 — t)(1 — m) (9b)

where 4, > A, (Edwards, 1961). The frequency of X will increase provided u, (and

thus also u,) increases, which will be true if 4, > 1. It can be shown with little

algebraic manipulation that this condition is satisfied if

(1—)(1 —m) <1. (10)

In fact,

 

A, >1if./( —m)? +80 —)0 —m)> 401 —-)1 —m—-(—m);

that is

(1 — m)* + 8(1 — (1 — m’) > (1 — m3 - 41)’;

that is,

8(1 — (1 + m) — (1 — m)[8 + 162? — 241] > 0,

which reduces to (—mt+m+1t)(1—1t)>0, and so —mt+m+t>0, which is

equivalent to Equation 10. In a similar way it can be shown that X’ increases

provided

(1 —s)(1 +m) <1. (11)

Provided both Equations 10 and 11 hold, if a stable equilibrium exists it must be
such that neither X nor X’ are absent. As indicated on page 171 it can, in fact, be
shown that Equations 10 and 11 are both necessary and sufficient conditions for

the existence of a nontrivial balanced polymorphism for an X-linked gene.



Polymorphisms for

Blood Groups,

Transplantation Antigens,

and Serum Proteins:

Incompatibility Selection

5.1 Polymorphisms of Blood Components

In this chapter, we shall discuss in detail four human polymorphic systems that

are among those which have been most widely studied and which havegreat practi-

cal importance. They are the ABO and Rhred-blood-cell groups, the HL-A tissue

antigens and the Gm groups found on antibody molecules. These are all detected

in or on the various components of the blood through the use of serological tech-

niques (antibody-antigen reactions which will be discussed in the next section).

Three of them at least (ABO, Rh, HL-A) maybe associated with a special form of

selection connected with fetal-maternal incompatibility that, for Rh and ABO,is

the cause of hemolytic disease of the newborn.

Blood is the most readily available of humantissues and so, not surprisingly, has

been studied most intensively from a genetic point of view. As a result many ofthe

best-known polymorphisms pertain to blood components (see Chapter 4). There

is, however, no a priori reason for expecting that blood components-should be more

polymorphic than components of othertissues.

More than a dozen red-blood-cell polymorphisms have been described (see Race

and Sanger, 1968), starting with the ABO system discovered by Landsteiner in

1900. By far, the most intensively studied of these are the ABO and Rhsystems.
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Both are of great clinical importance, the ABO system in blood transfusion and
the Rh with respect to hemolytic disease of the newborn. Thesolution to the prob-
lem of organ transplantation in man dependsto a considerable extent on the under-
standing of the genetics of the differences between individuals that are responsible
for graft rejection. The recently described complex HL-A white-blood-cell polymor-
phism has been shownto be of major importance in matching for transplantation.
(see Histocompatibility Testing 1967, 1970). The last of the polymorphismsweshall
discuss, the Gm system, brings about differences with respect to the antibody mole-
cules. Thoughit has not yet been shownto have any majorclinical significance, this
polymorphism has contributed very substantially to the understanding of the gene-
tic control of antibody structure.

5.2 Antigens and Antibodies

Whenthe bodyis challenged with a foreign substance, which may be a virus, a
bacterium, a purified chemical substance, or someoneelse’s blood cells, it responds
by manufacturing antibodies. The antibodies are protein molecules that have the
capacity to bind specifically to the foreign substance, or antigen, that elicited their
production. The antibody molecules are mostly present in serum, which is the fluid
componentofthe blood. Serum is actually the supernatantfluid obtained by letting
fresh blood clot and then centrifuging to removethe clotted red cells and any other
remaining unclotted cells. Serum contains many important proteins which are
polymorphic, including the antibody molecules themselves. Antibodies are made
mainly by the lymphocytes, which are one of the two major types of whitecells in
the blood. :

The combination of antibody with invading organism enhancesthe body’s ability
to destroy bacteria, viruses, and other infectious pathogenic agents. The antibody
response is thus a most important mechanism for protection against infectious
diseases. It is, however, also the response that may eventually giverise to hemolytic
disease of the newbornif a motheris “‘ challenged” with the foreign antigen of her
fetus. Blood-transfusion reactions and the rejection of organ transplants are also
due to the production of antibodies in response to a challenge from foreign cells
or tissues.

An essential feature of the immune response, as the production of antibodies
is sometimes called, is that it only happens following a challenge with a foreign
substance. Foreign must here be defined as something not found within the
individual being challenged. An immuneresponse thus implies the ability to re-
cognize se/f, namely not to make antibodies against substances found in oneself.
The mechanisms responsible for this are not known.It is however, sometimes
possible to “trick ’’ an individualinto “ thinking” a foreign substanceis not foreign
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by, for example, challenging the individual with it at a very early age, before the

immuneresponseis fully developed. The individual will then not subsequently form

antibodies to the corresponding substance andis said to have developed tolerance

to it.

There is an enormous variety of antigens, essentially unlimited, to which an

individual can respond with specific antibodies. The numberof different antibodies

that can be produced by a single individual must therefore be in the thousands at

least, and is probably in the tens or hundreds of thousands. As the primary struc-

ture, or amino-acid sequence, of a protein determinesits shape, each of these many

antibodies having the capacity to bindspecifically with some substance must have a

different amino-acid sequence. It is not known whether the genetic information

for the very large variety of antibody molecules exists as such in the germ line, or

whetherthe information is produced by somatic mutation or recombination during

the development and differentiation of the antibody-producing cells. The mole-

cular mechanism of the immuneresponse to foreign substances remains one of the

most tantalizing problems of molecular biology.

The specificity of the antibody-antigen reaction has proved to be a very useful

technique for the detection ofpolymorphic differences.

Specificity of the antibody-antigen reactionis, in fact, used for distinguishing the

phenotypesin all of the four polymorphismsdiscussed in this chapter. The reaction

of an antibody withits specific antigen can be detected in a variety of ways. Perhaps

the simplest reaction is that called agglutination, which takes place when the antigen

is on the surface of a cell. Agglutination is simply the formation of clumpsofcells

held together by antibody molecules attached to the antigens on the cell surface.

For example, an antibody specific for the A antigen of the ABO red-cell system,

often called anti-A, will clump or agglutinate A and ABcells but not B or O cells.

Anti-B will agglutinate B and ABcells but not O or A cells (see Figure 5.1). Some-

times the attachment of antibody to cell surfaces is detected by the fact that, in the

presence of a series of proteins from the serum called complement, the attached

antibody causesthe cell to be burst open and destroyed. Cells that do not have any

antibody attached to their surface will not be affected by complement.

The antibodies used for the detection of human red-blood-cell groups and other

antigenic polymorphisms(except for ABO,for which there exist natural antibodies)

mostly come from people who have had several blood transfusions or from mothers

who have madeantibodies to the antigens oftheir offspring. In some cases antibodies

have been made by immunizing volunteers with blood from a specifically chosen

donor. The donoris chosen to have the antigen against which antibody is to be

made, say Rh(+), while the recipient, of course, must not have this antigen, in

this example must be Rh(—).
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Cells

 
FIGURE 5.1

Reaction pattern of anti-A and anti-B with A, B, AB,

and O cells. (From Hardin, 1966.)

The amount of antibody activity in a serum is measured by the highest dilution at
which there is still a reaction with the specific antigen. This dilution is called the
serum’stiter.

Usually the serum is tested systematically at a series of 1 in 2 or 1 in 10 dilutions
and the highest dilutionstill reacting noted. The antibody titer reached in reaction
to an antigenic stimulus depends on the antigen, the amount used to stimulate, and
also, to some extent, on the capacity of the individual to react. It has been shown,
at least in mice, that there may be genetic differences with respect to the ability to
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react to a given antigen, and the same may be expected to be true in human popula-

tions. If an individual is again challenged, after an interval of time, with the same

antigen, his response is usually more rapid, and the resulting antibody titer ap-

preciably higher. This is often true even whenthe second stimulusis given after the

individual no longer has any detectable antibody in his serum (see Figure 5.2).
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FIGURE 5.2

Schematic illustration of the time course of the primary and

secondary responses to an antigenic stimulus.

This so-called secondary response shows that an individual’s immune system,

‘‘remembers”’ a previous antigenic challenge and so responds much more quickly

the second time. This is the basis for the efficiency of vaccination, which is the

equivalent of a primary antigenic stimulus, challenge with the disease itself being

the secondary stimulus. As weshall see later when discussing hemolytic disease of

the newborn, this characteristic of the immune responseis the main reason why so

few of the babies that suffer from hemolytic disease of the newbornare firstborn

offspring.

5.3 Rhesus Blood Groups and
Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn

A simple case report by Levine and Stetson in 1939 of an unusual complication

during childbirth, paved the way toward an understanding of the basis for hemo-

lytic disease of the newborn, in which the infant’s red-blood-cells are destroyed.

Their discovery represents one of the most important contributions of genetics to

clinical practice.

A woman whose second pregnancy terminated with

a

stillbirth reacted severely

to transfusion with her husband’s blood. It was found that she had an antibody in
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her serum that agglutinated her husband’s blood cells and in fact agglutinated
ted-blood-cells from about 85 percent of a random sample ofAmerican Caucasians.
The reactions of the antibody showed nocorrelation with the then-known blood
groups, ABO, MN,and P. Levine and Stetson correctly hypothesized that the anti-
body had been formed, during pregnancy, in reaction to the paternal antigen
carried by the fetus, which was, of course, absent in the mother, and that the anti-
body wasresponsible for the destruction of fetal tissue, leading to stillbirth. In the
following year, 1940, Landsteiner and Wiener reported the discovery of an antibody,
produced by immunizing rabbits with blood from the rhesus monkey, that also
reacted with the blood of about 85 percent of the human population and was not
related to the ABO, MN,or P systems. They called this antibody anti-Rh, Rh
standing for rhesus. It was soon discovered that the antibody described by Levine
and Stetson had essentially the same specificity as anti-Rh and that manycases of
hemolytic disease of the newborn could beattributed to its activity. People who
react to this antibody are called Rh-positive and those who do not Rh-negative.
The Rh(+), Rh(—) difference is inherited as a simple dominant determined by
alleles D and d; genotypes DD and Dd are Rh(+) and ddis Rh(—). Many other
specificities have subsequently been found that belong to the rhesus system, but
the difference first described remains the oneofgreatest significance for hemolytic
disease of the newborn—accounting for about 90 percent of the observed cases of
this disease. The complex genetics of this system will be reviewedlaterin this chapter.
Only the Rh(+) and Rh(—) difference just described really needs to be taken into
account in discussing the selective consequences associated with hemolytic disease
of the newborn.

Hemolytic disease of the newbornis effectively selection against heterozygotes.

Only matings in which the mother is Rh(—) and the father Rh(+) are at risk
with respect to hemolytic disease of the newborn. In terms of genotypes, there are
two such matings dd x 3 Dd and Qdd x 3 DD. Thefirst produces 4Dd and 4dd
offspring, of which the dd, being Rh(—), are not affected and also do not immunize
the mother. The second mating produces only Dd offspring, which are all Rh( +)
and so potentially at risk. Since affected children from either type of mating are
always heterozygotes Dd, the “‘incompatibility”’ selection is directed against that
fraction of the heterozygotes that comes from dd, Rh(—) mothers. The proportion
of heterozygotesat risk clearly depends on the population frequency of the D and d
genes. Thus,if, for example,

d

is very rare, it will occur mostly in heterozygotes Dd.
Since there are then almost no dd homozygotes, incompatibility selection against
Dd is negligible. If, on the other hand, D werevery rare, approximately half of the
matings involving D would be dd x Dd, and about half of the individuals carrying
the D gene would beat risk with respect to incompatibility selection. Thus, in the
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absence of otherselective forces, the d gene would be neutral when introduced into

a predominantly D population, but D would be selected against if introduced into

a predominantly d population.

Only a small proportion of heterozygotes Dd at risk are affected by hemolytic

disease of the newborn.

Assuming the Hardy-Weinberg law applies, the frequency g of gene

d

isthe square

root of the genotype frequency of dd, so that approximately g = (0.15)*/? = 0.39.

The expected frequencies of the genotypes DD and Dd are therefore p” = 0.37 and

2pq = 0.48,respectively, as given in Chapter2. Assuming random mating,the total

proportion of Dd offspring coming from dd x DD or dd x Dd matingsis

g? x p> +q7 x 2pgx 4 =Q?P(pt+q)=9(1 —4) (5.1)

which gives 9.15 percent when q = 0.39. This would therefore be the expected pro-

portion of conceptions giving rise to hemolytic disease of the newborn if all Dd

heterozygotes at risk—that is, with Rh(—) mothers—were affected. The observed

frequency of hemolytic disease of the newborn in Caucasian populations until

recently was about one per 150births, indicating that only a fraction 1/150 + 0.0915,

or about 6 percent, of Dd heterozygotes at risk actually contract the disease. In the

absence of preventive therapy, a large proportion, perhaps as many as 75 percent,

of affected infants die (see Ceppellini, 1952; and P. Levine, 1958).

Only about 5 percent of offspring with hemolytic disease are first born and 40-50

percent offirst appearances of hemolytic disease in a family occur at the third or

later births.

This suggests that, on the average, more stimuli than those from one Rh(+)

fetus are needed to produce enough antibody to give rise to clinically observable

disease. Some data on the relative probabilities of Rh(—) mothers havinga first-

affected child as a function of birth order are shown in Figure 5.3. Once an Rh(—)

mother has had an affected offspring, the chances of subsequent Rh(+) offspring

being affected are very high. They are usually, moreover, affected more severely.

This is expected from the principle of the secondary response to an antigenic

stimulus. The fact that on average only half the offspring of a dd x Dd mating are

potentially able to sensitize the mother means that incompatibility selection

against offspring from these matingsis likely to be less severe than that against off-

spring from the dd x DD mating. Selection against Dd heterozygotes in dd x Dd

matingsis lessenedstill further by the fact that the average interval between births

of Dd children is approximately twice the normalbirth interval, thus presumably
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FIGURE 5.3

Relation between birth order (abscissa) and the probability of
first observation of Rh hemolytic disease in a family (ordinate).
Data of Morganti and Beolchini are plotted by the solid line;
those of Van Loghem bythe dashed line. (From R. Ceppellini,
1952.)

minimizing the chances of a secondary antibody response. The expected proportion
of secondborn offspring that are the second of two Rh(+) offspring of Rh(—)
mothersis

q’p’ + 4q°(2pq) = pq*(p + 4q)
(from 2 dd x 3 DD) (from 2 dd x 3 Dd)

since the probability that the first two offspring of a mating 9 dd x § Dd are
both Ddis 4, while all offspring ofthe mating 9 ddx 3 DDare Dd. When g = 0.39
this proportion is 0.074, which is still much higher than the observed proportion,
about one percent, of offspring with hemolytic disease among the secondborn. The
variability in the birth order of a first-affected child in a family and the small
proportion ofoffspring at risk that are affected indicate that there must be factors
other than the rhesus difference between mother and offspring that contribute to
determining whetherthereis a significant antigenic stimulus. This problem will be
discussed further when weconsiderthe interaction between the rhesus and the ABO
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systems. As might be expected, there is a reasonable correlation between thetiter

of antibody in the mother and the severity of the disease. (See Mollison, 1967, fora

review of hemolytic disease of the newborn.) The correlation is, however, not

absolute, and the detection of the appropriate antibody may be a matter of tech-

nique, since some cases of severe disease are known in which the titer before birth

is quite low or negligible. The population incidence of the disease also depends on

average family size. The larger average family size prevailing in the less industrial

societies that have high infant mortality rates predisposes to a higher rate of

hemolytic disease of the newborn than the current small family sizes of western

industrialized societies.

Precise estimates of death rates from hemolytic disease of the newborn are hard to

obtain for at least three reasons.

First, a number of early abortions may be unnoticed. Second, as most data are

obtained from hospital records,they are likely to be biased by an overrepresentation

of severe cases. Last, modern medical practice has ameliorated the effects of the

disease to such an extent, that present estimates of death rates bear norelation to

those which must have operated during most of the time that the Rh genes have

been segregating in human populations. This is well illustrated by the fact that

Levine and co-workers in 1941 reported 18 out of 24, or 75 percentof cases of

diagnosed hemolytic disease as leading tostillbirths, abortions, or neonatal deaths.

Bentley Glass in 1950 (see also Glass, 1949) reported 54 percent of 119 cases diag-

nosed between 1945 and 1947 asfatal but only 33 percent fatality among diagnosed

cases at the time of his writing, whereas Walker and Murray in 1956 report only

12—15 percent fatality from hemolytic disease of the newborn. The chance that a

Dd heterozygote at risk will die is thus reduced to less than 1 percent since, as

discussed before, less than 10 percent of heterozygotes at risk are affected. These

figures are subject to additional fluctuations due to inadvertent transfusion of

Rh(+) blood to Rh(—) mothers in ignorance of the rhesus blood groups. Such

transfusions greatly increase the risk of hemolytic disease. Thus, Levine and Waller

reported in 1946 that 50 out of 66 mothers whosefirstborn children had hemolytic

disease, had received previous blood transfusions, whereas no more than 1-2 per

cent of a random sample of the population, at that time, had received transfusions.

Incompatibility selection against heterozygotes in the absence of other balancing

forces gives rise to an unstable equilibrium.

Assuming that about 5 percent of Dd heterozygotesat risk actually die of hemo-

lytic disease of the newborn, from Equation 5.1 we see that incompatibility selection

causes a loss of about 0.05q7(1 — g) Dd heterozygotes, and thus half this many d or

D genes. Ignoring, for simplicity, the difference between 9 dd x g Ddand ¢ dd x

& DD matings and assuming that the Hardy-Weinberg law holds, the change in

q (the frequency of d), is given approximately by
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, 4-4 0.05q7(1 — q)
tT —0.05q2(1 — q)
 

Or

hg <q) qnSe= Ma =)
1 —0.05q2(1 — q) *
 (5.2)

The normalizing factor needed to make p’ + q' =1 is 1 — 0.05¢*(1 — q) since p
and g are each reduced by an amount 4 x 0.05¢7(1 —q). This equation gives
Aq = 0 when g = 0, 1, or 4. Since Ag is negative when q <4 and positive when
q > 4,q always moves awayfrom the value 3 and sog = 4 is an unstable equilibrium
(see Chapter 4 for a discussion on stability). Thus under these assumptions, when
the frequencyof d is greater than 0.5 it will tend to increase to 1 and whenitis less
than 0.5 it will decrease to 0. In the absence of counterbalancing selection, the
situation is unstable and the d gene would probably be eliminated from most human
populations. It can be shownthatthisis still true for more realistic and complicated
models, which take into account differences in incompatibility selection between
the two relevant types of matings (see Example 5.1).

Rh(—) mothers may balance their incompatibility losses by an excess fertility.

Haldane in 1942 suggested that the present D and d frequencies in human

populations could be explained byrelatively recent admixture of populations that

contained only D or only d genes. Others have suggested that mutation-selection

balance could be the explanation. This would, however, clearly require unusually

high mutation rates for the D and d alleles, especially in view of the considerable

differences in the frequency of d in different populations. Fisher and others (1944),

on the other hand, have suggested that Rh( — ) mothers might compensateforthe loss

of Rh(+) children through hemolytic disease by an increase in their fertility. Such

‘“compensation”’ has already been discussed briefly in relation to the population

genetics of the sickle-cell trait. Data on fertility of Rh(+) and Rh(—) women

obtained by Bentley Glass (1950) in Baltimore, Maryland, are shown in Table 5.1.

For both blacks and whites, sensitized Rh(—) women, that is, women who have

produced anti-Rh antibody, had significantly higher mean numbersof pregnancies

and of living children than their nonsensitized Rh(—) counterparts. The mean

numberof live births per Rh(+) black woman was, however, significantly higher

than that of Rh(—) black women, 2.4 compared to 2.2. In the white group, on the

other hand, the mean numberof living children per Rh(—) woman exceededthat

per Rh(+) woman, 1.45 compared to 1.38. Though these data have been criticized

as possibly coming from a biased sample, they do suggest the existence of some

compensation, possibly overcompensation, in whites for loss of Dd heterozygotes

due to hemolytic disease.
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TABLE 5.1

Mean Numbers of Pregnancies and Living Children of Rh-positive

and Rh-negative Women (with Standard Errors or Means)

 

Mean Number of

 

 

 

Mean Number Living Children

Group Observed of Pregnancies (Per Woman)

Whites t= 4.65, P< 0.001 t = 3.05, P< 0.01

Rh+ 1.777 + 0.017 1.378 + 0.016

Rh-—: total 1.908 + 0.023 1.454 -+ 0.020

nonsensitized 1.83 1.43

sensitized 2.46 1.62

Blacks t= 1.35, 0.10 < P< 0.20 t= 2.41, 0.01 << P< 0.02

Rh+ 2.865 — 0.048 2.412 + 0.042

Rh-—-: total 2.725 + 0.085 2.195 + 0.074

nonsensitized 2.61 2.11

sensitized 3.6 2.92

 

Source: From Glass (1950).

In acareful study ofchild-spacing followingstillbirth and infant death, Newcombe

and Rhynas (1962) found, in general, a slightly, increased number of pregnancies

within the first year following a stillbirth but this tendency was not evident for

subsequent years. Their data were, unfortunately, woefully inadequate to detect

compensation specifically with respect to Rh hemolytic disease, but their approach

is certainly one to be recommended.

Incompatibility selection can, in principle, be balanced by overcompensation by

Rh(—) mothers, giving rise to a stable polymorphism.

Simple models for Rh incompatibility selection can be constructed that allow for

fertility compensation by Rh(—) mothers in the matings 2 dd x 3 Dd and & dd x

$ DD. Parameters k, / andf are used to define the combination of incompatibility

selection and fertility compensation as follows (see Example 5.1). It is assumed that

the mating 2 dd x 3 DD produces | — k Ddoffspring (relative to 1 in the absence

of any selective effect) and that 2 dd x 3 Dd produces 4(1 —1)f Dd and $fdd.

If k > 0, then incompatibility selection prevails in the mating 2 dd x § DD; while

if k = 0, there is exact compensation for the incompatibility loss; and if k < 0, there

is overcompensation. For the mating 2 dd x g Dd, ] measures incompatibility

selection against Dd andf measuresthefertility compensation. Whenf(1 — /) < 1,

incompatibility selection prevails in this mating; when f(1 — /) = 1, there is exact

compensation; while whenf(1 — /) > 1, there is overcompensation.It can be shown,

using this model and ignoring any other potential selective differences, that a stable

polymorphism can only exist if there is overcompensation in at least one of the

two relevant matings (k < 0 and/orf(1 — /) > 1). When there is overcompensation
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in both matings a stable polymorphism with both alleles present always can exist,

while when k > 0 and f(1 — /) < 1, a stable polymorphism can neverexist.

Asdiscussed earlier, it seems that in general, following sensitization of an Rh(—)

mother, each subsequent Rh(+) offspring will be subject to increasingly severe

hemolytic disease of the newborn. This seriously limits the opportunities for over-

compensation, especially in the mating 2 dd x § DD. Numerical calculationsindi-

cate, in any case, that no reasonable values of k, /, and f lead to stable equilibria

in the observed range of d gene frequencies. Thus, in spite of the inevitable over-

simplification, the model clearly does indicate that, if the Rh polymorphism were

stable, forces other than incompatibility selection and compensation would have to

be operating (Feldmanet al., 1969).

In the absence offorces other than the incompatibility selection the frequency of

d would decrease.

The rate of decrease would depend, of course, on the amount of incompatibility

selection. As already indicated, modern medical practice has changed enormously

the magnitude of incompatibility selection against Dd Rh(+) heterozygotes in

developed industrialized societies. The present distribution of D and d must, of

course, have been molded under very different conditions. Perhapsit is not yet too

late to obtain reliable information on the magnitude of incompatibility selection

due to Rh hemolytic disease in primitive populations not yet affected by modern

hygiene and medical practice. Some curvesillustrating the decrease in the frequency

of d from aninitial value of 0.4 due to incompatibility selection, for reasonable

values of k and /, are shownin Figure 5.4. In all cases d disappears and D increases
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Changein the frequencies of rhesus alleles d (lower half of the figure) and D (upper half)

with various values of the incompatibility selective coefficients k and /. Genotypes DD and
Dd are Rh(+) and dd is Rh(—). The coefficient k measures selection against Ddin 9 dd x

g$DD matings, / measures selection in 9° dd x 3g Dd matings. Selection is absent when k and

/ are zero. in all cases an initial frequency of 0.4 for dis assumed.
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to 1. The rate of change depends on the magnitude of the incompatibility selection

coefficients. Values of k = 0.05 and / = 0.025, probably present the mostrealistic

situation.

A prophylactic methodfor preventing Rh immunization has recently been tried out.

Purified anti-Rh(+) antibody is injected, in relatively large amounts, into Rh(—)

motherswithin 72 hours after delivery of an Rh(+) baby. It appears that the coating

of the fetal Rh(+) red cells, which have passed into the mother’s blood stream

during delivery, by the passively administered antibody will prevent them from

actively immunizing the mother. In two different clinical trials none out of 75

‘* protected ’’ mothers developed an antibody, while 16 out of 88 controls did develop

immune Rh(+) antibodies. (See McConnell, 1966, for a review of this method; see

also Freda and Gorman, 1966.) If generally applicable, this technique could in

principle eliminate almost completely the problem of hemolytic disease of the new-

born, leaving the d geneto the fate of selective forces other than incompatibility.

Its successful application depends, of course, on the availability of adequate

amounts of anti-Rh(+) antibody to treat prophylactically large numbers of Rh(—)

mothers. One calculation suggests that 50-200 liters of serum would be needed per

year for just the population of the United Kingdom. This serum is, of course, very

precious. It may be obtained from Rh(—) individuals (or mothers) who have been

immunized inadvertently by transfusion of Rh(+) blood (or Rh(+) offspring) or

by planned immunization.

These protection studies verify, incidentally, that leakage of fetal blood into the

maternal circulation during delivery is the major source of immunization. Small-

scale transplacental leakage of fetal blood into the maternal circulation during

pregnancyis the second route of immunization; it probably brings about fewer than

half of the cases of primary Rhsensitization. Both of these mechanismsare likely

to be influenced by chance accidents during delivery or pregnancy, which might

account, at least in part, for the variability with which infants at risk are actually

affected by hemolytic disease of the newborn.

Heterozygote advantage in some form, independent of incompatibility selection,

may be an important factor in maintaining the Rh polymorphism.

It seems unlikely that mutation pressure could be as high as 10~°, which would

be the value needed to accountfor the high frequency of Din Caucasian populations

on the assumption that D is maintained at equilibrium by a balance of mutation and

selection. This and other similar considerations indicate that selective factors other

than those directly connected with incompatibility selection were most probably the

cause for the increase of the D ord alleles in different human populations. We have
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already indicated that when D is common,thereis negligible incompatibility selec-

tion against d and so under these circumstances any intrinsic advantage of the

heterozygote Dd will usually be enoughto insure the increase of d. On the other

hand, when d is common and D rare, incompatibility selection against D must be

overcome, either by compensation or by heterozygote advantage or by both in

order for D to increase in frequency. These considerations alone suggest that D may

be the original allele and da new mutationthat has increased in frequency because

of an intrinsic advantage of the heterozygote Dd. We will come back to a considera-

tion of the evolution of the Rh polymorphism after we have discussed the complex

genetics of the antigens other than Rh(+) that are a part of this polymorphism.

5.4 ABO Blood Groups and Blood Transfusion

There are four main types of human individuals A, B, AB, and O, distinguished

by the antigens they have on their red bloodcells and also by the antibodiesin their

sera. The relationship between antigens, antibodies, and genotypesis indicatedin

Table 5.2 (see also Table 2.3). A peculiarity of the ABO system is that an individual

TABLE 5.2

ABO Blood Types, Antigens, Antibodies, and Genotypes
 

 

   

Blood Type Reaction to

Corresponding
to Antigens on Antibodies Genotype Anti-A and

Red Cells in Serum Anti-A Anti-B Anti-B

O anti-A and anti-B OO — — —

A anti-B AO or AA + — +

B anti-A BO or BB ~ + +

AB — AB + + +
 

has ‘‘naturally occurring’’ in his sera the antibodies corresponding to the antigens

other than those on his ownred cells. The basis for Landsteiner’s initial recognition

of the ABO system wasin fact the regular pattern of agglutination observed when

cells and serum from different normal individuals were mixed. Initially, owing to

the fact that AB is generally rare, he observed just three patterns of reaction, which

correspond to blood types O, A, and B.It is interesting to note that the recognition

by Bernstein (1924), of the genetic control of the ABO system by thethreealleles,

rather than by twoalleles at each of two loci, depended on ananalysis ofthe popula-

tion association between A and B antigens. Family data had yielded equivocal

results because of appreciable misclassification of the ABO types. Bernstein, how-

ever, recognized that the A and B antigens weresignificantly negatively correlated in
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population data and that this could only be explained reasonably if A, B, and O

were controlled by three alleles at a single locus, a hypothesis amply confirmed by

subsequent family studies (see Example 5.4). We shall see later how the analysis of

population associations has greatly helped the initial determination of the genetic

control of antigens on human white blood cells.

Blood-transfusion reactionsare generally caused by the agglutination and destruc-

tion of donorred cells by antibodies in the recipient. Antibodies in the donor do

not, in general, seem to be of muchsignificance in transfusion probably because the

amount of blood transfused is small relative to the total blood volumeoftherecipi-

ent and thus the donorantibodies are diluted out. Following this rule, O type blood

can usually be transfused without harmful consequencesinto all ABO types and AB

individuals can generally receive blood of any type. For this reason, O is sometimes

referred to as a “‘ universal donor” and AB asthe “ universal recipient.”’ It is, how-

ever, always best whenever possible to use a donor whose ABObloodtypeis the

sameas that ofthe recipient because ofthe occasionaleffects ofthe donor antibodies.

Nowadaysall transfusions are preceded by cross matching, namely the in vitro

testing of the compatibility of the bloods of donor andrecipient by mixing the serum

of each with the red cells of the other to determine the absence of agglutinating

reactions. Though ABOtypingis adequate in most cases, occasionally a donor has

blood-group antibodies for other systems (for example, the rhesus or Kell systems)

resulting either from immunization by a fetus or previous blood transfusions,

which could give rise to serious reactions. Any such antibodies directed against

an antigen on the recipient’s cells would be detected by the cross matchingtest.
They are, as indicated before, a major source of reagents for blood typing for

presently known blood groups and for the discovery of new antigens.

Blood type A is now knownto be subdivided into at least two subgroupscalled

A, and A,, so that there are six types O, A,, A,, B, A,B, and A,B. A, is deter-
mined byanallele A, dominant to A, (which determines antigen A.) and, ofcourse,
to O. Thus genotypes A,A4;, A,A,, A,O are all of type A,, and only genotypes
A,A, and A, O are of type A,. A, is in general a weak antigen andis recognized

by the use of an antibody that reacts with A, and A,B cells only. The frequency of

type A, is generally about one-third the frequency of A, in Caucasian populations.

A number of other blood groups are now also knownto be related to the ABO
system. The chemistry and genetics of these systems will be reviewed in a later
section.

5.5 ABO Blood Groups and Incompatibility Selection

The possible association between ABO blood groups and disease, especially

disease due to ABO incompatibility, has been a subject for some discussion since

the discovery of the ABO system. Thus Hirszfeld and Zborowskyin 1925 claimed
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to find a deficiency ofA offspringin2O x g Aascompared with3 O x 2A matings.

But their analysis was clouded by the then-prevailing incomplete understanding of

the genetic determination of the ABO bloodtypes, as is evidenced by the fact that

they also claimed an immune mechanism wasresponsible for the deficiency of AB

offspring in AB x O matings.

Following his discovery of the relation between hemolytic disease of the newborn

and the rhesus factor, P. Levine, in 1943, showed that parents of diseased offspring

were more often ABO compatible than incompatible. A mating is said to be com-

patible when the father does not have antigens that the mother lacks and to be

incompatible if the father does have antigens not present in the mother. A compat-

ible mating will not produce offspring that provide the opportunity for the produc-

tion of maternal antibodies by fetal-maternal stimulation. Subsequent workers have

confirmed the association between ABO and Rh,discovered by Levine in 1943, but

have found rare cases of hemolytic disease due only to ABO incompatibility (see,

for example, Levene and Rosenfield, 1961). Many claimsalso exist substantiating

Hirszfeld’s original observation of a deficiency of A types in 9 O x 3 A matings,

which is not specifically associated with clinically observable disease. In addition,

a numberofsignificant associations between the ABO blood groups and specific

diseases have been shownin recent years.

ABO incompatibility is sometimes a cause of hemolytic disease ofthe newborn.

Though long suspected, hemolytic disease of the newborn due to ABO incom-

patibility has only recently been firmly established. It is a rare disease, occurring in

about 0.1 percent of the newborn and seemsto be largely restricted to the combina-

tion of O mothers and A, or B fathers. The estimation of A, B, and O genefre-

quencies, which was discussed in Chapter 2, can easily be extended to include the

subdivision of A into A, and A,. Given A,, B, and O gene frequencies p,, g, and r,

respectively, the expected frequency of O mothers with 4A,O or BO offspring,

assuming random mating,is r*(p, + qg) since r? is the frequency of type O andp, and

q are the probabilities a gamete will be fertilized by gametes carrying A, or B genes,

respectively. As approximations, in Caucasian populations p, = 0.21, g = 0.07, and

r = 0.66, giving r7(p, + q) = 0.12. Thus, about 0.001/0.12 or only 0.8 percent of

offspring at risk with respect to ABO incompatibility develop hemolytic disease.

Hemolytic disease due to ABO incompatibility tends to be moreself-limiting and,

in marked contrast to the rhesus disease, frequently occurs amongfirstborn.It also

has an incidence and a severity that are only slightly correlated with parity. The

antibodies responsible for the ABO hemolytic disease are not the same as those in

normal, unimmunized individuals. They are the so-called *‘ immune,” low molecular-

weight antibodies, which apparently cross the placental barrier quite easily and

which are formed in response to a specific immune A or B stimulus, amounting
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effectively to a secondary antibody response. This, presumably explains why the

disease may often occur in the firstborn. Normal naturally occurring anti-A and

anti-B are thought to be the result of an early immunestimulus by food substances

or bacteria, many of which are knownto have antigens that cross-react with the

human A andB specificities.

ABO incompatibility strongly protects against Rh incompatibility.

Following Levine’s original observation in 1943, many workers have confirmed

the strongly protective effect of ABO incompatibility against Rh incompatibility.

From the definition of compatibility, the nine matings (female first) O x O, A x O,

B x O, AB x O, A x A, B x B, AB x A, AB x B, and AB x AB are compatible

while the seven matings O x A, O x B, O x AB, A x B, Bx A, A x AB and

B x AB are incompatible. Thus in, for example, a typical Caucasian population

assuming random mating,the expected frequency of incompatible matings can be

calculated to be about 34 percent. Frequencies of ABO incompatible matings

among those giving rise to Rh hemolytic disease, have been reported to be as lowas

15-20 percent, which is appreciably lower than expected for the general population.

Not all children of incompatible matings will be incompatible with their mother.

Thus an even larger discrepancy in the ABO incompatible mother-child combina-

tions giving rise to Rh hemolytic disease would be expected. The mean expected

total frequency of ABO incompatible mother-child combinations in Caucasian

populations is about 20 percent, which corresponds well with observations on

random samples of the population. The reported frequencies of ABO incompatible

combinations among Rh(—) mothersofinfants with hemolytic disease, range from

4—13 percent, the variation presumably reflecting differences in the details of preg-

nancy histories. The interaction of ABO incompatibility and Rh incompatibility

is also reflected in complementary differences between the ABO frequencies of

mothers, fathers and offspring of matings in which Rh(—) mothers have been

sensitized (that is, have produced antibody) as compared to matings in which the

Rh(—) mothers are not sensitized. Further direct confirmation of this interaction

comes from a study by Vos (1965), showingthat the frequency ofABO incompatible

matings is correlated with the anti-Rh titer. When this was 1 in 64 orless, the fre-

quency of ABO incompatible mother-child combinations was 26.5 percent, whereas

whenthe titer was greater than 1 in 1024 the frequency wasonly 4.27 percent. This

study also showed a parallel increase in the frequencyof stillbirths and neonatal

deaths, from one percentfor a titer of 1 in 64 and less, to 52 percent when thetiter

was greater than | in 1024.

A direct demonstration of the protective effect of ABO incompatibility against Rh

immunization comes from the work of K. Stern and co-workers (1956), who in-

jected ABO incompatible and ABO compatible Rh(+) blood into volunteer
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Rh(—) recipients. Of those receiving ABO compatible blood, 10 out of 17 formed

antibodies with a mediantiter of 1 in 128-256, whereas only 2 out of 22 of the group

receiving ABO incompatible blood formed antibodies with titers of 1 in 2 and 1 in 8.

The most likely mechanism for the interaction between ABO incompatibility and

Rh incompatibility is the destruction and elimination of fetal red cells that have

passed through the placental barrier into the circulation of ABO incompatible

mothers before they have a chance to immunize. The passage of fetal red cells

through the placenta during pregnancy mayto a large extent be determined by

minor accidental ruptures of the placental membrane.Thepresenceoffetal red cells

in the maternal circulation can be readily demonstrated. Considerable variations

in the incidence and severity of fetal-maternal antibody stimulation have been

found in the mouse using inbred lines with little or no residual genetic variation.

In this case the variable immunological stimulus must be attributable to nongenetic

factors.

Since the ABO and Rhloci are knownnot to beclosely linked, it is reasonable

to assumethat each Rh mating type defines a random sample of ABO matingtypes.

(Genetic associations due to close linkage will be discussed later in this chapter.)

The interaction between Rh and ABO incompatibilities should not, therefore,

significantly affect the evolution of the Rh system, when it is considered alone.

There is some evidence for significant fetal wastage due to ABO incompatibility

that is not related to hemolytic disease of the newborn.

Though hemolytic disease of the newborn dueto either Rh or ABO is an import-

ant medical problem,its total incidence is relatively small, probably less than one

percentofall births. Evidence for much moresignificant fetal wastage resulting from

ABO incompatibility has been presented by a number of workers. Following

Hirzsfeld’s original suggestion, Waterhouse and Hogben (1947) found a 20.6 per-

cent deficiency of A children in 2 O x g A as compared with 2 A x g§ O matings,

using data collected from various published papers. While their analysis was of

heterogeneous data and subject to some questions of interpretation, later studies

have, in part, confirmed that there is such a deficiency, thoughthereis still a great

deal of heterogeneity between different reports. An example of some conflicting

Japanese data is shown in Table 5.3. Thefirst report quoted in this table was based

on a study of the populations of two mining towns in Japan and showeda striking

effect of ABO incompatibility on overall fertility. The differential loss of incom-

patible genotypes amounted to more than 20 per cent and wasquite significant. Ina

later and more comprehensive study, also in Japan, no evidence was found for any

incompatibility selection. It seems possible (Matsunaga, personal communication)

that the earlier studies were subjected to biases avoided in the later study. Another

Japanese study (Haga, 1959) also showed an incompatibility effect that was much
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TABLE 5.3

Contrasting Data on the Fertility ofABO
Compatible and Incompatible Matings
 

ABO Compatible ABO Incompatible

 

MATSUNAGA AND ITOH (1958)

 

Numberof matings 812 617

Mean number of pregnancies 3.25 3.12
per mating

Proportion of childless 0.10 0.18
marriages

Mean numberofliving 2.6 2.2
children per mating

 

MATSUNAGAETAL.(1962)

 

Numberof matings 1389 1056

Mean number of pregnancies 3.19 3.14
per mating

Proportion of childless 0.030 0.032
marriages

Mean numberof living 2.59 2.57
children per mating

 

smaller than that of the first Japanese study, only 3 percent loss due to incompati-

bility selection. Thus, although earlier data showed very significant ABO incom-

patibility effects, later data from Japan and also from the United States have not

always shownsuchsignificanteffects.

One recent American study from New Yorkis based on a large sample of mothers

who were typed for ABO and Rh and for whom fetal deaths had been recorded

during a six-year period. The data were obtained by combining information from

birth certificates with blood-group data obtained by the New York City Health

Department (see Cohen and Sayre, 1968). The fetal death index (ratio of fetal deaths

after less than 20 weeks gestation to live births, expressed in percent) for white

mothers of all ages was significantly higher if they were O than if they were not

(ratio of O to non-O index, 1.14, P < 0.0001). This is expected if there is incom-

patibility selection, since O mothers will much more often carry incompatible

fetuses than mothers of other blood types. Morton, Krieger, and Mi (1966), in a

recent study of a mixed Brazilian population with high fecundity and high infant

mortality, found significant deficiencies associated with A, incompatibility but not

with A, or B. Thus while there is no doubtof the validity of some of the reported

significant effects of ABO incompatibility selection, the overall picture is not clear-

cut and suggests either heterogeneity in the effects or biases in the sources and

methods of analysis of the data. The need for large bodies of homogeneous data
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collected in great detail is self-evident, but whether this need can be adequately

satisfied is open to some question. It should be noted that the incompatibility

effects, when claimed, are muchlarger than the losses due to established hemolytic

disease of the newborn. This suggests that these losses occur during a relatively

early stage of development, perhaps by an immune mechanism other than that

which causes hemolytic disease of the newborn. These studies have provided no

further support for the mechanism of compensation suggested by Fisher and claimed

by Bentley Glass in his Baltimore data.

Prezygotic selection could explain observed departures from Mendelian segrega-

tions—butit is almost impossible to distinguishfrom a combination of incompatibility

selection and an intrinsic advantage of the heterozygote.

It has been suggested (Matsunaga and Hiraizumi, 1962; see also Hiraizumi, 1964)

that some of the observed disturbances in familial ABO blood-group segregations

may be due to prezygotic selection, namely preferential transmission of certain

gametes according to the ABO genes they carry. As mentioned in the previous

chapter, a combination of prezygotic and postzygotic selection acting in opposite

directions can lead to a balanced polymorphism. Given certain simplifying assump-

tions, we can try to estimate the preferential transmission of A (or B) gametes by

AO (or BO) heterozygotes, from the ratios of A and O phenotypes in appropriate

segregating matings. Distortions that are probably more than adequate to counter-

act incompatibility selection have been estimated in this way.It is, however, almost

impossible to distinguish prezygotic selection from a combination ofincompatibility

selection and an excessviability of heterozygotes, so that the possibility of establish-

ing prezygotic selection remains an unsolved, perhaps even unsolvable, problem.

It is known that A and B antigens may be found on the sperm andthat anti-A and

anti-B antibodies are found in the cervix, but no evidence has yet been obtained

for the segregation of A and B (or O) antigens amongthe sperm of a heterozygote

(see Race and Sanger, 1968).

5.6 Associations Between ABO Blood Groups
and Disease

A numberof chronic diseases show significant associations with ABO blood types,

but these associations are unlikely to be ofmuch selective importance.

Prompted by the apparent need for someselection associated with the ABO blood

groupsin order to explain their apparent maintenanceas a balanced polymorphism,

Ford in 1945 urged a search for associations between blood groups and specific

diseases. The idea that there might be such associations must have been present in
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Landsteiner’s thinking at the time he discovered the ABO blood groups but was

discarded (or discredited) in the intervening years. Aird and co-workers discovered

in 1953 a significant association between blood type A and cancer of the stomach.

Following this a number of other significant associations have been reported. A

summary of the most firmly established associations is given in Table 5.4. All of

TABLE 5.4

The Associations Between ABO Blood Groups
and Some Diseases

 

 
 

Mean Relative Chi

Disease Incidence* Square?

Duodenal ulcer 14 0:A, Band AB 200

Cancer of the stomach 1.25 A:O 49

Pernicious anemia 15 <A:0O 17

Stomach ulcer 1.82 O:A, Band AB 37

Cancer of the pancreas 1.27 A:OandB 8
 

Source: Based on Clarke (1961).

* The mean relative incidence is the ratio of, for example, O : A

in diseased patients divided by O : A in a controlseries.

> The x? for one degree of freedom tests the overall significance

of the association, pooling all available data.

them have been amply confirmed andare highly significant (see Clarke, 1961 for a

review). Stratification, namely the existence of a part of the population, defined by

some criteria other than the disease incidence or ABO blood-group frequencies,

that is more liable to get the disease and at the same time has a higher frequency of

say group A, could cause such associations. The magnitude of the observed associa-

tions, however, makesthis very unlikely. For if this were the case, either the differ-

ence between the specific portion and the rest of the population would have to be

almost complete, which would be as interesting as the blood-group association

itself, or the stratification would have to be very marked. There is no indication of

either of these possibilities. Moreover, similar associations have been foundin popu-

lations of widely different origins, and thestratification would therefore have to be

similar in all of the populations studied.

It has been suggested that disturbances of blood-group and disease associations

might be minimized by looking for the association only within families that segre-

gate for ABO bloodtypes. Thus, for example, an excess of observed over expected O

type individuals with duodenal ulcer in O, A segregating families (the expectation

being approximately 4 in segregating O x A matings) would provide evidence for

the association between type O blood and duodenal ulcer within families. An ob-

served association within a family could not easily be explained bystratification

and would minimize possible environmental and background genetic factors. How-

ever, this method has two important drawbacks. First, bias in the ascertainment of
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families may hamperthe properestimation of the expected proportion of O and A

types (see Appendix IT on Pedigree Analysis). Second, and more important, the use

of segregating families limits the possibility of detecting associations to AO and BO

heterozygotes, whereas there is no a priori reason for excluding the possibility that

the association with the homozygous genotypes, 4A and BB, may be more marked.

A number of more orless plausible hypotheses have been presented to explain the

physiology of the association between type O blood and duodenal ulcer, but no

clear-cut picture has yet emerged. Nosatisfactory explanations have been offered

for any of the other associations (see, however, J. H. Edwards, 1965).

In addition to the diseases listed in Table 5.4, associations have been claimed

between A (or “‘not-O”’) and salivary-gland tumors, cancer of the esophagus,

diabetes mellitus, rheumatic fever, and carcinoma of the cervix, but these associa-

tions have not been firmly established.

The disease associations summarized in Table 5.4 certainly establish the fact that

there maybe significant physiological differences between individuals with different

ABOblood types. These may eventually be of considerable clinical interest and may

also help in understanding some of the factors influencing the diseases involved.

They do not, however, offer much help in explaining the maintenance of the ABO

polymorphism, because the implied selective differences are very small, since most

of the diseases impose their majoreffects after the end of the reproductive period.

A detailed calculation of the selective differences implied by the association between

type A blood and duodenalulcer, presented in Chapter 6, gives values of only 1 in

10* for males and 6.4 in 10° for females, which are almost certainly too small to be
of much significance in counteracting the effects of incompatibility selection. Many

workers believe that duodenal ulcer has increased in incidence greatly during the

last 50 years, reducingstill further the likelihood of its having had selective effect

during the main period of human evolution. The same is probably true for some of

the other diseases listed in Table 5.4. The average age of child-bearing in times of

greater infant mortality and shorterlife-expectancyis likely to have been appreciably

lower than it is now, which would minimizestill further the effective selection that

could have been due to the association of blood type with these diseases.

Associations between ABO blood types andinfections diseases, based on thepresence

of the ABO antigens on the relevant pathogens, have been claimed but not substanti-

ated, and, in any case, would not, in general, result in any advantage to heterozygotes.

Cross-reacting substances similar to the ABO antigens are foundin thecell walls

of a number of pathogenic organisms, particularly the enteric bacteria Escherichia

coli, Shigella, and Salmonella typhymurium. Such cross-reacting substances may be

expected to have somesignificance for the consequencesofinfection by oneofthese

organisms. A type-A individual, for example, may be more susceptible to infection

by a pathogen carrying an antigen cross-reacting with A onits cell surface, because

such an individual will not be able to respond to infection by the production of
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anti-A which might be needed to combatthe infection. Vogel and co-workers (1960)

have suggested that present world distributions of ABO blood groups mayreflect

the past history of the plague, since the responsible organism Pasteurella pestis has

an antigen that they claim cross-reacts with an antigen called H found in type O

individuals (see Section 5.7). They suggest that O is frequent only in areas in which

there have been no major epidemics of plague. A similar suggestion was made by

these workersrelating type A blood and smallpox. This association has, however,

not been confirmed in subsequent studies by others (see Azevedo et al., 1964).

A lower average titer of antibodies against somestrains of Escherichia coli in type

O than in type A, B, or AB individuals has been reported (Eichneret al., 1963),

whichfits in with the general hypothesis relating ABO blood groups andinfection

diseases. It must be emphasized, however, that the type of selection that would be

operating if the hypothesis were correct would, in general, act against heterozygotes,

for the more heterozygous an individual is, the more antigens he carries and so the

fewer antibodies he can make in response to infection by organisms containing the

relevant antigens. Selection against heterozygotes leads to an unstable poly-

morphism, so that this type of disease association does not provide an adequate

answer to the maintenance of the blood-group polymorphismsin the face of in-

compatibility selection.

Other reasonsfor preferential disease resistance of different blood types may not

be subject to this problem of interpretation. It is known that sometimesvirusesin

the course of infecting and multiplying in a host cell incorporate into their coat a
portion of the surface of the cell they are attacking. In this way they may acquire
someof the antigens of their host. If a virus that has so acquired human antigens
attacks a person with a different antigenic constitution, the person can respond with
antibodies directed against the acquired antigens, and so maybebetter protected
against the viral infection. Clearly, the greater the heterogenity in human popula-
tions with respect to cell-surface antigens that can becomeincorporated into viral
coats, the greater the probability that a virus attacking a person will encounter a
‘“ hostile”’ immune environment. Thus, there may be an advantage of heterozygosity

with respect to such antigens. (Lederberg, personal communication.)

Recently a few reasonably well-substantiated observations have been published

that show a relation between ABOtypesandsusceptibility to such virus infections

as colds or influenza. Tyrrell and co-workers, (1968) for example, found that 30 out

of 40 type O volunteers given intranasal inoculations became infected (developed

detectable virus or anti-viral antibody), while only 12 out of 27 of type A were
infected (y* = 7.27, P< 0.01). They found, however, that of those who became

infected more individuals of type A than type O actually developed colds.

It is possible that any selective differences among the ABO blood groupsthat

played a part in human evolution were associated with differential resistance to

infectious diseases, though these associations may not be easily detected in the

modern “civilized ’’ world.
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Quantitative distribution of 215 representative human

populations in respect to frequencies of the ABO blood-
group genes. (From Brues, 1954.)

Ifthe ABOpolymorphismis stable, some selection effectivelyfavoring heterozygotes

must counterbalance incompatibility selection.

The ABO polymorphism has been found in a numberofprimate species, indicat-

ing that the polymorphism is probably not transient. Incompatibility selection alone

acts against heterozygotes and so, as we have already discussed, would eradicate

the polymorphism. There must, therefore, be some compensating selective forces

that are adequate to counteract the incompatibility selection and so maintain the

polymorphism. These forces most likely favor heterozygotes, either directly if select-

ive values have not changed much, or more likely through selection varying in

direction at different times, but on the average favoring the heterozygote. Compensa-

tion may also be a contributing factor to the maintenance of the polymorphism.

The disease associations so far observed or postulated do not seem to berelevant,

though the possibility of significant associations with important infectious diseases

and epidemicsis not excluded.

It has been pointed out by Brues (1954) that the relatively narrow distribution of

ABOblood-group frequencies among the various human races would be hard to

explain in the absence ofany selective forces. Blood groups and other polymorph-

isms have been widely used to characterize the differences between human popula-

tion groupsas will be more fully discussed in Chapter 11. A plot of a sample ofABO

gene frequencies from different populations is shownin Figure 5.5. The most striking

variations are the generally low frequency of A and B genes among American

Indians, the relatively high B gene frequency among Asians, and its low frequency

among Europeans. No populations are found, however, which have very high A or

B gene frequencies. Using a simple theoretical model for the ABO system, which
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ignores its interaction with Rh but allows for incompatibility selection and inde-

pendently varying genotypefitness, Brues has indicated that observed frequencies

can only reasonably be explained assuming the existence of appreciable hetero-

zygote advantage. A computer simulation assuming appreciable incompatibility

loss, relative viabilities of 0.79 for OO, 0.74 for AA, 0.66 for BB, 0.89 for OA,

0.86 for OB and 1.0 for AB, and allowing for random variations due to finite

population size (see Chapter 8), gave a distribution corresponding reasonably well

with the observed worldwide distribution of ABO frequencies (Brues, 1963) (see

Figure 5.5). While the detailed assumptions on whichthese results were based are a

gross over simplification, and to a fair extent not valid, the qualitative conclusion 1s

clear. The relatively large selective disadvantages assumed for the homozygotes are

presumably a function of the relatively large incompatibility effects built into the

model, namely loss of 18-25 percent incompatible fetuses. It has been aptly pointed

out by Brues that correlations of fitness with blood phenotypes rather than with

genotypes will not uncoverthe nature of the selective forces required to maintain

the polymorphism. Their detection will remain a major problem in the absence of

suitable immunological or biochemical techniquesfor distinguishing the genotypes

AO from AA and BO from BB. Attempts have been made by Morton and othersto

estimate heterozygote viabilities on the basis of observed segregations of A, B, and

O types in families, using the methods of segregation analysis (see Chung and

Morton, 1961; and Appendix IJ). These are, however, based on so many unknown

assumptionsthat it is impossible to judge the real significance of the derived esti-

mates.

In spite of the enormous amount of published work aimed at uncovering the

selective forces associated with the ABO polymorphism, no real understanding of

such forces has yet emerged. Incompatibility selection is clearly a significant factor

though its magnitude is hard to determine. If the ABO polymorphism is stable,

which seems likely, both on account of the relatively narrow variation in gene

frequencies and its presence in some of the primates, the incompatibility selection

must be balanced in some waybyselection favoring heterozygotes, but the nature

of this balancing selection is also still an open question.

5.7 Other Red-blood-cell Groups

Little or nothing is known aboutthe selective forces associated with blood groups

other than the ABO and rhesus groups.

Muchless is known about blood groups other than ABO and rhesus. The K,

antigen ofthe Kell blood groups, determined by a dominantgene Kwith a frequency

of about 95 percent, is sometimes a cause of severe hemolytic disease ofthe newborn,

but at a lower frequency than that caused by either ABO or Rh incompatibility.
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Since most observed cases seem to be the result of reactions to prior transfusions,

the disease is unlikely to be of much evolutionary significance. An anomalous

excess fertility of K,(—) women, which has no obvious immunological explanation,

has been reported by Reed and co-workers (1964), but not confirmed by others.

Evidence for an excess fitness of the heterozygote MN over homozygotes MM and

NN, in the MN blood groups, has been reported by Morton and Chung, (1959),

based on segregation analysis of familial data. Subsequent analysis of more favor-

able data by the same workers has, however, failed to confirm this excess. In the

face of these difficulties, efforts that have been made to estimate the possible level

of prezygotic selection associated with the MN system seem ratherfutile.

Oneassociation thatis significant and has been amply confirmed,is that between

‘**PTC tasting”’ (originally considered an “‘honorary blood group” by Race and

Sanger) and different forms of thyroid disease. The ability to taste, as bitter, phenyl-

thiocarbamide (PTC) is determined by a dominant gene 7, whose frequency in

Caucasian populations is about 45 percent. Thus about 25-30 percent ofthe popula-

tion are “‘nontasters,”’ having the genotype tt. Adenomaous goiter occurs with a

significantly higher frequency in nontasters than in tasters. Among males with this

disease the frequency of nontasters is 60 percent and amongst females 37 percent

as compared with 30 percent in the population at large (Azevedoet al., 1965). The

thiocarbamides are knownto be goiterogenic, so that the greater susceptibility of

nontasters to adenomaous goiter may be associated with a greater susceptibility to

certain goiterogens. The male-female difference is probably associated with the

control exerted on the thyroid metabolism by the menstrual cycle. Some evidence

for an association between tasters and diffuse goiter has also been reported. Perhaps

these opposite selective forces contribute to the balance acting on the PTC poly-

morphism. The polymorphism is probably stable since it has been shown to be

present in several primates.

This miscellaneous series of unrelated facts reflects the poor state of present

knowledge concerningthe selective factors that are responsible for maintaining the

majority of the blood-group polymorphisms.

5.8 The Chemistry and Genetics
of Polymorphisms Related to ABO

The genetic control of ABO and related antigens can be interpreted in terms of

present knowledge of their chemical structure.

Two polymorphisms are knownto be closely related to the ABO system. The

first is the “‘ secretor’’—“‘ nonsecretor”’ difference. Secretors secrete into their saliva

and other bodyfluids water-soluble substances with the same antigenic properties

as the A and B antigens on the surface of their red blood cells. The substances are
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detected by their ability to inhibit agglutination of either A cells with anti-A or

B cells with anti-B. The difference between secretors and nonsecretorsis controlled

by a dominant gene Se, such that only the recessive homozygotes sese are non-

secretors. The second polymorphism associated with the ABO system is the Lewis

blood-group system. Individuals carrying the dominant gene L have on their red

cells either of the antigenic specifications Le(a+) or Le(b+) while // homozygous

recessives have neither specificity. Substances with Le(a+) or Le(b+) specificity

are also found in serum, saliva, and other secretions, in which the presence of these

specificities is also controlled by the L gene. Which of the two Lewisspecificities 1s

expressed in an individual depends on his ABO andsecretor genotypes.

A third rare genetic difference also turns out to be ofimportance in understanding

the overall genetic control ofABO andrelated antigens. Occasional well-established

exceptionsto the pattern of inheritance ofABO types have been found. An example

is shown in Figure 5.6. An individual (II.2) apparently of type O, whose mate(II.1)

I (Hh) O = B (Ah)

1 | 2

II (HH) A = O (hh,OB but B suppressed)

1 | 2

Ill (Hh) AB O (Hh)

1 2

FIGURE 5.6

The inheritance of the Bombay phenotype. The
individual with the Bombay phenotypeis I, 2.

Probable genotypes are given in parentheses.

(Adapted from Race and Sanger, 1968.)

was A, had a confirmed AB offspring (III.1). The parents of II.2 were O and B.

This individual (II.2) must have carried the B gene, but its product, the B antigen,

was suppressed. This is interpreted in terms of a recessive ‘‘suppressor”’ gene h,

such that in homozygotes hh, regardless of their ABO genotypes, the A and B

antigens are not produced. Thus, II.2 has the genotype HhOB butis phenotypically

like O. The parent I.2 and offspring III.1 are heterozygous Hh and so express A and

_ B antigens normally. The phenotype in which B is suppressed is called Bombay,

after the city in which it was originally found.

Somesera are foundthat identify an antigen, called H, different from A and B,

which is present in much larger amounts in O individuals than in A, B, or AB

individuals. The Bombay genotype Ah, lacks this H antigen as well as the A and B

antigens and so is phenotypically distinguishable from O. This suggests that produc-

tion of the H antigen is controlled by the H locus and that the H antigenis essential

for the expression of the ABO locus.

The secretor, Lewis, and Bombay loci have been shown notto be linked. They

determine six phenotypesdistinguishable by which antigens are secreted and which
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are on the red bloodcells, as shown in Table 5.5. The distinction between A, B, and

H antigensis further determined by the ABO genotype. The pattern of phenotypes

shown in Table 5.5 gives rise to a strong population association between secretor

status and the specificity Le(b+). There is, on the other hand, no association

between secretor status and the phenotype Le(a—b—). The frequencies of the Se

and / genes in Caucasian populations are about 0.5 and 0.25, respectively; h is

always very rare.

TABLE 5.5

The Six Phenotypes Determined by the Bombay, Secretor, and Lewis Loci

 

Antigens on Specificities

Genotype Red Cells Detectable in Saliva

  
 

ABH  Le(a) Le(b) ABH  Le(a) _Le(b)

H: Se: L: + — + + [+]* +

HH: sese L: + + — — +4 _

A Se: Il + — — + _ _

H:  sese Il + — — — _ _

hh (Se: or sese) L- — + — _— 4 _

hh (Se: or sese) Il — — — — _ _

 

Source: Based on Ceppellini (1959) and Watkins (1966).
Note: H: denotes the genotypes HH or Hf,etc.

* The brackets indicate smaller amounts of Le(a) here.

It has been shown that the Lewis phenotypeis not indigenousto the red cells but

is acquired from the soluble Lewis substances found in serum. Thus Le(a—b—)

cells can be transformed into Le(a+) or Le(b+) cells by incubation in serum from

Le(a+) or Leb( +) individuals (Sneath and Sneath, 1955). The red cell Lewis pheno-

type is therefore really a reflection of the soluble Lewis substances present in the

serum.

Using the serological and genetic data just presented, Ceppellini (1959) recog-

nized that the complex pattern of interactions could be explained bya series of

interacting metabolic steps. Thus, on red cells the H locus is presumed to control

an enzyme that modifies a basic precursor substance to give rise to the H specifi-

city. This is further modified by the 4 and B alleles of the ABO locus, to giverise

to the A and B specifications: the A and B alleles require the H substance as a

substrate and can not work with the basic precursor substance. For the soluble

substancesin secretions, L is necessary for either of the Lewis specificities. One ex-

planation of the interactions with the secretor locusis that the gene Se is necessary

for the action of the H gene on the soluble substances, and so for the production

of the A, B, and H antigens in the saliva. Genes H and L together with Se deter-

mine the antigen Le” while L in the absence of H gives rise only to the antigen Le?

whether Se is present or not. A simplified reaction sequence along these lines is

shown in Figure 5.7. An alternative scheme might postulate that the Hgene product
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Le? AorB )

{
Le? Sese locus ee

| » Secretions

L locus , —

Precursor H substance —e AorB Red cells 

 

 
H locus ABOlocus

FIGURE 5.7

Simplified reaction sequence for H, AB and Le? and Le? substances. The lighter arrows
indicate the points of action of the relevant genes.

converts H to A or B and Le®to Le?also in secretions, but that its activity there is

in some way controlled by the sese locus. The complexity of the picture relative

to simple metabolic pathways arises from the branching of the paths and the

differences between red cells and secretions.

Ceppellini’s overall interpretation ofthe ABO-Lewis-secretor system wasstriking-

ly confirmed bya series of elegant chemical analyses of the A, B, Le*, Le, and H

specificities worked out independently at about the same time by Morgan and

Watkins (see Watkins, 1966). Their work is based on analyzing the substances

excreted in bodyfluids, in particular those obtained from ovarian cysts. The speci-

ficities are associated with high-molecular-weight glyco-proteins (proteins attached

to chains of carbohydrates) and the chemical structures responsible for the speci-

ficities seem to be short chains ofcarbohydratesattached to large “‘ core’ substances.

These soluble substances are assayed for their antigenic specificity by their ability

to inhibit agglutination reactions of appropriately chosen sera. Theinitial clues to

the chemical structures responsible for the antigenic specificities came from studies

on simple substances that inhibited the agglutination reaction in a manner similar

to that of the natural substances obtained from body fluids. Thus, the fact that

N-acetylglucosaminestrongly inhibited the agglutinating activity of anti-A sera with

A cells suggested that this amino sugar was a primary determinantofthe A specifi-

city. The results of many years of elegant work combining this and other methods

are summarized in Figure 5.8, which showsthe various combinationsofD-galactose,

N-acetylglucosamine, N-acetylgalactosamine, and L-fucose that correspond to the

H, Le*, Le”, A, and B specificities. In each case there is a basic sequence of four

sugars, galactose-acetylglucosamine-galactose-N-acetylgalactosamine, presumably

attached to the core glycoprotein. The various specificities are determined by

additions of fucose, galactose, and N-acetylgalactosamineto this basic precursor.

Any particular glycoprotein presumably may contain manysuchside chains, which
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Unknown core | (Precursor)

H core | H

L core Le?

Hand L core  —_ Le
(and Se)

Aand H core A

Band H core B       
—we— ff 1 => 3 linkage

L-fucose

 

—e— «a1 += linkage

D-galactose G) —x— «1 = 4 linkage

N-acetylglucosamine ( —G— «1 = 3 linkage

 

N-acetylgalactasamine (4; —wA— 1 == 3 or 1S 4 linkage

FIGURE 5.8, A |

Schematic representation of probable chemical structures responsible for H, Le*, Le®, A,
and B specificities. The structure marked with an asterisk is not yet confirmed. Genes A
and B can only modify the H substance, and not the precursor, and so are ineffective in

the homozygote hh. For the soluble substances, gene H can probably only act on the
precursor in the presence of Se, and so is ineffective in the genotype sese. (Adapted from
Watkins, 1966.)
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FIGURE 5.8, B

Analternative schemefor the control of the synthesis of

ABH,Le’, and Le. A, B, H, Se, L are the indicated alleles
of the ABO, H, Lewis, and Secretor loci, with the lighter

lines and arrowsindicating their points of action. Yis a

gene postulated to act only on red cells, Se acts only on

secretions. Only LZ can act in the absence of H. Gene h

could be responsible for putting the final GAL on the

wrong way.

can include several of the specificities indicated in Figure 5.8, A. The chemicalstruc-

ture of the Le” specificity is not yet confirmed though most probablyit is correct as

given. The chemical action of the Se gene is not yet known. It may produce a

repressor that inhibits the action of the H gene on the soluble antigens but not on

the red cells, or it may add an as-yet-undetermined chemical group to the soluble

antigens that is necessary for the action of the H gene. Ginsburg and co-workers

(Shen et al., 1968) have shownthat the secretorstatus is correlated with the presence

of a soluble enzyme, found in milk, that catalyzes the addition of fucose, and so,

when added to the precursor, converts it into H substance (see Figure 5.8, A).

This fits in well with the model depicted in Figure 5.8, A. Their studystill does not

answer, however, the question of whether the Se gene productis the enzymeitself

or is a controlling substance necessary for the activity of this enzyme. The A,B,

and H specificities on red cells are attached to water-insoluble cell-wall glycolypids

(sugars combined with fats). Though their chemical structure has not yet been

clearly determined,it is presumably the sameas that of the water-soluble substances

in saliva, serum, and other fluids. The importance of the interaction of Se and H

genes for the water-soluble antigens as opposed to those on thered cells could be

related to the different chemical structures of the cores to which the carbohydrates,

which give rise to the primary determination of specificity, are attached. It seems

likely that the loci for ABO, H, Lewis, and perhaps secretor determine enzymesthat

are responsible for adding the appropriate sugar residues to polysaccharide chains

attached either to the glycolypids or to the glycoproteins. The fact that the genotype

H - Se- L- expresses only Le® onits red cells, or more precisely in its serum, but

both Le? and Le? in secretions, suggests that in the serum the numberof chains

available for the joint action of the three genesis limited, so that their action goes
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to completion leaving no Le?activity, while in the secretions the numberof chains

presentis in excess, giving rise to both Le* and Le? specificities. Alternatively, there

maybe a set of side chains attached to glycoproteins that cannot acceptthe activity

of all three genes, perhaps because they have a different structure.

An alternative scheme for the synthesis of the various antigens is suggested in

Figure 5.8, B. The main differences are that the Se gene is postulated to be the

structural gene for the enzyme that adds the terminal fucose sugar in secretions,

and that another gene, Y, is postulated to do the samefor red cells. The H gene

then acts at some earlier stage, perhaps adding the terminal galactose. In this case,

the / gene perhaps adds this galactose in the wrong configuration. None of the

A, B, Se, or Y genes can work in the presence of only h. Neither A or B can function

in the absence of the terminal fucose.

Recently rare individuals who transmit the combination A, B to their offspring

have been described. It has been suggested that these individuals carry ‘A, B’

alleles formed by a rare recombination event in a normal AB heterozygote. This

might suggest that A and B are actually mutantalleles in different cistrons control-

ling distinct enzymes. (See Race and Sanger, 1968; Boettcher, 1966).

Thoughthestory is far from complete, the complex interactions of genotype and

phenotype can be plausibly accounted for on the basis of the proposed chemical

structures. The complete system demonstrates in a remarkable way howseveral

unlinked genes can interact to produce a given detectable antigenic specificity, even

whenthis specificity is not determined by an immediate gene product, namely the

protein. It also emphasizes the fact that the “‘ antigenic phenotype”’ produced by a

given genotype may vary according to which cells and tissues are being studied.

It seems clear that the maintenance of the ABO polymorphism cannot be con-

sidered separately from the maintenance of the secretor and Lewis polymorphisms

or from the fact that the A gene is so rare. Disease associations with secretor status

have been observed but, as already emphasized, these sorts of associations are

unlikely to provide the answerto the selective forces maintaining the polymorphisms.

No other indications of selective forces associated with these polymorphisms are

yet evident.

5.9 The Complex Genetics of
the Rhesus Blood-group System

Inheritance of the many known specificities associated with the original Rh( +),

Rh( —) difference can be interpreted in terms ofa complex series ofclosely linkedgenes.

Soon after the original description of the rhesus antigen, new antigen specifi-

cities were discovered, either from other cases of hemolytic disease of the newborn

or from cases of transfusion reactions, which were closely associated with the
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original specificity both in family studies and in random population samples. These

new specificities behaved in families as if they were determinedbya seriesofalleles

such that a given “‘allele’’ carries the genetic determinants for a particular combina-

tion of specificities that, in any given family, are always inherited as a completely

linked unit. The samespecificities may, however, be determined in different com-

binations by different alleles.

An example of a family showing that a newspecificity is closely associated with

the original Rh(+) is given in Figure 5.9. A new antibody, found in the mother

Mother

Father

either

All offspring

or

 

FIGURE 5.9

Demonstration in a family of a new antigen associated with

the original Rh(+). The symbols + and — refer to reaction

to the indicated serum. All offspring are + + or ——, none is

-+— or —-+. This suggests that the mother is homozygous

——/——, the father heterozygous — —/++., and that the

genes determining reaction to the twosera are closely linked.

following the birth of an offspring affected by hemolytic disease of the newborn,

wasdifferent from the original anti-Rh(+), as was shown by the fact that the red

cells of some people reacted with one serum but not the other. However, in the

family in which it was found, red cells of the father and some offspring reacted to

both sera, while those of other offspring reacted to neither. None ofthe offspring

had red cells that reacted to one serum but not the other. Under the assumption that

reaction to each serum is controlled by a dominant gene, these red-cell-serum

reactions suggest that the mother lacks both genes, and so is — —/——, that the

father is heterozygous for both in coupling, say + +/——, and that the two genes

are Closely linked. Further studies confirmed this interpretation and showed that

the linkage between the two genetic determinants must be very close, since no cross-

overs were found in studies involving large numbers of families. However, families

were found in which, for example, a cross — — x ++ would lead to offspringall

of whom were either + — or — +. In this case, the genotype of the ++ parent

must be + —/— +, in which the genetic determinants for the two specificities occur

in repulsion instead of in coupling.
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The specificities determined by the main rhesus alleles are shown in Table 5.6.
Antibody reactions are given along the rows andallelic combinations along the
columns. A “+” indicates that a given allelic combination carries the genetic deter-
minant for a corresponding antigen anda “‘—’’ thatit does not. The combinationsare
identified by linkage studies in families as discussed above. Thus in the example

TABLE 5.6

The Main Rhesus Specificities and the Allelic Combinations That Determine Them

 

Allelic combinations

 

 /-—
R, R2 r Ro R’ R’ R: Ry

CDe CDE cde cDe cdE Cde CDE CdE

 
 

 

  

Antibodies

anti-Rho or D(Rh1) + + — + — — ® 9S

anti-rh” or E (Rh3) — + — — + — + O

anti-rh’ or C (Rh2) 7 — — — — + @ ®
anti-hr’ or c (Rh4) — + + + + — — Oo
anti-hr” or e (Rh5) ® Oo ® ® OS ® 9 S
anti-d not found gg OS O Oo ® ® S ®

Typical European 41 14 39 3 1 1 0.2 very
allele frequencies rare

0

 

Note: R, and CDe, etc. are alternative names for the allelic combinations. The antibodies listed in
the first column are those usedto establish the allelic combinations. Rho, D, and Rhl1, etc., are alternative

namesfor the specificities detected by these antibodies. R,, Rho, etc., is Wiener’s notation; C, D,etc.,
is the Fisher-Race notation; and Rhl, etc., refers to the notation suggested by Rosenfield and his |
colleagues (1962). A+ in the body of the table indicates that the corresponding allelic combination
(column heading) carries the genetic determinant for the antigen detected by the corresponding antibody
(row heading). A— indicates the absence of the corresponding genetic determinant. Thus, for example,
the allele R,; or CDe carries the genetic determinants for D, C, and e but not those for E, c and e. The
circled reactions (@ and ©) are those predicted by Fisher in 1944 before the discovery of anti-e or R,
and Ry. The predicted anti-d antibody has never been found. The reactions in the dotted box, which
illustrate the complementary nature of anti-C and anti-c, are the ones he used to makehis predictions.

given in Figure 5.9 the original Rh(+) was anti-Rh, or D and the new antibody

was anti-rh’ or C, so that the positively reacting parent was, in the notation of

Table 5.6 and ignoring other specificities, CD/cd. The letters c and d referto alter-

natives not detected by these two antibodies. Here C and D refer to the genetic

determinants corresponding to the antigens detected by the anti-C and anti-D

antibodies. The R,, Rho, etc., notation is the one originally introduced by Wiener

in which eachallelic combination and each antigenic specificity are given a separate

designation. The C-D-E notation was introduced later by Fisher and will be

discussed below. Anti-Rhy (D) wasthe original rhesus antibody.
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The designation of rhesus antigenic specificities and alleles is greatly simplified by

the use of single letters for each specificity and a combination of the appropriate

lettersfor each allele.

The specificities listed in Table 5.6 were those that werefirst discovered within a

few years of the original description of the anti-Rh,(D) and that still account for

the majority of allelic combinations found in Caucasian populations.

The encircled reactions in Table 5.6 were predicted by Fisher in late 1943 based

on two complementary symmetries he noted in the data available at that time (see

also Fisher, 1947):

1. The reactionsofthefirst six alleles with anti-rh’ and anti-hr’ were antithetical—

that is, where one was + the other was — (indicated in Table 5.6 by the reactions

enclosed by a dotted box).

2. The reactions of alleles R, and R” and of R, and R’ with the four available

antibodies werealso antithetical.

On the basis of these observations Fisher predicted first the discovery of two

antibodies whose reactions would be antithetical to anti-Rhg and anti-rh’,

and second that R, would turn out to be antithetical to r, and third that an allele

R, antithetical to Ry would be discovered. He suggested using letters C and c to

correspond to the respective antithetical specificities rh’ and hr’, and D and for

Rh, and rh”, so that the predicted new specificities would be d and e. Anallele can

then be identified by the combination of antigenic specificities that it determines,

so that R, corresponds to CDe, r to cde and so on. The predictions concerning the

discovery of the antibody, anti-e, the allele R,(CdE) and the remaining reactions

for R,(CDE) were soon borne out but the antibody anti-d has never been found.

Fisher further suggested that the antigenic pairs C and c, E and e, and D and d were

determined byalleles at three very closely linked loci, so that new allelic combina-

tions could occasionally be produced by recombination in appropriate hetero-

zygotes. The multiple heterozygote (CDE/cde, R,r), for example could then give

rise to any one ofthe othersix allelic combinations by rare recombination between

the three loci. In fact, on the basis of the frequencies of the various combinations

and their probable rate of production by recombination he suggested the order of

the loci might be D-C-E.

A large numberofRh phenotypes can befound in most populations. Thefrequencies

of these phenotypes can be predicted in terms of the frequencies of the knownallelic

combinations assuming the Hardy-Weinberg law.

Clearly, the number of phenotypes that can be distinguished depends on the

numberof antibodies available for typing. In some cases the phenotype corresponds

to a unique genotype, but mostly there are several genotypes corresponding to any
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given phenotype. Given the four antibodies anti-C, anti-c, anti-D and anti-E, for
example, an individual whois negative to anti-C, anti-D, and anti-E, and positive
only to anti-c must have the genotype cde/cde (rr) which is the commonest Rh(—)
(that is, D—) genotype. An individual who is C—,c+, D+, E— on the other hand
can have either of the genotypes cDe/cde or cDe/cDe.

Data on Rh gene frequencies in Sweden, based ontests of 8297 children using six
antibodies are shown in Table 5.7. C” is a specificity that is occasionally found in
place of C or c. It was only tested for by anti-C” on cells that reacted to the anti-
(C + C”) serum. Anti-e was only used on people who were positive to anti-E, as
those negative with anti-E were assumed to be positive to anti-e. Using these sera
15 phenotypes were distinguished. These could be interpreted in terms of the geno-
types formed from the twelve allelic combinations constituted by taking any one of

C, c, and CY with D or d, and with E or e, namely CDE, CDe, CdE, Cde, cDE,

cDe, cdE, cde, C’DE, C“De, C’dE and C™de. Thirty-six genotypes corresponded

to the 15 observed phenotypes. The number of possible genotypes that could be

formedis 12 homozygotes +4(12 x 11) heterozygotes, or 78, giving rise to a maxi-

mum of30 potentially distinguishable phenotypes(5 at the first locus determined by

combinations of C, C”, or c namely CC” (or C”), C, Ce, C%c, c; 2 for D+ or —

and 3 for E, Ee ore making 5 x 2 x 3 = 30 combinationsfor all three loci together).

The phenotypes not observed are presumably too rare to be found readily even ina

sample of more than 8000 individuals. The frequencies of some of these phenotypes

can be predicted from the fitted allelic frequencies. Given the allele frequencies,

genotype frequencies are obtained, assuming the Hardy-Weinberg law. Thus a

homozygote frequencyis the square of the relevant allele frequency and a hetero-

zygote frequency is twice the product ofthe frequencies of the relevant alleles. From

these genotype frequencies, we can obtain the expected phenotype frequencies by

summing overall genotypes that give rise to the particular phenotype. The data are

fitted by starting with an assumedset ofallelic frequencies and improvingthefit

using the method ofmaximum likelihood scoring (see Appendix I). The fit shown in

Table 5.7 is remarkably good. There are only ten genotypes with frequencies higher

than one percent; there are only five with frequencies higher than 3 percent—these

five genotypes together accountfor a total of 88 percent of the population. These

are constituted from the most frequent alleles found in Caucasian populations

namely r (cde), R, (CDe), and R, (cDE).

Probable rhesus genotypes can sometimes be assigned to phenotypes on the basis

of knownallelic frequencies.

When one of the genotypes corresponding to a given phenotypeis predicted to be

much commonerthan the others, then this can be assigned as the phenotype’s

‘‘ probable’ genotype. Consider for example an individual whose phenotypeis cDe.



TABLE 5.7

Rh Frequencies in Sweden: Tests on 8297 Children

 

  

 

 

 

  
 

Phenotypes Genotypes

Reactions with anti- Observed Expected Expected

CCw Cw c E Number Percent Percent Percent

— + — rr 1,236 14.897 14.596 cde/cde rr 14.5962

_ + — Ror 123 1.482 1.452 cDe/cde R°r 1.4174
cDe/cDe R°R° 0.0344

— + + rr 18 0.217 0.225 cdE|cde r’r 0.2254
_ 4 4 r’r’ 0 0 0.001 cdE/cdE rr” 0.0009

— + + RR, 256 3.085 2.888 cDE/cDE R?R? 2.7892

cDE/cdE R?r’ 0.0985
— + + Ror 1,037 12.499 13.392 cDE/cde R?r 12.7612

cDE/cDe R?R° 0.6196
cDe/cdE R°r’ 0.0110

+ _ + — rr 32 0.386 0.374 Cde/cde rr 0.3736

+ — + — Ruir 2,715 32.723 32.351 CDe/cde R'r 30.8360
CDe/cDe R'R° 1.4972
cDe/Cde R°r’ 0.0181

+ + ++ — ir 120 1.446 1.590 C”De/cde R'¥r 1.5152
CYDe/cDe R)”R° 0.0735
C’de/cDe r’’R° 0.0013

+ — + + rr’ 0 0 0.003 Cde/cdE rr’ 0.0029

+ — + + R,R, 1,200 14.463 13.947 CDe/cDE RR? 13.4797
CDe/cdE R?r’ 0.2381
Cde/cDE r’R? 0.1633
CDE/cde R?’r 0.0627
CDE/cDe R?R° 0.0030



+ — + + + — RR.

+ + + RYR2

+ + + — + + or”
+ + + — — r’’r
+ __ __ __ __ rr’

+ — — + — RiRi

+ + — — — rr’

+ + — + — RYRi

- = + + + RR

+ — —_™ + + ~~ RLR,z

+ + + +  RYR,

Total 8,297
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0.663

0

0.024

0

16.163

0

1.856

 
100.000

0.028

0.685

0.000

0.026

0.002

16.681

0.000

1.688

0.067

0.000

0.003

99.999

CDE/cDE
CDE/cdE
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C’de/cDE

C’de/cdE

Cde/cde

Cde/Cde

CDe/CDe
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C’De/CDe
C”’De/Cde
C”De/C”De
C’de/CDe
C’de/C”De

CDE/CDe
CDE/Cde

CDE/CDE

CY’De/CDE
C’de/CDE

R?R?
R2r’

R} WwR2

R}Wr”

r’’R2

r’’r”

r’’r

rr’

R'R!
R}r’

r’’r’
r’’yr’¥
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R'’r’
R}wR1 w

r’’R}

r’’Riw

R?R?}
R?r’
RR?

R' WwRZ

r’”RZ

0.0274
0.0005

0.6624
0.0117
0.0113

0.0002

0.0260

0.0024

16.2861
0.3947

0.0003

0.0000

1.6005
0.0194
0.0393
0.0274
0.0014

0.0662
0.0008

0.0001

0.0033
0.0001

 

99.9999
 

Source: From Heiken and Rasmuson (1966).

Note: C™ is a specificity which is occasionally found in place of C or c. Two sera were used, anti (c++ C”) and anti-C’. Only cells
positive with the first of these are tested with the second. Similarly only cells positive with anti-E are tested with anti-e, since those nega-
tive with anti-E must, because of the “‘allelism” of E and e ,be positive with anti-e. Genotype and phenotype frequencies are fitted
assuming the Hardy-Weinberg law, and assuming the existence of all the 12 possible allelic combinations making C, c, CY; D, d; and
E, e: that is, CDE, CDe, CdE, Cde; cDE, cDe, cdE, cde; and CDE, C”De, C’dE, C”’de. Methods of fitting genotype frequencies are
discussed in Appendix II.

Lé
C
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He can haveeither of the genotypes cDe/cde (Ro/r) or cDe/cDe (Ro/Ro). Assuming

random mating and the Hardy-Weinberg Law andusing theallelicfrequencies given

in Table 5.6, the frequencies of these two genotypes are 2 x 0.03 x 0.39 and 0.037

or 2.3 percent and 0.09 percent, respectively. Thus the probability of the genotype

being cDe/cde is more than 20 times the probability it is cDe/cDe. Thefinalverifica-

tion of a genotype always, however, depends on family studies.

More than 25 antibodies that may be used to identify more than 30 rhesus alleles

are now known.

The elegant andrelatively simple scheme originally proposed by Fisher, which

has formed the basis of most of our discussion so far, has been complicated by the

subsequent discovery of new specificities and new allelic combinations that do not

all easily fit in with the scheme asfirst proposed. The new specificities and alleles

fall into the following categories.

1. Alternatives to D, e, etc.: e& is a modified e almost unique to Africa; D” is a

weak D, C”, as already mentioned,is an alternative to C and c.

2. Interaction antigens: f is a specificity found only in genotypes in which c and e

occur in the same allelic combination, thus the genotype cDe/CDe commonly

exhibits the f specificity whereasCDe/cDE does not. This interaction 1s analogous

to the phenomenon of complementation. Similar antibodies are found for the com-

binations Ce, CE, and cE. A specificity V corresponding to the combination cesis

found in Africa. A list of the presently known Rh antigensis given in Table 5.8.

3. Deletion phenotypes: individuals are found who react only with anti-D and

with none of the other Rh antibodies, suggesting they may be homozygousfor a

deletion allele D——. Similarly there exist phenotypes interpreted as Dc—/Dc—

and DC*—/DC*— since they show noreactions with any ofthe E,e, e* series of

antibodies. Finally there is the so-called Rh-null phenotype that showsno reactions

TABLE 5.8

The Known Rhesus Alleles

 

  

Allele CDE Rh-Hr Allele CDE Rh-Hr Allele CDE Rh-Hr

Rhl D Rho Rh10 V, ce3 hr’ Rh19 hrs

Rh2 C rh’ Rhl1 Ew rh? Rh20 VS, e°

Rh3 E rh” Rhi2 G rh? Rh21 Co

Rh4 Cc hr’ Rh13 Rh* Rh22 CE

Rh5 e hr’ Rhl14 Rh® Rh23 Wiel, D”

Rh6 f, ce hr Rh15 Rh° Rh24 ET

Rh7 Ce rhi Rh16 Rh? Rh25 LW

Rh8 CY rh’! Rh17 Hro Rh26

Rh9 C* rh* Rh18 Hr Rh27 cE  
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with any Rh antibodies. Phenotypes interpreted as -C—/—C-— or ——E/——E
have not so far been found. Asalready indicated, it was originally thought that
these ‘‘ deletion’ phenotypes were due to the existence of “deletion ”alleles, such
as D—-—, which lacked completely the genetic information needed for making the

C, c or E, e series of antigens. It now seems morelikely that individuals with a

‘deletion’ phenotype may be homozygousfor a mutation at a gene locus, analog-

ous to the Bombay locus of the ABO system, whose normal product is necessary

for the synthesis of the relevant antigens. This locus (or loci) is probably not linked

to the Rh locus. Boettcher (1964, 1965) has suggested that the reason no —C— or

— —E phenotypesare foundis that the D, C, and E antigens are madeas part of a

reaction sequence D—C,or c, etc. > E, or e, etc. somewhat analogous to that

postulated for the ABO andrelated systems. The “‘deletion”’’ types are then ex-

plained by blocks in the conversion of DC or of CE. There is, however,

as yet little or no knowledge concerning the chemical structure of the Rh antigens,

and certainly no substantial evidence in favor of Boettcher’s intriguing model.

4. * Addition”alleles: individuals are found who, on the basis of family studies,

carry an allele Ccde determining both C andc specificities.

The total numberofdifferent allelic combinations that have been defined in terms

of the specificities listed in Table 5.8 and the “‘ addition” alleles is now well above

30.

Though Fisher’s original scheme is almost certainly not correct in detail, his

notation for the designation of antigenic specificities and allelic combinations

greatly simplified the description of the rhesus system, and his prediction of the

production of new combinations by genetic recombination, at a time when recom-

bination between alleles had not yet been firmly established, was undoubtedly

correct and remarkably farsighted. As indicated earlier, most of the variation found

in human populations canstill readily be interpreted in terms of Fisher’s C-D-E
notation.

Allelism andclose linkage are essentially indistinguishable. A complete understand-
ing of the genetics of the Rh system must await the chemical analysis of the antigen.

There has been much discussion about whether the rhesus system is determined
by a series of “‘alleles”’ at a single locus, or by a series ofalleles at three or more
closely linked loci. It may be anticipated that a single-site mutation, namely sub-
stitution of a single nucleotide pair in the DNA,can affect a protein in sucha way as
to change more than one antigenic specificity. This could occur throughaneffect on
the tertiary folding of a protein, which extended overdifferent antigenicsites on the
molecule. However, since there are only four alternative nucleotide pairs, that can
occupy one such site, the maximum number of combinations ofspecificities that
can occur by mutation at a single site is only four. It is clear, therefore, that the
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large numberofallelic combinations observed in the Rh system could notall arise

by mutationsat a singlesite. It has been shown,atleast in bacteria, that recombin-

ants can occur even for mutationsaffecting adjacent base pair positions in the DNA.

It seems mostlikely, therefore, that recombinants within the complex rhesus anti-

genic polymorphism can also be produced.

A possible recombinant within the rhesus system has been reported by Steinberg

(1965). Amongtheoffspring of a mating CDe/cde x cde/cde he observed 4 cde/cde,

3 CDe/cde and one unexpected type, Cde/cde. There wasnoindicationofillegitmacy

from data on other polymorphismssegregating in the family. Moreover the members

of the family belong to a highly religious sect, the Hutterites, amongwhich Steinberg

found not a single Cde/cde individual out of 47,444 typed. The Cde/cde offspringis

mostlikely therefore, either the product of a crossover between C and D or a muta-

tion D->d orc->C.

Fine-structure genetic studies in microorganisms have clearly established the

linear complexity of a single gene, or cistron, and have shownthat genetic recombi-

nation between mutant genes is independent of the functions they control. Thus

mutations in adjacent cistrons may, sometimes, be more closely linked than muta-

tions in the same cistron. The question of whether the rhesus antigen is a poly-

peptide chain determinedbya single cistron, or a complex of chains controlled by a

series of closely linked cistrons, or a series of differentresidues whose specificity is

controlled by a set of enzymes, like ABO and Lewis but determinedbyclosely linked

cistrons, must await a chemical analysis of the rhesus antigens. In this context the

definition of an ‘‘allele’’ or gametic combination, is an operational one. It is used.

to refer to a series of antigenic specificities determined by mutationsat geneticsites

so closely linked that for all practical purposes they are nearly alwaysinherited as.a

unit.

The particular allelic combinations found in a given population must be a function

of its evolutionary history.

In our earlier discussions of the population genetics of the rhesus system, we

ignoredall antigens other than D, whichis the major oneassociated with hemolytic

disease of the newborn. Much of the genetic variation for rhesus antigens is as-

sociated with “‘ allelic complexes” or “‘ haplotypes”? mainly cDe, CDe, and cDE,

all of which carry the genetic determinant for D, and so are subsumed underthe

designation D, which we used in ourearlier analysis of incompatibility selection.

Ceppellini and co-workers (1967) introduced the term haplotype (from haploid

genotype) for the combination of genetic determinants that leadsto a set of anti-

genic specificities which is controlled by one chromosome and so inherited in

coupling. Thus each of cDe, CDe, etc. are haplotypes. This term is equivalent, in

our usage, to allelic complexes, or in a loose sense to alleles. However, as we shall

see later, it is useful to retain the term alleles, operationally, for sets of differences
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such as E, e, and e* that, apart from very rare exceptions, do not occur togetherin

the same haplotype.

Most discussion of the evolution of the rhesus polymorphism has concentrated

on the problem of incompatibility selection against Dd heterozygotes and ignored

the question ofpolymorphism with respect to the other antigens and alleles. To our

knowledge, only Fisher (1947) in his classic paper on ‘‘ the rhesus factor’’ has dis-

cussed the origin of other alleles. Following the suggestion that the rhesus antigen

differences are determined by mutation at three closely linked sites, Fisher further

proposed that the rarer alleles might be derived from the commonerones by recom-

bination and that they might be maintained at their low frequencies by “* recombina-

tion-selection’”’ balance. He did not, however,at that time speculate on the origins

of the commoneralleles.

The worldwide frequency distribution of the commonerrhesusalleles cDe(Ro),

cDE(R,), CDe(R,) and cde(r) suggests that natural selection has been an important

factor in determining the origins of the rhesus system. Thus, there are large differ-

ences in allelic frequencies between racial groups of widely differing origins (see

Chapter 11), too large, probably, to be readily explained by random genetic drift

alone (see Chapter 8). It also seems unlikely that variations in the frequencies of

the commoneralleles can be due to mutation pressure in the absenceofselection.

As already discussed, extraordinarily high mutation rates would be needed to

account for the wide disparities in allelic frequencies during the evolutionarylife

span of the humanspecies. These considerations indicate, therefore, that the one or

more mutant genes, which were the origins of the rhesus polymorphism, most

probably originally increased in frequency because of some, as yet unexplained,

advantage of the newly formed heterozygotes. As already discussed, an analysis of

the two-gene D-dmodel suggests that D preceded d on the evolutionary timescale.

Incompatibility in the rhesus system would then be a by-product of other independ-

ent selection pressures thatinitially favored d over D, and would not be of import-

ance for the initial establishment of the polymorphism.

The alleles cDE (R,), CDe (R,), and cde (r) are each connected to cDe (Ro) by

mutation with respect to a single antigenic specificity. This relation, together with

the globaldistribution of the frequencies of these fouralleles, suggests that cDe (Ro)

may have been the original allele of the system and that R,, R, and r were each

derived from it by single independent mutations, a hypothesis at least compatible
with the absence of polymorphism andthe presence of c—like and D—like antigens
on nonhuman primate red bloodcells. The other, generally rarer alleles, CDE (R,),

cdE (R"), and Cde (R’) may then, as suggested by Fisher, be derived from single
crossovers in the respective genotypes, R,R,, R,r, and R,r, while the very rare
CdE (R,) is produced only by crossing-over between these rarer alleles in hetero-
zygotes. This suggested schemefor the evolutionary origin of the major rhesusalleles
is illustrated in Figure 5.10. The low frequency of the rarer rhesus alleles (R,,
R", R’, etc.) may either be due to the comparatively recent origin of the primary
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mutations by whichthe alleles R,, R,, and r arose or, as suggested by Fisher, the

frequencies maybe held at their low values by the balance betweentheir production

by recombination and their elimination by selection. The variations in the fre-

quencies of the commoneralleles presumably are due to differences in their selective

values in different populations, either now or at someearlier time. On thebasis of

our evolutionary scheme the complementary relation between the antigens C,c,

FE, e, and D and the absence of D 1s a product of the evolutionary history of the

rhesus polymorphism and not necessarily an intrinsic property of the antigens and

their genetic determinants.

Mutation Recombination One or more

(single crossover) further crossovers

 

FIGURE 5.10

Suggested evolutionary origin of the major rhesus alleles. (From Feldman etal., 1969.)

This discussion of the rhesus polymorphism has necessarily been over simplified.

It ignores, in particular, the existence of many other specificities and alleles and

physiological interactions. It seems likely, however, that these complications should

not alter the basic qualitative conclusions of this analysis, namely the need for

selective forces independent of those associated with incompatibility to explain the

origins of the polymorphism andthe likely secondary importance of incompatibility

selection to the evolution of the rhesus system.

5.10 The Genetic Basis
for Histocompatibility Differences

Grafts between donor andrecipient pairs combined at random are almost always

rejected because the donor and the recipient differ at genetic loci that determine

antigenic substances which give rise to graft rejection.

Skin grafts exchanged between pairs of individuals chosen at random rarely,

if ever, survive, whereas skin grafts exchanged between identical twins may survive

indefinitely. Rejection is an immunological reaction. Thus, a second skin graft

between two individuals is generally rejected much quicker thanthefirst in the same

way that repeated immunization with an antigen gives rise to a high “ secondary”
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antibody response. Antibodies may also be formed in response to skin grafts and
grafts of other tissues and organs, though the production of antibody cannot always
be detected at the time of graft rejection. The phenomenonofrejection is under
genetic control. The nature of this control has, however, only been elaborated
after many yearsof studies with experimental animals, mainly the mouse, which can
be bred easily under controlled conditions and made more-or-less genetically
homogeneousbyextensive inbreeding, usually by many successive brother-sister
matings. These studies have established that graft rejection is determined by
genetically controlled antigenic differences, similar to the red-blood-cell antigens
that are responsible for transfusion reactions and hemolytic disease of the newborn.
The relevant antigens are called histocompatibility antigens.

A histocompatibility antigen will elicit graft rejection if the donor has the antigen
but the recipient does not.

Such a combinationis said to be incompatible. Those combinations are compatible
in which donorand recipient have the same antigens or in which the recipient has
at least all the antigens carried by the donor and in addition possibly others that
the donor does not have. Compatibility is, therefore, not reciprocal. As for other
antigens, histocompatibility antigens are generally determined by codominant
alleles. In general, only those antigens controlled by loci that are polymorphic are

detectable histocompatibility antigens. Thus, which antigens are important for

graft rejection in any given population will depend to a large extent on the evolu-

tionary history of the relevant genetic differences within the population.

Intuitively we expect that the probability that twoindividuals are compatible

will be higher for closely related individuals and will decrease as the number of

polymorphic histocompatibility antigens increases. At least 12 specific histocompati-

bility loci have been identified in the mouse and a few morestill remain to be worked

out, though one, the celebrated H2 locus, seems to be much more important than

all the others (Snell and Stimpfling, 1966). In man there are, most probably, about

the same numberof histocompatibility loci, though, as we shall discuss later, only

the ABO locus and a recently discovered antigenic polymorphism on white blood
cells called HL-A have so far been identified as histocompatibility antigens. It is
thought that the HL-A polymorphism in man maycorrespond in an evolutionary

and physiological sense to H2 in the mouse.

The frequency of compatible parent-child, sib-sib, and random pairs can be pre-
dicted given certain simplifying assumptions.

Consider first, for simplicity, a histocompatibility antigen polymorphism con-
trolled by two alleles A, and A, at a single locus, whose frequencies are equal.
If mating is random the three genotypes A,A,, A,A,, and A,A, occur with
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frequencies 4, 4, and 4. There are three types of compatible pairs with respect to

the antigens determined by A, and A,: (1) pairs of homozygotes, either both A,A,

or both A, A, ; (2) pairs of heterozygotes, both A,A, ; and (3) pairs in which the

recipient is a heterozygote and the donoris either type of homozygote A,A, or

A, A. In fact, in this simple situation the heterozygote is a universal recipient.

The probability that a pair chosen at random from the population are both A,A,

is } x 1 =+4, and there is the same probability that such a pair are both A, A,.

The combined frequency of randomly chosen compatible pairs of types 2 and is

simply the frequency of heterozygotes, namely 4. Thus the total frequency of com-

patible random pairsis 5 +745 +4 = $ or 62.5 percent. Homozygousparentswill

always be compatible as donors with all their children; heterozygous parents will

only be compatible with heterozygous children. The frequency of heterozygotesis

4, and the probability they have a heterozygouschild is 4, this being the probability

the child receives A, from the second parent, having received A, from the first, or

vice versa. Thus the frequency of parent-child heterozygote pairs is 4 x 4 = 4. The

total frequency of compatible parent-child pairs is, therefore, 2 x4+4=# or

75 percent, which, as expected,is a little higher than the frequency of random pairs.

It can be shown that child-to-parent compatibility occurs with the same pro-

bability as parent-to-child compatibility.

To calculate the frequency of compatible sib-sib pairs we have to consider each

type of mating in turn. The mating A,A, x A,A,, for example, occurs with fre-

quency 4 x 4 = 4, produces offspring in the proportions44,A,,4A,A,,and4A, Az,

and so compatible sibs pair with the same frequency as random pairs from the

population, namely 3. The contribution of this mating to the frequency of compat-

ible sib-sib pairs is therefore $ x 4 =-3,. Calculating the contributions for each

mating type separately in this way and then addinggives a total frequency of 78.1

percent, which is just slightly higher than for parent-child combinations. This

approachto the calculation of the frequency of compatible pairs with respect to a

given polymorphism can readily be extended to more complex genetic situations.

The results for a single locus with an arbitrary number of equally frequentalleles

are given in Table 5.9 (see also Example 5.2; Newth, 1961; Lunghi, 1965; for review

see Elandt-Johnson, 1969). The same data are shown graphically in Figure 5.11.

Two main features of these results, which also apply qualitatively to more complex

models, should be noted: (1) the probability ofcompatibility decreases as the number

of alleles increases; (2) the probability of sib-sib compatibility is higher than that of

parent-child compatibility, which in turn is higher than that for random pairs, and

these differences become larger for larger numbersofalleles. It can be shownthat

the probability of compatibility is, quite generally, Jeast when, as assumedhere, the

alleles have equal frequencies. Any departure from equal frequencies increases the

probability of compatibility.

Another important feature of the results given in Table 5.9, which holds quite

generally for multiplealleles at a single locus,is that as the numberofalleles becomes
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Probabilities of compatible grafts (C) as a function of
the numberofalleles (of equal frequency andeffect)
when the donor is chosen at random among unrelated
individuals (UD), among parents or children (PC), or
among sibling (S'S) of the recipient. See formulas of

Example 5.2. (From Table 5.9. Lunghi, 1965.)

very large the randomandparent-child compatibility probabilities tend to approach
zero, while that for sibs tends to approach +. In this case essentially all pairs of
individuals chosen at random are different and thus clearly incompatible, and hence
all matings are of the form A,A, x A3A,. Each child, therefore, differs by at least
oneallele from either parent, and so is incompatible with both of them. There are,
however, four types of sibs occurring with equal frequencies of 4, so that the
probability of sib pairs being compatible is 4 x 4 x 4 = 4, as given in Table 5.9.
The probability ofcompatibility for more than one locus, ifthey are independent,

is obtained from the product of the probabilities for each of the separate loci.
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TABLE 5.9

Frequency (in percent) of Compatible Donor-Recipient Pairs

for one Locus with n Equally Antigenic Alleles occurring

with Equal Frequencies

 

 
  

 

Number
ofalleles Random pairs Parent—Child Sib—Sib

n (4n — 3)/n? (2n — 1)/n? (n> + 4n? + 2n — 3)/4n3

2 62.5 75.0 78.1

3 33.3 55.5 61.1

4 20.3 43.7 51.9

10 3.7 19.0 35.4

Large n A/n? 2/n z
(approxi-
mately)

 

For example, the probability for random pairs with one locus and fouralleles is

(4 x 4 — 3)/4° = 13/64. Forfive such loci the probability of compatibility would be

(13/64)° or about 0.034 percent. This probability, of course, decreases rapidly as the

number of loci increases.

Some limits to the number of histocompatibility loci and alleles can be set by

fitting theoretical expectations to observedfrequencies of incompatibility.

Attempts have been made in man to use these types of results to estimate the

numberof histocompatibility loci and alleles, using known frequencies of skin- and

kidney-graft survival. This approach, however, faces two major difficulties in the

assumptions madeto obtain the theoretical results. First, we have assumed thatall

alleles occur with equal frequency, which will certainly not be the case. As already

pointed out, any departure from this assumption will decrease the frequency of

incompatible pairs and so lead to an overestimate of the numberofalleles. Much

more serious is the assumptionthat all alleles have equal effect and act independ-

ently. This is knownto be incorrect, at least in the mouse, and most probably also

is in man. Some antigenic differences are “strong’’ and on their own can cause

rapid graft rejection. Others are “‘weak,” and a graft across such an antigenic

difference may survive for a comparatively long time. Weak antigens may, however,

have such cumulative effects that the combination of several of them may lead to

rapid graft rejection. Allowing for differences in antigenic strengths andallelic
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frequencies gives rise to so many alternative models that any given observedfre-
quency of compatibility may be fitted by a large numberof different models,
aiding little the determination ofthe real genetic basis underlying graft rejection.
Nevertheless the formulas given in Table 5.9 do allow somelimits to be set on the
possible numberofalleles and loci. Some data on the survival of skin and kidney
grafts in man are shown in Figure 5.12. The proportion of kidney grafts surviving
a given length of time is given in Figure 5.12,A for those between monozygous
twins, sibs, parent-child, and random pairs, separating living and cadaver donors.
Data are given in Figure 5.12,B on the cumulative mortality of skin grafts between
unrelated pairs, parent-child pairs, andsib pairs. Failure of kidney grafts in mono-
zygous twins is presumably due to nongenetic factors, often the recurrence ofthe
disease for which the original transplant was made. Therelative ordering of the
survivals as a function of relationship of donor and recipient is as expected, though
the time scales for skin and kidney are quite different. Thefirst is essentially in
days while the latter is in years. The scales were chosen so that the twosets of data
would give roughly comparable survival or mortality curves. An important differ-
ence is almost certainly the use of immunosuppressors in kidney transplantation
therapy. These are drugs that suppress the overall immune response and so help to
prolongthe survival ofincompatible grafts. There may also, however, be differences
in the antigenic structure of skin and kidney and in the physiology of the grafts,
which make, for example, skin grafts more accessible to the immune response than
kidneygrafts.

The lack of any grafts between unrelated pairs, for whatever organ or tissue,
that survive for a long time indicates that a relatively large numberofloci andalleles
are involved. Since there is no “‘complete’’ survival, any time point taken as a
cut-off point to distinguish relative success or failure of the graft is arbitrary. It
seems likely that strong antigens are more important for short term survival
and the accumulated effects of weaker antigens for long-term survival. Thus, fitting
the probabilities of survival beyond, say, one year to histocompatibility models
such as those already discussed, may give estimates of the number of strong loci
and alleles rather than of the total number. This would certainly be significant,
since it seems likely that immunosuppressive drugs may be able to cope reasonably
with the weaker histocompatibility antigens but not with the stronger ones. Esti-
mates varying from one locus with three or four strong alleles (Simonsen, 1965)
to two loci with eight and fouralleles, respectively, have been suggested (Serra and
O’Mathuna, 1966). If the number of important antigens werereally this few, there
should be little difficulty in matching donors and recipients for the important
antigens, once they have been identified. However, the need for assuming antigens
of equalstrengths,all ofwhich are equally effective in causing graft rejection, makes
these estimates very uncertain. The only real answerto this question lies in the
specific identification of each of the histocompatibility antigens, their genetic con-
trol, and their relative importance for transplant survival.
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A: Survival data for renal transplants based on 627 primary transplants.

(Courtesy Kidney Survival Data.) A: parental donor; B: sibling donor; C:
unrelated living donor; D: unrelated cadaver donor; E: monozygotic twin donor.
(From Ceppellini, 1968.) B: Cumulative mortality curves, with 95 percent

confidence intervals at thirteen and sixteen days, of skin grafts classified according
to genetic relationship between donor andrecipient (S = sibling, P = parent,
C= child, and U = unrelated person). Only ABO-compatible grafts are
considered. (From Ceppellini et al., 1966.)
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There are three main approaches to the problem of overcoming the immunological
barrier against transplantation: matching, specific inhibition of the immuneresponse,
and nonspecific inhibition of the immune response.

First the identification of the histocompatibility antigens can be attempted,
which would permit the matching of donors andrecipients who are compatible for
all the important antigens. Second, it may be possible to suppress the immunere-
sponse to specific important histocompatibility antigens, either by the induction of
tolerance or by immunological paralysis. Thus, if an animal is challenged with a
large dose ofa given antigensufficiently earlyinits life in relation to the development

of the immune system, then it may become“tolerant” toward the antigen, namely,

not produce an antibodydirected against the antigen if challenged again later with

it. Similarly, administration of large doses of antigen to human adults can some-

times “‘paralyze”’ their immunological response to the antigen. Last, it is possible

to suppress the overall immuneresponse with certain drugs called immunosuppress-

ors or, possibly, with antibodies made against human lymphocytes, the so-called

anti-lymphocyte serum. (We should perhaps also mentionthatartificial organs are

being developed that may possibly be inserted into the living body and notelicit

an immune response.)

There are disadvantages inherent to each ofthese three approaches to overcoming

the transplantation-immunity barrier, and any solution will probably depend on a

combination of them. When the total immuneresponseis suppressed, an individual

naturally becomes very susceptible to infectious diseases. It is thus characteristic

that deaths of organ-transplant recipients from infection, which are not uncommon,

involve organisms, often fungi, that can easily be combated by individuals with a

normal immuneresponse. Induction of tolerance is, even in experimental animals,

not yet a procedure sufficiently well developed to be ready for clinical application.
The routine induction of tolerance to a wide variety of antigens in infants certainly

poses many problems. Induction of tolerance in adults probably needs to be ac-

companied by the administration of drugs whose overall effect may be very detri-

mental.

The identification of histocompatibility antigens is now progressing rapidly. How-

ever, the finding of a compatible graft donorfor a given recipient will always remain

a major problem. It will certainly be somewhat alleviated by the development,

currently underway, of suitable techniques for long-term preservation of whole

organs. This will enable the establishment of tissue and organ “‘ banks,”’ built up

from material obtained from cadavers, which would be analogousto blood banks.

In what follows we shall concentrate on the problems of matching,especially with

respect to the HL-A polymorphism.
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Some of the antigens on red blood cells may be important histocompatibility

antigens.

Undoubtedly, the simplest approach to histocompatibility typing is through the

recognition of important antigens on suitable cells and tissues, notably blood cells

and skin, by appropriate serological techniques. Such systemsare first identified

without any reference to histocompatibility and then must be tested, one at a time,

for their importance as histocompatibility antigens, most commonly bytheireffect

on skin-graft survival.

The first and most obvious candidates for such an approach are the red-blood-

cell groups. The ABO antigens are knownto be widely distributed throughout the

various tissues of the body. Though it was thought for many years that the red-

blood-cell groups were not important for transplantation in man,it has been shown

recently that the ABO system is certainly important for histocompatibility (Dausset

and Rapaport, 1966; Ceppellini et al., 1966). Data on the survival of skin grafts

between unrelated ABO compatible and incompatible pairs are shown in Table 5.10.

Thereis a very significant difference of three days, in the overall mean survival time

and it is clear that A, into O incompatibility has a major effect on graft survival.

It is interesting to note that this is the same combination that is implicated in ABO

fetal-maternal incompatibility. Data on the survival of ABO-incompatible kidney

grafts confirm directly, for this organ, the importance of the ABO system for graft

survival. Further confirmation that the ABO system is a significant histocompati-

bility system comes from the fact that pre1mmunization with ABO-incompatible

red cells significantly shortens the survival of subsequent ABO-incompatible skin

grafts as compared with ABO-compatible skin grafts. There is some suggestion that

the P red-cell blood-group system mayalso be significant for histocompatibility

typing.

Antigenic polymorphisms on the white blood cells have now been shown to be im-

portant for histocompatibility.

There are a number of lines of evidence that suggest that histocompatibility

antigens may be found onthe white blood cells. Thus, injection of white bloodcells

sensitizes against the survival of subsequent skin grafts. Multiple skin grafts lead to

the production of antibodies that are directed against white blood cells, suggesting

that skin and white cells have important surface antigens in common. Moregener-

ally, for most sera that react with white cells, the activity can be absorbed out by

manydifferent tissues, including skin and placenta. Recently it has been shown that

matching for reactions of sera with white blood cells significantly enhances the

survival of skin and kidney grafts. Antigens on white cells have also been shown to

be important for febrile (fever-inducing) transfusion reactions, which quite often

occur with blood fully matched for red-cell groups.



TABLE 5.10

Survival of Skin Grafts Between Unrelated Individuals as a Function ofABO Incompatibility

 

Graft Survival Time in Days
 

 

Donor Recipient
WG? 9 10 Il 12 13 14 I5 16 I7 I8 19 20 21 23 MST®

O O 2 4 2 3 3 1 1 1

A A, AB 6 4 3 12.12
O A, B, AB 1 1 5 2 2

Ai, AiB O 4 3 2 2

A2, A2B O 1 1 2 9.13
A,B A 1

 

* WG = White graft, a term for a very rapid rejection.

> MST = meansurvival time.

Source: Ceppellini et al. (1966).
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5.11. The HL-A Polymorphism

The recognition of antigenic systems on the white blood cells wasatfirst hindered

by a number of technical problems. Sera reacting with white blood cells (mainly

lymphocytes or granulocytes) were initially obtained from people who had had

many blood transfusions. These sera, not surprisingly, contained a large number of

antibodies. In addition, the assays used, which generally depended upon agglutina-

tion, were not very reproducible andit wasdifficult to obtain enough white blood

cells to do large-scale absorptions in order to purify the sera. In recent years, the

more reproducible cytotoxicity assay, which is based on the ability of some anti-

bodies to kill their specific target cells in the presence of complement, has become

the most widely used assay for white-cell typing. In 1958, Payne and Van Rood

independently discovered that leukocyte agglutinins could be found in women who

had beensensitized during pregnancy by fetal-maternal incompatibility, as in the

case of many of the rhesus red-cell-blood-groups. This immediately made available

sera, which thoughstill largely multispecific, were much less complex and so were

suitable as reagents for the establishment of genetic groups. About 20-30 percent

of women who have had two or more children have in their sera white-cell anti-

bodies that will react with their husband’s cells and with those of a significant

fraction of the population. These antibodies, in contrast to the Rh and ABOantt-

bodies, which are the major cause of hemolytic disease of the newborn, do not in

the large majority of cases have any obviousclinical effects on the offspring. Suffi-

ciently large studies have, however, not yet been done to detect incompatibility

effects comparable to certain of those claimed for the ABO and rhesus systems.

Even with such pregnancy sensitized sera, problems of obtaining enough material

for large-scale absorption and their generally low titers, combined with their multi-

specificity have until recently hindered the definition of antigenic specificities by

conventional immunological procedures. Many of the best HL-A typing sera now

available have been produced by planned immunization of human volunteers with

human white blood cells, using donors carefully chosen to differ only with respect

to a desired specificity. Statistical analysis of the pairwise associations of the

reactions of a set of primarily multispecific sera, with a panel of random cell donors,

at first formed the main basis for the definition of antigenic specifications on the

white cells. It is still a very useful procedure for the initial characterization ofsera.

(See Bodmeretal., 1969 for a review.)

Asin the original elucidation of the genetics of the ABO blood groups by Bern-

stein, the analysis of population associations between white-cell antigens has also

proved to be a useful guide for the determination of their genetic control. It is now

known that most of the white-cell antibodies produced either by fetal-maternal

stimulation or by planned immunization of human volunteers detect antigens con-

trolled by one complex polymorphic system called HL-A. In this section we shall
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first review someofthestatistical approachesused for the definition of antigenic
specificities and their genetic control. We shall then discuss the present view of the
HL-A polymorphism, the evidence for its importance as a histocompatibility
polymorphism, and somespeculations on its evolution.

The main statistical tool for the simple analysis of serological specificities is the
2 x 2 comparison of the reactions ofa set ofsera with a random panelofcell donors.

Asshown in Table 5.11, two sera each containing one or more antibodies may be
identical, contained one within the other, significantly associated,or, finally, com-
pletely independent. Thesignificance of the association betweenthe sera is measured
by the usual 2 x 2 contingency chi square (see Appendix I).

TABLE 5.1]

2X 2 Table for the Analysis of the Association Between a Pair of
Sera Tested on a Random Panel of Cell Donors: a, b, c, d represent
the numberof observations of the four possible types of reactions
++,+—-, —+, and ——

 

First serum
-}- _

a b
Second serum

— Cc d

 

If 5 = c =O,the sera are identical.
If 56 = 0, serum 2 is “‘contained”’ in serum 1, and vice versa if c = 0.
The sera may show significant association. The sign of the association

is that of ad—bc. The significance of the association is measured by

_ n(ad — bc)?

~ (a+ bye +dya+cob +d)

and its magnitude by (y?/n)'/?, where n=a+6+c+d. (See Appendix I.)
The sera may be independent(y? notsignificant.)

Xi

There are two main reasonsfor an association between the reactions of a pair of
sera with a random population sample. Either (1) one or both of the sera contain
more than one antibody andatleast one of the antibodies is commonto bothsera,
or (2) the sera contain antibodies directed against antigens that are associated in
the population.

Thefirst reason for association between serum reactions, the sharingofantibodies,
has, as already mentioned,played a keyrolein the initial identification of many of
the antigens of the HL-A system. The analysis of 2 x 2 associations between serum
reactions for antigen definition in the HL-A system was pioneered by Van Rood
(1962) andled to his initial description of the antigens 4a and 4b as a simple two-
allele polymorphism. The method was further developed by Bodmer, Payne, and
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co-workers in their definition of the antigens HL-Al and HL-A2 (Payneetal.,

1964). The main principle involved is the recognition of a group of associated sera

that share an antibody, which may then be used to define the corresponding

antigen. One of the main difficulties in the application of this methodology to the

HL-A system turns out to be that of disentangling associations between sera due

to shared antibodies from those due to antibodies directed against closely associated

antigens.

In view of the large number of comparisons to be made with reactions of, for

example, only 30 sera tested on 100-200 people, it is almost essential to use an

electronic computer to perform the necessary manipulations. A group of sera each

containing an antibody against a commonantigenic specificity is recognized by the

fact that all sera of the group should showsignificant positive pairwise associations.

The group ofsera so defined should then separate people into two categories accord-

ing to their overall reactions to all the sera of the group, and so define, objectively,

an antigenic specificity, using multispecific sera. Many of the antigens now recogni-

zed on leukocytes werefirst identified in this way.

As an example, Table 5.12 shows the pairwise chi squares between the sera that

were originally used to define the antigens HL-Al and HL-A2. Almostall the chi

squares within each groupare significant and the associations positive, as they are

expected to be if the sera within each group share an antibody directed against the

TABLE 5.12

Chi-square Relationships of HL-Al and HL-A2 Sera

 

 

  
 

Serum
Number

2

8 43

14 69 37

HL-Al 15 42 39 47

25 6 12 10 9

30 24 20 20 25 8

32 18 12 22 8 2 15

6 o* 11* 18* 10* 9% 1* 0.2%

7 11* 1* 412* 4* 2* O* OF 28

9 5* 5* 14* 10* 9% O* O 40 32

HL-A2 17 \* 1* 3* 6* 0.2* 0.2 O* 18 19 17

28 4* 4* 3* 13* 10% 0.6* 3 40 15 20 16

22 3* 12* 9* 4* 0.6* O 0.2 24 12 9 19 41

Serum
Number 2 8 14 15 25 30 32 6 7 9 17 28 22

HL-Al HL-A2

 

Source: From Payneetal. (1964).

Note: Boldface type indicates chi-square greater than 5. An asterisk indicates negative association.
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appropriately defined antigen. The asterisks indicate negative associations whose
interpretations will be discussed a little later on.
The data for HL-A1 are shown in a different form in Figure 5.13, which is a
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FIGURE 5.13

Definition of the HL-A1 antigen using a group of multispecific sera.

(Data from Payneet al., 1964.)

histogram giving the numberofpeople whoreacted with a given numberof6 ofthe

sera containing anti-HL-A1 listed in Table 5.12. The distribution is clearly bimodal

with a minimum at 3-4 sera out of 6. Individuals reacting to 4, 5, or 6 of the sera

are HL-Al+, the remainder HL-Al—. Technical errors account for the fact that

some HL-Al+ individuals may not react with all the sera of the group. People

reacting to 1, 2, or 3 sera are, presumably, reacting to antibodies in these sera

other than anti-HL-A1. The upperlimit to the level ofmisclassification is set approxi-

mately by the 3 out of 86 individuals who reacted to 3 or 4 sera. In this example,

the definition of the antigen HL-A1is unambiguousand is not obscured by associa-

tions between antibodies. It was confirmed by absorption studies and the later

identification of monospecific sera.

The initial identification ofthe relationships between the genes controlling leukocyte

antigens has proceededfrom an analysis of their population associations

The best way to define the relationship between the genescontrolling the antigens
is, of course, by appropriate family studies. When, however, the methodsoftyping
are subject to an appreciable frequency of misclassification as was at first the case
for white-cell typing, family studies may prove unreliable. Even a single crossover
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can be enough to distinguish whether two genesare allelic or not, so that no mis-

classification can be tolerated in family studies. Associations between the antigens

in a population will, however, not be seriously disturbed by moderate levels of

misclassification and can, as pointed out in Chapter 2 and discussed below,

provide some indications of the genetic relationship between closely linked genes.

A population association between antigens, or, more generally, between two

genetically determined traits, may be caused by one or more of the following factors.

1. The traits may be multiple effects of the same gene. Aninteresting example of

this is the association between red-cell ABO compatibility and skin-graft survival.

2. The traits may be the result of epistatic interaction between two or more genes.

A striking exampleis the interaction between the Lewis andsecretorloci, such that

Le? is only found onthe red cells of individuals with at least one of the dominant

alleles at each locus (see Table 5.5).

3. There may be a commonselective basis for the maintenance of polymorphism

at the two loci. Probably the best example of this in manis the association between

G6PD deficiency, thalassemia, and resistance to malaria in certain areas of the

Mediterranean (see Chapter 4).

4. Departures from random mating due to inbreeding, assortative mating, or

populationstratification can lead to nonrandom association between genes (see

Chapters 7, 8, and 9). The effects of inbreeding in human populations, are, however,

likely to be quite small, and assortative mating with respect to cryptic genetic

characters, such as blood-groupantigens, is unlikely. Population stratification, on

the other hand, particularly as a result of recent racial admixture (see Example 2.2),

may be a very significant general source of nonrandom association between un—

linked genes. For example, in a truly random sample of the American population

a negative association should be expected betweentheallele Ry (cDe) of the Rhesus

system and the Duffy allele, Fy’, anda positive association between Ry and the Kidd

allele, Jk*. This is because Ry and Jk* occur with a relatively higher frequency in

African than in Caucasian populations while Fy* has a much higher frequency

among Caucasians than Africans. The magnitude of the associations found in the

American sample will depend on the proportion of individuals with African ancestry

in the sample. The associations will, presumably, eventually disappear if random

mating with respect to racial ancestry is established on a more-or-less permanent

basis.

5. The last, and from our point of view most important, cause of nonrandom

association betweentraits is allelism or very close linkage. The negative association

between the antigens A and B of the ABO system was, of course, the basis for

Bernstein’s interpretation of the system in termsofthree alleles and the association

between the antigens S, s and M, N of the MN blood groups wasthe basis for

assigning all these antigens to one system, consisting of the four haplotypes MS, Ms,

NS, Ns. In an exactly analogous way, the negative associations between the sera
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containing anti-HL-Al and those containing anti-HL-A2 noted in Table 5.12,
which indicated a negative association between the respective antigens, suggested

that the genes determining HL-Al and HL-A2wereallelic.

It is this last cause of genetic association that has been emphasized especially by

red-cell and white-cell groupers. This is because the other causes can, mostly, be

readily recognized or controlled and are in any case likely to have small effects

relative to that resulting from the very close linkage between genes controlling

antigens that are part of the same system, like, for example, the rhesus blood groups.

As a model situation consider two hypothetical antigenic specificities G and H,

for which the relevant gametic types are GH, Gh, gH, gh. The presenceof G (or H)

in the specification of a gamete denotes the fact that it carries the genetic deter-

minant for the antigen G (or H), while g and / denote the absence ofthe respective

genetic determinants. If the population frequencies of the gametes GH, Gh, gH, and

gh are X1,X2, x3, and x, (where x, + x, + x3 + x, = 1), then it can be shownthat

the expected 2 x 2 association between the antigens G and H in a populationis

given by

 

D
0 = d(2 r _.) ~ 2D

J/a-q@a-@) S/d 420 - qi)’

when D is small, where g, = x, + x, =the total frequency of gametes lacking G,

9. =X,+%x, =the frequency of gametes lacking H, and D=x,x,-—x,x,; is a

measure of the association between G and H amongthe gametes (Chapter 2) and

p =(y?/n)'/? as defined in the footnote to Table 5.11 (see Examples 5.5, 2.6). In

general the association p between the antigens G and H in the populationis a direct

measure of the association D between the genetic determinants of the antigens G

and H, respectively. The quantity D will be positive or negative depending onwhether

the predominant gametes are GH and gh or GA and gH. It was shown in Example

2.6 that in the absence ofselective differences between the various genotypes and

under the assumption of random mating, D tends to approach zero asthe popula-

tion frequencies of the gametes approach equilibrium, howeverclose the linkage

between the genes G and H maybe. The rate at which D tends to approachzero,

does, however, depend on the closeness of the linkage between genes G and H.If

the frequency with which heterozygotes GH/gh (or Gh/gH) produce recombinant

gametes Gh and gH (or GH andgh) is r, then D decreases by a factor 1 — rin each

generation. If r is actually zero, then there is, of course, no change in D,whileif r is

very small D will change very slowly. Fine-structure genetic recombination studies

suggest that values of r between 1 in 10° and 1 in 10° are appropriate for a system of

closely linked antigenic determinants.

If r =0.001, D will decrease by a factor of 10 in approximately n =2 x 10°

generations or 60,000 years for humans, where n is given by the formula(1 — r)” =,

 (5.3) 
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If r= 0.00001, then n = 2 x 10° generations or six million years. Thus, for very

closely linked genes, the time taken to approach an equilibrium, with D = 0,in the

absence of selection, is comparable to the evolutionary life span of the human

species. One explanation,therefore, for a significant association between antigens in

the absenceofselective differences is that the mutations giving rise to the antigenic

differences arose recently enough andare closely enough linked for there to be too

little time to reach an equilibrium.

It was originally pointed out by Fisher in 1930 that certain selective interactions

between genes can lead to equilibria with D not equal to zero. The quantitative

analysis of such situations has been discussed by a numberofauthors. In general,

if the genotypes GH/gh or Gh/gH or both have a fitness which differs from that of

ghigh or GH/GHbyless than r, the recombination fraction, equilibria with D not

equal to zero will often exist. When r is very small, then clearly a very small selective

advantage may be enough to prevent random association at equilibrium. (For a

review of this problem see Bodmer and Felsenstein, 1967.)

Nonrandom association of antigens in a population is thus evidence for close

linkage between the genes determining the antigens, whetherthis is due to the recent

origin of the relevant mutants or to selective interactions of the type suggested.

The analysis of population associations may thus be viewed as a form oflinkage

analysis for closely linked genetic determinants. The sign of D and henceofp, will

predict whichallelic combinations are most prevalent in the population understudy.

A series of antigens is said to belong to a“‘ system’ if the recombination fractionr,

for the genetic determinants of all pairs of antigens, is small.

The effective limit on r is set by the resolution of human pedigreestudies for the

detection of low recombination frequencies, and so, in most studies, is unlikely

to be muchless than one percent. Based on the estimated amounts of DNA per

chromosome, observed recombination fractions and theaverage number of nucleo-

tide pairs per cistron, there may, of course, be many, perhaps even hundreds or

thousands of, genes between two loci separated by a one percent recombination

fraction. It seems likely, however, that antigens belonging to a system are controlled

by a block of contiguous genes. Unless such a block is exceptionally large, the

appropriate values of r might be much less than one percent, perhaps even as low

as 10~* or 10~°. The final answer to these questions will always depend on a de-

tailed chemical understanding of the gene-antigen relationships.

Based on these considerations, however, D, and thus p, for most pairs of antigens

belonging to a system should be different from zero. The signs of D should help in

predicting the most prevalent haplotypes. It is clear that a value of D notsignifi-

cantly different from zero by no meansproves two determinants are not part of the

same system, since large numbers of observations may be needed to detect small
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correlations. This is a major limitation to association analysis since a correlation,
however small, may indicate that two antigens belong to the same system. Mi and
Morton (1966) have analyzed the pairwise associations between a large number of
blood factors (blood groups, Gm groups, and secretor status) in a population
sample based on families drawn from northeastern Brazil. In their data, the p value
for the A and B antigens of the ABO system was —0.14, while those for D and E,
and D ande, of the rhesus system were 0.18 and —0.05, respectively. The latter
value, based on 1991 individuals, was not significantly different from zero at the
one percent level. However, only two out of the 10 associations between the five
antigens D, E, e, C, and c of the rhesus system werenotsignificant. The third lowest

p value was 0.12 for the association between D and C, which would have been

detected as significant in a sample of about 400 individuals. Thus, in this case, all

the antigens would clearly have been assigned to the same system, based only on

phenotypic association analysis. The Brazilian sample has a mixed Caucasian,

African, and American Indian origin. Mi and Morton emphasize that the as—

sociations between systems that must have existed in the ancestral population be-

cause of racial stratification are no longersignificant. This suggests that there has

been enough random mating with respect to racial origin, for a sufficient numberof

generations, to removethis evidenceforracial stratification. Significant associations

between white cell antigens along the lines discussed were the original basis used by

Dausset, Bodmer, and others for assigning most of them to a single system, HL-A

(Dausset et al., 1965; Bodmer and Payne, 1965; Bodmeretal., 1966). However,

family studies were subsequently required to elaborate andclarify the system.

The HL-A polymorphism can be described in terms of two “‘allelic’’ series of

closely linked antigens, the LA and 4 series.

The first genetic polymorphism on the leukocytes, called group 4, was described

by Van Rood in 1962. At that time it was thought to be a simple two-allele poly-

morphism but, as has been the case with so many of the red-blood-cell groups,it

turned out to be a very complex system, comparable to the rhesus or H2 systems.

What wasinitially thought to be a second major independent polymorphism, LA,

was described soon after by Payne, Bodmer, and co-workers (Payneet al., 1964).

The independence was based mainly onthe fact that the LA and 4 series of antigens

did not seem to showsignificant population associations with each other, and also

on incorrect family data showing apparent crossovers between genescontrolling

antigens belonging to different series.

Subsequently, Dausset, Ceppellini, and others presented both family and popula-

tion association data which showed that the genesfor all the antigens were very

Closely linked and so thatthey all belonged to one system, the HL-A polymorphism

(see Histocompatibility Testing 1967). It now appears that this system of antigens
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can be described formally in terms of two very closely linked loci with multiple

alleles corresponding respectively to the LA and series of antigens.

To illustrate this representation, weshall first trace the history of the LA antigen

series. The two antigens HL-Al and HL-A2 werefirst described together in 1964

using basically the data shown in Table 5.12. It was then clear—both from the

family data and from the negative population association between the two antigens —

that they were determined by a pairofalleles. The existence of HL-Al(—)HL-A2(—)

individuals indicated the presence of a ‘‘ blank” (silent) allele, analogous to O in

the ABO system. Subsequently two more antigens, HL-A3 and HL-A9 (formerly

designated LA4, TO12 or Lcl1) were described that behaved as if they were deter-

mined by twootheralleles of this system,still leaving room for a “*blank’’ allele.

The operational criterion for allelism in this context is, as emphasized before, that

no individual exists who carries on one chromsome, and so transmits together to

his offspring, the genetic determinants for two or more of the antigens. Thus, an

individual who has two oftheallelic set of antigens, say HL-Al(+)HL-A2(+) must

be heterozygous for the corresponding genetic determinants, HL-A1/HL-A2. No

individual should therefore have more than two of the antigens. Data on the ex-

pected and observed phenotypic frequencies of a sample of Caucasians with respect

to the antigens HL-Al, HL-A2, HL-A3, and HL-A9 are shown in Table 5.13.

(These and the subsequentdatain this section, unless otherwise indicated, come from

unpublished work of Bodmer and co-workers.) The expected frequencies are based

on fitting gene frequencies by the method of maximumlikelihood (see Appendix I),

assuming random mating. The fitted gene frequencies are those given for Cauca-

sians in Table 5.17. As expected, there are no individuals with three antigens and

some with none, indicating the presence of a blank allele. The fit is good, giving a

chi squareof 5.97 with 6 degrees of freedom. The allelism of the genetic determin-

ants for these antigens has now been amply confirmed by family studies (see Histo-

compatibility Testing 1967) which show that no two are ever passed on to offspring

together. Recently, more antigens of the series have been described, which almost

fillin the blank (see Histocompatibility Testing 1970). In time, new antigens will

probably be found that fill in the blank completely.

The 4 series started, as already mentioned, as a two-allele system involving antigens

4a and 4b.

A numberof other antigens were subsequently described that were clearly closely

associated with 4a and 4b. It now appears that 4a and 4b are actually complex in

the sense that each is really the sum of a numberof constituent specificities. Thus,

for example, the antigens HL-A7 (formerly designated 7c or 4d) and HL-A&

(formerly designated 7d) are ‘“‘included”’ in 4b, which means, operationally,

that all individuals classified as either HL-A7 or HL-A8are also 4b. There still

remain people whoare 4b but not HL-A7 or HL-A8,indicating that all the consti-
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TABLE 5.13

Expected and Observed Phenotype Frequencies for
the LA Series ofHL-A Antigens

 

Phenotype
 

HL-AI HL-A2 HL-A3 HL-A9 Observed Expected*
 

— — — — 9 7.2

 

+ — — — 9.0

— + — —- 25 24.2

— — + — 11 10.6

— — — + 5 9.6

+ + — — 7 7.8

+ — + — 5 4.1

+ — — + 5 3.8

— + + — 6 9.0

— + — + 11 8.3
— — -- + 6 4.4

Total 98 98.0

x6 = 5.97

 

“The expected phenotype frequencies are based on fitting gene frequencies
for each antigen and a “blank,” assuming random mating. Thefitted gene
frequencies are given in Table 5.17.

tuent antigens of the 4b complex have not yet been described. An exactly similar
situation exists with respect to 4a. This complexity is most probably dueto the fact
that cross-reacting antibodies, namely those which have affinity for more than one
specificity, are relatively commonfor antigens within each of these two complexes.
Thus,if a serum were found that contained an antibodyreacting to either HL-A7 or
HL-A8, it would behave as though the sum of these two antigens were a single
entity. Until a serum was found that contained an antibody that reacted with only
one of the two antigens, there would be no reasonto believe that the first described
specificity was complex. The frequent occurrence of cross-reacting antibodies for
antigens within the 4a and 4b complexes is, presumably, a reflection either of the
similarity of the chemical groupings responsible for the set of specificities within
each complex or perhaps more likely of their close interrelationship on the cell
surface. Undoubtedly, cross-reacting antibodies sometimes can be found between
an antigen of the 4a and one of the 4b complex. However, the mere fact that 4a and
4b were initially described as a two-allele system indicates that such cross-reacting
antibodies must be much less frequent than those that cross-react within each
complex.

A numberof antigens such as HL-A7 and HL-A8 belongingto the 4 series have
now been described that, when considered as a separate system, behaveasif they
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were determined bya set of alleles analogous to the LA series (Kissmeyer-Nielssen

et al., 1968; Dausset et al., 1969; Mickey et al., 1969). Some data on observed

and expected phenotype frequencies for four of these antigens (disregarding, for

the time being, the LA antigens) is given in Table 5.14. Thefit is not as good as it

TABLE 5.14

Expected and Observed Phenotype Frequencies for

the 4 Series of HL-A Antigens

 

 

 

 

Phenotype

AL-A12 Act AL-A7 HL-A8 Observed —_Expected*

— — — — 27 20.5

+ — — — 11 17.2

— + — — 19 22.9

— — + — 18 20.9

— — — 7 9.3

+ + — — 11 6.7

+ — + — 6 6.2

+ — — + 6 3.0

— + + — 10 7.9

— + 7 + 2 3.9

— — + + 5 3.5

Total 122 122.0

xg = 13.8 0.05 > P > 0.025

 

“ The expected phenotype frequencies are based onfitting gene frequencies
for each antigen and a “blank” assuming random mating. The fitted gene
frequencies are given in Table 5.17.

should be, probably because of some inaccuracies in the typing for HL-A12. This

antigen is part of the 4a complex while HL-A7 and HL-A8are associated with the

4b complex. There is an even larger frequency of the blank allele than for the LA

series, indicating that many morespecificities of the 4 series remain to be properly

defined. Recently, several new specificities in this series have been described (see

Histocompatibility Testing 1970).

It should be emphasized that only a very small proportion of sera turn out to be

useful for typing for the well-defined antigens we have so far mentioned. Manysera

are foundthat are either mixtures or that do not seem clearly to identify a new or an

old specificity. This is undoubtedly due to the serological complexities ofthe system.

Many of these sera are probably cross-reacting with the specificities that will be

found to fill in the blank. Somecross-reacting antibodies are occasionally found
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within the LA series. However, it seems clear that the relative ease with which the
LAseries was worked out compared with the apparent confusion surrounding the
4 series is a reflection of the much higher frequency with which cross-reacting
antibodies are found for thelatter.

It was originally thought that the locifor the LA and 4 series were unlinked mainly
because someof thefirst described specificities in the two series showed no significant
population associations.

All pairs of antigens within each series tend to be associated negatively, as is
expected if they are determined byalleles. The chi squares for pair associations of
antigens, one member from the LA and one memberfrom the4 series, are shown in
Table 5.15, based on data from a sample ofabout 140 white Americansin California.

TABLE 5.15

Chi squares for Pair Associations of HL-A
Antigens, One Member from the LA and One Member
from the 4 Series

 

LA series

HL-A1 AL-A2 HL-A3 AL-A9

   

, HL-A12 4.5 0 0 4.7
‘8 4c* ° ° ° °

“ HL-A7 ° ° ° 0
+ HL-A8 27.1 0 ° 0
 

 

Based on a Caucasian Sample of About 140 People from California.

Note: Dagger indicates a negative association; circles indicate a
chi-square ofless than 2.5

Only three of the values exceed 2.5 and only one association is really striking,

namely that between HL-A1 and HL-A8.Onthebasis of our analysis ofpopulation

associations due to nonrandom association of closely linked gentic determinants,

we should predict that the genetic determinants other than HL-Al and HL-A8

should occur in all possible pair combinations, one member from the AL and one

memberfrom the 4 series, more-or-less at random. HL-A1 and HL-A8 combinations

thus give relatively large values of D, the measure ofassociation for pairs of genetic

determinants on haplotypes, while, for example the HL-A1 and 4c* combinations

agree rather well with the assumption ofindependence, giving a very low value of D.
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Very close linkage between the genetic determinants for the two series of antigens

LA and 4 has now been amply demonstrated by extensive family studies.

An example showing how haplotypes are determined using family data is shown

in Table 5.16. Data on offspring with identical phenotypes have been combined.

TABLE 5.16

Haplotype Determination in a Family of Six Children. I indicates presence,

0 absence of the respective antigens. Antigens giving the same pattern in the
family (e.g., HL-A2 and HL-A5) are grouped, and children giving the same

reactions are grouped.

 

 

 

  

 

 

Antigens

Paternal Maternal Inter-

Backcross Backcross cross

HL-A2 HL-A] Assigned
HL-AS HL-A3 HL-Ai2 HL-A9  4c* Chromosomes

Father 1 1 0 0 1 A/B

Mother 0 1 1 1 C/D

Children
(numberof)

3 1 0 1 0 1 A/C

(1) 0 1 1 0 B/C

(2) 0 0 1 1 B/D

PARENTAL HAPLOTYPES

Father A HL-A2 HL-A5 4c*

B HL-A3

Mother C HL-A1 HL-A12

D HL-A9 4c*

 

Two pairs of complementary patterns of antigen segregation in a family are ex-

pected on the assumption that all the antigens are determined by closely linked

genes. Thefirst pair correspond to backcrosses in which the father has the antigen,

the mother does not, and one or more of the children do not. In this case the father

must be heterozygous for the corresponding genetic determinant and wecall this a

paternal backcross. Two complemenatry patterns are expected corresponding to

the fact that only one of the two paternal chromosomesis transmitted to any given

offspring (see the first two columns of Table 5.16 for HL-A2, 5 and HL-A3). The

second pair of complementary patterns corresponds to maternal backcrosses as

shown in the next two columns of Table 5.16 for HL-Al, HL-A12 and HL-A9.
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It should, in general, be possible to assign the linkage phase of the genetic deter-
minants and so the haplotypes on the basis of such backcross data. Thus for the
family shownin Table 5.16 the father transmits HL-A2 and HL-A5 on one chromo-
some, arbitrarily designated A, and HL-A3 on the other, which is called B. As
indicatedin the final columnofthetable thefirst three offspring must have received
the A chromosomefrom their father and the remainder B. The two maternal chrom-
osomes are C (HL-Al and HL-A12) and D(HL-A9). The genetic determinants for
LA antigens, as expected, do not occur together in the same haplotype. In addition

to the paternal and maternal backcross segregation patterns, intercross patterns,

namely those for which both parents have the antigen but at least one child does

not, may also be found. These should be consistent with the corresponding gene

being on oneor other of the chromosomes of each parent, as determined from the

backcross data. Thus in Table 5.16, 4c* is missing in the child who got the B

chromosome from the father and C from the mother and so is presumably deter-

mined by genes on the A and D parental chromosomes.(The antigen 4c* is known

to be complex and to “include” the antigen HL-A5.)

A few definite crossovers between the LA and 4 loci have now been described.

The data suggest a recombination fraction between the loci of about one percent

(see Histocompatibility Testing 1970).

It is already clear from the data on the LA and4 seriesallelic frequencies given

in Tables 5.13 and 5.14 that the HL-A system is highly polymorphic, in the sense

that there exist a large numberofpossible genotypesall with fairly small population

frequencies. This means thata fairly high proportion ofindividuals are doubly hetero-

zygous with respect to LA and 4 antigenic determinants. As a result, parental

HL-A haplotypescan be assigned in a high proportion of families chosen at random,

maybe as high as 70 percent. Nevertheless, haplotype frequencies calculated from.

direct determination using family data, must to some extent be biased because those

families in which haplotypes can be sorted out can clearly not be considered a

random sample.

Haplotype frequencies can be estimatedfrom population phenotype frequencies.

According to the picture of the HL-A system we have developed so far, all

haplotypes must consist of one genetic determinant (or a blank) from each of the

LA and 4 antigenseries. Thus, given 4 antigens in each system, there are 5 x 5 = 25

possible haplotypes and so 25 homozygotes, plus (25 x 24)/(1 x 2) = 300 hetero-

zygotes, making a total of 325 possible genotypes. It can be shownthatin this case

the total possible number of phenotypes is 11 x 11 = 121. In a random sample of

approximately 100 Caucasians, 53 of these phenotypes were, in fact, observed.

There are now approximately 14 knownantigens at the 4 locus and 9 at the LA

locus that can give rise to 8001 genotypes and 3404 phenotypes.The multiplicity of
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haplotypes, genotypes, and phenotypes certainly complicates the problems offitting

observed data on phenotypefrequenciesto a specific genetic model. The problem is,

however, greatly simplified by an extension of the two-locus two-allele representa-

tion of gamete or haplotype frequencies in terms of products of gene frequencies

plus or minus a correction term, D (see Example 2.6 and the discussion on associa-

tion dueto close linkage on pages 247-248). Thus it can be shown (see Example 5.5)

that the frequency of a haplotype ij, determining antigensi of the LA series and j of

the 4 series, can be expressed in the form

Xj, = piP; + Di;, (5.4)

wherep,is the frequency ofantigen allele 7 of the LAseries, calculated as in Table

5.13, and P, is similarily the frequency of the antigen allele j of the 4 series and

D‘! is the gametic association between the alleles, ignoring all other combinations.

This D,; can be estimated directly from the 2 x 2 association table for the i and j

antigens (see Example 5.4). A set of haplotype frequencies estimated in this way

from a sample of a Caucasian population is given in Table 5.17. The frequencies

can be represented in the form of a matrix whose row and column headings are the

TABLE 5.17

Estimated Haplotype Frequencies for a Caucasian Population. The figures
in the enclosed square are the frequencies of the haplotypes determining
the antigen corresponding to the relevant row and column headings. The
figures around the edge arethe allele frequencies estimated separately for

the LA and 4 series

 

4 series

 

HL-Al2 4c* HL-A7 HL-A8& Blank

   
 

0.164 0.193 0.261 0.104 0.416
  

AL-AI 0.135 0 0.006 0.011 0.061 0.057

g HL-A2 0.289 0.044 0.020 0.042 0.021 0.162

&  HAL-A3 0.167 0.051 0.061 0.036 0 0.019

4 HL-A9 0.136 0.053 0.019 0.017 0.015 0.032

Blank 0.276 0.016 0.087 0.020 0.007 0.146 
 

 

antigens of the 4 and LAseries, respectively. The row and column sumsare the

frequencies of the 4 and LAalleles calculated separately as in Tables 5.13 and 5.14.

The most frequent haplotypes are blank blank and HL-A2 blank, which are the

only ones with frequencies ofmore than 10 percent. As more antigens are found that

fill in the blanks, these more frequent haplotypes will become subdivided.
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TABLE 5.18

Frequencies of the LA and 4 Antigen Series
Alleles of the HL-A System in Three Different

 

 

Populations

Western American

Caucasians Pygmies Blacks
Alleles (#=111) (=115) (n=61)

LA series

HL-Al 0.15 0 0.05

HL-A?2 0.29 0.12 0.18

AL-A3 0.16 0.11 0.11

HL-A9 0.14 0.05 0.20

LA-W4 0.12 0.31 0.27

Blank 0.14 0.41 0.19

4 series

HL-A12 0.17 0.09 0.12

4c* 0.10 0.09 0.20

HL-A7 0.19 0.10 0.09

AL-A8 0.12 0.04 0.07

Blank 0.42 0.68 0.52

 

“ LA-W is a new LAantigenthathelpstofillin the LA
blank.

The frequencies of the HL-A antigens vary widely from population to population.

A limited number of studies of the distribution of HL-A antigens in different
populations have been carried out. As with rhesus blood-group systems, African
populations, in particular, show striking differences from Caucasian populations.
Twosera that behave identically when tested on one population, may react quite
differently in the other. One possible reason for this is the existence of a second
antibody in one of the sera that may react very infrequently with, say, Caucasians,
but quite often with people of African descent. A second reason might be that the
overall distributionof antigensis sufficiently different, in the two populations, for a
serum to show quite different patterns of cross-reactivity when tested on the two
types of cells. These complexities meanthat it is essential to confirm the characteri-
zation of a Caucasian serum on the African population, and, in general, that at
least two sera must be used to type for any of the antigens. Some data on LA and 4
allele frequencies in Caucasian and African populations is shown in Table 5.18.
The fit of the observed to the expected phenotype frequencies in the pygmy and
and American black populations, assumingallelism of the LA and 4 antigens, can
be shownto be quite satisfactory, supporting the two-locus multiple-allele structure
of the HL-A system in these populations. Corroborating family studies have, how-
ever, not yet been done. Since HL-A1 seems to be absent in Africans, the HL-Al
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and HL-A8 association found in Caucasians cannot be verified. There is, however,

a significant positive association between HL-A3 and 4c* in the pygmies, whichis

appreciably higher than that found in Caucasians. Most of the information on the

HL-A differences between the populations is, however, contained in the allele

frequencies given in Table 5.18. There are striking differences in frequency, the most

significant, perhaps, being the increased frequency of the blank allele in pygmies

as compared with Caucasians. This is accompanied by appreciably lower frequencies

of most of the known alleles, which were originally described in Caucasian popu-

lations. Only the new specificity LA-W shows a higher frequency in Africans

(Bodmer and Bodmer, 1970). This bias in allele frequencies is most probably a

reflection of the source of the sera used for typing. As more sera from Africans

become available, the high blank frequencies in these populations may, perhaps,

be filled in.

The antigen HL-A1 seemsto be absent also from Japanese populations and so

probably from other Oriental populations (Singalet al., 1969; see also Bodmer and

Bodmer, 1970).

There is direct evidence that the HL-A antigens are histocompatibility antigens.

The HL-A antigens are present on a wide variety of tissues includingall types of

white cells, skin, and kidney, which is consonantwith their being “‘ tissue antigens ”’

that may be of importance for transplantation. The best direct evidence that they

are histocompatibility antigens comes from studies on the survival of skin grafts

exchanged between sibs. When the sibs have identical HL-A types, skin-graft

survival is significantly longer than if they differ in HL-A genotype. The HL-A

genotypes can be assigned as discussed earlier (see Table 5.16); thus sibs who are

identical for HL-A may be identified. Representative data from a single family

are shown in Table 5.19, which gives survival of skin grafts exchanged reciprocally

between four sibs whose HL-A genotypes were determined. The grafts between the

HL-A identical sibs 1 and 3 survived much longer (20 and 22 days) than those

between the other pairs, whose mean survival time was 13.5 days. Similar data have

been obtained from a substantial number of families.

When lymphocytes of different origin are cultured together, they stimulate each

other to enlarge and subsequently divide. This so-called mixed-lymphocyte-culture

test was at one time thought to be an in vitro mimicofin vivo graft rejection. It has

been shown, however, by Bach and Amos(1967) that pairs of sibs, which are HL-A

identical do not stimulate each other. This shows that HL-A differences dominate

the mixed-lymphocyte-culture reaction. Unfortunately, therefore, this test does not

provide any information that cannot, in principle, be obtained by HL-Atyping.

Data on the cumulative survival of a series of kidney grafts between sibs separated

according to whetheror not they were matched,that is HL-A compatible though not

necessarily HL-A indentical, are shown in Figure 5.14. There is a striking effect of
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TABLE 5.19

Survival of Skin Grafts Between Sibs as a
Function ofHL-A Genotype. Donors and
recipients are the same four sibs. Figures in the
body of the table are days the grafts survived.
Genotypes are indicated in terms of the paternal
(A/B) and maternal (C/D) chromosome
combinations. Squares indicate grafts
between HL-A identical sibs

 

Donors and AL-A Genotypes

 

1 2 3 4
BID A/D BD A/C

2 1 — 14 [22] 13
S 2 14 — 13 13
g anS 3 [20] 16 — 13
me 4 12 14 13 —
 

 

Source: From Ceppellini (1968).

HL-A compatibility on survival that parallels the data on skin-graft survival.
Surprisingly, however, the same authors reporting the data shownin Figure 5.14.
report survival data for parent-child kidney grafts that give a muchlessstriking
difference between survival times of matched and mismatched pairs. Their data
show a higher survival of the parent-child grafts than sib-sib grafts at four years
after the transplant (60 percent versus 43 percent). This may, in part, be due to the
fact that sibs can differ with respect to two HL-Aalleles while parent and child
always have oneallele in common.

Data on survival of grafts exchanged between unrelated individuals are much
more difficult to interpret owing both to the multiplicity of possible HL-A pheno-
types and to the presumably greater average disparity in other as-yet-unidentified
histocompatibility antigens. Nevertheless, there is some indication that kidney
grafts between unrelated individuals matched for HL-A antigens fare, on the
average, somewhatbetter than those between mismatchedpairs. Some representative
data taken from Terasaki’s studies are given in Table 5.20. Clinical grading of the
quality of a graft from

A

to

F

isbased on

a

variety of physiological and histological
criteria. A significantly higher proportion of the mismatched grafts have lower
grades than the matched ones. However, there are many mismatched grafts that
do well and, of course, some matched onesthat do not, perhaps because of unde-
tected incompatibilities. It must be borne in mind thatall kidney-graft data are based
on patients receiving continuous immunosuppressive therapy, which presumably
accounts, at least in part, for the survival of grafts across HL-A mismatches. All
these data, of course, are on grafts between ABO compatible donors andrecipients.
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(From Signal et al., 1969.)

 

TABLE 5.20

Correlation of Overall Clinical Rank of Kidney Grafts
Between Unrelated Individuals and HL-A Compatibility

 

Clinical Grade ofPatients with
More Than 4 Months Graft Survival

 

A B C D F Totals

Matched 6 10 1 0 4 21

Mismatched 4 14 7 3 13 41

 

 

Source: Based on Patelet al. (1968).

Note: A test of significance for the difference between matched
and mismatchedpairs gives P < 0.02.
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Recent evidence on the chemistry of the HL-A antigens suggests that the LA and 4
series may reside on different molecules.

An understanding ofthe relationship between the genetic and functional differ-
ences of an antigenic polymorphism, such as HL-A, always depends, ultimately, on
a determination ofthe chemical nature of the antigens. The importance ofthe HL-A
antigens for transplantation hasgreatly stimulated research on their chemistry. The
mostdifficult problem for the analysis of cell-surface antigens is that they reside in
components of thecell, the membranes, that are insoluble and so cannot be readily
studied using standard biochemical techniques. Thefirst step in their analysis is
therefore solubilization, which may be brought about by use ofenzymes, detergents,
or mild sonication (see, for example, Kahan and Reisfeld, 1969). Recent evidence
suggests that the HL-A antigens are predominantly proteins with some associated
carbohydrates, though it is not clear which of these two kinds of component
carries the antigenic determinants. One group of workers has provided evidence
which suggests that the LA and 4 antigensreside in molecules, or molecular frag-
ments, that can be separated by standard biochemicaltechniques (Mann etal., 1969).
This, of course, fits in well with the formal genetic picture of the HL-A polymor-
phism as a two-locus multiple-allele system. Further work is needed, however, to
resolve the questions of how manycistrons are involved and whetherthe immediate
gene products are, in fact, the molecules carrying the antigenic specificities. The fact
that the antigens within each of the LA and 4 series behave in a Strictly allelic
fashion, while associations between antigens of the two series are relatively weak,
suggests that if several cistrons are involved, those determining specificities within
each of the twoseries are more closely linked. This interpretation is based on the
fact that the association between closely linked genes is, at least to some extent, a
function of the recombination fraction between them. As discussed before the
smaller this is the longer will be the time needed to achieve random association at
the population level between a pair of linked genes. It is, of course, also possible
that the pattern of associations observed within the HL-A system is

a

reflection of a
particular pattern ofselective advantages for appropriate combinations of antigens.
A further possibility is that the mutually exclusive antigens within the 4 and LA
series reflect some sort of a metabolic sequence, as has been delineated for the ABO
and associated polymorphism, and as was suggested by Boettcher for the rhesus
polymorphism.

There are, so far, no clear indications of selective differences associated with the
HL-A polymorphism.

Family data on segregation of individual antigens on the whole show no signifi-
cant departures from expected Mendelian proportions. There is preliminary
evidence to suggest that the HL-A polymorphism,orat least closely analogous
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polymorphisms, may occur in a wide variety of animal species. It has been clearly

identified in the chimpanzee and probably also in the rhesus monkey (Balneretal.,

1967). The mouse H2 system is also thought to be to some extent analogous to the

HL-A polymorphism. The only positive evidence for selection in relation to the

HL-A system is that its variation among the humanraces is narrower than that of

most polymorphisms. (Bodmer and Bodmer, 1970; see also Chapter 11.)

The widespread occurrence ofsuch a histocompatibility polymorphism does pose

the question of whether there are special selective mechanismsassociated with such

antigenic differences. Incompatibility selection against sperm or fetus could con-

ceivably lead to an advantage of any new antigenic variant. No clearcut clinical

effects of the presence of maternal HL-A antibodies on the fetus have yet been

described though the presence of the antigens on sperm has been confirmed.

Burnet (1962) has suggested that histocompatibility polymorphisms may have

evolved to protect the individual from “infection”? by cancerouscells from other

individuals. The probability of compatibility between two random individualsis

so low that cancerous cells from almost any other individual would berejected.

It must, however, be remembered that we now know that a high proportion, perhaps

as high as 30-50 percent of all gene loci are polymorphic (see Chapter 11). The

apparent high level of variability associated with the HL-A polymorphism may

therefore merely reflect the activity of many closely linked genes.

OTHER WHITE-CELL POLYMORPHISMS

A few other antigenic polymorphisms detected on white blood cells have been

described. These seem, however, to be much less complex and have received much

less attention than HL-A. A summaryof information on the polymorphismsso far

described is given in Table 5.21. The 5 system,originally described by Van Rood,

TABLE 5.21

White-cell and Platelet Polymorphisms, other than HL-A

 

Alleles and Their Frequencies

  

System Antigens in Caucasians(in Percent )

5 (on all white cells 5a, 5b Sa (18) 5b (82)
and manytissues)

NA(on granulocytes) NAI1 NA1 (34)

Zw (or PIA) (only on Zw, Zw? Zw* (84) Zw? (16)

platelets)

Ko (only on platelets) Ko’, Ko? Ko‘ (7) Ko® (93)

PIE (only on platelets) PIE?, PIE? PIE'(97.5) PIE?(2.5)

 

Source: Data from Shulmanet al. (1964), Van Der Weerdt (1965), Van Rood

et al. (1965), and Ceppellini et al. (1967).
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seems to occur on manydifferent tissues, as does HL-A, but it has not so far been
shownto besignificant for transplantation. The NA system (Ceppellini et al., 1965)
is specific to the granulocytes. Presence of anti-NA1 inthe mother has been shown to
be a cause of neonatal neutropenia, a disease in whichthe fetus has a very significant
reduction in the numberof granulocytes. Both the NA and 5 polymorphismshave,
so far, only been detected by agglutinating sera. The remaining three polymorphisms
are specific to the platelets. Of the three, Zw has been described independently by
two groups of workers, and the other two, Ko and PIE, have each been described
only once and thus are not so far fully confirmed (see Shulmanetal., 1964; and
Van der Weerdt, 1965).

Other polymorphisms and more antigens of presently known polymorphisms
clearly will be found. Since the majority of antibodies produced naturally, or by
planned immunization, seem to be directed against antigens of the HL-A system,
it is perhaps not surprising that the understanding of this system has developed
mostrapidly.

5.12. The Gm Polymorphism and
the Genetic Control of Antibody Structure

The first of the Gm factors, which are detected as antigenic specificities on

antibody molecules, was discovered by Grubbin 1956, in the course ofa serological

determination of gammaglobulin levels. The assay he was using is based on the

Coombstest.

The Coombstest is an adaptation of the agglutination assay that is widely used in

red-cell typing.

The principle of the Coombstestis illustrated in Figure 5.15. Ag is an antigen on

the cell surface, and Ab a specific antibody against Ag. Agglutination occurs, in

simple terms, if an antibody hasat least two antigen binding sites, enabling it to

form a bridge betweencells by attaching to onecell at one side and another at the

other (see Figure 5.15, A). In this way a mixture of cells and antibodies forms a

lattice held together by antibody molecules, which is observed as an agglutinated

clump. Often, however, an antibody, though it can bind to the antigen on thecell
surface, is incapable of causing agglutination. This may be becauseit only has one
effective antigen-bindingsite (as in Figure 5.15, B), or because the antigen is embed-
dedin the cell surface in such a way that the antibody molecule is not large enough
to form a bridge between the antigens on two different cells (see Figure 5.15, C).
If, however, we make an antibody against the original Ab antibody (C for Coombs
reagent in Figure 5.15, B and C), this maybeable to attach to the antibody on the
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FIGURE 5.15

A: Direct agglutination. B and C: Coombs agglutination—principle of

the Coombstest. Ag is the antigenic site on cell surface; Ab is the

specific antibody for Ag; C is the Coombs-reagent“ bivalent’ antibody

against Ab. In B the antibody is depicted as having only onesite for

attachmentto the antigen Ag, and so cannotlead to direct aggluti-

nation. In C it has two attachmentsites, but these are arranged in sucha

way that the antibody cannot cause direct agglutination.

surface of the cell, causing agglutination. This second antibody acts as though the

first antibody wereitself an antigen on the cell surface. Ag, for example, might be

the rhesus E specificity and Ab an “‘incomplete”’ anti-E, as such nonagglutinating

antibodies are called. The C antibody, or Coombsreagent, is often an antibody

made in rabbits against whole human gammaglobulin, which is the antibody-

containing protein fraction of serum. Such a Coombsreagent can be used quite

generally for testing for any incomplete antibody coming from a human source.

A critical part of the test is to wash the cell suspension thoroughly after it has been

treated with the primary antibody Ab. Otherwise, if excess antibody remains in
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Gm (a+)  
FIGURE 5.16

Schematic illustration of Gm typing by inhibition of agglutination.
A is an anti-D antibody that is Gm(a+); B is an anti-Gm(a) antibody;

a— are antibody molecules from a Gm(a—) individual; a+ are anti-

body molecules from a Gm(a-+) individual.

solution, it will bind the Coombsreagent in solution, competitively inhibiting the

agglutination reaction.

Grubb observed that one of the sera he wastesting for its ability to inhibit the

Coombstest, itself reacted as if it were a Coombs reagent, agglutinating the red

cells that were coated with the primary antibody, which wasa rhesusanti-D anti-

body. The serum that behaved in this way came from an Rh(+) individual, who

could not, therefore, have made any anti-D antibody himself.

Grubb found that serum from about 60 percent of normalindividuals, which he

called Gm(a+), inhibited his unexpected agglutination reaction, that the capacity to

inhibit was inherited as a dominant gene, and that the inhibitoryfraction of the serum

was gammaglobulin.

The explanation of the phenomenon that Grubb foundis that antibodies, which

are themselves gammaglobulin molecules, from about 60 percent of the Caucasian

population have an antigenic determinant Gm(a). Rare individuals have in their

serum an antibody directed against Gm(a), which agglutinates Rh(+) red cells

coated with anti-Rh(+ ) antibody from a Gm(a +) individual. Serum from Gm(a+ )

individuals competitively inhibits this agglutination while that from Gm(a—)

individuals does not. This principle of typing for antigenic determinants of the

antibody molecules, which is still the predominant test used for Gm typing, is

illustrated in Figure 5.16. It depends on two reagents, the anti-D antibody with

Gm(a-+) specificity (A in the figure) and the anti-Gm(a) antibody (B in thefigure).
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Following Grubb’s original work, many more Gm specificities have been discovered,

all of which behave as part of a single complex polymorphism.

Manyof the antibodies for Gm typing come from patients with rheumatoid

arthritis. The reason for this is thought to be that rheumatoid arthritis is an auto-

immune disease, namely a disease in which people make antibodies against their

own cells and cell products. Some Gm-typing antibodies come from patients who

have had multiple transfusions and some have been prepared using animals.

Occasionally, anti-Gm antibodies are formed by fetal-maternal stimulation. Each

new Gm antibody must, as just discussed, be matched with an anti-D carrying the

appropriate specificity. A list of the Gm factors that have been described so faris

given in Table 5.22 (taken from Ceppellini (1966), who gives a comprehensive

TABLE 5.22

The Factors of the Gm System
 

 

 

Nomenclature
Date of

Original Numerical Discovery

Gm(a) Gm(1) 1956
Gm(x) Gm(2) 1959

Gm(b”)-Gm(b?) Gm(3) 1960

Gm(f) Gm(4) 1965

Gm(b)-Gm(b!‘) Gm(5) 1959

Gm(c) Gm(6) 1960

Gm(r) Gm(7) 1961

Gm(e) Gm(8) 1962
Gm(p) Gm(9) 1963
Gm(ba) Gm(10) 1963

Gm(bB) Gm(11) 1963

Gm(by) Gm(12) 1963

Gm(b?) Gm(13) 1965

Gm(b*) Gm(14) 1965

Gm(s) 1966

Gm(t) 1966

Gm(b°) = Gm(5) 1966

Gm(b°) 1966

Gm(c?) 1966

Gm(c*) 1966

Gm(z) Gm(17) 1966

Roz Gm(18) 1965

Ro; Gm(19) 1965

Gm(20) Gm(20) 1966

Gm(g) Gm(21) 1966

Gm(y) Gm(22) 1966

Gm(n) 1966

 

Source: Adapted from Ceppellini (1966).
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review of the subject of this section). The original names for these factors reflect,

in part, the genetic development of the system. Thus Gm(b), or Gm(5), which was

the second to be discovered, behaves, in Caucasians, as if it were controlled by an

allele of the gene that specifies Gm(a).

Most of the other Gm(b) specificities (b°, b*, b*, b°), are highly associated at the

population level with Gm(b’). Following ourearlier discussion of associations due

to close linkage, this can be interpreted in terms of a predominant b-determining

haplotype that includes the genetic determinantsfor all of b°, b', b*, b°, and b?.

Becauseofthe allelism of the genes for Gm(a) and Gm(b) in Caucasians, there are

almost no haplotypes in Caucasian populations that determine both Gm(a) and

Gm(b). Close associations between Gm(a) and Gm(x), Gm(g) and Gm(z), and be-

tween Gm(b) and Gm(f), Gm(y) and Gm(n), are interpreted in a similar way. The

resulting set of the most commonhaplotypes in Caucasians which have been amply

verified by family studies, together with their frequencies calculated from population

phenotype frequencies, is given in Table 5.23. Four haplotypes account for 98 per-

cent of the total, the remaining, rare haplotypes such as azb°b'b*b°b? and yfg

occurring with frequencies of less than 0.5 percent.

TABLE 5.23

The Major Gm Haplotypes and Their

Frequencies in Caucasian Populations.

Other haplotypes (for example,
azb°b'b*b’b* or yfg) occur with
frequencies of less than 0.005

 

 

Haplotype Approximate Frequency

azg 0.15

axzg 0.13

yfb°b'b*b°b3n 0.5

yfb°b'b*b*b3 0.2
 

Source: Based on Ceppellini (1966); Natvig et
al. (1967).

There are striking variations in haplotype frequencies between populations of dif-

ferent racial origin.

As with the other complex polymorphisms, studies on the frequencies of Gm

haplotypes in different populations have uncovered striking variations and have

contributed substantially to the understanding ofthe polymorphism itself. Thefirst

surprise in the Gm system wasthat all people of African descent turned out to be

Gm(a) and Gm(b), and so presumably to be homozygous for a Gm(ab) haplotype,

which is extremely rare in Caucasian populations. Other specificities have served to

distinguish to some extent the Gm(ab) haplotypes occurring in these populations.
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The approximate frequencies of the commoner haplotypes found in African and

Japanese populations are given in Table, 5.24. In each case, the most striking dif-

ference from Caucasiansis the presence of ab haplotypes such as ayfb°b'b*b°b*n

among the Japanese and azb°b'b*b°b? among the Africans. The main African

haplotypesare distinguished by the presence or absence of someofthe b associated

antigens, notably they have c> and c° in place of b* and b®, and s instead of b*

and b*.

TABLE 5.24

Frequencies of the Major Haplotypes

Found in Japanese and Africans
 

  

Haplotypes Approximate Frequencies

Japanese

azg 0.5

axzg 0.15

ayfb°b'b*b*b?n 0.1

azb°stb*b? 0.25

African

azb°b1bab*b? 0.5

axzb°b1b*b°b3 0.05

azb°b}c*c3 0.25

azb°b'b*b>c3 0.05

azb°sb°b? 0.1

 

Source: Adapted from Ceppellini (1966).

Crossing-over is probably an important mechanism for the production ofnew Gm

haplotypes.

Asin the interpretation of the Rh system, it seems natural to suggest that haplo-

types such as the African azb°b'b*b°b* may have arisen by crossing over within the

genetic region determining the Gm specificities. This could, for example, have been

produced by an azg/yfb°b'b*b°b> heterozygote.

Extensive family studies have confirmed the close linkage between the Gm

genetic determinants and have been the basis for the definition of the haplotypes

listed in Tables 5.23 and 5.24. A few families have, however, been discovered

in which crossing-over within the Gm region is clearly demonstrated. Data on one

of these are shownin Figure 5.17. Individual II.1 was the propositus of the family.

He lacked the b complex that is almost invariably associated withfy in Caucasians.

His son III.1 had the same unusual phenotype. All other phenotypes in the family

could be readily interpreted in terms of the haplotypes commonly found in Caucas-

ian populations. Since II.1 had Gm(x), he must have inherited the gzax haplotype
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FIGURE 5.17

A Caucasian family demonstrating a crossover between Gm
genetic determinants. The arrow indicates the propositus of
the family; b stands for the complex of b types usually found
together in Causcasians; g fy is the cross over haplotype.
Individual I 2 bears the probable crossover. (Adapted from
Natvig et al., 1967.)

from his father. Thus the unusual gfy haplotype must have come from the mother.
She had the phenotype azg bfy n and so must have been heterozygousg za/nbfy, sug-
gesting that the g fy haplotype arose by a crossover in the position indicated in
Figure 5.17. The molecular information on the Gm system showsthat in orderto
explain the unusual gfy haplotype, as a mutational event, two simultaneous muta-
tions would be necessary, which is extremely unlikely. The numberoffamilies that
have been screened so far withoutfinding crossovers suggests that the recombination
fraction between Gm determinants is no more than 1 in 10or 1 in 10¢.

Three gammaglobulin types have been described that are not associated with the
Gm system.

The best knownofthese, whichis called Inv(a) occurs with a frequency of about
20 percent in Caucasians and 50 percent in Africans and Mongoloids. Inv(b) be-
havesas if it were determined by anallele of the gene for Inv(a). The third specifi-
city Inv(l) almost always occurs in association with Inv(a). The independence of
the Inv and Gm types has been fully confirmed by family studies and indicates that
the two sets of differences must be located on different polypeptide chains.
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Twolines of evidence show that individual gammaglobulin molecules from a parti-

cular person’s serum do not carry all the Gm determinants detectable in his serum as a

whole.

1. Only a small proportion of anti-D sera obtained from Gm(b + ) individuals

can be used for typing for Gm(b). This indicates that most of the anti-D antibodies

from Gm(b+) people do not carry the Gm(b) antigenic determinant. Similarly

not all anti-D sera from Gm(a) or Gm(f) individuals can be used for Gm(a) or

Gm(f) typing, though most of it apparently can be.

2. Some people suffer from a disease causedby a tumorof the antibody-produc-

ing cells called a myeloma. They have in their serum in high concentration a

homogeneous gamma globulin, which is the product of the myeloma.It is believed

that the myelomaarises from a single antibody-producingcell that can only produce

just one type of antibody molecule. On this hypothesis a myelomaprotein represents

a unique pure example of a gamma globulin molecule. Such proteins have been

intensively studied and have been the basis for much of the recently accumulated

knowledge concerning the chemical structure of the antibody molecule. As for the

Rh antibodies just discussed in paragraph 1, myelomaproteins do not expressall

the Gm specificities found in whole serum from the individual with the myeloma.

The Gm types found on myelomas show associations that are different from, and

additional to, the population associations found ‘between individuals typed in the

usual way using whole serum. Thus, no myelomasare found that have more than

one of the Gm types, a, b, and f. On the other hand, all Gm(x+) myelomasare

Gm(a+) while approximately one-half the Gm(a+) myelomas do not have Gm(x).

The explanation of these associations depends on a knowledge of the overall chemi-

cal structure of the various classes of antibody molecules, which we shall now

describebriefly.

There are four main classes of antibody molecules called yM,yA, yG, and yD.

Each class of antibody molecules is made up of two types of chains, heavy (#7)

and light (L) .The H chainsof the variousclasses differ, and are used to define them,

while the L chains are the same in all four classes. The best-known classes are

yM, the so-called 19S or macroglobulin, and yG, which is the usual immune, or

7S, gamma globulin. The symbol S stands for the sedimentation constant, usually

determined by ultracentrifugation and related to the molecular weightofthe protein.

The four classes of antibody molecules participate to different extents in the

various immune phenomena and presumably serve different functions in the body’s

immune defense system. There are two known types of L chains,called, « and A.

Approximately 70 percent of the yG LZ chains are x. Analysis of the amino-acid

sequences of a number of myeloma protein L chains has shownthat they consist of

a constant half, which has with one exception the same sequence for all chains of
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Amino-acid sequence of a human x
light chain from a protein. See
Table 1.1, page 6, for single-letter

code of amino acids. The black

circles mark variable loci, at which

different amino acids have been

found in other human « light
chains. “‘Inv factor ’’ indicates the
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1967.)
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the same type (xk or 4) and a variable half, which is different, at least to some

extent, for each myelomathat has been studied. The one exception to the constancy

of the constant half is that the Inv(a) specificity is located on this half of the x

chains (see Figure 5.18). The variability of the variable half of the L chains is

presumably related to the determination of antibody specificity.

The Gmspecificities are located on the yG H chains. Each yG molecule is made up

of two L chains and two H chains as indicated schematically in Figure 5.19. The

approximate location of some of the main Gm specificities on the H chain is also

indicated. The H chains have a variable region that is analogous to that on the L

chain and that occupies a position on the molecule adjacent to the L chain variable

region.

H+ Hychain

  
  
  

 

>Gm a y b' b°’g n

 
C = constant half

V = variable half

L chain

FIGURE 5.19
Schematic structure of yG antibody molecules.

There are four known subclasses of yG globulins determined by four different

VG H chains called yG1, yG2, yG3 and yGa4.

The differences between the yG H chainsare detected serologically using anti-

bodies made by immunizing animals with myeloma proteins. The four subclasses

are present in all individuals. Approximately 70 percent of yH chains are yGl,
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18 percent are yG2, 8 percent are yG3, and 3 percent are yG4 (see, for example,
Natvig et al., 1967). The pattern of Gm types found on myelomaproteinsis ex-
plained by the fact that any given Gm specificity is always associated with a parti-
cular one of the four yG H chains. Thus Gm(a), for example, only occurs on vGl
chains, while Gm(b) only occurs on yG3 chains. Since a myeloma synthesizes just
one unique type of antibody molecule, and so one type of H chain, Gm(a) and
Gm(b) are not expected to occur together in the same myelomaprotein. The heavy
chain subgroupsor genes associated with the various Gm specificities, which can be
determined by typing myeloma proteins for Gm andfor the yG H chain subclasses,
are indicated in Figure 5.20.

 

    

Heavychain yG4 yG2 yG3 yGl

y ax y f

n b° b' b? bt b5 Z
Gm specificities none t

known .
Cc ©

FIGURE 5.20
Association of Gm specificities with yG heavy chain genes.

The simplest interpretation of the genetic control of the yG H chainsis that they
are determinedbyveryclosely linked, probably adjacent, cistrons. The order shown
in Figure 5.20 is based on recombination data suchasthatillustrated in Figure 5.17
and also othercriteria. The close linkage’of the yG1, yG2, and yG3 genes is based
on the inheritance of the Gm specificities in closely linked haplotype combinations,
as already discussed. Theclose linkage of yG4 to the other three is suggested by the
similarity of all the four chains to each other, which is why they are grouped into
one class determining the yG antibody molecules. A serum sample has been dis-
covered by Kunkel and co-workers (1969) that contains yG heavy chains that seem
to be yG3-yG1 hybrid molecules, analogous to the Lepore hemoglobin, which has
a B-d hybrid chain. The most plausible explanation for the origin of this chain is
that it arose by unequal crossing-over between the yG1 and the yG3 chains. This
is consistent both with the close linkage between these two genes and with the high
degree of homology between the two corresponding chains.

Thelack of close linkage between the Inv and Gm polymorphisms showsthat the
Land H chain genesare notclosely linked, thoughit is a reasonable guess that the
genes determining the two types ofL chains, « and J, are themselves closely linked.
The overall pattern of genetic control of the » G globulins is similar to that of the
hemoglobins, which are made up of « chains combined with B, y, 6, or € chains.
In this case, also, the 6, y, 6 and ¢ chain genes are Closely linked to each other but
are not linked to the « chain gene. A special feature of the antibody molecules,
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however, is that any one cell synthesizes only the product of oneallelic gene. Thus,

a given single cell from a Gm(azg)/Gm(yfb) heterozygote synthesizes yG1 chains

that are either a z or y f, but not both. |

The presence of the Gm(a) specificity in serafrom gorillas and chimpanzees but not

in those from rhesus monkeys and baboons sets an upper limit to the age of the

mutation that gaverise to this specificity.

It must, presumably, have occurred after the separation ofthe Old World monkeys

from the primates (see Chapter 11). It has been shown that Gm(a)is associated with

a short polypeptide sequence Asp-Glu-Leu-Thr-Lys, which is present in yG H

chains from man and higher primates. The corresponding sequence in the Old

World monkeys (rhesus monkey and baboon)is Glu-Glu-Leu-Thr-Lys (Wangetal.,

1969). From the genetic code (see Table 1.1) the change from Glu to Asp can occur

as a result of a mutation in a single nucleotide position, namely:

 

Glu Asp

either GAA - GAU

or GAG - GAC.

Of the primates and the Old World monkeysthat have been studied so far, only the

chimpanzee and to a lesser extent the orangutan have shown detectable poly-

morphism for Gm factors using humantyping sera. This does not necessarily mean

that the other speciés are not polymorphic for the gamma globulins, but simply

emphasizes the close evolutionary relationship of man and chimpanzee.

The homology between the various gamma globulin chainshas led to the suggestion

that they may all have evolvedfrom a commonancestral chain.

There is a hierarchy of similarity between the various chains. Thus yG H chains

(at least in their constant regions) are probably moreclosely related to each other

than they are to yM, yA, or yD H chains. Nevertheless, the H chains all show

significant homologies with each other. Similarly x and 4 chains have many similar

amino acids in corresponding positions, though it appears that the « chains in

mouse and manare moresimilar to each other than either is to the corresponding

species A chains. This suggests that if x and 4 chains have a commonevolutionary

origin, the split between them occurred, probably, before the evolutionary separa-

tion of mammalian species. Heavy and light chains have significant similarities

though they are the most different of the total family of gamma globulin poly-

peptide chains. A schematicillustration of the evolution of the various chainsis

shown in Figure 5.21. Each step in the evolutionary pathway is presumed to be
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FIGURE 5.21

Schematic illustrations of the evolution of the gammaglobulins.

mediated by serial duplication of a preexisting gene followed by divergence due to

selection of new mutants. The separation of the H and L chains presumably

occurred by translocation or by duplication of the whole chromosomefollowed by

differential evolution of the relevant parts of the duplicate chromosomes. In the

mouse, there is evidence to showthatall the genes for the variousclasses ofH chain

are closely linked (see, for example, Herzenberg et al., 1968). The only direct evi-

dence in humans,of course, involves the Gm specificities found on the yG 1, 2, and

3 H chains, though it seems likely that the genes for yA, yM, and yD A chains are

also closely linked to the yG H chain genes.

It has been suggested that the variable and constant regions ofboth L and H chains

may be codedfor by different genes.

As we mentioned before, the extreme variability of the variable regions of the L

and H chains is probably the key to the specificity of the antibody molecule. The

Gm and Inv polymorphisms are only detectable because they are in the constant

regions of the molecules. There are three basic types of hypotheses for the origin

of the variability: (1) It could be present in the germ line. (2) It could be produced

by somatic mutation or recombination during the development of the antibody-

producingcell. (3) It could result from “‘ programmed” inaccuracies in the tran-

scription of the gamma globulin genes or the translation of the corresponding

messenger RNA’s.

If the first hypothesis were true, there would have to be an enormous number ofH

and L chain genes. If, in addition, each chain were determined bya single gene, the

‘constant half” of all the genes would have to be the same, indicating remarkable

evolutionary conservation. This could, of course, be related to the need forstrict
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homologyofthe constant regions of the various L and H chains. Present knowledge

of the genetic code and the mechanism ofprotein synthesis makesit hard to recon-

cile the third hypothesis with the patterns of amino-acid differences that have been

found in the variable region ofL chains so far analyzed. These arguments leave the

second hypothesis, that of somatic recombination or mutation, as the currently

preferred one. It has been suggested that there may be several special genes for the

variable regions, which have properties allowing them to recombine or mutate with

high frequency. Their products are then joined to their respective constant halves,

which are produced by separate genes. There is, however, so far, no direct experi-

mental evidence to indicate anything concerning the specific mechanisms for the

production of antibody variability. The whole question of explaining the immune

responseat the molecular andcellular level remains one of the mosttantalizing and

actively studied problems in biology at the present time.
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Worked Examples

5.1. Compensation modelfor the rhesus blood groups.

In terms of the simple model for rhesus incompatibility selection discussed in
this chapter, and assuming the possible existence of heterozygote advantage un-
related to incompatibility selection, we shall find the conditionsfor the increase of
the D and d alleles when either one or the otheris rare. (Based on Feldmanetal.,
1969.)

The selective scheme for incompatibility selection and heterozygote advantage
is given in the following table. The scheme hasfive independent parameters. The
frequencies of the genotypes DD, Dd, dd are u, v, and w, respectively, and random
mating is assumed. Only the matings marked with an asterisk, namely 2 dd x ¢ DD
and 2 dd x 3 Dd involve incompatibility selection. The parameter / is such that
1 — /1is the proportion of offspring surviving the incompatibility selection in the
mating 9 dd x 3 Dd. Compensationis introduced in the mating 2 dd x 3 Dd by
the fertility factor f, which is the ratio of the average number of zygotes produced
by 2 dd x 3 Dd matings to the number produced by compatible matings, which are
all assumed to have equalfertility. The parameterk, as it stands, includes both the
compensationeffect in the 2 dd x 3 DD mating andtherelative viability of offspring

 

 
 

  

 

Mating Offspring distribution

Female Male Frequency DD Dd dd

DD x DD ur 1 0 0
DD x Dd uv 4 4 0
Dd x DD uv 4 4 0
DD x dd uw 0 1 0
*dd x DD uw 0 1—k 0

Dd x Dd v? 1 i }

Dd x dd vw 0 4 4
*dd x Dd vw 0 411 —)f af
dd x dd w? 0 0 1

Overall viabilities l—s 1 1—t

 

Note: Only the matings with an asterisk (dd x DD and dd x Dd)
involve incompatibility selection.
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from these matings, as these two factors cannot be separated in this mating. The

viability parameters 1 — s, 1, and | — f represent overall relative viabilities associa-

ted with the three genotypes DD, Dd, and dd, respectively. These are independent

of the incompatibility selection and compensation.It is clear that the model repre-

sents a considerable simplification of the physiological situation arising from in-

compatibility selection. In particular, the viabilities of Dd offspring must be func-

tions of the number of pregnancies and the distribution of Dd offspring among

them. These viabilities will, on the average, decrease rather sharply with increasing

numbers of Dd children conceived. Thusit could be argued that, sinceit is unlikely

a still birth due to Rh incompatibility will be followed by anylive Rh(+) births,

f should be restricted to the dd offspring of the dd x Dd. In any case, it seems

unlikely that 1—k or (1—J)f are often bigger than 1, as required for over-

compensation.

The equationsrelating the frequenciesofthe three genotypes in successive genera-

tions are then as follows:

—(d—s)u* tut 1y*)
 

 

 

T ; (1)

yet uw(2 — k) + ut tow[1 +fC —)] | 2)

1 — )(w? +4ow(t hv?, _ | t)(w~ + om +f) + qv ) (3)

where T is a normalizing factor such that u’+v0'+w =I.

Whend is very rare, meaning that v is small, then, as approximations, u = | — v

and w is of order v?. Ignoring terms in v, T = (1 — 5) and thus ignoring termsin v”

we obtain from Equation 2

 

v= , (4)

Thus if s #0, the d gene increases provided s > 0; that is, provided only the

heterozygote Ddis fitter than the DD homozygote. When s = 0, terms of O(v?) and

so also 0(w) must be included in order to determinethefate of the d gene. It can then

be shown that

ph =vt+47[(1 —1)(2 —k) — 2] + 00"), (5)

with the result that d increases provided

(1 —t)2—k) > 2, (6)

or when t = 0, k <0. This implies overcompensation for the incompatibility loss

in the mating dd x DD.
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Whentheallele D is very rare, meaning that, again, v is small and as approxi-
mations w = 1 — v and u = 0(v”), then to 0(v?) we have

,_ 10+fa—))
v=

2 1-—t

since, now, T = 1 — ¢ + termsin v.

Thus D increases provided

11+fG-).
1

2 1-—t ,

which can be written in the form

fad -D>1—21,

or

 

or

t>2[{1—f(1 — J].

When t¢ = 0, this condition is

and when f= 1,

t>r.

(7)

(8)

(8a)

(8b)

(9)

(10)

Thus from these equations we see that the D gene will not increase in a pre-

dominantly dd population unless the heterozygote advantage of Dd, t, or the

compensatingfertility, f, are large enough to counter the incompatibility selection

against heterozygotes Dd. It seems likely, therefore, that d initially occurred in a

predominantly DD population in which, for small frequencies of d, the incompati-

bility selection was negligible.

A balanced polymorphism will be maintained provided condition 8 is satisfied

and s > 0. This implies heterozygote advantage, with the difference between Dd and

dd large enough to counteract incompatibility selection when D is rare. When
s = 0a balanced polymorphism will result if condition 6 as well as condition 8 is
satisfied. Thus if s = 0 and ¢ = 0 andthereis no intrinsic heterozygote advantage,
a balanced polymorphism can exist provided k <0 and f>1/(1 —J), that is,
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provided in both the matings dd x DD and dd x Dd there is overcompensation for

the incompatibility loss.

5.2. Frequency of histocompatible donor-recipientpairs.

Weshall calculate the frequency of randomly combined, parent-child, and sib-sib

pairs that are compatible for a histocompatibility polymorphism involving n

equally frequent, equally strong alleles. We assume random mating. Allele 4;,

i=1,...n each determine a corresponding antigen that can, in an incompatible

combination, lead to graft rejection. The frequency of each of the n alleles is

assumed to be 1/n.

RANDOM PAIRS

There are three classes of compatible, random, donor-recipient pairs:

A,A,;—2A;,A;, 4,4; 4;4;, and A;A;—> A,;A;, where 4; and A, are any two

distinct alleles. The probabilities of getting these combinations are as follows.

A, A, A,4A;. The frequency of any particular homozygote (assuming random

mating and a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium) is (1/n)*. The probability of picking a

particular pair of identical homozygotes, is therefore (1/n)? x (1/n)*. Since there are

n types of homozygotes, the total probability of this combination is n x (1 In)?

x (1/n)? = (1/n)?.

A, A,;— A,A,. The frequency of any given heterozygote is 2 x 1/n x 1/n = 2/n’,

so that the probability of picking a particular pair of identical heterozygotes is

2/n? x 2/n?. The numberoftypes of heterozygotesis 4(n? — n) = [n(n — 1)]/2, and

so the total probability of this combinationis

nn—l) 2 2 2n—1)

  

2 non Ww”

A;A;—2 A;A;. There are n — 1 heterozygotes of type A; A; carrying the particular

allele A, and any ofthe otheralleles A, (j # i). Thus, for a given homozygote, the

probability of this combination is (” — 1) x 2/n*. Since there are n different types

of homozygotes, the total probability of this combinationis

2An-1)1
nx—x —] = =a) (n )x = a)

Thetotal probability of compatibility isthe sum ofthese three separate probabilities.

Thatis,

1 22n—1) %An-—1)
me + 3 + 3 = (4n — 3)n?.
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PARENT-CHILD PAIRS

Homozygous parents. These must each offer compatible grafts to all their
children whether or not the other parent is homozygous. The probability that a
given parent is homozygousfora particularallele is (1/n*) and there are n types of
homozygotes, so that the probability of this type of compatibility is m x 1/n? = 1/n.

Heterozygous parents. A given heterozygous parent A,A,; (frequency 2/n*)
passes on just oneofhis alleles (say A,) to a child. The child will be compatible only
if he has the same heterozygous genotype (A; A,) as the parent; thatis, if he received
the appropriate secondallele (A;) from the other parent. With random mating the
probability of this is simply 1/n. Hence the probability of a heterozygous parent
being compatible with his child is 2/n? x 1/n. There are n(n — 1)/2 types of hetero-
zygotes so that the total probability of compatibility is

  

nn—-1) 2 1 n-tI
Xx AzXT= 7

2 n n n

The total probability of parent-child compatibility is, therefore,

1 n-1 2n-I
— + — .

n n* n
 

An exactly similar argument applies for child-parent compatibility.

SIB-SIB PAIRS

We must consider all possible parental combinations and the frequency with
which a random sib pair from any given combination will be compatible. There
are six parental combinationsto be distinguished, namely matings between homo-
zygotes either like or unlike; matings between a homozygote and a heterozygote
who carries the sameallele as the homozygous parent; matings between a homo-
zygote and a heterozygote whocarries twoalleles different from that carried by the
homozygous parent; matings between twolike heterozygotes; matings between two
heterozygotes with one allele in common; and finally matings between two hetero-
zygotes with no alleles in common.Thefrequenciesof the various mating types, the
numberof such types of matings and the frequency of compatible sib pairs within
each type are shown in the accompanying table. The contributions in the last
column are the products of the three preceding columns. The frequencies of
compatible sib pairs for mating types la, 1b, 4, and 6 have already been discussed;
the calculation ofthe othersis left as an exercise for the reader. For the number of
matings of given type: in 3, m — 2 is the numberofhomozygotes A, A, that have no
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la

1b

   

 

 

 

 

 

Frequency
ofsib—sib a

Mating type Frequency Numberofmatings compatible Contribution
ofgiven type pairs to total

1 1 1AiAi = AA; aXG On m3
1 1 n(n — 1) n—1

A;A; = A;A; 2x GXa a 1 7

1 2 n(n — 1) 3(n — 1)
A;A; = AjAj 2x GX —z 2 3 —3

1 2 n(n — 1) (n — 1)(n— 2)
AxA, = AjAj 2x GXa TX (a — 2) 4 rr

2 2 n(n — 1) 5(n — 1)
AxA; = AxA; 2 x73 an 3 an

2 2 n(n — 1) 3(n — 1)(n — 2)
A,Ax = AiAj 2x BXa —z—— X (n— 2) 3 95s

2 2 nin—1). (n—2)n—3)_ 1 (n — 1)(n — 2)(n — 3)
AA; = A;A; 2x GXxn > x > x5 4 an

Total n> + 4n? “b 2n — 3
 

4n>

 

allele the same as those in A; A,; in 5, there are [n(n — 1)]/2 allele pairs A, and Aj

and n — 2 remainingalleles different from A, and Aj. in 6, [(n — 2)(n — 3)]/2 is the

number of heterozygotes that can be formed usingall the n — 2 alleles other than

A, and A,, the factor 4 derives from the fact that the mating pairs can be considered

with either heterozygote first. The total frequency of sib-sib compatible pairs is

simply the sum of the termsin the last column.

5.3. The association between a pair ofsera with a shared antibody.

We consider two dispecific sera, one of which contains antibodies anti-X and
anti-Y,, and the other anti-X and anti-Y,. The expected frequencies of the four
corresponding phenotypes, on the assumption that the antigens X, Y,, and Y, are
not associated, are shown in the accompanying table, where x, y,, and y, are the

 

 

 
 

Anti-1 Totals

+ —

a + X + Yiy2(1 — x) yo — yi)— x) x + y2(1 — x)
3 (++) (—+)
ie yiT1l — y2)— x) Gd—y)d—y2)1—x) d—x)—y2)

(+—) (——)

Totals x + y,(71 — x) dd — x) — y4) 1  
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population frequencies of the antigens X, Y,, and Y,, respectively. The probability
of being + + is the sum of the probability of reacting to X, and that of reacting to
Y, and Y, but not X, which is x + y,y,(1 — x), since all reactions are independent.
The probability of being + — is the product of the probabilities of reacting

to Y;, not to Y,, and not to X, which is y,(1 —y,)(1— x). The probability

of being —+ is similarily y,(1 — y),(1 — x). The probability of being —— is

the product of the probabilities of not reacting to any of the antibodies, whichis

(1 — y,)(1 — y2)(1 — x). The cross product for the 2 x 2 tableis

[x+yiy20 — x)JL -—y)d — yd - J

— [v2.0 -¥)0 — »JD,0 — y2)0 — x)] = x -— 0 — yd — y2).

The correlation between the reactions of the two sera, whichis the cross product

divided by the square root of the products of the marginal totals, is, therefore,

x(1 — x)(1 — y)(1 — y2)
J+ yi — x) —0 — yD+ yl — x)— 9)= y)
 

which can be rewritten in the form

X

~~ y yo \1 2
xX + x +

J( )( 1—y,

The association due to a shared antibody is thus always positive. The value of p

increases as x, the frequency of the shared antibody, increases but decreases as y,

and y,, the frequencies of reaction to the unshared antibodies, increase. For given

x, p tends to approach 1 as y, and y, tend to approach zero. Thus, as expected

intuitively, the association between two sera due to a sharedantibody decreases as

the frequencies of reaction to the unshared antibodies increase. Given a group of sera

all sharing one antibody, anti-X, any pair of them should be associated, though to

varying extents dependingon the frequencies of reaction to the unshared antibodies.

The probability that an individual reacts with all the sera, but does not have the

antigen X is (1 — x)IIy, where the product [Ty is with respect to the frequencies of

reaction to the unshared antibodies in each of the sera. This quantity will tend to

approachzero as the numberofsera in the group increases. The presence of antigen

X is then reliably determined by a reaction withall the sera in a group.In principle,

therefore, an antigen can be identified by a group of multispecific sera, all pairs of

which have significant p values. (See Bodmeret al., 1969.)

(1)
  

5.4. The association between a pair of antigens due to allelism or close linkage.

Weconsider two linked loci each wih two alleles (G, and g, H and h) in a popu-

lation mating at random. We assumethat alleles G and Hdetermine the hypothetical

antigens G and H,and that the four gametes GH, Gh, gH, and gh have frequencies
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X,,X>,X3, and x,, respectively. Wefirst calculate the frequencies of the four pheno-

types GH, G, H, and - in terms of x, etc., or alternatively, in terms of the gene

frequencies gq; = X3 + X4, 42 =X2 + xX, and the gametic association D, defined by

D=X,X4 — X7X3.

The frequency of a homozygote, say GH/GH,is the square ofthe respective gamete

frequency, x7, while the frequency of a heterozygote, say GH/Gh,is twice the product

of the frequencies of the constituent gametes, 2x,x, (see example 2.6). The pheno-

type frequencies are, therefore, as follows.

 

 
 

Phenotype Genotypes Frequency

GH GH/GH, GH/Gh, GH/gH, GH/gh, Gh/gH 6,

G Gh/Gh, Gh/gh 0, = x3 + 2x2X4 = G2 — x4

H gA/gA, gH|/gh 63 = x3 +2x3%4=gi — x4

— gh/gh 4= x4

 

Since 6, + 0, + 63; + 04 = 1, by subtraction

6,=1-—43-—43+X%4.

The expressions for 0,, etc., can be rewritten in the form

0, =(1 — gi) — 43) + x4 — qiqz =— ap— 42) + D, (2)

6, =(1 — qi)q3 — D, (3)

03 = qi(1 — q3) — D, (4)

0, = 4iq2 + D, (5)

where D = xg — q3q2 = (Xa — 4192)(%4 + 9192) = DD + 24192). (6)

This follows from the fact that x, can be expressed in the form

X4 = 4192 + D.

When D = 0, then D = 0 and the expressionsfor 0,, etc., take the form expected if

there were independence between the twoloci at the population level. The quantity

D is the analogue, at the phenotypic level, to D and Equations 2 to 5 are the analo-

gues of the expressions for the gamete frequencies in terms of gene frequencies and

D, namely

x, = (1 —4,)Cl — 42) + D,ete.
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The population correlation p between the antigens defined as in Example 5.1 is
given by

0,04 — 0, 0, Dp= = ;
JO; + 43)(83 + 4)(8; + 83)(02 + 84) WERE — qi)— q3)

 

 (7) 

 

Or

 

DD(2+—]
4142

p= 2 2)"JU = 4d — 43)
In order to estimate D, the gametic association, from observed data on phenotype

frequencies, we need to express D in termsof 6,, 0,, 03, and 0,. From Equations
5 and 6

 (8)

04 = 49193 + D =qiqz + D? + 2Dq,q2 = (4192 + DY’,

so that

D=./04 — 4142. (9)
Now

6, + 0, =(1 — qi)q3 — D+ gig? +: D = g?,

and similarly 0; + 6, =q{. Thus, from Equation 9 we have

D =./04 — /(0, + 04)(03 + 04). (10)
The significance of an estimated D—that is, whether it is significantly different

from zero—is measured by the usual 2 x 2 y” based on the phenotypes (see Appen-
dix I). From the form of the y? it is easily seen that

x = np’. (11)

This equation enables one to predict the minimumcorrelation p that can, on the
average, be detected at a givensignificance level and for a given numberofobserva-
tions. For example at the 5 percent level y? = 3.84, so for n = 400 the minimum p
that will, on an average, be significant is given by

s _
x 3.84

= /—=_ /— = 0.098.
p /E 400

 

Mi and Morton (1966) definedthe six basic typesoflogical relationships that can
exist between a pair of loci according to the values of D and the gametic frequencies
X1, X2, x3, and x,. Their properties are summarized in the following table.



 

 

 

Gametes

Type
designation GH Gh gH— gh

Permuted + + + +

Segregant — + + +

Comple- — + + —
mentary

Codominant ++ + + —

Subtypic + — + +

Identical -+ — — +

Phenotypes

 

 

GH G H -

$+ + + +
+ + + +
+o + +F =

+ + + -
+ = + +
+ = = +

 
  

D D p

D #0 D(D + 24142) D(D + 2¢192)/9142V(1 — qi)— q3)

— X2X3 — X2X3(X2X3 + 2x4) As above

— X2X3 — xX3X3 — X_Xx3/V1 — x3)(1 — x3)

—4192. —4%q3 — qigolVA — 42)— 43)

P21 p2qi(l + qo) p2qi(l + q)la2V1 — qi)(1 — 43)

X1X4 xx4(1 + X4) 1

 

Note: The symbol + indicates presence of corresponding gamete or phenotype in a population, — indicates absence;

Pi = 1—4q, and pz = 1— qz2, where p, and pz are theallele frequencies of G and H.
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Permutedis a general positive or negative association.
Segregant (x, = 0) correspondsto a three-allele locus with one-allele silent, like

ABO.

Complementary (x, = x4 = 0) correspondsto a two-allele codominant locus like
MN.

Codominant(x, = 0) is a system in which there is no “blank”allele.
Subtypic (x. = 0 or x3 = 0) is an “inclusion” due to the absence of one of the

gametes determining just one of the antigens (either Gh, as in the table, or gH).
Segregant, complementary, and codominantloci lead to negative associations, as

for strict allelism; subtypic and identical loci lead to positive associations. (See
Bodmeret al., 1969.)

5.5. The expression ofhaplotypefrequenciesfor apair ofmultiple allelic loci in terms
ofgene frequencies and gametic associations.

Suppose the allelic determinants for the antigens of the first locus have fre-
quencies p;,i = 1,...k and for the second locus P,,j=1,...,1(p,andP, mayrefer
to blankalleles). Let x;, be the frequency of the haplotype determining antigen i
at the first locus and antigen j at the second. The 2 x 2 table for the gametic
association between i and j, ignoring all other antigens, takes the following form,
where the frequencies in the body of the table are those of the corresponding
haplotypes:

FIRST LOCUS

 

 
 

i+ i
N

5
2 °

1 jt xij Pj-Xij P;

Z jJ~- Pi- Xi; l—p,-P;+ x; 1—P;
©
a

Pi 1—p; ] 
The haplotype i+ j— corresponds to the sum ofall those gametes with i at the
first locus and anything other thanj at the second. Similarly i — j+ corresponds to
the sum of gametes with anything other than

i

at thefirst locus, andj at the second
locus, while i — j— is the sum of those with anything other than 7 at the first locus
and anything other than j at the second locus. The gametic association between j
and j, considering them asalleles of a two-locus two-allele system with the second
alleles unspecified, is given by

Di; = x1 —p,;—-P,+ Xi) —(p,- XiMP; — Xi) = Xi; — p;P,. (1)

Thus x;; can without loss of generality be expressed in the form

xj; = p;P;+ Di;. (2)
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Equation 2 effectively represents a transformation from the haplotype frequencies

x;;, to the allele frequencies p; and P, and the pairwise gametic associations D;,.

The allele frequencies are readily estimated using standard maximum likelihood

techniques (see Appendix I). The D’s can be estimated from the 2 x 2 table for

the phenotype association between i and / using Equation 9 of Example 5.4. Thus,

using Equation 2 just given, haplotype frequencies for the HL-A system can be

estimated rather simply, without recourse to the full set of phenotypes.

The total numer of haplotypesis /k and the total numberof genotypes, therefore,

is 1k(Ik + 1)/2. The number of D’sis also /k, but of these only (J — 1)(k — 1) are

independent. The total number of independent parameters represented by the D’s

and the allele frequencies is, therefore,

(—-l+(kK-Y) +40 —-Dk-D=k-1,

which corresponds to the number of independent haplotype frequencies x;;. This

showsthe validity of the transformation represented by Equation 2. Assuming that

there is a blankallele at each locus, the total possible number of phenotypes, which

is the product of the number of phenotypesfor each locus,is

(: _U=o(K+——

(There are / — 1 single antigen phenotypes, plus 1 for the blank, plus (J — 1)(/ — 2)/2

double antigen phenotypes. Triples and higher order combinations do not occur in

an ‘‘allelic’’ system.)



6

Genetic Demography
and Natural Selection

6.1 Demography and the Measurement of Fitness

The conventional models of population genetics that we have discussed in pre-
vious chapters are formulated on the basis of very simple assumptions. In thefirst
place, these models apply to characters whoseinheritance can be specified in terms
of one or two loci with a definite numberofalleles. Time is measured in discrete
units of one generation, selection is measured by the probability of survival from
birth to maturity and, sometimes, also by the average number of offspring per
individual per generation but the age structure of the population is not taken into
account in these measurements. Mating is generally assumed to be at random with
respect to characters of interest. Many of these assumptions may be reasonable for
many investigations and at least produce models that give answers which can be
easily interpreted. The goal of the human population geneticist is, however, more
ambitious than the results that are obtainable from using such models. Information
on manis available in much more detail than specified by these relatively simple
models. It is, in fact, probably more completely available for man than for any
other organism, thus potentially making him from many points of view the organ-
ism of choice for the general study of population genetics.
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Conventional population-genetics models ignore the population’s age structure,

distribution in time and space, and behavioralor socioeconomic characters.

There are three major characteristics of real human populations that are ignored

in the usual population-genetics models. First, because a real population has an

age structure, time cannot be measured in discrete units of one generation. The

events in a humanlife that influence overall reproductivity happen at different rates

at different ages, and this must be taken into account in any adequate description

of selective differentials. Second, human populations are distributed in space and

by socioeconomic characteristics in a way that clearly enforces limits on the mating

patterns such that they cannot be at random with respect to these characteristics.

Last, many of the characters ofinterest to the student of human population struc-

ture are not simply inherited. They are, in general, complex behavioral attributes

often measuredbyrelatively imprecise socioeconomic parameters, which are partly

genetically determined and partly dependent on environmental influences. The

theory of quantitative inheritance, which will be discussed in Chapter 9, provides

the basis for estimating the relative contributions of genotype and environmentto

such complex characters.

Demography,in its broadestsense, is simply the statistical study of human popu-

lations. In so far as such a studyis directed at questions of genetic interest we speak

of genetic demography—an extension and generalization of population gen-

etics to take account of the detailed information available on human popu-

lations. Demography in its more usual, narrower, sense refers to the study of

mortality andfertility as a function of age, including socioeconomic and geographic

parameters. The measurementofselective differences dependsessentially on these

characteristics of a population. In this chapter we shall concentrate on those aspects

of genetic demography that relate to the measurement of fitness, leaving the dis-

cussion of migration and mating patterns and the inheritance of demographic

variables to later chapters.

Biological fitness is best measured by the intrinsic rate of increase, which can be

calculated if age-specific birth and death rates are known.

The biologicalfitness of an individualor of a group of individuals with a common

characteristic is, ideally, measured by the relative contribution of the individual

or the group to the ancestry of future generations. For the simplest population

models, which ignore age structure, each generation is assumed to be discrete or

nonoverlapping (that is, the population is completely replaced each generation, as

in annualplants), and thefitness of an individualis measured simply by the number

of his offspring that survive to reproduce in the next generation. However, for a

complete specification of fitness in a human population it is necessary to take ac-
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count ofall the manyfactors andtheir interactions that contribute to an individual’s
reproductivity. A complete schematic representation of these factors will be dis-
cussed later. They obviously include as major components the probability of having
children and the probability of dying, each given as a function of age. The actually
achieved reproductivity of a population is a balance between loss by death and by
infertility and gain by birth. The demographer measures the rate of the increase or
decrease in total size of a population by a quantity r called the intrinsic rate of
increase, whichis calculated from age-specific birth and death rates (rates for each of
the various age groupsinthe population). The population’s age distributionis assumed
to remain constant from one generation to the next—that is, the proportion of the
population that is of a given age stays the same. Theuse ofthe quantity r to describe
fitness was first emphasized by Fisher in 1930, whocalled it the malthusian para-
meter in honor of Malthus’ influence on the questions of population growth and
the measurement of natural selection. For the quantitative measurementofselective
differences, this relatively simple information on age-specific birth and deathrates,
which takes into account the effects of all the various factors contributing to re-
productivity, is all that is needed. Only when weareinterested in determining the
underlying cause of a selective difference, do we have to delve deeperinto theinter-
relationships of the factors that influence reproductivity. Our first and major aim
in this chapter will be to describe the quantities needed and the calculations for
determining the intrinsic rate of increase.

6.2 Age-specific Birth and Death Rates and the
Intrinsic Rate of Increase of a Population

It is a classical result due to Lotka, that if the probability of death at a given age
and the mean numberof children produced at a given age do not change with time,
then, whatevertheinitial age distribution, the population gradually approaches an age
distribution that is independent of the initial distribution and depends only on the age-
specific birth and death rates. The total population size, furthermore, increases or
decreases at a constant rate, whichis the intrinsic rate of increase (or decrease).

Because the theory on which this result is based is formulated in terms of the
individual rather than the matingpair,it is customary to conduct an analysis by
using only females. The theory provides the basis for calculating the intrinsic rate
of increase of a population andso for calculating the magnitudeofselective differ-
ences between genotypes. The only quantities needed for the calculation are the
age-specific birth and death rates. We shall illustrate the population modelandits
consequences by a numerical example and leave the general derivation to Example
6.1 at the end of the chapter.
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A numerical example, based on data collected in 1960 on females in the United

States, illustrates the application of the population projection matrix to the deter-

mination of the intrinsic rate of increase and the stable equilibrium age distribution.

Weconsider, for simplicity, a hypothetical example in which timeis measured in

15-year intervals. Let py be the mean proportion of womenin the 0-15 age group

who survive for 15 years, p, the mean proportion of the 15-30 age group who

survive for 15 years, and so on. Similarly, let b; be the mean number of female

children born per womanto the 15-30 age group, and 5, be the mean number born

to the 30-45 age group. Thesurvival probabilities po , etc., are usually obtained from

deaths tabulated by age. Thus,if, in a given population, D, is the total numberof

deaths of womenin the 15-30 group during a 15-year interval and N, the number

of womenin this age group who were alive at the beginning of the interval then

pp=l—-q=l-—> (6.1)

where g, = D,/N, is the age-specific death rate for females. If B, is the number of

female children born to the 15-30 group during the 15 years, then b, = B,/N,, since

we are concerned only with births of females. Thus the b’s and p’s can be calculated

directly from census and vital statistics data on deaths tabulated by age, births

tabulated by age ofmother, and numberofindividuals ofa given age. Demographers

would not, of course, use a time interval as long as 15 years, since birth and death

rates may change quite rapidly during a 15-year period. Moreover,if, because of

prevailing death rates, the numberof people alive at the beginning ofan intervalis

substantially different from that at the end, it is not clear what value of NV, should

be taken to calculate the death rate. One possibility, for example, is to take N, to be

the mean of the numbers living at the beginning and at the end of the interval.

Muchof standard demographyis, in fact, concerned with the refinements of adjust-

ing age-specific birth and death rates, based on observed data tabulated over 1-5

year intervals, to smooth out the errors resulting from the grouping of the data

into various time intervals. These details are, however, of little or no importance

for understanding the basic principles governing the laws of population growth

that are needed for the description of fitness differences. We consider 15-year

intervals simply for the ease of numericalillustration.

A set of values of by, etc., and po, etc., for the female population of the United

States in 1960 is given in Table 6.1. When arranged in the form given there, this

set of values is called the population projection matrix, as it provides the basis for

predicting the age distribution in any 15-year interval in terms of a given distribu-

tion for the previous 15-year interval. The matrix of Table 6.1 isa condensedversion

of one given by Keyfitz (1966). The numbers 1.37 and 0.465, for example, are the

respective mean numbers of female children born per woman of ages 15-30 and
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TABLE 6.1

Population Projection Matrix for United States Females, 1960

 

Age, in Years

 

 

0-15 15~30 30-45 over 45

Age-specific
birth rates bo =0 6b, = 1.370 b2 = 0.465 b3=0

Survival po = 0.992 0 0 0probabilities 0 P1 = 0.998 0 0
0 0 P2=0.964 p;=—0.880
 

Source: Adapted from Keyfitz (1966).

30-45 during the stated 15-year interval. The number of womenin these age groups
can, most simply, be thought of as the numberalive at the middle of the relevant
interval. The number of births to women older than 45 years has been neglected.
The numbers 0.992, 0.988, and 0.964 are the respective 15-year survival probabilities
for the age groups 0-15, 15-30, and 30-45. These can most conveniently be thought
of as the probabilities of surviving from the middle of one interval to the middle of
the next interval, namely from ages 7.5 to 22.5, 22.5 to 37.5, and 37.5 to 52.5. The
lower right-hand diagonal element, 0.88, is the proportion of people older than
45 years who survive for 15 years, or the probability of surviving from age 52.5 to
67.5. This term is included in orderto obtain a correct representation of the changes
in the numberofpeople over the reproductive age. The application of the projection
matrix for one cycle (equivalent to 15 years), starting with a population in which
40 individuals are in the 0-15 age group, 30 in the 15-30 age group and 20 in 30-45
age group, and 10 are older than 45yearsis illustrated in Table 6.2. Thusthe indi-
viduals of ages 0-15 in the subsequent 15-year interval will be those born to
women of ages 15-30 years and 30-45 years in this time interval, namely
1.37 x 30 = 41.1 and 0.465 x 20 = 9.3 respectively. The individuals of age 15-30
in the subsequentinterval will be the survivors from the 0-15 age groupin this in-
terval, namely, 0.992 x 40 = 39.68. Similarly, the 30-45 age group will be the
survivors from the 15-30 age group, namely, 0.988 x 30 = 29.6, and the over
45 age group will be the survivors from the 30-45 age group plus the survivors
from the over 45 age group, 0.964 x 20 = 19.28 plus 0.88 x 10 = 8.8. The subse-
quent changes in the population can be predicted by repeating this cycle of
operations on the newly derived population (see Table 6.3). One cycle results in a
drastic change in the population structure—that is, a leveling of the age distribution
and a 50 percent increase in population size—because the age distribution of the
initial population is very far from the equilibrium distribution, being weighted
heavily towards the younger age groups that are, of course, morefertile. This
type of rapid temporary change in population size and age structure may beex-
pected wheneverthere is a sudden change in the patterns of mortality and fertility.
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TABLE 6.2

Application of the Projection Matrix for United States Females,

1960, for one U5

arrows indicate contributions ofone age group tot

arrows indicate contributions to the births (0-15 age group of the next cycle)

-year) Cycle. The projection matrix used is given in Table 6.1. Solid

he next from survivors, dotted

 

Age Group

0-15

15-30

30-45

Over 45

Total

 

Initial

Population Population After One Cycle

40Seee” <x 20)= 50.4
== i4

30 <7 _-7" 0.992 x 40= 39.7
”

-—

--”

00.988 x 30= 29.6

10 ————> (0.88 x 10) + (0.964 x 20) = 28.1

100 147.8

(in %)

 

34.1

26.8

20.1

19.0

100

 

The significance of this for changes in the human population structure over the last

one or two hundred years will be discussed further later in the chapter. The

successive changes in the age structure of this model population over a series

of 60-year intervals (each being four 15-year cycles) are given in Table 6.3. The

percentages of the population in the various age groups stabilize very quickly and

are, in fact, near the equilibrium distribution after only 60 years, or about 2 gen-

erations. The rate of population growth also stabilizes rapidly. Thus in the 12 cycles

TABLE 6.3

Successive Changes in Age Structure of a Population Subject to

the Projection Matrix for U.S. Females 1960 (Table 6.1).

 

  

Cycles Years

1 0

5 60

9 120

13 180

18 240

Equilibrium

2 one cycle = 15 years.

Percent in Age Group

 

 

Total Population
0-15 15-30 30-45 over 45 Size

40.00 30.00 20.00 10.00 100.0

28.6 22.1 17.1 31.2 390.5

27.9 21.1 16.1 34.7 1198.1

27.7 20.9 15.9 35.5 3529.7

27.6 20.8 15.8 35.6 10315.6

27.55 20.92 15.81 35.72

» Ratio of population size in given cycle to that in the previouscycle.

Population Growth

per Cycle>

 

1.35

1.32

1.31

1.31

1.307
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from the fifth to the seventeenth, the population growsby

a

factor of 10315/390 =
26.4, while the expected increase based on a constant geometric growthrate of 1.31
is 1.317 = 24.9. The small discrepancy between the actual increase and that ex-
pected using the constant asymptotic growth rate of 1.31 per cycle is due to the
slightly more rapid population growth during theearlier cycles, whenthereisstill
an excess of the population in the younger age groups. The annualrate of growth
is (1.307)'/"° or about 1.018 for the 1960 United States population. The natural
logarithm of this annual rate of growth, log, (1.307)!/15 = 0.0175 = r is called the
intrinsic rate of natural increase of the population andis such that once the popula-
tion has reached the stable-equilibrium age distribution it grows by a factor
e' = e®"°""°" in t years, where e is the base of natural logarithms. Theintrinsic rate
of increase r provides the basis for measuring the magnitudeofselective differences
since it is a measure of the rate of growth of the population that incorporates the
effects of all the factors affecting reproductivity. How long a population takes to
approach its equilibrium distribution depends, of course, on how far from the
equilibrium itis initially. However, as the numerical example just given shows, even
whenthe initial distribution is quite far from the equilibrium, the approachis quite
rapid.

An alternative way of obtaining the equilibrium distribution and the corre-
sponding value of r, based on the theory of matrices, is outlined at the end of
Example 6.1.

6.3. The Life Table and Lotka’s Equation
for the Intrinsic Rate of Increase

Given the net reproductive rate Ry (the numberofoffspring perperson) andintrinsic
rate of increase r, the mean generation time T can be defined by the relation Ry = e"’.

The proportion of individuals who survive from birth to age x is given by

l= PoP1*** Px-1 = (1 — gol — 4) ++ Cl — 4-1), (6.2)

where, as before, p; is the probability of surviving from age itoi+ landg, =1— D;

is the age-specific death rate. This equation simply states that the probability of
surviving from birth to age x is the probability of surviving from birth to thefirst
age group times the probability of surviving from the first to the second age group,
and so on, up to x. Consider now the fate of a cohort of births numbering N,,
that is, a group of N, individuals all born in a given year. The number surviving
to age x will be No/,, and the numberof births to the survivors of age x will be
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Nol, b,, where b,, is the age-specific birth rate. The total number of offspring born

to membersof this cohortis therefore

M
1
5

Nolxx »
0x

summing overall years to the end of the reproductive period, and thus the number

of offspring born per individual obtained by dividing this expression by No, 1s

Ro = dts b, ’

where m is the maximum attainable age, or the age at which reproductionceases.

The quantity Ry is often called the net reproductive rate and is a measure ofthe rate

of increase of the population per generation rather than per unit time. Thusif 7 is

the length of a generation in years, r, Ro and T are related by the equation

Ry =e", (6.3)

since e"? represents the proportionate growth of the population in one generation,

assuming an equilibrium age distribution, and this by definition is R,. As we shall

see later, T can also be defined, for example, as the mean age at child bearing. The

calculation of /, and Ry for the 1960 U.S. female population, based on the projec-

tion matrix given in Table 6.1, is illustrated in Table 6.4. The cohort is started at

TABLE 6.4

Survival Probabilities |, and the Calculation of the Net Reproductive Rate Ro

Using the Projection Matrix for the 1960 U.S. Female Population (see Table 6.1)

 

   
 

Number of

Repre- Age-specific Probability of Births to

sentative Survival Survival Age-specific Survivors

Age Probability to Age x Birth Rate ofAge x

Age Group (x) Px (Ix) (bx) (1xbx)

0-15 7.5 0.992 1 0 0

15-30 22.5 0.998 0.992 1.37 1.36

30-45 37.5 0.964 0.992 x 0.998 = 0.980 0.465 0.456

Over 45 — 0.88 0.980 x 0.964 = 0.945 0 0

 

age 7.5 and so we assume /, 5 = 1, whichis equivalent to assuming that “ birth”’ is

effectively at age 7.5. The net reproductive rate is 1.36 + 0.456 = 1.816, which from

Equation 6.3 gives a value of

a log. Ro (0.597

~  -  0,0175
 = 34.1 years (6.4)
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for the length of one (female) generation. This is somewhat longer than the gen-
erally assumed generation length of 29 years. The value given in Equation6.4is,
however, very approximate because of the coarse age grouping and consequent
rounding off of errors in the projection matrix as used. The generation time
measured in this way should be approximately the same as the mean age at child
bearing. If we assumethat the characteristic age of an age groupis at its midpoint,
the mean age at child bearing for the data on the U.S. 1960 females is, from
Table 6.4,

1.36 x 22.5 + 0.456 x 37.5

1.36 + 0.456
 = 26.3 years,

which againis subject to the large rounding off errors due to the coarse age grouping.
Given T and Ry Equation 6.3 also, of course, gives r as

log, Ro
r= ———-..= (6.5)

The stable age distribution reached by a population with constant age-specific birth
and death rates can be simply represented in terms of l,., the probability ofsurviving
to age x, andr, the intrinsic rate of increase.

Supposeat the present time the numberofnew births in a given unit time interval
is Ny. If the population has reached equilibrium the number of new births x years
ago must have been

—rx
e No

since the population will have grown bya factor e* in x years. Given that/, is the
probability of surviving to age x, the numberofthese births that Survived to the
presentis

—™ FXNoe ™,,

and this must therefore be the numberof people now living whoseage is x. Thus
In a stable population the proportion of people at age x is proportional to el.

The application of this formula to the data obtained from the population pro-
jection matrix for 1960 U.S. females (Table 6.1) is illustrated in Table 6.5. Only the
three age groups 0-15, 15-30, and 30-45 are considered. The seventh and eighth
columns of this table show the close agreement between the results obtained by
using the formula e~"*/, and the equilibrium distribution obtained by repeated
operation of the population projection matrix on the age distribution (Tables 6.2
and 6.3).
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TABLE 6.5

Expected Age Distribution Based on the Equilibrium Formula e-"l, for the Proportion

of People at Age x, using the 1960 U.S. Female Population Projection Matrix (Table 6.1)
axeeummminimmnis

Computed Age Distribution

 

 

     

 

Computation ofAge Distribution from from Population

Equilibrium Formula Projection (Table 6.3)

Repre- Relative Observed

sentative rx Proportion Percent

Age Age Relative Limited to in all

Group x (r = 0.0175) e7tx l.. e~'x], Proportion O-45 Yrs. Age Groups

0-15 7.5 0.131 0.877 1 0.877 0.427 0.429 27.6

15-30 22.5 0.394 0.676 0.992 0.670 0.326 0.325 20.9

30-45 37.5 0.656 0.519 0.980 0.508 0.247 0.246 15.8

Total 2.055 1.000 1.000 64.3

 

 

Note: The Ix values are taken from Table 6.4 and r = 0.0175 is based on the data given in Table 6.3, as describec

in the text. The observed percentage in age group (last column) is taken from the last row ofTable 6.3. These number:

and the e-’*/, are normalized to unity in the seventh and eighth columnsfor comparison.

Fertility is more important than mortality in determining stable age distributions.

The age distribution of a population is one of the most readily available demo-

graphic parameters, being a direct product of any population census. It is of some

interest to consider the effect of different age-specific birth and death rates on the

age distribution, assumingit is given by e"*/, as derived in the previous section for

a stable population. In general, differences in mortality have relatively little effect.

Changing patterns of mortality in the last 100 or 200 years have affected both in-

dividuals below and those above the reproductive age to about the same extent,

and in the samedirection, thus tending to eliminate any effect of change on the age

structure of the population. A decrease in mortality only of individuals below re-

productive age tends to lower the age distribution of the population; a decrease in

mortality only of older persons tendsto raise the age distribution. Relatively con-

stant increases or decreases in mortality affecting persons of reproductive age have

very little effect on the age distribution. Changes in the fertility rates, on the other

hand, may have a profoundeffect on the age distribution. Decreasingfertility raises

the age distribution. This has probably been the major factor changing the age

distribution of Western industrial societies during the first half of this century.

An exampleoftheeffects of different fertility and mortality rates on an age dis-

tribution are illustrated in Figure 6.1. This shows the expected stable age distri-

butions for the Swedish population for combinations of the observed mortality

rates and fertility rates in the middle of the nineteenth and middle of the twentieth

centuries. The differences in mortality have a second-order effect in comparison

with those in fertility. Thus 1950 fertility rates give almost the same age distribution
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FIGURE 6.1

Stable age distributions, Sweden. (From Coale, 1957.)

with 1946-50 as with 1851-70 mortality rates, and similarly for 1860-61 fertility
rates with these same twosets of mortality rates. Transitory changesin fertility will,
of course, cause a departure from the distribution expected assuming stability,
resulting in “humps and hollows”in the age distribution. Manyofthe humps and
hollowsin presently observed age distributions can be traced to unusualbirth rates,
such as that immediately after the Second World War. (See Coale, 1957, for further
discussion.)

The intrinsic rate of increase r can be obtained as the solution of Lotka’s funda-
mental equation

e-"1b, = 1.

FI w
s

The numberofbirths in a unit time interval contributed at the present time by
people of age x is

Noe“1.6,
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since b, is the age-specific birth rate and Nel, the number of individuals of

age x. The total births in a unit time interval, at the present time, must therefore be

Y Noe“ly by;
x=0

summing over all ages. By definition, however, this is Np in a stable population

and so we must therefore have

Yel by = 1 (6.6)

This equation provides a basisfor findingr, given /, and b,.. Lotka’s original deriva-

tion of the properties of a population with constant age-specific birth and death

rates was in terms of this equation, which is considered the fundamental equation

of demography.(It is usually given in the ‘“integral’’ form, appropriate for very

small time intervals, when /,, and b, are thought of as varying continuously with

respect to age x.) A simple approximation to r can be obtained from Equation 6.6

by approximating to e~"*, assuming that rx is small. If rx is small for all values ofx,

then e~" ~ 1 — rx and Equation 6.6 becomes, approximately,

y A -rx)l,b, =1= y 1b, — 9 y’ xlb, = Ro — Ri,
x=0 x=0 x=0

giving

_ Roo! 6.7‘= 3 .

R, (6.7)

 

where

Ro = \ lb,
x=0

is the net reproductive rate, as defined before, and

m

R, = \ Xx l. b,..

x=0

The quantity

x1, b,.
R, »,at = 250 (6.8)
Ro YI, b,

x=0

is the mean age at child bearing, since

Lb |Y beds
x=0

is the proportion of children that are born to individuals at age x. Thus R,/Ro

is approximately equal to the generation time T, as was pointed out earlier. From

the data given in Table 6.4,

R, = 1.36 x 22.5 + 0.456 x 37.5 = 47.7,
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giving, approximately,

Ro—1 1.816—1
= —— =——— = 0.0171,TTR 47.7

which compares well with the correct value of 0.0175 obtained by iterating the
population projection matrix.

6.4 The Use of r for the Measurement
of Selective Differences

Evidence for selective differences between genotypes can be obtainedfrom depart-
ures from Mendelian segregations and from associations with diseases or with
geographic distributions, but mostdirectly Jrom differencesin fertility and mortality
as indicated by the intrinsic rate of increase.

There are many ways in which evidence for selective differences between geno-
types can be obtained,at least in principle. Associations between specific diseases
and the genotypes may be looked for, as with the blood groupsdiscussed earlier.
Association between the geographicdistributions of genotypes and environmental
differences may be found, as for sickle-cell] trait, G6PD, and thalassemia and
malaria. These associations, however, only indicate possible causes ofa selective
difference and do not give a measureofits magnitude. Departures from expected
Mendelian segregation, as discussed for the ABO blood groups, may also
provide evidence forthe existence ofselective differences due to mortality. However,
in the absence of any direct observation of a change in gene frequency, the most
satisfactory way to detect and measureselective differences is by calculation of
the intrinsic rate of increase for the various genotypes, as obtained from theirres-
pective age-specific mortality and fertility distributions. Although even this ap-
proachis only an approximation to reality, since it is calculated only for females and
depends on the assumption ofstable age distributions in the population based on
constant age-specific birth and death rates, it is the most complete and easily
applicable description of selective differences that is at present available. Measur-
ing only mortality or only fertility, as is often done by population geneticists, may
be quite misleading especially if the age structure of the population is ignored, and
cannot, in general, lead to proper estimates ofselective differences. It is always,
of course, true that the only forces which can be measured are those currently
acting, and these may notberepresentative of the forces that prevailed during the
major part of the evolution of man. In addition, measurement of the intrinsic
rate of increase, assuming a stable age distribution,is subject to error in times when
there are major overall changes in mortality and fertility patterns not related to
genotypic differentials. Nevertheless, the demographic background given in some
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detail in the previous sections of this chapter is essential for the proper measure-

ment of selective differences in human populations and clearly indicates the type

of data needed to measure these differences. A lack of appreciation of these needs

may severely limit the value of otherwise comprehensive studies on particular

genetic traits. The need for a complete specification of reproductivity, rather than

just a description of, for example, mortality, was emphasizedearlier in our discussion

of compensation as a factor possibly needed to explain the maintenance of the

sickle-cell-trait polymorphism.

The net reproductive rate Ro, which is the average number of offspring per

person, is a satisfactory measure of selection if there are no differences in the

generation time T. Two genotypes with the same Ro butdifferent values of T clearly

have different fitnesses, since from Equation 6.5 the genotype with the smaller

generation time has a higher intrinsic rate of increase. To relate the intrinsic rate of

increase to the usual measures of selection per generation used in the simple popu-

lation-genetics models discussed in earlier chapters, fitness must be measured by

e'iT where Tis an average generation time for the whole population andr; is the

intrinsic rate of increase of some particular subsection of this population. Therela-

tive fitness of two genotypes will then be measured by

rT
iae (6.9) We

where r, and r, are the two respective intrinsic rates of increase and T is either the

mean generation time of the population from which the genotypes were drawn or

the mean generation time of the two genotypes. Small differencesin Twill not have

mucheffect on the relative fitness. When (r, — r,) Tis small, Equation 6.9 gives,

approximately,

w=1+(r,—-12)T. (6.10)

There are, unfortunately, so far no genetic traits recognizable at birth (apart from

sex) for which enough detail has been published to calculate properly an intrinsic

rate of increase.

In some instances knowledge only of the mortality distribution of a trait may be

adequatefor the calculation ofr on the assumptionthat the fertility distribution of the

particular genotype in question is the same as that of the general population.

Let J, and b, be, respectively, the probabilities of survival to age x and the age-

specific birth rates of the total population, including the genotype or trait in ques-

tion. Then it can be shown (see Example 6.3) that an approximate measure ofthe

selective effect of the trait is given by

R°—R,= yl b, Sx, (6.11)
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where Rois the net reproductive rate of that part of the population which does not
have the trait, Ro is the net reproductive rate of the whole population, and 6, is
the probability of having died from the trait by age x. Only this latter quantity
relates specifically to the effect of the trait. The quantities /, and b,. can be obtained
from standard sources of information on the general population.

The selective difference between blood groups O and A,resultingfrom the associa-
tion between them and duodenalulcers, is 6.4 x 10~° for females and 9.5 x 107°
for males.

Let us consider the application of the above formula to a specific disease. The
correlation between blood group O and duodenalulcer is one of the most-wide-

spread and best-established associations between a disease and a blood group (see

Chapter 5). To measurethe selective difference implied by this association, we must

first consider the fitness of people who get duodenal ulcer. The calculations re-

quired for doing this are outlined in Table 6.6. The quantities /,, g,, and b, are

taken from a standardlife table (thatis a table of /, and g,, values) and from tables

of total births per year to people of given age x and of the total number of people

TABLE 6.6

Calculation of the Effect of Duodenal Ulcer on the Fitness of a Human Population
(Based on Italian Census and Life Table Data for Females, 1953)

 

o.=

   
  

qx = kx m= 191 1,548.
Age Group l.. bs kx qx x 10-6 x 10-6 x 10-6

15-19 0.937 0.0172 0.0023 0.00285 5.795 5.80 0.94

20-24 0.934 0.192 0.00265 0.00395 8.15 13.95 0.28

25-29 0.930 0.34 0.00196 0.00520 10.2 24.15 7.64

30-34 0.925 0.3792 0.00236 0.00655 15.5 39.65 13.91

35-39 0.918 0.1465 0.00225 0.00900 20.0 59.65 0.08
40-44. 0.909 0.0867 0.00338 0.01180 39.7 99.45 7.84
45-49 0.896 0.0122 0.0044 0.01770 77.7 177.15 1.94

40.57
 

Note: Ix and gx come from a standard Italian life table: /x refers to survival to the mid-point of the
relevant age group and qx is the probability of death in the five-year interval following this mid-point.
bx is the Italian age-specific female birth rate for 1953, given in 5-year intervals, calculated as

3(numberof births to people of age x in a given year)

total numberof people of age x
 

k, is the ratio of the numberof deaths from duodenalulcer among females of age x to the total number
of deaths among these females. gx = kxqx is the probability of dying from duodenalulcer in the relevant
time interval. The other quantities are calculated as indicated:

n

RQ — Ro =2Ixbxdx= 40.6 x 10-6,
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of age x. The proportion of people k, dying at age x because of duodenal ulceris

taken from data on deaths due to duodenal ulcer in a given time period and total

deaths, obtained from vital statistics, in the same time period. The quantity

q,, = k',,.q, is the probability of dying at age x from duodenal ulcer; the probability

of dying from the disease by age x is, approximately,

M
x5. = qj.

1

The other calculations follow as indicated to give R? — Ry = 40.6 x 10° °. For the

life table data given, Ry (=). /,,b,) is about 1.09, so the effective selective effect of

duodenal ulcer in females is to reduce the overall fitness of the population by an

amount that is, approximately,

40.6 x 107°
= 38.5 x 107°.

1.09

The relative incidence of duodenal ulcer in females having type O blood as com-

pared to the other ABO bloodtypesis 1.4 to 1. Thus the proportion ofall duodenal

ulcers that occur in females of type O is 1.4/1 + 1.4) = 0.583, and in females of

other types 0.417. The reduction in the selective value of type O females as com-

pared with non-O caused bythe association with duodenal ulceris, therefore,

(0.583 — 0.417) x 38.5 x 107° = 6.4 x 107°,

which is a very small selective difference, comparable in magnitude to mutation

rates. The maleselective difference, calculated in exactly the same way, is 9.5 x 107°,

whichis still much too small to be of any great significance in counteracting in-

compatibility selection. Two main factors contribute to these low selective values,

first, the low overall incidence of duodenal ulcer, and second, the fact that it is

primarily a disease affecting people beyond the reproductive age (see T. E. Reed,

1961). It should be pointed out that we have assumed people with duodenal ulcer

have a normal age-specific birth rate during their total lifetime. Any reduction in

fertility of people who have duodenal ulcer will tend to increase, somewhat, this

estimate of selective differences but the effect is not likely to be very large. It is

remarkable that such small selective differences associated with a given disease can

be measured satisfactorily. This is due to the availability of information on the

proportion of deaths at a given age that are due to duodenal ulcer.

Late age of onset of a genetic disease poses special problems for the estimation of

fitness, since individuals with the “ abnormal’ genotype who have not yet manifested

the disease are necessarily included among the normalpart of the population.

Huntington’s chorea is an example of a dominant defect with a mean age of

onset (defined by the first appearance of “choreic”? movements) of approximately
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35 years (Reed and Chandler, 1958). The choreics who are younger than about 30
yearsare a relatively small fraction, probablyless than 25 percent, ofall the persons
who are heterozygousfor the chorea gene. If we assumethat heterozygotes have a
normal mortality and fertility pattern before they contract the disease, then a
plausible model for estimating their fitness in terms of observable parameters can
be constructed. Normalfertility (6,) and mortality (/,.) rates are taken from the
general population from which the choreics are drawn. We require, in addition, the
probability x, that a heterozygote first develops the disease at age x (obtained
from the distribution of the age of onset of the disease) and also the age-specific
fertility and mortality rates of people who have already developed Huntington’s
chorea. Ideally these rates should be obtained as a function of the age of onset of
the disease, but in practice there will usually not be enough data for such a detailed
breakdown,andsoit will have to be assumed that these age specific rates (/. and
b:) are independent of the age of onset of the disease. It can then be shown(see
Example 6.4) that the numberof children born to surviving heterozygotes of age x
in the interval x to x + 1 is

—-1

p'(x) = 1, b,Td = 2) + bey 7 te] - Xi)

l.
=bLgby + LOGYFHy, L,, (6.12)

wherethe first term is the contribution from those heterozygotes who have not yet

developed chorea by age x and the second term is the sum of the contributions from

those heterozygotes who developed chorea at all ages up to age x. The quantity

x-1

L.= Ila-wxzw
i=1

is the probability of not yet having developed the disease by age x. The net repro-
ductive rate of choreics is then

>» P(x)

and, from Equation 6.6, their intrinsic rate ofincrease is the solution of the equation

ye™ p'(x)=1 (6.13)

Huntington's chorea provides a useful example of a dominant genetic disease with
a relatively late age of onset.

An extensive study on Huntington’s chorea has been published by Reed and
Chandler (1958) and Reed and Neel (1959). Though the data, as published, are not
adequate for a complete estimate offitness in terms ofthe intrinsic rate of increase,
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they do provide information that can easily be used to set upper and lowerlimits

on the fitness of choreics. Thus asimple upper boundfor the fitness can be obtained

if it is assumed that b’ = 0, that is, that heterozygotes are no longer fertile once

they have contracted the disease. A lower bound is obtained if ,, is the relative

probability of death at age x rather than the probability of onset of the disease at

age x, in whichcase /;, = 0 and /, L, is simply the probability that choreics survive

to age x. In either case, the second term is zero. For the upper bound we are

neglecting the fertility of heterozygotes after they contract the disease; for the

lower bound weignore the debilitating effect of the disease on fertility. A third,

intermediate, estimate can be obtained if we assume that y, is the probability of

institutionalization at age x and thatfertility stops at institutionalization, being

normal(b,,) beforehand. Reed and Chandler (1958) give the distribution of the age

at onset, the age at death, and the ageat institutionalization of a sample of choreics

from Michigan, culled around 1940. Using this information and /, and 5, values

obtained from U.S. Vital Statistics of 1940, we can calculate the three sets of J, L,. b,

values, from which the net reproductive rates can be obtained by simple summation.

The results of these calculations are given in Table 6.7. When the intrinsic rates

TABLE 6.7

Upper and Lower Boundsto the Selective Disadvantage

of People with Huntington's Chorea.

 

Approximate

Net Reproductive Selective
Rate Disadvantage
(Ro) (in Percent)

U.S. 1940 Total Population 1.0485 —

Choreics

Assuming fertility stops at 0.7854 26.3

onset of disease

Assumingfertility stops at 1.0235 2.5

institutionalization

Assuming fertility is normal 1.0308 1.8

until death

 

Source: Calculated using data from Reed and Chandler (1958) and Reed

and Neel (1959).

of increase are small and generation lengths are approximately the samefor choreics

as for normals, the selective disadvantage of choreics is given, approximately, by

the difference between the net reproductive rate of the total population and that of

choreics. This follows from Equation 6.7, giving

Ro-—1 Ro-!1= ; 6.14r= 7 (6.14) 
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when Ro is near 1, and so R, ~ T, and from Equation 6.9, giving the selective
difference between types 1 and 2 as

wrlt(ry—7r.)T~1+ (RSP —R®, (6.15)

since, from Equation 6.14, rT ~ Ry — 1. Thus the selective disadvantage of type
2 relative to type 1 is approximately R{’) — R‘?), where RS? and RY) are the net
reproductive rates of types | and 2, respectively. The small disadvantage consequent
to the second and third assumptions of Table 6.7 is due to the relatively late age
at institutionalization (average about 49 years) and the small effect of Huntington’s
chorea on mortality before the end of the reproductive age. Using their own data
on the fertility of choreics, Reed and Neel (1959) derive an estimate of 19 percent

as the selective disadvantage of the Huntington’s chorea gene for heterozygotes.

Schizophrenia is a disease with a mean age of onset between 25 and 30 years and

thus centered in the midst of the reproductive period.

The relatively high incidence of the disease (about one percent), its severity, and

the fact that its onset tends to be at the primeoflife makeit one of the major public

health problems of our time. There is evidence for a strong genetic componentin

the determination of the disease, as will be discussed more fully in Chapter 9,

though more than one gene is most probably involved.

Studies on the fitness of schizophrenics indicate that the major effect of the

disease is through a reduction of the probability of marriage after onset, starting

mainly during the period between onset and first admission to a mentalinstitution

(see, for example, Goldfarb and Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1962). Assumingthatfertility

and mortality are normal before onset or institutionalization, but that fertility is

essentially zero afterwards, we can apply Equation 6.11 to the calculation of the

fitness of schizophrenics as we did to that of Huntington’s choreics.

A reduction in the average age of child bearing, as has occurred over the last

30-40 years, may be expected to have a marked effect on the fitness of individuals

having a trait like schizophrenia that has an onset in the middle of thereproductive

period. Estimated net reproductive rates, calculated using Equation 6.11, and con-

sequent approximate selective disadvantages of male and female schizophrenics,

assuming in turn 1940, 1950, and 1960 United States birth-rate distributions, are

shown in Table 6.8 (from Bodmer, 1968). Data on the distribution of ages of male

and female schizophrenics at admission to an institution (Rosenthal, 1966) were

used to calculate, for each sex, L,, the probability of not having developed the

disease by age x (see Example 6.4). The same L,. values, which differ appreciably

between the sexes, were used with the various birth-rate distributions and with a
constant value of /,, = 0.94, for all reproductive ages, to obtain the estimates given
in Table 6.8. Age-specific birth rates for males are not readily available fromstand-
ard sources of statistics. It was therefore assumed that the 5, values for females
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TABLE 6.8

Net Reproductive Rates and Approximate Selective
Disadvantages of Schizophrenics Assuming 1940, 1950, and 1960
U.S. Birth-rate Distributions Apply Before Onset of the Disease

 

Net Reproductive

Rates?
(RY?) Selective Disadvantages”

  

1940 1950 1960 1940 1950 1960

Males 0.56 0.77 0.92 0.86 0.61 0.51

Females 0.76 1.04 1.25 0.40 0.27 0.22

 

4 Calculated using Equation 6.12, assuming b, = 0.

> Calculated using Equation 6.18.

Source: Bodmer (1968): 6, values for females for the indicated years from
Vital Statistics of the United States, 1963, Vol. 1; 63, for males was cal-

culated using Equation 6.16.

applied to males aged x + 2.5 since on an average males are 2.5 years older than

females at time of marriage. Thus, for 5-year intervals, the age-specific birth rate

for males b* was given in terms of that for females 5, by

b¥ = 4(b, + b,_,). (6.16)

Selective disadvantages are calculated using a combination of Equations 6.10 and

6.7. Thus from Equation 6.10, the selective disadvantage s is given by

s=(r, —7,)T. (6.17)

If the two generation times corresponding to r, and r, are both equal to T, then,

using Equations 6.17 and 6.7, we have

RP -1 RO =1
sa (ny =r= [=U = \7RS? RY

1 2RSD — RY~aR (6.18)

since the generation time T is from (6.8) approximately given by

R\? R?

Tass. (6.19)
RS? RY

Equation 6.18 approximates to 6.15 when R{") and R{”?are both near one. For the

data in Table 6.8, R‘;” refers to thenormal populationandis based on therelevant

b, values with , = 0.94 for all values of x; Ri?refers to the schizophrenics.
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The overall fitness of male schizophrenics is much lower than that of females.
This mayreflect an earlier age of onset of the disease in males, or a tendency for
males to be institutionalized at an earlier age because ofsocial pressures, as well as
average age differences between males and females at time of marriage. The female
values agree reasonably with those obtained by Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Para-
dowski (1966) in a direct study of the fitness of schizophrenics, while the male
values are a little higher. There is an almost two-fold decrease in both sets of
selective disadvantages from 1940 to 1960. This is the effect expected from a trend
toward an earlier average age of child bearing in the general population. It repre-
sents a striking example of the effect of an overall demographic change on the
fitness of a particular trait. The model we have used to calculate Table 6.8 is, of
course, a simplification, which ignores, in particular, fertility of schizophrenic
females after onset, and also that, even before the onset of the disease, a smaller
proportion of male schizophrenics than of normal males marry. The increasing use
of drugs to mitigate the effects of schizophrenia, may, of course, accentuatestill
further the decrease in the selective disadvantage of schizophrenia. As the inter-
pretation of the effect of these changes on the frequency of schizophrenia depends
on assumptions concerning the genetic basis of the disease, it will be deferred to
Chapter 9.

The relationship between IQ andfitness has been accurately measured but IO is,
of course, not a simply inherited character.

The relationship between intelligence and fertility has been discussed for many
years, particularly since Galton’s conjecture at the turn ofthe last century that the
decline of the ruling classes was a result of their intrinsically lowerfertility. In fact,
Fisher (1930) founded a theory of the decline of human civilizations on the basis
of such observations. Intelligence, usually measured by some form of IQ test, is
not, of course, a simply inherited character. Its expression must be underthe in-
fluence of many genes as well as being strongly molded by the environment.
Approaches to the study of the genetics of such characters will be discussed in
Chapter 9. At this point we need only emphasizethat any differences in reproduc-
tivity between people with different IQ’s have a genetic effect only in so far as IQ
is genetically determined. There can be little doubt that socioeconomic factors
highly correlated with IQ, such as educational status, have during at least thefirst
half of the twentieth century had a remarkable effect on patterns of reproductivity
in industrialized societies, with a generally inverse relationship between IQ and
fitness. This pattern is, however, changing rapidly. We do not know how long it
existed and we may doubt whetherit has had any long-term effect on the average
intelligence of the human population, as has been suggested by some writers (see
Chapter 9). Bajema in 1963 published a study in whichintrinsic rates of increase of
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a sample of the United States population were calculated as a function of IQ. The

data are based on individuals from Kalamazoo born in the years 1916 and 1917,

whosefertility was completed at the time they were interviewed. IQ’s were measured

at an average age of 11.6 years. Theintrinsic rates of increase, generation lengths,

and derived fitnesses are given for five IQ ranges in Table 6.9. As has previously

TABLE 6.9

The Relationship Between IQ and Fitness

 

Relative Fitness

 
 

Intrinsic Rate Measured by e™™™

ofNatural where T is the

IQ Range Increase rm Average Generation Average Generation

m x 1073 Length Tm Length

=> 120 8.9 29.4 1.00

105-119 3.9 28.9 0.87

95-104 0.3 28.4 0.78

80-94 7.5 28.0 0.96
69-79 —10.0 28.8 0.58

Total sample 3.9 28.5 —

 

Source: Based on Bajema (1963).

been found, the lowest IQ range, which includes mainly those people usually

classified as definitely subnormal, has the lowest fitness, due mainly to lower

fertility. This estimateis, however, based on only 30 individuals. Apart from this

group, the fitness-IQ relationship is U-shaped with high fitnesses at low and high

1Q’s and lower fitnesses at intermediate IQ’s. It is worth noting thatthe relatively

high intrinsic rate of increaseof the > 120 1Q groupis partly offset by their longer-

than-average generation length. The observed relationship between IQ and fitness

is not the simple inverse one often claimed; it undoubtedly reflects recent

changes in overall reproductivity patterns. The implications of a relationship be-

tween IQ andfitness for changes in the average IQ of a population, and the prob-

lems of interpreting such data will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9, after

we have reviewed the evidence for a genetic componentin the determination of IQ.

6.5 The Distribution of Progeny Size

Fertility, as we have already emphasized, is one of the major components of

biological fitness. It is measured, crudely, by the mean progeny size after the repro-

ductive period has finished. There are, however, at least two important properties

of populations that depend on the variance in the number of progeny, as well as
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on the mean,(or, more generally, on the overall shape) of the distribution ofprogeny

SIZE.

1. The scope for the action of natural selection and, in fact, the rate at which

evolutionary changes take place depend, as weshall discuss later, on the variance

in fitness. A major componentof this is the variance in progeny size.

2. The effects of random variation in gene frequencies due mainly to finite popu-

lation size, which will be discussed in Chapter 8, depend on this variance.

In addition, the solutions of some problems in the analysis of human pedigree

data depend on assumptions concerning the distribution of progeny size (see

Appendix IT).

If all women had the same constant chance of bearing children over a given fixed

time period, births would be distributed randomly throughout this period and the

distribution of their number would be Poisson.

The Poisson distribution is defined by the equation

r

pase”, (6.20)
r!

where r!=1x2x3-:-r, (r! =r factorial), e is the base of natural logarithms,

and p, is the probability of r random events, in this case births, occurring in a given

time interval. The mean of the distribution is m, its only parameter(see statistical

appendix). The principal feature of the Poisson distribution is that its mean m is

equal to its variance.

Observed distributions of progeny size cannot, in general, be fitted to a Poisson

distribution. They usually have variances that are from 1.5 to 3 times as large as

their means. This is hardly surprising since all women clearly do not have the same

constant probability of bearing children, which would be the major assumption of

an application of the Poisson distribution to this example. Most differences, such

as in the probability of marriage, the age at which marriage is contracted, the

duration of marriage, and natural fecundity, tend to increase the variance in the

number of progeny. Family planning that specifies a desired family size may,

however, tend to decrease the variance. Later in this chapter we shall discuss some

computer-simulation models that take into accountall these variousfactors.

The negative binomial distribution generally provides a goodfit to observedprogeny

size distributions.

The negative binomial is defined by the equation

_(v+r—D)! (2),

Pr F1(n — Dy! q7 (6.21)
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where g = 1 + p. It depends on the two parameters n and p (or q) and can be shown

to be equivalent to a particular type of mixture of Poisson distributions with differ-

ent means. It presumably gives a good fit because it allows for variation in fertility

between women. The meanofthe negative binomial distribution is mp, the variance

is np(1 + p), and the ratio of the variance to the mean is thus (1 + p). The negative

binomial tends to approachthe Poisson distribution as p becomes small and large.

A comparison of the fit of the negative binomial and Poisson distribution to a

progeny-size distribution obtained from the Msambwenidistrict of Kenya in East

Africa is shown in Table 6.10 (data from Brass, 1958). An observed progeny-size

TABLE 6.10

Comparison of Observed and Fitted Distributions ofProgeny Size
 

Number of Women

 

 

  

 

Expected

Number
ofBirths Observed Negative Binomial Poisson

0 29 22.4 10.6

1 41 46.4 35.6

2 48 57.1 60.0

3 53 54.1 67.4

4 53 43.6 56.7

5 33 31.5 38.3

6 22 21.0 21.5

7 11 13.2 10.3

8 7 7.9 4.4

9 7 4.5 1.6

=> 10 3 5.3 0.6

Total 307 Parameters: n = 5.37 m= 3.37
Mean 3.37 p = 0.629

Variance 5.49

X7(8 df) 9.1 52.9

(0.3<P< 0.5) P<01%
 

Source: Brass (1958): Data from Msambweni, East Africa.

distribution, to be meaningful, must relate to completedfertility. It must therefore
be obtained from women who have completed their reproductive period, that is
who are generally older than 40-45 years. The ‘“‘ observed” column ofthe table
gives the numbers of women (over age 35) who have had the corresponding num-
ber of births shown in the first column. The third and fourth columns show the

expected numbers, based respectively on the negative binomial distribution

(Equation 6.20) and the Poisson distribution (Equation 6.19). The latter gives a

very poorfit, with too narrow a distribution, as expected from the fact that the
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observed ratio of variance to mean is 1.63. The negative binomial, on the other

hand, gives a very goodfit to the observed data.

A complication that frequently arises in fitting observed progeny-size distribu-

tions is that women whobear no children fall into two categories: those who never

married, and those who married but had no children. Thefirst term of the expected

distribution applies only to the latter group. When data distinguishing the two

categories are not available it is convenient to fit the negative binomial only to the

observed numbers of women with one or more births, excluding the zero class.

This is done by dividing all the expectations based on Equation 6.21 by 1 — py, to

give whatis called a truncated distribution, and, using the method of maximum

likelihood (see Appendix I), to obtain estimates of m and p. Estimates of n and p

and the corresponding means and variances for a representative set of countries

are shown in Table 6.11. The ratio of the variance to the mean is near 2 for a

number of countries that have quite different mean numbersof births. This shows,

as we shall discuss later, that the variation in progeny size is not necessarily corre-

lated with large mean progenysizes.

TABLE 6.11

Estimates of the Negative Binomial Parameters (n and p) and Derived Means

and Variances for a Representative set of Countries

 

 

   

Variance

Mean Variance Mean

Country Year n p (np) (np(1 + p)) (1 + p)

Brazil 1940 3.61 1.98 7.2 21.3 2.98

Venezuela 1950 2.82 2.13 6.0 18.8 3.13

Ceylon 1946 5.45 1.01 5.5 11.1 2.01

Japan 1950 5.60 0.92 5.2 9.9 1.92

Czechoslovakia 1930 4.20 0.94 3.9 7.7 1.94

Italy 1931 5.01 1.06 5.3 10.9 2.06

England and Wales 1951 3.37 0.60 2.0 3.2 1.60

United States 1950 2.84 0.93 2.6 5.1 1.93

 

Source: Data from United Nations Demographic Year Book, 1954, 1955, and Brass (1958).

6.6 The Size of Investigations Needed | |
to Measure Selection Intensity

Direct determination of mortality differences as departures from expected Men-

delian segregations requires very large bodies of data for the measurement of small

selective differences.

Since small selective differences cause very minor departures from the expected

Mendelian segregations, very large numbers of observations are needed to detect
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selective effects in this way. It can be shown that the number of progeny x that

must be observed in order to detect a difference between expected ratios of u,:1

and u,:1 is, on the average for a given significance level «, given by

_ y2(2 + uy + un)(uy + Uy + 2u,U2)

a 2(u, — U2)”
(6.22) 

where y2 is the value of y? for one degree of freedom at the « percent point (see

statistical appendix and Mather, 1951). Suppose, for example, we wish to contrast

matings 2 AO x OO g and? OO x AO G in order to detect incompatibility selec-

tion, as discussed in Chapter 5. In the absence of selection we expect each mating

to give 4+ of type A and 4 of type O offspring. Given incompatibility selection of

magnitude s, we expect AO x OOstill to give $A:40 and so u, =1; OO x AO

gives 4(1 — s)A:40 and so u, = 1 — s, using the notation of Equation 6.22. We

wish to know how manyoffspring from each type of mating are needed in order

to detect a discrepancy between ratios of 1:1 and 1 — s:1 for any given, possibly

quite small, value of s. From Equation 6.22 we have, substituting vu, = 1 and

u,=l1-s,

 — tah = s)4 = 38) 8x5
7 2s? s?
 

when s is small, where now n/2 is the numberofoffspring needed from each mating.

When « = 95 percent, y7 ~ 4. Thus, for example, when s = 0.01, n = 320,000 is

the numberofoffspring neededto detect, on an average, a one percent disadvantage

of type Ain? OO x AO 3 matings at a 95 percent significance level. When s = 0.1,

then n = 3200.

No published study is available that has been done with enoughpeople to detect

selective differences of the order of one percent. Few have been done with enough

people to detect selective values as large as even 10 percent. The data on the ABO

blood groups, which we discussed in Chapter 5, are probably the most compre-

hensive, and, nevertheless, do not usually give a clear-cut answer to the question of

whetherthere are consistent selective effects. The methods we have used in Section

6.4 can, however, supply, on rare occasions, estimates of very low selection co-

efficients because they make use of observations made on very large populations,

like that of a whole country. As such data may have to be obtained from official

statistics, they suffer from the uncertainties associated with such sources of informa-

tion, as will be discussed later in this section. It is perhaps questionable whether

enough homogeneous data can ever be collected to detect selective coefficients of

about onepercent by departures from Mendelian expectations. Even ifselective dif-

ference were detected with a large body of data, it would, of course, only pertain

to the time of the observations and would not be a complete estimate of fitness,

since the data would not take into account the fertility differences that, through

compensation, might be a very importantfactor.
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Small selective differences will always be very difficult to determine in human
populations. The large numbers of observations needed to detect them makeit
almost impossible to obtain a sample of each relevant genotype that is properly
balanced for the many socioeconomic parameters known to have a considerable
effect on reproductivity patterns. Excluding socioeconomic bias orstratification
as a factor contributing to any small observed difference in reproductivity between
two distinguishable genotypes may, therefore, be difficult. It is a paradox of evo-
lutionary theory that the small differences that maybesoeffective in molding the
future of a species are so difficult to measure directly. The estimation of the larger
selective differences dueto relatively severe genetic abnormalities poses muchless
of a problem, thoughas already discussed very few, if any, studies have obtained
the information necessary for the calculation of an intrinsic rate of increase.

Fitness can sometimes be measured by the observed progeny size.

As we have already pointed out, a complete analysis offitness requires knowledge

ofmortality andfertility by age for all genotypes concerned. Sometimes,for example

whenfitnesses are functions of the mating types (as for incompatibility) or gene

frequencies (a hypothetical example), further breakdowns of the data may be
necessary.

Weshall now consider a shortcut method for the estimation of fitnesses, which

can usefully be applied in some circumstances: namely, the direct estimation of the

average progeny size as a function of genotype, phenotype, or mating. It should be

noted that, for these direct estimates of fitness to be valid, they should cover

exactly one generation. The numberofchildren bornto the probands(the individuals

whose fitness is being estimated) should be counted when they have reached the

same age as the probands.If the fitness is estimated for mating types, the number of

progeny should be estimated as the number of progeny who marryand only matings

that have occurred sufficiently long ago thatall possible progeny have had a chance

to marry should be analyzed. This often requires fairly complete records. A survey

of mating types limited to those in which both partnersarestill living, could result

in a bias in favor of long-lived individuals.

Estimates of mean progenysize are effectively the same as 2R,, where, as before,

Ro is the net reproductive rate. As already discussed, to obtain complete fitness

estimates, Ro values should be adjusted for average generation times.

The size of studies of this kind needed to obtain relative estimates offitness of a

desired sensitivity can be estimated. From Equation 6.45the selective disadvantage

(or advantage) s of a genotype 2 with respect to genotype | (the latter considered as

havingfitness 1) is given, approximately, by

1 2
RSP — RY,

assuming that Tis the same for both genotypes and s is small. Suppose the variance
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of the progeny born to an individual is V and assumeit to be the samefor the two

genotypes. This variance will, as a lower limit, be equal to Ro (the overall mean

progenysize, or the mean of RG! and R‘?’), but usually will be greater by a factor k

such that V = kR,, where,as pointed outearlier, k lies, approximately, between 1.5

and 3. An observed difference in fitness

s= WD — RP,
estimated from the expectation of progeny over one generation, will be significant

at the 95 percent level if s is larger than twice its standard error. That is, we must

have  
— |i 1

RW — RP > 2,./V.J—+—>
n, Ny

where n, and n, are the total number of progeny counted for each of the two

genotypes, so that the variance of RG’ is V/n, and that of RYis V/n,. Taking

nN, =n, =n, we can estimate a minimum uv such that

2V
n

RW -—-RYP=5=2

2k
:=2/ Ro

n

It follows that for significance at the 5 percent level, the minimum number of

progeny per genotype must be

Substituting V = kR,, we have

 

8kR
n=—3 . (6.24) 

Thus, for s=0.1 (as, approximately, holds for AS versus AA, or the G6PD

deficiencyallele),

n = 800

if k = 1 and R,is approximately 1, and is proportionately greater if k > 1.

For a selection coefficient of order 0.01, ” must be larger than 80,000 andis thus

greater than can ever be hoped for in ordinary surveys. For a selection coefficient

of0.001, the value ofis such that whole large nations would haveto be investigated.

6.7 Evolutionary Advance and the Index
of Opportunity for Selection

The rate ofevolution depends on the available amountofgenetic variation infitness.

If there is no genetic variation in fitness there can be no differential selection and

hence, in general, no significant evolutionary change in the genetic content of a

population. Fisher, in 1930, proved a theorem that he called the “fundamental
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theorem of natural selection.’’ It states that “the rate of increase in fitness of any
organism at any time is equal to its genetic variance in fitness at that time.” As
originally proved the theorem is valid only for certain relatively simple genetic
models but, nevertheless, its qualitative importance has no restrictions. The
theorem simply says that the rate of evolution by natural selection is directly pro-
portional to the available genetic variation in fitness. The complete proof of this
theorem is beyond the scope of this book. We shall, however, give Li (1955) and
Crow’s (1958) simple interpretation of it in terms of what Crow called the “index
of total selection.”’

The index of total selection is I = V/w*, where V is the variance in the number of

offspring and w the mean numberof offspring.

Suppose that a parental generation contains k genotypes with frequencies p,; and

relative fitnesses w;, i= 1,...k. We assume the simplest possible hereditary

scheme, namely that all individuals of type i produce only offspring of type i, which

can, in fact, only be realized with vegetative reproduction or self-fertilization of

completely homozygousindividuals. The average fitness of the parental population

iS
k

WwW — \ Di W; .

i=1

The relative frequency of type i in the offspring generation is

, _ DiWi
Pi=

w

because of selection. The average fitness in the offspring generation is, therefore,

k

> pw?
_ iF 

9

k

y Di w; ~~ w V

T — —_ = we? (6.25) 

Ww we

where is, by definition, the variance in fitness of the parental generation (see

Appendix I for a definition of statistical terms). The quantity J is called the index

of total selection and is the instantaneous geometric rate of increase in the fitness

since w increases by a factor 1 + Jin each generation.It is, therefore, a measure of

the rate of evolution of the population under these highly simplified assumptions,

namely that all differences in fitness arecompletely genetically determined. A real

rate of evolution would be much lower, since only a fraction of the differences in
fitness would have a genetic basis. Thus J may best be considered as an index of the
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“opportunity” for selection. It represents the rate of increase in fitness that could

obtain if each offspring had

a

fitness equal to the mean thefitnesses of his parents.

Equation 6.25 expresses Fisher’s fundamental theorem of natural selection for this

special genetic model.

The contribution to I can be broken down into two components, one associated with

mortality differences, and the other with fertility differences.

Assumethat all mortality up to the end of the reproductive period is prerepro-

ductive and that a proportion p, of individuals (counted at birth) die before the

reproductive age and a proportion p, survive to an age when they can havechildren,

where p, +p, = 1. Let p,(x =0, 1, 2, ..., ) be the proportion of people that

survive to have x children each so that

Ps = y Pxs
x=0

where n is the maximum possible numberofoffspring per parent. Fitness can then,

most simply, be measured by the numberof offspring per parent, x, so that Equa-

tion 6.25 is defined in terms of the mean and variance of the numberofoffspring

per parent. Then
1 n

1==|pd0- 5)+ ¥px", (6.26)
where

X=pyxOt+ \ XD
x=0

is the mean number ofoffspring per parent. The variances due to mortality, V,,,

and fertility, V,, are defined as

\ DAX ~ X,)*

Vin = pa ~ x)? T D(X; _ x)? and Ve =xeee

» Px
x=0

where X, is the mean numberof offspring per person surviving to the reproductive

age andis given by

>

m

 
_ ¢y Ps x
Xs = A = D. . (6.27)

LPs

If we write

Vin. ,
Ln = = = index oftotal selection due to mortality
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and

Ve . “1:I, = — = index oftotal selection due tofertility,
Xs

then it can be shown that

l=In+—I,, (6.28)
Ps

(see Example 6.5) and also, that J,, = p,/p,. All of these quantities can be calculated
directly from routinely available mortality and fertility tables. Clearly, as p, de-
creases, [,, decreases, leaving a larger proportion of the opportunity for selection
to fertility differences, as is probably the presentsituation in most of the developed
industrialized societies.

Anillustrative calculation ofthe index and its componentsis shown in Table6.12.

TABLE 6.12

Calculation of the Total Index of Selection andits Fertility
and Mortality Components (Data from New South Wales,
Australia, about 1900)

 

 
 

 
 

 

Number of Number of Number of Number of

Children (x) Women (nx) Children (x) Women (nx)

0 1110 11 568

1 533 12 422

2 581 13 226

3 644 14 129

4 702 15 57

5 813 16 39

6 855 17 12

7 976 18 5

8 963 19 2

9 847 20 2

10 786 Dun, 10272

Note:

xn, = 63556, Xx?n,= 550046, %,= ois = 6.2,

1 VVe= s— (2x?n,) — (%,)? = 15.3, Tp=—S = 04.1 SyOM) —Ce) Y (&)?
The proportion of births surviving to ages 15-20 is

Ps = 0.798, sothat pg=— 0.202.

| 1In = m = 0.25, I= In-+ = Ip= 0.25 -+ 0.5 = 0.75,

ny is the number of women whoare 46 and over—and whoare thus
considered to be no longer fertile—who have had x children.

Source: Based on Powys (1905).
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The data on the distribution of family size comes from New South Wales at about

the turn of the last century. The women whose family sizes were counted for this

study wereall older than 46 years, by which age reproduction has generally ceased.

The mean numberof children per womanis 6.2, which is X,, since only women who

survived are includedin the calculations, and the variance of the numberof children

is 15.3. Thus the fertility component of the index I, = 15.3/(6.2)* = 0.4. Since the

proportion of newborns surviving to age 15-20 is 0.798, whichis p,, the mortality

componentofthe index /,, = 0.202/0.798 = 0.25. The total indexts, therefore, from

Equation 6.28, given by 0.4/0.798 + 0.25 = 0.75.

Changing fertility and mortality patterns due to major socioeconomic changes have

a profound effect on natural selection in human populations.

Examples of values of the total index and the component dueto fertility, for

various human populations with widely differing overall fertility rates, are given

in Table 6.13. Two features of these data need special emphasis:

TABLE 6.13

The Total Index of Opportunity for Selection andits Fertility and Mortality Components

for Some Human Populations with Widely Differing Fertilities

 

Component of Total Index
due to Infertility

 

 
 

 

Mean Progeny per Total Index 1 I Percent of

Population Parent Born (1) Ds 7 I

Hutterites 8.8 0.27 0.22 81.5
(around 1950)

New South Wales 6.2 0.75 0.50 66.7
(around 1900)

United States
Age 45-49 in 1910 3.9 1.18 0.96 81.4

Age 45-49 in 1950 2.3 1.38 1.27 92.0

 

Source: Modified from Crow (196la).

1. The total index is not proportional to the mean number of offspring; it

actually increases as the mean numberofoffspring decreases.

2. Mortality contributes a small fraction to the total index in highly developed

industrial societies such as the United States. The major opportunity for selection

in such societies is clearly through differential fertility and this is greatly influenced

by birth control practice and modern medical care, both of which undoubtedly

tend to reduce the variancein fertility. The conditions of highly developed industrial
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societies are certainly quite radically different from those that must have prevailed
during most of the time the human species has been evolving, in fact, until at most
one hundred or two hundred years ago. For most ofthis time, mortality, largely
due to infectious diseases, must have been a majorselective agent. Thisis illustrated
in Figure 6.2, which shows the decline in prereproductive mortality and the cor-
responding declinein fertility in the French population from 1770 to 1950.
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FIGURE 6.2

Change in mortality and fertility in France from 1770-1950. The dashedline is gross
reproduction rate; the solid line, death rate. (Based on data from Bourgeois-Pichat,
1951.)

The decline in mortality in France seems to have occurred in two major phases,
the first beginning before 1770 andlasting until about 1850 and the second running
from 1890 to the present time. Initially, the fertility decline lagged behind that in
mortality, leading to an increasing population with a higher proportion of people
in the younger age groups. However, in the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth century, the continuing decline in fertility caught up with the decline in
mortality. This pattern of change during industrialization is quite characteristic.
Rapid temporary increases in population size result from a decline in mortality
greater than thatin fertility, though in France this gap has beenless than in other
countries. The large increase in the gross reproduction rate in France between 1940
and 1950 is undoubtedly in part the effect of the cessation of World WarII.

Present mortality and fertility data for countries at variouslevels of development,
arranged in descending order of crude birth rates, are shown in Table 6.14. These
data illustrate the wide divergence in many countries even at the present time from
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TABLE 6.14

Crude Live Birth Rates, Infant Mortality Rates,

and Death Rates For Various Countries at Various

Stages of Development

 

 

 

 

Live Infant
Birth Mortality Death

Country Rates* Rates’ Rates°

Nigeria (Lagos) 50.1 76.2 12.8

Mexico 45.9 74.4 12.5

Jordan 40.1 63.1 8.1

Ceylon 36.6 57.5 20.3

Chile 35.5 127.7 12.5

United States 24.6 26.4 9.4

Australia 22.6 21.5 8.8

France 18.4 25.2 11.8

Japan 18.2 33.7 7.8

England and Wales 15.9 22.2 11.6

South Africa

Caucasian 29.7 28.7 8.6

African 130.1 120.6 16.2

 

Source: Data from United Nations Demographic Year Book,1961.

4 Average number oflive births per 1000 population, 1955-1959.

’ Numberof deaths in 1958 or 1959 within thefirst year oflife per

1000 live births.

¢ Average numberof deaths per 1000 population, 1955-1959.

the low mortality and fertility rates prevailing in, for example, the United States.

High birth rates are generally correlated with high infant death rates and high

intrinsic rates of increase, and with poor socioeconomic conditions. The contrast

between Caucasians and Africans in the Union of South Africa hardly needs

comment. Overall death rates are complicated by differences in age distributions

and show no obvious trends. Socioeconomic changes have clearly wrought a pro-

found changein thelikely future patterns of natural selection in human populations.

6.8 The Fitness Flow Sheet

A fuller understanding of the causes of a selective difference requires a comprehen-

sive specification of the total pattern of reproductivity.

The use of Crow’s index of opportunity for selection provides only a crude

breakdownofthe causes ofselection into fertility and mortality components. Many

factors, such as age at marriage, the stability of the marriage, the length of the

post-partum sterile period, as well as the mortality, need to be taken into account

in a more complete description of the total reproductive history.
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A schematic representation of these factors in terms ofa flow sheetis illustrated
in Figure 6.3. The flow sheet is given in the form of a diagram appropriate for
writing a computer program to simulate the reproductive process. Timeis incre-
mented by one unit (¢ > + 1) as indicated. Encircled questions denote decisions
that have to be madethatwill, in general, be complex functions both of time and
of the previous history of an individual. Thus, for example, the probability of mar-
riage will depend on age, previous marital history if divorced or widowed, and
possibly, also, previous reproductive history. (Marriage is used here in a biological
sense, and thusthe analysis includes births that are consideredillegitimate in the legal
sense. The probability of conception will depend on the length of time since the
previous birth and on the previous numberofbirths, as well as on age. The prob-
ability of living will depend on marital history, fertility, as well as age. Each
encircled question, therefore, represents a complex of probability distributions
describing the relevant aspectsoffertility, mortality, and marriage. The final outcome
of the process is the numberofbirths, per individual, giving the net reproductive
rate. There are four major determinants in this process namely, prereproductive
mortality, mortality during the reproductive period, marriage, and fertility. The
age-specific birth and death rates used for calculating the intrinsic rate of increase
incorporate contributions from all these determinants but do notgive any direct
indication of their relative magnitudes.

The effects of each of these various determinants may be thoughtofin terms of a

reduction of the maximum reproductivity achievable with optimal conditions. This

maximum will be achieved only if there are nostill births, no infant deaths, no

prereproductive or reproductive deaths, if marriage takes place as early as possible

and is not broken by divorce or death of the mate, and if maximum fertility with a

minimum post-partum sterile period is maintained throughout the maximum

possible reproductive period. Ignoring the possibility of multiple births, the maxi-
mum possible achievable number of births per human female, is about 30. The
Hutterites are a good example of a group with very high fertility. Their median age
at marriage is 22 for women, only about one percent of either sex at age 45 has
never married, and birth controlis not practicedat all (see Eaton and Mayer, 1954).
Including marriages at all ages, whether or not theyarefertile, the mean numberof
children that had been born to women whowere 45 yearsor older in 1950 was8.9.
A moreprecise definition of the effect of a determinant(its “‘cost”’), such as age at
marriage, in reducing the maximum achievable intrinsic rate ofincreaser,,,, is given
by the reduction in the intrinsic rate of increase obtained whenthe actualdistribu-
tion of the determinantis substituted for the optimum,whileall other determinants
are left at their optimum. This cost can be measured by rua, — marr» Where lmarr 1S
the intrinsic rate of increase with the actual age at marriage distribution. These
quantities can be calculated by following through the consequences of the
model outlined in Figure 6.3. The actually achieved reproductive rate may, at
least approximately, be thought of as the maximum minus the sum ofthe costs
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FIGURE6.3

Fitness flow sheet. The questions in the ovals are answered on the basis of various frequency

distributions, which, for example, give the probability of survival from one time interval to

the next as a function of age. (Modified from Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza, 1966.)

contributed by all the individual determinants. We thus obtain a balance sheet of

the contributions of the various determinants to the biological “‘ cost of living.”

The costs can also be measuredrelative to some standard set of distributions, for

example the overall population mean. Given a knowledge of the various distri-

butions for a particular genotype,the differential cost of each factor can be assessed

and thus the underlying causes of a selective difference determined.

Aninteresting analysis of a model of the Indian population has been given by

Ridley and Sheps (1966). These authors have constructed a computer model

of a population, based on a simplified version of the sort of fitness flow sheet

shown in Figure 6.3. Using a series of observed distributions for the various

parameters of their model, they had a computer simulatethe life histories of 1000

females and then calculate standard parameters, such as the net reproductive rate,

based ontheselife histories. Their aim wasto try to choose a set of parameters that

would correspond reasonably to the observedfertility pattern in the Indian popu-

lation. Their model took into account the age differences between spouses, the

probabilities of fetal wastage and infant death, estimates of natural fecundity as a

function of age, standard life tables for males and females, estimates of the age of

onset of sterility and of the average age at first marriage, and probability distri-

butions for the length of pregnancy andofthe post-partum sterile period, each as a

function of fetal deaths or live births. They were able to show that a post partum

sterile period longer than that generally supposed, and corresponding to the distri-
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bution of the duration of lactation, was a majorfactor in giving net reproductive
rates comparable to those observed for the Indian population. When the mean
length of the post-partum sterile period was 12.9 months, the net reproductive rate
was 2.36. When the length of this interval was increased to 20.4 months, the net
reproductive rate was reduced to 1.96. An increase in the average age of marriage
from 18.2 to 21.3 years reduced the net reproductiverate still further to about l.5,a
figure that corresponds quite closely to that observed in the Indian population.

 

 

 

  

 

      

Computer simulation of the fitness flow sheet can also be usedto investigate the
effects of a variety offactors on the variation in fertility or reproductivity

Jacquard and Bodmer (1968) constructed a model for the Hutterite population,
allowing for all observable distributions, such as those for age at marriage, death
rates, and birth rates. The one factor that could not readily be taken into account
wasthe intrinsic variability in fecundity—thatis, the variation of the monthly con-
ception rate between individuals. The observed variance of the progeny-size
distribution was 13.9; that predicted by the model was only 5.8. The difference of
8.1 is, presumably, a measure of the contribution ofintrinsic variation in fecundity
to the actual variance in fertility. In another study, using data from the French
population,the effect of variation in the age of marriage was assessed by holdingit
constant at 21 years. Ignoring effects of mortality and marriage instability, the
variance in fertility was then found to be reduced from 10.0 to 1.5. Birth controlis
another important factor leading to a reduction in the fertility variance. Assuming
a specific simple model for birth control in which couples aim for a desired family
of 2 or 4 offspring and using data from the French population gave the results
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shown in Table 6.15. It is assumed that couples use birth control for the first two

years of marriage and again after having produced a family of the desired size. As

the efficiency of birth control, measured by the percentage reduction in the monthly

probability of conception, increases, the variance in fertility decreases markedly,

and the mean approachesthe desired family size. The reduction in the variance, as

we have already emphasized, implies a marked reduction in the opportunity for

selection.

TABLE 6.15

Effect of Birth Control on the Mean and Variance of the Progeny-size Distribution

 

Efficiency of Birth Control

 

10%, 90% 95% 99%
 

 
 

Desired

family size Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean

_

Variance

 

  
 

2 6.4 5.5 3.9 2.5 2.8 1.4 2.1 0.49

4 6.7 5.3 4.8 2.4 4.1 1.7 3.7 1.23

 

Source: Based on Jacquard (1967).

These analyses show how the building of an appropriate model together with

computer simulation can isolate one or two out of a number of the many factors

affecting reproductivity and its variations as being of major importance in deter-

mining an observedfertility pattern. Selective differences between genotypes have

not yet been analyzed tothis level of refinement, though in a number of cases the

probable cause of the difference can be qualitatively identified.

We have already pointed out how socioeconomic changes leading to different

fertility and mortality patterns have drastically altered selective forces. Social

customsrelating to the average age of marriage and child bearing also have very

important effects. Thus, for a disease with a late age of onset, such as Huntington’s

chorea, and where birth control exerts a strong influence on family size, an earlier

average age of marriage may very much increase the probability of the desired

maximum fertility being achieved before the onset of the disease. This will, of

course, tend to relax selection against such disease. The later average age of mar-

riage in men than in womenwill, for such a disease, lead to there being a stronger

selective disadvantage for males than for females. This difference will largely

disappear with earlier average ages of marriage. Since, in general, more than 60

percent of babies with Down’s syndrome are born to mothers older than 35, a

decrease in the average age of child bearing should drastically decrease the inci-

dence of Down’s syndrome. These two examples serve to emphasize the need for
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complete specification of the reproductive history in order to understandselective
differences and their interactions with socioeconomic factors.

In many casesit will, in fact, not be adequate to specify individuals only in the
fitness flow sheet, since genotypes of mates may interact, as for example with
incompatibility selection, in the determination of fertility and mortality. Ideally, the
specification offitness should be in terms of mating pairs and their contributions to
the next generation of matings, rather than in termsofindividuals. Unfortunately,
the hope of obtaining information adequateto satisfy these needs, even for human
populations,is still remote.

6.9 Sources of Data

A majorlimitation to the investigation offitness differences is the paucity ofsuitable

data.

Complete reproductive histories of very large numbers of people are required

for a really adequate study. In this section weshall discuss briefly some of the types

of data that are available on a relatively large scale and some of the approaches

used for their collection and collation.

There are basically six types of sources of data.

1. Censuses: Basic vital and socioeconomic information obtained for a whole

population, or a substantial fraction of it, at regular intervals of five or ten yearsis

generally the main source for determining the age structure of a population and

provides many data on marriage, migration, and fertility patterns. Most censuses,

however, suffer from severe drawbacks as far as genetic studies are concerned. In

the first place, since they usually use the household as the basic sampling unit,

complete families are included together only if all their memberslive together at the

time the census is taken. Data on an older couple, whose fertility is completed,

are thus unlikely to be included with those ontheir adult children. Because of regula-

tions providing that information given in a censusis confidential, it is difficult to

relate data for a census to those from another census or from other sources of

data. No information is, therefore, generally available from censuses that relates

two generations. Since a censuscollects information only on living persons,it gives

no information on mortality patterns. As census data is usually restricted to socio-

economic parameters, such as income, occupation andyears of schooling, morbidity

information is not generally available. Response errors in large-scale surveys, such

as censuses, are likely to be more serious than in small-scale, more-restricted

surveys (see Bodmer and Lederberg, 1967).

This may seem a formidable list of disadvantages. But it must be remembered

that no other data yet exist on a scale comparable to those from a census, makingit
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worthwhile to expend someeffort in extracting useful information from censuses,

An effort should be made to influence the census operation at the time of prepara-

tion of questionnaires to include special questions of interest to geneticists. The

Italian Census of 1962 obtained data on the ages of the fathers and mothers of

fertile women in order to permit an investigation of the possible accumulation

of sex-linked lethals with grandparental age (see Chapter 3 and 10). The results

of this study have not, however, been madeavailable yet.

2. Vital Statistics: Birth, Marriage, and Death Registrations. Vital statistics

provide the basic source of material for the construction oflife tables. The dataare,

of course, available on a large scale and generally quite accurate. The usefulness of

birth, marriage, and death certificates, is however, severely limited by the infor-

mation collected on them, which is not usually adequate for the construction of

pedigrees without extensive collation. Sometimes causes of death, or statements

about birth abnormalities accompanying birth and deathcertificates, can relate to

specific genetic abnormalities and thus be useful for fitness calculations. For exam-

ple, the distribution of age of death for a given disease will likely come from this

source of data. Birth-anomaly data collected in this way are not, however, usually

very reliable.

3. Miscellaneous Records. There are many other records collected on a fairly

large scale, for example, by hospitals and from insurance companies. Though these

are likely to be biased samples of the population, the information on them may be

of use in relation to particular abnormalities, especially if it can be linked to infor-

mation obtained from other sources.

4. Special Registers. Some private companies (for example, insurance companies)

and the governments of some nations have special registers for certain classes of

abnormalities. Registration of certain infectious diseases is, of course, quite com-

mon, but of little genetic significance. However, some Scandinavian countries,

notably Denmark, have very completeregistries ofa wide variety of birth anomalies.

An attempt is made to record suitable information on every individual suffering

from a particular abnormality. Such registers are, of course, ideal for providing

information on well-defined genetic diseases. Recently, testing of blood samples at

birth for the detection of phenylketonuria (PKU) has been made compulsory in

some states of the United States, notably Massachusetts and California. As a

result, detailed PKU registers are being compiled in these states, which should

provide valuable information on thefitness of affected individuals but only after

the advent of dietary treatment. Further extensions of such registers are to be

expected and will certainly provide invaluable information for the study of genetic

diseases.

5. Parish books and other records. In some European countries, parish books

recording vital statistics, namely, births, marriages, and deaths, have been accura-

tely maintained for two or three hundred years or even longer. Though the infor-

mation they furnish is very limited, they do provide a unique source of material for
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the study of the inheritance of longevity and fertility. They also provide unique
information for determining changing mortality and fertility patterns retrospec-
tively (see, for example, Barrai, Cavalli-Sforza, and Moroni, 1965). The Japanese
have a system ofcollecting and recording demographic and genealogical data within
the household, called ‘‘ Koseki,’’ which have been widely used especially for con-
Sanguinity studies (see Chapter 7 and Schull and Neel, 1965).

6. Special purpose surveys. Probably the most accurate and complete type of
information that can be obtained comesfrom relatively small-scale special purpose
surveys, which are often directed at particular diseases or particular populations.
An example of such a surveyis the study of Huntington’s chorea already mentioned.
There are two major drawbacksto such special surveys. In thefirst place, it may be
very difficult to avoid biases in the collection of the data, and in the second place,
the expense of special surveys makesit difficult to collect enough data for the
determination of small selective differences.

All these various sources of data can be useful, especially if they can be related to

each other, which is done by the process called record linking.

Variouscriteria are used for deciding whether two recordsrefer to the sameindi-

vidual or to the same family. Identity of the surnameis an obviousstart, but this is

often not enough, even together with a first name, especially if the records used

contain clerical errors. Additional information, such as birthdate and birthplace

can often be used. If two certificates bear the same name, birthplace, and birthdate,

the chances are very high that they refer to the same person. Some nameswill, of

course, be more distinguishing than others, essentially in inverse proportionto their

frequency, and empirical scores may be constructedto allow for this. Undoubtedly,

the most reliable way of linking recordsis to assign everyone a numberat birth that

is to be used on all records. In England this could be the National Health Service

Number and in the United States a social security number could be assigned at

birth and thus used for this purpose. The social security numberis already widely

used on all conceivable types of records in the United States and would be even

more valuable for record linking if it were assigned at birth.

The application of record-linking techniques to genetic studies has been pioneered

by Newcombeand co-workers (see, for example, Newcombe and Kennedy, 1962;

Newcombe,1965, 1976). They have linked data from the British Columbia Register

of Handicapped Children and Adults to birth, marriage, and death certificates. In

this way they are able to construct the complete demographic history of the families
that include one or more handicapped children. This provides data such as those
on the recurrencerisk within families of a particular form of handicap, on theeffect

of parental age at birth on the probability of having a malformed child, and on the
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effect of a miscarriage, fetal death, or malformed birth on subsequent fertility.

Newcombe and co-workers have shown, for example, that the probability of a

birth in the year followinga stillbirth is about 2.7 times that followinga live birth.

This overcompensation disappears, however, in the second year andis followed by a

substantial deficiency of births in the third and fourth years following

a

stillbirth.

This leads to an overall probability for the four-year period that is 0.91 that for

normallive births (Newcombe and Rhynas, 1962). Barrai and co-workers (1965)

have linked parish registries from the ParmaValley in Italy, of baptisms, marriages,

and deaths to obtain complete genealogies over extended time periods. Such work

should provide data on long-term inbreeding and on the heredity of fertility and

mortality.

Thescientific and social advantages of ‘“‘complete’’ data collection have to be

weighed against their possible disadvantages, which are especially easy to imagineif

we assume that unscrupulous persons would have access to the data. Some may

argue that there is no better way to provide for therise of a police state than through

the complete collation of many different sources of information on every memberof

a population. Modern electronic computer facilities make this a very immediate

prospect whose control has to be faced. Geneticists, social scientists, demo-

graphers, and others will certainly welcomethe availability of information of such

an unprecedented completeness, though the problems of data analysis will then

perhaps be even more weighty than present problems of data inadequacy.

The essence of quantitative predictions of evolution by natural selection is the

accurate measurementofselective differences. In human populations this requires

the use of the demographer’s approach as we have outlinedit in this chapter. It has

been our aim to emphasize the type ofinformation that is needed, the scale on which

it must be collected, and the sources from which it can be obtained.
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Worked Examples

6.1. Derivation ofgeneral equations relating the age distributions of a population in
successive time intervals.

General equations are here expressed in matrix form to show how Lotka’s
theorem follows from the well-known theory of matrices. The use ofthe equations
is illustrated by calculating the equilibrium age distribution for the population
projection matrix for United States females, 1960 (Table 6.1), by taking successive
powers of the matrix.

Let us consider time in terms of, for example, one-year intervals. The individuals
at age x years (x # 0) are the survivors of the group of individuals who were x — 1
years old one year ago; the individuals of age 0 are all those born to individuals of
age greater than 0. The relationship between the numberofindividuals of given age
in successive years can be simply expressed in termsof birth and survival rates. Thus
let

N,,.,; =the numberof individuals of age x at time f,

p, = the proportion of individuals of age x who survive to age x + 1,

b,, = the numberof offspring born to each living individual of age x in
the time interval x to x + 1,

where we assume x ranges from 0 to m, say, m being the maximum age at which
children can be produced.It is important to note that p, and b, are independent of
the time ¢, meaning that there are no secular changes in the birth and deathrates.
The relationships between N,, and N,,., are

No,t+1= >, OL N,.; (total births in the time interval)
x=0

Ni 0141 =PoNo.: (survivors from age 0 to 1)

Ny 141 =D: (survivors from age | to 2)

(1)
Ny,041 = Px-1Nx-1, t

Nn, t+1 = Pm—-1Nm-1, 1+

Since b, and p, do not depend on ¢, these equations can easily be iterated to obtain
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N,., in terms of N,9, and then N,. 2 first in terms of N,, and then of NV,9, and

so on, giving after t cycles N,., in terms of NV,9 for all values of x. The total

population size at timef is

N, = LNet

this being the sum ofall the people of different ages in the population. Lotka’s

theorem, in this form, states that as t becomes large the proportion of people with a

given age N,, ,/N, tends to approach a constant n,, which is independent of the

time t, and that the ratio of the total population size at successive times N,,/N;

tends to approach a constant 4. If 2 > 1 the population is increasing insize, if

1 = itis stationary, and if 4 < 1 it is decreasing. Equations 1 can be written in the

form:

No, 141 bo, by, .--, bn No,t No,t

Ny, 141 — Po» 9, 9,... 0 Ni, —M Ni, (2)

Nw p41 0,0, 0, »++5DPm-1> 0 Nw ¢ Nw ¢

where M represents the array of coefficients of the Equations 1 andis called a

matrix. The rule for multiplying the matrix M bythe vector(a vector is an array of

numbers in a single row or column)

N,m,t
to obtain the xth term N,. ,,, of the vector

is to multiply term by termthe items of the xth row of the matrix M by the cor-

responding elements of the vector

Ni,
: 9

Nm,

for example, No. 141 = DoNo,1 + 51 N1,1 +°°° + Om Nm, 1- If we let N, stand for this

latter vector, Equation 2 can be rewritten in the form

N,4, = MN, = M(MN,-_;) = M’N,-; =-:'M'N,, (3)

where M'represents the result of t successive applications of the matrix M to the

initial vector N,.
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To illustrate the rules of matrix multiplication, consider the application of
Equations | to N,. ,., in orderto relate Nx, 142 to MN,,4, and so to N,.,. We have
from two applications of Equations 1

No, 142 = bo No, 141 + BiNi itp to + DinNin, 141

= bobo No. + ONy gto t+ bin Nm, 1)

+ biPoNo,,+°°° + im Pm—1Nm—1, 1

or

No, 1+2 = (66 + by Po) No, 1 + (bob; + br pi)N1.1

tert + (boby_1 +b, Pm—1) Nm-1,14 + bo bm Nin, 1

and

Ni ,14+2 =PoNo, 141 = Po bo No,1 + PooNy pt 00° + Po OmNm, 1

N2142 = PuM, 141 = PiPoNo,;

Nn, t+2 = Pm-1Nm—1, +1 = Pm-1Pm-—2Nm-—2,1-

These equations can be written in the matrix form

No, t+2
Ny +42

No142 |=

Nin, t+2

bs + byPo bo Py + bo Py °° Dy Dn—2 + OmPm—2 60 Om—1 + BinPm—1 00 Om
Po bo Poh —_ Po Om-2 Po Om-1 Po Om No, t+1
PiPo 0 mT 0 0 0 Nii t+
0 P1P2 oe 0 0 0 No, 141

0 0 7° Pm—-1 Pm—29 0 0 Nin, t+

(4)
so that

M? =

b> + Bi Po bo Pi tba py, ... body—> + Bn—1Pm—2 89 Bm—1 + Din Pin—1 bo bm
Po bo Pobhy see Po!m-2 Po Om~1 Po Om
Pi Po 0 Lee 0 0 0
0 P1 P2 wee 0 0 0

0 0 Le Pm—1Pm—2 0 0
The rule for matrix multiplicationis that the ith term of thejth columnofthe pro-
duct matrix is the sum of the products of the corresponding termsof the ith row of
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the first matrix in the product and jth column of the second matrix. Note that in

terms of two general 3 x 3 matrices the rule gives

a, @, a3\[A, Az Az

b, b, b3]{ B, B, Bs
Cr C2 €3/\C, Cy Cy

and is derived from the simple rules of algebra used on page 332. Lotka’s theorem

now follows from a theorem of matrix algebra well known to mathematicians, which

states that for large f, the individual terms of successive powers of a matrix, say M’

and M'~!, tend to approach a constantratio / for all terms of the matrix so that,

approximately,

N, = M'N, ~ AM*~!N, ~ Jn, (5)

where n = (19, 11, °** 5 Mm) is a vector whose elements are constant and independent

of the time t. This vector n and the constant ratio J are properties of the matrix M

and define, respectively, the stable-equilibrium age distribution of the population

and the asymptotic rate of growth of the population.

The equilibrium age distribution can be obtained quite rapidly by taking the

successive squares of the projection matrix M to obtain M?, M*, M®, M’°, M°?

and so on. The number of operations needed to obtain a power of M near to

equilibrium is relatively small. The 16th and 32nd powers of the projection matrix

 

M'6 M22

 

Ages 0-15 15-30 30-45 over 45 0-15 15-30 30-45 over 45

 

   

0-15 33.05 43.03 11.57 0 2375.1 3128.7 845.1 0

15-30 24.67 33.05 8.99 0 1802.8 2375.1 641.5 0

30-45 19.10 24.57 6.57 0 1363.1 1795.5 485.0 0

over45 42.28 56.07 15.28 0.13 3078.4 4055.5 1095.4 0.017

Initial

age

Age distri-
groups bution Age distribution at 33rd cycle Total Percen

0-15 40 (2375.1 x 40) + (3128.7 x 30) + (845.1 x 20) = 205766.6 27.6

15-30 30 (1802.8 x 40) + (2375.1 x 30) + (641.5 x 20) = 156195.9 20.9

30-45 20 (1363.1 x 40) + (1795.5 x 30) + (485.0 x 20) = 118089.5 15.8

over 45 10 (3078.4 x 40) + (4055.5 x 30) + (1095.4 x 20) + (0.017 x 10) = 266710.3 35.7
 

100 745762.3 100
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given in Table 6.1 are shown at the bottom of page 334 together with the derived
age distribution for the 33rd cycle, which is, of course, very near to the theoretical
equilibrium distribution. The ratios of the individual terms of the 32nd and 16th
powerslie between 71.5 and 73, corresponding closely to (1.31)*° andthus verifying
numerically in this particular instance the rule quoted for the asymptotic behavior
of the powers of a projection matrix (see Table 6.3). Leslie (1945) was the first to
formalize this matrix approach to the study of population growth.

6.2. The calculation of the number ofyears a person is expected tolive as afunction
of his present age.

The set of /, values is the basis for calculating the number of years a person is

expected to live, which is used by life-insurance companies for the calculation of

premiums. The construction of an accuratelife table, giving the expectation oflife

at all ages, is one of the main tasks of the actuary and of the demographer. The

probability that an individual will die at age x is

d, = 4.1 — qx-1) me (1-40) = 4x Le-1 = 1.-4 — 1. (1)

This follows from Equation 6.2 since this probability is both the probability that an

individual lives to age x — 1 and then dies at age x and the difference between the

probability that an individual survives to age x — 1 and that he survives to age x.

In a similar way, the probability that an individual dies at age x, given that he was

alive at age n < x, is

d, = qx(1 — qx-1) oe ~~ An+1)

L-, 1
] — L, (l.- 4 ~~ l..). (2)
 = 4x

n

The life expectancy of people who have survived to age n, being the mean num-

ber of years survived after age n by those who have reached agea,is, therefore,

m 1 = 1 <
e. = > x(d),) => d> — 1.) => » l,. (3)

x=nt+1 l, x=nt+ nx=ntl

The expected age at death is n + e?, the sum of the present age n and the expected

remaining years of survival e°. For the direct application of Equation 3, /, must be

given in one-year intervals. If the intervals are longer, then the /,, values must be

replaced by the product of the time interval in years and the average /, for that

interval, which is most simply the average of adjacent 1, values. The table of values

of e?, which is the life table, is a complete summary of the mortality pattern of a

population assuming a stable age distribution based on constant age-specific birth

and death rates.
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6.3. Assuming that a trait’s only effect on reproductivity is through a change in mor-

tality (generally to a probability of earlier death), calculate the effective selective

difference due to the trait, in terms of the age specific survival probabilities and birth

rates of the general population and the death rates, at different ages, of individuals

having the trait.

Suppose that q/ is the probability of dying from the trait between the ages of x

and x + 1. Then if k, is the proportion of all deaths in this age group that are

caused by this trait, we must have qg), = q,k,., where q, is the age-specific mortality

for the total population. Let g° be the age-specific mortality for the part of the

population that does not have the trait. This means that g° represents the total

mortality other than that due to this trait. Then

(1 — qx) = (1 — 4x)(1 — 4). (1)

Thus /°, the probability of survival to age x amongthat part of the population that

does not have thetrait, is given by

¢= [Ja -4)=== (2)
[Ta-4) *

from Equation 1, where

= I (1 — qj).

The difference between the net reproductive rates of the part of the population that

does not have the trait and that of the total population is, therefore,

RS — Ry= Y12b,— Y lede= Yb, — YIybss
x=0 x=0 x=0 U

thatis,

0 — I
Ro —Ro= > 1.6,4—— 1], (3)

x=0 u,

where b,, is the age-specific birth rate of the total population. This is an approxi-

mate measure of the selective difference due to the trait. From Equation 6.10 this

selective difference is given more precisely by (r° — r)T, where r° and r are the

respective intrinsic rates of increase. Using Equation 6.7 for r, when it is small, we

have

 

R°-1 R,—1 Ro —R0 _ 0 |r~ 0 o. (4)
(r° —r)T = |

RY Ry Ro
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assuming Rj — Ry is small and also, as has been derived as an approximation, that

Ry = RoT. When k,., and hence q,, are very small,

u,= [1d ~~ qx) ~ 1 — 24 =i- Ox»

where 6, = >) g;,, 80 that (1/u, — 1) ~ 6,. Equation 3 then takes the simple form
i=1

Ro — Ro = > 1, b, 5x; (5)
x=0

where 6, is, approximately, the cumulative probability of death by age x due to the

trait.

6.4. The calculation of the fitness of individuals who contract a disease that has a

_ variable late age ofonset.

Weconsider only the individuals destined ultimately to contract the disease. With

Huntington’s chorea, for example, these would be the individuals carrying the gene

for the disease. Given that the probability the disease will be first contracted at age

xis W,, that normalfertility and mortality (5, and /,) prevail before the onset of the

disease, and that, after the onset, fertility and mortality change to b, and /,, we

shall calculate the number of children born to survivors at age x.

Let

Ww, = probability of onset between ages x and x + 1,

|. = probability of dying at age x before onset of the disease,

b,, = age-specific birth rate before onset,

q;. = probability of dying at age x after onset,

b’. = age-specific birth rate after onset.

The probability of not contracting the disease by age x is

x-1

(UWA)= Ya)= ds-1) = [] GW.

The probability of surviving to age x before onset is J, = (1 —q,)U — q2)°°°

(1 — q,_,). Thus, the number ofbirths to individuals of age x who have not yet

contracted the disease, is

x-1

1b, [a ~ Wi) = lb, Ly,
i=1

where

x-1

L,. = Il (1 ~~ Wi)
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is the probability of not yet having developed the disease by age x. The probability

of first contracting the disease at age r is

r-1

ve TC — Wy)

The probability of surviving to age x having contracted the disease at age r(<x)is

(—q)QA—-—q2)°:'d-—4¢_D0 -— apd — G41) °° CU — Ge-1)

l’

—|].—
r I’

where

= [1-4).
The number of births to individuals of age x who contracted the disease at age

r(<x) is therefore

69(1,2)(ve1d - va).
The total numberof births to individuals of age x who have already contracted the

disease is thus

l’. b,.x7I’ WT(1 — Wi).

The total number ofbirths to individuals of age x of children destined to get the

disease is therefore

/

r

x r-1

p(x) = ls. b, L,, + l’. bs. tyr Il (1 ~— Wi)s (1)
r= i=1

as given in Equation 6.12.

Data on age of onset is usually given in the form of the number(or proportion) of

people who develop the disease at age x, rather than by age x (the probability of

developing it by age x is 1 — L,). Let a, be the probability of developing the disease

at age x. Then

a, = LW, (2)

Now, from the definition of L, we have, also, that

L(1 a W) = oe = L, — a, (3)

from Equation 2. Thus

a, = L,, ~ Lye
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7

Inbreeding

7.1 Consanguinity and Inbreeding

Twoindividuals are said to be consanguineousif they haveat least one ancestorin
common. The commonancestor mustnot be too remoteorelse the concept becomes

meaningless, and consanguinity would, in any case, then not be detectable. On the
basis of the theory of evolution, all individuals of a species are to some extent
consanguineous, since all are descended from a remote common ancestor. Con-
sanguinity, and level of inbreeding, must therefore be defined as applying only to
relationships established after some evolutionary time point at which, for con-
venience, everyone is considered to be unrelated. The arbitrariness of the starting
point is not, in general, a real problem in the interpretation of inbreedingeffects
since it is relatively recent consanguinity that is pertinent. In practice, for human
consanguinity common ancestors more remote than a great great grandparentare
rarely considered. In some humansocieties more distant consanguinities may have
social significance, but from a genetic point of view the connection between two
individuals who have one great great great grandparent in common (fourth half-
cousins) is, as we shall see, very tenuous indeed.

The progeny of consanguineousparentsis, by definition, inbred. Genetic effects
of inbreeding can be traced to the fact that the inbred individual may carry a
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double dose of a gene that was present in a single dose in the commonancestor.

Thatis, the gene present in the commonancestorin a single dose may be inherited

by both consanguineousparents, and their progeny may inherit the gene from both

parents and thus obtain a double dose ofit.

A recessive gene carried in a single dose in a common ancestor may remain

hidden until it comesto light for the first time in an inbred descendant. Intuitively,

we expect, therefore, that recessive traits will occur with increased frequency in the

progeny of consanguineous mates. Thus, consanguinity is important in the study of

recessive inheritance andofrecessive traits.

The frequency with which consanguineous matings occur in a population depends

in part on the population structure and also on social customs. Very close con-

sanguineous matings are avoided in human populations, and practically all living

societies consider incest to be taboo. The exact degree of relationship at which mat-

ing is considered incestuous maydiffer slightly from one society to another, but,in

general, parent-offspring and brother-sister matings are forbidden in all societies.

Incest nevertheless occurs, but at a very low rate. For example, from the numbers

known to charitable institutions, we can estimate that the number of persons in

Italy who are the product of incestuous unions may be in the proportion of one in

100,000 births, but this is likely to be an underestimate. Twenty children conceived

in incest, who were one year old or younger, were studied in Michigan by Adams

and Neel (1967). These children corresponded to about 10~* ofall births and most

of them were the result of brother-sister mating, the others of father-daughter

matings.

Marriage with a sib’s progeny (uncle-niece or aunt-nephew) is incestuous and

illegal in somesocieties. In others it is permissible under specific dispensation; in

yet others it is permitted or even considered desirable. A similar variety of societal

judgments apply to first-cousin marriages, namely, the unions between progeny of

sibs. Discussion of the frequencies of consanguineous marriages will be deferred to

Section 7.4 and to Chapter8.

Genes can be identical by nature or identical by descent.

The understanding of inbreeding is simplified by the distinction between identity

of genes by descent and identity by nature, which was pointed out by Malécot

(1948).

By definition, an inbred individual is connected through both his father and his

mother to the samerecent ancestor. He can thus receive two copies of a gene that

was carried by the commonancestor. Two such copies are said to be identical by

descent. They are also identical by nature, that is, physically identical, unless muta-

tion has taken place in one of the lines of descent, which, however, is a very rare

event. The probability that mutation has not occurred between the common
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ancestor and the inbred individual, and therefore that the two genes that are

identical by descent are also identical by nature, is (1 — p)"'*"?, where n, is the

number of generations from the commonancestor to the inbred individual via the

father, and n, via the mother, and yp is the mutation rate per generation at that

locus. This quantity is usually so near to | that it will be assumed to be 1 in most

of what follows.

Anindividual who is homozygousfor a given gene carries at a certain locus two

homologous genes that are physically identical but not necessarily identical by

descent. This physical identity is what we cal] identity by nature. Inbreeding makes

an individual homozygousfor genes that are identical by descent.

7.2 The Inbreeding Coefficient

The coefficient of inbreeding F is the probability that an individual receives at a

given locus two genes that are identical by descent.

The coefficient Fwasoriginally defined by Sewall Wright (1921, 1922), who wasthe

main pioneer of studies of effects of inbreeding. The definition that we have

given is, however, due to Malécot (1948).

It is easy to compute F from first principles if the commonancestoris a near one.

Let us consider as an example an uncle-niece marriage (Figure 7.1) further sim-

plified by the fact that the uncle (B) andhis sib (C), whois the parent of the niece,

+/+ CO aa +/+a A “ POH)

BO C
SF

Qo

FIGURE 7.1
Half-uncle-niece marriage. Coefficient

of inbreeding F= 1/16.

have the same father but different mothers (half-uncle-niece). Only genes from the

sibs’ father (A) can be made homozygousin the progeny (E) of the uncle-niece mar-

riage. Let us call the two alleles at one locus in the sibs’ father a and b. Letuscall

any other allele at the same locus +, and assumethat all + alleles are different
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from each other and from a and b. Weareinterestedin the probability that progeny
E of the uncle-niece marriage represented in Figure 7.1 are homozygousfor gene a
or for gene b.

The uncle (B) can be either a+, or b+, with probability 4 for each genotype. The
sameis true of C. The niece D will be a+ in 4 Of the cases, b+ in 1, and + + in the
rest. The probabilities of the various possible genotypes for E are as follows:

GENOTYPES OF B

 

a+ b+

1 1
2 2

WN

py
aA at 4 aa in + of progeny —
O w& .Zz 9 b+ i — bb in t of progeny
)

The probability of homozygouschildren E is } when Bis a+ and D is a+,andthis
will obtain in + x 4 x 4 =4, ofall cases. The probability of bb E children is the
same. The total probability that E has two genes identical by descentis, therefore,

b+how=F
If the uncle (B) and the niece’s mother (C) were full sibs the F value would be

twice as much, or F = 4, which is the standard value for uncle-niece or aunt-
nephew marriages.

Adding a generation to the chain of the relationship halves the probability
of identity by descent. Thus in marriages betweenfirst cousins, F = ~;. The main
degreesofrelationship andtheir respective Fvaluesare given in Table 7.1. The table
also indicates various terminologies that have been used.

Every chain of n generations contributes (4)"*' to F.

Fairly often there is more than one pair of commonancestorsin the pedigree of
an individual. The effect of multiple consanguinity is additive in the F value with
every chain of m generations contributing (4)"*'. The method for taking account of
multiple consanguinity that we will illustrate is especially suitable for a computer,
butis not different in principle from the method that has been taught for centuries
to Roman Catholic priests. Dispensations for consanguineous marriages must be
granted before such marriages can be celebrated in the church andthereforepriests
have been taught how to measure consanguinity, in orderto distinguish degreesthat
are dispensable from those that are not. Most data on consanguinity have actually

been obtained from Roman Catholic records.

Figure 7.2 gives pedigrees, in which names have been replaced by numbers, of a
consanguineous husbandandhis wife. The pedigree lists ancestors of the two indi-
viduals back to great great grandparents. This makes it possible to detect con-
Sanguinities as distant as third cousins. For the measurement of consanguinityitis



TABLE 7.1

The Most Common Types of Consanguineous Matings, Their Symbols and

Inbreeding Coefficients: (] = male, O = female, > = an individual of either sex

 

Type Symbol

 

Uncle-niece;
aunt-nephew

First cousins

First cousins once
removed (14)

Second cousins

Second cousins once
removed (24

Third cousins ES
SS

AL
ES

FES
.N

S
E
S Y
e

Degrees ofRelationship

 

Roman

Catholic

Usage

lin ll

i

II in HI

Il]

II in IV

IV

Napoleonic

Code

iil

IV

VI

Vil

VUl

Inbreeding

Coefficients (F')*

Full Half

1/8 1/16

1/16 1/32

1/32 1/64

1/64 1/128

1/128 1/256

1/256 1/512

 

“**Full’’ and “‘ half’’ refer to the two sibs starting the chains of descent, who are the two top indi-
viduals in each pedigree. Full sibs have both parents in common,andhalf sibs only one parent.



  
 

  

27562 28612 28671 29796 33122 35779 33120 34333 31011 30632 32133 33336 31001 33457

31011 33363 36659 36657 34555 36893 35690 35331
L | |________ | : | L : |

38043 38980 39198 39178
L : J — : |

42613 42620
| |
 

47203

27562 28612 28671 29796 33122 35779 33120 34333 29827 30990 32935 34143 34556 34548 35690 35331

36487 3689735696
L | |

880731011 33363 36659 36657
| L_ |
  

38043 38980 39191 40285
[_ | L |
  

42612 43796

|
47172

FIGURE 7.2

Pedigrees of consanguineous husband and wife showing their ancestry up to great great grandparents.
Names are replaced by numbers to ease computer use. (From Cavalli-Sforza and Zei, unpublished.)

31748 32946 Greatgreat

grandparents

Great

grandparents

Grandparents

Parents

Husband

Great great

grandparents

Great

grandparents

Grandparents

Parents

Wife



 

given line. From the analysis of the pedigree of Figure 7,2 given in Table 7.2 it
appears that the husband and wife are consanguineous as first cousins, and alsoas
second cousins Once-removed, as well as half second cousins once-removed.It wil]
be noted that counting generations as in Table 7.2—namely, Starting with con-

 38075 38043 38980 39198 39178

40285 42612 42613 42620

43796

47172 47203

I

FIGURE 7,3
Same family as in Figure 7.2. I is the individual whoseinbreeding coefficient F is computed in Table 7.2;that is, the Progeny of the consanguineous husbandand wife whose pedigrees are given in Figure 7.2,

A standard Procedure, suggested by Sewall Wright (1922) for computing the
breeding coefficient makes use of pedigrees as shown in Figure 7.3. Here only
mmon ancestors, and ancestors intermediate between husband or wife and the
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ee

i
j 2 counted from

the

Tdentity of Maternal and Paternal Ancestors(from Figure 7.2). GeneratorsTe
ating  oefficient

commonances
tors to the consanguineo

us individuals 47172 and 47205.

of their progeny

Paternal Line

MaternalLine

   

- orresponding to

Ancestors Coons: Ancestors ns rachCommon ncestor Contribution to F

a
So

oe
ee

38043 38980 2 38043 38980 2 4(38043) 4(38980) P+) = %

35690 35331 4 35690 35331 3 (35690) 7(35331) (4)8 + G8 = 28

31011 3 31011 4 71(31011)
4)8 = 756

F=786

— 0.07

OC
counted in each path in the figure to give Nn. The n valueshereare4, 4,7, 7, 7. Each

path contributes independently a probability (4y"** to identity by descent, where n

is the number ofsteps. The contributions from independent paths are summed to

give F= 19/256.

7.3 Consequences of Inbreeding for Mendelian Populations

Genotype frequencies with inbreeding are obtained by assuming that the popu-

lation is split into two fractions, one of which is fully inbred, and the other bredat

random.Therelative proportions of the two fractions are respectively F and 1 — F.

The quantity F is the probability that an inbred individual 1s homozygous for 4

given gene by descent. If this gene exists in two allelic states, A and a,in the genera

population, with respective frequencies of p and q, then individuals homozygo
us bi

descent will be AA with probability p and aa with probability 4. Individual

homozygous by descent will, however, constitute only a fraction F of the populatior

by definition, which is therefore distributed as follows:

genotype AA: frequency Fp

aa: Fq
_

total F(p + q)= F.

In the rest of the population, thatis, the fraction 1 — F,the alleles will be distribut

among the three possible genotypes according to the normal rules of rando

mating. The frequencies of the genotypes are thus as follows:

AA. (-—-F)p

Aa: (1 — F)2pq

aa: (1 — F)q’
ee

total (1 — F).
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The sum of the two fractions, the inbred and the random bred are given in the

following tabulation:

  

Genotypes Frequencies

AA: Fp + (1 — F)p? = p(p + Fq)

Aa: (1 — F)2pq = 2pq(Q — F)

aa: Fqg+(i — F)q? =q(q + Fp)

This representation of a partially inbred population wasfirst given by Bernstein

(1930; see also Wright, 1951).

It is valid not only for the condition for which it was derived here, namely a

mixture of fully inbred individuals (F = 1) and of individuals mated completely at

random (F = 0) in the proportions F and 1 — F, respectively, but also for the

progeny of matings having a given inbreeding coefficient F. It is also valid for a

population, in which matings have different degrees of inbreeding, with an average

value F.

Since F in principle alters the proportions of genotypes, inbreeding in a popula-

tion can be measured by the departure from Hardy-Weinberg expectations, but in

human populations this departure is, in practice, very small (see Example 7.1).

Prolonged inbreeding increases F toward a value of one.

In animals and plants, continued inbreeding is the way to obtain purestrains,or,

in other words, strains homozygous for as many genesas possible. If the breeder

starts with a random mating population with frequencies p andq for alleles A and

a, inbreeding with coefficient F will lead to homozygosis for allele A with the

probability Fp + (1 — F)p? and for allele a with the probability Fg + (1 — F)q’.

The probability that an individual will be homozygous for one or the otherallele

will be the sum of these two probabilities, namely F + (1 — F)(1 — 2pq). If the same

amount of inbreeding is continued over a numberof generations, the proportion

of homozygotes will increase as F increases. On repetition ad infinitum even of a

moderate degree of inbreeding, complete homozygosis (F = 1) may eventually be

attained. The speed of approach to equilibrium will be higher, the closer the

inbreeding.If, on the other hand, there is a mixture of random mating and inbreed-

ing, eventually, even after an infinite numberof generations, an average inbreeding

coefficient will be reached that is less than one. In experimental organisms, in

which inbreeding can be carried out almost at will, it can be shown that a fairly

large number of generations may be required for a substantial fraction of the

population to become homozygous, even when close inbreeding such as brother-

sister mating is practiced at every generation.



TABLE 7.3

Consanguineous Marriages in Human Populations. R.C. = Roman Catholics, disp. = dispensations;
a values marked with an asterisk include consanguineous marriages from complex pedigrees not specified in the table OS

E

 

Percent That Are

 

Uncle-niece,

 
  

Period Total No. Aunt-nephew First 14 Second Source
Location Covered ofMarriages Marriages Cousins Cousins Cousins a of Data Author

Argentina (R.C.) 1956-1957 51,391 0.03 0.75 0.10 0.24 0.00058 R.C.disp. Freire-Maia (1968)

Belgium 1918-1959 2,404,027 0.02 0.49 0.16 0.76 0.0005 R.C. disp. Twisselmann (1961)

Brazil (R.C.) 1956-1957 212,090 0.06 2.63 0.81 1.32 0.00225 R.C.disp. Freire-Maia (1968)

Canada

French popula- 1885-1895 23,410 0.05 2.03 1.10 3.60 0.0029* R.C.disp. Laberge (1967)
tion 1915-1925 29,178 0.12 2.16 1.27 3.84 0.0032*

1945-1955 47,276 0.02 0.55 0.55 1.97 0.0013*

1955-1965 50,128 0.01 0.37 0.36 1.36 0.0009*

total 1959 51,729 0.37 0.24 0.91 0.00045 ~—=R.C.disp. Freire-Maia (1968)

Chile (R.C.) 1956-1957 28,596 0.07 0.80 0.29 0.15 0.00074 R.C.disp.

Colombia (R.C.) 1956-1957 34,470 0.02 1.25 0.58 1.10 0.00119  R.C.disp.

Cuba (R.C.) 1956-1957 2,277 0.53 0.26 0.04 0.00054 ~=R.C.disp.

France

Loir-et-Cher 1812-1954 212,837 1.35 0.33 1.24 0.0011 R.C.disp. Sutter and

(Bishopric Tabah (1955)
Finistére 1911-1953 243,859 1.02 0.39 2.01 0.0011 archives)

Guinea

Fouta-Djallon 1955 739 19.08 0.54 6.22 0.026 Survey Cantrelle and Dupire
(1964)

India

Andra-Pradesh 1963 2,177 7.26 16.62 0.019 Survey Dronamraju (1964)



Andra-Pradesh

Italy

Northern

Italy

Sardinia

Japan

(Average of
various
places)

Mexico (R.C.)

The Netherlands

Spain

US

R.C.

Mormons

1957-1958

1911-1915

1916-1920

1921-1925
1926-1930

1931-1935
1936-1940

1941-1945
1946-1950

1951-1955
1956-1960

1640-1699
1700-1799

1800-1899

1900-1965

1800-1849
1850-1899
1900-1965

various
in 1900’s

1956-1957

1906-1918

1937-1948

1911
1925
1930

1959-1960
1920-1940

6,945

1,065,873
999,383

1,544,184
1,305,323
1,270,328

1,463,042

1,137,322

1,733,270
1,522,560
1,646,612

22,229

59,509
127,133
141,508

57,745
176,666
466,189

152,790

28,292

572,932
843,005

~ 138,600
~ 157.000
~ 170,000

133,228
132,524

9.23

0.05

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

0.02
0.03

0.02
0.01

0.01
0.02

0.03
0.03

0.04
0.02

0.07
0.09
0.07

33.30

1.62

2.17
1.85

1.51
1.33
1.19

1.14
1.18
0.93

0.77

0.01

0.04
0.32
0.67

0.26
1.09

1.66

6.15

0.17

0.66
0.15

1.74
1.87
2.00

0.08

0.61

0.48
0.48
0.40

0.35
0.32

0.27

0.26
0.36
0.28
0.23

0.03
0.07

0.23
0.25

0.28

0.75

0.56

1.33

0.15

0.60

0.58
0.57

0.02

1.52
1.75
1.60

1.54
1.41
1.25

1.00

1.25
1.02
0.89

0.26
0.30

1.03
1.21

1.66
2.59
1.95

2.28

0.95

2.43
2.48
2.70

0.11

0.032

0.0015

0.0019
0.0018

0.0013
0.0019
0.0011

0.0010
0.0011

0.0009
0.0007

0.00007*
0.00012*

0.00053*
0.00077*

0.00058*
0.00165*

0.00167*

0.0046

0.00031

0.00005

0.00001

0.00185*
0.00197*
0.00203*

0.00009

0.00038

Survey

R.C.disp.

(Vatican

archives)

R.C.disp.

(Bishopric

archives)

R.C.disp.

(Bishopric

archives)

R.C.disp.

State

archives

R.C.disp.

(Vatican
archives)

R.C.disp.

Archives

Sanghvi (1966)

Moroniet al.

(in press)

Moroni(1967b)

Moroni(1966)

Schull and Neel (1965)

Freire-Maia (1968)

Polman (1951)

Cisternas and Moroni

(1967)

Freire-Maia (1968)

Woolf et al. (1956)
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The amountof inbreeding that takes place among humansis extremely small. The

closest consanguineous marriages found in any human population havecoefficients

of inbreeding of the order of 4 (uncle-niece, aunt-nephew, double first cousins).

Except in somevery special populations (in India, for example, see Table 7.3) such

marriages are extremely rare. The two most commontypes of consanguineous mar-

riages in most populations are those between first cousins (F = =4;) and between

second cousins (F = zz). The relative frequencies of these cousin marriages are

usually low in most populations, so that the average degree of inbreeding in a

human population is always very small and no genetic “purity” could ever be

achieved. Further discussion of the effects of continued inbreeding will be found in

Chapter8.

7.4 Average Inbreeding in Human Populations

It is customary to measure the average consanguinity in a population as the

average inbreeding coefficient of its individuals. This is defined by the quantity

called «, where

a=Lp,F,.

Herep,is the relative frequency of inbred individuals with inbreeding coefficient F;.

This is usually estimated from the marriages rather than from the progeny. Ob-

served valuesfor a fairly large number of human populationsare given in Table 7.3.

The average inbreeding coefficient « in human populations can be seen from

Table 7.3 to be generally less than 1 per 1000.

There are a few areas or populations in which the inbreeding coefficient is higher

than 0.01, but they are exceptional. This is true for some isolates, namely relatively

small populations that have little or no gene exchange with other populations.

Table 7.4 gives especially high values of average inbreeding coefficients found in

some such isolates. The inbreeding values observed in small isolates are often as

extreme as those of a large South Indian population in which high values are the

outcome of preferential uncle-niece mating (see Table 7.3). High values are, how-

ever, not necessarily attained even in small isolates. Polar Eskimos, by a careful

avoidance of inbreeding, have maintained a low value of F(<0.003) in a very small

isolate (Sutter and Tabah, 1956).

These inbreeding estimates take into account only easily detectable consanguin-

ity, which rarely includes relationships more remote than third cousins. The con-

tribution of more distant relationships can sometimes be estimated either directly

or indirectly. For direct estimation, more complex approaches are necessary, and

these will be considered in Chapter 8. More remote commonancestors contribute

less and less to the inbreeding, though they also, get relatively more numerous, the
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TABLE 7.4

Special Cases of High Inbreeding Coefficients in Isolates

 

No. of

Isolate and Region Period a Values Indiv. Author

    

S-Leuts (Hutterites) South Dakota and 1874-1960 0.0216 5450 Mange (1964)
Minnesota

Dunkers Pennsylvania 1950 0.0254 350 Glasset al. (1952)

Samaritans Israel and Jordan 1933 0.0434 350 Bonné (1963)

Tristan da Cunha 1938 0.0365 ~ 300 Bailit, Damon, and
Amon (1966)

Aeolian Islands 1825-44 0.0033 Moroni (1967b)
1885-99 0.0092
1900-1917 0.0101
1918-1949 0.0059
1950-1966 0.0031 11,800

Rama Navajo New Mexico last 4 0.0080 614 Spuhler and
generations Kluckhohn (1953)

 

greater the distance into the past. When more and more past generations are

considered, the influence of mutation in introducing newalleles, and thus in making

genes that are identical by descent not identical by nature, can no longer be ne-

glected. Migration is also important, and leads to an equilibrium between mutation

and migration on oneside, and inbreeding on the other. The values of averagein-

breeding coefficients given in Table 7.3, which include only the closest relationships,

may well therefore represent an underestimate of the total inbreeding, as we shall

discuss later (Chapter8).

7.5 Consequences of Inbreeding: Genetic Loads

The increase in homozygosity due to inbreeding leads to a loss offitness at those

loci for which homozygotes are less fit than heterozygotes.

We know that genes which are deleterious when homozygous can belong to
either of two majorclasses: |

1. Genes that are not, or are only moderately, deleterious when heterozygous.
The fitnesses of the genotypes 4A and Aa are then almost the same andit is the
genotype aa thatis at a disadvantage. Under such conditions the gene frequency of
a will be kept very low by the balance between mutation andselection.

2. Genes for which the heterozygoteis the fittest genotype, and is therefore more
fit than either homozygote. Such genes become polymorphic, so that either allele
can attain a relatively high frequency. They are often called overdominant.
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For both types of genes, homozygotes will occur with increased frequency in the

progeny of consanguineous matings and thus the averagefitness of the population

will decrease with inbreeding.

The genetic load is a quantity designed to measure the loss offitness in a population

due to selection.

A genetic load is defined to be the relative decrease in the average fitness of a

population, with respect to the fitness it would have ifall individuals in the popu-

lation had the genotype that has maximum fitness (Crow,1958). The concept of load,

which was first applied to genes maintained in equilibrium by mutation-selection

balance, was introduced by Muller in a famous paper in 1950, who called the

loss of zygotes due to such loci (class one above) the mutational load. In general,

if wna, is the maximum fitness and W the averagefitness, the load is defined by

Wmax — W

W max

Whenthe optimum genotypeis assigned fitness of one (Wmax = 1), then the genetic

load is simply equal to (1 —W). The genetic load due to overdominantloci is often

called the segregational load.

Morton, Crow,and Muller, in 1956, developed a method of analyzing the genetic

load that was aimed at distinguishing the relative importance of the two classes of

genes, deleterious recessives and overdominants, in determining the genetic load.

Weshall now examine their method of approach because of its interest for the

analysis of inbreeding effects, especially in relation to deleterious recessive muta-

tions. Unfortunately, for both practical and theoretical reasons, the original aim

of their analysis has not been achieved.

MUTATIONAL LOAD

Let us consider for simplicity a fully recessive lethal gene with frequency q.

Homozygotes, whose frequency is g” under random mating,die. The resulting loss of

individuals per generation is therefore g’. The load as defined above,is the relative

decrease of fitness of the population, taking the fitness of the best genotype as one.

In this instance both the normal homozygote (frequency p’) and the heterozygote

(frequency 2pq) have a fitness of one, while the homozygote for the lethal allele

has a fitness of zero. The averagefitness of the population is thus

p? x 1+2pq x1+q? x0=1-q’.

If the deleterious allele were absent and the population were made entirely of the

best genotype, or genotypes, its average fitness would be one. Thus, the decrease
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of fitness due to the deleterious allele is gq? and this is, by definition, the genetic

load of that population due to the deleteriousallele. It is also the loss of zygotes,

given that the fitness of the best genotype is one. If the population is at equilibrium

we know that g? = yp, and thus the genetic loadis, in this simple instance, equal

to the mutation rate (see Haldane, 1937).

The more general formulation given in Table 7.5 shows that with equilibrium

TABLE 7.5

Mutational Load at One Locus with Two Alleles in

a Random Mating Population

 

Contribution to Load

 

At Equilibrium
 

Ifh Is Ifh Is

Genotype Frequency Fitness In General Small Not Small
 

 

AA p* 1 0 0 0

Aa 2pq 1 — hs 2pqghs neglig. 2p

aa q? l—s sq? a neglig.

Total load (L) sq(2ph + q) jl 2u

 

gene frequencies, the total mutationalload L lies between py for a full recessive, and

2u for a dominant for which A, the heterozygote fitness factor, is not too small.

In fact in the first case L =sq” = wandin the second hsq~ wand L~ 2hsq = 12p,at

mutation-selection equilibrium (see Chapter 3). The load at equilibrium is midway

between these two extremes,that is, L = 1.5, when / is about (/2s)'/* and the loss

of a genes from homozygotes is about the same as that from heterozygotes. (See

Example 7.2; see Kimura (1961) for a more detailed treatment ofthis problem.)

In an inbred population with a coefficient of inbreeding F, the proportionsof the

genotypesare as given in the diagram on page 349, and the mutational load can be

calculated as in Table 7.6.

TABLE 7.6

Mutational Loadfor a Single Diallelic Locus in

a Partially Inbred Population
 

  

Genotype Frequency Fitness Contribution to Load

AA p?(1 — F) + Fp 1 0

Aa 2pq(1 — F) 1 — hs 2pq(l — Pohs

aa q7(1 — F) + Fg 1—s sq*(1 — F) + sFq

Total load (L) 2pq(1 — F)hs
+ sq7(1 — F) + sFq
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Reorganizing the terms in the expression for the total load given in Table 7.6,
we obtain

L = F(sq — 2pqghs — sq?) + sq? + 2pqhs. (7.1)

Thus the mutationalloadis a linear function ofthe inbreeding coefficient F. It can
be rewritten as

L=a+bF, (7.2)

where

a = sq° + 2pghs = sq(q + 2ph)
7.3b = sq — 2pqhs — sq* = sq(1 — 2ph — q) 7-3)

In a random-breeding population (F = 0) the load (random load) is

Lo = Q. (7.4)

In a population consisting entirely of inbred individuals (F = 1), the load is, from
Equation 7.2

Lj =a+b=sgq. (7.5)

The ratio

L, b
—=- 44] 7.6L, a (7.6)

is widely used in applications of the load theory. The value of L, 1s usually calcu-
lated using for g the equilibrium gene frequency computed in the absence ofin-
breeding. The presence of inbreeding reduces gene frequencies, as we shall see later,
but since the quantity L, is obtained in practice by extrapolation from populations
with very low average inbreeding, the approximation introduced by ignoring
inbreeding is probably not serious.

Considerfirst a fully recessive gene, for which q, = (u/s)'/? (Chapter 3) and so
L, = (us)? and Ly =p, giving L,/Lo = (s/u)'/?. For a lethal gene s=1, and
L,/Lo is large, for example, more than 100 if the mutation rate is less than 107+.

Consider next a gene in which thefitness of the heterozygote is appreciably less
than that of the normal homozygote, that is, his not too small. Then, the equili-
brium gene frequency will be approximately g, = u/hs and L, = p/h. The ratio of

the inbred load to the random load is L,/Ly = 1/2A.

Nothing is known about the average value of the quantity / in man. Thereare,
however, estimates for lethals in Drosophila melanogaster, giving h = 0.02 to 0.03.
The extrapolation from Drosophila to man can clearly be questioned. However,
accepting this as an average estimate of h, L,/L) would be, on an average, of order

13-25, and therefore lower than for full recessives, but still quite large.
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According to this simple theory, the mutational load is expected, from Equation

7.1, to increase linearly with the inbreeding coefficient.

SEGREGATIONAL LOAD

The segregationalload also increases linearly with F.

Computations similar to those given for the mutational load can be made when

selection is in favor of heterozygotes. The load is again equalto the loss of zygotes

when the best genotype, which is now the heterozygote, is given a fitness of one.

The application of load theory to overdominantloci is conceptuallyless satisfactory,

because a population cannot contain only heterozygotes. A segregational load can

nevertheless be formally defined and calculated as in Table 7.7.

TABLE 7.7

The Segregational Loadfor a Diallelic Locus in
a Partially Inbred Population

 

 
  

Genotype Frequency Fitness Contribution to Load

AA p?d — F)+pF l—s s[p?(1 — F) + pF]
Aa 2pq( — F) 1 —

aa g(l— F)+qF 1—t t(q*(l — F) + qF]

Total load (L) (sp? + tq?)(1 — F)
+ F(sp + tq)
 

Rearranging terms in the total load L, wefind it to be a linear function ofF,
as follows

L = sp* + tq* + F(sp + tq — sp? — tq); (7.7)

that is,

L=a,+5,F, (7.8)

where

a, = sp” + tq?

s = Sp + tq — sp* — tq? = pq(s + 2). (7.9)

The quantity a, is the random load L, or the load ina random-mating population,
in which F = 0. If the populationis at equilibrium, we know (from Chapter 4) that
p=p.=t(s + t),andq, = 1 — p,, and therefore the load L, ina fully inbred popu-
lation is |
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2st
 

 

Ly =a, + bs = sp + tq =—— (7.10)

Similarly, since

Lo =a, = sp? + 1g? =——, (7.11)
S+o

the ratio of the inbred load to the random loadis

L,/Lo = 2. (7.12)

This ratio will generally be appreciably lower than that for the mutational load, for

which it was estimated to range from 10 upwards.

This prediction of a difference in the value of the ratio L,/L> for mutational and

segregational loads forms the basis for Morton, Crow, and Muller’s approach to

the assessment of the relative importance of the two loads.

Other types of genetic loads have been considered: an incompatibility load (due

to selection with incompatibility), a substitutional load (due to selection for ad-

vantageousalleles, as in transient polymorphisms), andstill others (see, for example,

Crow, 1958). Because of the difficulties connected with the evaluation and interpre-

tation of these loads they will not be discussed further here. Problemsrelating to

the substitutional load are discussed in Chapter 11.

Mortality data have been extensively used to measure the genetic load.

Losses of zygotes due to adverse selection should, in principle, be countable as

actual deaths in a population for which demographic data are available, such as

a human population. When counting deaths, we cannot, however, determine which

single genes have caused death except in rare circumstances. Thus theeffects of

deleterious alleles at all loci must be accumulated. In addition, there will be an

unknown proportion of deaths due to nongenetic causes, which may becalled

** accidental.”

It is, in most cases, difficult or impossible to classify a single death as genetic or

nongenetic. There may certainly be little doubt with deaths among people with

serious genetic diseases. Even the fitness of individuals having such diseases, how-

ever, depends on the environment, as therapy may in somecasesalleviate, or even

annul, selection against them. The value of fitness is therefore always a function

of the environment.

Weshall now consider the estimation of the load due to the combinedeffects of

many loci on the assumption that the corresponding decreaseoffitness is entirely

accounted for by somefraction of, or perhapsall of, the prereproductive mortality.

Wefurther assume(1) that since the various genetic causes of death act independently,
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the probability of surviving the deleterious effects of two loci is equal to the product

of the probabilities of surviving the effects of each of them; and (2) that genetic

causes of death act independently from environmental causes of death.

These assumptionsare critical to the subsequent development of load theory.

However, as weshall discuss later, they may be open to serious question.

The probability of death due to deleterious alleles present at a given ith locus

is the genetic load at that locus L;. The probability of survival is thus

Pij=1-L,;. (7.13)

Because ofthe first assumption, the probability of survival, considering all possible

loci, is

P= p,p2°** Py =p; = 11 — L,), (7.14)

where IT indicates the product overall loci. Because of the second assumption,if

the probability of surviving all environmental causes of death is P,, the overall

probability of survival is

P,=P,P. (7.15)

Taking logarithms,

log P, = log P, + log P = log P, + ¥ log(1 — L,), (7.16)

where the sum is extended overall loci.

The probability of death, L;, for each locus is small, especially if we limit our
consideration to the mutational loads. We can therefore use the well-known
approximation

log] — x) = —x, (7.17)

which is quite satisfactory for x < 0.01. Equation 7.16 then becomes

—logP, =) L,+ X, (7.18)

where X equals — (log P,), that is, it corresponds to the nongenetic causes of death.
As L; = a; + 6; F, for a given locusi,

LLi=Yat+FY4;, (7.19)

and so, from Equation 7.18,

—logP,=X+) a,+F > b,=A+4 BE. (7.20)

Using Equations 7.2 and 7.3, the two constants A and B have the following
meaning when weare limiting our consideration to mutational loads:
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A=X+9 sq(2ph + q),

B=Y sq(1 — 2ph —4q),

where summationis overall relevant loci.

Thus a simple linear relationship is expected between the logarithm of the

probability of survival P, and the inbreeding coefficient F. Given data on P, for

various values of F, the constants of this relationship, the intercept A and the slope

B, can be used to estimate two important quantities. The first is the quantity }_ sq,

which is the sum of the products, overall genes, of the selective disadvantage of the

homozygote times the respective gene frequency.If the genes wereall fully lethal,

it would be equal to the sum of their gene frequencies, otherwise it would be smaller.

The quantity ) sq cannot be estimated directly, but we can note, from

Equation 7.21, that

(7.21)

B+A=X+) sq (7.22)

must be an upperlimit, while clearly B itself is a lower limit. Therefore )° sq must

lie between B and (A + B). 5 sq has been called the numberof lethal equivalents.

If all genes were fully lethal (s = 1), the numberof lethal equivalents would be

the numberof lethals carried in a haploid complement, a gamete. If s is on the

average, less than one, the numberof deleterious genes will be correspondingly

higher. The same applies to overdominantloci. Thus, from Equations 7.9

a,+b,=sp+tq, (7.23)

which can be generalized for multiple alleles (see Example 7.3) to

» Sidi (7.24)

by summing overalleles at the same locus, each with frequency q; and selective

disadvantages s; when homozygous.

The second quantity that can be estimated from the relation between log P, and F

is L,/L,), which is the same as B/A + 1.

The simple treatment of load theory just given leads to the expectation that B/A

will be high for genes maintained by mutation-selection balance and low for those

maintained by heterozygote advantage. Thus, in principle, an estimate of B/A

based on the relation between P, and F should tell us whether the load is mainly

mutational or mainly segregational. This expectation, however, is based on certain

assumptions, many of which have been challenged. The majortheoretical objections

are as follows.

1. For multiple allelic loci, it has been shown by Crow (1961a) (see Example 7.2)

that the load ratio B/A for overdominant loci can be as high as the number of

alleles.
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2. The assumption of genetic equilibrium may lead to serious error. As shown

in Figure 7.4, values of B/A much higher than 2 can be obtained for overdominant

loci with twoalleles if the gene frequencyis far from equilibrium (Levene, 1963).

Evolution of disease may make the condition of equilibrium inapplicable, as was

especially emphasized by Haldane and Jayakar (1965). Many genes now turning

up as.deleterious recessives may, in the past, have contributed to resistance to

diseases that have now disappeared. Examplesof this are thalassemia andsickle-cell

anemia. Haldane and Jayakar (1965) said:“‘ We suggest that modern European and

American populations are now riddled with genes in the course of slow elimina-

tion. ...”’ Such genes that became very frequent as a consequence of a balanced

polymorphism are now subject to slow elimination as mildly deleterious recessives.

(See also Chapter 11.)

1000 | [TI TT | «TI 
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FIGURE 7.4.

Values of (B + A)/A as a function of the gene frequency g for a dominant (deleterious recessive)
locus with various A values, and for an overdominant locus with various k values, where
k = s/t. (From Levene, 1963.)
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3. Another possible cause of disturbance, making loads not truly additive, is

epistasis, or the violation of the rule that causes of death act independently.

Heterotic loci showing nonadditive interactions, whereby all homozygotes are less

fit than all heterozygotes, may give high B/A values, up to 2°, where s is the number

of loci concerned (Schull and Neel, 1965). In practice, this makes a B/A ratio of

say 10, compatible with a wide variety of proportions in the mutational versus the

segregational components. Another type of epistatic model has been introduced

by Sved, Reed, and Bodmer (1967), King (1967), and Milkman (1967), which in-

corporates an upper threshold to the fitness of multiple heterozygotes (see Section

11.7). It can also be shown with this model that the B/A ratio for an effectively

overdominant model can take on relatively high values.

4, Other difficulties come from the fact that the “‘fitness”’ is rarely examined in

enough detail. Conclusions are usually based on data obtained for only one part

of the life cycle. Haldane and Jayakar (1965) have considered the confusion that

might result for genotypes having fitness components as follows:

AA Aa aa

 

fertility: l 1 l—k

mortality (survival): 1-—/ 1 1

total fitness: 1-] ] l—k

This fitness model would give a B/A ratio, calculated from deaths alone, of 1/k.

For example, a B/A ratio of 10 would be compatible with the viability of 4A being

90 percent of that of the heterozygote Aa and thefertility of aa being 99 percent

of that of Aa.

Onthe basis of these theoretical considerations, it seems that, in the absence of

other information, the B/A ratio cannot really be used to providecritical informa-

tion on the relative importance of the mutational and segregational loads.

7.6 Analysis of Data on Inbreeding Effects on Mortality

The expectation that prereproductive mortality will be linearly dependent on the

inbreeding coefficient of an individual is fulfilled.

This expectation has given rise to much research on the effects of consanguinity.

In Table 7.8 is given, as an example, the dependence of mortality on F among

children of consanguineous marriages in Nagasaki and Hiroshima. Fitting a

linear regression to the logarithm of the proportion surviving as function of

F, —log P, = A + BF(see Equation 7.20), the following equations were obtained:
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Hiroshima: — log P, = 0.0372 + 0.3957 F;

Nagasaki: log P, = 0.0350 + 0.3193 F.

Averaging the estimates of A and B over the two cities gives A = 0.0366 and

B= 0.407. The number of lethal equivalents is between B and A + B—that is,

between 0.4 and 0.44.

TABLE 7.8

Percent Mortality of Children in Nagasaki and Hiroshima

 

Parental Consanguinity

 

   

Second 14 First

City Unrelated Cousins Cousins Cousins

Hiroshima
Percent mortality 3.55 4.43 7.18 6.12
Numberof families 1384 230 192 532

Nagasaki
Percent mortality 3.42 3.18 4.94 5.25
Numberof families 2078 330 263 826
 

Source: Data from Schull and Neel (1965).

A summaryofdata from 19 studies on effects of consanguinity on prereproductive

mortality is given in Table 7.9. It should be remembered that these studies are

highly heterogeneous for cause of mortality and environmental conditions and that

there is, probably, some correlation between socioeconomic level and F value. The

problem posed by the latter factor will be considered further in Section 7.9, and

in Chapter 9, where we discuss the effects of inbreeding on quantitative characters

other than mortality. Only one of the 19 investigations whose data were used in

TABLE 7.9

Distribution of A and B Values Computed for Prereproductive Mortality: italic numbers
in the body of the table give data on Japanese persons; boldface numbers on Caucasian
persons; and roman numbers on persons of other ethnic groups

 

B Values

 

<0 0-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 > 2.5
   

, 0-01 i 3
S 01-02 1 1 2 2 1
S  0.2-0.3 1 1
“503 41 11 1 1

Source: Based on data from 19 studies analyzed by Schull and Neel (1965) and by Cavalli-Sforza
(1960.)
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Table 7.9 deviates significantly (5 percent) from linearity and just one out of 20

would be expected to do so. The agreement with the expectation of linearity is

therefore good. There is no obvious correlation between A and B in the data, but

the range of variation is very large and the data are scanty. All Japanese valuesare

concentrated in the upperleft corner. Values from Caucasians are spread over the

full range of B and A values, and so are those from Negroes and Indians, but with

higher A values. It should be remembered that 4A measures the mortality of the

noninbred fraction and is therefore to some extent an inverse measure of public

health conditions.

Almost everyone carries the equivalent of more than one lethal recessive gene in

the heterozygous condition.

As discussed in Section 7.5, data on overall mortality allow the computation of

the total numberoflethal equivalents, defined by )_ sq, where the sum is overallloci.

This quantity actually provides a measure of the average number of deleterious

genes, measuredin terms oflethal equivalents, present in a gamete. When multiplied

by 2 this is the average numberof lethal equivalent genes carried by any individual

in the heterozygous state. As mentioned before, when s = 1 for all loci, the number

of lethal equivalents is actually the numberof genes, since they are then all lethal.

As s decreases, the actual number of deleterious genes is roughly the number of

lethal equivalents divided by the average value ofs.

From Equations 7.21 and 7.22, as pointed out before, it can be seen that the

numberoflethal equivalents, ) sq, is expected to lie between Band B + A. Usually,

the difference between B and B + A is found to be small, giving somereliability to

the estimates of }' sq derived from a knowledge of B and B + A. The distribution

of the estimates of lethal equivalents obtained from 18 of the studies given in

Table 7.9 is shown in Table 7.10. The median value of these estimates is 1.1. The

TABLE 7.10

Distribution of Number ofLethal Equivalents in 18 Studies

 

Equivalents: <0 0-0.5 0.5-1 1-1.5 1.52 2-3 3-4 > 4

Numberof studies: 2 1 5 4 1 2 2 1

 

sample is, however, heavily weighted toward Japanese data andso is hardly repre-

sentative of the world population. (Negative values are, of course, not consistent

with the theory and are most probably the result of statistical fluctuations.) The

values thus estimated are, as explained before, per gamete and should be doubled

to be valid for diploid individuals. Previous estimates per individual are somewhat

higher than the median value of 1.1 obtained here.
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Arnerstated in 1908 that “every person on the average contains heterozygously

at least one lethal gene which would if homozygous kill an individual between

birth and maturity.”’ Actually, Arner’s data analyzed by modern techniques give

an estimate of 1.97 lethal equivalents per person. Morton, Crow, and Muller (1956)

for their calculations of B/A and the numberoflethal equivalents made use of data

that had been collected muchearlier (Arner, 1908; Bemiss, 1858; Sutter and Tabah,

1952, 1955). These yielded an even higher estimated numberof lethal equivalents,

namely between 3 and5.

The larger variation in the estimates of B/A from country to country, and even

within the same country, needs further analysis and must for the present be ac-

cepted with caution. At face value, the present estimate of the number of lethal

equivalents per person, based on the median obtained using Table 7.10, is 2.2.

We have seen that the B/A ratio should indicate whether the load is mainly

mutational or segregational, but that there are seriousdifficulties with this indicator.

Oneof the conclusions reached by Morton, Crow, and Muller in their 1956 paper

is “*... overdominant loci are not making any substantial contribution to Band...

the genetic damage weare measuring is mutational.”’ Their conclusion was based on

the high observed B/A ratios, namely 18 and 16 in two French studies by Sutter

and Tabah, and 8 and 11 (as approximations) in Arner’s and Bemiss’ studies. The

B/A ratios obtained from later work on other populations are, however, lower.

In Japanese data for instance, B/A values range from 1-11. In the studies reviewed

by Schull and Neel (1965), the median value is 5.7. This is certainly not sufficiently

high to rule out overdominance from making an important contribution to the
observed load in prereproductive mortality, even in a straightforward application
of the theory in its simplest form. The theoretical objections that have been men-
tioned showthat the situation is too complex for any simple interpretation of the
observed B/A ratios to be acceptable at this time.

7.7 Effects of the Inbreeding Level
on Equilibrium Gene Frequencies

Oneinteresting fact, noted in the analysis of Table 7.9, is the remarkable variation
in A and B values for different countries and peoples. We have already men-
tionedthatA is an indicatorofpublic health conditions. Measuring prereproductive
mortality among the noninbred segment of the population,it encompasses many
causes of death that are nongenetic, or that are only very weakly correlated with
genotype. Genetic causes of death have proved moreresistant to modern medicine
than infectious and parasitic diseases. It should not be forgotten, however, that
even for infectious diseases there may be large genetic components. We have seen
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this to be the case for malaria. We shall see later that resistance to tuberculosis is

at least in part genetically determined. The fact remains that many genetic diseases

prove to be the hard core of the pathological conditions affecting man, showing

the greatest resistance to treatment. The quantity A has been decreasing with in-

creasing medical care, but within it the proportion of deaths whose causeis strictly

genetic has been increasing (see, for example, Sutter and Goux, 1964). The quan-

tity B, which contains almost only deaths caused by recessive genetic traits, is

expected to vary much less. We can therefore predict a variation in B/A ratios that

parallels the advances in medical treatment. This adds to the difficulties of the

interpretation of the B/A ratios.

The quantity B, thoughit 1s expected to vary less, actually shows considerable

variation between surveys. Japanese studies seem to give lower B values than the

most comprehensive European studies. The quantity B is largely dominated by the

> sq component, or the lethal equivalents. It is thus determined mostly by recessive

lethals and semilethals. Differences between surveys in different countries are not

likely to be due to differences in s values. It seemslikely, therefore, that B differences

are due to differences in the g values. These q values, if equilibrium has been reached

when g = u/s, can reflect either mutation rates, or the selective values s, which are

hardly likely to change on the average from country to country. An important

factor, however, that affects g values is the degree of inbreeding to which a popula-

tion has been subjected. It is therefore of interest to inquire about the effects of

inbreeding on equilibrium gene frequencies.

The effect on equilibrium gene frequencies is noticeable when F > 0.001.

Some numerical results calculated from the equations derived in Example 7.4

are given in Table 7.11. Theyillustrate the effects of population inbreeding and of

dominance (that is, the # component) with two levels of mutation rates. Even a

minor degree of dominance (h = 0.03) considerably reduces the effects of inbreed-

ing, so that in practice only the equilibrium frequencies of genes that are almost

fully recessive (4 = 0) are affected even by consanguinity levels as high as F = 0.1.

Even with fully recessive genes, the effect is appreciable only with average F values

above 0.001. Populations having such high F values are not, however, uncommon.

It may be noted that recent inbreeding, as estimated in Table 7.3 from «, is only a

fraction of the total inbreeding. The levels of inbreeding (measured by F values)

found, for example, in Japan may therefore be accompanied by an appreciable

lowering of the equilibrium gene frequenciesforlethals, thus explaining the lower

B values in that country.

Equilibria under inbreeding are reached rather slowly. This is because the rate

of increase in gene frequencies depends on the mutation rates, which are small.
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The decrease depends on strong selection coefficients (selection against lethals).

It is, however, slow because the proportion of individuals subject to selection,

namely the recessive homozygotes, is very small. The change in gene frequencyis

of the order of sq* per generation. Therefore, if gene frequencies are near equili-

brium in a population in which there is inbreeding, the pattern of inbreeding in the

population must have been constant for a long time.

It appears that changesin the traditional pattern of marriage in Japan are either

minor or recent. The high frequency offirst-cousin marriages is a social custom

favored by the practice of arranged marriages, which has probably been in existence

for a long time. In contrast, inbreeding levels in Roman Catholic Europe, which

are lower than those in Japan, have recently increased as a consequenceof social

TABLE 7.11

Equilibrium Gene Frequencies (x 10~*) for a Lethal Gene

(s=1) in a Population with Various Levels of Inbreeding

 

 

Mutation Dominance Inbreeding Coefficient (F)
Rates

pu h 0 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1

10-5 0 36.2 31.1 27.0 9.2 1.0

0.01 9.2 9.1 8.5 4.9 0.9

0.03 3.3 3.3 3.2 2.5 0.8

0.1 1.0 1.0 0.99 0.92 0.53

10-° 0 10.0 9.5 6.2 1.0 0.1

0.01 0.99 0.98 0.90 0.50 0.09

0.03 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.25 0.08

0.1 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.05

 

changes. In the centuries before the nineteenth, close consanguineous marriage was

exceptional and the « values were, on average, ten to one hundred times lower than

they were in the nineteenth century (Moroni, 1967a). From what is known about

Roman Catholic legislation of consanguineous marriages, this situation is likely

to have prevailed for most of the Christian era. It seems, therefore, that most

Christian populations (including practically all Europeansforat least ten centuries)

have been subject, on an average, to very low inbreeding coefficients for long

periods. Their g values may thus have risen towards those expected for F = 0. This

may explain the higher B values found in most Caucasian populations. Following

the increase in a values in the nineteenth century, they are now, once again, de-

creasing, because greater mobility is leading to a lower incidence of consanguineous

marriages (see Figure 8.27).
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7.8 Consanguinity and Detrimental Recessives

The frequency of detrimental recessives is also a linear function of F.

The equations derived for lethality can be applied directly to the study of detri-

mental recessives, which are mutant genes that have, in homozygotes, a detrimental

or debilitating effect, such as causing blindness or deafness, but that are not in-

compatible with life. The model we can use for these is the following. The number

of affected zygotes can be taken as equal to the load L as calculated in Table 7.6,

where s is now notthefitness, but the penetrance of the gene in the homozygote,

and hs the penetrance in the heterozygote. If there are many loci contributing to

this detrimental load L, (which is the frequency of affected zygotes) then, as we have

seen before when combining theeffects on mortality of several genes,

where Pp is the frequency of affected individuals among people whose inbreeding

is measured by F. As Pp is small, we can write

The numberof detrimental equivalents defined in the same wayasfor lethal equiva-

lents, namely by yg is, as before, estimated to lie between B and A + B.

Estimates of the detrimental load in terms of equivalents are given in Table 7.12.

The large variations from country to country must reflect heterogeneity in the

criteria used to define genetic morbidity or disability.

TABLE 7.12

Estimates of Detrimental Equivalents and the Constants A and B

 

Ratio ofAbnormals

among Offspring of
First-cousin Matings

to That among

    

Country Type of Defect B A+B Noninbreds Author

France Conspicuous 2.213 2.256 3.76 Sutter (1958)
abnormalities

Italy Severe defect 0.543 0.573 1.87 Cavalli-Sforza
(1960)

Japan Major morbid 0.654 0.566 1.38 Schull and Neel
conditions (1965)

Minordefects 0.354 0.432 1.26

Sweden Morbidity 2.020 2.102 2.26 Book (1956)

USA Abnormality 1.164 1.267 2.26 Slatis, Reis, and
Hoene (1958)
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It is clear in any case that various types of defects caused by detrimental recessive

alleles have different probabilities of responding to inbreeding. A breakdown by

type of defect is given in Table 7.13. The defects given in Table 7.13 are selected

from those that have the highest response to inbreeding. It will be seen that B/A

values are fairly high, especially for mental and ear defects.

The last column of table 7.12 gives estimates of the increased risk of genetic

disease caused by detrimental recessive alleles in the progeny of first cousins. On

an average, the disease incidence is approximately doubled in the progeny offirst

cousins, as compared with that of noninbred individuals. We would expect, there-

fore, that the progeny of uncle-niece, aunt-nephew, and other marriages having an

Fvalue twice that offirst-cousin marriages should have a frequency ofdisease about

twice that of the progeny offirst cousins. Data from such marriages could greatly

improve our knowledge of the effect of consanguinity on diseases caused by detri-

mental recessive alleles, but the data are difficult to obtain, except in a few areas

where they should be studied more intensively.

TABLE 7.13

Detrimental Load and Equivalents by Type of Defect

 

 

Significance of Deviation

Heterogeneity Regression from.

Type of Defect A B B/A Between F Values on F Regression

Mental retardation 0.024 1.399 + 0.3 58.3 ++ + + +--+

Eye defect 0.058 0.832 + 0.3 14.1 ++ + _

Ear defect 0.013 0.565 + 0.2 41.8 + + +--+ _

Tuberculosis 0.020 0.198 + 0.2 9.6 — — —

Malformation 0.040 0.487 + 0.3 12.1 — — —

Smaller defects 0.081 1.082 + 0.4 13.3 ++ +--+ —
 

Source: Survey conducted in Parma, Italy by Conterio and Barrai (1966).

7.9 Retrospective Studies on Consanguinity Effects

Consanguineous marriages tend to be concentrated in areas of low population

density. If a character whose correlation with inbreedingis being investigated shows

a geographical-social stratification, spurious correlations may easily be generated.

This difficulty is not entirely eliminated by the procedures used by some authors

of excluding F = 0 from the analysis and fitting the regression line only to inbred

classes. In fact, the frequencies of the various consanguinity classes also show strong

social and geographic stratification. An important problem in studies of consan-

guinity is therefore the proper choice of noninbred controls.
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In a prospective study, matings are chosen for study because of their consan-
guinity. The best way to choose controls for such a study is probably to take
married sibs of the consanguineous mates, provided these are not themselves con-

Sanguineous with their mate and provided they have not moved to other areas.

This choice greatly reduces the probability of bias, but also decreases the sensitivity

of the test, because there is a higher probability that the progeny of the sibs of the

consanguineous matesare affected by the samediseases as the progeny of the con-

Sanguineous mates than that the progeny of the population at large are.

In the retrospective approach one observes the increased consanguinity of parents

of individuals who have a disease or abnormality that is caused by a recessive

allele.

Another wayof studying the effect of consanguinity is by a so-called retrospective

study, in which the investigator first ascertains which individuals have the genetic

disease or abnormality that he is studying and then investigates these individuals

for inbreeding. Thedifficulties already mentioned do not, however, disappear. In a

retrospective study, the comparison to be made is between the distribution of the

inbreeding coefficients in the selected affected group andthat in the general popula-

tion. Thus a suitable choice of controls is still necessary. They should be chosen to

match carefully the sample of defectives surveyed with respect to age, socioeconomic

conditions, and place.of origin, which may be the most important factor. When the

affected are ascertained from hospital data, the part of the population sampled is

very difficult to define. Ideally, a complete ascertainment of consanguinity over the

TABLE 7.14

Frequency of First-cousin Marriages among the Parents
of Individuals Who Have a Disease Caused by
a Rare Recessive Allele
 

Frequency ofFirst-cousin Marriages
(in Percent)
 

Among Parents In the General

 
Disease Area ofDiseased Population

Albinism Europe 18-24 1
Japan 37-59 6

Alcaptonuria Europe 21 0.6

Phenylketonuria Europe 5-14 0.6

Ichthyosis Europe 30-40 1
congenita

Japan 67-93 6

Microcephaly Japan 54 6

 

Source: Based on Serra (1961).
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FIGURE 7.5

Frequencyoffirst-cousin matings expected among the parents of progeny displaying

recessive phenotypes. The frequency of the recessive gene is symbolized byg.

same area for comparable age classes should be made. If the disease showsa socio-

economicstratification, this should be taken into account.

If a genetic disease is recessive, it is very likely that there is more consanguinity

amongthe parents of affected individuals than among the population at large. The

expected frequencyof first-cousin matings among the parents of recessive homo-

zygotes is plotted in Figure 7.5. The computation is based on an approximation

given in Example 7.5 that follows the approach originally suggested by Dahlberg

(1948). The increase in the frequencyoffirst-cousin matings relative to that of the

general population is extremely sensitive to the gene frequency g, being much greater

if g is lower. Table 7.14 shows someactual examples of recessive diseases for which

the frequency of consanguinity among the parents of affected individuals is much

higher than that of the general population.
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The search for consanguinity among the parents of recessive homozygotes is
thus an important method oftesting for recessive inheritance. It is probably the
most convincing one, especially if accompanied by an analysis of segregations in
matings. If the heterozygote can be recognized, then the pattern of inheritance can
be analyzed even more completely.

7.10 The Number of Genes Determining
Mental Deficiency, Deafmutism, and Blindness

Wehave already seen that the frequencies of defects of the ear, eye, and mind
are higher in inbred individuals, which at once shows that the defects are, in part
at least, determined by recessive genes. A more complete analysis shows that
dominant inheritance and more complex genetic and even nongenetic factors also
play an importantpart.

Amongthe defects mentioned so far, mental deficiency and illness create the
most important social problems. Their frequencies vary greatly from country to
country. Institutionalized mental defectives in England and Wales in 1960 num-

bered 1.3 per thousandof the total population (Penrose, 1963). Not all the mentally

ill are, however, institutionalized. The total incidence of mental defectives in

England and Wales in 1929 was estimated by Penrose (1938) to be 8.6 per thousand,

with the total incidence being made up of approximately 5 percent idiots (having

IQ’s less than 20), 20 percent imbeciles (IQ’s of 20-49), and 75 percent feeble

minded (IQ’s of 50-69). The frequency of defectives varied greatly with age, reach-

ing a peak of 2.6 percent at age 10-14. “‘ During the schoolperiodintellectual deficit

is brought sharply into the foreground’’ (Penrose, 1963). Later, the increase in

opportunities for adjustment, possible selective mortality, and other causes may

contribute to making the observed incidence lower.

Two bodies of data on mental defect were subjected to segregation analysis (see

Appendix IT) by Dewey and co-workers (1965). One of them wascollected from

Wisconsin institutions. The other was the Colchester survey published by Penrose

(1938). Mongols, hydrocephalics, and patients suffering from illnesses due to known

trauma, neoplasm,or infection were excluded. Only severe mental defect was con-

sidered (that 1s, individuals whose IQ was lower than 50 who had been born to

normalparents). Segregation analysis indicated a proportion of sporadic cases (those

not attributable to Mendelian segregation for a single gene—see Appendix II) as

high as 88%. Sporadic cases could be due to unknowntrauma,infection, or other

environmental cause. They could also be due to chromosomal or other dominant

defects that have low penetrance. They might even be due to very low penetrance

in heterozygotes for otherwise recessive defects. In any case, they showed noeffect

of consanguinity, confirming that recessive inheritance was not involved in their

determination. The remaining nonsporadic cases (12 percent) segregated in families,
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in agreement with the proportion of 1/4 expected for recessive inheritance. There
was a strong effect of consanguinity on these, as expressed by the equation

0.000324 + 0.192F.

The A and B valuesin this equation were estimated by the method given in the
previous section. The very high B/A value (0.192/0.000324 = 593) is in agreement
with the expectation of recessive inheritance.

It is likely that a large numberofgenes, each with a very low frequency contribute
to this mutational load. The number was estimated by Dewey and co-workers
(1965) on the basis of the following assumptions. Thefitness for severe mentaldefect
is known to be very nearly zero; that is, s = 1. Penetrance in the heterozygote is
probably very nearly zero. However, even if all the observed sporadic cases were
due to low penetrance of the samerecessive genes in heterozygotes, they would still
lead to a very low h value.

In the study of the effects of consanguinity on mortality, loss of fitness is identi-
fied with mortality, which is the character being studied. When the definition of
load is extended to detrimental genes, penetrance takes the place of fitness in the
formulas. If we use the equilibrium between mutation and selection to evaluate
mutation rates, fitness must come back into the picture. Formulas can be simplified
considerably if we make the assumption that the loss offitness is expressed aslate
prereproductive mortality and as decreasedfertility, makingit possible to countall
defectives provided they are identified at a sufficiently young age. Given this
assumption, penetrance should be complete, although the fitness may be zero.
Then, with complete penetrance in the homozygotes, complete elimination of
defectives (s = 1), and no penetrance in heterozygotes (4 = 0), the formulas for A
and B given in Equation 7.21 simplify to

A=)q°,A+B=) q~B, (7.27)

the sum being overall mimic genes, namely all genes that have the same effect, for
example, that of lowering mental abilities below the threshold used to define
mental deficiency.

Assuming that n is the number of mimic genes, all with the same gene frequency
q, we have

A =ng*, B= na, (7.28)

from which wecan estimate,

q = A/B, n= B?/A. (7.29)

Using these equations Dewey and co-workers (1965) estimated n = 0. 1927/0.000324
= 114 as the numberofloci contributing to severe mental defect.
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The number of mimic genes is bound to be underestimated.

It should be noted that we are talking about a minimum estimate. If the gene

frequencies at each locus vary as they are sure to do, then, as shown in Example 7.7,

the numberofloci is underestimated, the more so, the greater the variation in gene

frequencies. In Example 7.7, an estimate is given ofthe possible effect of one source

of variation: namely mutation rates. This example showsthat variation in mutation

rates increases Dewey and co-workers’ (1965) estimate ofthe numberof loci con-

tributing to severe mental defect from 114to approximately 330, which is probably

still an underestimate. The major cause of variation in gene frequencies is not likely

however, to be the variation in mutation rates, but rather random genetic drift

(see Chapter 8). In any case, the total numberof loci must be large. Of the great

number of genes that must take part in specifying the formation of the central

nervous system, many must be important enough that their mutation would cause

serious disturbance of mental function.

A similar analysis to that for mental defect was carried out by Dewey and co-

workers (1965) for deafmutism. Segregation analysis indicated a lower proportion

of sporadic cases, namely 25 percent. The dependence on F for the nonsporadic

cases was again very marked, and was given by

0.00018 + 0.08 F.

The estimate of the number of mimic genes determining deafmutism was, from

Equation (7.9), 0.087/0.00018 = 34, or using the same correction factor (from

Example 7.7) as before, 100.

There is more direct evidence for the existence of many mimic genes.

The study of individual cases of inherited defects shows that there are usually

manyclinical varieties of any given defect. A combination of apparently unrelated

symptoms, such as skeletal abnormalities and malformations, pigmentation

anomalies, and biochemical abnormalities may accompany,for instance, blindness

or deafness. When there is more than one case in a family, the repetition of the

combination of symptomsin all affected subjects rules out the possibility that the

symptoms are combined simply by chance. Even if the cases are sporadic, the

reappearanceof a similar combination of symptomsin unrelated subjects suggests a

distinct genetic entity.

The analysis of a large number of cases of childhood deafness and blindness

from British institutions led Fraser (1965) to formulate a breakdown of causes of

these defects as given in Table 7.15. A further criterion can be used for the estima-

tion of the numberofloci. The fitness of blind and deaf individuals was practically
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TABLE 7.15

 

Analysis of Aetiology of Childhood Deafness
and Blindness. Numbers are percentages of
the children studied

 

Deafness Blindness

 

Acquired causes

Prenatal 6 6

Perinatal 10 34

Postnatal 30 11

Genetical causes

Dominant 12 17

Recessive 37 16

Sex-linked 2 5

Malformations? 3 11

Numberof children
studied 2355 776

 

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF LOCI THOUGHT TO BE

INVOLVED IN THE CAUSATION OF CONDITIONS

DUE TO SINGLE GENES, INCLUDING ENTITIES NOT

REPRESENTED IN THIS MATERIAL

 

Dominant 5 15

Recessive 15-25 23-35

Sex-linked 4 9

 

Source: From Fraser (1965).
* Single gene inheritance and more complextypes.

zero until the last century, when social care for them started. Their fitness is now
believed to be not far from normal, (0.7-0.8) with the limitation that mating is
highly assortative: the blind often marry the blind, the deaf often marry the deaf.
Whenrecessive genes are the cause of the defects, the progeny is often normal,
showing that the two parents carry alleles that cause the defect at different loci.
There seemsto be a higher chanceofaffected progeny from matings between two
bearers of the same defect who are from the sameisolated community, as might
be expected. Drift alone (Chapter 8) can make some mutant genes much more
frequent than others in such communities, and therefore increase the probability
that two individuals carry the same recessive gene that causes a defect. Matings
between a deaf person from such a community and one from

a

less isolated com-
munity have, however, been observed that have given rise to deaf progeny, indi-
cating that somerecessive genes of the sort we have been discussing are more wide-
spread than others. The estimates of number ofloci given in Table 7.15 are based
on a combination of data from clinical differentiation of defects, gene frequency
calculations derived from consanguinity rates among parents ofaffected children,
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and results of marriages between affected persons. They are considered by the

author to be semiquantitative.

7.11. Estimation of Overall Mutation Rates
for Recessive Genes, Taking Account
of Inbreeding

In addition to the difficulties of estimating mutation rates already discussed in

Chapter 3 is the fact that the prevailing level of consanguinity in the population

being studied must be taken into account.

The total mutation rate for recessive genes is approximately equal to the expressed

load.

In a population with an average inbreeding coefficient F, the genotype frequencies

for a locus with twoalleles, one of which is a deleterious recessive, can be written in

the form .

genotype: AA Aa aa

fitness: 1 1 —hs l-s

frequency: p’(1 — F) + Fp 2pq(1 — F) g*(1 — F) + qF

loss of a genes: 0 hs pq— F) sqLF + q(1 — F)].

Equatingthe loss of a genes to the gain due to mutation from A to a that proceeds

at rate , we obtain as an approximation, for one locus, at equilibrium,

u=sq(F +h+4q), (7.30)

where termsin q*F and /AgqFare neglected on the assumptionthatall three quantities

gq, h, and F are quite small (see Example 7.4). If his zero, and we use for the average

inbreeding coefficient F the estimate « obtained from recent inbreeding, the total

mutation rate is simply

Su = A+ Ba, (7.31)

where now we are summing overall relevant loci. This is, thus, the total mutation

rate over all loci that can mutate to give the defect being studied.

Existing estimates of total mutation rates are probably too high.

An estimate of 192 x 107° for the total mutation rate, and thus of 1.7 x 107°

per locus (obtained by dividing the total mutation rate by the numberofloci, which

has been estimated to be 114) was given by Dewey and co-workers (1965) for

mental defect. This estimate is, however, inflated, by the use of both an estimate for

the numberof loci that is probably too low and an « value derived from totally

unrelated population. The total mutation rate estimate given by Dewey and co-
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workers (1965) was in fact derived using a value of « = 0.006 obtained from a
Japanese population. The inbreeding levels of the populations surveyed for mental
defect (Wisconsin and Colchester) are not known accurately, but estimates of them
are as much as 10-100 times lower than the estimate for the Japanese population:
0.000406 for a British hospital population, and 0.000048 for the Roman Catholic
population in Wisconsin (see Deweyetal., 1965). If these values are used instead of
that from the Japanese data, average mutation rates more in line with those dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 are obtained.

Taking into account inbreeding removes one source of inaccuracy from estimates
of mutation rates to recessive genes, but can hardly remove other sources ofin-
accuracy, such as the necessity to assume that equilibrium has been established.
The difficulties of estimating the total numberof pertinent loci makes the estimate
per locus especially unreliable. Even for single loci, the difficulty of accepting the
assumption of equilibrium must again be stressed. Moreover, when single genes
are considered, they are likely to be selected for high gene frequencies because
mutations among those with low frequencies are so few as to be almost negligible.
Randomdriftis likely to cause large fluctuations in the frequencies of rare recessive
genes. This may explain, at least qualitatively, why some genetic diseases are much
more frequent in certain populations, than in others (for example, Tay Sachs disease
in Jewish populations, Damon, 1969).
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Worked Examples

7.1. Estimating F from the deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium due to
inbreeding.

The test for departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium can be carried out using
the formula
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_ (4ac — b*)?N

ka + bY(b + 20)?’
2
 

where a, b, and c are the absolute frequencies (that is, the actual numbers of geno-

types GG, Gg, and gg) and N=a+b-+-c.In fact, if we write the observed fre-

quencies of the genotypes in a 2 x 2 table,

 

G g

a b/2 a+ b/2

g b/2 C b/2+¢

 

 

a+ b/2 b/2+ ¢ N=a+b+c

we may apply the standard formula for a 2 x 2 chi square (see Appendix J),

putting x =a, y= w= )/2,z=C¢,

x y
Zz

x+y

w+zZ

 

 

x+w yes | N

and obtain the result,

2 (xz — yw)*N

(x + wy + (x + y)(w tz)"
 X

(See Li, 1955, Chapter 2.) On the other hand, by substituting

a 2—=p(1—F)+Fn D( ) + Fp

bp ) (1 F)
nw Pa

© =g(1—F)+F
n 4 4

in the first formula, the result

y* = NF

is obtained (Li and Horvitz, 1953). For 77, on the average, to be significantly

different from the Hardy-Weinberg expectation (vy? = 3.84 at 5 percent probability),

N as a function of F must be

N = 3.84/F.
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Thus 384 observations will be required to detect a departure from Hardy-
Weinberg expectation if F is as high as 0.01, which applies only to exceptionally
isolated and small populations. About 4 thousand individuals are required if
F = 0.001 as is more customary. Thus, estimating F by this procedureis very diffi-
cult. With such large values of N, heterogeneities in gene frequencies between sub-
groupswill simulate inbreeding, and other factors (for example, selection) will also
alter the genotype frequencies. The methodis therefore in practice relatively insen-
sitive with respect to the inbreeding levels encountered in human populations.
Yasuda (1968a) has described a more powerful method of estimating F that uses

mating types instead of individuals.

7.2. The random load as a function of the dominance of a deleteriousallele.

In the system

genotypes: AA Aa aa

fitnesses: ] 1 —hs l—s

frequencies: p? 2pq gq?

the total loss of a genes when q and h are smallis, approximately,

hsq + sq’,

so that, at mutation-selection balance equilibrium,

Hu = hsq + sq? (1)

(see Chapter 3). If the loss of a genes from heterozygotes and homozygotes is
equal, then

hsq = sq”,

and so, from Equation 1,

pe = 2sq? or gq =4/p/25 =h. (2)

The total load is

L = sq? + 2hsq

and so, when q is given by Equation 2, the loadis

L = 3sq? = 3u

and is half way between the value of 2u for complete dominants (large h) and p for
complete recessives ( = 0). More generally, if

hsq = ksq’,
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then Equation 1 gives

UL
= 2 = e

Lh a (1 + k)sq or q la 4 k)s

The total load is then

 

1 +2k
= sq2(1 +2k) =L=sq'(l + 2k) =4

 

Ll,

giving L = 3 when k = 1. Thisresult should be valid when k is neither very large

nor verysmall. It provides a simple relation between the load L and the equilibrium

gene frequency g for loci with intermediate levels of dominance, represented by

different values of k. A general treatment of the load for genes with intermediate

dominance has been given by Kimura (1961).

7.3. Segregational load and multiple alleles.

A complete analysis of the segregational load for multiple alleles is difficult. We

consider a simplified example in which all heterozygotes have the samefitness,

which is taken to be equal to one, and homozygotes A; A; have selective disadvan-

tage s,, where i is in the range 1 ton. The random load 1s then

Lo = a,>= S siGis
i=1

whereg, is the frequency of gene A;. The quantity b, (see Equation 7.3) is

b=) 8:4: - > iG7 =) s,q(1 — qi)

since = 0, where the sumsare overall 7 alleles. The ratio of the inbred load to

the random load is

L, a,+b, > Sidi

Lo as YS s.q?

If all homozygotes have the same disadvantage s, equilibrium is established when

all n alleles have the same gene frequency g = 1/n. The random loadis then

 

S
Lo —-—7 >

n

and the ratio L,/Lo is

Ly
—_ n,

Lo

which is equal to the numberofalleles.
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It is easy to show,for twoalleles, that, at equilibrium, the load is equalto orless
than s/2, where s, and s, are the selective disadvantages of the homozygotes and
5 = (5; + 5,)/2. For, at equilibrium, Lo = 5152/(s, + 82), and the geometric mean
(s,52)'/? is alwaysless than the arithmetic mean (s; + 52)/2 except when s,
in which caseit is equal to it. Thus

S, + 8,\?
5152 <( 5

= S52,

 

and so

Sy + So S
Lo < —,

° 4 2

 

(See Crow, 1961.)

7.4, Equilibrium gene frequencies for mutation-selection balance with inbreeding.

The equilibrium frequencies and fitnesses under inbreeding for a locus with two
alleles, one of which, a, is a deleterious recessive are

Fitness Equilibrium frequency after selection

 

 

AA 1 [p2(1 — F) + F/R
Aa 1 —hs (1 — hs)[2pq(1 — F)]/R

aa l—s (1 —s)[q*Ul — F)+qf1/R
where the sum

R=p*(1—F)+Fp+(0- hs)[2pq. — F)) + (1 — s)[q?0 — F) + qF] =1-L,

and L is the load.

Assuming mutation takes place at the time of formation of gametes, and there-
fore after selection, the gene frequency after selection and before mutation will be

1.= pq(l — hs) — F) +— iq’— F) + qF]
Ss R . 

Mutation will increase q by an amount yp, = y(1 — g,) and so in the next generation,
before selection, the gene frequency will be

q=9,+ wp.=q1—- 1) +B

where q, iS as given above.

Table 7.11 is computed from this exact solution. An approximation involving less
algebra is used in Section 7.11. It starts from equating the loss of genes a per genera-
tion directly to the mutation rate

pq — F)\1 — hs) + [9¢70. — F) + qF]s = p,
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which, for p ~ | simplifies to

y sqiF + -FXA+Q] =v

(see also Example 7.2).

In the equation of estimation used by Dewey and co-workers (1965), terms in

hF and q?F were dropped, giving the equation

\Y sq(F+th+q)=> us

which, taking g constant for all genes and equal to g, with F = « and h independent

of sg, gives their equation

Bat+qt+h~) up.

It seems dangerous, however, unless / is very small or zero to assume that / and

sq are independent. If A is negligible, and s = 1, then

Yu=VqF+q)=FYq+. ~At+ BF,

where F is the population-average inbreeding coefficient (q).

7.5. The increase in the proportion of first cousins among parents of individuals

displaying recessive phenotypes.

It is easy to predict the expected increase in the proportion of consanguineous

marriages amongthe parents of individuals affected by a recessive trait if we limit

our consideration of inbreeding to first cousins, which is a useful approximation in

manyreal situations. If first-cousin matings occur with frequency c in the general

population, then in the noninbred fraction (1 — c) the frequency of homozygous

recessive individuals is g?. Remembering that the inbreeding coefficient for first

cousins is F = =4, we may compute that in the inbred fraction c the frequency of

homozygousrecessive individualsis

1 q_ 4
1—-—J)q?+—=— (1( a) +75 16 § + 15q), (1)

The total frequency of homozygous recessive individuals will therefore be

| q , | cq(1 — q)

Amongall the homozygotes, the proportion whohavefirst cousins as parents will,

therefore, be given by the ratio of Equation 1 to Equation 2, multiplied byc,

cq4 4.15ve 16 FD) oc 4 15a)
1—q) 16¢+c(1—q)q+a q) q+c(1—q)
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This formula was used to construct Figure 7.5, which shows how the increase of
consanguinity in the parents of affected recessives can be particularly striking if the
inbreeding in the population is low and the geneisrare. (See Dahlberg, 1948.)

7.6. More exact treatment for retrospective studies of consanguinity.

If the distribution of the inbreeding coefficient in the general population is
known, or is known at least for close degrees of inbreeding F; having relative
frequencies @;, can we define the mean and variance of the inbreeding coefficient as
follows:

a=) 0; F;,

07 =) O;F? —() o;F;)* =) 6;F? — a’,

Wealso need a definition of the incidence, J of the recessive trait in the population.
This will be taken as equal to the observed proportion of children born with the
trait, or more generally, the frequency of the trait before selection. Amongindi-
viduals with inbreeding given by F;, the probability of finding the trait is A + BF,
(see Section 7.8 and Equation 7.26), and thus the frequency of individuals with the

trait in the total populationis

l=) $({A + BF) =A-+ Ba.

The probability that the inbreeding coefficient of an affected individual is F, is thus

given by

_ Gf{A+ BF) — 6{A + BF;)

—VO{(A+ BR) oI
 Wi

The average F value amongindividuals with the trait is

Aa + B(o; + a”)

I
 

Fr— » WFi )

since, from the definition of of, ) 6; F? = a? + o7. Given the incidence ofthetrait

I, the average inbreeding amongthe affected (F,) as well as the average inbreeding

(«) and the variance of the inbreeding coefficient (a7) of the general population, we

can estimate A and B values using the equations just given. Further refinements

in the methods of estimation, and standarderrors of the estimates are given by

Morton, (1960) to whom this treatment is due.

One could also carry the analysis further by testing whether each inbreeding

coefficient is correctly represented. The distribution function of F, provides the

basis for computing these expectations.
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7.7. Variation in gene frequency as a cause of overestimates ofgene number.

The random deleterious load (that is, the frequency before selection of carriers

of the defects in the absence of inbreeding) for a fully recessive gene, assumed to

cause no prereproductive mortality, is q’.

With inbreeding F, the load is

Lp=d-PI)V+ FYd=+FOI- dq)

where, as usual, summation is overall relevantloci. Therefore

Ly =A+t BF,

where

A=) q’,

B=) q-). q’,

A+B=)4q.

As A is usually very small, B~ ) q. If deleterious alleles at the ith locus have

frequency g;, with mean g = ) q,/n, and variance

y q; — (2.4)

o- = q n 9

then

\ qi = nd,

2

y q? = no, + 2a

and so

(B+A? (Day? _ (ng
A » qi no? 4 24)

Hence, B?/A is equalto n only if the gene frequencies q; are all equal and a7 is zero.

Otherwise, the estimate of n obtained by taking it equal to B?/A will be smaller

than the true value by a factor

[
9

N
i
e
N

e1 +

Q
I

This quantity cannot be obtained directly from present data. Its magnitude

might, however, be guessed, assuming that the variation of mutation rates is the

same for the category of mimic genes considered as that estimated for X-chromo-
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some mutations (Chapter 3). The unselected mutation rates must be considered,
and the mean and variance of these was computed to be M = 3.1 x 107” and
V=1.1x10~**; thelatter is computed from

V= M?(e"em —~1)=(3.1x 1077)? (29-461/0.434? ~1)~ 1.1 107?2

(see Example 3.6 and Section 3.8). At equilibrium, with s = 1,q = (u)!/ (see
Chapter 3). Hence weare interested in the variance of (u)'/?, which is approximately
o7/4jt (see Appendix I), or more simply, in the quantity

2 2C4 Oi
T (Su?

 

>

whichis

o, V

42 ~ aM?
Assuming that average mutation rates are the same as for sex-linked mutant

genes, the correction factor is 2.9. This computation neglects a source of variation

in gene frequencies that is probably important, namely that due to random drift

(see Chapter 8). There are formulas giving the variation expected at equilibrium for

gene frequencies under the balance of mutation and selection, but it is doubtful

whether equilibrium conditions apply.
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Population Structure

Population structure refers to the results of such diverse evolutionary factors as

population size, mobility, and nonrandom mating. In predicting consequences of

mutation and selection in Mendelian populations we have so far assumed that

mating is completely random and that populations are infinitely large. We now

discard these assumptions in order to make models that are morerealistic. This is

done by expanding the concept of population structure to include the available know-

ledge concerning some of the properties of real populations, such as their size and

the probabilities of mating between individuals of a given type. In the simple

random mating model any twoindividuals of the same sex have the same probability

of mating with a given individual of the other sex, but this clearly is not true of any

human population.

Wehave already seen the consequencesofa special type of deviation from ran-

dom mating: mating betweenrelatives. In the simplest infinite-population random-

mating model this event does not take place. But in real populations it does. We

have, then, slightly altered the model of an infinite population to take account of

the possibility of mating betweenrelatives.
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8.1 Random Genetic Drift

Random genetic drift is the random fluctuation ofgene frequencies in a population
offinite size.

The greatest advocate of the importance ofdrift in evolution is S. Wright, who
contributed many of the early theoretical developments. The mathematics of drift
theory is exceedingly complex. Complete solutions of many of the problems have
not, so far, been carried out. Recent analytical developments, however,in thefield
of stochastic processes have helped to refine and generalize some of the earlier
solutions and to obtain new ones.

Wewill, to start with, simplify our problem by idealizing considerably a popu-
lation of humans and viewing it as that of an organism with nonoverlapping
generations, in which all individuals of each generation are born, reproduce,anddie
at roughly the same time. We can further simplify our problem by considering not
the individuals, but rather their genes. This simplification is adequate from the
point of view of ourpresent interests, as long as we assumethatthereis no selection.
Whenthereis selection, phenotypes—and therefore individuals—have to be taken
into account.

Considering one locus, we therefore have 2N genes rather than N individuals,
where N refers to the numberof individuals forming the group that participates in
reproduction, and we take this number to be constant from generation to genera-
tion. We assume that there are twoalleles at the locus, A and a, with relative
frequencies Py and gy = 1 — po at the beginning. Subscripts of p and gq indicate

the generation number. Weare interested in the gene frequencies p,, p,...D,

that can be expected in the successive generations. If there is no mutation and no

selection, we expect p, to be equal to py, and so on for p, --- p,. The fact that the
populationis finite, however, givesrise to fluctuations in the actual observed gene
frequency from generation to generation. We thus expect p, to be equal to Po;
on an average, butfind that an observedp, is similar, but usually not actually iden-
tical, to po. There is a sampling process involved in determining which genes the
individuals of the next generation carry, and this introducesa statistical fluctuation
of the gene frequencies.

The formation of the next generation can be viewed as a sampling process.

For creating a new generation individuals form gametes, usually in very large
numbers (males of most species form many more gametes than do females). Every
gamete receives, at random, one or the other gene that an individual received at
any given locus from his father and mother. Only a small fraction of gametes, how-
ever, succeed in uniting with gametes of the opposite sex, anddevelop into adults.
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Thus, the next generation is formed by a sample, usually a relatively small sample,

of all the possible gametes. Unless gametes containing one allele are favored at

some stage over those containing the other, the gametes that are successful in

producing zygotes can be considered to be a random sample with respectto alleles

A and a. For

a

given locus, the frequencies of A and a in generation 1 depend on

the particular sample of successful gametes, and thus p, is the result of random

sampling of 2N gametes (N male and N female)—that1s, of 2N genes—from a gene

population in which the frequencies of the alleles A and a were pp and qo. The

sample size is twice the numberof adults in the population.

In this way, p, can have any value between 0 and | (extremes included), and we

can predict exactly the probability that p, takes any particularvalue. The sampling

conditions are such that they obey closely the rules of binomial sampling, and the

distribution of probabilities that thus ensues is the positive binomial, a very well-

known probability distribution that is given in Appendix I. Before we continue,

however, it is important to realize a fundamental property of drift, namely its

cumulative behavior.

Drift is the result of the accumulation of sampling fluctuations generation after

generation.

Because of the sampling process, p, is not in most real instances identical to po,

thoughit is usually similar and, as probability rules show, the expected value ofp,

is equal to py (see Appendix I). In a real population, p, is a certain value, probably

not too far from py, and for the formation of the next generation the gene frequency

of A, p,, dependssolely on p,, and notat all on the py value. The gametes that form

the individuals of the next generation are drawn from the individuals of the present

generation, among which the gene frequency of A is p,. Thus, there is again a

random sample of 2N genes, chosen according to the rules of binomial sampling,

but now with the expectation p, for A, and so on for the succeeding generations.

Wehavealready mentionedthat p, may be 0 or 1, and this is also true ofp, --: p,.

Clearly, if p; for any generation 7 is O or 1, the gene frequency in the succeeding

generations can change no more,for oneallele has become extinct (A if p = 0, aif

p = 1) and the other has becomefixed. Only new mutation, or migration from an

outside population, can restore the lost variation.

In the absence of mutation, migration, andSelection, the ultimate outcomeofgenetic

drift is always fixation of one allele and loss of the other (or others).

Thereis a finite, though possibly very small, probability, at every generation, that

all gametes forming zygotes carry the sameallele. If the process of sampling is
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continued indefinitely, the probability that fixation occursis one. There is no defi-
nite time by which fixation will] certainly have occurred: an average fixation time
can be computed, however, which depends on population size, as we shall see. In
order to makeit easier for those who are unfamiliar with statistics to understand
drift, it helps to carry out; mentally at least, a simulation experiment.

Genetic drift may be simulated by a random sampling process.

There are many ways in which a sampling process such as the one described can
be simulated. For teaching purposesit is often convenient to makeuse of beans of
two different colors and start, for instance, with equal proportions of, say, white
and gray beans and take a random sample of, say, 10 beans. To be exact, sampling
should be carried out “with replacement,”’ that is, every bean should be returned
to the collection after each sampling,so as notto alter the probability of extracting
a bean of a given color at every trial. This is not what happensin reality because
sampled gametes are used up, but their numberis so large that the probability at
subsequent samplings is in practice unaltered. The 10 chosen beans may be taken
to represent an adult population of 5 individuals. If, for example, among the indi-
viduals there is a p, gene frequency of 40 percent, and we decideto let white beans
stand for A alleles, implying that initially 4 out of the 10 beans were white and 6
gray, then we must take a random sample of 10 beans from acollection in which
there are 40 percent white and 60 percent gray. These 10 beanswill give us p, and
SO on.

There is a less cumbersome way of carrying out the sampling experiment that
requires no material objects and that may serve as an introduction to simulation
experiments done by computer. Simulation is a widely used technique for solving
problemsthat do not readily yield to mathematical analysis. The method used for
computers will be given here with a simple example.
The procedure of random samplingis imitated by using random numbers. These

are numbers of one or moredigits, in which each digit has the same probability of
occurring, and there is no correlation between successive digits or numbers. An
extract of a published table of random digits is given in Table 8.1.

Wefirst form a random sample of 10 genes from a population that contains
50 percent A and 50 percent a genes. To do this we need random numbers of one
digit only, and we need as manydifferent random numbersas there are genes to be
included in the sample. We can simulate a 50 percent probability of an A gene’s
being chosen by taking a random number between 0 and4 inclusive as being an A
gene, and a random numberbetween 5 and9 inclusive as being an a gene. We can
use any line or column of random numbers. Taking the third line, say, we have
5, 8, 3, 6, 2, 3, 5, 9, 7, 2. This gives a, a, A, a, A, A, a, a, a, A. Therefore,in thefirst
generation we have 4 out of the 10 genes at the locus, or 40 percent, being A. This
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Sample of Random Digits

 

A
U
n
O
W
O
N
K
F
K
K
H
W
A
P
R
A
A
N
A
U
N
N
D
R
D
W
O
U
N
W
o

D
O
O
N
N
O
W
M
A
W
N
U
O
A
N
U
D
W
A
H
A
T
O
W

A
H
A

w
W
w
o
U
n
A
r
d
i
I
i
I
i
t
i
k
h

PR
W
W
A
A
R
N
O
N
W
W
O
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O
O
F

N
A
N
U
O
N
A
R
H
D
W
O
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O
U
O
N
A
A
D
A
A
A
T
N
A
Y
W
©

O
N
n
F
M
O
B
R
W
O
W
U
O
n
N

Y
O
O
T
O
N
W
O
N
>

O
R
O
O
M
W
R
R
K
R
O
N
P
O
U
O
K
F
R
D
A
N
O
W
H

=
W
O
N
F
O
W
N
N
W
W
N
A
N
A
H
W
U
N

®

O
R
A
D
A
O
U
A
A
A
N
D
U
O
N
H
K
A
W
D
W
N
H
O
O
M

=
M
W
O
e

N
D
O
W
U
N
A
H
H
K
E

A
D
O
W
A
O
A
A
N

O
W
R
O
U
N
H
K
F
K
H
A
W
K
O
T
D
U
O
N
W
R

N
N
Y

D
N

 

Source: From Fisher and Yates (1953).

TABLE 8.2

Simulation of Random Genetic Drift by Random Numbers. The transformation rule is dictated by

the proportion ofgenes in the preceding generation, so that the expectedfrequency of random

digits representing A (or a) equals the gene frequency of A (or a) in the earlier generation.

 

  

Rule for Transforming Random Corresponding Percentage of

Generation Random Numbers Numbers into Genes Genes A Genes

0 — — — 50

1 5836235972 0,1,2,3,4 = A; 5,6,7,8,9 =a aaAaAAaaaA 40

2 0077803391 0,1,2,3 = A; 4,5,6,7,8,9 =a AAaaaAAAaA 60

3 0006321861 0,1,2,3,4,5 = A; 6,7,8,9 =a AAAaAAAaadA 70

4 6656266783 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 = A; 7,8,9=a AAAAAAAaaA 80

5 5347912192 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 = A; 8,9=a AAAAaAAAaA 80

6 8682097279 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 = A; 8,9=a aAaAAaAAAa 60

7 7589902910 0,1,2,3,4,5 = A; 6,7,8,9 =a aAaaaAAaAA 50

8 8730943069 0,1,2,3,4 = A; 5,6,7,8,9 =a aaAAaAAAaa 50

9 4934723241 0,1,2,3,4 = A; 5,6,7,8,9 =a AaAAaAAAAA 80

10 8249002458 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 = A; 8,9=a aAAaAAAAAa 70

11 6546512836 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 = A; 7,8,9 =a AAAAAAAQAA 90

12 1876043881 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 = A; 9=a AAAAAAAAAA 100
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is the probability ofA genes for the next generation, and wesimulate sampling from
it by taking digits 0, 1, 2,3 as being A genes, andall other digits as being a genes.
Random sampling is repeated, using say, the fourth line of random numbers in
Table 8.1, 0, 0, 7, 7, 8, 0, 3, 3, 9, 1, and gives 60 percent of A genes. This procedure
is shown in Table 8.2 and carried out until the twelfth generation, when the gene a
becomesextinct.

Figure 8.1 shows the vagaries of the gene frequency of A ina graphic form. An
example of a computer program designed to carry out similar “ Montecarlo”
experimentsis given in Appendix I.
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FIGURE 8.1

Variation in the frequency of a gene with time

under drift. (Data of Table 8.2.)

The experiment can be repeated a numberof times creating a distribution of the

gene frequencies foundat any given generation. The results of 100 such experiments,

done by computer, are given in the form of histograms in Figure 8.2. Already by the

fifth generation one allele or the otheris fixed in many populations, and the number

of populations in which gene A is fixed is approximately equal to that in which

gene a is fixed. This is because we have started with the same number of A and a

alleles.

8.2 Prediction of the Extent of Variation
of Gene Frequencies after m Generations

It is simple to predict, using the binomial expansion, the distribution of gene

frequencies after just one generation. But after two generations, or more, the pro-

cedure is complicated by the fact that we must consider all possible outcomes of

earlier generations. This can still be easily done numerically and is done in Example
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FIGURE 8.2

Results of 100 experiments in which computers were

used to simulate random genetic drift for two

alleles at a single locus. The distribution of the A

allele in each experiment at a given generation (f) is

given for a selected numberof ¢ values. The

population is made of 10 genes(that is, 5 diploid

individuals) and the initial gene frequencyis 0.5 in

all 100 experiments.
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8.1 for n = 3. For a high n, numerical computations becomevery long, but a com-
puter program can help us to obtain the distribution. An example of distributions
calculated with a computeris given in Figure 8.3.
The full theoretical treatment of the prediction of the gene-frequencydistribu-

tion after n generations has been given by Kimura (1955a, 1964). The equation giving
the exact distribution is exceedingly complex. Weinclude here simply its expansion
into series:

O(p, x, t) = 6p(1 — p)e~/?% + 30p(1 — p)(1 — 2p)(1 — 2x)e7 34/24 4 «ee, (8.1)

where p is the initial gene frequency, t is the time in generations, x the genefre-
quencyafter t generations, and ¢ the proportion of populations with gene frequency

x at time t, given p. This expansion is used in Figure 8.4.

At any time, the mean of this distribution is p, so that on an average the gene

frequency remains the same, but it will change in any real finite population.

Eventually, after an infinitely long time, one or the otherallele is fixed in all popu-

lations, and the proportion of populations in which A is fixed is p, and that in

whichaisfixed 1 — p, in agreement with theconstancyofthe average gene frequency.

Thevariance of the gene frequenciesin the different populations increases with time

in a way that can be predicted from the distribution, and also in simpler ways, as

will be seen later.

The theoretical distribution is given in Figure 8.4 for p=0.5 and p= 0.1, at

various times. It may be seen that it tends to flatten into a ‘“‘rectangular”distri-

bution at t = 2N if p = 0.5. As t increases more and more populations have gene

frequencies of 0 or 100 percent.

The mean time for fixation is roughly 2N.

It is clear that the time for fixation depends on theinitial gene frequency, p, and

on the population size, N. The probability of fixation (or loss) increases with time

but becomes one only after an infinitely long time. For large values of t, Kimura

has obtained the following approximation for the proportion of populations

fixed as a function of ¢ (in generations) andthe initial frequency pg :

P(t, Po) = 1 — 6po(1 — poe7”. (8.2)

In Figure 8.5 are given the proportions of populations in which an allele is fixed, as

a function of time, using the method of Example 8.1, for various population sizes.

The mean fixation time in generations has been computed by Ewens (1969), using

the diffusion approximation, to be

T = 4N[Po log. Po + (1 — po)log-l — Po)I. (8.3)
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Theoretical distribution of gene frequencies under

random genetic drift in a population of N= 5

individuals (10 genes) corresponding to the observed

distribution in Figure 8.2. The method of computation

is given in Example 8.1.
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The process of changein the probability dis-
tribution of gene frequency, due to random
sampling of gametes in reproduction. It is

assumed that the population starts from the
gene frequency 0.5 in A and 0.1 in B. The
symbol ¢ indicates time (in generations), and

N the effective size (number of genes) of the
population. (From Kimura, 1955b.)
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Proportion of populations in which oneallele is fixed

under random genetic drift. (See Example 8.1.) The

initial gene frequencyis 0.5, n is the number of genes,

N is the numberof individuals in the population (= 47).

The expression in brackets is 0.69 for p = 0.5, and then T= 2.8N, which is the

maximum value that T can take. For p= 0.05, T=0.8N, and for p = 0.005,

T = 0.03N. Meanfixation time becomesshorter as p approaches0 or 1 becauseit is

then dominated by the shorter time necessary to get to the nearer boundary

(p = 0 if po < 0.5, or p = 1 if po > 0.5).

The expected value of the gene frequency in populations differentiating under drift

remainsthe initial gene frequency.

If we have k populations, all of equal size (each having N individuals), reproduc-

ing under completeisolation, andall starting with a common gene frequency po for

a given allele, each population drifts independently, and heterogeneity between their

gene frequencies is bound to increase with time. We have seen the general distri-

bution of gene frequencies under drift. We are now interested in deriving the two

simplest parameters of this distribution, the mean and the variance. The mean can

be obtained as the expected value of gene frequencies. The expected value of a ran-

dom variable is the sum of the products of all the possible values it can assume

times their corresponding probabilities. An expected value is denoted by E.It is

useful to remember that E(cx) = cE(x) when x is a random variate and c is a con-

stant, and that E(x + y) = E(x) + E(y) when x andy are two random variates (see

also Appendix I).

If we have one generation of random sampling, the expected value of the gene

frequencies obtained by sampling is equal to the gene frequencyof the initial popu-

lation. This carries on, generation after generation, so that the expected gene fre-

quencyofall populations derived by random drift from an initial population having
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gene frequency py remainsat p, for all times. Therefore for any generation ft, the
expected p, remains

E(p,) = Po-

It is therefore expected, as shown by Equations 8.1 and 8.2 that the mean ofall
gene frequencies remains the same underdrift, although the gene frequency of any
particular population may change dramatically.

For evaluating the variance of gene frequencies under drift it is useful to study
first the decrease of overall heterozygosis in independently drifting populations, each
mating at random, and therefore each subject to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

8.3 Heterogeneity Between Populations under
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium and Wahlund’s Formula

Suppose we take k populations with different gene frequencies, each in Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium and mix them, withoutletting reproduction take place. We
have

 

 

Genotype frequencies

Population Gene frequency AA Aa aa

1 Pi Pi 24,
P2 P22p2d2 3

k Pr Pe Pee =k

where p; = 1 — q;, for the ith population, for all values of i from 1 to k.

Weimagine for simplicity that each population is formed by the same numberof

individuals, If all populations are pooled, the average gene frequencyis

>» P,
Pa

where the sum, y; is over all values of 7 from 1 to k.

Wedefine the variance of the k gene frequencies to be

2
2 2Pi _ 7p

oO 9

where we use the divisor & rather than k — 1 as we are dealing with a theoretical

and not an empirical variance. The average frequency of heterozygotes Aais

~ » (27:4) .>p, ~> PP? (? 7 22 2 Pi)— eit ig Shi _ Fi _ of 5_ _ Pi
A k ak PO POTPe

= 2(p — p’ — 0°) = 2(pq — 0”), (8.4)
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using the equation just given for o2, Equation 8.4 can be rewritten as follows

2
_ _ OG
H= 2pi(1 — -.). (8.5)

Similarly, the mean frequencies of homozygotes are

AA: p? +0,

aa: G? +o".

Thus, when populations with different gene frequencies but each at Hardy-Wein-

berg equilibrium are pooled, there is an overall deficiency of heterozygotes and an

excess of homozygotes, by a quantity that is twice the variance of the gene fre-

quencies ofthe individual populations. The decrease ofoverall heterozygosity under

drift is a direct measure of the heterogeneity between populations drifting inde-

pendently. We will refer to

computed from the gene frequencies of a group of populations as the standardized,

or Wahlund’s, variance of gene frequencies.

It is important to emphasize that the decrease in heterozygosity is in overall

heterozygosity. Since each individual population is mating at random, Hardy-

Weinberg proportions are maintained within any given population, subject only to

minor perturbations becauseofits finite size. The effects of random genetic drift

are not, therefore, generally detectable as a departure from the Hardy-Weinberg

law in any single population, but as an overall deficiency of heterozygotes in the

pooled populations, as indicated by the derivation of Equation 8.5.

The inbreeding and kinship coefficients have a close relation to the standardized

variance o*/pq.

Wehaveseenthat the overall frequency of heterozygotes in a set of populations

drifting independently is defined by

2

2pq — 20? = 2pa( - “),
pq

where o” is the variance of gene frequencies between populations, and p and q are

the mean gene frequencies.
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On the other hand, we knowthat, under inbreeding, the equilibrium frequency of
heterozygotes in any given population is

2pq(1 — F),
where F is the coefficient of inbreeding. Thus, from the homology of these two
expressions, o7/pq is a measure of departure of the total population from random
mating that is analogousto the inbreeding coefficient. Inbreedingitself may lead to
substantial departures from random mating within a single population, while, as
already has been pointed out, random genetic drift, in general, does not. The
quantity o?/pq can be thought of as a form of inbreeding coefficient for a group of
populations, as opposed to an inbreeding coefficient for an individual.

Malécot (1948) has defined the inbreeding coefficient F of an individual as the
probability that, for a given locus, he carries two genesidentical by descent on the
two corresponding homologous chromosomes (see Chapter 7). If there is no
mutation, F is identical to the coefficient of kinship of the parents. The coefficient of
kinship, f, between two individuals J and J is defined as the probability that a gene
taken at random from J, at a given locus, be identical by descent to a gene taken
at random from J at the samelocus.It is (see Example 8.2) the same as the inbreed-
ing coefficient of the progeny of the two individuals whose kinship is being
measured, apart from a usually negligible correction factor (namely, that due to

mutation having occurred in the gametes giving rise to the progeny). The mean

kinship coefficientfcan be equated to Wahlund’s variance, o7/pg. Whenthis variance

refers to a single population, then o? is the expected varianceofthe gene frequencies

based on repeated realizations of the history of the particular population.

The variance between populations increases, approximately, with time, under drift

alone, according to a simple formula.

We can compute the increase of the variance between gene frequencies of inde-

pendently drifting populations as a function of time. As shown in Example 8.3, the

overall frequency of heterozygotes in populations undergoing drift, decreases with

time ¢ (in generations) according to the formula

H 1 \'Hy _ (1 _ =) mw en H2N, (8.6)Ho 2N

Here H, is the mean heterozygote frequency of the populations at time t. We can

thus use Equation 8.5 for H on the assumption that p is the mean and o? the vari-

ance of the gene frequencies at time t.

Since

2

Pq
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and we have shown that p =p,the initial frequency, so that Hy = 2pq, we can

write, from Equations 8.5 and 8.6,

2
O A — eo t/2N (8.7)

This equation showsvery simply the expected way in which the variance o” should

increase with time. The mode of increase is shown graphically in Figure 8.6 in
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FIGURE 8.6
Increase in variance of gene frequencies o? with time
under random genetic drift. Initial gene frequency

p=1/2. Dividing o? by pq (=1/4 in this case) gives

the standardized (Wahlund’s) variance, The symbol NV
represents the number of diploid individuals. Solid
curves are computed by the method given in Example

8.1, and dashed curves by the approximation

pq(i — e~*/?%), which is excellent for N greater than or

equal to 25.

which both exact values (computed as in Example 8.1) and approximate values

computed by using this equation are given. (This result wasfirst derived, in different

ways, by Wright, 1931, and Fisher, 1930. See also Crow, 1954.)

Whenthe numberof generationst is small relative to N,

e tl2Nn ~ 1 _J

2N

and so

o? t
7g ~ ON’ (8.8)

The rate of increase in o?/pq slows downas t approaches N and o*/pq approaches

its maximum value of one. In fact, when in all populations one or the other of the
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two alleles has become fixed, there will be p populations made of A alleles only,
1 — p of a alleles only, and the variance of the gene frequencies will then assumeits
maximum value:

Omax = PQ,

which is approached gradually as t increases. The Wahlund’s variance is one when
o* is at its maximum.

These formulas are only approximate but they do indicate in a simple way the

kinetics of divergence between populations due to genetic drift. They also indicate

that the Wahlund’s variance o*/pg is a useful and important measure of the

differences between populations in that it supplies a simple relationship for the

expected variation due to drift. In the early stages of divergence due to drift, the

Wahlund’s variance is simply proportional to the time in generations divided by

the number of genes forming the population.

8.4 Equilibrium Between Drift
and Linear Evolutionary Pressures

Usually, when two or more populations of the same species evolve independently

in different areas, genetic isolation between them is not complete. An exchange of

individuals slows down the differentiation between populations caused by drift.

Thus, migration can buffer drift, and the buffering effect depends on the extent of

migration.

We will again make recourse to a highly simplified model, which will later be

extended to make it morerealistic. We will consider an isolated population of con-

stant size N and initial gene frequency p,, which exchanges a constant number of

individuals per generation with an outside population that has a gene frequency p,

whichis sufficiently large that random fluctuations of gene frequencies in it may be

ignored. The number of immigrants that the population under discussion receives

per generation, is given as m. The fundamental property of this modelis that fixa-

tion of one of the alleles is not necessarily the ultimate fate of the population. A

distribution of gene frequencies around a meanwill still be found evenafter infinite

time. Thefinal or so-called steady-state distribution has an expected gene frequency

p (that of the population from which the immigrants come) and, for small m, the

Wahlund’s variance can be shown to be

oF 1 (8.9)

pq 1+4Nm’

A simple demonstration of a closely analogousresult is given in Example 8.5.

The shapes of the distributions at various times, for different Nm values, and
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Asymptotic behavior of the distribution

curve for gene frequenciesin a finite
population with migration. In all three

drawings, the gene frequency of the

immigrants is assumed to be 0.5 and

the initial frequency in the population

to be 0.2. The symbol N represents the
numberof individuals in the popula-
tion, and m the rate of migration.

The sameresult is obtained for any

linear pressure of size m. (From Crow
and Kimura, 1956.)

with p = 0.5, and aninitial frequency of py = 0.2 are shown in Figure 8.7. (These

curves are based on an involved theoretical treatment first given by Crow and

Kimura, 1956. Similar approximate results were obtained much earlier by Wright,

1931.) Because of the initial frequency p = 0.2, the distributions are skew until

t = oo, at which timea steadystate is reached. The distributions are then symmetric

because the immigrant gene frequency is p = 0.5. They are U-shaped—showing
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that many populationsare nearfixation—if 4Nm < 2; rectangular if 4Nm = 2; and

bell-shaped otherwise—showingthat few populationsare nearfixation. For4Nm < 2

there are populations in which an allele is temporarily fixed, but the arrival of

immigrants in the next generation can restore the missing allele. The gene frequency

of a temporarily fixed population is, however, constant in time, because a steady-

state equilibrium between drift and migration has been reached.

Mutation and, in general, linear systematic pressures have the same effect as

migration in counterbalancing drift.

Evolutionary factors whose action on gene frequencies can be described by an

equation of the type

Ap = —D(p — ), (8.10)

that is, factors which lead to a rate of change that is linear in the gene frequencies,

are often described as linear systematic pressures. They cause gene frequencies to

return to an equilibrium at p, where b is the coefficient of recall (see Chapter 3).

Migration is such a linear pressure. If, at every generation, m immigrants come from

a population that has a gene frequency p, Equation 8.17 applies with b = m and

p = p to give Ap = —m(p — p) = —mp + mp. Mutation, similarly,is a linear press-

ure, with b = » +v and an equilibrium frequency p—thatis, v/(u +v). Thus

 * Ap=—-(ut+vyptv= —(u+)(p— ) (8.11)
ety

Selection is not, in general, a linear pressure. When, however, we consider gene

frequencies that are close enough to equilibrium, we may assumethat stabilizing

selection is approximately linear (see Chapter 4). If s, and s, are the selective dis-

advantages of the two homozygotes andthe fitness of the heterozygote is 1, then

p =5,](s, + S52), and, near equilibrium, we may use the approximate equation

Ap ~ (sy + 52)pq(q — 4)

to obtain (from the slope at equilibrium)

 
SS -

Ap ~ —-—— (p — ). (8.12)

These factors, when small, can be combined, in the coefficient b of the equation

of linear change (8.10) to give, as an approximation,

 
S18 |

b=m+tputv+—~, (8.13)
S; + S2
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and

v-+kp* + mp

utvtk+m
 p= (8.14)

where k = s,5,/(s; + 52), p* = S2/(s,; + S52) and as before, p is the gene frequency

among the immigrants. Provided that b is not too large, Equation 8.9 given above

for the variance of gene frequencies under equilibrium between drift and migration

is valid for the more general case of the equilibrium between drift and all linear

systematic pressures. Thus at equilibrium the expected value of the gene frequency

is p, and the Wahlund’s variance of gene frequenciesis

o? 1
— =—— (8.15)
pq 1+4Nb

as long as b (as given by Equation 8.14) is small.

As the mutation rates yp and v are likely to be much smaller than the other two

pressures, they can usually be neglected when there is significant selection or

migration.

The equilibrium between drift and linear pressures leads to a steady-state distribution

ofgene frequencies.

Wright (1937) was the first to give the function for the equilibrium distribution

of gene frequencies under the joint effect of drift and linear pressures (mutation,

migration, and linearized stabilizing selection). The distribution is valid for the

steady state in which the increase in the variance of the distribution due to the

effect of drift is exactly balanced by the buffering effect of the linear pressure,

so that the variance remains constant.

The steady-state distribution of the gene frequencies is a beta distribution (see

Appendix I) as follows

b(p) = Cp*r?P-*(1 — pyran? (8.16)

where C is a constant making the area of the distribution unity. This distribution

has the mean and variance already given. Its shape depends on the values 4Nbp

and 4Nb@q. Considering, for simplicity, that only mutation is involved, then bp = v

and bg = uw. The curve given by Equation 8.15 is U-shaped when 4Nbp and 4Npg

are less than 1—in other words, if N<ip or iv. If 4Nu = 4Nv = 1, then the

distribution is rectangular; it is bell-shaped if these values are greater than 1

(Figure 8.8).
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Steady-state distribution of the gene frequency g under mutation pressures,

assuming ps = v. The general form of the distribution is

p(q) = Cq’-*(1 — gq)" ~* = Cla —g)]e*”~*, where U= V=
4Nu = 4Nv. (From Li, 1955.)

Drift may affect the balance between selection and deleterious mutations.

It is well known that the likelihood of finding persons who are homozygous for

certain deleterious mutant genes is greater in isolated communities, such as those

in alpine valleys or on small islands, than elsewhere. This holds for the mutant

alleles that cause albinism, deaf mutism, mental deficiency, and other recessive

pathological conditions.

It has been shown by Wright (1938) that the joint action of selection against a

fully recessive, deleterious gene a that has a fitness value 1 — s (in homozygotesaa)

of mutation from A to a that proceedsat a rate p, and of drift leads to a steady-state

distribution of the form

Cer 2Nsq?g4Nu— 1

1—q °
 (4) = (8.17)

which is usually extremely skew or J-shaped, when N is not too large. The symbol g

represents the frequency of the allele a. As an example, the distributions for a lethal

gene (s = 1) with a mutation rate of » = 10~° and various N values are given in

Figure 8.9.

The steady-state gene-frequency distribution for deleterious recessives has a

mean that is equal to the value expected under the deterministic model if N is very

large, namely g = (1/s,)'/?. The mean, however, becomes somewhat smaller with

decreasing N. Thusit is g = 0.0032 for 1» = 10°°, s=1, N= 10°; with N = 10°,

g = 0.003; with N = 10*, g = 0.002; with NV = 10°, g = 0.0008; and with N = 107,

q = 0.00026 (Wright, 1939b). The probability that g may have a large value in a

small population may, however, be quite high, even though the mean is small.
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FIGURE 8.9

Distribution of a rare recessive lethal gene, with

y= 107°. Note that the mean g = (u)'/? =
(0.00001)!/* = 0.00316 in large populations and

becomes increasingly small as N decreases.

(Based on Wright, 1937, 1939; from Li, 1955.)

8.5 The Interaction of Drift and Selection:

Some Further Considerations

Additive directional selection increases fixation rates.

Unlike mutation and migration, selection pressures are not generally linear

functions of gene frequencies, because selection acts on phenotypes, and so involves

squared terms for genotype frequencies in diploid populations. The mathematical

analysis of the effect of selection is, therefore, always more complicated than that

of mutation and migration. In particular this is true of the interaction of selection

with drift, which necessarily requires an indeterministic or stochastic treatment, the

mathematics of which is always complex and it is usually impossible to obtain

exact solutions with nonlinear pressures. The usual treatment of selection models

that assumesthe populationis infinitely large (as in Chapter 4)is called deterministic.

A treatment that takes into accountstatistical fluctuations, such as random drift

due to finite population size, is called stochastic.

There is one feature commonto all selection processes when they are considered

jointly with drift and in the absence of other factors. They always culminate in

fixation or extinction. This is obviously true of selection, which eventually favors

one particular allele. But it is also true of selection for heterozygote advantage.

One might think that such selection would keep gene frequencies at someinter-

mediate level near or at the deterministic heterotic equilibrium value. Actually this
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is not so, for if there is no mutation or migration, drift is an irreversible process.

Lost alleles are irreplaceable and so, once anallele is fixed, there is no possibility

of reversion (except by migration or mutation). Therefore, even when selection

favors heterozygotes, as long as this is the sole factor in a finite population, drift

will always ultimately cause fixation or extinction. Selection for the heterozygote

may, however, slow downthe process.

A full treatment of selection and drift has been given by Kimura (1964) for the

simplest case of selection, called genic or additive selection, in which selective co-

efficients for the various genotypes are additive, as in the followingset:

AA Aa aa

1 l—s 1-25.

 

Here the rate of change in gene frequency per generation is approximately (see

Chapter3)

Ap = sp4q,

with the approximation improving as s becomes smaller. Eventually, the A allele

will be fixed in almost all populations. At intermediate times the distribution of

gene frequencies can be computed, butit is especially interesting to compute the

steady-state rate of decay of heterozygosity. This rate is valid for large values oft

whenthe pattern of change tendsto take onits limiting form. The rate is (Kimura,

1954, 1955, 1964)

1 + 2(Ns)* — z$43(Ns)*
2N
 

and is therefore higher than that due to drift alone, which is 1/2N.

In a finite population, fixation of a selected allele does actually proceed to

completion.

Anotheraspect of the interaction of selection anddrift is that, in a finite popula-

tion, fixation of an allele selected for can actually occur, while in an infinite popu-

lation fixation is only approached asymptotically (that is, only reached ataninfinite

time). Ewens (1969) has given a formula for computing, approximately, the mean

fixation time, under additive selection, and underselection in favor of a dominant.

The effect of drift is noticeable only when gene frequencies are very near zero or

one. The time spentin the rest of the frequency rangeis largely unaffected by drift.

Table 8.3 showsthis effect.
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TABLE 8.3

Approximate Times (in Generations) Spent in Various Frequency Ranges,

Using the Following Fitness Values. Case 1: AA, 1.002; Aa, 1.001; aa, 1.000.
Case 2: AA, 1.001; Aa, 1.001; aa, 1.000
 

  

 

Case 1 Case 2

Finite Finite
A Gene Infinite Population Infinite Population

Frequency Range Population (N = 10°) Population (N = 10°)

0.1-0.99 13600 13600 105700 85500

0.99-0.999 4600 4500 902300 34500

0.999-0.99999 13800 2690 99 x 10° 4000
 

Source: Adapted from Ewens(1969).

Stabilizing selection (heterosis) may cause retardation offixation.

Theoretical analysis has confirmed the intuitive prediction that stabilizing selec-

tion can act to retard the rate of fixation of alleles under drift, even if it cannot

prevent it entirely. One interesting conclusion is, however, that this is not always

true. In fact it was found by Robertson (1962) and confirmed by Kimura (1964)

that the retardation factor depends on the equilibrium gene frequency. If we take

a system with fitness values:

1 — Sy for AA,

l for Aa,

l—s, for aa,

the equilibrium gene frequency will be

S2 
Poo = Sp +55

for the A gene, and will be 50 percent if 5, = s,. It is for this value of p,, that the

retardation effect is at its maximum. When, however, s, is different from S, and

thus p,, # 4, the retardation is smaller; for p,, approximately <0.2 or >0.8, there

is actually an acceleration of the fixation process.

Some results given by Robertson (1962) are shown in Figure 8.10. The retardation

factor in the figure is the ratio between the rate of decay at the given steady state

in a population of N individuals subject to heterosis and that of a population of the

same size subject to drift alone, which is 1/2N. The retardation factor becomesless

than 1—thatis, there is acceleration of fixation, when p is out of range 0.2-0.8.
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FIGURE 8.10
Graphs showing retardation factor as a function of equilibrium gene

frequency for various values of N and (s; +52), where N is the effective
size of the population, and s; and sz are the coefficients of selection

against the two homozygotes. (From Robertson, 1962.)

Other work, both theoretical and Montecarlo or numerical simulation, on this

general problem has been published (see Bodmer, 1960; Kimura, 1964). By means

of the numerical approach given in Example 8.1, which is exact and can take selec-

tion into account, we haveessentially confirmed this dependence of retardation on

the equilibrium gene frequency. Thus, with a small population (nm = 10) having an

initial gene frequency of 0.5, we have obtained the data given in Table 8.4.

The table shows retardation, as expected, for p,, = 4 and also shows that the

meantimeoffixation increases with s. Retardation is, however, almost absent when

selection forces the gene frequency from its initial value of 4 towards a peripheral

value. It is worth noting that the expected proportion of A genes in the last two

experiments (5 percent and 95 percent, respectively) was not reached, because

fixation took place early enoughto stabilize the gene frequency at fixation at 10.3

percent and 89.7 percent, respectively.

In another experiment, the initial gene frequency was kept at 0.05. Fixation was

then accelerated by the presence of heterosis, unless it was mild (see Table 8.5).
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TABLE 8.4

Stabilizing Selection and Drift. Initial gene frequency: po = 0.5.

 

Time to
Fixation, in Generations

 

     
Type ofSelection Sy S2 Mean Standard Deviation

None 0 0 26.2 19.7

Heterotic (po = 0.5)

Mild 0.05 0.05 30.4 23.8

Medium 0.2 0.2 56.6 49.9

Strong 0.5 0.5 220.1? 141

Heterotic (pa = 0.05) 0.19 0.01 27.3 20.2

Heterotic (po = 0.95) 0.01 0.19 27.3 22.2

 

4 May be underestimated because of the skewness of fixation and restriction of the
experiment because of computercost.

TABLE 8.5

Stabilizing Selection and Drift. Initial gene frequency: Po = 0.05.

 

Time to
Fixation, in Generations

 

    
Type ofSelection Sy S2 Mean Standard Deviation

None 0 0 7.2 12.8

Heterotic (p~ = 0.5)

Mild 0.05 0.05 8.7 16.0

Medium 0.2 0.2 2.9 3.1

Strong 0.5 0.5 1.6 1.5
Heterotic (p~ = 0.05) 0.19 0.01 6.8 12.0

Heterotic (p~ = 0.95) 0.01 0.19 2.5 2.3

 

Geographic variation can be due to selective differences or to drift.

Drift is a source of variation between gene frequencies of a population at different

times, or between those of populations having a commonorigin but now reproduc-

ing in partial isolation. In the latter case it can create geographic variation. Butit

is not, of course, the only factor that can do so.

Whenever geographic variation is encountered, three possible sources of varia-
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tion should always be considered: (1) differences in local conditions leading to

different patterns of selection in different areas; (2) random genetic drift; (3) his-

torical accidents leading to heterogeneity of the populations not yet cancelled by

diffusion. This may meanthat parts of the area have been populated by an extran-

eous population, which has not had enough time to mix and homogenize with the

rest. Thus equilibrium has not been achieved over the whole area.

Thefirst source of variation can be shown to operate whenever an environmental

factor associated with selection is known to exist and can be measured. For

example, the geographic variation in the intensity of malaria can be measured, and

there are selective differences from place to place. Some changes with time will,

however, occur inevitably in the intensity of such a selective factor, especially if it

is a disease. Even an endemic disease, such as malaria, does not necessarily have a

constant intensity at different times. Other diseases, especially if epidemic in

character, change with time and place in a moresignificant way. If they have a

selective effect this is subject to strong changes not only with place, but also with

time.

Selective drift is the name given to a special model involving selective conditions

that change at random in time and space.

An analysis of the effects of changing selective conditions has been done by

Kimura (1954). If we can assumethat selective coefficients fluctuate at random

from place to place, and from generation to generation, with known mean 5 and

variance V,, then we can computethe distribution of gene frequencies to be expected

as a function of time and of the initial gene frequency.

Figure 8.11 indicates what the distribution is when the mean selective coefficient

is zero; the mean gene frequency remains unaltered at the initial value (taken to be

0.5). With the passage of time, the distribution becomesflatter and eventually

bimodal and then U-shaped. Thereis no true fixation or extinction, because the

population is considered to be infinitely large, but there is quasi-fixation or quasi-

loss, because after many generations the gene frequencies are all very near zero or

one (for t = 100, the peaks are at 0.0007 and 0.9993).

The similarity between this process and that of random genetic drift is thus very

marked, and Kimura has proposed for it the nameofselective drift. It is useful to

form an idea of the remarkable spreading effect that variable selection may have.

In the distributions computed in Figure 8.11, V, is taken to be 0.0025, so that 2/3 of

the selective coefficients are in the range —0.05 to +0.05 and 95 percent of them are

in the range —0.10 to + 0.10. Under such conditions the process of quasi-fixation is

remarkably fast. There are no definite examples of characters that might fit into

this scheme. It is, however, possible to imagine that an epidemic disease attacking
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preferentially an otherwise favored genotype might create a similar selective

pattern. Many epidemic diseases show great fluctuations in severity of epidemic

waves and could create the fluctuation in selective conditions that is postulated by
this theory.
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The process of change in the gene-frequencydistribution under random
fluctuation of selection intensities. In this illustration it is assumed

that the gene is selectively neutral when averaged over a very long

period, that there is no dominance, and that p = 0.5 and V= 0.0483.

(From Kimura, 1954.)

8.6 The Fate of Single Mutant Genes

Whenever a mutant gene is produced in a population that is not too large, it

quite likely is the only one ofits kind in the population. In fact, with a mutation

rate of 10~°, and a population of size N = 10+,there will be only one such mutant
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gene every 50 generations on an average (see Example 8.4). Moreover, the mutation

rate is given for a certain locus containing perhaps a thousand nucleotides, and the

chance that a new mutation at the same locus repeats exactly a mutation already

present may be remote. It is true that the fine structure analysis of mutation in

phage T4 indicates that mutant alleles can accumulate at certain mutational sites

(Benzer, see, for example, 1961). However,it is still possible that the clustering is

due to low (or absent) crossing-over in the accumulation regions. In any case, the

repetition of exactly the same mutation is certainly a rarer event than the mutation

rate per locus indicates.

It is, therefore, of interest to follow the fate of a new single mutant gene that has

an initial frequency of 1/2N in a population of size N. The probability that this

mutant gene will eventually be fixed is, naturally, a function of its selective value.

As the mutant gene (in a random-mating population) will remain for many

generations in the heterozygous condition, the selective value of the heterozygote

will be the important one in thefirst part of the mutant gene’slife, the time during

whichit is most subject to chanceelimination by drift. Later on, if the mutant gene

has reached a substantial frequency, homozygotes will appear and only then will

the fitness of the individual homozygous for the mutant gene be important. Unless

there is clearly heterosis, however, it is only the fitness of the heterozygote that

matters in the subsequent computations.

The fate of single mutant genes wasfirst studied by Fisher (1922), and later by

Kimura (1962). The probability of ultimate fixation as a function ofthe initial gene

frequency po, 5 (the selection coefficient of the heterozygote under the assumption

that there is no dominance), and N takes the form:

1— e4Nspo

P(Do) — 1—e4Ns? (8.18)

which, for one initial mutant gene (po = 1/2N) simplifies to

1 l—e’* 819

This formula is not valid if s = 0, in which case we have P(po) = Po.

The probability of fixation as a function of s (from Equation 8.19) is illustrated

in Figure 8.12 for N = 10 and infinite. This shows how,in small populations,

even genes with negative selection coefficients have a chance of being fixed.

The figure also showsthat, unless the selective advantageis large, the probability

of random elimination is high. This is, of course, especially true in the early genera-

tions after a mutation’s appearance, and for larger populations. Thus, many mutant

genes are lost even though they are advantageous, most being lost soon after they

arise.
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The probability of fixation for a single mutant gene as a function of
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that the initial slope is 2s for large N.

8.7 The Number of Alleles That Can
Be Maintained in a Finite Population

Drift inevitably causes loss of variation, but we have seen that an equilibrium

between drift and new variation, for example from mutation, can be reached. The

problem arises then, how manyalleles can be maintained ina population if mutation

keeps introducing new alleles, and drift eliminates them. Clearly, the number of

alleles maintained at equilibrium will be a function of mutation rate and of popu-

lation size. A model suggested by Kimura and Crow (1964) uses the hypothesis

that any mutation forms a new allele. Considering the number of nucleotidesin-

volved at a locus, and that each can mutate independently this hypothesis is a

reasonable approximation to reality. The assumptionthatall alleles are “‘neutral”’

with respect to selection is, of course, less attractive, and we will later discuss ways

in which it may be avoided.

The probability that an individual selected at random is homozygous for one

allele at a locus, under equilibrium between mutation anddrift, is given approxi-

mately by (see Example 8.5)

1
F =——__.,

1+ 4Nu

that is, by the same formula (Equation 8.15) as the kinship coefficient computed
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before for the same situation. The above equation, however, refers to inbreeding at

the individual level due to the finite size of the population. Kimura and Crow

(1964) have also shownthat, since F is the probability of homozygosity, its recipro-

cal can be defined as the “effective number ofalleles” that are being maintained.

In fact, if there were 7 alleles of equal frequency, 1/n, the homozygotes would each

have a frequency 1/n* and there would be n such homozygotes. Thetotal frequency

of homozygotes would be n x 1/n? = 1/n. Thus, 1/F or the reciprocal of the overall

frequency of homozygotes is equal to n, the numberof alleles, when these are

equally frequent.If alleles have different frequencies the reciprocal will be an under-

estimate. It has been called the “effective number”’ of alleles maintained in the

population. The relationship between this effective number, population size N and

mutationrate is illustrated in Figure 8.13. With mutation rates of order 10~° per

locus, the effective numberof alleles would be n = 1.4 for populations of size 10°

and n =5 for size 10°. With mutation rates of order 107° and population sizes

10° and 10°, it would be 5 and 41, respectively. With a smaller populationsize,

such as N= 10°, n= 1.04 and 1.004 for w= 107° and p= 107°, respectively,

while with N = 10*, n = 1.4 and 1.04 for these same mutation rates.
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The probability of homozygosity (F’) and the

effective number of alleles (x) maintained by a

mutation rate (4) in a population of size N.

The mutants are assumedto beselectively

neutral and each new mutantallele is of a type

not already existing in the population.

(From Kimura and Crow, 1964.)
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Overdominanceincreases the numberofalleles maintainedonly if it is appreciable.

The above estimates are valid for neutral genes. Selection is obviously an im-

portant factor in determining how manyalleles are in a population. In particular,

overdominance mayplaya role in increasing the numberofalleles maintained.Itis,

therefore, of some interest to consider this possibility theoretically.

With overdominant systems, polymorphisms will be stabilized and so F will

decrease. A computation was made by Kimura and Crow (1964) on the hypothesis

that all new mutant genes are different, that they are all overdominant, and that

all homozygotes have equal fitness (1 — s) with respect to a fitness of 1 for the

heterozygotes. With p = 10° °, s =0.001, and N = 10%, the effective number of

alleles is 5, which is very little higher than that predicted for neutral alleles. On the

other hand if s = 0.01, n = 8; ifs =0.1, n =22; and if s = 1 (the homozygousstate

is completely lethal), the numberofalleles is almost 60.

The question of how manyalleles are maintainedis closely related to the question

of how many polymorphisms can be maintained in a population, which will be

discussed in Chapter 11.

8.8 Population Effective Size

The theory of drift as just given is highly simplified. It applies to an organism

with nonoverlapping generations and a constant population size of N diploid in-

dividuals or 2N genes for a given locus. In order to apply it to real situationsit is

necessary to remove some of the oversimplifications. We shall in particular be

concerned with the following: (1) how to take account of changes of N in time;

(2) different contribution of the two sexes, and varying distributions of progeny

size; (3) how to estimate N with overlapping generations; (4) sampling problems

involved; (5) subdivision of the species into several populations that exhibit a

certain amountof intermigration that depends on the geographicdistribution.

To solve the first three problems, we compute a population effective size, N,,

i.e., the population size that would give the same amountof drift in a reproducing

population as that in the simplest model so far considered: the model having NV

constant in time, nonoverlapping generations, and all individuals and each sex

expected to make equal contributions to the progeny.

If N varies with time the harmonic meanis the effective population size.

It has been shown by Wright (1939b; see also Crow, 1954) that if at different

generations or in different populations, which are indicated by the subscript,

population sizes are

Ni, Na, --. Nig ees
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the effect on the distribution of gene frequencies can be predicted by taking as an

estimate of NV the harmonic mean ofthe N; values (see Example 8.6). Thus, if there

are k values N, at k different times:

N,= . (8.20) 

The harmonic mean ofa set of positive numbersis, in general, smaller than, or

at most equal to, the arithmetic mean. It follows that if the population is small

during part ofits history, the drift effect will be larger than that based on use of the

arithmetic mean of the N valuesat different times.

Bottlenecks in population size and the so-called founder principle are important

special examples of variation in population size.

The analysis just given showsthat if a population goes through size bottlenecks

in its development, these may have importantdrift effects. In the history of human

development, colonization of new areas certainly occurred many times, whether

the area was already inhabited or not, and often the number of colonizers must

have been small. One extreme case knownis that of the six mutineers of the H.M.S.

Bounty, whose offspring from eight or nine Polynesian women reproduced, doub-

ling each generation for over five generations.

The often quoted founder principle emphasizes the fact that the smallness of the

number of founders of a new group can giverise to a large drift effect. It should

also be considered that a small number of founders implies that the number of

individuals in the population must remain relatively small for several successive

generations, even though it will usually increase eventually. Thus, the total drift

effect will be higher, the slower the reproduction of the founders. If a population

increases from an initial size N to stable size N, in t generations, with a constant

rate of geometric increase r, the contribution to drift in terms of o7/pq will be

approximately

 

1
1 —-—~

Tetetan! Pi. =) = 55 fv
pq 2N, 2N, 2N, 2No ro or r'}  2No | 1 7

r

which tends to approach (1/2N,)(r/r — 1) for large values of t. The expected variance

will therefore approach a limit that is r/r — 1 times larger than that duetothefirst

generation alone. If population growth is slow andthusr is near one, then the infla-

tion of the initial variance may be quite considerable.
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As an example, assumethat the initial size No is 100 and JN,is 10,000, so that

t = log,(10,000/100) = 6.5 for a doubling each generation. In this case r= 2

and thus the total effect of the whole growth period will be about twice as high as

the initial founder effect, namely the effect there would be if, in the first generation

after foundation, the colony had assumed at onceits final (relatively large) size.

This last extreme case would be possible with various animals, but, of course, not

with man, who has a slower reproduction rate.

Knowledge of age-specific reproduction rates is needed to take accountof the effect

of overlapping generations.

An important complication that makes it impossible to take the census size of

a human group as a direct estimate of the effective population size N, is that

human populations have overlapping generations. In fact, since a census estimate

includes people from roughly three successive generations, roughly onethird of the

individuals belong to the same generation, on an average. The exact value depends

on the age distribution and other demographic properties of the population.

The most convincing method of computing effective population size with over-

lapping generations among those published is the one given by Nei and Imaizumi

(1966). According to them,

N, =tN,, (8.21)

wheret is the mean ageat reproduction (in years) and N,, the numberof individuals

who reach the mean reproductive age per year. We suggest here an improvement

that takes demographic information into account more fully when it is available.

Instead of taking N,,, as the number of individuals reaching the mean reproductive

age, we compute N,, as the number of individuals in the reproductive age group,

averaging over all reproductive years and weighting by the age-specific fertility.

If, at a given time, the numberof individuals of age x is N,, and the number of

births per year born of a parent of age x is B,, then the mean reproductive age is

 , = XB (8.22)= FB

where the sum is extended overall fertile years. The weighted number of individ-

uals in the reproductive group N,, 1s

_LW.N,= TW”N,, (8.23)
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where W,,, the age-specific fertility, is W, = B,/N,. It follows that

N, = tN, = aS)(*=) -aoe (8.24)

This can be computed independently for male and female parents, if desired, and

the effective population sizes thus obtained separately for the two sexes.

The validity of this method was tested by a simulation experiment. Anartificial

population of 50 individuals was constructed, as elaborated in Section 8.15. Age

was given in years and time was advanced by yearly increments, thus giving

reasonably accurate age distributions. Each individual had five independentdiploid

loci, all starting with a gene frequency of 50 percent. Ten such independent experi-

ments were carried out, recording demographic data, gene frequencies, and o7/pq

values amongthe loci every 50 years. The results of this simulation experiment,

with respect to gene-frequency variation as measured by f= 7/pq, are given in

Figure 8.14. The mean of fathers’ age at reproduction was 38.1 years and that of

mothers’ 31.42, giving a mean age at reproduction of 34.8. The average N, obtained

by using Equation 8.24 was 18.25 + 0.24. The medianfvalues at various times are

given in Table 8.6. For comparison, f values are also given, which are computed

for a population of N = 18 with nonoverlapping generations, both by simulation

and from Equation 8.7.

 

TABLE 8.6

Average Values off, at Different Times, for the Simulation
Experiments shown in Figure 8.14 Compared with Values

Obtained by a Simulation with Nonoverlapping Generations
andfrom Equation 8.7

 

 

Expected (Using

Overlapping Nonoverlapping Equation 8.7)

Time Generations Generations 1— e—t/2N

(Generations)  (N. = 18.2) (N. = 18) (N. = 18)

5 0.11 0.123 0.130

10 0.27 0.256 0.242

15 0.41 0.358 0.341

20 0.56 0.430 0.426

25 0.65 0.469 0.510
 

As can be gathered from Figure 8.14, the variation betweenreplicates is large.

The error of the estimates obtained in simulation experiments is therefore large,

but can be reduced by increasing the numberofreplicates. With the fine subdivision

of age distributions (by year) that was desired, these simulation experiments are

expensive in computer time and therefore the numberof replicates was kept low.
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FIGURE 8.14

Simulation ofdrift in 10 independent populations of 50 individuals, with overlapping generations.

The variation of gene frequencies given in the ordinate is the standardized variance o7/pq.

It should be added that because the process is stochastic, the error variance in-

creases with time and the earliest observationsare, therefore, the most precise ones.

It thus seems that the agreement between the two simulations, with overlapping

and nonoverlapping generations, as well as that with the theoretical model, can be

considered quite satisfactory, in spite of the differences at later times.

Sex ratio, progeny distribution, and variablefertility may affect population effective

Size.

Unequal contributions of the two sexes cause a decrease in the effective popula-

tion size. Just as with population sizes that vary from generation to generation (see

Equation 8.20) the effective population size N, for different numbers of males M

and females F is a function of the harmonic mean of M andF.Specifically,
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_ 4MF
©" M+F’
 

whichis easily seen to be twice the harmonic mean of the numbers of males and

females.

The numbersin each sex should be counted only among reproducingindividuals.

Polygamy, therefore, causes a reduction of N,. With an average of two wives per

married male, as is found in some African populations, the reduction is less than

a factor of 2. It has been noted by Salzano, Neel, and Maybury-Lewis (1967) that,

especially in primitive populations, the number of progeny born to different males

is likely to vary greatly. Chiefs and other socially dominant, highly polygamous

individuals may have many more descendants than most of the other males. The

effect of this on N, can be predicted, given knowledge of the variance of progeny

size, from the following formula, which can be applied separately for the two sexes.

If progeny size is not distributed as a Poisson distribution (see Chapter 6) but

has a variance V, that is higher than the mean k, a correction factor for N, can be

computed. Approximating from a formula given by Robertson (1961, see also

Kimura and Crow, 1963), this correction factoris

 

 

Pee tT (8.25)
144 * 1, h%_!

k? k* ok

If fertility (usually measured in terms of progeny size) is inherited with heritability

h? (the relative genetic contribution to variationin fertility, see Chapter 9), a further

reduction has been suggested (Nei and Murata, 1966), as follows,

N
 N=

S
o
d

e
eV,

(1 + 3h?) 53 +

Unfortunately, verylittle is known about the heritability of fertility, but it is believed

to be low (see Chapter 9).

In calculating f= o7/pq from observed data, the sampling variance must be elimi-

natedfrom the observed variance ofgene frequencies.

Whenwe analyzereal data, we compare gene frequencies of different populations

at the same time, or, more rarely, of the same population at different times. It is

important to define clearly the groups being considered, when samples are taken

from them.Ideally, we would like to take the whole population, but this is usually

very difficult, and not always necessary. If, however, the samples are too small, the
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variation between groups may notbesignificant, most of the observed variation

being due to sampling.

If we wantto test the significance of variation of gene frequencies between groups

(be they villages, tribes, or any other type of grouping), we can estimate how large

a sample must be to be significant if we have an idea of the real variation to be

expected. With an expected variation of o7/pq, taking (for simplicity) samples of

equal size n of genes from each of k groups, and thus a total sample of nk/2 indi-

viduals, the heterogeneity is tested by

2 _ n> (p; — py”

Pq

where p; is the gene frequency in the ith group. We expect y* to be k — 1 because

of random sampling alone (see Appendix I). The “true”’ variation o*/pq can then

be approximately estimated by subtracting from the observed variation, that due

to random sampling, alone, giving

2 2

gt (obs _ 4), (8.26)
pq n\k-1
 

This is valid strictly only for genes without dominance, in which case genes can be

counted. A correction factor is necessary otherwise. If varies from group to group

it is convenientto use for n the arithmetic mean n. More satisfactory methods have

been suggested by Robertson (1951), and Jayakar and Matessi (in press).

The problem of correcting the observed variance of gene frequencies for the

variance due to sampling is partially solved by Equation 8.26. In general, the

expected sampling variance of a binomial sampleof7 is pg/n, but this applies only

for sampling with replacement, which is not what we have here. A more exact

analysis should take account of the type of sampling, which is without replacement,

and of the proportion of individuals sampled. A binomial sampling correction in-

volves subtracting from the observed variance of gene frequencies o”, the quantity

pgq/n, where ni is the average numberofgenes per groupor, equivalently, subtracting

n from the observed value of o7/pg. This gives the same correction as in Equation

8.26 above. Thefvalue computed in this way maybe negative. Further workwill be

necessary to test which of various possible formulas might give the mostsatisfactory

results.

The removal of the sampling variance from the observed variation in genefre-

quencies may sometimes require more elaborate procedures. In particular, one

source of variation that may grossly inflate the estimate of variance is the effective

duplication of information due to people in the sample from a given village or town

being closely related. When several members from the same family are sampled,

they may substantially increase the contribution to the y* for gene-frequency

variation. One family has only four separate genes to contribute for each locus.
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If, for instance, the two parents and several children were available, their contri-

bution to the total information on gene frequencies would have to be evaluated by

special procedures. As long as gene-counting methodsare used for estimating gene

frequencies (see Appendix II) the estimates obtained are reasonably free of the

effects of close relationships. There are also less precise but simpler methods for

taking these effects into account, either by discarding excessive progeny at random

or by determining the numberof informative individuals. Thus in families with one

parent, the first child contributes information on one gene only, the second on a

half gene, the third on one quarter gene,etc.

The size of samples necessary to obtain significant heterogeneity can be antici-

pated if a rough estimate of the expected variation, in terms of f, can be made.

Thus, forf= 0.01, on k = 21 villages, the average number n of genes sampled per

village must be, from Equation 8.26,

 

17(p = 0.05) , 314i |

7 k=! 20 _ 59

7 f ~~ 0.01  ~’

where 31.41 is the 5 percent value of y* for 20 degrees of freedom.

8.9 Subdivision of a Species and Models of Isolation

Wright wasthe first to point out the potential evolutionary significance of sub-

division of a species into local units, which are partially isolated and therefore are

able to evolve to some extent independently. He has recognized that this may help

to speed up evolution in a variety of ways:

1. By favoring adaptation to local environmental niches. Without subdivision,

local adaptation would tend to be destroyed by excessive exchange with other

neighboring populations.

2. By helpingto get different genotypes, having similar but not identicalfitnesses,

established in different locations, and thus increasing genetic variability. In the

absence of subdivision it would nearly always be one and the same phenotype,

showing optimum fitness, that would get fixed in different places.

3. By favoring the formation of new combinations of genes, some of which may

reveal unexpectedly high fitness. The chance “‘ discovery” of epistasis in fitness is

certainly favored by subdivision, increasing random genetic drift.

It should be noted that the consequencesofsubdivision are not those of decreasing

the total population effective size. It has been shown (see Moran, 1962) that, if a

population is subdivided into groups having even a very small reciprocal exchange,

the amountofdrift to be expected for the total population is almost the sameas, or
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only slightly smaller than, if there were no subdivision. The above suggestions made

by Wright are all unaffected, however, by this consideration.

The first model in which a population was divided into partially isolated sub-

populations—the model that was proposed by Wright (1943) under the nameof the

‘island model”’—can only apply in a few circumstances. It does take account

of the clustering into colonies (villages, towns, tribes, etc.) but assumes that each

cluster exchanges an equal proportion of its genes with every other cluster. Thusit

does not take account of the fact that more distant clusters are less likely to ex-

changeindividuals with each other. Therefore, further models have been constructed

later to take account ofthe effect of distance.

In the island model, every population exchanges genes equally with every other and

there is no effect of distance between populations.

The population is divided into a number of subpopulations, each of size N, that

exchange genes with each other, or, more exactly, with an infinite reservoir of genes

that has a constant gene frequency. At every generation each subpopulation re-

ceives a proportion m ofits genes from this infinite pool while a proportion 1 — m

come from the individuals forming the earlier generation in the same population.

This is clearly the same as drift in a single population under migration pressure.

The model was given its name because it was believed to be appropriate for a large

archipelago of islands, in which each island exchanges genes with all the others,

and therefore approaches the requirements of the theory. There is no effect of

distance with this model. This, and the necessity to assume equal population size

for all the islands, make the applicability of the model to real circumstances

questionable even for a groupofislands.Its use lies in the simplicity of the formula

for the expectation of the variance at equilibrium, which is, as given before,

_ o? I

I~9g 4Nm

For a morerealistic approach some consideration of distance is essential. Two

types of theoretical models have been suggested: a continuous one, in which popu-

lation density is constant at any point (Wright, 1943, 1946, 1951; Malécot, 1945,

1966, 1967) and a discontinuous one, in which the population is clustered at the

nodesofa lattice (Malécot, 1950; Kimura and Weiss, 1964). Both types exist in at

least two versions: a linear one, simulating an approximately one-dimensional

distribution of a population (along a coastline, in a narrow mountain valley, along

a river or a road, etc.) and a two-dimensional one, representative of the more usual

population distribution foundin areas wherethere are nobarriers against dispersion
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in any direction. The discontinuous model, which is also called the stepping-stone

model, can be represented in the form of one and two dimensionallattices as in

Figure 8.15. Every circle contains the same numberof individuals N. In the linear

model, migration takes place equally in both directions, with a proportion m/2

individuals migrating from each cluster (colony, clan, node, village, town) to the

nearest cluster to the left and m/2 migrating to the nearest cluster to the right. The

contribution of each cluster to itself in the next generation is therefore 1 — m. In

the two-dimensional model eachcluster (circle) contributes m/4 to every neighbor-

ing cluster and 1 — m to itself. A three-dimensional stepping-stone model has also

been studied theoretically.

Homogeneous migration and the constancy of population distribution are also

assumed in the continuous model, in which population density replacesclustersize,

and migration is accounted for by the frequency distribution of the distance be-

tween birthplaces of parent and child. It is usually assumed that this distribution is

normal. A random walk, Brownian movement, or diffusion, all basically yield the

normal distribution, which does not seem, however, to be directly applicable to

the migration of man as weshall see later. Other “‘ laws” to accountfor the patterns

Linear stepping-stone model
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FIGURE 8.15
Population distribution and exchange in one- and two-dimen-

sional stepping-stone models. The symbol m represents the

proportion of immigrants per colony and WN the population

size of all colonies.
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of human migration have been introduced, as will also be discussed later in this

section.

It 1s clear that both the continuous and the discontinuous modelarestill very

unrealistic. For one thing, human populations are always highly irregularly dis-

tributed over an area, being almost always divided into clusters of different size,

separated by varying distances, and connected by roads forming very irregular

lattices. Human migration is highly variable. The models of isolation by distance

must, therefore, be considered as oversimplifications, but have the advantage of

leading to simple and elegant formulas for the expected amountof local variation

and of correlations under drift equilibrium. They can help in assessing, to some

extent, the effects of the main factors—namely, dimensionality, mobility, and

density or cluster size.

There are two ways of expressing concisely the geographic variation in gene fre-

quency expected under a model of isolation by distance.

One expression of the geographic variation is the variance between clusters in

the discontinuous model, or between samples taken from different neighboring

locations in the continuous model. The other is the correlation between clusters,

or between samples taken at a given distance x apart, as a function of x. In either

case formulas can be derived in terms of the kinship coefficient f, or of variances of

gene frequencies, andit is easy to translate from one to the other, bearing in mind

that o*/pg = f.

All models assume a constant population density. This is expressed as the number

N ofindividuals per cluster in the discontinuous model, and by population density

6 per unit distance (or unit area) in the continuous one-dimensional or two-dimen-

sional models. Migration is usually considered as isotropic—that is, equal in all

parts and directions. Formulas havealso been given, in the two-dimensional model,

that allow for different mobility in the two dimensions.

The systematic change in gene frequencies is, following Equation 8.10, always

assumed to be given by

Ap = —b(p — p),

where f is the equilibrium gene frequency, 5 the coefficient of recall to equilibrium,

and only balancing linear pressures are considered. The rate of local migration is

measured by m. We now consider, in turn, the results expected at equilibrium for

the discontinuous and continuous one- and two-dimensional models.
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL——-DISCONTINUOUS

According to Malécot (1950), in a linear discontinuous model the mean kinship

coefficient between neighboring clusters is, approximately, at equilibrium

  
1 |

To = 5 (8.27a)

2m
1+ ane| + Ss

which for 5 < m simplifies to

fo= I — (8.27b)
© 14 4N./2mb- :

The correlation between clusters decreases with distance x (number of steps

between them) approximately according to

p(x) = (1 + M — J(1 + ~)' — i) (8.28a)

 

which for b < mis

(x) = e7**2/m | (8.28b)

The coefficient of kinship between clusters at distance x is

F(x) = fo p(*).

Kimura and Weiss (1964) have given different formulas, using the variance of gene

frequencies, which, however, give the same results when b < m.

The meaning of the symbolsfj and/(x) should be explained precisely. Use offwith

the subscript zero, f,, refers to the mean kinship coefficient of one cluster. Use off

as a function of x, f(x) refers to the mean kinship of two individuals taken from

clusters separated by a distance x. When weconsider discontinuous models, the

term f;; is a mean kinship coefficient of two individuals taken at random from two

different groups, i and 7. The quantity o7/pg, which corresponds to fo, is an

approximation to the standardized variance of gene frequencies of neighboring

clusters (or the limit that the variance in gene frequency approaches whenthe colo-

nies are very close). More precisely, as already mentioned, it is the variance of a

given cluster in replicated experiments. (For the exact relationship between these

quantities, see Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza, 1968.)
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The m value (Kimura and Weiss, 1964, use m,, and Malécot, 1950, and elsewhere

sometimesuses 2m) is the estimate of the close-range migration, being the proportion

of individuals exchanged with immediate neighbors, while 1 — m is the proportion

of people autochthonous to each cluster—that is, who do not migrate out of the

cluster. There are extensions of the theory for the case in which a small proportion

of immigrants come from both neighboring and nonneighboring populations.

However, for cases in which the migration from a long distanceis relatively large

the approximation is unsatisfactory. The 5 value, which is the coefficient of recall

to equilibrium, is the sum of mutation, linearized stabilizing selection, and migra-

tion not considered in m.This last factor could be long-range migration or migration

from an extraneoussource that supplies some gene flow into the population being

considered. The coefficient b is called m,, by Kimura and Weiss, and v or k by

Malécot.

It is of interest to compare the results of the linear discontinuous model, using

the approximation valid for b < m, with those of the island model, on the assump-

tion that the only linear pressure, other than migration at rate m, is mutation at a

rate . For the linear discontinuous model, from Equation (8.27b),

x= 1 + 4N\/2mu:
0

and for the island model, from Equations 8.13, 8.14, and 8.15,

1
7 1+ 4N(m + p),

where b = yp. Thus in one model, the reciprocal of local variation is linearly de-

pendent on the geometric mean of m and yp, and in the other, on their arithmetic

mean. The geometric mean may be much lower(even by two orders of magnitude,

if m is large and yp is small) than the arithmetic mean. Thus the inappropriate use

of Wright’s island model for subpopulationsin a straight line, isolated by distance,

may significantly underestimate the extent of local variation among them.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL——CONTINUOUS

In the continuous model, results may depend on the distribution law for migra-

tion. Malécot (1967), however, has shown that several different types of migration

distributions give the same results as the normal distribution. Following Wright

(1943), migration is introduced into the model of isolation by distance as the dis-

tribution of distances between the birthplaces of parent and offspring.
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The coefficient of kinship between neighborsat equilibrium is where 6 is the density

1
~- —_____, 8.29

1 + 406,/2b C2)
to

along the line, and o is the standard deviation of the distance between birthplaces

of parent and offspring. This formula is valid for the normal distribution, the

exponential distribution and a gammadistribution. It is interesting that the con-

tinuous and discontinuous models (see Equation 8.27b) give the same result if

o* =m and 6 (the numberofindividuals per unit distance) is taken as the size of

the colony N in the stepping-stone model(at least as long as b < mor b <7”). Thus,

from Equation (8.28b) we then have

f(x) =foe*YI¢, (8.30)

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MIGRATION

The expectations of the discontinuous (stepping-stone) two-dimensional model

are more complicated, and the expressions given by Malécot (1950) and by Kimura

and Weiss (1964) for f(x) and fo require the numerical computation of integrals,

for which the readeris referred to the original papers. There are some discrepancies

between the results obtained by these authors. According to Kimura and Weiss

the correlation coefficient p decreases with distance more rapidly than that in the

one-dimensional model, namely

e —xV2b/m

the approximation being valid for large distances (Compare Equation 8.28b). Accord-

ing to Malécot the relationship is still exponential even in two dimensions.It is at

the momentdifficult to assess the practical importance of the approximations that

have to be madeto obtain explicit solutions in the two approaches.

In the continuous two-dimensional model, with normal migration, the equilib-

riumf value is (Malécot, 1950)

1
 fo= (8.32)
 1+ srd0°( —
log 2b

where o?is the varianceofthe distribution of the distance between parent and off-

spring birthplaces in one dimension and 207 is the mean square distance taken over

both dimensions assuming isotropic migration (that is, migration equal in the two

dimensions) (see Example 8.7). If migration is different in the two dimensions, it
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is sufficient to replace o” by o, o,, the two standard deviations o, and a, being

valid for the two separate dimensions.

With equal numbers of individuals in a linear segment and a circle (equating 260

in the one-dimensional model with 22607 in the two-dimensional model), fo is

smaller in the two-dimensional model than in the one-dimensional model.

Distributions other than the normal have been used in the two dimensional

model. One that gives the same results as the normal distribution is the K-distribu-

tion (Malécot, 1967), which, unlike the normaldistribution for the two-dimensional

model, has no nonzero mode and can have aninfinite modeat the origin.

8.10 Demographic Data Relevant to the Analysis of Drift

The difficulties in applying the above drift models to real data will be made

clearer if we consider what is known about real populations. Human populations

tend to cluster in groups. The size of the clusters may be highly variable and there

are great differences in mean cluster size (and variation) depending on socioecono-

mic conditions.

Migration between clusters also varies a great deal with cultural factors. It de-

pends,in part, on the population density, which is a function of technology of food

production, but especially on the economic structure of the population.

The geographic distribution of a population is markedly affected by the physical

features of the landscape: mountains,valleys, rivers, plains, forests, etc. This effect

is less marked in modern industrial societies, but can be found even there. Every

population is, thus, in some sense unique. In addition, every population has had a

history of its own. Migration, admixture, and all sorts of historical accidents have

taken place and are taking place, which all contribute to the variety of possible

situations.

Wewill consider some aspects of data on population density, cluster size, the

measurement of migration, and of the “dimensionality” of the geographic dis-

tribution. It is these factors that determine the amount of local variation to be

expected because of drift. As we have seen, the continuous and discontinuous

models are, to some extent, interconvertible, by setting approximate equivalence

relations between population density and cluster size on the one hand, and the

different migration estimates on the other.

Population density and cluster size are functions of technological development.

Wewill leave historical considerations to the chapter on evolution and consider

here mostly present-day populations. The technology of food production affects

population density most markedly. The most important categories used to classify

human populations according to their methods of obtaining foodare:
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Hunters and Gatherers. There are various populations in the world today that,

in part at least, live a life of hunting (or fishing) and gathering withoutagriculture.

People living in the forest, like the Pygmies in Africa, certain Indians in South

America, and a few populations in India, Malaya, and Borneo, and also Australian

aborigines, are more-or-less in this category. Pygmies live in camps of 10-100

people. A campis a groupof families that are often related. Sometimes new camps

are formed quite near to other camps (as many as four campsclose to each other

have been observed). Pygmy populations occasionally reach sizes up to perhaps

1000 individuals when a number of camps form within 5 or 10 miles of each other.

The total size of a Pygmy population among the dozen or so unconnected popu-

lationsstill existing in the African forest, may be as large as 30,000. The population

density of one such population is of the order of 0.2 per square kilometer, and

has, perhaps,slightly increased overthe last several centuries (or even millennia) be-

cause of contacts with farmers, with whom the Pygmies exchange some goods.

Eskimos number altogether 20,000 over a very large area. They are relatively

acculturated, and few live in conditions comparable to those of older times. For the

Caribou Eskimos, now almost extinct, the estimate of population density was 0.04

per square kilometer (see Braidwood and Reed, 1957). The Greenland Eskimos

were estimated to number 10,000 at the early times of European contact, with a

density of 0.06 per square kilometer andthe original Aleut population is estimated

at 16,000 with a density of 0.6 per square kilometer. In 1940 they numbered 1000

(see Laughlin, 1950). Australian aborigines live (or lived) in extended exogamous

families of 20-50 people, each of which is a unit from the point of view of migration

and residence. These families formed tribes of an average size of 500 people and

the estimate of population density for these is 0.03 per square kilometer, a lower

value than that for the Pygmies, which is consistent with their living in a much more

arid climate in which less food is available.

Incipient or Primitive Agriculture. This is often accompanied by some food-

gathering or hunting activity, as among African Bushmen, whopractice a very

primitive type of agriculture. In New Guinea, where no gameis available, food is

obtained mostly by horticulture and by some pig breeding. Tribes in New Guinea

that are separated by sharp linguistic and psychological barriers—but that never-

theless do exchangea few individuals—are subdivided into partly exogamousclans.

The average numberof people pertribe is of the order of 10,000, and the average

population density is perhaps 4 persons per square kilometer. Village size is of the

order of 100-300. The Mayas in Central America are said to havevillages of 500

people and to use an area of 11 square miles. A guess of their density is 20 per square

kilometer, but the difficulty in estimating effective population densities here, as

elsewhere in forest areas, is that only a small proportion of the land is actually
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cultivated. These groups use shifting agricultural methods, and do notfertilize the

soil, but even so, it would seem that there are factors limiting population size other

than the carrying capacity of the land in terms of food production.

Pastoral Nomadism. There are several human groupsthat specialize in pastoral

activity. They usually live among other people, so that their population density

is not very meaningful. Three such groups (Braidwood and Reed, 1957), namely,

Bedouins, Kirgiz, and Kazakh havedensities from 0.06 to 2 per square kilometer.

These figures are, however, from very different environments, ranging from desert

to steppe. It is difficult to know whether the carrying capacity of the land is fully

exploited, though mobile groups may berelatively large (above 1000). In some

specialized pastoral groups (for example, the Masai in East Africa), sizes of the

population units are, on the average, smaller.

Fully Developed Agriculture. Countries whose population is, or was until a

short time ago, mostly occupied in agriculture are few, but, like China and India,

they can reach population densities even greater than 400 people per square kilo-

meter over vast areas. Such population densities are probably near the maximum

carrying capacity of the land, in the absence of major technological improvements

in agriculture.

Population densities per square kilometer in Europe range from those of Iceland

(2), Norway (12), and Scotland (67) to those of England (310), Belgium (316), and

the Netherlands (350). The European averageis 54. In the United States, population

densities range from 0.9 (Nevada) to 300 (New Jersey), with an average of 19.

The distribution of cluster size shows great variation. Sociological theories often

use statistically unusual measuresofvariation (Zipf, 1949). With ordinarystatistical

techniquesthe distribution of cluster sizes is approximately log-normal.

In highly agricultural areas the clustering of the population is often less extreme

(for example, in northern Italy, as compared with southern Italy) with a fairly large

fraction of the population living in sparsely distributed houses. The population

then approaches a continuoustype of distribution. In the majority of human popu-

lations, however,clustering is present. In poor rural mountainareas,village size is

near to 200-300 on the average (though always variable, in northern Italy and

Switzerland,just as in the forests of central Africa). In the ParmaValley in northern

Italy the median size of villages varies almost proportionately to population density.

The median village size is 300 for those of lower densities—that is, up to 50 in-

habitants per square kilometer—475 for a density of 50-95, 680 for 96-140, and 915

for 141-180. The percentage of the population living in isolated houses, which

indicates the inverse of the degree of clustering, varies in these density classes from

12 to 66 percent (Cavalli-Sforza, 1958).
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8.11 Genetic Migration: The Distribution of Distances
Between Birthplaces of Parent and Offspring

The most meaningful measure of migration from the genetic point of view is ob-

tained, as suggested by Wright, by taking the generation as the time unit. This is

the basis for using the distribution of distances between birthplaces of parent and

offspring to measure migration. This method works only for a continuous model,

and is not entirely satisfactory when the population is highly clustered, as most

populations are. On the other hand, migratory exchange between nonneighbor-

ing clusters is sufficiently frequentto violate the rules of the simplest stepping-stone

models. Models in which exchangeis limited to neighboring colonies are therefore

unsatisfactory. Kimura and Weiss, and Malécot have, however, also given methods

for obtaining estimates of m when migration takes place among nonneighboring

clusters, though this further complicates their analysis.

There are two distributionsfor distances between birthplaces ofparent and offspring:

father-offspring and mother-offspring.

Usually, the mother-offspring distributions show a greater variation and a higher

mean, because most populations, especially agricultural ones, are, in anthropolo-

gical terminology, patrilocal (see Table 8.7). Land is inherited by sons and thus,

when two persons from different villages marry, it is the wife who moves from the

place where she was born. Among hunters and gatherers, however, patrilocality

may not be the customary pattern. This is true of Pygmies, among whompractically

no difference is found between the two distributions, and, at the other extreme,

patrilocality may not be the pattern in highly industrialized societies.

It is often convenient to study the distribution of the distances between the birth-

places of husbands and wives.

This distribution can easily be obtained from marriage certificates or from census

data. Some examplesare given in Figure 8.16. The relationship ofthis to the parent-

offspring distribution is not always straightforward. The husband-wife (H-W)

distribution sums the movements of husband and wife prior to marriage. If this

were all the migration there were, and the two sexes migrated independently, the

H-W distribution would be the convolution (statistical sum) of the father-offspring

(F-O) and mother-offspring (M-O) distributions. As a rule of thumb, the mean of

the H-W distribution would be the sum of the means of those for F-O and M-O

(or twice the parent-offspring mean), and the variance would also be the sum of
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Distributions of the distances between birthplaces

of husbands and wivesin three different popula-

tions. A: Upper Parma Valley (northern Italy)—

population density, 50 persons per square

kilometer; endogamy, 55 per cent, village size,

300 persons. B: African rural population

(Issongos of the Central African Republic)—

population density, 1-2 persons per square

kilometer; endogamy, 20 per cent; village size,

100 persons. C: African Pygmies (Babingas of the

Central African Republic)—population density,

0.2 persons per square kilometer; campsize, 30

persons; hexogamous.
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the two variances. The proportion of husbands and wives born in the same cluster

of some defined type, which is often referred to as the proportion of endogamy,

should be the product of the proportion of fathers and offspring born in the same

place multiplied by that of mothers and offspring born in the same place. As an

example, from Table 8.7 the F-O and M-O proportions for the upper Parma Valley

are seen to be 0.821 and 0.727, respectively. Their product is 0.597, while the ob-

served endogamyin the sameareais 0.55. In these data both F-O and M-O migra-

tion fit, closely, a gamma distribution.

These rules of thumb can fail if social correlations between marriage partners

destroy the independence of the two distributions and increase the variance of the

H-W distribution. They also fail if there is migration after marriage and before

progeny is born. Then the H-W distribution has a mean and variance that are

different from the sumsof those of the two parent-offspring distributions. The rules

also fail for hunters that keep moving around the same hunting grounds,asis true

for Pygmies, and should fail, finally, for nomadic herdsmen for similar reasons.

They will be approximately valid for agricultural communities in which most of

the migration takes place as an adjunct to marriageitself.

Human migration mostly takes place along predeterminedroutes.

In evaluating the distance between places geneticists should try, whenever pos-

sible, to use road distance and not distances as the crow flies, which are easier to

compute, but are perhaps more suitable for crows than for human genetics.

Especially nowadays, migration distances are composites resulting from some

travel on foot, and other travel that makes use of transportation (horse, camel,

canoe, bicycle, automobile or plane). This may account for part of the extreme

leptokurtosis (that is, high frequency of extreme values) of the distribution curves,

but by no meansforall of it. Thus, high leptokurtosis is found in populations that

practically never use any of the modern meansof transportation (for example, the

African Pygmies or an African rural community like the Issongos—see Figure

8.16). In an Italian rural community there was almost no change in migration over

the last 300 years, thus apparently negating the importance of improved means of

transportation. On the other hand, the increase in individual mobility due to im-

proved meansof transportation and higher social mobility is easily seen in data on

people in other communities.

There are serious difficulties in fitting distributions to real data.

The discontinuities and irregularities of population distribution create serious

problemsfor the fitting of migration distributions to observed data. One problem

is due to clustering of the population in, say, villages. This creates difficulties at the
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origin of the distribution, where clustering results in a fairly sharp discontinuity.

Even though the distance between husband’s and wife’s birthplaces is never act-

ually zero, in practice a large fraction of marriages take place between mates whose

birthplaces are nearly zero distance apart or at least perhaps within a few hundred

yards of each other, namely within a cluster. Moreover, distances between clusters

are generally much larger than the average “‘diameter’”’ of a cluster. Thus, in data

from rural sources there may be a gap in the migration distribution until the next

village, which may be located several kilometers away. The partition into classes

near the origin usually has a strong influence on thefit of theoretical distributions.

One way of avoiding this problem is to introduce a separate parameter for the

frequency at near zero distance.

Problemsalso often exist at the tail of the distribution because of large migration

distances. Data on such distances may affect very markedly the estimates of the

mean andespecially of the variance and the mean square distance. One way to avoid

such effects is to ““censor”’ the distribution at the upper end and usethetotal fre-

quency of distances above an arbitrary limit, instead of the set of upper values.

The same procedure can be applied at the lower end. Fitting then requires the

computation of integrals, which may have to be carried out numerically. An

example of this is given in Table 8.7.

Migration may be thought of as being made up of a diffusional component and a

gravitational component. The diffusional component is the almost random migratory

behavior of individuals, families, or groups offamilies, which change their residence

permanently.

This diffusional component may be due to a permanent change of hunting or

grazing grounds, agricultural fields, or industry. This kind of migration is grossly

comparable to brownian motion and leads to a normal distribution. In the two-

dimensional model, the distribution of distances is given by the function (see

Example 8.7)

re1120°
> (8.33)

wherer is the distance from the original residence and o” is the variance of r. This

distribution is only slightly skew and has not been found to give a goodfit in prac-

tice. A possible complication is due to variation of individual mobility. If / = 1/207

varies from one individual to another according to a gammadistribution (Ce~'J"~ ')

(see Appendix I, and Skellam, 1951) then the distribution of distances becomes

2rn
(1 4 ama 1°

which is not too dissimilar from the gamma distribution itself. A further scale

(8.34)
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TABLE 8.7

Patrilocal Migration in the Upper Parma Valley

 

 

Father-offspring Mother-offspring Tests for Difference

Distances Distributions Distributions Between F-O and

(r) Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. M-O Distributions

O- 2.5 340 339.8 293 292.4

2.5— 6.5 11 13.8 18 25.4

6.5-12.5 8 9.6 21 18.1

12.5—20.5 10 7.4 16 13.7

20.5—30.5 6 5.9 16 10.8

30.5—42.5 4 4.9 7 8.6

42.5-56.5 4 4.2 5 7.0

56.5—72.5 7 3.6 6 5.6

> 72.5 24 24.8 21 21.2

Total 414 414.0 403 402.8

x? 5.24 6.42

n 0.0419 + 0.0066 0.0897 + 0.0111 t = 3.71

k 0.00198 + 0.00132 0.00686 + 0.00198 t = 2.03

Xo= 21.2+ 13.8 13.1+ 3.4 t = 0.57

Po 82.1+ 1.9 72.7+ 2.2 Xf13 = 9.85

 

Note: The observed and expected distributions of the distances between birth-
places of father and offspring and of mother and offspring are given. Expected values
are computed for a doubly censored gammadistribution; chi square indicates the
goodness-of-fit (for 6 degrees of freedom). Parameters of the distribution (m and k)
the mean distance (xo= n/k) and the proportion born in the same village as the
parents (Po) are also given. The unit of distance is 625 meters.

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza (1962a).

parameter is needed for actually fitting this curve to observed data. It gives better

fits than the two-dimensional normal distribution, but probably involves too ex-

treme an individual mobility.

The gravitational component in human migration is due to the fact that individuals

have, for most of their life, fixed residences to which they return mostnights.

This is usually true even of hunters and gatherers, who may stay away for months

but usually do have a fixed place around whichthey gravitate for most oftheirlives.

People may, of course, occasionally change their “permanent residences”’ as is

taken into accountby the diffusional component. Duringtheir stay-out, individuals

explore a certain range, and a spouse may be foundin this period, or a child may

be born.
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Sociologists have long recognized that the gravitational component of migration

is proportional to the inverse square of the distance. Individual variation in

mobility adds to the variance. Distributions for the gravitational behavior depend

on the shape of the function taken to represent the dependence on distance of the

exploratory behavior(see also Boyceet al., 1968). This is determined largely by the

‘* attractive ’’ force exercised by clusters of people existing in a given neighborhood.

Migratory behavior of both types, diffusional and gravitational, leads to similar

distribution curves, which areclosely allied to the gammadistribution. The gamma

distribution has a single parametern, but, for fitting, an additional scale parameter

k is necessary, which gives

k”

=gmhry 8.35(n—-bl ” (8.39)(7)

This has mean distance n/k, variance n/k*, and mean square distance n(n + 1)/k?.

An example ofa fit of Equation 8.35 to actual data, by censoring at the origin and

at the tail, was shown in Table 8.7.

It should be mentioned that some empirical distributions have also been found

to be useful, such as

ook?

and

—kvVpre kYr
>

but they do not lend themselves easily to further analytical treatment. A goodfit

has also been obtained by using the sum of simple distributions, such as the sum of

two or more normals or the sum of two exponentials, (pe~” + (1 — p)e~""), which

requires three parameters p, a, b. The fitting of sums of these distributions can

be done by computer. The sum of normals lends itself more easily to analytical

treatment, enabling prediction of migration over two or more generations to be

made, as required in some models. The use of sumsof distributionsis not irrational,

considering the heterogeneity of means of transportation already mentioned.

Fitting a theoretical distribution to the observed migration data mayhelp to obtain

more satisfactory estimates of migration parameters, even of the simplest of them

all, the mean square distance (Example 8.7). This is equal to the second moment

about zero, or to the variance plus the square of the mean (see Appendix I). A

direct computation of this quantity from the observed distribution would seem to be

the simplest solution, but in practice there are often a few migrations over very long

distances that make the error of such estimates extremely large. Omission ofjust one
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extremely long migration may easily alter the estimate of the mean square distance

by a substantial amount, sometimes even bya factor of 10, showing the enormous

error variance of these estimates. Methods of analysis that rely heavily on these

types of estimates are, therefore, likely to be subject to very considerable errors.

The extremely long migrations can be removedto a separate category (long-range

migration), but the cutoff is usually arbitrary. Attempts to represent as complex a

phenomenon as human migration by a simple distribution with two or three

parameters are likely to give an oversimplified picture and clearly only constitute

rough approximationsto reality.

The number ofdimensions of a geographic distribution is often neither one nor two.

There are somesituations in which the number of dimensions over which a human

population is spread is unambiguous. A plain, with a well-developed lattice of

roadscrossing it, is a good example of a two-dimensional distribution. Populations

strung out in a long, unbranched valley, along a road through the African forest,

or along a shoreline (such as that of Greenland) that has uninhabited land behindit,

are good examplesof a truly one-dimensionaldistribution. Often, however, as with

populations in branching valleys, or more generally in an inhabited area that has

a low numberof nodes (branching points) with respect to the numberof its popu-

lation clusters (see Figure 8.17), the number of dimensionsis neither one nor two,

but is intermediate. An estimate of the number of dimensions can be obtained by

counting the numberofclusters or inhabitants, at a distance r from an arbitrarily

chosen center, or from a center at each cluster, repeated forall clusters. For a one-

dimensional distribution, the numberofclusters, or of people, found at a distancer,

should be independent of r. For a two-dimensional distribution, the number of

clusters should increase in proportion to r. An actual example for the ParmaValley,

where genetic workto be discussed later was done, is given in Table 8.8. The number

of parishes was counted in concentric circles from each parish. For parishes at low

altitudes (in the plains) a two-dimensional distribution fits well, but at high altitudes

neither a one- nor a two-dimensional distribution fits. For these, the number of

parishes found at a distance r increases approximately with the square root of the

distance from the center (more exactly, in proportion to r°-°*) (Table 8.8). This

corresponds to a numberof dimensionsjust intermediate between 1 and 2, and the

exponentof r plus 1 might be regarded as the number of dimensions.

Situations like that of the Parma Valley makeit difficult to choose between the

one-dimensional and the two-dimensional models. Similar situations are likely to

prevail in all mountainous areas, where higher degrees of isolation, and thus of

measurable drift, are more likely to be found.
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Mapofvillages of the Upper Parmavalley (northern Italy)

showing main connecting roads andvillage sizes in 1950.

TABLE 8.8

Pattern of Geographical Distribution in the Parma Valley

 

 

 

 

 

Low Altitude (<400 m) High Altitude (> 400 m)

Expectedfor Expectedfor

Distance Number of 2-dim Number of 1-dim. 2-dim.
(r) Parishes Distrib. Parishes Distrib. Distrib. d= 1.54

1.5-— 2.5 1 3.1 4 15.3 2.8 6.3
2.5— 6.5 32 27.8 47 61.3 25.0 38.9
6.5-12.5 101 88.1 73 91.9 79.3 87.8
12.5—20.5 189 204.0 167 122.5 183.8 157.9

Total 323 291

Xi31 5.0 21.9 31.7 5.5

 

Note: Since dis the numberof dimensions at distance r the numberofparishesis expected to be r?~1

Source: Cavalli-Sforza (1962a).
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8.12 Analysis of Geographic Variation

The study of evolution requires the collection of genetic data in time and space.

The opportunities for analysis of data collected at different times are usually severely

limited, while data on a cross section in space are more readily available. When

studying a single species, we can obtain two types of genetic data; data on gene

frequencies, and on relationships. Their theoretical analysis can be unified, as we

have seen, because the coefficient of kinship and the standardized variance of

gene frequencies may, in practice, be equated. Data from such different sources

may, however, have entirely different meanings. They should be keptdistinct, even

though the theoretical analysis may be similar. Wewill first consider data on gene

frequencies.

When geographic variation of gene frequencies is encountered, one of the fore-

most problemsis: can genetic drift explain the observed variation ? To answerthis

problem we need information on the factors that determine the magnitude of

variation expected under drift—namely, population sizes and rates of migrational

exchange.

The scope of the available data determines the sensitivity of the experiment, and

thus the importance of other factors, such as selection, that are detected by depar-

tures from the level of variation expected in their absence. When dataare available

onalarge scale, they usually come from a large area and, therefore, a heterogeneous

one. For an analysis of drift, variation should be studied with as much detail as

possible. When small samples from large populations are examined, the chances of

detecting drift, or at least of isolating it from other factors of variation, are small.

The factors other than drift that cause variation, should be mentioned. We have

previously mentioned local selective differences, and historical accidents of popu-

lation migrations as potential sources of heterogeneity. We should also considerthe

possibility that variation is reducedby stabilizing evolutionary factors, such as those

that are included in the coefficient of recall to equilibrium.

Each factor affecting variation has its own mode of action; some of the factors can

be isolatedfrom the others.

Drift produces variation that, when measured at the level of gene frequencies as

o*/pq, is independentof the allele or locus tested.

Local selective differences cause variation that affects only the locus or the loci

which are subject to differential selection in the area. It should be noted that, if a

selective process is going on in the whole area with an intensity that does not vary

from place to place, it should not lead to geographic variation.
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Historical accidents of population migration,like local selective differences, may

affect each gene differently, for their action depends on the differences in gene

frequencies that exist between the immigrant and the local population. Usually, the

analysis of expectations under drift is carried out assuming that a steady state has

been reached, but this may require a large number of generations. The effects of

historical accidents may, therefore, take time to even out. The possibility of hidden

gene flow (see Section 8.23) may also have to be considered whendifferent partially

segregated populations live in the same area.

Stabilizing evolutionary factors may affect each locus differently. In principle,

these factors could include mutation, migration, and balancing selection. It is un-

likely, however, that mutation, which is usually of a much smaller order of mag-

nitude than selection or migration, can be measuredat this level. Migration should

preferably be considered separately, as it is the major force counterbalancing drift

and should, as such, affect each locus equally. When possible, it would be rational to

distinguish (1) migration from within the area (between clusters within the same

larger population), which affects each locus equally and can be considered to be

a force equilibrating drift with the same intensity for all loci, and (2) migration

from without (namely, from a different overall population than that living in the

area under consideration), which can come from populations that have different

gene frequencies at some loci, and therefore can affect each locus in a different way.

Balancing selection may or may not be present and be of different intensity at each

particular locus.

Two main approaches to the analysis of geographic variation are (1) the compar-

ison of variation at different loci (or among different alleles) and (2) the prediction

of the variation due to drift on the basis of demographic knowledge.

Drift may be separated from the other factors because, when migration counter-

balancingit is taken into account accurately, the combination of the two givesrise

to an amount of variation that is the same for all loci (and alleles), and can be

predicted if adequate demographic knowledgeis available. Among the otherfactors,

variation in local intensities of selection, historical accidents, and migration from

withoutall increase the variation at some loci or among somealleles, adding their

effects to those of drift, while balancing selection (and, to a probably unmeasurably

small extent, mutation) decreases the variation due to drift for other loci or alleles.

It should be added that the estimation of kinship coefficients from genealogy

data provides average estimates of the variation of gene frequenciesat all loci or

alleles, and, therefore, does not contribute to that part of the analysis concerning

the comparison of different loci or alleles. This can only be done by observing

gene frequencies, directly, for several loci andalleles.
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It is clear that drift is more likely to be detected when an analysis is confined to a

small area, which will probably be more homogeneousandless subject to variations

from selective differences or historical accidents. The analysis of microgeographic

variation is thus more likely to lead to the demonstration of drift effects. Also, it is

probably easier to obtain useful demographic information in this kind of survey.

Weshall discuss some examples of the analysis of microgeographic variation, as

illustrations of the methods than can be used. Wewill considerfirst an application

of the island model, and then various ways of using the models of isolation by

distance. Finally we will introduce both analytical and Monte Carlo simulation

methods to take into account migration data as they are usually obtained.

AN APPLICATION OF THE ISLAND MODEL

In someinstances, the simple “‘ island model” can be useful. This maybe true for

the simultaneousinvestigations of several similar isolates.

Nei and Imaizumi (1966) have collected existing data on ABO blood groups in

twelve Japanese isolates, seven in small islands off the Japanese coast, and five in

mountainous ranges in the interior. They have analyzed the variances of the three

alleles (and also the covariances between alleles, two by two) and, after correction

for random sampling of the variances and covariances, obtained an average estimate

of o?/pg = 0.00224. (These authors prefer to exclude data from oneisland that gave

somewhat aberrantresults, butit is difficult to test if the rejection of this outlier is

warranted.) The effective population size, averaged over the twelve isolates, is

1960. In this instance the island model may be adequate, in the sense that these

isolates all receive some immigration from the mainland, but are largely indepen-

dent of one another, as the migration between them must be negligible.

Thus, the formula o?/pg = (1 + 4Nm)~? is applicable and givesrise to an estimate

of m = 0.06—that is, 94 percent of offspring stay on the island on which they were

born and 6 percent leave, each generation. No direct demographic estimates of m

are so far available. They would provide a useful check on the theory.

It is possible that this estimate of m should be little larger. The deviations of the

gene frequencies of each isolate are computed from their general mean, which, as

expected, is very close to that for the whole of Japan. Asthere is a “‘cline’’ for ABO

gene frequencies in Japan (thatis, a linear trend of frequencies along the length of

the country), it would be preferable to compute the deviations of gene frequencies

from those of the neighboring parts of Japan, rather than from the general average.

In the absence of direct information on the origin of the islanders this might be

dangerous, however, and the difference would, in any case, be small.
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AN EXAMPLE OF DEPENDENCE ON POPULATION DENSITY

In the Parma Valley, inhabitants from a number of parishes were analyzed

for ABO, MN,and Rh blood groups. The area was subdivided into various dis-

tricts corresponding to the administrative units (comuni), and for each, a variance of

the gene frequencies between parishes was computed. As the results were com-

parable for the various blood-group alleles (see Cavalli-Sforza, Barrai, and Ed-

wards, 1964), the variation over different loci was pooled. An analysis of the correla-

tion between the variation in gene frequencies, and that of various demographic

parameters, showed that the most important parameter was population density.

The observed correlation between the variance of gene frequencies (pooled overall

genes) and the population density is shown in Figure 8.18.
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Relationship between population density, in inhabitants per square

kilometer, and f value among parishes belonging to a given adminis-

trative unit (comuni) in the Parma Valley of northern Italy. (From

Cavalli-Sforza, 1969.)

To test the agreement between these data and an isolation model by distance we

can fit to the data the curve

1

T= TK’
(8.36)

which, if we are using a continuous model, is valid independently of the numberof

dimensions. Here, k is a coefficient that depends on o the migration coefficient and b

the coefficient of recall to equilibrium (the coefficient b combinesall other evolu-

tionary pressures—see Equations 8.29 and 8.32).
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The dependence of k on o andb differs in the one-dimensional and the two-dimen-
sional models. Moreover, 6 also has to be estimated differently in the two models.
The values given along the abscissa of Figure 8.18 are the customary two-dimen-
sional ones, namely, the numberof inhabitants per unit area (here per square kilo-
meter), for which k is estimated to be 1.5. For the one-dimensional model a suitable
estimate of density (6’) may be obtained by dividing the mean numberofinhabitants
per parish by the average spacing between two neighboringparishes. As the average
spacing is approximately the sameover all the area, we can transform 6 into 6’
by correcting by an appropriate factor (which depends on what the average spacing
is—it happens to be 2.2 kilometers in this area).

As wehavealready discussed, the expectations under the one- and two-dimension-
al models are very different, and we have already seen that most of the parishes in
the high-altitude area show a geographic distribution that is intermediate between
the two types of theoretical distributions. We will examine the meaning of k and the
estimate of 5 that can be obtained from k, assuming in turn, the one- and two-
dimensional models.

Population density should be corrected so as to take account ofeffective popu-
lation size. The correction factor is 0.4 for this area and can be applied directly to
k. Since density should be multiplied by the correction factor, we can simply divide
k byit, giving k/0.4 = 3.7 for k = 1.5. In the two-dimensional model, the k valueis
to be equated to 8207(—1/log, 2b). The variance o? in this areais approximately 400
square kilometers (from Table 8.7). This is approximate because of the contribution
to mean square distance of extremely long migrations, as already mentioned. The
resulting value of b is vanishingly small.

For a one-dimensional model, k has to be altered to take accountof the change of
scale from 6 to 6’. With a population density of 44 per square kilometer, the average
parish size is 300. With an average spacing betweenvillages of 2.2 kilometers, the
linear density is 300/2.2 = 136 per kilometer. The quantity k has to be multiplied by
44/136 = 0.31 to take account of the change ofscale in density and is, then, k =
3.7 x 0.31 = 1.15. In the one-dimensional model (Equation 8.39),

k= 4c,/2b.

Thus, with o* = 400 square kilometers and thus o = 20 kilometers, b = 0.00010.
Weknowthatthe distribution is intermediate between a one- and a two-dimen-

sional distribution and so we can only say that b should be smaller than 0.0001.
However, we are not considering other features of the data, such astheeffect of
clustering and the fact that the estimate of migration using o7 is unsatisfactory. An
approach giving a moresatisfactory representation of actual conditions would seem
in order and will be discussed in the following sections.
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8.13 Analysis of Correlation and Covariation with Distance

The formulas expressing the dependence of covariance and correlation between

population clusters on their distance apart, lend themselves to an alternative

approach.Pairs of clusters can be grouped accordingto the distance between them.

Within each distance group, the correlation between the gene frequencies of pairs of

clusters can be computed.Asthere is no reason to choose one orthe othercluster of

each pair for the x (or the y) axis in the correlation diagram, each pair is plotted

twice in the correlation diagram, exchanging coordinates. This gives rise to an

intraclass correlation coefficient (see Appendix I).

Nei and Imaizumi (1966) have used this approach to describe the variation of

ABO genefrequencies in Japan from gene-frequency data collected by prefecture.

Figure 8.19 shows that the correlation for the frequency of gene A between two
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prefectures decreases with distance. The decrease was less clear-cut or not present
at all, for B and O. It may comeasa surprise that correlations between population
clusters can be negative. Thereis a cline for these frequencies along the length of
Japan (see also Section 8.22). In computing the intraclass correlation coefficient
each pair of prefectures is plotted twice in the correlation diagram, interchanging
which oneis plotted along which axis. When

a

cline exists, a negative correlation—
especially over a large distance—canresult.

It is possible to correct approximately for the existenceof a cline in various ways,
such as byfitting a surface to the gene frequencies, computing an expected gene
frequency p;; for every location, i, j, and then correcting the observed gene fre-

quencyat that location by adding the quantity p,, — p, where p is the general mean.

The method used by Nei and Imaizumi (1966) to obtain the corrected correlation

coefficients (see Figure 8.19) was different, though almost equivalent to using this

method, and wasbased onfitting a line (rather than a surface) to the gene freque-

cies according to their location along Japan. This country is actually long and

narrow and therefore has an almostlinear configuration.

The dependence of the correlation coefficient for the A gene on distance is not

regular, and the B and O genes showlittle, if any, correlation with distance. This is in

part due to the small number of observations, and in part to the grouping into

prefectures. There are 45 prefectures and so 45 x 44/2 = 990 pairs, which were

distributed into nine groups by distance between prefectures, in order to compute

the correlations. Correlation coefficients are subject to a fairly large error and the

grouping of the population into large units does not allow computation of correla-

tions for small distances, which would be the most informative.

Morton and co-workers (1968) and Azevedo and co-workers (1969) in a series of

recent papers, have applied the theory of isolation by distance to two bodies of data

collected with a reasonable degree of fine geographic detail. One of them was a

survey of ABO blood groups among Swiss conscripts, and the other a fairly exhaust-

tive investigation of a Brazilian population in North East Brazil. Covariances were

estimated as a function of distance, by grouping pairs of individuals into classes

according to the distances betweentheir birthplaces. The mean kinship coefficient

was estimated for each distance class on the basis of various traits. Dependence of

the kinship coefficient on distance r was analyzed byfitting, to the data, the semi-

empirical equation

br) =foe"r%, (8.37)

where ¢(r) is the mean kinship coefficient for pairs of individuals at a distance r

apart, fo is equal to the kinship at zero distance, dis dependent on the number of

dimensions and is zero for one dimension and 4 for two dimensions, and c,if the

numberof dimensionsis clear-cut, can be taken, according to Malécot’s continuous
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theory of isolation by distance, to be equal to (2b/5)'/? (see Equation 8.30). Morton

and co-workers found that Equation 8.37 did not give an adequatefit to pedigree

inbreeding data. Kinship data, based on covariance analysis, could be fitted but the

estimate of the dimensionality parameter d was not alwaysas consistent asit should

be for different bodies of data from the same geographic region.

The intercept value fg should be equal to (1 + 4Nb)~', as before. Unfortunately,

the theory does not work well for short distances and in any case the intercept value

is especially sensitive to dimensionality. The validity of Morton and co-workers’

actual fy estimates seems to be questionable. These authors obtained fy = 0.005 for

Alpine isolates, as compared withf = 0.002 for random individuals from the whole

of Switzerland. It is probable that their f, value for Alpine isolates is an under-

estimate. They have used distances as the crowflies, thus certainly underestimating

actual distances between villages in the more remote, mountainous parts of the

country, especially for pairs of villages in different valleys. Underestimation of

distances near the origin causes a decrease of the value of $(r) extrapolated to r = 0,

which is their basis for estimatingfo . The comment by Morton and co-workersthat

the upper limit to kinship coefficients in man is 0.02 is in contradiction with the

fact that a values (overall inbreeding coefficients) higher than this have been report-

ed (see Chapter 7). Values of « are bound to be lower than kinship coefficients be-

cause they neglect remote consanguinity.

Estimation of b, the recall coefficient for linear pressures, from the coefficient c in

Equation 8.37 gave values that were so high as to lead Azevedo and co-workers

(1969) to remark ‘‘ we wonder whether long-range migration, perhaps, increasing in

recent years, may not be a moresignificant force than selection.”” We might also

wonder whether the implicit assumption of equilibrium is valid.

The theory of isolation by distance depends on assuming that patterns of migration

can be specified in terms of distance alone.

If this is not possible, it may be very difficult to distinguish which part of the

migration is accounted for by “‘ distance”’ and which is not, and so must be absorb-

ed, as long-range migration, into the coefficient of recall b. Under such conditions

the coefficient b has only a descriptive value.

Finally, we would like to be able to check that the number of dimensions,

as obtained byfitting kinship coefficients to distance, corresponds with that esti-

mated from demographic data. These criticisms illustrate the general proposition

that real migration data must be used for measuring the migration pressure that

counterbalances drift. The shortcut of using migration distributions defined as a

function of distance may be useful as an approximation when nobetter approachis

available.
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8.14 Migration Matrices

Migration data are usually obtained from information on the birthplaces of
individuals and of their parents (or, less accurately of their spouses) and thus are
readily available. A complete statistical summary of such data can be put in the
form of a rectangular array of numbers, or matrix (see also Example 6.1), in which
birthplaces of parents are given as columns and those of offspring as rows. Thereis
often a difference between father-offspring and mother-offspring migration due to
social customs. The two can be pooledto give a single parent-offspring matrix (see
Table 8.9). The n,;; element of this matrix—namely, the numberin its jth row and
jth column—is the numberofoffspring born in cluster i one of whose parents was
born in .

TABLE 8.9

Migration Data from Six Mayan Villages (SA, CDO,etc.) on Lake Atitlan
(Guatemala). OV: children born to parents born in outside villages.

 

Birthplace ofParent
Grand

SA CDO SAP SCP SCL JAI Subtotal OV Total
 

 

_ SA 298 0 0 0 0 0 298 16 314
S cCpo 6 134 0 0 0 0 140 2 142
gs SAP 0 0 543 2 0 0 545 3 548
$3 scp 0 1 7 298 0 0 306 3 309
ae SCL 0 0 0 0 176 3 179 3 182

JAI 0 0 0 0 2 26 28 4 32 
 

Source: From Cann, Barnett, Harris, et al., unpublished data.

Knowing the distance betweenall pairs of places i and 7, we can then construct

from these data the frequency distribution of the distance between birthplaces of

parent and offspring, and this gives rise to migration distributions, as discussed

before. The use of a migration distribution considerably simplifies the presentation

of the data. In fact, it allows the whole matrix to be reduced to one or a few para-

meters, namely, those of the migration distribution function. It is clear, however,

that, in this process, much information may be lost, especially if the geographic

distribution of the population is irregular.

It is possible, by suitable approaches, not to lose the information contained in the

original migration matrix.

Two methodswill be considered: calculating the expected gene-frequency varian-

ces and covariances from the empirical migration matrix plus other demographic
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‘nformation whenit is available, and suitably simulating the population in a com-

puter. Before we gointo the details of these approaches, however, we will consider

some problems concerning their general validity.

The use of migration matrices is probably the best approach for predicting genetic

drift when suitable data are available, but difficulties may be encountered.

A migration pattern may change with time. If data from the past were available

and the migration matrices for each former generation were known, they could be

used to give the final expected variances and covariances. This will seldom be the case

however; usually, migration matrices for only the past one or two generationsare

available. There is an interesting way to check whether an observed migration

pattern can be taken as representative of a time period longer than a generation,

which weshall discuss later. In fact, if the same migration pattern were to prevail

indefinitely, the migration matrix could also be used to estimate the relative

proportions of the cluster sizes to be expected. A comparison between the actual

sizes of the clusters, and those predicted in this way may show whetherthe present

geographic distribution can be explained on the assumption that the migration

pattern has not changed overtime.

The observed numbers in the matrix may be small and hence subject to large

sampling errors. Pooling suitable rows and columns helps to reduce this source of

error.

Prediction may involve heavy numerical computations if the matrix is large. The

matrix may be reduced by taking submatrices corresponding to subareas, and

examining them independently, or by pooling rows and columns. The pooling

process can be carried out by pooling rows and columnsthat have the lowest values

in the main diagonal and the highest values in the symmetrically placed “off-

diagonal” position. This should minimize the loss of genetic information.

The theory of migration matrices makes use of the angular transformation ofgene

frequencies.

The formal theory of migration matrices was developed to predict the expecta-

tions of the gene-frequency variances of individual clusters, and the expectations of

the covariances. The theory is based on an approximation that makesuse of angular

values instead of gene frequencies (see Appendix I). It is known that this approxi-

mation is quite satisfactory for gene frequencies between 0.05 and 0.95.

The transformation of a frequency p into an angular value @ is defined by

sin 6 = ./p. (8.38)
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It has the property that 6, in contrast to p, has a sampling variance whichis inde-
pendent of p, provided p lies approximately between 0.05 and 0.95. There is a
simple relationship between the variance V, of the angular value 8 and Wahlund’s
variance o7/D4q, corresponding to a kinship coefficient f, namely,

f===4y, (8.39)S
t
h

when angular values are expressed in radians, and f= (x/90)*V, when they are
expressed in degrees.

The expected varianceof6 in the ith cluster after the nth generation can be shown
to be

V0) =F+DaeDilm| (8.40)
where m\") is the ijth term of the rth power of the migration matrix (allowing for

migration from the outside) and N,is the numberofindividuals in the ith cluster. (See

Example 6.1 for a discussion of matrices and how to obtain powers; see Bodmer and

Cavalli-Sforza, 1968, for the derivation of these results; see also C. A. B. Smith,

1969.)

Similarly, the expected covariance between twoclusters at the nth generation is

kK fom

Cov(afa”) =FyUN,r(mm). (8.41)

The expected variance of gene frequencies in the total population at the nth

generation is

Vom) = —=|)N?7V(0™) + y y N,N; Cow(oinay”). (8.42)
i=1 j=1

ix j

where

k

— \ N
i=1

and 6is the meanoverall clusters. The expected variance between clusters at the

nth generation is

1 J -
VY = N >’ N, V(6%) — VO) +A, (8.43)

i=1

where the term A approacheszero with time, if the gene frequencies of the external

sources of genes (from which the migrants from outside the area under consideration

come) for each cluster are equal.
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With the help of a computer, variances and covariances can readily be computed

for any generation, and thus the kinetics of the approach to equilibrium can be

followed. We can thus determine whether, for any given situation, the time during

which the process of drift could have taken place is sufficient for approaching

equilibrium.

In this respect, it is important to notethat in anyfinite population corresponding

to a given migration matrix with no external immigration, the variance will increase

and drift will alwayslead to fixation. For a steady-state equilibrium to be reached, a

balancing force, correspondingto the coefficient of recall to equilibrium, must be

present. For a finite area totally cut off from the rest of the world, this coefficient

would be the mutation rate plus a “linearized’’ balancing selection pressure. If,

however, there is any influx of genes from populations external to the area being

considered or external to the population being considered but living in the same

area, then the coefficient ofrecall to equilibrium should also include this migration

pressure. In the infinite, continuous and discontinuous models that we have dis-

cussed before, we tend to ignore this pressure, which is effectively included in the b

value, but in a finite and morerealistic modelit cannot be forgotten. The migration-

matrix model allows for coefficients of recall that may be different for each cluster.

These coefficients are called aw, , one value for each clusteri. If «; = « is constant with

respect to different clusters, it is essentially the same as the recall coefficient 5.

Allowing for variation between clusters, we can accommodate, for instance, higher

migration from the outside for peripheral clusters.

Wewill use as an illustrative example of the application of migration matrices a

small matrix obtained from unpublished material kindly made available to us by

Cann, Harris, and co-workers (given in Table 8.9). The data came from five villages

inhabited by American Indians and located around the rim of an approximately

circular lake (Lake Atitlan in Guatemala). The migration matrix given in Table 8.9

was obtained from preliminary demographic data and is the sum of two matrices,

one for father-offspring and one for mother-offspring migration. The stochastic

transition matrix, which has rows that sum to 1, is obtained by dividing each value

by the row total, as in Table 8.10.

In the last two columns of Table 8.10 are given the population sizes N of the

villages (approximate sizes for the first two) and the relative frequency of children

bornin villages other than those included in the matrix («;). The actual numbersof

such children were given in Table 8.9 (column OV). The « values given in Table 8.10

are obtained for thefirst village, for example, as «; = 16/(298 + 16), etc. The ele-

ments of the matrix must be multiplied by (1 — a;) before taking powers, for use

in the variance and covariance formulas (m,;, in Equations 8.40 and 8.41).

In what follows we assumethat migration from outside the area takes place from

populations that have the same gene frequencies, on the average, as those inside.If

this is not true, and the actual gene frequencies of the populations from which the

migrants come are known,they can be taken into accountin the full treatment of

the theory.
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TABLE 8.10

Stochastic Migration Matrix Obtainedfrom the Migration Matrix of Table 8.9 by
Dividing Each Value by Its Corresponding Row Total. Population sizes N and migrationfrom the outside «; are given in the last two columns.

 

Birthplace ofParents
 

  
 

 

SA CDO SAP SCP SCL JAI

_

Total N 0;

. SA 10 oO 0 0 0 0 1.0 3000 0.051
> CPO 0.043 0.957 0 0 0 0 1.0 300 0.014
$5 SAP 0 0 0.996 0.004 0 0 1.0 548 0.005
= SCP 0 0.003 0.023 0.974 0 0 1.0 309 0.010
BY SCL 0 0 0 0 0.983 0.017 1.0 182 0.003

JAI 0 0 0 0 0.071 0.929 1.0 32 0.125 
 

 

The expected variances and covariances of the gene frequencies for the Guate-
malan Indian villages, as well as the variance betweenvillages, can be obtainedfor
any generation by using Equations 8.40 through 8.43. These formulas actually give
the variance V, of the angular transformation of gene frequencies, but, from
Equation 8.39, this is simply 4, where f= o7/pq.
The expected increase in the variance of gene frequencies between villages with

time is shown in Figure 8.20. Village sizes have to be multiplied by a factor for
correcting the total population size to effective population size, which was taken,
here, to be 0.3. The matrix of variances and covariances after 300 generations
(expressed in angular values) is shown in Table 8.11. At this time equilibrium had
not yet been reached.

The equilibrium value of the variance of gene frequencies between villages is
about 0.013. The averagef value observed for 10 loci (ABO, Rh, MNS,Jk, Fy, Di,
Hp, Tf, PGM, PGD)is 0.014 + 0.009, which agrees very well with the predicted
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Increase of f between 6 Guatemalan Indian villages with

time computed from an observed migration matrix.
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TABLE 8.11

Matrix of Variances and Covariances (Angular Transformations of Gene Frequencies)

 

 

Between the Six Villages on the Edge ofLake Atitlan, in Guatemala, after 300 Generations

1 2 3 4 5

1 4.1997E-04 1.5532E-03 1.8040E-06 5.5271 E-05 0.0 0.0

2 1.5533E-04 4.9558E-03 6.9002E-06 1.9192E-04 0.0 0.0

3 3.2955E-07 1.2605E-05 1.5934E-02 1.5579E-02 0.0 0.0

4 5.6930E-06 1.9768E-04 8.7841 E-03 1.5772E-02 0.0 0.0

5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.8688E-03 1.3857E-02

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4364E-03 1.6699E-02  
 

Note: The numbers are given in “floating-point” form so that, for example, 6.0592E-04= 6.0592 x 10-4

equilibrium value. The time needed to reach equilibrium is about 200 generations

or 4000-5000 years, which is surely longer than these populations have remained

stable, or even existed. The major changein f, however, takes place within the first

50-100 generations.

Comparisonsofthis kind have so far been carried out for 28 parishes of the upper

Parma Valley in Italy; 22 colonies of Babinga Pygmies in Central Africa; 13 clans

of the Bundi tribe in New Guinea (Malcomet al., unpublished data). In all of these

cases, the f values observed from gene-frequency data and those expected on the

basis of migration matrices were in good agreement. In the Parma Valley, where

observed and expected values showed the greatest disagreement, the observed f

value was about 3 times higher than that expected. The analysis is not however,

complete. In particular, the migration data so far available do not allow satis-

factory computation of the «; values, which were assumed to be equal. This might

contribute to underestimating the expected variation. Estimates off from pedigree

data are nearer to the values expected from the migration matrices.

In all of these cases, there was no significant heterogeneity between the variation

at different loci. (This test can be carried out, when angular transformations are

used instead of gene frequencies, by Bartlett’s chi square test for homogeneity of

variances.) Thus, the othercriterion for drift being the major source ofvariation is

also met.

Unlike the example from Guatemala, in which there is a relatively high degree of

isolation between villages, in all of these other examples the time needed to reach

equilibrium wasrelatively short; only a few generations for New Guinea, about 15

for the Parma Valley, and a somewhatlonger timefor the Pygmies. A test for the

consistency of the migration patterns with the present population distribution in

the clusters showed remarkably good agreement, at least in the first two examples,

confirming the validity of the migration data.
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The theoretical models described earlier correspond to particular forms of the
migration matrix. The analysis of these and other theoretical matrices may help in
estimating the time needed to reach equilibrium for these theoretical models.
The island model of Wrightis given by aninfinite matrix, in which all elements of

the main diagonal are 1 — « (where a is equal to m in the model), while all other
elements are 0. The linear stepping-stone model corresponds to 1 — m on the main
diagonal, and m/2 on the elements immediately adjacent to the diagonal, whereall
elements of a row should be divided by 1 — w. A “ pseudoinfinite ” linear stepping-
stone model can be imitated by turning the linear pattern into a circular one (see
Figure 8.21). A pseudoinfinite square lattice can be similarly generated. Other types
of lattices have also been studied. The effect of dimensionsis not large, as can be

seen by comparing the kinetics of the increase in variancefor linear (circular) and

an icosahedral model (see Figures 8.21 and 8.22). The latter model represents

roughly 2.5 dimensions. The parameters m and « are the most importantfactors in

determining the rate of approach to equilibrium and the equilibrium / valueitself.

 

   
 
FIGURE 8.21 .

Spatial representation of population clusters in the circular and in the icosa-

hedral models. Lines connect clusters between which exchange by migration

takes place. (From Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza, 1968.)

8.15 Predicting Drift by Computer Simulation

Early experiments on the simulation of drift by computer were made by Brues

(1954, 1963) who imitated the interaction of drift and selection for the ABO blood-

group genes and modified input data to obtain a distribution similar to the present

world distribution (see Chapter 5). The degree ofsophistication ofsimulation models

depends on the available information and computer time.
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Increase off with time in the two theoretical models diagrammedin Figure 8.21. The

quantity m indicates the amount of cross-migration between clusters and « the immigration

from an outside pool. Solid lines plot data according to the circular model; dashedlines,

according to the icosahedron. (From Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza, 1968.)

Wewill describe the construction of an artificial population designed to simulate

that of the upper Parma Valley, which has been investigated, from other points of

view, with some of the results already mentioned (Cavalli-Sforza and Zei, 1967).

The life of an individual in an artificial population is analyzed by a flow chart

similar to that already described for fitness (in Chapter 6), as shown in Figure

8.23. Following the flow chart, we can see that several probability tables of demo-

graphic variables have to be provided and used during the simulation, by meansof

random numbers. Random choices are used to makethe following determinations,

in sequence (numbers indicate corresponding items in the flow chart).

1. Probability of death, by age and sex.

2. Probability of marrying, by age (for males).

3a. Probability of marrying woman of a given age (as a function of a male’s

age).

3b. Probability of marrying woman of a given parish (as a function of a

male’s residence).

3c. Probability of marrying woman of a given social class (as function of a

male’s social class).

4. If more than one prospective wife of a given type is available, give each an

equal probability.

5. Probability of birth of 0, 1, 2,... children during a decade, as a function of

age of mother and of population rate of growth.
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Flow chart of artificial population for prediction of inbreeding and of drift. Dashed arrows indicate that a portion of flow chart has been
simplified. Numbers refer to use of probability tables as specified in text. (Adapted from Cavalli-Sforza and Zei, 1967.)
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The probability tables used were, as much as possible, derived from actual data.

Information was sparse for 3c. The populationitself occupied most of the computer

memory (32,000 locations). Individuals were initially given the observed population

gene frequencies for ABO, MN,and Rh by a special part of the program, which

created the initial population with family groups and ages. The total numberof

individuals was kept approximately constant from the beginning by suitably regulat-
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Heterogeneity chi square for three blood-group systems, between 22 villages in an artificial
population simulating the upper Parma Valley. Drift was taken as the only source of

variation. The dashed andsolid lines represent duplicate experiments. A: The Rh system;

seven alleles were considered. B: The ABO system; four alleles were considered. C: The

MNsystem; two alleles were considered. (From Cavalli-Sforza, 1967.)
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ing the population growth rate at item 5. Theincreasein the heterogeneity (measur-
ed by chi square) between the blood-group gene frequencies of the 22 parishes
represented in the population is shown, for two independent runs of the popula-
tion, in Figure 8.24.

The computer time required for analysis is proportional to the numberof indi-
viduals (which was about 5000) and to the reciprocal of the time unit employed.
Time is a discontinuous variable in this kind of experiment. In this example a
decade was used as the time unit, and so the average length of a generation was
approximately 3 units. This, of course, makes the approximation fairly rough from
a demographic point of view, but decreases the computer time, which was 2 minutes
per cycle on an IBM 7040. A similar method has been used by MacCluer (1967).
The estimate of f derived by computer simulation, 0.01085, compares very

favorably with that obtained by the migration-matrix approach using the same
migration matrix, which was 0.01160. The two approachesdiffer mostly in that the
latter does not take into account the sampling of migrants from generation to
generation. It would seem that the effect of this difference cannot be large. The
migration-matrix approach is much more economical in terms of computertime.
The only demographic parameters required are the migration matrix and those
needed for the computation of effective populationsize.

8.16 Drift in Time

Glass and co-workers (1952) suggested the possibility of analyzing drift by

measuring the difference in gene or genotype frequencies between nonsuccessive

generations. This can be done onliving people, by considering that representatives

of more than one generation are present in human populations and that they can

be separated, at least roughly, on the basis of age. Glass and co-workers used data

from an isolate formed by religious sect living in Pennsylvania, the Dunkers.

They partitioned the living population into three age groups: 1-27 years, 28-55,

and 56 or older. Comparisons between gene or phenotype frequencies for the MN

blood group showeda significant chi square betweenthefirst and third generations,

while those betweenthe first and second generations, and between the second and

third were not significant, as might be expected. No such effect was, however, found

for the ABO and Rhblood groups.

This method could give a misleading result if there were differential mortality for

blood groups with respect to age, but this has not so far been found for these

markers (see Chapter 5). Analysis of the age distribution of carriers of the markers

can show effects of drift only in highly isolated populations that are very exten-

sively sampled. If the phenotype of every individual in the population is determined

and due corrections are made for duplication of genes in each generation resulting

from close relationships, the chi square between the first and third generation is
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expected to be twice the normal expectation for chi square (namely, the number of

degrees of freedom), whichis only a relatively slight increase. The sensitivity of the

test for drift in time could be increased significantly if data on generations that are

farther apart were available, because the expectation of chi square between groups

n generations apart would be approximately n times the degrees of freedom.

8.17 Inbreeding and Drift

There is a direct relationship between inbreeding and drift. Under random mat-

ing in an infinitely large population, no two individuals that mate are related. Ina

finite population, howeverall individuals are related to some extent and we have

seen that in a population of constantsize, in the absence of mutation, the inbreeding

or kinship coefficient f approaches one with infinite time. In the presence of muta-

tion or other linear systematic pressures b, f approaches a value (1 + 4bN)~ ' which

is smaller than one. Thus, a finite population is always subject to some degree of

inbreeding because ofits finite size. It should be noted that, if a population in-

creases in size more rapidly than linearly with time, fapproaches a value lower than

one, even in the absence of systematic pressure (Malécot, 1948).

There are various approaches to the computation ofkinship coefficientsfrom genealo-

gies that can be used to measure the effects of drift.

Wehave so far mainly considered how to use o7/pg =f as a measure of genetic

drift. An alternative method of measurement, whichis based on largely independent

sources of data, is to use the mean kinship or the mean inbreeding coefficient,

obtained from genealogies, of the individuals forming the population. All the

theoretical analyses considered so far could be applied to this alternative method.

The mean kinship coefficient can be obtained by taking pairs of individuals at random

and, on the basis of their pedigrees, computing the kinship coefficient for each pair,

whichis the sameas the inbreeding coefficient of their progeny. The mean overall

pairs would give /.

On the other hand, records on the consanguinity between mates exist in the archi-

ves, national or religious, of several countries, for example in Japan (through the

Koseki) and in countries with Roman Catholic populations. Mates often know if

they are fairly closely related, and so a survey of the consanguinity of mates by

interview is a possible approach. This kind of information is not, however, always

willingly supplied, and consanguinity may often not be revealed. A direct survey in a

random sample of the Italian population gave average inbreeding coefficients that

were less than half as large as those obtained from Roman Catholic archives.

The two approaches, using the consanguinity of random pairs and that of actual

mates, are each based on a knowledge of genealogies. Each can go back for about
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the same numberof generations, whichis usually small. This results in a truncation
of the information, usually at fairly close consanguinities.

A comparison between random pairs and mates gives reasonable agreement for
computedinbreeding coefficients.

Determination of the consanguinity of mates has the advantage,overthat of ran-
dom pairs, that direct use can be made of a greater numberofavailable records.It
has the disadvantage that mates form a highly selected sample of pairs. The analysis
of all the factors that may bias the sample, and of appropriate corrections,is diffi-
cult and often unsatisfactory and will be further discussed later. The study of mates
does, however, supply information not obtainable from the study of random pairs:
for example, the limitations on population effective size due to effective social
Stratification and geographic mobility.

The availability of many records of consanguineous matings has madethis
approach the one mostly followed in practice, though the potential interest in the

use of random pairs should be kept in mind. A direct test of the two approaches by

Steinberg and co-workers (1966) on two subgroupsof the religious sect known

as the Hutterites called the S-leuts and L-leuts gave the following results:

  

Hutterite _
subgroup Observed F Fi Fy!

S_leut 0.0211 0.02484.0.0012 0.0184 + 0.0005
L-leut 0.0255 0.0311 + 0.0014 0.0228 + 0.0006

In this table, F is the value computed from actual matings; F/ that computed from

a random sample of Hutterite individuals, and Fthat computed from the same

random sample after omitting matings betweensibs, half sibs, first cousins, and first

cousins once removed, which are not approved by the social custom of the Hut-

terites. The observed values are intermediate between the two expected values,

indicating reasonably good agreement. It is interesting that the avoidance ofall

consanguineous mating between persons moreclosely related than second cousins

has not greatly reduced the average inbreeding coefficient. The Hutterites are,

however, a very special group andthis result should clearly not be generalized.

On the assumption of randomness (in the sense that consanguineous mating is

neither avoided nor favored because of its being consanguineous) we can compute

the expected frequencies of various types of consanguineous matings for any

given population. Wegive now an approximate treatment assuming nonoverlapping

generations and random matingin a finite population, and will later correct the

model to makeit more satisfactory. In a population of stable size N, with a Poisson
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distribution of progeny size, each individual has on the average two children (see

Example 8.8), and thustwo paternal and two maternal uncles or aunts. Each ofthese

has on the average two children, and so each individual has an average of

8

first

cousins, of which 4 on the average are of opposite sex. The chance of marrying a

first cousin is therefore

N
|
Z
l

Z
|

00

since N/2 is the total numberofindividuals of the opposite sex.

It was suggested by Dahlberg (1948) that the isolate size N can be estimated from

the frequency offirst-cousin marriages f,. Dahlberg’s formula, which is f. = 4/N,

gives results that are too low bya factor of 2 because hedid not consider the varia-

tion of progenysize. Theisolate size is a rough measure of the effective size of the

population from which individuals choose their mates.

This approach can be generalized as follows. If we call d the degree of (even)

cousins, then,

gza+t

N
 

is the expected proportion of cousins of desired degree in the population. Maleécot

(1948) has given the more exact formula

g2dti 1 d

p= (1-5). (8.44) 

in which the factor in parentheses is usually very small.

A difficulty with the pedigree approach to population structure and drift is that re-

latively few individuals are included in most pedigrees.

The analysis of pedigrees in human populations can sometimes be extended as

far back as ten or more generations using, for example, parish books (Moroni,

1964). The relative importance of the contribution of different degrees of relatives

to the average inbreeding coefficient should be constant, since for degree d,

F=(ytt?,
and thus from Equation 8.44, pF =~ 4N for each degree of relationship, where p is

the frequency of a relationship of degree d. In practice, migration, mutation, and

other factors make the contributions of more remote degrees less important.
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Most pedigrees cannot be traced for more than two or three generations, and
only a few for fourorfive. Values of F obtained by averaging the inbreedingcoeffi-
cients of a sample of individuals, or of matings from a population, over so few
generations,are likely to be underestimated by an unknownfactor. Even when good
records are available, there are often gaps in the knowledge of the ancestry that
makethe estimation of F difficult.

Aninteresting case thatillustrates some of these points, was analyzed by Mange
(1964) using data on Hutterites living in South Dakota. This isolate numbered
5450 individuals in 1960, but only about 200 in 1874. Records go back,in part, to
1725 and it was therefore possible to reconstruct genealogies to at least the fourth
generation. To estimate F,, individuals were chosen whose pedigrees achieved a
certain desired degree of completeness, and the effect of missing ancestors was
estimated. It is not clear whether this could bias the data.

Inbreeding coefficients were computed, using all four generations and also using
just the first and second generations and just the third and fourth generations. The
relative contributionsoffirst- and second-cousin marriages and ofthird- and fourth-
cousin marriages can thus be estimated as follows: from first- and second-cousin
marriages F = 0.010 +0.013; from third- and fourth-cousin marriages, F =

0.012 + 0.007. The total average inbreeding coefficient over the four generationsis

the sum of these two, namely;

F = 0.022 + 0.014.

The decrease in the value of F due to not considering earlier generations is unknown.

This population is one of those having the highest observed F value (see Chapter

7). It should also be noted that it has considerably increased in size in recent times,

while remaining isolated, a fact that helps to explain why F has a high value in

spite of the relatively large size of the colony. The distribution of values of F for

Hutterite families whose records metthe criterion of completeness of ancestry used

by Mangein his studyis given in Figure 8.25.

There is direct evidence for nonrandomness of consanguineous matings.

Other difficulties in using consanguinity data arise from the fact that consan-

guineous matings are often nonrandom,in the sensethattheyareeither specifically

avoided or favored. The determining factors of this nonrandomnessarecultural,

and vary greatly from one population to another. We have already mentioned a

society in which certain consanguineous matings are extremely favored: amongthe

Sudras in Andhra Pradesh (South India) the proportion of matings between uncle

and maternal niece may be as high as 12 percent (Dronamraju and Khan, 1960).

Elsewhere, these matings are extremely rare (of the order of 107° to 107* in

European populations) and are, in fact, outlawed in several countries.
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FIGURE 8.25

Distribution of the inbreeding coefficient F (log scale) among

Hutterites. Tallied here are 667 families, each family

counted once. (From Mange, 1964.)

According to Roman Catholic law, consanguineous matings giving an inbreeding

coefficient up to $ are permitted, but require dispensation. Dispensation was also

required from 1550 to 1917 even for third-cousin marriages (F = 54<). Later it was

restricted to second-cousin marriage (F = 2) and those of closer relations (until

1965), and is now required only for first-cousin and uncle-niece or aunt-nephew

marriages. The ease with which dispensations have been granted must have varied

with time and place. The frequency of third-cousin marriages and also that of

second-cousin marriages, which has always been lower, has remained almost

constant throughoutthe last three centuries in several parts of Italy; the frequency

of first-cousin marriages has increased from practically zero to fairly high values

during the nineteenth century (Figure 8.26). This change has been attributed to the

change in legislation that took place under Napoleon (Moroni, 1967a). The rights

of primogeniture were abolished, and those of all children to inherit their father’s

property nearly equalized. This made it impossible to keep agricultural property

from being subdivided, a trend that first-cousin marriages could, in part, reverse.

It also seems likely that there must have been a relaxation in the granting of dis-

pensations by Roman Catholic authorities, for before this period, first-cousin

marriages were almost nonexistent. Today, permission for a marriage for which

dispensation is technically possible is practically always granted by the Roman
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FIGURE 8.26

Secular variation in the total frequency of consanguineous matings (up to and including
those between second cousins). (From Moroni, 1964.)

Catholic church.It is possible that consanguineous matings now tend to take place
almost at random,in the sense that relationship does not influence the probability

of marriage. If this is true, consanguineous matings can provide a simple basis for

the measurementofisolate size along the lines suggested by Dahlberg. As Dahlberg

himself recognized, however, his original formula does not readily lend itself to

estimation and must be corrected in several ways. Improved methods, to be de-

scribed later, lead to isolate-size estimates that are independent of those obtained

from the study of gene frequencies, and which, therefore, provide a check of the

randomness of consanguineous matings.

8.18 Estimation of Expected Proportions
of Consanguineous Matings

Even if consanguinity itself does not influence the probability of mating, con-

sanguineous matings nevertheless form a highly selected sample of all matings.

Overlapping generations, changing population size, correlations between ages of

husband and wife, migration, and other factors make the computationofthe expected

frequencies of consanguineous matings a lengthy one. In addition, there is a great

variety of consanguineous matings that are combined under the same general

heading and that require different treatments. Even without making a complete

enumeration ofall possible matings between relatives, as was attempted by Jayakar

and Haldane (1965), we can identify four types of matings betweenfirst-cousins, 16

of second-cousins (andoffirst-cousins once removed), and 64 of third-cousins (and
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of 24 cousins). Differences between pedigrees with the same degree of relationship

arise from different combinations with respect to the sexes of ancestors inter-

mediate between the common ancestors and the actual mates. There are 2° such

ancestors, where d is the degree of consanguineous marriage.

The expected numberofrelatives ofgiven degree can be estimatedfrom a knowledge

of average sibship size.

The mating shown in Figure 8.27 is between second cousins once removed

(A and B). The number of ancestors between the commonancestors (E and F) and

the husbandis i, and that between the commonancestors andthe wife is j. Let, now,

s be the expected number ofsibs per individual and p the expected number of

progeny per individual, assumed to remain constant from generation to generation.

Then there are (ignoring sex) 2?p°*s relatives of type A per B individual for the

example illustrated in Figure 8.27. This is because B has 2? grandparents (D), each

of which has on the average s sibs (C), each of which has an average of p® great

grandchildren (A). In general, there are 2ip's relatives of the wife (B) that have the

same degree of consanguinity (defined by i andj) as her husband(A), and similarly

2'n/s relatives of the husband that have the same degree of consanguinity as the

wife. The number of progeny p that reproducesis approximately twice the absolute

rate of population increase per generation. When family size has variance V and

mean p, the expected number of reproducing sibs is (see Example 8.8)

V
E(s)=p+-—-—1,

p

 

FIGURE 8.27

Pedigree of a consanguineous mating

(between second cousins once removed).
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which is equal to p — 1 for constant progeny size, which was the situation assumed
by Dahlberg. If the distribution of progeny size is a Poisson distribution, V = p
and thus E(s) = p. In practice, E(s) is somewhat larger than p because progenysize
usually has a distribution with a larger variance than that of a Poisson distribution
(see Chapter 6).

In an actual survey (Mainardiet al., 1962) the total numberof living first cousins
per individual was found to be 14.1 with a variance of 99.8. The proportion of these
who would reproduce is, very approximately, 65 percent. The expected variance
(55.5), based on assuming a negative binomial distribution of progeny size (see
Chapter 6) and independence of progeny size in successive generations, is sig-
nificantly smaller than the observed one. Thisis likely to be the result of correlations

in fertility between successive generations. Variation in fertility due to social con-

ditions and the age of the mother, rather than heritable fertility differences, are

probably the major cause of this discrepancy.

If the correlation in fertility is r, the expected numberof, for example,first

cousins for a Poisson offspring distribution is 2p7(1 +r). Thus, the distributions

of the number of relatives could in principle be used to estimate correlations in

fertility. They cannot, however, be used on their own to separate the parent-

offspring correlation of fertility due to social class from that due to biological

inheritance.

Correlation of age at marriage has an important effect on the pattern of consan-

guineous marriage.

It is well known that there is a high correlation for age at marriage. The distri-

bution of age at marriage is skew, but can be fairly well “normalized” by the

transformation log (t — ty), where ¢ is the actual age at marriage and fy is the

youngest possible age at marriage. Unfortunately, this distribution does not lend

itself readily to further analytical computations, but its approximation to a normal

was found to be satisfactory for the purpose of this analysis. It is convenient to

compute, instead of the correlation coefficient between ages at marriage of husband

and wife, the variance of the difference between their ages, which is simply related

to the correlation coefficient.

Whena general pedigree like the one in Figure 8.27 is considered, the expected

age difference between husband and wife is

M = (Mjtm + Fats) — (nistm +itp) (8.45)

=(m;,—m,- 1)tht+ Fy -fit Dt,;

with variance

S* = 6) + of +(m; + mor, + (fi +f))07, (8.46)
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where m, is the number of male and /, the number of female intermediate ancestors

in the branch leading to the husband (m; + f; = i), and m, and f;the corresponding

numbers in the branch leading to the wife. In the actual pedigree of Figure 8.27,

m,=2,m=1,f;=1,f;=1.

The other quantities in Equations 8.45 and 8.46 are the following demographic

parameters: t,, = mean age at reproduction in males; o” = variance in age

at reproduction in males; t, = mean age at reproduction in females; O* = variance

in age at reproduction in females; o7 = variance of the difference in age between

sibs; o7 = variance of the difference in age between husband andwife.

If consanguineous marriages tend to have the same correlation with respect to

age as nonconsanguineous marriages, a correction factor can be computed for the

probability of a given type of marriage. This factor, when multiplied by the estimate

of the probability of a given type of consanguinity obtained from the ratio between

the numberof relatives and the populations size, gives an estimate that takes into

account the correlation between mates for age at marriage. The correction factor

can be shownto be

W eM?/2S?a — 8.47
S./2n 847)

where M and S” are given by Equations 8.45 and 8.46 and Wis the reciprocalof the

average relative frequency of individuals of given age (in years, if this is the unit

in which the demographic parameters are expressed), in the reproductive age group

(Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1966; see also Hajnal, 1963).

On an average the age correlation makesfirst-cousin marriages about twice as

frequent (I, ~ 2.0), marriages between second cousins about 1.7 times, and third

cousins 1.4 times as frequent as if there were no correlation between the ages at

marriage. Cousins of uneven degree (i + j odd) have J, less than one, but with

increasing remoteness J, approaches one asin the case of the even cousins.

 

Dispersal of relatives is another important factor affecting the frequency of con-

sanguineous marriages.

Dispersal of relatives takes place with emigration. It accumulates over genera-

tions, and therefore the more remote the consanguinity, the more powerfulis dispersal

in preventing consanguineous marriage. The functions describing migration that

we have already discussed can be used to predict the range within which consan-

guineous individuals of various degrees can be found. Figure 8.28 gives some idea

of the results of such a theoretical prediction, based on approximating the migration

distribution by the sum of two exponentials.
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FIGURE 8.28

Theoretical distribution of the distance between birthplaces
of various types of relatives. (From Cavalli-Sforza

et al., 1966.)

From such distributions, and that of the probability of marriage as a function of

distance between birthplaces of husband and wife, the probability of a mating

between two consanguineous individuals of given degree of relationship can be

obtained. The overall probability of consanguineous matings increases with remote-

ness, because of the increase in the number of consanguineous individuals, and de-

creases with remoteness because of dispersal due to migration. Considering even-

degree cousins, for which the age effect is small, we find that marriages between

second cousins are more frequent than those between either first or third cousins

in areas with low dispersal (such as the upper Parma Valley); first-cousin marriages

are usually more frequent in areas with high dispersal.

The computation, using theoretical migration functions, of the expected fre-

quencies of consanguineous matings by degree of relationship, gives fairly good

predictions. There are, however, several reasons that makeit difficult to obtain
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precise agreement between observation and theory. Consanguinity frequencies are

highly variable in time and place. An example of such variation in the Parma

Diocese is shown in Figure 8.29. Any collection of data is bound to be hetero-

geneous. In predicting dispersal over several generations, independence in the mi-

gration over successive generations was assumed. There is only one investigation

of this point in which a correlation was found between the migratory behavior of

parents and children. This might well be largely due to social factors, but it never-

theless affects the prediction. Finally, there may be social ties between consanguin-

eous people, even if they are living apart, that tend to bring them together more

often than they would be by chance, and that might therefore affect the probability

of consanguineous marriage. An example of this is shown by the Brazilian data

analyzed by Morton and co-workers (Azevedoet al., 1969), which, however, are

likely to be extreme in this respect.

In view of the difficulties we have mentioned in calculating the expected fre-

quencies of the various types of consanguineous matings, it is perhaps surprising

that fairly good fits of the theory to the observed data can be obtained. We will

discuss, briefly, two examples from the upper ParmaValley. In the first example,

the expected relative frequencies of the various types of consanguineous matings,
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Average inbreeding coefficient « from Roman Catholic records of consanguineous marriages in

the Parma diocese, 1851-1950. Within a given densityclass, village size is relatively unimportant

in determining the « value. Population density, however, is correlated with a five-fold change in

inbreeding levels over an otherwise fairly homogeneous area. (From Cavalli-Sforza, 1958.)
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taking into accountthe distribution of the numbers of male and female intermediate
ancestors in the pedigree branches leading to husband and wife, were calculated as
the products of three quantities: (1) the expected proportion of relatives of the
given degree of relationship (calculated as described on page 466, see also Equation
8.44); (2) the age correction factor J,, as given by Equation 8.47. (3) a factor for
the dispersal effect, that was computed using a simplified approach to migration.
Therelative proportions of different types of consanguineous marriages of given
degree (apart from the age factor J,) were predicted from

itm; its;pin mi)pf fi).

wherep,, and p,; are the probabilities that an individual does not emigrate from the

isolate—or, more generally, from the ‘“‘ mating range”—for males and females,

respectively. The demographic parameters needed for the calculation ofI, (o7,,Tm;

etc.), were estimated by fitting the expected frequencies of the various types of

consanguineous matings to their observed values. The results of the overall calcula-

tions, as given in Table 8.12, show a reasonable agreement of observation with

theory even though the overall chi square for goodness-of-fit is significant. This

indicates that the demographic factors taken into account by the three quantities

used to calculate the expected frequencies provide an adequate description of

the mating patterns in the population. In Table 8.13 the estimates of the demographic

parameters obtained from fitting the observed data on the frequency of consan-

guineous matings to the theory are compared with values obtained from a

sample of unrelated married couples living in the same area today. If the actual

present-day demographic values are inserted in the equations for computing the

expectations, the agreementis not particularly good. The goodness-of-fit seems to

be very sensitive even to small variations in these parameters. The values computed

from the present-day population cannot, however, be precisely valid for the period

for which consanguineous marriages were enumerated. Demographic data over the

last 150 years would be needed for this. The differences between the parameters

estimated from fitting the consanguineous marriage frequencies and those found

by a survey of the present-day sample are, however, small (see Table 8.13).

It is worth considering in moredetail the need to use separate parametersfor the

migration of males and females. We have already commented onthefact that the

population in the upper ParmaValley like most human populations,is patrilocal—

that is, p,, > p,. In terms of consanguineous marriage frequencies, this fact shows

up in the relative frequencies of pedigrees that have different proportions of males

and females as the intermediate ancestors. This is seen particularly clearly in the

comparison of marriages, such as those between second cousins or third cousins,

that have the same expected age difference and to which the same age correction

factor applies (see Figure 8.30). Such marriages show regularly decreasing fre-

quencies with increasing proportions of female intermediate ancestors, inagreement

with observation (Barrai, Cavalli, and Moroni, 1962).
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TABLE 8.12

Observed and Expected Frequencies of Consanguineous Marriages,

Upper Parma Valley 1850-1950

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number ofMale
Ancestors in Branch

Leading to Absolute Frequencies

Marriage Husband Wife Observed Expected*

Uncle-niec — 0 5 6.47

nome _ 1 4 2.08

Aunt-nephew 0 — 1 0.23
1 — 0 0.08

First cousins 0 0 109 110.11
1 0 99 99.55
0 1 157 142.12
1 1 96 153.37

14 cousins: 0 0 21 11.71

Husband in shorter branch 1 0 30 28.67
0 1 20 11.32
1 1 55 39.78
0 2 5 4.11
1 2 22 12.87

14 cousins: 0 0 3 2.11
Wife in shorter branch 0 1 14 7.18

1 0 2 2.06
1 1 20 8.23
2 0 2 0.56
2 1 4 2.25

Second cousins 0 0 4] 43.64
1 0 63 87.57
2 0 47 10.01
0 1 93 109.83
1 1 227 247.03
2 1 129 125.91
0 2 60 61.76
1 2 171 151.91
2 2 107 87.67

Overall y7120) = 88.26, for Total frequency 1607
goodness-of-fit of expected
to observed frequencies

 

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1964).

The expected frequencies were calculated as described in thetext.

The probabilities p,, and p,, of individuals remaining in the mating range, need

to be further qualified. There is no finite mating range, but rather a probability

distribution of the distances between birthplaces (or residences) of husband and

wife. The estimates obtained from fitting a continuouscurve (Table 8.13) correspond

fairly well, however, to those obtained by considering the mating range in the upper

Parma Valley as the village.



TABLE 8.13

Parameters for the Theory on Frequency of Consanguineous Marriages

 

a Estimationsfrom Demographic
Estimationsfrom Consanguineous Data Obtainedfrom a Sample

  

Marriages ofPresent-day Population
Parma Valley 1850-1950 Living in Same Area

Generation time
Males
Mean =T,», 36.10 33.24 + 0.19
Variance = o ,,” 53.32 46.60

Females
Mean =T; 30.95 28.73 + 0.16
Variance = a,” 42.59 33.78

Variance of age difference
Between sibs 53.08 25.78 59.09
Between mates 33.31 "

Probability of non-
migration per generation

Males =Dm 0.845 0.821 + 0.019
Females = pr 0.696 0.727 + 0.070

 

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1964).
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FIGURE 8.30

Frequencies of pedigrees of second cousins, combining data from 1850 to 1951, in the Parma,

Reggio Emilia, and Piacenza dioceses, showing the effect of sex of common ancestors on the

frequency of the type of pedigree. (From Cavalli-Sforza, 1969.)
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A second independent attempt to compute the expected frequencies of consan-

guineous marriage on the basis of age, migration, and other demographic factors

was based on Monte Carlo simulation—that is, counting the consanguineous

marriages in the artificial population that had been set up for the analysis of drift.

Dispersal was introduced in the form of migration matrices, which is probably the

most satisfactory approach even though it does not take account of the apparent

‘inheritance’ of migration habits. The fit to the observed frequencies is not bad,

apart from an excess of marriages of uneven degree in the artificial population

(see Table 8.14). This is most probably the consequence of the use of an excessive

TABLE 8.14

Consanguinity among 1000 Marriages from an Artificial Population

 

   
   

 

Multiplicity of First,
Consanguinity in Uncle- First 13 Twice Second 24 Third
the Marriage?* niece Cousins Cousins Removed Cousins Cousins Cousins Total

Single
Full 1 16 17 2 34 36 75
Half 0 0 4 2° 2 5 8
Total 1 16 21 4 36 4l 83 202

Multiple
Full 1 20 10 0 40 46 133
Half 0 2 7 0 5 19 15
Total 1 22 17 0 45 65 148 298

Sum 2 38 38 4 81 106 231 500

Artificialpopulation 0.2 3.8 3.8 0.4 8.1 10.6 23.1
Real population 0.074 3.41 1.46 0 6.94 — —

 

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza and Zei (1967).

* Multiple consanguinities were counted as manytimesas the single consanguinities they contained.

variance for male generation times in the artificial population. As this parameter

cannotbe varied at will, but is a function of other parametersin theartificial popu-

lation, and since time is only roughly represented (with decades as units) and

computer costs are high, no attempt was madeto improvethefit. It is difficult to

make an exact comparison with expectation, but it seems that third cousins are

underrepresented in the real population by a factor of 2 or higher. It is possible

that some third-cousin marriages may have escaped detection. In view of the ac-

curacy with which Roman Catholic records are kept, this may seem strange, but

there mayberealdifficulties, in practice, in establishing the exact degreeofrelation-

ship when it is so remote, and certainly some are therefore likely to have been

missed.
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8.19 TIsonymy

Crow and Mange(1965) have suggested an interesting approach to the computa-
tion of the mean kinship coefficient in a population that makes use of the frequency
of identical surnames, or isonymy. The method is approximate and depends on
assumptions that are not always easily tested, disadvantages that are, however, to
Some extent outweighed by the simplicity of the approach and the opportunity it
provides to probe for remote consanguinity to a greater degree than by any other
pedigree method.

Suppose there is a given frequency c offirst-cousin marriages. One quarter of
the couples on the average have identical surnames before marriage becauseof the
inheritance of their grandfather’s surname through two sibs, while three-quarters
have different surnames. The contributionof first-cousin marriages to the average
inbreeding coefficient is their frequency times their F value, which is -¢ c. If we
want to estimate the contribution to F ofall first-cousin marriages, on the basis
of the frequency (c/4) of marriages of first cousins who have the same surnames,
we must multiply by four, because only onein four first cousins have the same
surname, and then by the F value (;4), or equivalently multiply directly the fre-

quency of marriages of first cousins with the same surnames by 1. Second cousins

have the same surnames;'g of the time, and their F value is 2;. Thus, taking the

frequency of marriages of second cousins with same surnames and multiplying it

by 4, we again obtain the contribution of all second-cousin marriages to F. In

general, the probability that relatives of any degree (odd or even) have the same

surname because of inheritance from a common maleancestor,is always four times

the inbreeding coefficient of the particular type of mating (see Table 8.15). This

neglects some pedigrees that are rare.

If we assumethatall individuals who have identical surnames have them because of

common ancestry, then the frequency of isonymous pairs (pairs of individuals with

identical surname) divided by four gives directly the F (=f) value of the population.

The inbreeding coefficient thus computed goes back as many generations as do

the surnames. Asusual, kinship and inbreeding coefficients will be identical so long

as we neglect mutation, which makes genesthat are identical by descent, different

by nature.

There are two ways of estimating the mean inbreeding or mean kinship co-

efficients of the population using identical surnames of couples. We can determine

the frequency of isonymouspairs at random from the population, or we can deter-

mine it from actually matedpairs.It is likely that, in most cases, the discrepancy

between frequencies obtained by these two methods will be small or insignificant.
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If the difference is significant, we may partition the total observed kinship co-

efficient f (obtained from isonymous mates) into a fraction due to random mating

f. and a fraction due to nonrandom mating f,. The latter may be positive or nega-

tive, depending on whetherthere is a tendency for positive or negative assortative

mating with respect to surnames (and hence, presumably, for relationship). The

value f, will differ from zero if people mate preferentially (or avoid mating) with

others of the same or related surnames.

The relation between the total inbreeding coefficient f, and its parts f, and f, is

always of the form

1-f=(—-f,)U —f). (8.48)

We can compute f, by taking all possible pairs of individuals and testing how many

are isonymous. The analysis should be designed to eliminate identical surname

pairs that are brothers andsisters, and further should limit pairs by age to include

only those in the reproductive period. Approximately, but more simply, we can

take the frequency of each surname in the population as being g; and compute

\gi, summing overall surnames. If there are significant differences between the

frequency Q; of a given surnamein males and the frequency Q; in females,it is better

to compute )p; Q;.

Whenthis was done by Crow and Mange(1965) for the Hutterites, the random

expectation of identical surnames was )'Q;p; = 79.55/446 = 0.178. The numberof

pairs having identical surnames among 446 pairs was 87, which is notsignificantly

different from the random expectation of 79.55. The nonrandom valuef, is, there-

fore, negligible. Computing f from the random isonymy, we have f= 0.178/4 =

0.0445.

Consanguinity between marriage partners whose ancestry was known could be
identified. Consanguinity up to and including fourth cousins was thus determined.
Direct computation of the average inbreeding coefficient from this data gave
F = 0.0226, which is about half of the total kinship or inbreeding coefficient
evaluated from isonymy. Thus, if identical surnames actually represent common

ancestry among the Hutterites, we can estimate that using data on relationships
up to and including fourth cousins gives, in this population, total kinship under-
estimated by a factor of 4. Using data on relationships only up to second cousins
the inbreeding coefficient is underestimated by a factor of 4, as compared to the
value obtained from isonomy.

LIMITATIONS TO THE METHOD OF ISONYMY

Because the method of isonymyis simple, we should evaluate closely the possible

sources of error. In Table 8.15 are given the probabilities of isonymy computed on

the simple assumption that pairs of individuals with a relationship of given degree
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TABLE 8.15

A Comparison of Observed and Expected Frequencies ofIsonymy

 

 

 

 

Inbreeding
Coefficient

Probability of ———__—_- Certain Isonymy
Degree ofRelationship Isonymy (p) F F/p Observed*

Uncle-niece: Aunt—nephew 1/2 = 0.5 1/8 1/4 103/115 =0.896
First cousins 1/4 = 0.25 1/16 1/4 997/4384 = 0.223
1$ cousins 1/8 = 0.125 1/32 1/4 247/1653 = 0.149
Second cousins 1/16 = 0.0625 1/64 1/4 774/5764 = 0.134
23 cousins 1/32 = 0.031 1/128 1/4 127/1547 = 0.082
Third cousins 1/64 = 0.016 1/258 1/4 167/2184 = 0.076
 

* This column gives the observed frequency of pedigrees in which mates must have the same surname
because all commonancestors of the mates are males (based on data from Northern Italy).

have the same probability of marrying, whatever the pattern of male and female
ancestry, which determines whether there is isonymy. Also given are the observed
frequencies of consanguineous marriages of given degree of relationship showing
isonymous mates, based on a large sample of consanguineous marriages collected
in three dioceses of Northern Italy. Almost all the expected frequencies are sub-

stantially different from the observed frequencies for the reasons that we have

already mentioned: differences according to sex dispersal of relatives, difference

of age at marriage, and other factors having social causes. It might be argued that

mates having identical surnamesare moreeasily identified as consanguineous and,

therefore, may be overrepresented in the sample. On the other hand, if this were

true, the effect would pertain only to matings in which all common ancestors are

males. This is not true, as can be seen from Figure 8.30, which showsthat, for any

given degree of consanguinity, an increase in the number of females among the

ancestry intermediate between the common ancestors and the consanguineous

mates is correlated with a decrease in the observed frequency of the pedigree. This

correlation correspondsexactly to that expected on the basis of patrilocal migration.

Another important source of error is that there may have been duplication of

surnames at the time the names were first introduced. In Europe, surnames arose

at various periods, but most arose during the late Middle Ages. They were mostly

job names, place names, fathers’ names, or nicknames. A certain amount of dupli-

cation must have been unavoidable. If the initial duplication were known, its con-

tribution could be removed by an equation corresponding to that for the analysis

offinto its components (see Equation 8.48).It is difficult to evalute the importance

of this source of uncertainty. Data from the Parma Valley (Figure 8.31) indicate a

rise in isonymy at the beginning of records, and then perhaps a slow decline.

Surnamesare inherited, like Y chromosomes, only through the maleline, at least
in most societies. Thus, they indicate only the kinship deriving from the father.
Insofar as the variance of progeny size may be somewhathigher for male than for
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FIGURE 8.31

Observed f value from isonymy data in the upper ParmaValley as a

function of time.

female parents (at least in primitive and industrially underdeveloped societies), the

estimate off from isonymy mayalso beslightly exaggerated for this reason.

Assigning a family’s name to an adopted child and giving any name other than

the father’s to an illegitimate child will increase an estimate of thef value obtained

by isonymy. Changing surnameswill, however, decrease such an estimate. It seems,

on the whole, that isonymyis likely to overestimate the actual amount of kinship

by a factor that is difficult to assess.

8.20 A Comparison and Summary of Methods
of Measuring the Amount of Kinship
and Ascertaining the Effect of Drift

There are, as we have seen, various independent methods of computing kinship

coefficients in human populations. They can be usefully grouped as follows.

1. Methods That Measure Directly the Variation with Respect to Genetic Markers,

or Phenotypes That Can Be Distinguished Quantitatively. Genetic markersare, in

general, totally unresponsive to all sorts of environmental forces, in contrast to

most common quantitative phenotypic measurements (see Chapter 9). Only genetic

markers behave in complete accord with the simple expectations of evolutionary

theory, and so we havelimited our discussion in this chapter to variation of them.

This first group of methods is based on measuring, directly, gene frequency

variances and covariances. They probe into the past as deeply as possible, but are

limited to the particular loci or alleles being studied. Averaging over various genes

is meaningful only if all show homogeneousvariation.If this is not the case, then

the interpretation of the average variation may be madedifficult by our ignorance

of how representative of the whole genomeare the genes used in the survey.
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2. Methods That Measure Observed Relationships, Through Pedigrees of Random
or Selected Individuals or Through [sonymy. The extent of the analysis is usually
limited to three or four generationsfor pedigrees, but may coverfifteen generations
for surnames. Methods using pedigrees suffer from the problem of truncation,
which inevitably reduces the estimated level of inbreeding. Methodsusing surnames
suffer from several uncertainties, as already mentioned. The kinship coefficients
observed using these methods are comparable to the mean kinship coefficients
obtained from the first group of methods only if the former show homogeneous
variation with respect to the variousloci.

3. Estimation of Expectedf Values (Kinship Coefficients or Gene-frequency Vari-
ances), Using Demographic Data on Migration and Population Sizes, T.ogether with
Suitable Models for Predicting Variation. Of various possible approaches, Monte
Carlo simulation is perhaps the most powerful, but is also the most expensive if pre-
cision, and, therefore, much repetition, is required. A precise result can be more
easily attained by using anyof a variety of analytical approaches. Migration matrices
give the sameresult as the Monte Carlo method in a more compactform andless ex-
pensively, but can less easily accommodate other parameters whoseeffects we may

want to test (such as variance of progenysize, generation overlap, and a variety of

specific selection models). Alternatively, we can resort to other theoretical models,

mostly of isolation by distance. These have the disadvantage of being rather in-

flexible. The parameter that these models are chiefly designed to measure—thatis,

the coefficient of recall to equilibrium—seemsdifficult to resolve into its constituent

parts of long-range migration, balancing selection, and mutation, and is thus of

doubtful value. Perhaps the only exception is the ABO groups, for which the

existence of some balanceis likely on the basis of other independent considerations,

though the exact amountis still highly questionable. We may,finally, mention one

measure, to be further discussed later: isolate size in Dahlberg’s sense, which occu-

pies a position somewhatall its own, and which, when used alone,is probably the

least useful of these methods.

Several complementary approaches to measuring kinship coefficients and ascertain-

ing the effect of drift should be tried wheneverpossible.

The data on the Parma Valley seem, at present, to be the best relevant example,

even though their analysis is unfortunately not yet completed. In particular, the

migration matrix presently available is obtained only from marriages, and thus

does notallow a full analysis, which it is hoped will be achieved by completing the

record linkage of baptisms, deaths, and marriages from parish books. All the f

values obtained so far by various different methods are given in Table 8.16. The

real f value of the population is probably between 0.01 and 0.03, and more likely
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TABLE 8.16

Computation off Values by Various Methods Based on the —

Population from the Upper Parma Valley; f, =values from kinship;

f, values from gene-frequency variation

 

Method of Computation Si Sp
 

 

Consanguineous marriages, real population 0.00396 —

(1850-1950, including second cousins)

Consanguineous marriages, computer 0.00492 —

simulation (up to and including second cousins)

Same, plus 23 and 3rd cousins 0.00670 =

Frequency of identical surnames 0.0158 —

(1930-1950 marriages)

Computer simulation, variation of gene — 0.01085

frequencies

Migration matrix, expected variation of — 0.01160

gene frequencies

Observed variation of gene frequencies — 0.0356

 

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza (1969a).

nearer the former. The observed inbreeding due to marriage betweenclose relatives

(up to second cousins) is about 80 percent of what it would be if there were no

attempt to avoid consanguineous marriages (0.00396/0.00492). The true value off

is underestimated by a factor of about + if only observed marriages between close

relatives are used. The discrepancy between the higher and more satisfactory

estimates offvalues needs further study, but does not seem,in any case, to be large,

considering all the possible sources of errors.

In the few cases in which microgeographic variation has been analyzed in suffi-

cient detail, the observed level of variation has been found to be fairly close to

that predicted on the basis of random genetic drift alone. Observed differences seem

to be well within the error of the available methods, and it is hard to believe that

strong evidence for balancing selection can be obtained in this way. In all cases in

which the microgeographic variation has been tested at different loci, homogeneity

has been found. In all cases in which prediction of the variation due to drift could be

made by the methods of group 3 and compared with observed variation, the pre-

diction was correct within a factor of 3. Given all the uncertainties of the assump-

tions, and the high standard errors of variances, the conclusion seemsto be that,

at the microgeographic level, no clear-cut evidence of balancing selection has yet

been found, and no clear-cut evidence of heterogeneity between loci has been found.

By and large, estimates of kinship coefficients from pedigrees tend to be comparable

to those from actual gene-frequency variation. Thus, most observed microgeo-

graphic variation seems to be the consequence ofdrift operating at or near the level

expected on the basis of predictions made using demographic data.
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8.21 The Problem of Isolate Size

The solution of problems of population structure may be more accessible in man
than other organisms because of the easier availability of demographic data. Real
situations show, however, a wealth of complicating factors that must be taken into
account. Overlapping generations are one major source of disturbance. The neces-
sity for examining several populations to compute variances and covariances, and
the inevitable introduction of heterogeneity are other major complications.
A central problem in the analysis of population structure is the determination

of N, the effective population size. The estimates of the mean kinship coefficient
and the variation of gene frequencies depend on this very important parameter,
The answer to the most important question of therelative importanceofselection
and drift also depends on the magnitude ofselection coefficients in relation to N.
It should be emphasized that, to some extent, N is arbitrary, and depends on the
nature of the groups being considered, as will be discussed below.
When analyzing geographic variation between groups, be it for estimation of

gene frequencies or kinship coefficient, the unit used for sampling purposesdeter-
mines the value of N to be used in the analysis. The decrease in effective population
size resulting from internal subdivision of a population is sufficiently small, that,
in general, it can be neglected. For purposes of comparing the observed variation
between groups with that expected underdrift alone, the groups can be chosen
fairly arbitrarily, The value of N, or any equivalent measure, used for an analysis,
is therefore determined by the unit used for sampling. This could be a village, a
group of villages, or even a country.

The question arises of whether a special meaning should be attached to Dahl-
berg’s method of estimating isolate size. It will be recalled that Dahlberg (1948)
suggested measuring isolate size on the basis of the observed frequency of con-
sanguineous marriages. Under the assumptionthatf., the frequencyoffirst cousins,
is expected to be 8/N (see Section 8.17), N can be estimated by 8/f,. Similar for-
mulas exist for other types of consanguineous marriages. It appears that here
isolate size, meaningthe effective breeding group, is an independent concept, which
escapes the arbitrariness of the choice of the sampling group, already mentioned.
In reality, however, there is no clear-cut breeding group. The breeding group should
perhaps be viewed as the aggregate of all those groups from which a mate could be
chosen by a given individual, each weighted by the probability that the mate will
actually come from it. If N; is the size of each group and p; the probability of
marriage in that group, )p; N; represents such an estimate. This formulation can
easily be transformed to the continuous model. The breeding group thus defined
may be useful for understandingsocial restrictions on marriage. Nevertheless, there
remains the difficulty that the frequency of cousin marriages depends, as we have
seen, on a numberof other factors. Even an oversimplified computation should take
account at least of the following factors:
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1. The numberc ofrelatives who marry is a function of the growth rate of the

population and of the distribution of progeny size. It is, as shownat the beginning

of Section 8.18, given by c = 2'p/s + 2/p's, where p is the average progeny per

marriage and s the average numberofsibs, which depends on p as shown in Example

8.8. Only if we assume a Poisson distribution and a stable population so that

s = p = 2,is it correct to assumefor cousins of even degree d that c = 27441) and

thus that c is 8 for first cousins.

2. The agecorrection factor J,, which corrects for the correlation in ages between

mates, (see Section 8.18 and Equation 8.47), varies with the degree of relationship.

3. The dispersal of relatives due to migration, apart from its dependence onsex,

also varies with the degree ofrelationship. In the simplest model, the dispersal may

be taken as P24, where P is the emigration out of the mating range per generation,

assumed to be equal for males and females. At this simple level of approximation,

the expected frequencyoffirst cousinsis

_ 2spI,P? _ 8I,P?
 

 

8.49f,=SFe = (8.49)

if s = p = 2, and that of second cousins

4sp*I,P* 321, P*
foe ee (8.50)

N N

if s=p=2.

Here J, and /, are the relevant age-correction factors. From these two frequencies

P and N could be estimated. Thus, from Equations 8.49 and 8.50,

palhh

2fi1,
 

and thus, for the upper Parma Valley, where f, = 0.0341 and f, = 0.0694 and with

IT, = 2.0 and J, = 1.7, we obtain P = 0.77, which corresponds fairly well to the

average of the estimates of mothers and of fathers born in the samevillage as their

offspring (see Table 8.7). The isolate size N is then estimated from Equation 8.49

by N = 81,P7/f, = 278, which is somewhat less than, but not far from, the actual

mean village size.

It is doubtful however, whether these formulas are reasonable for every situation.

The frequencies offirst- and second-cousin marriages are the most widely available

statistics. However, if only these two frequencies are used to estimate N and P,

no degree of freedom is left for testing the internal consistency of the data, and thus

one cannottest for other possible sources of departure from randomness.
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8.22 Gene Diffusion

Patterns of gene distribution due to gene diffusion arise in a variety of ways.
They are especially evident from inspection of mapsof the geographic distribution
of gene frequencies. Usually, these show complex patterns that are not readily
interpreted. Sometimes, however, the patterns can be readily interpreted in simple
ecological terms. This is the case, for instance, for hemoglobin S, which is now
known to confer relative resistance to malaria infections due to Plasmodium fal-
ciparum (see Chapter 4). The map ofthe distribution of the 4S genotype tends to
correspond, with a few exceptions, to that of the infections due to this parasite.

It was the correlation between the geographic distributions of the thalassemia
gene and malaria that led Haldane (1949a) to suggest the association between some
genetic traits and malaria. Attempts have also been madetocorrelate, in a similar
way, the geographic spread of infectious diseases such as smallpox, plague, and

syphilis with the ABO blood-group distributions. The results, however, are

controversial (see Chapter 5).

The geographic distributions of some traits, such as skin color, and also of

various anthropometric features such as body-fat distribution, size and shape of

nose openings, lengths of armsandlegs, have been interpreted as adaptive responses

to climatological factors. These traits are, however, genetically complex and will

not be further discussed here.

Diffusion centers can sometimes be inferred to be in the middle of relatively con-

centric geographic distributions.

Some types of contemporary geographic distributions in a reasonably homo-

geneous environment may suggest that a new mutant gene has been caught in the

act of diffusing. There are two main ways in which a new advantageous mutant

type mayarrive in an area in which it was formerly unknown: by fresh mutation

and by immigration of an individual or a group carrying the mutant gene.

The spread of an advantageous gene from a single mutation results, in a suf-

ficiently homogeneous environment, in a gene-frequency distribution having con-

centric “‘ growing rings” with the highest gene frequency at the diffusion center,

which is presumably the geographic origin of the mutation. The sameis true of a

gene broughtin by a single immigrant individual or by a small group.

There are several examples of geographic distributions that suggest “‘a diffusion

center’’ for an advantageous gene. We have already discussed the fact that hemo-

globin C may have such a distribution and, that it is likely that the gene that

specifies hemoglobin C is on the increase (see Chapter 4). In fact, its geographic

distribution itself suggests that it is increasing. On the other hand, we have also
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seen that the available data do notsettle the problem entirely. It remains difficult,

however, to imagine that the distribution of the hemoglobin C gene correspondsto

a residual pocket of a gene doomed to extinction. Later in this section we shall give

a model of migration and selection for this gene. Other red-cell defects connected

with malaria that have a restricted distribution may represent similar examples—

namely, the “high F” gene in Africa and, perhaps, the gene for hemoglobin E in

Southeast Asia. The existence of a diffusion center clearly suggests that the mutant

gene has arisen and propagated successfully only once, namely, at the center of the

diffusion rings.

With genetic traits that have a wider distribution, such as G6PD,thalassemia, or

sickle-cell anemia, it is more difficult to accept the idea that the pertinent mutant

gene had a single origin. Molecular analysis, in fact, disproves this hypothesis

directly for G6PD and thalassemia. A large numberofdifferent G6PD molecules

are known, and each must have had an independentorigin by mutation. No such

evidence is available for the S hemoglobin gene, which might indeed have had a

single origin. Its geographic distribution in widely different areas (Central and

South Africa, Southern Europe, India) is not incompatible with the idea of a single

origin together with the assumption that migration was the cause of its spread.

The distribution does, however, suggest the possibility of independent recurrence

of the same mutation at perhapsthree different sites. Thalassemia, of which atleast

two, and probably moredifferent types exist, must have had several independent

origins, some of which gave rise to recognizably different variants of the disease.

Foci of genetic disease provide other instancesof diffusion centers. An interesting

case of putative concentric diffusion is that of light pigmentation of hair and eyes.

The center of this trait is somewhere in South Sweden near the Baltic, and from

there the trait, which is inherited in a complex way, seems to have spread almost

concentrically, even across theseas. Its selective advantage might have been due to

sexual selection, or to some unknownphysiologicaleffect.

A model of diffusion for hemoglobins C and S may describe fairly accurately the

present distribution of these genes in West Africa.

A rough model for the diffusion of the hemoglobin C and S genes was con-

structed using a two-dimensional stepping-stone model. The population unit in the

model was taken to be the sort of tribe thought to have been the basic population

cluster at the time of the beginning of agriculture in Africa: a tribe of 5000 people

occupying an area of 10* square kilometers. The corresponding population density

is 0.5 per square kilometer. A single mutation in one tribe therefore produces a

mutant gene that has an initial frequency of 10~*. A deterministic model of dif-

fusion by migration was set up using a squarelattice of tribes (as in a two-dimen-

sional stepping-stone model) corresponding approximately to the surface of West
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Africa, and a single mutant gene wasplaced at timezeroin thetribe in the center.
It was then allowed to increase, having the fitnesses given in the legend to Figure
8.32. The choice of model and parameters is based on ourdiscussion in Chapter4,
where we suggested that gene

C

isincreasing in the presence of gene S. It should be
noticed that the interaction of selection with migration puts the gene C at a slight
disadvantageif we start with just one C mutant gene in the middle of a population
saturated with S genes. A somewhathigherselective value for the genotype ACis
thus necessary for the initial increase to take place, as compared with that needed
whenonly a single population cluster is considered and no migration takes place.
In fact, migration competes with selection if we start with an initially low frequency
of an advantageous gene at one point, and zero frequency for it all around. An
exact treatment would haveto be stochastic, and this might reduce the importance
of such competition between selection and migration. A deterministic treatment
such as we have given here is, therefore, very approximate as long as genefre-
quencies are low. Because of this, and other gapsin our knowledge, the simulation
model we have used is a rough approximation, and the results obtained from it can
only be considered as suggestive.

The expectations under the model are summarized in Figure 8.32. The C gene,
under these conditions, would eventually supplant both the A and S genes. The
changes are rapid, if this model is correct. The C gene frequency increases, at
present, at a rate of 0.7 percent per generation in the area of maximum change,
namely, near the origin. The migration rate needed to approximate the present

distribution is fairly high. Present migration-rate estimates are somewhat lower,

but they can hardly be compared with those relevant to earlier times. As in almost

all historical reconstructions, there are a number of assumptions that have to be

made and that cannot readily be checked. The only conclusion that can be reached

is that the suggested process does not meet with any major contradictions.

Advantageous mutations may show a constant “ wave of advance.”

An analytical treatment of the spread of a favored mutant gene was given by

Fisher (1937), who considered a linear habitat. If a mutant gene arises at one point

and has a relatively high selective value, it will increase locally and also spread.

Its advance can be compared to that of a wave, and it can be shown that the rate

of advance per generation is constant (in steady-state conditions) and proportional

to

v = 0,/2s, (8.51)

where o is the standard deviation of the scattering due to diffusion (the usual

measure of migration) and s is the selective advantage (or, equally, 1 + 5 is the

fitness of the heterozygote). No dominance is assumed. The length of the wave of
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FIGURE 8.32

A model of migration and selection for hemoglobins S and C in West Africa. It is

assumedthat at time 0, gene S is in equilibrium at a frequency of 12.1 per cent and C

has arisen by a singlermutation ina population of 5000 personsIclocated at the origin.

Fitness values are: AA= 0.89; AS= 1; AC =0.98; ‘SS =0.2; SC =0.7; CC = 1.07.

Migration per generation is 8 percent along the major axis and 4 per cent along the

minor axis. Populations are considered to consist of 5000 persons and to be spaced at

100-kilometer intervals in a two-dimensional stepping-stone model. Numbers on curves

indicate generations. For simplicity only the situation along the majoraxis is plotted.

advanceis defined in units of o (4s)'/? so that one unit is, for example, the distance

between the position at which the gene frequency is 50 percent and that at which it

is 37 percent (forward) or 61 percent (backwards) (from a tabulation by R. A.

Fisher, 1937). Using the same table, between the points at which p = 25 percent

and p = 75 percent there are about 4.5 units of wavelength. If o = 10 kilometers,

as in some rural European populations, and s = 0.02 this distance corresponds to

a little over 250 kilometers. With these values, the rate of advanceis o (2s)'/? =2
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kilometers per generation and it would take 250 generations, or roughly 6000 years,
for the wave to move forward 500 kilometers. Such an explanation is not incon-
ceivable for the evolution of hair and eye pigmentation. Fisher’s computation was,
however, for a one-dimensional habitat and the analytical treatment for a two-
dimensional spread has not yet been done.
A simple simulation to indicate the possible effect of the number of dimensions

was done using, once again, a stepping-stone model. This is, however, only a rough
approximation to the more refined continuous model used by Fisher. Someresults
of this simulation are given in Figure 8.33. Because of the discontinuous nature of
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Waveof advance of an advantageous mutant gene under

diffusion in one-dimensional (A) and two-dimensional (B)

habitats assuming a stepping-stone model. Migration is

isotropic in the two-dimensional model (Mat = Miong = 0.01),

for which only one dimension is shown in the graph, and

m = 0.02 for the one-dimensional model, so that in both cases

the proportion of migrants is the same. The origin of the

mutation is at zero abscissa and zero time with an initial gene

frequency Po = 0.001. The selective advantage of the mutant

gene (no dominance) is s = 0.1. The numbers on the curves

indicate generations.
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the model, the curves are actually discontinuous and not perfectly parallel. The

basic suggestion by Fisher, that a wave of advance of approximately constant shape

is formed at a steady state and moves forward at a constant rate, is born out by

these numerical results, also for two dimensions.

Clines may be transient.

A cline is a gradient in a phenotype or gene frequency. Diffusion centers form

clines that are transient in space, and so the wave of advance considered aboveis a

moving cline. The wave proposedbyFisheris itself a cline, whose total length may

be quite considerable. We have seen that, for this case, that part of the cline which

is between 25 percent and 75 percent of the gene frequency occupies a distance in a

linear diffusion model of 4.5 o(4s)'/?. Between 1 percent and 99 percent there is a

length of about 180/(2s)'/*.

There seems to be no investigation of the kinetics of another type of transient

cline, namely, that due to the arrival of a foreign population in an already inhabited

area occupied by people with different gene frequencies. Many existing clines are

likely to have originated in this way. A formally similar situation applies when

selection, acting locally, creates a high gene frequency at a certain place, and then

selection is relaxed. Problems of this kind can be treated by computer simulation,

when the relevant parameters are known, in ways similar to those illustrated in

Figures 8.32 and 8.33.

Clines may bestable.

It is impossible to say whether a given clineis stable or transient unless paleonto-

logic evidence is available. However, theoretical conditions needed forthe stability

of a cline have been studied. They entail assuming that at different locations, differ-

ent selective conditions apply. Diffusion due to migration between places creates a

continuous gene-frequency gradient, leading eventually to an equilibrium between

diffusion and selection.

Two different models have been suggested. One of them assumesthat selection

varies linearly along a linear habitat. The problem is that of predicting the gene

frequencies at each point once there has been enoughtimefor diffusion to balance

selection. The condition determining a stable polymorphism is that the selective

advantage is zero at a point taken to be the origin, increases linearly on oneside

of the origin, and decreaseslinearly on the otherside. If the rate of diffusion is given,

as is usual, by o* per generation, and theselection gradient is g per unit distance,

then the value of the gene frequency at equilibrium, as a function of distance, can

be found from a table given by Fisher (1950). Fisher also gives, in anothertable, a
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transformation (which hecalled legit) of gene frequencies that gives a variable that
is proportional to distance measured in units of g = [407/g]'/?. Once again no
dominanceis assumed.

The second model, analyzed by Haldanein 1948, assumes an abrupt changein
the selection coefficient at a boundaryline on a plane, such that a recessive pheno-
type aa hasselection coefficient 1 + k on oneside of the boundary, and 1 — K on
the other. Migration takes place with a coefficient of diffusion o?. Haldanecalcu-
lated that the distance between the points of 25 percent and 50 percent genefre-
quency of the recessive in the region where A is favoredis 0.79a/(K)'/2, while that
between the points of 50 percent and 75 percent recessive frequencies in the region
where gene a is favored is 1.270/(k)'/?. The gradient of the gene frequency at the
boundaryis given by

va Kk |
dx

3(K

+k) (8.92)

For a comparison of the two models we will apply them, as approximations, to an
actual example.

In Japan, the ABO gene A showsa cline from north east to south west along the
archipelago. Along a distance of 2000 kilometers, an almost linear cline from a

gene frequency of 0.24 to one of 0.30 is observed (Nei and Imaizumi, 1966). The

otheralleles, B and O, also have clines of their own, both decreasingin the direction

in which A increases. The frequency of one allele, of course, influences that of the

others.

Using Fisher’s theory, we find that the deviate or legit corresponding to p = 0.24

is 0.542, and that corresponding to p = 0.30is 0.401. The difference in thelegit scale

is 0.141 and so the distance corresponding to onelegit is a = 2000/0.141 = 14,200

km. Fisher showed, as has already been mentioned, that at equilibrium a* = 407/g

whereg is the selection gradient per unit distance. Assuming, therefore, o7 = 10 for

Japan (from Yasuda’s 1969 data, which probably gives an underestimate in this

case), g = 40/a* = 40/(14200)°. The predicted difference in selection coefficients

between the two extremes, namely, those at the top and bottom of Japan,is, there-

fore, 2000 g = 0.3 x 107’, which is a very small difference indeed.

With Haldane’s theory, we can use, very approximately, the gradient of gene

frequency at the boundary asvalid in the range of gene frequencies actually avail-

able. Assuming K =k, Equation 8.52 gives dp/dx =o (K/6)'/?. The observed

gradient dp/dx is, approximately, (0.30 — 0.24)/700 = 0.00009, where 700 is the

distance between the two extremes (2000 kilometers) expressed in o units (o = 3).

Hence K = 5 x 107-7, and 2K, the difference between the selection coefficients in

the two halves of the plane, is 1078, a value not very different from that obtained

by using Fisher’s theory. The two theories give similar results, but their outcome

is somewhat surprising. A very small difference in selection coefficients, which is
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of the order of values for mutation pressure, is enough to maintain the cline. Such

a difference would, however, require twenty thousand generations to generate the

cline. This numberof generationsto establish the cline under the estimated differ-

ence in selection pressure, is much too high to be acceptable. Probably, the answer

is that the cline is not an equilibrium situation, but may be in the process of being

generated by stronger selection differences. It may also be a disappearing cline

originally due to some early migration. Nei and Imaizumi (1966) note that no sig-

nificant migrations are known to have taken place in Japan during the last 2000

years. A kinetic computation should be done to see what original difference

might still be compatible with the presently available gradient after a time of

approximately 2000 years.

To check, independently, for such small selection gradients is practically im-

possible. It is instructive, however, to see that such very small selective differences

can maintain relatively large stable clines.

Another important cline in ABO frequencies is that of decreasing B gene fre-

quency from east to west in Asia and Europe. The gradient of gene frequency is of

the order of 0.25 x 10~* per kilometer, and, therefore, comparable to that observed

in Japan. Conclusionssimilar to those regardingthe cline in Japan can be deduced.

It seemslikely that both these clines are the transient consequence of migration, or

of selective “‘ accidents.”’

8.23 Gene Flow

Gene flow is the slow diffusion ofgenes across a racial barrier.

A special case of gene diffusion is that which takes place, slowly and perhapsin

a hidden way, from one population (or race) into another. (The concept ofrace will

be discussed in detail in Chapter 11). Sometimesthe barrier is only psychological.

This is the case, for instance, with black and white Americans. As is well known,

there is an almost complete genetic isolation in the U.S. on the basis of skin color

(see Chapter 12). The progeny of a mixed union is conventionally considered to be

black, and so is the progeny of a backcross of the hybrid to whites. Further back-

crosses to whites may sometime “‘ pass”’ the racial barrier and thus result in trans-

fer of genes from blacks to whites. Most of the diffusion, however, seems to take

place from whites to blacks and not vice versa.

This type of gene diffusion, from one population into another, is often called

gene flow. It is a form of racial admixture that takes place at a slow rate, usually

because of psychological barriers.

A similar gene flow takes place, for instance, in Africa, this time in the reverse

social sense, from the class considered to be socially inferior into the superior one.

Pygmies are looked upon as “‘inferior’’ by neighboring non-Pygmy tribes, which
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live by agriculture rather than by hunting and gathering, and are, therefore, eco-
nomically more advanced. Mixed marriages do occasionally occur but mostly be-
tween non-Pygmy males and Pygmy females. The mixed marriages are practically
always absorbed into the non-Pygmyculture. Thus almost all of the gene flow is
from Pygmy to non-Pygmy. On the other hand, some exchange may have also
occurred in the opposite direction, at least in earlier times, as we shall see later.

Estimation of the extent of racial admixture is possible when the gene frequencies
of the initial types are known.

The estimation of gene flow is, when gene frequencies of the two populations be-

fore admixture are known, only a special case of the analysis of slow racial ad-

mixture. If an admixture is formed between two populations A and B,the first

contributing a fraction M and the second the other portion (1 — M) to the mixed

population, then the gene frequency P,, of an allele in the mixed population will be

Py = MP,+(1—-— M)P; =P; + M(P, - BR) (8.53)

If we know the three gene frequencies P,, Pz, and P,,, M can be estimated by

Pu —Pp
M = ———-

P,—P»,

(8.54)

following a method introduced by Bernstein (193la). Some authors suggest the

use of absolute values of the numerator and denominatorin this formula, but this

may be misleading. In a geometrical representation, the mixed population will have

its gene frequencies lying on the straight line joining those of populations A and B,

and at distances from them that are proportional to M and 1 — M,respectively

(see Figure 8.34). This is true for any allele, and thus also in the multidimensional

space representing all possible gene frequencies.

Gene frequencies are subject to a sampling error that is a function of the gene

frequency itself. The process of estimating M andits variance by averaging results

from all knownalleles is, therefore, complex. Testing the validity of the average

estimate by checking whether the various alleles give concordantresults is, thus,

more complicated than this simple linear approach might suggest.

A complete solution of the problem of estimating the extent of racial admixture

requires the simultaneous estimation of many parameters. All the gene frequencies

of the parental populations, those of the mixed one, and the admixture coefficient

must be estimated simultaneously.

The following is an approximate treatment that is useful for diallelic loci. A

complete analysis of multiple allelic systems would have to be much more complex.
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Gene frequencies at two loci in two
populations, A and B,and in a mixed

population formed of the proportions

M from A and 1 — M from B.If “‘ dis-
tances’’ on the basis of gene frequencies

are computed, the mixed population
lies between the two parental ones at

distances from them that are propor-

tional to the parts in the mixture—

that is, to M and 1 —M.

The value of M is estimated from Equation 8.54 for each allele, and then for each

M value an error variance is computed from:

1

(P4 — Pps)
a= [opm + M’o34 + (1 — M)’opsl. (8.55)

The variances of the parental gene frequencies, o7p, and o’p,, and that of the

mixed population, 03,4, can be taken as the sampling-error variances estimated by

maximum likelihood when only one sampleis available, or when there are several

samples that do not differ other than because of random sampling. If several

samples from any population are available that are heterogeneous, the observed

variance between them can beused in the formula for o%,. From Equation 8.55it

can be seen that the error-variance term depends very much on P, — P,, the

difference between the ancestral gene frequencies. The most informative genes are

obviously those for which P, — Py, is largest.

The mean of the M values for separate diallelic systems can be computed as a

weighted average from M = )WM/) W,where the weight W = 1/o%,. In addition

the heterogeneity between M values obtained from k different loci can be computed,

approximately, from

k (M; — M)’
Ke-1) = »a2

i=1 Om;

(8.56)
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Alleles conferring malarial resistance may have decreasedinfrequency because the
environments in which black Americans live have changed.

A sample of data on black Americans in Claxton, Georgia, is analyzed in Table
8.17. Error variances were taken from binomial estimates(pq/n) for Claxton blacks
and whites and computed from the standard errors of available data for West
Africa. Analyzing these Claxton data, Workman and co-workers(1963) concluded
that the genes fall into two categories. Most markers gave an admixture rate of
about 10 percent of white and 90 percent of (African) black genes in the Claxton

blacks. The genes G6PD, Hp,, Tfd, and Hb, however, showed a higher apparent

admixture rate, and so Workmanand co-workers suggested that the difference was

due to the fact that markers of the second group wereaffected by selection in favor

of the white alleles when blacks moved into the American environment, where

malarial infestation was less important or absent.

The analysis in Table 8.17, which is confined to markers for which the African

data are most reliable and for which standard errors are small, confirms these con-

clusions. The chi square for heterogeneity of the seven markers is 581.36 with 6

degrees of freedom, but drops to 18.47 with 4 degrees of freedom if the last two

markers, G6PD and Hb‘, are omitted. This last chi squareis still significant, but the

TABLE 8.17

African-Caucasian Racial Admixture in Black Americans in Claxton, Georgia, Estimated by Using
Gene-frequency Data on Claxton Blacks, Claxton Whites, and West Africans. M is the proportion

of white genes estimated in Claxton blacks.

 

Gene Frequencies
 

2090 1287

  

West African Gene-frequency Data
 

   

Claxton Claxton Standard No. of
Gene Whites Blacks Average Deviation Studies Source M+oy

Fy? 0.422 0.046 0 0 3 Race and 0.101 + 0.0060
Sanger (1968)
and others

Ro 0.037 0.535 0.6051 0.0644 14 ntoeay 0.123 + 0.0205

A 0.246 0.158 0.1468 0.0336 37 Hoes) 0.113 + 0.0113

B 0.050 0.129 0.1431 0.0410 37 rioea) 0.151 + 0.0110

M 0.508 0.485 0.4644 0.1208 12 Hioeay 0.472 + 0.2365

G6PD 0 0.118 0.1620 0.0670 25 ayee 0.272 + 0.0133
1

Hb* 0 0.043 0.0611 0.0415 72 Trargsrone 0.296 + 0.0066

 

Source: Claxton data from Cooperetal. (1963); West African data from a variety of other sources.
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big drop in heterogeneity is also clearly significant. Chi square remain significant

if the M geneis also left out of the analysis. The M gene on its own gives a highly

discrepant estimate of admixturerelative to the other markers, but contributes very

little information because of its high standard error.

The weakness of the analysis is mostly due to the uncertainty of the origin of

black Americans, (see, however, recent historical research summarized by

T. E. Reed, 1969b), and the variability of gene frequencies in the probable area of

the slave markets in West Africa. In addition, it is unavoidable that gene frequencies

have changed somewhat from their original values, due to drift or, in some cases,

selection. The opportunities for admixture, and the time available for it, must also

have varied widely.

If the average estimate of admixture from the first five genes (M = 0.113) is

correct, then the gene frequencies of Hb* and G6PD in Claxton blacks should be

0.144 and 0.054, instead of the observed 0.118 and 0.043. This gives an idea of the

change in gene frequency that may have taken place in the ten or so generations

during which the African alleles were selected against in the progeny of Africans

brought to Americaas slaves.

Assuming selection against a recessive lethal gene for Hb‘, the change expected

in ten generations would be from 0.054 to 0.035 (see Chapter 3). The difference

between the expected 0.035 and the observed 0.043is trivial, and would be smaller

considering that the homozygote is usually not completely lethal.

The change in G6PD from the expected 0.144 to 0.118 could be brought about

by a selection coefficient of 0.023 in favor of the normalallele, in a nonmalarial or

a less heavily infested environment, assuming additive selection. This is, perhaps,

surprisingly high, but the data are subject to a large error.

T. E. Reed (1969a,b) has recently analyzed white admixture in black Americans,

using the Gm data on four alleles, by maximumlikelihood. This analysis confirms

that black Americans from Cleveland and Oakland have higher admixture rates

(roughly 0.20 to 0.28) than those from Southern Georgia (for which his highest

estimate of M is 0.064 + 0.033). Several hypotheses on the presence of the various

Gm alleles among Africans give rise to different estimates, however. It may be

added that there are doubts as to the validity of some of the Gm assays used. If

these doubtsare correct, it is possible that the M@ value for Gm from South Georgia

is higher than 6.4 percent and more compatible with the estimate of 11.3 percent

given on the basis of the data in Table 8.17.

Oneof the best loci for this type of analysis is the Duffy red-cell blood group,as

the allele Fy(a+) has zero or almost zero frequency amongAfricans and relatively

high frequency among Europeans. Estimates of M values obtained by T. E. Reed

(1969b) using only Fy are given in Table 8.18. They show the differences in extent

of admixture among black Americans from various parts of the United States,

which varies from 4 to 26 percent. The difference in white admixture of black

Americans from southern and northern states may be the consequenceofdifferentia]
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TABLE 8.18

Estimates ofM Derivedfrom Fy" Gene Frequencies for Black Americans from Various Areas.
The frequency of this gene in the African ancestors ofblack Americans is assumed here to be zero-
if this is not true these are maximum estimates (see below); N = number in sample;
q = Fy" gene frequency; S.E. = standard error.

 

 
 

 

Negroes Caucasians

Region and Locality N q+S.E. N GtiS.E. M+ S.E.*

Northern
New York City? 179 0.0809 + 0.0147 — — 0.189 0.034
Detroit 404 0.1114 + 0.0114 — — 0.260 + 0.027

5 Oakland, California 3146 0.0941 + 0.0038 5046 =0.4286 + 0.0058 0.2195 + 0.0093°
outhern
Charleston,S.C. 515 0.0157 + 0.0039 — — 0.0366 +. 0.0091
Evans and Bullock 304 0.0454 + 0.0086 322 0.422 + 0.0224 0.106 + 0.020

Counties, Ga.

* The qg for Oakland Caucasians (whoare of West European ancestry) was usedin all estimates:= QnlQe «

° Two New York City studies were omitted because ofselection for dark skin color. The data used here were grouped
with both anti-Fy* and anti-Fy’. The observed distribution of four Duffy phenotypesdiffers from Hardy-Weinberg ex-
pectation at the 0.025 level of significance.

© If the frequency of Fy’ in the African ancestors were 0.02, this estimate would be 0.181.

migration. In countries like Brazil the admixture rates are higher (Saldanha, 1957)

and in some groups mating is almost random with respect to skin color (Krieger

et al., 1965).

Some gene flow is probably always present, even among minority groups that

try to retain a high degree of isolation. Ashkenazim Jews, who lived in Russia,

Poland, and Germanyfor a period that may have been as long as 2000 years, show

someeffect of local populations on their genetic marker frequencies that is sugges-

tive of gene flow. In principle, selection might also give rise to such an effect (con-

vergent evolution). It seems unlikely, however, that all genes respond toselection

at the same rate, which would be necessary for selection to mimic gene flow. The

computation of gene flow is made difficult, however, here as elsewhere, by uncer-

tainties concerning the original gene frequencies. Averaging over all presently

known Jewish groups can give only a rough approximation to the original fre-

quencies among Jews. The only Jewish group that has remained in situ (the Samari-

tans) is extremely small, and since it must have been considerably affected by drift,

it could hardly provide the basis for a valid estimate. Similarly, it is impossible to

say whether the very high G6PD and other deviating gene frequencies of groups

such as the Kurdistani Jews (over 60 percent G6PD deficiency—see Chapter4) are

the consequenceofselection, gene flow, or both, because of the lack of data on the

populations from which gene flow might have occurred.
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The kinetics ofracial intermixture can bepredicted on the assumptionthat admixture

rates are constant.

Whenthe numberof generations of intermixture is known, we can compute an

average rate m of gene flow per generation. Assuming that the gene flow m per

generation is constant,

M=1-(1—m) (8.57)

and so

log(1 — M) (8.58)log(1 — m) =

where t is the number of generations and M is the total admixture. Glass and Li

(1953) computed an average value for m of 3.6 percent assuming 10 generations of

intermixture and a total M = 30.6 percent for the amount of Caucasian ancestry

in black Americans (based on Rhesus Rp data). Other black Americans, as men-

tioned above, show different values of M. Thus, while Cleveland and Oakland

blacks have high admixture rates, blacks in Georgia have, on the same basis, a

much smaller intermixture (M = 11 percent) and so, the admixture rate per genera-

tion for them would be about three times as small. It seems unlikely that admixture

rates are constantin time, or on a North-South axis. When conditions do not change

too rapidly, however, predictions on the basis of observations of admixture rates

at one particular time may be valid over a longer period. Roberts and Hiorns (1962)

obtained data on the rate of admixture now prevalent in a group of Sudanic

Northern Nilotes, which are given in the form of a migration matrix in Table 8.19.

TABLE 8.19

A Matrix of Migration Between

Three Groups of Northern Nilotes in Sudan

 

Parents

 

Nuer Dinka Shilluk

 

Nuer 0.9850 0.0125 0.0025~
=

S Dinka 0.0138 0.9775 0.0087
& Shilluk 0 0.0098 0.9902 
 

 

Source: Data from Roberts and Hiorns (1962).

‘“‘ Migration’ takes place in the sense that the progeny of mixed marriages usually

acquires the ethnic denominationofthe village in whichit lives. Roberts and Hiorns
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predict the gene frequencies to be expected in each ofthe three populations on the
assumption that this migration matrix will remain valid in the future. If Qo and q,
are vectors of gene frequencies of a series of populationsat generations 0 and 1,
and M the migration matrix (as in Table 8.19), then the vector q, can be predicted as

qd: = Mq

and after t generations the gene frequencies of the three populationswill be

qi = M'qo :

The present gene frequencies of the blood-group gene M in the three populations
are 0.5750, 0.5760, and 0.5047. At equilibrium, under repeated application of the
same migration matrix, the gene frequencies are expected to be identical and equal

to 0.5464. The expected kinetics of the change are shownin Figure 8.35.

The extent of admixture can be computedfrom “‘ genetic distances.”

Inspection of Figure 8.34 showsthat if we compute “ genetic distances”’ between

populations from gene-frequency data (see Chapter 11 for a precise definition of

genetic distance), these may lend themselves to a test of whether a given population,
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FIGURE 8.35

Predicted approach to equilibrium, throughinter-

mixture, of the frequencies of the gene for blood

group M in the Northern Nilotes. (From

Roberts and Hiorns, 1964.)
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M,can be a mixture of two other ones, A and B. Thusif daz is the distance between

A and B, day and dgy those between A and M and B and M,then weshould have

day + dam = dap, and M,the proportion of A in the mixture, should be given by

dpm/4ap -
A genetic distance that wouldsatisfy this requirement would be,like the segments

in Figure 8.34, given by

dij => Ajj, (8.59)

where A,, is the difference in gene frequency between populations i and j, and the

sum is carried out overall alleles and loci.

Naturally, we would like to have a reliable estimate of the error of dj;. All gene

frequencies are subject to sampling error, and thus the simple additive relationship

of distances cannot be expected to apply exactly. The sampling error of a frequency

depends on the frequencyitself and a fully satisfactory estimate of the error of the

distance defined by Equation 8.59 is not easy to obtain. Other measurements of

distance have, therefore, been introduced and will be discussed in Chapter 11. The

simple additivity relationship dy + dgm = dap is usually not, however, valid for

these other measures.

It is still possible to test for additivity of the relationship or, in general, to test

the hypothesis that a given population is a mixture of two others by the following

procedure. Mixtures in known proportions of M and 1 — M ofthe two putative

parental populations are constructed, and the gene frequency of each mixture is

computed. The distances between the real, presumably mixed population and these

artificial mixtures are then calculated. This was doneto test the hypothesis that

Western (Babinga) Pygmies are a mixture of an ancestral Pygmy stock, of which

the Eastern (Ituri) Pygmies are more “‘pure”’ descendants, and of a non-Pygmy

stock of Bantu-speaking, farming Central Africans, who may have arrived in

Central Africa with the Bantu invasion, perhaps ten or fifteen centuries ago. This

hypothesis has been entertained by several authors, mostly on the basis that the

Western Pygmiesare taller than their Eastern counterparts.

The results are plotted in Figure 8.36. Genetic distance was computed as de-

scribed in Chapter 11 and its error from the variation between distances computed

from each locus. The Western Pygmies are closest (minimum d) to a mixture of

55 percent of Eastern Pygmies and 45 percent Central Africans. The distance be-

tween the observed population and the hypothesized mixture is, however, still

fairly large (almost half that from the Central Africans) and is clearly significant.

Although the hypothesis seems attractive, it cannot be considered as proven.

There are many possible reasons for the discrepancy, if the hypothesis is true. The

populations taken as putative parents may only correspond poorly with the real

ancestors. Also, if the mixture occurred a long time ago, gene frequencies may have

changed because of drift or selection. The time postulated by historians for the
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FIGURE 8.36
Theoretical variation of d (genetic

distance) between Babingas and mixtures

of an Eastern (Mbuti) Pygmy and a non-

Pygmy population (Central Africans) as a

function of the degree of admixture, which
is indicated on the abscissa as the pro-

portion of Mbuti genes. The dashedlines
indicate 2c fiducial belts. (From

Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1969.)

Bantu invasion, and, therefore, for the mixture, may seem little too short for

building up all of the observed discrepancy. The possibility that historical events

may have been more complex mustalso be envisaged.
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Worked Examples

8.1. Numerical computation of gene-frequency distributions under random genetic

drift.

Wewill consider a numerical example with a population of n = 4 genes(2 indi-

viduals) and 2 alleles A and a at one locus. After the first generation, gene frequen-

cies are distributed according to the binomial P(r, p) = n!p'( — p)"~"/[r\(n — r)!],

wherep is the initial gene frequency of A.

 

No. of A genes Gene frequency General With p = 0.5

0 0% Dp 0.0625
1 25% 4p°q 0.25

pq”
2 50% 4(4 — 1) >" 0.375

3 715% 4pq° 0.25

4 100% q* 0.0625
 

In the second generation, the populations with zero or 4 A genes do not change any

more, as they can only give rise to the same type of population. Those with one A
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gene, in which the gene frequency is 4 = 25 percent, can give rise to all possible
gene frequencies in the population, with probabilities that are again specified by the
binomial, now with p = 0.25, and similarly for populations with 2 or 3 A genes.
The probabilities of 0, 1,..., 4A genes in the second generation, conditional on

the gene frequency of A in thefirst generationare, therefore,

 

 

 

A genes in Frequency of the A gene in the first generation.
the second
enerationg 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

0 1 0.3164 0.0625 0.0039 0

1 0 0.4219 0.25 0.0469 0

2 0 0.2109 0.375 0.2109 0

3 0 0.0469 0.25 0.4219 0

4 0 0.0039 0.0625 0.3164 1

Sum 1 1 1 1 1 
The probability of having zero A genes in the second generation is made up of the

sum of: (1) the proportion of populations having zero A genesinthefirst generation:

0.0625; (2) the proportion of populations having one A genein the first generation

(0.25), times the probability that these have zero A genesin the next (0.3164), that

is 0.25 x 0.3164 = 0.0791; (3) similarly, for populations having 2 A genesin thefirst

generation: 0.375 x 0.0625 = 0.0234; (4) similarly, for populations having 3 A

genes: 0.25 x 0.0039 = 0.0010. The sum is thus 0.1660. Similarly, for the probability

of one A gene (25 percent frequency) in the second generation:

0.25 x 0.4219 + 0.375 x 0.25 + 0.25 x 0.0469 = 0.2109.

The probabilities for the various gene frequencies for a few generationscalculated

in this way, their meansand variances, and the proportion of populations in which

one allele or the otheris fixed are given below.

 

 

No. of Gene
A genes frequency Generations

1 2 3 5 8 cO

0 0% 0.0625 0.1660 0.2490 0.3587 0.4404 0.5

1 25% 0.25 0.2109 0.1604 0.0904 0.0381 0

2 50% 0.375 0.2461 0.1813 0.1017 0.0429 0

3 715% 0.25 0.2109 0.1604 0.0904 0.0381 0

4 100% 0.0625 0.1660 0.2490 0.3587 0.4404 0.5

Mean genefrequency 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Variance ofgene
frequency 0.0625 0.1094 0.1445 0.1907 0.2313 0.25

Proportion fixed 0.125 0.332 0.498 0.717 0.881 1.0
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82. Relation between kinship and inbreeding coefficient.

Suppose that two individuals I and J have genotypes at one locus that are ab, cd,

and that ¢,, is the probability that a is identical by descent to c and similarly for

b.a, etc. Then the coefficient of kinship between I and J, dy; = Hac + Paa +

Pc + Ppa): The progeny of I and J can be ac, ad, bc, or bd with equal probabilities

of 4. The inbreeding coefficient of, for example, an ac offspring is, by definition,

bac» and therefore the average inbreeding coefficient of the progeny is

FF = Pac + 4Paa + 4Pbe + Poa = Pry °

Thereis a probability 1 — y that each of the two gametes forming a zygote does not

mutate, if the mutation rate is y, and, therefore, if mutation is taken into account,

F= (I ~ LY)drs:

but this correction can be neglected unless we are considering a processlasting many

generations.

8.3. Decrease of overall heterozygosity underdrift.

In a population with gene frequency py, the expected gene-frequency variance of

a sample of N individuals is given by the binomial

Poo
V(py) = On, = ON (1)

Here p, refers to the gene frequency of the sample, which is the same as the gene

frequency of the next generation. From this we can compute the expected frequency

of heterozygotes in the next generation as

E(2p,9,) = expected frequency of heterozygotes

= 2E(p1491)

= 2Ep,(1 — py)

= 2E(p, — Pi)

= 2E(p,) — 2E(p}). (2)

If we add and subtract the quantity 2[E(p,)]? we have

E(2p,91) = 2LE(p1) — (pi) + LET’ — LE(@,)7°1. (3)

By the definition of the variance, o*, the variance of gene frequencies in the next

generation is given by

o> = E(pi) — [E(p,)]’.

Since we know that E(p,) = E(p,) = Po at all times, we can write, from Equation 3,

E(2p,41) = 2(po — O — Po)-
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Thus, since from Equation 1 0%, = po qo/2N, andalso py — p2 = pogo, we have

1
E(2p141) = 2p ao(1 — x) (4)

The expected frequency of heterozygotes 2p, q, in the earlier generation has thus
gone down bythe factor (1 — 1/2). Calling H, the expected heterozygote fre-
quency in the next generation, Ho that in the preceding generation, Equation 4 can
be written in the form

1
A, = Ho1 — ).2N

Applying the same formula for ¢ generations, the expected heterozygote frequencyis

1 t

H,=Ho{1-—}].,= Ho(1 55)

It should be kept in mind thatthis is the overall heterozygosity—namely, the hetero-

zygosity over all independent populations. A particular population with genefre-

quency p, maystill have a frequency of heterozygotes very near that predicted by

the Hardy-Weinberg law, 2p,(1 — p;).

8.4. The average number ofgenerations before a mutation appears.

If a mutation occurs at a rate pu, the expected number of mutant genes produced

per generation is 2Nyu in a population of size N. The probability that at least one

mutant gene will be formed in one generation is, assuming a Poisson distribution

for the number of mutant genes produced per generation, 1 — e~**". If 2Nyis

small (<1), then

1 —e7784 ~ 2Nu.

If the mutant geneis notinitially present in the population and 2Ny is small, then

the expected number of generations before it actually appears is the reciprocal of

this number,thatis,

_ 1
= Oya’

For example, with p = 10~° and N = 10+, T = 50.

8.5. The probability of homozygosis under equilibrium between mutation anddrift.

Kimura and Crow (1964) have considered a model of “‘ neutral’? mutations (no

selection) in which each mutation producesa different allele. We require the prob-

ability that at equilibrium, a random individual is homozygousfor a given allele.
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Let us call F, the probability at a given time ¢. In the next generation, thatis, at

time t + 1, F,,, can be computed as the sum of two independent probabilities: (1)

that an individual has two alleles, which are both nonmutated copies of the same

gene in the previous generation, (2) that the two alleles are nonmutated copies of

genes that in the previous generation were identical by nature, although they came

from different individuals. The first probability is (1 — u)’/2N as there are 2N genes

in the population and the numerator represents the probability that the gene does

not mutate while giving rise to two copiesofitself in the next generation. The second

probability is (1 — )*(1 — 1/2N)F,, where the first term in the product indicates

that the two genes have not mutated in the previous generation, the second that

they came from different individuals, and the third the probability that they were

identical in these individuals in the previous generation. Thus,

1
+p'|t- 35]=GP

2N

(1 — pn)’
2N

  

Fri [1 +(QN — 1)Fi].
2N

At equilibrium, F, = F,,, = F. Neglecting terms in p’, this gives

F 
— [1+ QN -1)FIG — Ww)
= ON 3

and so, solving for F, we have

_ 1— 2p 1

14+2u2N—1) 1+4Np’
 

which is the same formula as given in Section 8.4 and elsewhere.

It may be argued that thefirst of the two probabilities computed in the evaluation

of F,,, involvesself-fertilization, because this is the only way in which two copies

of the same gene can form a new individual in the next generation. Self-fertilization

cannot occur in humans,or in most higher animals, but it can be shown that the

result does not change much if self-fertilization is avoided (see Wright, 1943;

Malécot, 1948).

8.6. When N varies from generation to generation the effective population size is the

harmonic mean of the individual N, values.

At every generation, the variance of gene frequencies is given by the binomial

Pr-19t-1

2N,

where p,_, and qg,_, are the gene frequencies in the previous generation. When is

large, p does not vary much and so we cantake it to be approximately constant
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and equal to p, say. The variance of the gene frequencyafter k generationswill be
approximately the sum of the variances at each generation, thatis,

pq Pq pq PqVsFHHe pe2N, 2N,2N3;. +2N,
where N;is the populationsize at the ith generation.
The total variance just given can be written in the form

 

y — Pak
2N,

where

k
N, =

Pid
N, N, N,

and is, therefore, the same as it would be if the population size had remained con-

stant and equal to the harmonic mean N,.

8.7. Two-dimensional gaussian migration law.

Weare interested in the distribution of the distance between the birthplaces of

parent and offspring in a two-dimensional continuum. We assumethedistribution

in one dimension (x) to be the normal distribution,

 

O,./2n

1 319,22
df(x) = — (e~* /*%) dx,

/2

with mean 0 and standard deviation o,,, and in the other dimension to be (y)

(e~7/243) dy, df(y) =
Oy

The joint distribution is, assuming independence of migration in the twodirections,

I(x, y) = fODF(Y).

If o, = 0, =, the migration is said to be isotropic, and then

| — (x2 +y2)/262df(xy) = <q (0° 7170?) dx dy.
270

Using the transformation

z=./x* + y’,
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it can be shown that

df(z) = 5 enP1207G7

which is the distribution of the distance z between the birthplaces of parent and

offspring in two dimensions. This distribution has mean o(n/2)'/* and variance

o?/(2 — n/2). The mean square distance (2?) is equal to the square of the mean

plus the variance andis thus 207. It is convenient to use the mean square distance in

two dimensions, and take it equal to the variance in one dimension.

8.8. Number of sibs per individual.

Assumedistribution of progenysize (p) per family is given by $(p). The frequency

of individuals w(s) with p — 1 = s sibs is proportional to pd(p), because there are,

from each family ofsize p, p individuals each of whom hasp — 1 sibs. Thus,

Progeny No.of wW(s) proportionalto

 

size sibs

1 0 (1)

J 2(2)
3 2 3(3)

p p-l PY(p)
 

The frequency of s sibs is

Wis=p—1)= ror.

The mean value of s is, therefore,

__ _ dL (@—1po(p) _ di p*4(v)
5= US) =STG) dp)

Since

>, po(p) = p (mean progenysize)

and

V, => P’o(p) — BD’,
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we have

5=p+——1.

S
I
|

If progeny size has a Poisson distribution, V, = p and hence § = p. If V, > p, then
Ss > p. If V, = 0, thatis, the numberofprogeny per family is constant, then 5 = p—1
(the assumption used by Dahlberg—see Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1966).
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Quantitative Characters,

Polygenic Inheritance, and

Environmental Interactions

9.1 The Physiology of Continuous Variation

In the previous chapters we have worked almost exclusively with character

differences whose inheritance could be clearly attributed to one or more identified

genes. An integral part of Mendel’s great contribution to genetics was that he re-

alized that only with such characters would it be possible to elucidate the basic

laws of inheritance. Many, if not most, individual variations, both qualitative and

quantitative, are not, however, inherited in such an easily discernible way.

A quantitative character is an attribute such as height or weight that is measured

on a continuousscale. Only if individuals fall into one or moreessentially nonover-

lapping ranges of measurement, for example, height of dwarfs as compared with

that of normal adults, can a quantitative character be subdivided into qualitatively

different categories. Even if we cannotidentify simple genetic differences controlling

a given quantitative or qualitative character, we may recognize that it has an in-

herited component. By this we mean that genetically related individuals tend to be

more alike with respect to the character than unrelated individuals. Mendel himself

realized that the probable explanation for such admittedly vague observations was

in terms of the effects of many genes acting together to influence the expression of

such a character. In this chapter we shall discuss the approaches that are used to
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analyze the inheritance of quantitative characters, emphasizing their application to
a variety of human data.

Both qualitative and quantitative variation may be associated with an identifiable
gene differences.

The effect of a gene substitution may be measured at many different levels. At
the ultimate level, namely that of the DNA,all genetic differences are discrete, and

thus qualitative. This is, of course, the basic principle underlying Mendelian inheri-

tance. Most gene differences should be recognizable as discrete differences in the

amino-acid sequence of the protein gene product. Even at this level, however, it is

knownfrom the nature of the genetic code that many nucleotide substitutions occur

that do not produce a changed aminoacid (that is, they are synonymous substitu-

tions).

Proteins differing with respect to one or more amino acids can often be distin-

guished qualitatively by their physicochemical properties such as, for example, the

differences in electrophoretic mobility of A and S hemoglobins (see Chapter 4). In

the absence of any qualitative differences between gene products, proteins, espe-

cially if they are enzymes, may nevertheless show marked differences in their

activity. When the activity of the immediate gene product cannot be identified, the

effect of the gene substitution must be measuredat a level further removed from

that of the protein gene product. It is clear that, in general, as the measurementof a

gene effect is based on character differences more and more removed from the

primary gene product, the qualitative effect of the gene becomes more and more

difficult to detect. This principle is beautifully illustrated by Penrose’s data (1952)

on the association of phenylketonuria (PKU) with a variety of measurements

related to the primary activity of the mutant gene that causes the disease. Recall

that PKU is a disease affecting individuals who are homozygous for a recessive

mutant allele at the locus controlling the enzyme that converts phenylalanine to

tyrosine. Phenylalanine and derivatives of it accumulate in affected individuals and,

since these substances are toxic to the brain, cause mental retardation.

Thedistributions of the amountof phenylalanine in the blood of phenylketonurics

and normal people are shown in Figure 9.1,A. This measurement, which is, of

course, closely related to the primary activity of the gene, clearly separates two

genetic classes of individuals. The set of observationsillustrated in Figure 9.1,B con-

cerns IQ. The distributions now overlap slightly, but still discriminate rather well

between phenylketonurics and normal individuals. The distributions of head size in

Figure 9.1,C show a very considerable overlap. Although there is clearly a very

significant effect of homozygosity for the PKU gene on headsize,it is not possible

to use this character to distinguish phenylketonurics from normal individuals. This

measurementis, incidentally, of interest in suggesting that phenylalanine accumula-

tion has an effect during development of the brain. A diet low in phenylalanine
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FIGURE9.1

Frequency distributions: phenylketonurics (right) compared

with control populations (left). A: d/s =13, where d is the

difference in the means ands is the average standard

deviation of the two distributions. B: d/s = 5.5. C: d/s = 2.

D: d/s = 0.7. (From Penrose, 1952.)

during development has been shownto mitigate the effects of homozygosity for the

PKU gene. Determination of whether phenylalanine accumulation has an effect on

mental processes in later life will be an important factor in the decision of whether

to continue the phenylalanine-deficient diet for phenylketonurics into later life. The

overlap of the distributions for hair color (Figure 9.1,D) is even greater than that

for head size, thoughthere is still a significant difference between the twodistri-

butions; that is, a significant average effect of homozygosity for the PKU gene on

hair color. The main feature of these pairs of distributions that changesas one pro-

ceeds from the phenylalanine level in the blood to hair color is the ratio of the

difference between the meansofthe distributions for the two types ofindividuals and

their variances, or standard deviations. This ratio, which is given for each pair of

distributions in the legend to Figure 9.1, decreases progressively from 13 for pheny]l-

alaninelevel to 0.7 for hair color. This meansthat the average effect of being homo-
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zygous for the PKUgene on hair coloris quite small relative to the total variation
in hair color in the control population. This relation between a gene’s individual
effect on a quantitative character and the total amountof variation with respect to
the character is the essential feature distinguishing quantitative from qualitative
inheritance.

Phenotypic variation in a quantitative character is the result of a combination of

genetic and environmental effects.

The distributions of phenylalanine levels in the blood of phenylketonurics and

normal individuals are very clearly separated, but they each show appreciable

variability. Differences in dietary habits must be an importantfactor here, sinceit is

knownthat a diet with reduced phenylalanine can bring the level of it in the blood

of phenylketonurics almost down to that of normal individuals. However, there

must also be other genetic factors influencing the phenylalaninelevel in both normal

individuals and phenylketonurics. A special case is, of course, that of heterozygotes

for the PKU gene, who are known to haveslightly higher levels of phenylalanine

in their blood than do normal individuals. In fact, as shown in Figure 9.2, careful
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Distribution of phenylalanine-to-tyrosine ratios in blood taken
after overnight fasting of 80 control subjects (A) and 43

phenylketonuric heterozygotes (B). Gray bars indicate a

major zone of overlap. (From Perryet al., 1967.)
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measurements, under controlled conditions (after overnight fasting), of the ratio

of phenylalanine to tyrosine in the blood can separate, with less than 20 percent

overlap, normal persons from those who are heterozygous for the PKU gene. This

is a good example of the way in which a refinement in a method of measurement

can lead to the uncovering of a qualitative genetic difference. The variation in

phenylalanine levels observed both for phenylketonurics and normal individuals 1s

the result of both genetic and environmentalfactors, although homozygosity for

the PKU gene clearly has a larger effect on this measurement than any other

commongenetic or environmental factors.

Genetic polymorphisms are a major source of genetic variability affecting

quantitative characters.

It is now known that as many as 30-50 percent ofall genetic loci may be poly-

morphic (see Chapters 4 and 11). Polymorphismsprovide a major potential source

of the genetic variation affecting quantitative characters.

The wayin which variation deriving from a numberofidentifiable polymorphic

genotypes can combine to give a unimodal distribution typical of that for a

quantitative character is shown in Figure 9.3. In the red cells are found three

electrophoretically distinguishable types of the enzyme acid phosphatase, which are

controlled by three alleles at a single locus. Each of the six resulting genotypes has

a different distribution of phosphatase activity. These distributions (apart from that

for C, which is very rare) are shown separately in Figure 9.3, weighted by the

relative frequencies of the various genotypes in the population. Considering only

measurements of phosphataseactivity, A and B can be almost completely separated

while A and BA overlap to a very considerable extent. When the various distribu-

tions are summed,they give the outer distribution curve, which betrays no obvious

evidence of its genetic sources of variations. These, in fact, account for two-thirds

of the total variation in red-cell phosphatase activity observed in this random sample

of 275 individuals, computed as the ratio of the variance of the meansofthe five

most common phenotypesto the total variance. These data provide a simple pro-

totype example of the way in whichthetotal variation for a quantitative character

can, in simple terms, be divided into twoparts, one attributable to genetic variation

and the other generally to environmental variation. We do not, of course, know to

what extent the variation in enzymeactivity within the various phosphatase types

maybe influenced bystill other genetic factors. This residual variation gives, how-

ever, an indication of the upperlimit of the possible contribution of environmental

factors to variation in phosphatase activity, on the assumption that the only genetic

variation affecting the activity is the known three-allele polymorphism.
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Harris, 1966.)

9.2 Genetic Models of Quantitative Variation

The genetic analysis of quantitative characters is based on the construction of
models that take into account both the effects ofenvironmental variation and the joint
effects ofmany genes on the given character.

The basis for the genetic analysis of quantitative characters is an extension of the
type of simple model just discussed for variation in red-cell acid-phosphatase
activity. Many polymorphic genes affecting a character are assumed to be present
in the population. Each genotypeis assumedto have a given small averageeffect on
the character, the variation within a genotype being due to environmentalfactors.
The total observed variation can then be predicted in terms of the genotype effects,
the frequencies of the genotypes, and the magnitude of the environmentalvariation.
The main aim of an analysis is generally to determine the relative contributions of
genetic and environmental variations, this being a simple measure ofthe extent to
which a quantitative character is inherited. It should always be kept in mind, how-
ever, that this measure refers to a given population in a given environment. The
determination depends onthe fact that the average differences between individuals
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should decrease as their genetic relationship increases, and that the extent to which

this occurs depends on the relative importance of the genetic and environmental

effects.

A major assumption in such an analysis in manis that there is no tendency for the

environments ofgenetic relatives to be similar.

Only on this assumption can the similarity between relatives with respect to a

quantitative character be used to measurethe relative importance of genotype and

environment. It may be possible in working with experimental organisms to control

the environment in such a way that there is no correlation with genetic relation-

ship. The social and familial structure of human populations, however, generally

causes relatives to have similar environments. As weshall see later, this poses one

of the most difficult problems for the study of quantitative inheritance in man.

There are three basic types ofquantitative variation,thefirst ofthese being variation

that can clearly be attributed to single gene differences.

Phenylalanine levels in the blood of phenylketonurics and normal individuals

provide an example of variation due to differences at a single locus. In this

example, the variation can clearly be subdivided into nonoverlapping, or only

partially overlapping, distributions, and then its inheritance can be studied using

the standard techniques of Mendelian analysis without recourse to the special

techniques neededfor the study of quantitative inheritance. Such a situation should,

perhaps, be the ultimate goal of all studies on the inheritance of quantitative

characters.

The second major category ofquantitative variation includes those characters whose

distribution in the population is continuous and generally unimodal.

Typical examples are height, weight, and IQ. The distribution of the IQ’s of

14,963 Scottish childrenborn in 1926 is shown in Figure 9.4. The data are artifi-

cially grouped into ranges of 10 IQ points. The dotted line represents a normal dis-

tribution curve fitted to the observed data. Similar distributions, which have a

shapefitting closely that of the normaldistribution, are obtained for most quanti-

tative characters. The normal curve has a special significance in statistical analysis,

which makes it a good candidate for fitting to such data. It can be shown by a

proposition knownas “‘ the central limit theorem ’’ that any variable that is the sum

of a large number of constituent variables tends to follow a normal distribution.
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The distribution of IQ among the 14,963 children born in
Scotland on February 1, May 1, August 1, and November1,
1926. The shaded histogram showsthe percentages of the group
with IQ’s in various ranges of 10 points. This groupingis artificial
and is done solely for ease of representation: it does not imply
any discontinuity in the values of IQ that children can show. The
continuouscurve showsthe ideal distribution calculated from
the observations and representing the statistical population of
which the children actually observed are regarded as forming a
sample. (Data from MacMeekan; from Mather 1964.)

Thus characters such as anthropometics and IQ, which must represent the sum of a
large numberofseparate effects, both genetic and environmental, should be nor-
mally distributed. IQ is defined to have a mean of 100 (in whites) and a standard
deviation of approximately 15, regardless of age. It is approximately normally
distributed. Thus the IQ’s of roughly 95 percent of the population are within the
range 100 + 2 x 15 or 70-130.It is generally true that the extreme left-hand part
of the distributionis larger than expected from the normaldistribution, suggesting
that the individuals whoare classed as being mentally retarded are in somesense out
of the normal range of IQ variation. As discussed in the chapter on inbreeding,it
seems likely that many of these individuals have specific recessive diseases causing
mental retardation and are, therefore, genuine outliers. Illustrative data from
Penrose’s classic book The Biology of Mental Defect (Third Edition, 1963) are
shown in Table 9.1. The classification into feebleminded (IQ: 50-70), imbecile
(IQ: 20-50), and idiot IQ: <20) is, of course, arbitrary, but it serves as a useful
guide to define the severity of mental defect. The observed proportion of feeble
mindedis very close to that expected from the normal distribution. But the propor-
tions of imbeciles and especially of idiots are very much higher than expected from
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TABLE 9.1

Lower Limits of the Distribution of Intelligence

in the General Population (Age Group 10-14 Years)

 

  

Normal

Observed Distribution

Defectives Prediction

Category (Percentage) (Percentage) IQ Range

Feebleminded 2.26 2.23 50-70

Imbecile 0.24 0.04 20-50

Idiot 0.06 0.00001 < 20

Total 2.56 2.27

 

Source: From Penrose (1963).

the left-hand part of the normal distribution. It would be interesting to know

whether the sameis true at the upper end of the scale, since this wouldclearly suggest

the existence of genetic outliers with superior intellect. However, the arbitrariness of

the IQ measurementin this range makes such a simple analysis essentially meaning-

less. The analogues of geniuses and idiots for the character ofheight are, of course,

giants and dwarfs, for both of which, in many cases, a simple genetic etiology is well

established.

Children of ‘“ subnormal” parents are more likely to be ‘‘subnormal” than the

children of normal parents.

Dataillustrating the general tendency toward familial concentration of mental

retardation are shownin Table 9.2. Whenboth parents of an imbecile or idiot child

TABLE 9.2

Classification (in Percentages) of Sibs of Imbecile or Idiot Children

According to Whether Parents are Normal, Consanguineous, or

Subnormal. These figures should be compared with those in Table 9.1.

 

     

Feeble-

Normal Dull minded Imbecile Total

Parents (> 85) (70-84) (50-69) (< 50) Offspring

Normal 90.4 5.2 1.6 2.8 1897

Consanguineous 79.6 2.0 4.1 14.3 49

normal

Oneor both 54.6 19.7 15.2 10.5 513

subnormal

  

Source: From Penrose (1963).
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are normal, the IQ distribution of their other children is like that of the normal
population with, as usual, an excess in the very low IQ ranges. When, however, one
or both parents are subnormal, the distribution js quite different: there are more
children in all the lower IQ categories, suggesting a general tendencyfor such par-
ents to have offspring with lower IQ's. In contrast, consanguineous parents show a
significant increase only in the imbecile oridiot categories, which lends weightto the
Suggestion that much imbecility and idiocy is caused by simple recessive genetic
defects. Similar data have been obtainedin a recent very extensive studycarried out
by Reed and Reed (1965). While matings involving one or more subnormal parents
show the typical inheritance pattern for a quantitative character that has a Sig-
nificant genetic component, consanguineous normal parents show a pattern sug-
gesting predominantly simple recessive inheritance of imbecility or idiocy. The
quantitative interpretation of such data is one of our major tasks.
Some of the problems in such investigations are well illustrated by a famous

study on gifted children and their performance as adults, carried out by Terman
(see Terman and Oden, 1959), who wasoneofthe first researchers to advocate and
construct IQ tests. About 1500 children who were between 7 and 14 years old in
the early 1920’s and who had IQ’s higher than 135 were the subject of an ex-
tended follow-up study. Their mean IQ was 150. That of their childen was 133,
indicating a very marked tendency for the children of these ‘superior ”’ indivi-
duals to have an IQ comparableto thatof their parents. More than 85 percent of
the originally selected children completed at least one year of college, indicating,
perhaps, that high IQ has at least somecorrelation with academic ability. Of the
spouses chosen by Terman’s groupofgifted children, more than 75 percent had com-
pleted one or more years of college, showing a strong tendency toward assortative
mating with respectto intellectual ability. It is clear, therefore, that what the data
from Terman’s study cantell us about the genetics of IQ is limited becausethere is a
strong tendency for gifted persons to share a common environment, namely, that
of the middle- to upper-middle-class university graduate. The data do not enable us
to sort out to what extent the similarity in IQ between parents and offspring is due
to a common environment rather than to the similarity of their genotypes.

Non-Mendelian “‘ all-or-none”attributes are the third major category ofquantitative
variation.

There are manyattributes, for example, most of the commoner congenital mal-
formationssuchascleft palate and anencephaly, which are “all-or-none”attributes
but which nevertheless are not inherited in a simple Mendelian fashion. They must
be considered quantitative in the sense that their expressionis, generally, influenced
by the action of many genes and by the environment, just as is that of unimodal con-
tinuously distributed characters. The simplest framework for thinking about such
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discrete attributes is that of a threshold model,first introduced by S. Wright (1934)

in a study of the numberoftoes in guinea pigs. It is assumedthat there is an under-

lying continuousvariable x, say, whose inheritance is determined in exactly the same

way as was discussed for unimodal continuousvariates. All individuals with a value

of x greater (or less than) some threshold value T are assumedto havetheattribute.

This simple device relates a continuous distribution to a discrete difference. The

theory of the inheritance of such characters is the same as for any other quantitative

character, but with the added complication of specifying the relationship between

the distribution of x, the underlying continuous variable, and p, the proportion of

people who havetheattribute (see Figure 9.5).
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FIGURE 9.5

Threshold model. All individuals with a

value of x greater than 7 are affected.

The proportion of affected individuals iS

the area underthe distribution curve

beyond T.

Congenital malformations and a number of other important human diseases are

‘“‘ threshold”’ characters.

Threshold characters rangeall the way from those that show hardly any evidence

of familial concentration, such as breast cancer, anencephaly, and spina-bifida, to

those that can almost be explained in termsof a single-gene hypothesis with reduced

penetrance, such as diabetes mellitus and schizophrenia.

The overall incidence at birth of the commoner congenital malformations (ex-

cluding Down’s syndrome and other chromosomal abnormalities) is given in

Table 9.3. Their total frequency of 1.2 percent makes them a very important source

of illness in present-day western industrialized societies, which have very low

infant-mortality rates (see Chapter 6). These incidence figures do not include the

total frequency of genetic defects or chromosomal abnormalities which, though
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TABLE 9.3

Population Incidence of Common Congenital Malformations
(Excluding Down’s Syndrome and Other Chromosomal

 

  

Abnormalities)

Approximate Incidence per 1000
Malformation Live Births

Anencephaly 3

Spina-bifida 3

Heart malformations 1

Harelip (- cleft palate) 1

Clubfoot 1
Pyloric stenosis 3

Congenital dislocation of the hip 1

Total 12 (1.2 percent)

 

Source: Based on Carter (1965).

individually rare, together must have a comparable total incidence. The propor-
tions affected of relatives of persons with some of these malformations, given in
terms of the population incidence, are shown in Table 9.4. Thus, for example, the
frequency of harelip among monozygotic twins of individuals with harelip is 500
times the population incidence; the frequency amongsibs of affected individuals is
35 times the population incidence. Clearly, in each of the examples shown, with the
possible exception of anencephaly and spina-bifida, there is a strong familial con-
centration, suggesting that important genetic factors are at play. However, in none
of the examples does the incidence amongsibs rise above 4—5 percent, and it should
be noted, for comparison, that the expected incidence of a simple recessive
defect amongthe sibs of a person having the defect is 25 percent. Thoughthere is
no clear-cut evidence for specific environmental factors as causative agents for
these malformations, there are somestriking correlations between their incidence
and certain socioeconomic and demographic parameters. In the mouse and other
animals certain chemicals (teratogenic agents), administered to pregnant females
markedly increased the incidence of some congenital malformations. The thali-
domide story is a gruesome reminder that the same phenomena are certainly to be
expected in man. Even excesses of vitamins A and K are knownto be teratogenic
in animals. In a study on the incidence of anencephaly and other malformations in
Scotland, John Edwards (1958) showed that the frequency of anencephaly differed
from 0.9/1000 among professional people to 3.6/1000 among skilled workers. The
malformations studied by Edwards also showedsignificant variation between locali-
ties and 30-50 percent seasonal variation. The incidence of many congenital mal-
formationsis different for different birth orders and varies between the sexes. The



TABLE 9.4

Proportion Affected of Relatives ofPersons with Some Common Malformations, Relative to the Incidence in the General Population

 

Congenital Dislocation

 
 

  
 
  

ofthe Hip Pyloric Stenosis

Female Relatives Female Relatives Anencephalus

Harelip of Talipes of and

(+ Cleft Palate) All Patients Female Patients Equinovarus All Patients Female Patients Spina Bifida

Population incidence

(approximate) 0.001 0.001 0.0018 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.005

Monozygotic twins? 500 500 300 325 150 —— —

Sibs? 35 40 35 20 20 100 8

First cousins* 7 4 3 5 4 12

Second cousins? 3 14 2 2 2 13 3 2

 

Source: From Carter (1965).

4 The numbers in the second andlater rows are the ratios of the incidence in twins, etc., relative to the population incidence given in the first row.
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sex ratio (males to females) for pyloric stenosis is 5: 1; forclubfoot2 : 1 and harelip
1.5: 1. All these factors greatly complicate any simple interpretation of the inheri-
tance of these important diseases.

9.3 Interaction of Genotype and Environment

Interactions between the genotype and environmentalfactors may be very important

for the interpretation ofquantitative inheritance.

So far, in discussing the joint effects of genotype and environmenton a quanti-

tative trait, we have made the implicit assumption that their effects are additive—

that is, that if one genotype hasa trait greater than another in any one environment,

it will also be the “superior ”’ genotype in all other environments. This assumption,

whichis characteristic of most quantitative inheritance models, is often wrong. The

logical relationships that may exist between two genotypes (populationsorspecies, if

reference is to mean values) in two environments were discussed by Haldane

(1946) in an illuminating paperentitled “‘ The Interaction of Nature and Nurture.”’

Two individual genotypes labeled A and B are measured for a quantitative trait

in two environments X and Y, and the four corresponding values of the trait are

numbered from 1 to 4in order of magnitude. There are 4! = 24 ways of arranging 4

items in a sequence. However, if one arbitrarily designates AX as the largest mea-

surement, there are only 6 distinguishable logical arrangements. Theseareillustrat-

ed in Table 9.5. Arrangements la and 1b represent the conventional assumption,

namely, that A > Bin both environments. Howeverfor la, both values of A are better

(larger) than the highest of B—thatis, A is always better than B; in 1b environment

X is better than Y, though within them A and B retain the samerelative ranking.

(Here we assumethat larger trait values are better.) The second arrangement repre-

sents a type of interaction in which A is better than B in environment X, but worse

in environment Y, although environment X is better than Y. Haldane points out

an analogy between this type of interaction and wild (B) and domesticated (A)

species in natural habitats (Y) and man-madehabitats (X). All fare better in man-

made habitats (which offer protection) than in the wild, though wild types do

relatively better in the wild than domestic species. Interactions of types 3 and 4

represent situations in which the environments have opposite effects on the two

types of individuals. For interactions of type 3, A is still always better than B

though while X is better for A than Y, the reverse is true for B. Haldane here draws

the analogy between mentally retarded (B) and normal(A) individuals in normal (X)

and special (Y) schools. The last types of interaction, 4a and 4b, represent speciali-

zation such that A and B are each optimally adapted to their respective environ-

ments X and Y. Thisis the situation generally expected for evolutionary adaptation
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TABLE 9.5

Relationships of the Measurements of a Quantitative Trait on Two

Genotypes A and B in Two Environments X and Y. Measurements are

numbered 1 to 4 in order ofmagnitude. AX is always assumed,arbitrarily,

to be the largest.
 

 

 

 

Type X Y

la A 1 2 A>Bin X and Y

B 3 4

1b A 1 3

B 2 4

2 A 1 4

B 2 3 A>BinX, B>AinY; X>Y

3 A 1 2 A>Bin Xand Y but BX¥< BY and AX>AY

B 4 3

4a A 1 3 A>Bin X;B>Ain Y

B 4 2

4b A 1 4

B 3 2

 

Source: Modified from Haldane (1946).

of individuals to their respective environments. The adaptation of sickle-cell

heterozygotes to malaria represents a specific human example of this form of

interaction.

An additive model always implies a logical relationship of thefirst type, in which the

relative ordering of the genotypes is the same in all environments.

Suppose that the phenotypic value of an individual for a quantitative trait in a

given environment is the sum of an individual contribution and an environmental

contribution. The expected pattern of observations will then be

G
E
N
O
T
Y
P
E

B

 

ENVIRONMENT

X Y

at+x arty

b+tx b+y
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where a and b are the respective contributions of genotypes A and B, and x and y
the contributions of the environments Y and Y. All values are assumed to be
positive. In addition, since we assume without loss of generality that AY is the
largest, we must have a > b and also x > y. This immediately ensures that AY >
BXand AY > BY. Weget interactions oftype la or 1b according to whether A Y is
greater or less than BX—thatis, according to whether a — b is greater or less than
x —y. The distinction between la and 1b thus depends on whether genotypic
differences are greater or less than environmental differences. It is for this reason
that Haldanelabels the first the “‘ eugenical”’ and the second as the “ environmen-
tal’’ viewpoint. In both cases, however, A is greater than B and X is greater than Y.

9.4 The Basic Model of Polygenic Inheritance

In this section we shall derive some of the consequences of the simplest genetic
models of quantitative inheritance andillustrate their application to human data.

Experiments with self-fertile plants made homozygous by continued inbreeding
clearly illustrate the principle of partitioning the total phenotypic variation into a
portion due to environmental variation and one due to genetic variation.

The first geneticist to draw clearly the distinction between genetic and environ-
mental variation was Johannsen (1909). He worked with bean plants, and since
these can be self-fertilized, he was able, by repeatedly self-fertilizing them, to
obtain strains that were effectively homozygous (see Chapter 7). He then showed
that whatever the seed weight of a parent plant derived from such an inbredstrain,
its offspring by self-fertilization reproduced the same variation as that present in
the homozygousstrain from which the parent was taken. He thus demonstrated, as
is, of course, expected, that the variation within such a strainis entirely environ-
mental. He was able to distinguish environmental and genetic variation in a simple
way by obtaining homozygous,genetically identical, strains which cannot be done
in man. The results of a cross between two such homozygouslinesillustrate in a
simple way how observed phenotypic variation can be partitioned into genetic and
environmental components. An example of data on corolla length in the tobacco
plant is shown in Figure 9.6. The variance of the parents and that ofthe F,is
expected to be the same, being the environmental variance V,;. The F, 18s, of course,
genetically uniform, though not homozygous,sinceall plants must be homozygous
at every locus at which their parents are identical, and heterozygousat every locus
at which they are different. The F, (progeny of F, plants self-fertilized) has a
distribution with a larger variance than V,. This must be attributed to segregation
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FIGURE 9.6

The inheritance of corolla length in Nicotiana longiflora. For ease of

presentation, the results are shown as the percentage frequencies with

which individuals fall into classes, each covering a range of 3

millimeters in corolla length and centered on 34, 37, 40,etc.,

millimeters. This grouping is quite artificial and the apparent

discontinuities are spurious: corolla length actually varies con-

tinuously. The means of F; and F, are intermediate between those of

the parents. The means of the four F, families are correlated with

the corolla length of the F, plants from which they came,as indicated

by the arrows. Variation in parents and F;,is all nonheritable, and

hence is less than that in F,, which shows additional variation arising

from the segregation of the genes concerned in the cross. Variation

in F; is, on the average, less than that of F, but greater than that of

parents and F;. Its magnitude varies amongthe different F,’s

according to the numberof genes that are segregating. (From

Mather, 1949; and East, 1916.)
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at those loci at which the F, plants are heterozygous. Assuming that the environ-

mental and genetic effects are independentof each other, we can write the variance

of the F, distribution as

Vet Ve;

where V, is the variance due to genetic segregation. Recall that the variance of the

sum of two independentvariables is the sum of the separate variances (see Appen-

dix I). The value of V, can be estimated as the difference between the F, variance

and the average of the F, and parental variances. The ratio V,/(V; + V,) is a

measure of the proportion of the F, variance that is contributed by genetic segre-

gation, and is thus a measureof the relative genetic (as opposed to environmental)

determination of the character. The relation between this quantity, the degree of

genetic determination, and that commonly called “heritability”? will be discussed

later. Someresults of an F; generation (F, self-fertilized) are shown in Figure 9.6

in relation to the mean values of the F, plants from which they were derived. The

mean of the F, plants and F;,plants is approximately the same, while the variance

of the F; (obtained byself-fertilizing a given F, plant) lies between V,; and V; + Vg.

This is expected, because in choosing F, plants with a given measurement we have

reduced the genetic variance by restricting ourselves to those genotypes that can

achieve the chosen F, value.

The German physician Weinberg, who contributed much to human population

genetics, was probably the first to attempt to build, in 1909, a detailed mathematical

modelfor the inheritance of quantitative characters. Thoughhis workin this area is

now little known, his approach followed in general terms the samelines as those of

later investigations. Fisher, in 1918, published a paper whose content wasthe fore-

runner of much of the modern approachto the analysis of the inheritance of quanti-

tative characters. He was presumably unaware of Weinberg’s earlier work, which

certainly followed the same general approach, though Fisher’s analysis was much

more sophisticated and complete.

The genetic variance can be divided into two components, as originally shown by

Fisher in 1918, one resulting from differences between homozygotes, the additive

genetic variance, and the other resulting from specific effects of various alleles in

heterozygotes, the dominance variance.

In order to construct a simple quantitative model wefirst consider the effect on

a quantitative trait of genetic variation at one locus with twoalleles A, and A).

Weassume,for convenience, that the origin of the measurementin question is mid-

way between the average values of the two homozygotes A,A, and A, A,, and that

the average measurements of the three genotypes A,A,;, A,;A2, and A, A, are as

indicated in Figure 9.7. These averages are taken overall possible environments and
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FIGURE 9.7
Model for quantitative effects of variation at one locus with two

alleles A, and A,. The origin was chosen, for convenience, to be

at the midpoint between the homozygotes. The position of the

heterozygote may be oneitherside of the origin, or at it, depend-

ing on the sign and magnitude of the “heterozygote effect” d.

with respect to variation at all other relevant loci. Consider now the expected

contribution of this locus to the genetic variance of the F, derived from a cross

between two homozygouslines, carrying different alleles at this locus. The frequen-

cies of the three genotypes in the F, are $.4,A,,4A,A,, and 4A, A,, and so the

mean measurementofthe F, is

wherep, is the frequency of each class and x; its phenotypic value, and a and d are

defined as in Figure 9.7.

The contribution of this locus to the variance of the F,is, therefore,

> vixi — (X pix; = 4a? + 4d? + fa? — (—4d)’ = fa* + 3d’.

Suppose, now, that there are manysuchloci, each contributing independently to the

genetic variance of the F,; we can then write the genetic variance of the F, as

Ly a+1) d?=V,+Vp, (9.1)

where summation is over all the various loci. The term V, = 4) a’, which is a

function only of the difference between homozygotes, is usually called the additive

genetic variance. When d = 0, the heterozygote is exactly intermediate between the

two homozygotes and genes A, and A, are said to be “additive.” Traditionally

d is called the dominance deviation and V,;=45 d* the dominance variance.

Dominance hererefers to deviations of the heterozygote from the mean of the two

homozygotes. The total phenotypic variance of the F, is

Vr, = Vit Vp + Ve,

where V, is the environmental variance. Using the same genetic model, the contri-

bution of such a set of loci to the genetic variance of other sorts of crossses (for

example, the F, or backcrosses to the parents) can also be derived in terms of V4

and V,. Thus, if enough data of this sort are available, the quantities V,, Vp, and

V, can be separately estimated. These provide a basic description of the genetic and

environmental components of variation with respect to a quantitative character.
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It can be shown (see Example 9.1) that the sum of the variances of the two

backcrosses (to each of the parental types) is

V3 = Vs + 2Vp + 2V;. (9.2)

Thus, for example, given observations of V;,, Vg, and V;,(= V;) we would estimate

Ve = Vep Vo = Ve — VE, — Vr and V4 = 2V;, — V2. (9.3)

9.5 Skin Color as an Example of Polygenic Inheritance

Matings between Negroes and Caucasians can give useful information on poly-

genic inheritance of skin color.

The theory we havejust described for crosses between inbredlines has been applied

by Harrison and Owen (1964) to the study of skin color inheritance in matings

between Negroes and Caucasians. The rationale underlying its application here is

that African and European populationswereeffectively separated for a long enough

period of time to makeit quite likely that they are each homozygousfor the dif-

ferent major genes controlling their difference in skin colors. The population

studied comprised a community of West African Negroes and English Caucasians

in Liverpool, the offspring (F,) of matings between the Negroes and Caucasians, the

offspring ofmatings between the F, and either Negroes or Caucasians (backcrosses),

and the offspring (F,) of matings among the F,. The use of a reflectance spectro-

photometerand of a standard location on the human bodyat which skin color was

determined gave objective and reliable measurements of skin color. The mean

percentages of lightreflected at different wavelengths(the reflectance) by the skin

of the Negro, Caucasian, hybrid, and backcross groups are shown in Figure 9.8.

As expected for a quantitative character thatis, in part, genetically determined,the

F, curve falls roughly midway between the Caucasian and Negro curves, and the

curves of the backcrosses fall between these curves and that of the F,. It is very

clear from these data that different results will be obtained from an analysis

depending on which measurementis used. Thus, the F, value is nearer the midpoint

of Caucasian and Negro values, suggesting absence of dominance, at 545 my than

at either 425 my or 685 my. On the other hand, the variances of the Caucasians

(Vc), the Negroes (Vy), and the F,(V;,) are all quite different for each of these

measurements, while our theory tells us that on simplest assumptions they should

all be approximately equal to the environmental variance.

These discrepancies may be due only to the fact that the scale of measurement

used does not adequately represent the underlying action of the genes. Harrison and

Owenfoundthat taking the antilog of the reflectance at 685 my gave measurements
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FIGURE9.8

Meanreflectance curves for skin color of West African

Negro, English Caucasian, and various hybrid groups.

(From Harrison and Owen, 1964.)

that were reasonably consistent with the simple expectations of the model of quan-
titative inheritance we havejust outlined. The data on means andvariances ofthis
measurementare given in Table 9.6. The environmental varianceis estimated by the
mean of Vc, Vy and V,;,, giving 1000 V, = 1.24.

If there is genetic variation for skin color within the Negro population or the
Caucasian population, whichis certainly very likely, then this variationis, of course,

TABLE 9.6

Means and Variances of Skin Color Measurements
Antilog of(Reflectance at 685 mp) for Various Matings

 

 

No. of

Observations Mean Variance (xX 1000)

Caucasian 105 0.421=C 1.09 = Ve
Negro 106 0.225=N 1.05 = Vw
F, hybrid 94 0.334 = F, 1.59 = Vr,
Negro backcross 26 0.304 1.71 = Ven

Caucasian backcross 30 0.382 2.00 = Vac

F, hybrid 14 0.346 1.99 = Vr,
 

Source: Data from Harrison and Owen (1964).
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included in V,. If the amount of such variation were large relative to the true en-

vironmental variation, and also quite different in the two populations, then we

would notnecessarily expect Vy = V-. However,it is at least clear that this source

of variation is likely to be small relative to the difference between Caucasians and

Negroes. The simplest way to estimate the additive and dominance variances V,

and Vp would be to use the observed value of V;, together with Equation 9.3. The

F, variance estimate is, however, based on only 14 observations and is therefore

subject to a very high sampling error. The sampling variance of a variance V (assum-

ing a normaldistribution) is 2V/n. Thus, from Equation 9.3,

Vq=2 x 1.99 — 1.71 — 2.00 = 0.27,

with standard error

 

 

1.997 1.717 2.007
214 = 1.05.| ( x 4 + 76 + 30 1.65

The ratio V,/V, can, however, be estimated in another way, based on differences

between the meansrather than the variances, on the assumption that the variability

of the effects of individual genes is negligible or follows a certain pattern. The

formula to be usedis

 foey (9.4)
V4 4(C — N)

(see Example 9.2). Using the data of Table 9.6, we obtain from Equation 9.4

 

40. 225) — 0.334]?Yo _ 5 [Most +0225 O34 — 0.00625.
V, 2 4(0.421 — 0.225)

suggesting that the skin-color genes have essentially no dominanteffect. Now,

using this value of V,/V,, the estimate 1000 V,; = 1.24, based on the mean of Vo,

Vy, and V;,, and Equation 9.2, to give

3.71

1.000

we obtain 1000 V, = 1.215 and 1000 V, = 0.008. Thus, the additive genetic variance

for skin color in crosses between Negroes and Caucasians, due to the genes by

which they differ, is comparable to the variance within each of these groups. On

the assumptionthat the relevant genes have more-or-less equal effects, we can obtain

a rough estimate of the number of skin-color genes by which Negroes and Cau-

casians differ. Thus from the definition of V, and the expression of a variance in

terms of a sum of squares and the square of the mean (see Example 9.2 and

Appendix 1), we have

= (V4 + 2Vp + 2Vz),

2V, = Ya? = 02 + ka’; (9.5)
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while from the definition of C and N,

4 (C—N)=Ya=ka. (9.6)

Thus from Equations 9.5, and 9.6, if o,* can be ignored,

[XC- NP _ |Vv (9.7)

Substituting the values of C and N from Table 9.6, and the estimate of V, already
obtained, gives

(0.098)?

2x 0.001215’

suggesting that a relatively small number of genes may be responsible for the major
differences in skin color between Negroes and Caucasians. This estimate is, how-
ever, subject to a high standard error. An analysis of the same problem by Stern
(1960), using different data and methods, came to similar conclusions.
As we have emphasized throughout ourdiscussion of these data, there are many

simplifying assumptions that have to be made in order to obtain a simple answer.
The main onesare:

1. That the model for crosses between inbred lines is appropriate. This implies
that the genes responsible for the major differences between Negroes and Caucasians
are homozygousin the original populations and that genetic variation within each
population is small relative to environmental variation, or at least is comparable
in the two populations.

2. That the scale of measurement is so chosen as to eliminate interactions be-
tween genes and between genotypes and the environment. Harrison and Owen
found that thereflectance at 545 my andthe log of thereflectance at 425 mp, as
well as the antilog ofthe reflectance at 685 my (see Table 9.6) satisfied somestan-
dard criteria used to test scaling, which will not be described here. All three
measurements gave very similar estimatesfor k and for Vp/V, and Vy/Vo, suggesting
that scaling was not a major problem with their data. Their analysis indicates that
a combination of simple model building with appropriately collected data can give
valuable information on the genetic determination of a quantitative character. The
next step is to use more refined measurements, especially biochemical measure-
ments, in order to identify specifically and separately the various major genes
affecting skin-color differences between Negroes and Caucasians.

It should be emphasized that this treatment of the problem is possible because
we can make one important assumption: that Negroes and Caucasians have
‘fixed’ most of the differences for skin color as a consequence of a selective pro-
cess. One group can be considered to haveall the “‘ white” alleles, the otherall the
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“dark” alleles at any locus. They are thus “‘ pure lines”’ for skin color, an assump-

tion that is only approximately true. When, however, we consider populationsthat

have not been separated, but are mating at random, the treatment has to be quite

different, as we shall see in the next section.

9.6 Partitioning the Genetic Variance
in a Random-mating Population

It is also possible to partition the genetic variation of random-mating popula-

tions into two components: one dueto additive effects and one due to dominance.

These, however, have a slightly different meaning than before. We assume, as

before, one locus with two alleles A, and A, that have quantitative effects as illu-

strated in Figure 9.7. In a random mating populationifp is the genefrequencyof A,,

the genotypes A,A,, 4,;4,, and A, A, occur with frequencies p*, 2pq, and q’,

following the Hardy-Weinberg law, where g = 1 — p. The mean of the population

is therefore

m = ap? — 2pqd — aq’ = a(p — q) — 42pq (9.8)

since

P-P=(P-DP+D=P-4.

The variance due to segregation at this locus is given by

p? x a + 2pq x d* +4? x a’ —m’

= a*(p? + q’) + 2pqd” — [a(p — 9) — 2pad]’.

This can be written in the form

2pqla? + 2ad(p — q) + d*(1 — 2pq)]

= 2pgla + d(p — 4)" + 4p°q°d’, (9.9)

for 1 —2pq —(p—9) =1—p? —¥ = 2pq, sincep + q = 1. Thus,if there are many

such loci each acting independently the total contribution to the genetic variance

can be written as

Vg = Y2pqla + d(p — QV? + Y4p7q?d* = Va + Vo, (9.10)

where

V4 = >2pqla + dp — 9)1° (9.11)

and

Vp = \\(2pqd)’, (9.12)
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and summationis over all polymorphicloci affecting the character in question. The

quantities V, and Vp are the additive and dominance variances. Clearly, Vp = 0

when d = 0 at every locus—thatis, when all genes are nondominant. In this case

V4 =)2pqa*, where a, as before, is one-half the difference between homozygotes.

Both V, and Vp depend on the gene frequencies. The terms of Vp are always at a

maximum when p = gq = 4 while, in general, the terms of V, are at a maximum

when p = q = + only if, in addition, d= 0. Note that when p = g = forall loci,
Equation 9.10 is equivalent to Equation 9.1, which gives the variance for the F,
between twoinbredlines. This is to be expected, since such an F, is equivalent to a

Hardy-Weinberg population with all gene frequencies at one-half.

In a random-mating population the correlations between individuals of given
genetic relationship with respect to a quantitative character can be expressedin terms
of V4 and Vp and the environmental variance Vz.

This requires the computation of covariances between relatives, which can be
done using an approach similar to that already used for variances, and which is
given in detail in Example 9.3.

All covariances take the form

W=IV,+mV,, (9.13)

where / and m dependontherelationship. The covariances for someofthe relation-
ships that can easily be studied in human populations are given in Table 9.7. Of
these, only the covariance between full sibs includes a contribution from the domi-
nance variance Vp, so that when V, ¥ 0 the covariance betweensibsjs greater than

TABLE 9.7

Covariances Between Relatives in a Random-mating
Population. Half sibs have one parent in common. The
midparent-offspring covariance, which is the covariance
between offspring and the mean of the two parents, is
the same as that between offspring and a single parent.
 

 

Coefficient of

Relationship Covariance Va Vo

Parent-offspring Wojpr 4 —
(also midparent-offspring)

Full sibs Wsis 4
Half sibs

—
Uncle-nephew

First cousins

Co
lt

f
e

p
e

D
O
H
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that between parent and offspring. The covariance decreases as the degree of rela-

tionship decreases. The coefficient of V, is the coefficient of relationship.

The correlations between relatives are obtained by dividing the covariances by

the total variance, which is

Vat+Vp+ Ve,

where V; is, as before, the environmental variance. One exceptionis the correlation

between midparent and offspring. Here the correlation is

cov(midparent-offspring) 4V,

Jvar(midparent) x var(offspring) 72 + Vp + Ve X (V4t Vp + Ve)

2

 
 

  

=,/2 x parent-offspring correlation

It should be emphasized that the covariances do not include any contribution from

the environmental variance, only on the assumption that there is no interaction

between genotype and environment. This means, in other words, that there is no

tendency for relatives to have a similar environment.It is only under this assump-

tion that the total covariance betweenrelatives is due only to the genetic correlation

between relatives. This assumption, as we have already discussed, is a very serious

limitation to the application of this simple theory to human data.

The estimation of V,, Vp, and V, from data on correlations between relatives

goes back to Fisher in 1918, who first derived the results given in Table 9.7 and so

with Weinberg, as mentioned before, laid the basis for reuniting Mendelism with

data on the inheritance of quantitative characters. Lists of formulas for variances,

covariances, and correlations in crosses and in random-mating populations are

given by Mather (1949), who uses the symbols D (equivalent to 2V,,) and H (equiva-

lent to 4V,). Our notation is close to the one originally introduced by Fisher.

From Table 9.7 the correlation between parents and offspring is

 

Ly2°A
_ 9.14

"P10 V+ Vy + Ves 0.14)

and that between sibsis

5Va+ aVp_ (9.15)
‘sis =>
SIS Va t+ Vp + Ve.

Each of these correlations has a maximum value of 4 when V, and V; are both zero.

Fingerprint patterns can be quantitated by counting the density of ridges, as in-

dicated in Figure 9.9. There is considerable variability in the total ridge count,

which is the sum of the ridge counts on all fingers. Thus, for example, for a group

of 825 British males the mean count was 145 andthe standard deviation 51. Holt
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Arch Whorl Loop

FIGURE 9.9

The method of ridge counting of finger prints for arches, whorls, and

loops. The white line runs from the center of a pattern to the Y-shaped

junction, where three sets of ridges meet, which is called the triradius. The

numberof ridges crossed bythis line constitute the ridge count for the

pattern on a finger. Note that whorls have twotriradii and hence two

ridge counts; and loops have onetriradius and one ridge count. Arches

have the triradius and the center of the pattern or have no center or

triradius at all: in either event no line can be drawn and the ridge count of

arches therefore is always zero. The counts of loops and whorls depend on

the size of the patterns and the thickness of the ridges. (Photo by
L. Razavi.)

(1961) foundthat the parent-offspring correlation was 0.48 and the sib-sib correla-
tion 0.50 + 0.04. The correlation between parents (who are, of course, generally
not related genetically) was 0.05 + 0.07, which is not significantly different from
zero. This indicates that almost all the observed variation in the population can
be attributed to additive nondominant genetic variation andlittle, if any, to
environmentaleffects.

At least 70-80 percentof the variation in blood pressure may be genetically deter-
mined.

Extensive data on the correlation between relatives with respect to blood pressure
was collected by Miall and Oldham (1963). The measurements they analyzed were
blood-pressure scores that were corrected for age and sex. The data they obtained
for correlations between sibs, and between parents and offspring, are given in the
first two rows of Table 9.8. Using Equations 9.14 and 9.15 for systolic pressure we
have

1

pio = 0.237 =

——_-

4

__

= 2-4. 9.16
#0 VetVo+Ve Vp’ (9.16)

thus

V.
V, = 2rpjg = 0.474.
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TABLE 9.8

Blood-pressure Correlations Between Sibs, and Between Parents
and Offspring and the Corresponding VariancePartition.
Vp = Vat Vo + V, = the total phenotypic variance.

 

  

Correlations and Variance Ratios Systolic Pressure Diastolic Pressure

rPjo 0.237 0.183

rsis 0.333 0.265

Val Vp 0.474 0.366

Vo/Vp 0.384 0.328

Vel Vp 0.142 0.306
 

Source: Data based on observations of 612 families from Miall and Oldham (1963).

Also, since

4V4 + 4Vp
ss = 0.333 = ———_—_., 9.17
sis Vat Vt Ve O17)

and, subtracting Equation 9.14 from Equation 9.15,

1aV,
(‘s/s — Tpjo) = — , (9.18)

P

we have

Vp
— = 4(0.333 — 0.237) = 0.384.
Vp

Finally,

Vr = ]- Ya _ Vp = 1 — 0.474 - 0.384 = 0.142.
Vp Vp Vp

Thus wesee that only 14 percent of the total variation seems to be environmental

and that the dominance variance constitutes almost 45 percent of the total genetic

variance. Exactly similar calculations indicate that for the diastolic pressure 30

percentofthe total variation is environmental and 47 percentofthe genetic variance

is due to dominance. The two sets of data are thus fairly consistent in indicating a

very significant dominance effect, while the environmental variance is somewhat

higher for diastolic than for systolic pressure. Miall and Oldham in analyzing their

data seem to ignore the difference between rp,g and rs,s, and thus to ignore the

dominanceeffect, and as a result estimate that only 20-30 percent of the variation

is genetically determined. Assumingthat our simple modelis valid, as they apparently

do, there seems to be no goodreason forrejecting the high estimate of the propor-

tion of the genetic variation due to dominance. This is, after all, the only simple
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genetic explanation for values of rs), being higher than values of rpg. More plau-

sible explanations for the difference might, once again,lie in the fact that environ-

mental correlations between sibs may be stronger than those between parents and

offspring. If the genetic interpretation is correct it suggests that there mayberela-

tively few genes involved in determining blood pressure, since a consistent dominant

effect of many genes seems unlikely. In this case specific genetic segregation of

major genes affecting blood pressure should be looked for. Their existence has been

suggested by some authors but the data obtained so far are inconclusive.

The proportion of the total phenotypic variance that is due to additive genetic

variation

2a (9.19)
VitVp+Vz

is generally called the heritability. This should be distinguished from the degree of

genetic determination, which in this case would be (V, + V,)/(V, + Vp + Vz). The

heritability is a measure of the amount of genetic variability excluding that ex-

pressed by heterozygotes. When practising selective breeding, animal and plant

breeders generally aim to produce individuals of improved economic quality,

having, for example, higher milk or meat production. Their goalis then, usually, to

produce a superior stock whose quality will not deteriorate very much whenits

individuals are mated with each other. Thus, they depend on making individuals

homozygousfor genes which improve their economic qualities. The heritability A?

is a measure of the amountof genetic variability available for the plant and animal

breeder to use as a basis for selective breeding.

The correlations between sibs and between parents and offspring for characters

such as stature, arm span, length of forearm, and IQ are generally close to 0.5,

TABLE 9.9

The Resemblance Between Relatives

for Some Characters in Man

 

Correlation Coefficient

 

 

 

Parent-

Character offspring Full Sib

Stature 0.51 0.53

Span 0.45 0.54

Length of forearm 0.42 0.48

Intelligence 0.49 0.49

Birth weight — 0.50

 

Source: From Falconer (1960).
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giving prima facie evidence ofvery little environmental effect and genetic determin-

ation mainly by additive nondominant genes. Some examples of such correlations

are shown in Table 9.9. As always, however, these estimates are subject to a large

number of reservations. Epistasis, or nonadditive interaction between genes, may

lower the correlations. In addition to the problem of correlated environments,

assortative mating with respect to the characters in question will increase the ob-

served correlations between relatives above the levels expected from our simple

model, which assumes random mating. Fisher, as his classic paper of 1918 shows,

was well aware of this and tookit into accountin his analysis, though his approach

is too complex to be reproduced here. Our simple model assumes random mating

with respect to genotypes, which implies, of course, random mating with respect

to phenotypes.It is, on the other hand, well known that in human populations there

is often a strong correlation between husband and wife for IQ and for anthropo-

metric characters such as stature, as will be discussed in the nextsection.

9.7 Assortative Mating and Its Effect
on Quantitative Characters

Assortative mating is a deviation from random mating in which like individuals

preferentially mate with each other(positive assortative mating, also called homogamy)

or unlike individuals preferentially mate with each other (negative assortative mating,

or disassortative mating).

Assortative mating must be distinguished from other types of deviation from

randomness in mating, such as inbreeding, though this shows some formal simi-

larity to positive assortative mating and can be, to someextent, treated similarly,

as we shall see. It should also be distinguished from sexualselection, in which some

phenotypes—male or female—are favored, resulting in differential mating. The

main difference between assortative mating and sexualselection is that some geno-

types are favored in sexual selection and are thus selected for, bringing about

changes in gene frequencies and mean phenotype frequencies with time.

With assortative mating, in principle, gene frequencies do not change.

If the probabilities of a given mating are different from those expected under

random mating, the expected frequencies of genotypes do not follow the Hardy-

Weinberg law. If each genotype has the same probability of mating as any other,

the gene frequencies in the progeny will be the same as those in the parents.

It should be noted that, especially in the presence of strong assortative mating,

the situation in which each genotype has the same probability of mating may be
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difficult to achieve in practice. If, say, an individual of genotype AA, which happens

to be rare, wants to mate only with another AA individual, he may havedifficulties

in finding a mate. This may decrease the probability of mating. The result will be

sexual selection and a changein gene frequencies. It may be difficult to have assorta-

tive mating that is completely free from sexual selection. In theory, however, the

possibility exists and we will limit ourselves here to consideringit, in the interests

of simplicity. A treatment of some more general models entailing sexual selection

has been given by Scudo and Karlin (personal communication).

As assortative mating is a deviation from random mating, the reader might

wonder why we didn’t include it in Chapter 8, in which we discuss population

structure. Our consideration there, however, was limited to single gene traits.

Although there are almost no examples of assortative mating in man for simple

genetic markers, there is evidence of it for quantitative traits. It is for this reason

that we considerit here.

Exceptions to the above rule that there is no assortative mating for simple

genetic markers may be found in populations with a high degree of social strati-

fication. Recent immigrants with a different ethnic background may sometimes have

gene frequencies different from those of people who have been in situ for a longer

time. This may create a secondaryassortative mating, due to social homogamy—that

is, a tendency to marry within the samesocial class. This is likely, however, to dis-

appear with time, if sufficient social mobility exists to cancel the initial social strati-

fication in genetic markers. An example of such social stratification is revealed by

the correlation between blood groups and the geographic origins of surnames in

Australia, to be discussed in Chapter 11.

Positive assortative mating for a recessive phenotype increases its incidence.

Another example of assortative mating for single gene differences is found for
some types of genetic defects such as deafness. It appears that marriages between
a deaf and a normal person are unlikely to take place and tend to be unsuccessful,
but that marriages between two deaf persons are commonandtend to be successful
(Fraser, 1965). Education and opportunities for the deaf have increasedthefitness
of deaf people almost to that of normal persons. If deaf people married only other
deaf people and had the same probability of having progeny as normal persons,
selection against deafness would be reduced to zero. Although gene frequencies
would change only very slowly, as a consequence of new mutation, the frequency

of the deaf phenotype would increase.

Predictionsof the effects of assortative mating have been made by assumingthat

a fraction r of the population mates assortatively and the rest, (1 — r), at random.

For a recessive phenotype ‘“‘a”’ this would mean that a proportion r of marriages

are either A x A or a x a. If the frequency of the recessive phenotype at any one
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time is R,, there will be R, marriages a x a and (1 — R,) A x A in the assortatively

mating fraction (r), while in the rest (1 — r) there will be R? a x a and 2R,(1 — R,)

A X a marriages. The frequency of recessives in the next generation can then be

shown to be (see Example 9.4)

rlq” — R11 — 2q)]Ri, =(—ng@?t+1 ( rq? + (1 —R,) 9
 (9.20)

where gq is the recessive gene frequency. Underthese conditions, the gene frequency

remains constant from generation to generation. The kinetics of the change of R,

are shown in Figure 9.10; it is assumed that at time 0 the frequency of R, is that

under random mating.

The equilibrium value R of the recessive phenotypeis

 

R=3[1 +9 —rp?- J+0? - 1p’) — 497] (9.21)

and is equal to the gene frequency only if r = 1. Under these conditions, hetero-

zygotes disappear at equilibrium. If r is less than one, the equilibrium genotype

frequencies are as given in Figure 9.10. Only complete homogamybrings aboutthe

disappearance of the heterozygote at equilibrium. The approach to equilibrium is

slower, the lower the gene frequency.If assortative mating is weak, however, much

of the process takes place in the first few generations, or even thefirst generation,

starting from genotypes in random mating equilibrium.

The application to the problem of deafness is complicated by the fact that there

are a number of mimic genes, mostly recessives, that determine deafness as already

discussed in Chapter 3. If deafness were due to a single gene, under assortative

mating its incidence would rise from the presentoneof, say, 0.00014 (corresponding

to a gene frequency of 0.012) to at most 0.012. This would be valid under the

assumptions that the present frequency is determined by random mating,that there

is now full assortative mating, and that deaf people have normal fitness. These

assumptions are not exact, but are perhaps, not very far from the truth. The

increase would, however, be slow. In the first generation of assortative mating, for

instance, deafness would reach a frequency about twice the original one, and the rate

of increase would decrease thereafter.

The fact that there are many recessive mimic genes will diminish the rate of

increase of deafness due to present mating patterns. According to Dewey and

co-workers (1965), there are n = 35 genes that cause deafness; their average gene

frequency is 0.002. We have already discussed this estimate and its possible sources

of error (Chapter 7). What mattershere is the variation in the frequency of each gene,

for if one were very frequent and manywererare, the single gene model would be

nearly correct. If all the genes had equal frequencies and deaf people married among

themselves without assortment for the genetic type of defect, then the increase of

deafness in the next generation due to assortative mating would be much smaller.
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FIGURE 9.10

Change in recessive phenotype frequency with time under assortative

mating of degree r. The gene frequencies g, which do not change during the

process, are taken to be 0.5 and 0.1.

In fact, only marriages between deaf individuals carrying the same genetic defect

will produce deaf offspring, and these constitute only about 1/n of all marriages

between deaf persons. Thus, the rate, as noted by Crow and Felsenstein (1968),

will be roughly 3 percent higher, rather than doubled after the first generation. The

real increase lies somewhere between these two extremes, probably nearer to the

former.
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There is weak assortative mating for physical characteristics.

Since Pearson’s work at the beginning of this century, it has been clear that sev-

eral anthropometric traits show some, usually weak, correlations between matings.

An abstract of available data summarized from a more complete tabulation by

Spuhler (1968) is given in Table 9.10. Some representative values of the mean

correlation coefficients are: + 0.09 for head circumference, + 0.19 for eye color;

TABLE 9.10

Homogamy for Physical Characteristics. Number ofstudies by correlation coefficients.

 

Correlation Coefficients

 

 

 
  

Characteristic <0 0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3  0.3-0.4 0.4 Total

Weight — 1 2 3 1 — 7

Stature 1 6 8 7 4 1 27

Chest circumference — 2 5 — — — 7

Sitting height 1 0 3 3 — — 7

Head circumference 2 3 1 2 — — 8

Cephalic index 2 12 5 3 — — 22

Facial index 4 7 3 — 1 — 15

Nasal index 3 2 1 2 — — 8

Hair color — — 2 2 1 — 5

Eye color 1 1 1 1 — 1 5

 

Source: From a tabulation by Spuhler (1968).

+ 0.20 for stature; + 0.24 for hair color. Spuhler has investigated, in a sample of

734 married couples in Ann Arbor, Michigan, the correlation between fertility and

the similarity of each couple for each of 29 traits. None of the correlations was

significant, considering the numberoftraits examined, and, therefore, as far as this

sample goes, there was no direct effect of similarity between couples.

There are some objections to the interpretation of such data on assortative mating

that makeit difficult to accept available data without further study.

1. Socioeconomic status has a known correlation with some of these traits, in

particular, for instance, with stature. Such a correlation may be in part a direct

effect of socioeconomic status on the phenotype; for instance, in the example of
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stature, through the amount and quality of food. There is a negative correlation

between stature and progeny size. It has not been sufficiently explored whether,

and what part of the correlation, between socioeconomic status andstature is due

to the negative correlation between socioeconomic status and progenysize.

It is known that there is a strong correlation for socioeconomic status between

husband and wife. Social homogamy seems to be strong in almost all societies.

It may, therefore, be that a large part of the correlation between mates with

respect to stature is due to their correlation for socioeconomicstatus. As stature is

correlated with a numberof other physical traits for example, weight, and chest

circumference, there are expected to be, and are indeed found (Schreider,

1964) socioeconomic status differences for all these traits. In agreement with the

idea that much of the correlation between mates for physical traits is due to social

stratification plus social homogamy, populations whose social structure presumably

differs from the Caucasian one, such as the Ramah-Navajo Indians and others

(Spuhler, 1968), show noassortative mating for physical traits.

If the effect of socioeconomicstatus on a trait is only, or partly, phenotypic, and

thus does not correspond to genotypic differences, as is possible, this creates addi-

tional, and to some extent unpredictable, complications for a theoretical analysis.

2. Manyofthe traits studied show secular trends. Stature, for instance, has been
changing at the rate of 0.5-1.0 standard deviations per generation. There is known
to be a strong correlation for age at marriage, of the order of 0.8. Therefore, mates
will show a correlation for stature simply because they tend to be bornat approxi-
mately the same time. A secular trend, especially when it is pronounced,is likely
to be entirely or almost entirely phenotypic. Therefore, the correlation between
mates due to the secular trend does not really measure assortative mating. It should
be eliminated by partial regression, or equivalent methods, from the correlation
between mates used in the theoretical analysis of genetic variances.
An example of the effect of a secular trend on assortative mating was shown by

Beckman and Elston (1962) in an analysis of assortative mating for fertility.
Examining a random sample of 477 married couples residingin the city of Uppsala,
they found a high correlation in fertility between the pairs. This was measured by
the number of sibs of the wife and the husband. The data are presented in Table
9.11. The chi square for independenceis 16.97, showing whatis apparently highly
significant assortative mating for fertility. If mates in this study are reclassified
according to their birth year, the association disappears almost entirely. It could
hardly disappear completely, since associations due to socioeconomic status and
differential fertility with socioeconomic status would still be present.
The use of observed correlations between mates for predicting effects on genetic

variances is, therefore, complex. Secular trends should be removed from the cor-
relation (they usually have not been.) Also the fraction due to nongenotypic corre-
lations between socioeconomic status should be removed, but this is very difficult
to ascertain.
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Assortative mating for polygenic traits inflates the genic (additive) portion of the
variance.

Theeffects of assortative mating on a polygenic trait were studied by R. A. Fisher
(1918) in his famous paper, in which he gave the methodsfor predicting the “‘cor-
relation between relatives on the supposition of Mendelian inheritance.’’ Other
aspects of the problem were covered by S. Wright in (1921b). A recent paper by
Crow and Felsenstein (1968) gives an exposition of these theories from an elemen-
tary point of view. We will limit ourselves to citing their main conclusions. _

A simple exact model assumesn genes, unlinked (or morespecifically in linkage

equilibrium), no dominance and no epistasis, and allows for variation of gene

effect « and gene frequency p. Assortative mating is measured bythe correlation

coefficient between mates, r. The variance of the effect of each locusis

G; = » Px Oi — O Px 04) (9.22)

the sum being overall alleles at the locus. An equivalent numberof genes n, is

computed from

ig FF;— Sts 9,23

The average inbreeding coefficient at equilibrium under assortative mating is com-

puted as the weighted mean ofall loci, using as weights the o,* values. It can be

shown to be given by

r
2n(1—r)+r . (9.24)f=

This is a small quantity under the conditions that must be prevalent in man,

namely, of r being low and n, being likely to be large.

The additive genetic variance, at equilibrium,is inflated by the increase in homo-

zygotes according to the formula

?,= VA = (9.25)
1-—rji-—
| mn

where V, is the value for random mating. For a large number of genes

Vir 

t—r (9.26)

After one generation of assortative mating, the additive variance is V,(1 + r/2).
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This would mean,if all the assortative mating for stature were genotypic, an in-

crease of 10 percent in the additive varianceafter the first generation and of 22 per-

cent at equilibrium, assuming that r = 0.2.

When dominance and environmental variation are introduced, the simplifying

assumption is made that Vp, the variance due to dominanceeffects, is not affected

by assortative mating. The formulas for V,, are still valid, but now r must bere-

placed by the quantity

V
A=—4 = rh’,

Vp

where h?is the heritability, and V, is the total phenotypic variance. For equilibrium,

A=rV,/Vp, and

 

a 1

Vp ind V4 1 + Vo + Ve. (9.27)

1-A(1 —
2n,

If we take n, to be large,

Vp ~ 1_A + Vo + Ve. (9.28)

Thusthe effect of assortative mating is to increase the additive variance by a factor

that is approximately 1/(1 — A).
Theeffects on correlations between relatives can now be predicted in the follow-

ing way. The genic value z of an individual can be considered as the phenotypic

value it would have if there were no environmental variation and no dominance

TABLE 9.11

Effect of a Secular Change in Fertility on the Correlation
in Fertility Between Husbands and Wives

 

CORRELATION BETWEEN WIFE AND HUSBAND IN RESPECT TO NUMBEROFSIBS,

POOLING ALL PERIODS OF BIRTH. EXPECTED FIGURES IN PARENTHESES

 

 

   

  

Husband

No. of Sibs

Wife
No. of Sibs 0-3 4— Total

0-3 173 105 278
(150.9) (127.1)

4 86 113 199
(108.1) (90.9)

Total 259 218 477
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TABLE 9.11 (continued)

 

CORRELATIONS WHEN WIVES AND HUSBANDS ARE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
PERIOD OF BIRTH ANDSIZE OFSIBSHIP

 

Wife Husband Born in

 

 

~1899 1900-1919 1920-

 

No.ofSibs No.ofSibs No. ofSibs
 

Born No. of

 

 

in Sibs 0-3 4- 0-3 4— 0-3 4— Total

1899- 0-3 16 11 1 1 0 0 29

4 18 28 0 1 0 0 47

 

1900-1919 0-3 4 1 34 40 1 ] 81

 

4 1 7 28 42 22 «9 ~~8

1920- 0-3 O O 2 1 9% 40 4168
4 0 0 4 2 3 2B 7

Total 39 47 88 107 +132 64 «477
 

CHI SQUARES AND PROBABILITY LEVELS TO TEST CORRELATIONS BETWEEN WIFE

AND HUSBAND IN RESPECT TO NUMBER OF SIBS WHEN THE PARTNERS ARE

GROUPED ACCORDING TO AGE

 

  

Age Categories x? P No.

1. Both partners born 2.73 0.1 >P>0.05 75

before 1900

2. Both partners born 0.48 0.5 >P>0.3 144

1900-1919

3. Both partners born 2.42 02 >P>0.1 192

after 1920

4. Partners of unlike birth 10.38 0.005 > P > 0.001 68

periods

Sum of 1-3 9.87 0.005 > P > 0.001 409

Sum of 1-4 16.97 P< 0.001 477

 

Source: From BeckmanandElston (1962).

effect. A parent of phenotype x (taking both x and z on a scale having a mean of
zero) has an expected genic value z, given by

V4
zZ=-==zax X,

Vp
(9.29)
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where V,/Vp is the regression coefficient of z on x because V, is the common

variance (the covariance) of x and z, and V,is the total variance (see Appendix I).

Because of r, the phenotypic correlation between mates, the other parent has an

expected phenotype of x’ = rx and thus an expected genic value

V.
—* x, (9.30)
P

zo=rx’ =r

The mean genic value of the two parents is (z + z’)/2 and the regression coefficient

of the mean genic value of the parents on the phenotypeof one parentis, therefore,

V, (ltr
#( 5 ) (9.31)

If there is no other cause of correlation between parents and offspring than their

genic value, which is expected to be identical in parent and offspring, then the value

given in Equation 9.31 is also the correlation between parent and offspring under

equilibrium of assortative mating of degree r; namely,

 

1+rV
rpjo =ap (9.32)

Fisher found, in a similar way, the expected correlation between more remote

ancestors, and also that between sibs and between descendants of sibs. The corre-

lation between ancestors and their descendents after n generations can be shown

to be

Ll+rD,

2 Vp
 = (1+ 4)". (9.33)

The variance betweenfull sibs is approximately the same underassortative mating

as under random mating, because it depends only on the heterozygosity of the

parents, which is not significantly reduced by assortative mating if the number of

genes is large. From this consideration, Fisher computed the sib-sib correlation

to be

1V, Vs) 1Vy 10,405 V, -
r =—— fit + = — —.——_ 1 = 2A .
SIS 20,*( rZ) TP, 4 DP, +p ay,Ut )) (9.34)

where, as before, A =rV,/V,. He also obtained the correlation between uncles
(or aunts) and nephews(or nieces) and that between first cousins.

Fisher used this approach to analyze data on the inheritance of stature, collected

by Pearson and Lee (1903) among English University students. The observed cor-

relations found by Pearson and Lee were
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marital correlation coefficient: r = 0.2803;
correlation between parent and offspring: po = 0.5066;
correlation betweensibs: rss = 0.5433.

Fisher, using these correlations, found that the fraction ofthe total variation due to
inheritance must be large. In fact, from Equation 9.32,

V, 2r
>. =_ = 0.7913 =c,c,,_ say, (9.35)

and also, by definition,

A = Za > 0.2219

Vp

From the correlation between sibs (Equation 9.34) he obtained the quantity, which

he called c,, defined by

 (= At (9.36)
Vp

using the formula

Cy = 4fsy5 — C,C2(1 + 2A), (9.37)

which is easily derived from Equation 9.34 for rs,;, and Equation 9.35, which

defines c,c, = V,/V>.
From Pearson and Lee’s data, c,; was estimated to be 1.031. The value of c,

should not be higher than one. This led Fisher to assume that the quantity which

makes c, in general smaller than one, namely the environmental variance, must be

very small, and, to a first approximation, negligible.

Partitioning the total variance further, the fraction of the genetic variance due

to additive genic effects (often called “fixable ’’ because it can in principle, be fixed

by selection) is equal to

Va
V a

6 =——“*. = Y? _ 9.7913. (9.38)
VatVnd Cy

A fraction of this, equal to A=rV,/V,p, is at equilibrium under assortative
mating, due to the increase in additive variance because of assortative mating,

while the residual 1 — A is the fraction of the additive genetic variance that would

obtain if mating were at random.
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The final partition of the total variance for stature was, thus;

Environmental 1 — c, = Ve/Vp. 0... ccc eee eee ees 0%

Nonenvironmental (genetically determined) c, = 1 — V,/Vp

Nonadditive (due to dominance) c,(1 — C2) = Vp/Vp........ 21%

Additive cc) = V4/Vp = h?
Expected under random mating c,c,(1 — A)............ 62%
Dueto assortative mating ¢,€, A...eee17%

where V, is the environmental variance.

Fisher applied the term “‘ variance due to genotypes ”’ to the sum of the fractions

62 percent and 21 percent—thatis, the fraction that would be genetically determined

under random mating (now usually called the genotypic variance).

It is difficult to believe that the environmental varianceis actually zero, though

it may have been especially low for the fairly homogeneous sample that was ana-

lyzed. We know today from other lines of evidence, that there are environmental

effects on stature.

There is strong assortative mating for measures of intelligence.

Some of the reservations already mentioned for the interpretation of marital

correlations may also hold for correlations for IQ, but it seemslikely that at least

a large fraction of this correlation is primary, and that it is not an indirect conse-

quence of other reasons for assortment. Thus, it is clear that coeducation at uni-

versities favors meeting and marriage between people of higher IQ. The association

between husband and wife for educational attainment is very strong as shown in

Table 9.12.

Burt and Howard (1956) have given an analysis of the variation in IQ along the

lines suggested by Fisher. The correlations they found, corrected for several

technical sources of error, are

between mates: r = 0.3875;

between parent and child: rpj) = 0.4887;

between sibs: rss = 0.5069.

Taking these correlations at face value and carrying out the analysis as before,

using Equations 9.35 to 9.38, we obtain

V, 2
C1, ==SPIO 0.7044,

Vp l14+r

A=r-=* = 0.2730,
Vp

Vit, nc, = AFPXr, — cyen(1 + 24) = 0.9386,
Vp



TABLE 9.12

Expected and Observed Percentage of White Women, 35-44
and 45-54 Years Old, Married and Husband Present, of Three
Educational Levels Choosing Husbands of Specified Education*

 

Percent of Wives 35-44 Percent of Wives 45-54
 
 Education of Wife

and Husband Expected Observed Expected Observed

 

WIFE—-COLLEGE 4-++2

 

 

 

 

 

Husband

College
44° 10.7 59.9 8.8 50.
1-3 9.9 15.7 8.3 16.4

High school
4 29.3 16.3 17.6 16.8
1-3 21.7 4.9 20.8 8.7

Elementary
8 14.7 2.1 22.4 5.3
under 8 13.7 1.1 22.1 2.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

WIFE—HIGH SCHOOL 4

Husband

College
45 10.7 9.8 8.8 9.9
1-3 9.9 12.3 8.3 12.4

High school
4 29.3 41.5 17.6 33.4
1-3 21.7 20.6 20.8 20

Elementary
8 14.7 10.4 22.4 15.7
under 8 13.7 5.4 22.1 8.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

WIFE—ELEMENTARY : UNDER 8

Husband

College
4+ 10.7 0.5 8.8 0.5
1-3 9.9 1.4 8.3 1.2

High school
4 29.3 7.5 17.6 4.4
1-3 21.7 14.8 20.8 10.9

Elementary
8 14.7 17.5 22.4 18.5
under 8 13.7 58.2 22.1 64.5

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

 

Source: From Kiser (1968).
* The expected proportions among white women 35-44 were based upon the

educational distribution of white males 40-44 years old, regardless of marital
status, in the United States in 1960. For white women 45—54 the expected pro-

portions are based upon the educational distribution of white males 50—54
years old. The observed proportions were derived from U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Women by Number of Children Ever Born (1964), Table 26.

> Numbersrefer to years of college, high school, or elementary education.
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which may be used to obtain the following breakdown of variance components:

 

Relative contributions to the total

 

  

Variance Face value Corrected (Burt

component (our analysis) andHoward’s values)

additive random 51.2% 47.8%

assortative mating 19.2% 17.9%

dominance 23.4% 21.9%

environmental 6.1% 12.4%
 

Burt and Howard carried out their analysis in a different way. It is interesting that

their estimate of environmental variation, derived from an entirely different source

(variation between twins reared apart), was 12.4 percent, which maystill be com-

patible, within the limits of error, with the environmental variance that we obtained

by computation. They corrected their figures to make the environmental variance

equal to that between monozygoustwinsreared apart.

These results show that assortative mating, when sufficiently strong, does have

a considerable effect in increasing the genic variance. A hidden assumption behind

the computations is that equilibrium for assortative mating has been reached. This

may be reasonable, because equilibrium is often reached in a relatively short time.

In general, it should never be forgotten that the real situation is oversimplified in

all these models, in order that the theoretical treatment can lead to useful predictions.

9.8 Inbreeding Effects

The effect of inbreeding on the mean of a quantitative character can give some

indication of the average dominance ofgenes affecting it.

Consider a single locus with two alleles A, and A, such as was used for the model

of Figure 9.7. If the gene frequencies of A, and A, are p and gq = 1 — p,respectively,

and the population inbreeding coefficient is F, then the frequencies of the three

genotypes A,A,, A,A,, and A, A, can be written as

p* + Fpq, 2pq(1 — F), and q + pqF,

respectively (see Chapter 7). With means a, — d, and — a for the three phenotypes,

the mean of the inbred population is
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My = a(p* + Fpq) — d(2pq)(1 — F) — a(q? + Fpq)
= a(p — q) — 2dpq + F(2pqa). (9.39)

Thus, summing over a number of independentloci, the mean of the inbred popula-
tion is

mp =m+FY (2pqd), (9.40)

where m is the mean of the population in the absence of inbreeding (see Equation
9.8). Thus, if }° d2pq is not zero, m,; changeslinearly with F, and so a regression of
my on F provides a test for the presence of dominance. The size of the change
depends on the average size of d. If heterozygotes tend to be nearer the “ higher ”’
genotype A,A,, d will be negative (see Figure 9.7) and the meanofthe inbred group
will decrease as the extent of inbreeding increases. This applies particularly to
characters exhibiting heterosis—that is, characters for which the meanofthe hetero-
zygote is higher than that of either homozygote. Thus Equation 9.40 provides a
simple analytical basis for the phenomenon of inbreeding depression. An analysis
of a quantitative character based on this approach was used by Barrai and co-
workers (1964) for data on chest girth and stature of males born in the Parma Pro-
vince (Northern Italy) between 1892 and 1911. The mean measurements, corrected
for their correlation with a series of associated socioeconomic and geographic

parameters, are shown as a function of the inbreeding coefficient in Figure 9.11.

The linear decrease in mean chest girth with F is very significant, suggesting that

alleles increasing chest girth tend to be dominant over those decreasing it. The data

on stature do not show significant linear variation with F. Their peculiar variation

(in particular, the peak in stature for the progeny of third cousins) may be connected

in some way with associations between levels of inbreeding and social class, and

hence stature, though the statistical corrections to the primary data were intended

to remove these effects. The results show that great care must be taken in allowing

for such stratifications in the analysis of human population data, and that the

methods of correction used are not always successful.

Schull and Neel (1965) have done an extensive study on theeffects of inbreeding

on Japanese children. They collected a large amount of data on anthropometric

measurements (weight, height, head girth, chest girth, etc.) of noninbredindividuals,

and of partially inbred individuals, most of whom werethe offspring of first-cousin

marriages. There was a significant reduction in the mean of the anthropometric

measurementsofall inbred individuals; for the offspring of first-cousin marriages

this generally was of the order of 0.5 percent of the outbred value. Asin the analysis

by Barrai and co-workers, allowance was made for socioeconomicfactors by cor-

recting for these using a multiple-regression analysis. Most of the anthropometric

characters are, of course, highly correlated with overall size and thus with each

other. Taken at face value, the results suggest that genes affecting overall size tend

to be dominant, in agreement with the results on chest girth obtained by Barrai and

his colleagues. A number of other characters, some concerned with neuromuscular
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FIGURE9.11

Data on quantitative characters of males born in the period
1892-1911 in the Parma Province of Northern Italy. A:

Regression of corrected means of stature on F. Chi square

for departure from linearity is 191; P< 1 per cent. B:

Regression of corrected means of chest girth on F. Chi

square for departure from linearity is 2.0; P < 90 percent.
(From Barrai et al., 1964.)

ability and some with academic performance, also showeda decline with inbreeding.

Once again, we can cometo the same conclusion concerning the overall dominance

of genes affecting these traits in a positive direction. Though Schull and Neel took

great care, as already mentioned,to allow for socioeconomicstratification of inbred

marriages, there remainsa lingering doubt that the observed inbreeding depressions

are still influenced in some way by environmental factors that might not be entirely

corrected for.
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9.9 Heritability of Threshold Characters

An estimate of the heritability of a threshold character can be obtained from a
comparison of its incidence in the general population with thatin relatives ofpersons
having the character.

Wehavealready pointed outthat all-or-none attributes, such as congenitalmal-
formations,that are not simply inherited may be converted into quantitative charac-
ters by using the concepts of the threshold model (see Figure 9.5). The study of the
inheritance of a threshold character then becomes the study of the inheritance of the
continuousvariate underlying it. The technical problem that needs to be solvedis
that of obtaining information on variances and covariances of the underlying
variate from observations on the incidence of the attribute, which are the only
available data. We have already discussed data showing the increased incidences of
many diseases among therelatives of affected individuals as compared with the
incidence in the general population (see Table 9.4). This, of course, provides the
primary evidencethatthere is an importantgenetic componentin the determination
of these diseases. We shall now show howsuchinformation can sometimes be used
to obtain quantitative estimates of the relative importance of genetic and environ-
mental variation with respect to a threshold character.

Following the approach to this problem set forth by Falconer (1965), we make
use of some of the concepts used by plant and animal breeders to predict the out-
comeof selection experiments. The basis for the calculationsis illustrated in Figure
9.12. The upper curve in this figure shows the distribution of the underlying con-
tinuousvariate, orliability as Falconercalls it, in the general population. Its shape
is assumed to be normal. Thevertical solid line indicates the position of the thres-
hold T, so that the incidence in the general population g, is the area underthetail
beyond the threshold. The lower curve showsthe distribution of the liability in
relatives of affected people. Its shape is also assumed to be normal and with the
samevariance, but its mean position is moved somewhat towards the threshold, as
expected if liability is in part genetically determined. This results in a higher pro-
portion of individuals lying above the threshold and so in a higher incidence q,
amongtherelatives. The two incidences q, and q, are the only observable quantities.
The dotted vertical line through G indicates the position of the mean liability of the
general population. For simplicity we consider all measurements to be madein
terms of the standard deviation of the liability. In other words, we assume that
both distributions have variance unity. The liability distribution amongtherela-
tives can be thoughtofasthe liability distribution expected among given relatives
of a random sample of people from the general population, whose liability is above
the threshold. Thus, for example, for parents andoffspring, the curve represents the
expectedliability distribution among children of parents who have a liability greater
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FIGURE 9.12

The inheritance of liability to diseases. Two distributions

representing the general population (upper curve) and the

relatives of affected individuals (lower curve) compared

with reference to the fixed threshold T. G is the mean

liability of general population. A is the meanliability of
affected individuals in the general population. R is the

mean liability of relatives. g is the incidence—thatis, the
proportion of individuals with liabilities exceeding the

threshold. x is the deviation of the threshold from the

mean—that is, the normal deviate. z is the height of

the ordinate at the threshold. a is the mean deviation
of affected individuals from the population mean

(=2z/q). nis the mean deviation of normal individuals
from the population mean [=2z/(1 — q)], subscript g

refers to the general population, subscript r to the

relatives.

than 7. This is exactly the samesituation that is faced by an experimental breeder

in his selection experiments. If the experimenter breeds from all individuals with a

liability above 7, whatis the expected liability amongthe offspring? In other words,

whatis the gain in liability due to the selection processor, as it is sometimescalled,

whatis the selection response. The gain is, of course, a function of the heritability
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of liability, assuming there are no genotype-environmentinteractions. If A is the
meanliability of affected individuals, thatis, those in the tail of the general popula-
tion, and R the mean oftheir relatives (for example, offspring), then the realized
gain in liability is R — G. Thedifference between the meanofthe general population
G and that of the “selected”? individuals A, A — G is often called the selection
differential. The ratio of these two differences

»p-k=G
=T-G (9.41)

is the regression of relatives on affected propositi with respect to liability. This
regression coefficient is the expected slope of the line that would be obtained by
plotting a number of R — G values against A — G values. Theregression coefficient
of one variable, say R, the meanliability of relatives, on another, say A, the mean
liability of affected propositi, is given by

_ cov(A, R)

~ V(affected) (9.42)

where cov stands for covariance, assuming the variancesofaffected individuals and
their relatives are the same (see Appendix I).

If there are no genotype-environment interactions then cov(A, R) is simply the
genetic covariance betweenrelatives, as calculated above, while V (affected) is the
total phenotypic variance (V4 + Vp + V;). Thus, assuming our simple model of
independently acting genes, on the basis of which the covariances given in Table 9.7

were calculated, the value of 6 for parents as propositi, and offspring astherelatives,

would be

4V2°A =1h?,

VatVot+Ve 7

where h? is the heritability. More generally,

b = rh’, (9.43)

where r is the coefficient of relationship, or the inbreeding coefficient of the off-

spring of matings betweenrelatives of given degree. This equation is only strictly

valid when the dominance variance Vp = 0, or for those relationships whose co-

variance does not involve Vp, which includes almost all those readily available for

analysis in human populations except sibs. Thus, if we can express b, as given by

Equation 9.41, in termsofthe incidences q, and g,, we can obtain an estimate of the

heritability. The distance from the mean of a distribution to the threshold, for

example, x, = T — G, is a function of the proportion gq,in thetail of the distribution.

This distance can readily be determined from conventional tables of the normal
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distribution. For example, when q, = 2.5 percent, it is well known that x, is ap-

proximately 2 (more precisely 1.96). The distances x, = J — G and x, = 7T— Rcan

thus be determined from a knowledge of the two incidences q, and qg,, and thus the

numerator of the expression for },

R-G=(T-G)-(T-R) =x, —%,.

is also determined. The quantity

A-—-G=a,

which is the difference between the meanofthe selected individuals with liabilities

above the threshold and the meanof the general population, is also a function of

q,, Which can readily be determined from tables of the normaldistribution. It is

a well-knownresult of selection theory (see Example 9.5) that

Zz (9.44)
a=—,

Ig

where z is the height of the normaldistribution at 7, the threshold. Given x,, z is

simply

1
——— g~ (%57/2),
./2n

which is tabulated in many standardstatistical tables. For example, if g, = 2.5 per-

cent, then x, = 1.96, from which z = 0.0586 and so

.O5
= 2 O08 oo34,

q, 90.025

From Equations 9.41, 9.43, and 9.44, we have

aa9hg (9.45)

Falconer gives as an appendix to his first paper on this methodofanalysis of thres-

hold characters a useful table of values of x and a for given incidences g. Thus

given g, and q,, the corresponding value of 6, as given by Equation 9.41, can be

obtained from tables of the normal distribution or from Falconer’s tables. A simple

graphical representation of the relationship between the population incidence, the

incidence in first-degree relatives, for which r = 4 and thus from 9.43 b = $h’, and

h? is given in Figure 9.13. It is clear that the larger the ratio q,/q,, the higher the

estimate of heritability. The spread of ¢,/q, values is much greater for low general

population incidences g,, showing in simple terms that the effect of a given level

of heritability on q,/q, is much greater for lower values of g,. In other words,it 1s
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FIGURE 9.13

Graphfor estimating the heritability of liability for a threshold trait from two

observed incidences, when the relatives are sibs, parents, or children. The numbers

on the lines are the heritabilities, h?, in percent. (From Falconer, 1965.)

more difficult to detect by this method heritable components of characters that are

relatively frequent in the general population.

As an example of the threshold-model approach to estimating heritability, take

the data on harelip given in Table 9.4. The incidence of harelip in the general popu-

lation is g, = 0.001, from which wefind x, = 3.1 and a = 3.7. The incidence infirst

degree relatives is g, = 0.035, giving x, = 1.8. Thus, from Equation 9.43,
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, 31-1.8
h* = 337 = 0.7,

which value can also be obtained using Figure 9.13. The h’ values obtained using

the data on second-degree (r = $) and third-degree (r = }) relatives are 0.65 and

0.75, respectively. The reasonable agreement between these three estimates iS cer-

tainly reassuring, and lends some weight to the rather high heritability of harelip.

In particular, the fact that the value from sibs, which would be inflated if Vp # 0,is

not higher than the other values suggests the absence of significant dominance

effects.

Apart from the usual questions of the validity of a simple additive genetic model

with no dominance and with no genotype-environment interactions, this method of

estimating the heritability of threshold characters is subject to some other special

sources of error.

1. The assumption that the liability is normally distributed with equal variances

in both the general population and the population ofrelatives of affected individuals

is not generally valid. That the distribution of the liability in the general population

is normalis a reasonable assumptionin the absence of obvious major genesaffecting

a liability. It can, however, easily be shown that the distribution among relatives

cannot be the same as that in the general population. This source of error can be

handled by a methodto be suggested later in this section. It seems especially serious

in applications of the method to monozygotic “identical” twins. Thus, for the data

on harelip in Table 9.4, the incidence q, in co-monozygous twins is 0.5, giving

x, = 0. Using the same values of x, and a that we used before, we have h? =b=

3.1/3.7 = 0.84, since r = 1. This estimate is appreciably higher than the estimates

obtained from the other relatives. It is possible that the heritability estimates of

threshold characters obtained from identical twins are generally too large. An alter-

native method gives, however, a heritability estimate that is in agreement with this

one. Although the assumption of equal variances does not seem, in general, to be

a serious source of error, it can to some extent be corrected for by more complex

formulas.

2. The second major source of possible error is the choice of the “control,” or

general, population.It is, of course, very important that the control sample repre-

sents the population from which the relatives of affected propositi are drawn.If,

for example, the data on relatives come from a special local survey while the data

on the general population come from some form of national survey, the general

population incidence is not necessarily the one that is relevant for the particular

sample of relatives chosen for study. An appropriate control sample might in this

instance be taken from the same geographical area, or might even be taken from

relatives of a sample of unaffected individuals from the same area. If the control
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sample necessarily excludes relatives of affected people, this would bias slightly

the incidences estimated from it. However, so long as the general incidence is low

this effect can safely be neglected.

3. A third difficulty, which is commonto all such studies, is due to intrinsic

heterogeneity in the population under study. For example, if the disease has a

variable age of onset, as diabetes mellitus and schizophrenia do, the sample of

relatives, which, of course, includes people ofall ages, is bound to be heterogeneous

with respect to the expected incidence of the disease. The sameis true if there are

differences in incidence of a disease between the sexes orif a disease incidence has

been changing with time, perhaps due to improved medical care. If there is such

heterogeneity, it is important to obtain heritability estimates from as homogeneous

a sample as possible, using, for example, only relatives of a given age orsex. In this

wayvariationsin the heritability with age and sex may be detected and allowed for.

Diabetes mellitus is an example of a threshold character with a variable age of

onset.

Diabetes mellitus is a disease with quite variable expression, whosefamilial inci-

dence is well documented and, according to some authors, was noted in India in

the early seventeenth century. The reported incidence of the disease increases

markedly with age, from about 0.1 percent amongpersons25 years old or younger

to 3-4 percent among persons 60-70 years old. The incidence is, to some extent, a

matter of the criteria used to define the disease, which may vary from an almost

complete lack of insulin activity to a mild but consistently elevated blood-sugar

level which is of little clinical consequence. Clearly the incidence increases as the

stringency of the criteria used to define the disease decreases. The rationale behind

using less stringent criteria is the hope of identifying at an earlier age those indi-

viduals ultimately destined to be affected. Tests of tolerance to glucose loading have

been devised with this aim in mind. These have not, so far, however, been very

helpful in the definition of the prediabetic state. If the disease were due to a single

gene, the variable expression and age of onset would surely lead to incomplete

penetrance of the gene’seffect. In other words, notall individuals with the supposed

diabetic genotypes would (at the time of observation) have diabetes. A number of

authors have suggested single-gene inheritance, particularly inheritance due to a

single recessive gene with incomplete penetrance, as the genetic basis for diabetes

(see, for example, Neel et al., 1965). However, as was pointed out very clearly by

J. Edwards (1960), unless all the variability in penetrance is ascribed to environ-

mental effects, there is no great distinction between the model ofa single gene with

incomplete penetrance and a hypothesis of multifactorial inheritance. The goal is

the clear-cut identification of specific genes affecting the incidence of the disease.

Diabetes is generally much more severe in cases that have an early age of onset.
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This suggests that the so-called “‘juvenile’’ diabetes who acquire a severe form of

the disease before they are 20 years old, may be a separate genetic entity. Some

people have, in fact, suggested that the severely affected juvenile diabetics are

homozygous for a diabetic gene, while the more mildly affected individuals are the

heterozygotes (see Simpson, 1962). However, none of these hypotheses fits the

observed data without an appeal to a considerable level of impenetrance. Thus,

the estimated proportion of juvenile diabetics born to normal parents, assuming

recessive inheritance, is only 0.067. Compared with the expected frequency of 0.25,

this would suggest a penetrance of only 0.067/0.25 = 0.268, a value thatis still much

too low to be accounted for only by the variable age of onset (see Barrai and Cann,

1965).

It seems reasonable to consider diabetes as a threshold character. The blood-

sugar level and insulin activity are good analoguesof the liability variable, though

other factors also may, of course, contribute to the diabetic lability. Falconer

(1967) has applied his method of analysis to diabetes, separating age groups on the

assumption that sibs of affected propositi are, in general, in the same age range as

the propositi. The variation in heritability estimates with age for three different

bodies of data is shown in Figure 9.14. The heritability seems to decline from
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FIGURE 9.14

Diabetes mellitus: changes in heritability with increasing age.

The heritability of liability estimated from the sib correlations.

The fine line plots data on Canadian males; the heavy solid

line, data on Canadian females; the heavy dashed line, data on

both sexes in Birmingham, England. Thevertical lines extend

to plus-or-minus one standard error. (From Falconer, 1967.)

60-80 percent for younger groups(less than 40 years old) to 20-40 percent for the

older groups (up to 70 years old). This is certainly consonant with the idea that the

genetic etiology for younger people may be different from that for older people.

Whendata for all ages are combined, heritability estimates from parents and off-

spring are comparable to those for sibs, and the combined estimates are in the
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range of about 30-40 percent. The older people, of course, dominate this estimate
since young diabetics are a relatively small proportion of the total. A multifactorial

hereditary basis for diabetes with a threshold for manifestation, taking into account
the possibility that different genes may influence early andlate onset, of the disease,

seems at the present time to be the most satisfactory hypothesis.

A slightly different but related model makes possible the direct estimation of the
phenotypic correlations for threshold characters.

A model that is preferable to the one given by Falconer with respect to the ob-
jection to the assumption that there is the same distribution of liability among
relatives of the propositi as in the general population, goes back to Pearson. It
has been revived recently and elaborated by J. Edwards (1960, 1969). This model
assumes that inheritance is multifactorial with an abrupt threshold for manifesta-
tion of the disease and that the correlation between two relatives can be expressed
using a bidimensional normaldistribution, which is illustrated in Figure 9.15. One

axis, Say x, indicates theliability of an individual (the propositus) and the other,y,

the liability of a relative of given degree of the propositus. The frequenciesof pairs

y (liability of relative)
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FIGURE 9.15

Bidimensional normal distribution theory for the threshold model.

Theliability of the propositus is indicated by the x axis; that of

relatives by the y axis.
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of x and y values would be given in an axis, not indicated in the figure, which is

perpendicular to the x and y axes. The joint distribution of the frequencies would

be described by a bell-shaped ‘“‘correlation”’ surface with a peak at the center and

skewed along a major axis at 45° with respect to x and y. Theellipses indicate lines

on this surface that correspond to equal frequencies. Shaded areas beyond the

threshold lines indicate affected individuals.The proportion affected in the general

population (qg,) is given by the volume underthe correlation surface corresponding

to the area shaded by horizontal bars (for y) or by vertical bars (for x). The relatives

of an affected individual (the propositus) that are affected are situated in the area

shaded both vertically and horizontally. This distribution may be shown by a 2 x 2

table:

 

 

 

PROPOSITUS

Normal Affected Total

3
&
© 1 — q,)% r

=| =
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<
aio:

x! 8x 1 — 2q,+ 4,4,
2,

Total l1—q, qg 1

The computation of g,, given the position of the threshold, can be done with a table

of normal integrals as already described. The computation of the proportion of

affected relatives of affected individuals (q,/g,) requires special tables (the 2 x 2 cor-

relation tables calculated by Pearson), which permit the evaluation of p, the corre-

lation betweenrelatives, given g, and q,. The quantity p is equal to rh’ (the product

of the relationship coefficient and the heritability), and it is this which we wish to

estimate. Figure 9.16 allows the direct evaluation of p from data giving q, and

k =4q,/q,. J. Edwards (1969) suggests an approximation, which is easy to evaluate,

namely,

- 0.57 log k
P= “Tog q, — 0.44 log k — 0.26"
 (9.46)

He previously had suggested another approximation,

d= /Qa:

whichis less satisfactory.
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FIGURE 9.16

Graphrelating P (the phenotypic correlation on Pearson’s model) to the population incidence of a

threshold trait gg and the relative liability (k = q,/g,) of persons related to an affected individual.

Using the harelip data, g, = 0.001, 4,/q, = 35 for first-degree relatives, giving

p = 0.43 (from Figure 9.16 or Equation 9.46). Assuming no dominance, the ex-

pected value for this correlation coefficient is 0.5. The heritability estimate is thus

0.43/0.5 = 86 percent, which agrees well with the estimate obtained before from

monozygous twins. From second-and third-degree relatives, p =0.17 and 0.09

(which may be compared with the expected values of 0.25 and 0.125), giving

heritability estimates of 68 percent and 72 percent, respectively These heritability

estimates are thus somewhathigher than those obtained by Falconer’s method, but

still in fair agreement with them.

Aninteresting diagram collecting information for several diseases was construc-

ted by Newcombe (1964). In this diagram (Figure 9.17) the disease incidence in

the general population q, is plotted against the ratio k = q,/q,, where qg, refers to

the disease incidence in sibs of affected individuals. The lines in the diagram cor-

respond to three hypotheses: simple dominant inheritance; simple recessive inheri-

tance; multifactorial inheritance with a threshold and with various degrees of

heritability. The lines for the multifactorial model are obtained from the tetrachoric

correlation coefficient, taken as 0.5 for 100 percent heritability. In the original
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Relation between disease incidence (g,) and relative incidence in sibs of affected individuals
(k) for a numberof diseases. The lines indicate the expected relationships for simple dominant,

simple recessive, and multifactorial inheritance with different heritabilities. (Modified from
Newcombe, 1964).
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diagram by Newcombethere was only oneline for multifactorial inheritance, and

this corresponded to the approximation suggested earlier by Edwards, namely,

=My:
The lines labeled “simple dominant” and “simple recessive’? correspond to the
expectations for characters determinedin a straightforward way by single dominant
or recessive genes. For a recessive gene, the ratio k = q,/G, 1S, approximately,
4/q° = 1/(4q), whereq is the gene frequency and so q? = q,is the disease incidence,
ignoring all matings other than Aa x Aa on the assumption that g is small. For a

dominant gene, again assuming the gene frequency q is small, and thus assuming

that Aa x aa is the only significant mating, the ratio is 4/2q or k = 1/(4q), where 2q¢

is the approximate incidence. Most of the diseases illustrated in Figure 9.17 fall

into two distinct groups, those clearly compatible with simple Mendelian inheri-

tance, which lie close to the two upperlines, and those suggestive of additive multi-

factorial inheritance with various degrees of heritability. Among those mostclearly

intermediate between the two is schizophrenia, which will be further discussed in

the last section of this chapter.

9.10 The Biological Basis of Twinning

Identical or monozygous multiple births are the only source of humans that have

identical genotypes.

Francis Galton, the famous British biometrician of the nineteenth century, was

one of the first to emphasize the significance of twins for studies of humaninheri-

tance. Since that time they have been studied very extensively with a view to deter-

mining the relative importance of genetic and environmental effects on a wide

variety of diseases and other attributes, many of which are behavioral. Comparisons

are generally made between monozygous, or monozygotic (MZ), and dizygous, or

dizygotic (DZ), twins, with the latter coming from separate fertilizations and thus

being genetically comparable to sibs. This is undoubtedly an oversimplification, as

there must be special factors, especially in relation to personality development,

which exert a greater joint influence over monozygous twins than over dizygous

twins. A study of monozygous twins separated soon after birth should (as wasfirst

pointed out by Muller in 1925), to some extent mitigate these effects and help to

confirm which similarities between twins cannot be readily attributed to their

similar environment. It is also important to realize that, in general, differences

between monozygous twins must be due to environmental factors. Thus, a study

of such twins should provide a test of those theories of personality development

that appeal heavily to the importance of differences in environmental stimuli. An
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important limitation of twin studies is that they indicate only the degree of genetic

determination of a character and can give no information as to its mode of

inheritance.

There are four biologically different types of monozygous twin pairs.

Monozygous twins are presumably always derived from a single fertilized egg.

The immediate products of cleavage, after fertilization, are not differentiated and

thus each has the potential to develop into a normalindividual. Monozygoustwins

presumably arise, therefore, from separation and subsequent independent develop-

ment of early cleavage products. A substantial fraction of monozygous twins de-

velop with separate chorions, amnions, and placentas, giving rise to the four types

of pregnanciesillustrated in Figure 9.18. Dizygous twins, which are the result of

double ovulation and simultaneous or almost simultaneous fertilization, always

develop in separate amnions and chorions, but may share a commonplacenta.

 

A B C D

FIGURE 9.18

Diagrams of twin pregnancies enclosed in the uterus. A: Monozygous or

dizygous twins with separate amnions, chorions, and placentas. B: Monozygous

or dizygous twins with separate amnions and chorions, and fused placenta. C:

Monozygous twins with separate amnions, and sharing a chorion and a placenta.

D: Monozygous twins sharing a single amnion, chorion, and placenta.

(A-C after Potter, 1948; D after Stern, 1960.)

About one out of every eighty babies born (to Caucasians) is a twin, and about

30 percent of these are monozygous.

The total frequency of human twin births is generally between 1 and 1.5 percent.

The frequency of twin births shows someracial variation, with Japan having an

unusually low rate of 0.65 percent. The birth rate of twins is also a function of

socioeconomic factors and of parental age. Although demographic data do not
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distinguish the two types of twins, it is important to distinguish variations in

birth rates of monozygous and dizygous twins since the two types are biologically

different.

A simple method (suggested by Weinberg in 1901) of estimating the relative pro-

portion oftwin pairs that are monozygous is based on the total proportion of twins

of like sex and on the distribution of sexes among twins.

Monozygous twins must always, of course, be of like sex, while among dizygous

twin pairs the sexes are presumably combined at random. Thus, the excess of twin

pairs of like sex over that expected from a random combination of sexes should

provide a basis for estimating the relative proportions of the two types of twins.

If the proportion of male births is y (which is usually slightly larger than 0.5, see

Chapter 10) and of female births is x = 1 — y, then the expected proportion of

dizygous twin pairs that are of unlike sex is 2xy. If, further, the proportion ofall

twins that are dizygousis d, then

d= proportion ofall twin pairs that are of unlike sex
 

2xy

~ 2 (proportion ofall twin pairs of unlike sex), if x ~ 4. (9.47)

A major survey of twins is being undertaken in Denmarkwith the aim of recovering

as much informationas possible onall surviving twins bornin the period 1870-1901

(Harvald and Hauge, 1965). The overall proportion of dizygoustwin pairs ofunlike

sex in the data collected so far is 2525/6893 = 0.367. Using Equation 9.47theesti-

mated proportion of monozygous twins is calculated as 1 — 2 x 0.367 or 0.266,

which corresponds very well with the directly ascertained frequency of 0.255 based

on zygosity diagnosis (see below).

Table 9.13 gives some data on twinning rates computed using Equation 9.47 for

various races, and interracial crosses (see Chapter 11 for a discussion ofthe strict

definition of race). Birth rates of monozygous twins are not appreciably different

from race to race. The overall differences between races are thus mostly due to

differences in birth rates of dizygous twins. Negroids have the highest rates, Cauca-

soids have rates that are intermediate, and Mongoloids have the lowest. It is inter-

esting that interracial crosses show no paternaleffect on the birth rate of dizygous

twins, but do show a strong maternaleffect: the observed rate is almost equal to

that of the race of the mother (Table 9.13).

An example of data showing the variation of twinning rates with maternal age

is given in Figure 9.19. There is very marked variation in the DZ rate, while the MZ

rate is fairly stable. In general it seems that the DZ rate is much moresusceptible

to environmental influences than the MZ rate. Maternal age is, of course, highly
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TABLE 9.13

Twinning Rates per Thousand Births by Maternal Race

 

 

Observed Rates

Race ofMother No.of ~~~ Expected?
Births MZ DZ DZ

Caucasoid 50,570 3.7 6.6 7.0

Oriental 90,518 4.5 2.5 2.4

*Part-Hawaiian’ 23,547 5.5 3.2 2.4

Caucasoid-Oriental 7,533 5.0 2.1 3.2

U.S. White, 1922-36 — 3.8 7.4 —

U.S. Negro, 1922-54 — 3.9 11.8 —

Japan, 1926-31 — 4.2 2.7 —

Japan, 1956 — 4.] 2.3 —

Nigeria Negro — 5.0 39.9 —

Antigua Negro — 3.9 11.5 —

Johannesburg Negro — 4.9 22.3 —

Salvador, Brazil — 4.0 13.6 —

 

Source: From Morton, Chung, and Mi (1967).

“ Adjusted for maternal age, year, and birth order.
Y = 7.0 — 4.6M,— 1.5H,.
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FIGURE 9.19

Twin maternities per 1000 maternities for given

age of mother. Solid line plots births of dizygous

twins: dashedline, of monozygous.Italian

data, 1949-54. (From Bulmer, 1958.)
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correlated with parity. Both factors have been shownto influence the DZ twinning

rate independently. Twinning rate increases steadily with parity at all ages, but

peaks at 30-40 yearsfor all parities. There are up to now, no good explanations for

these strange correlations.

The frequency of triplets is approximately the square, and that ofquadruplets the

cube, of the twinning rate.

This empirical rule, known as Hellin’s rule fits observed data remarkably well.

Triplets and quadruplets may all come from different zygotes, all from the same

zygote, or from an intermediate combination. Attempts have been made to

derive Hellin’s rule from theoretical considerations in terms of the probability of

double ovulation and the probability of a fertilized zygote splitting into two, but so

far they have not met with any noticeable success (Allen, 1957; Bulmer, 1958).

Triplets and quadruplets could, of course, in principle,also be useful for quantitative

inheritance studies but their incidence is too low for them to be of anyreal practical

use. Recently, pituitary and other hormones introduced for the treatment of some

types of sterility have lead to striking cases of multiple births.

There may be a small genetic component to the twinning rate, particularly for

dizygotic twins.

The data on the inheritance of a tendency toward twinningis largely inconclusive.

Certainly, exceptional families have been reported with a striking recurrence of

multiple births. On the whole, however, twinning rates among relatives of twins are

at most slightly higher than the rate in the general population. Thus, Weinberg

early this century concluded that the DZ twinning rate was higher in relatives of the

mothers of twins than in those of the fathers. Further evidence in favor of a mater-

nal effect has been given by Waterhouse (1950) and others. Greulich in 1934 found

an approximately two-fold increase in the DZ twinning rate of relatives on both

sides. Other studies have also suggested some increase for MZ twins. However, as

pointed out by Bulmer (1960) these estimates are very sensitive to variations in the

average ages andparities of the related groups. Certainly, factors are knownthat

increase the rate of multiple ovulation, such as the hormones already mentioned.

Strains of mammals, sheep, for example, with unusually high twinningrates are also

known. Maternal effects on the DZ twinning rate, which have been observed for

both interracial matings and matings in which both persons are membersof the same

race, are at the moment the best evidence for some inheritance of twinning.
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The objective diagnosis of the zygosity of twins depends on a detailed analysis of

genetic similarity.

The striking outward similarities between monozygous twins, even as compared

with dizygous twins (whose similarity, after all, is no greater than that of other

sibs) often allow a reasonably clear-cutclassification of twin pairs as monozygous

and dizygous. Clearly, however, care must be taken not to allow such an admittedly

subjective procedure to bias the zygosity determination of twins. The only true

criterion is identity of the genotype and this cannot, of course, be checked directly.

However, the number of known polymorphisms is now large enoughthat if twins

are classified with respect to all or most of them, the probability of dizygous twins

being identical for all of them is so small that it may be discounted. Identity for all

the polymorphisms may be used to diagnose monozygosity. This is a satisfactory

and objective, if laborious, method. Other quantitatively inherited attributes such as

fingerprint ridge counts or patterns can also be used, in an empirical way, to aid in

diagnosis. Another direct test for monozygous twins is the survival of skin grafts

from oneto the other. As was pointed out in Chapter 5, there must be a large num-

ber of polymorphic loci for histocompatibility antigens, which are responsible for

graft rejection. Thus the probability that any two individuals other than monozy-

gous twins, even dizygous twins or other sibs, are identical with respect toall rele-
vant loci is vanishingly small, so that the extended survival of a skin graft is an
efficient, though generally impractical, test for the probable identity of twin geno-
types.

The general principle of zygosity diagnosis using blood groups and other poly-
morphic markersis as follows:

1. The probability of sibs, that is, dizygous twins, being identical is calculated
separately for each locus. The nature ofthis calculation depends on the information
available on the parental types. For example, if one parent was MN and the other
N and the twins NN,the probability of identity for this locus wouldbe 4, this being
simply the probability that two sibs from the mating MN x N are both MN.If
no information on the parents is available, we must calculate the probability
of identity in terms of the expected frequencies of different mating-type combina-
tions in the population. Thus, given the gene frequency of M as 4 and assuming
random mating, we may compute the frequencies of the matings that can produce
MNoffspring:

LMN x MN, MN x N,iMN x M, andi M x N.

Since the respective probabilities of a pair of MN sibs are 4, 4,4, and 1, the total
probability of producing identical sibs is
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Tables of such identity probabilities for the common blood groups, constructed

by using the gene frequencies observed in England, are given by Race and Sanger

(1968) in their standard work on blood groups. Use can be madeof data on quanti-

tative traits if the distribution of twin-pair differences is known for both monozy-

gous and dizygous twins. For example, suppose the proportion of monozygous

twins whoseheight difference lies in the range 0.5-1 inch 1s 0.4 and that of dizygous

twins is 0.2. Then, for a pair of twins whose difference is in that range, the relative

probability of being dizygous is 0.2/0.4 = 0.5.

2. The product of the individual identity probabilities for polymorphisms, quan-

titative characters, and sex, obtained as in (1) gives the probability P, of the twins

being identical, given that they are dizygous.

3. If the relative proportion of twins in the population that are monozygousIs m,

then the overall probability of the twins being monozygousgiventhey are identical

(nonidentical twins are obviously dizygous), 1s

P. = m

“"m+(i1—m)P,
 (9.48)

This is because the proportion of twins that are dizygous but identical is

(1 — m)P,, and thusthe total proportion of twins that are identicalism + (1 — m)P,,

of which only the fraction Py as given by Equation 9.48 are monozygous. For exam-

ple, data on a pair of female twins gave identity probabilities as follows: Sex 0.5;

blood groups: ABO 0.48, MNS 0.47, Rh 0.50, P 0.85, Secretor 0.54, Kell 0.95,

Lutheran 0.80, Kidd 0.85; and fingerprint ridge count 0.77. By multiplying together

all of these separate probabilities, we obtain P,; = 0.013.

Given the proportion of monozygous twins m = 0.3, Equation 9.48 gives, for the

probability that the twins are monozygous.

_ 0.3
0.3 + 0.3 x 0.013
 = 0.987.Pu

A few twin pairs have been found that must be chimeras—that is, they each have

mixtures of two genetically different types of cells.

About 90 percent of dizygotic twin calves have mixtures of two genetic types of

blood, due presumably to anastomoses (vascular connections) of the blood vessels

of the calves. Such chimeras are much rarer in man, though a few have been des-

cribed. A chimerais defined, in general, as an individual formed ofgenetically dif-

ferent types of cells that come from different zygotes. A mosaic is formed from a

single zygote, but has a mixture of types of cells because of somatic mutation, non-

disjunction or aberration of chromosomes, or somatic crossing-over. Human
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mosaics also are rare, and are usually more easily observed with cytogenic studies

than by an examination of blood groups or other polymorphisms. The blood

groupsofone set of chimeric twins and of the members oftheir family are shown in

Figure 9.20. Even though each of the twins has almost equal numbers of the two

types of cells and thusis not readily distinguishable from the other by this criterion,

the genotype of II.2 can clearly be ascertained from the genotypes of her offspring.

Thus, since IIJ.1 and IHI.2 are both MM andIII.3 is heterozygous for Rh E and e,

II.2 must have the genotypes MNand cDE/cde. Thefact that all three offspring have

O type bloodis also compatible with II.2 being OO. This twin, although OO geneti-

cally, has only anti-B antibodies in her serum. The sameis true of three other
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FIGURE 9.20

Blood groups of the W family. II.2 and I1.3 are chimeric twins. The
genotype of II.2 is ascertained from those of her offspring. Both twins

had only anti-B in their serum. (From Race and Sanger, 1962.)

chimeric twins who are OO,but have “ grafted’’ A cells. This is most probably due

to the induction of tolerance to the A antigen by the presence of A red cells at an

early stage of fetal development. There are some indications that the white cells

of II.3 are also mixed, based on recognition of a small proportion of granulocytes

with the characteristic female ‘“‘ drumstick”’ nodules on their nuclei. This would sug-

gest the possibility that skin grafts exchanged between the chimeric twins should

survive. This idea follows from the fact that it is likely that the white cells carry

most of the histocompatibility antigens, so that a chimeric twin may becometoler-

ant to its cotwin’s histocompatibility antigens. This phenomenon is known to

occur in chimeric cattle twins. Undoubtedly, there is a small chance that chimeric

twins could be mistaken as monozygousif they were not carefully studied.
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The systematic use of simple visual criteria for twin diagnosis is almost as efficient

as the use of blood groups and other polymorphisms.

It may not always be possible to do zygosity diagnosis using blood groups,

especially in large-scale twin surveys, such as that being carried out in Denmark.

Simple questionnaires asking about the degree of similarity between twin pairs have

been found at least 90-95 percentefficient for the diagnosis ofmonozygosity. Typical

questions asked relate to eye color, hair color and texture, height, weight, body

build, and the tendency to be mistaken by parents, close friends and casual friends,

in addition to the twin’s own diagnosis of zygosity. Interestingly enough, in one

survey, as many as 24 percent of monozygous twins thought they were dizygous

while 19 percent of dizygous twins thought they were monozygous and 10 percent

were notsure. It seems that these opinions may have been influenced by the physi-

cian’s incorrect diagnosis at birth, based on whether there were common chorions

(see Figure 9.18) (see Nichols and Bilbro, 1966).

These methods of diagnosis generally underestimate slightly the proportions of

dizygous twins, since it seems that few dizygous twins are similar enough to be

mistakenly classified as monozygous but a significant percentage of monozygous

twins maydiffer enough to be misclassified as dizygous. Race and Sanger, however,

comment, “‘ for several years Mr. James Shields of the Genetics Unit of the Mauds-

ley Hospital has been sending ussamples of blood from twins. Wefind that the blood

groupspractically never contradict the opinion of such a skilled observer of twins.”’

9.11 The Use of Twins for the Study of
the Genetic Determination of Traits

The use oftwin studiesfor the measurementofthe degree ofgenetic determination of

a continuously varying character is based on a comparison of the variance of the

differences between monozygous twins pairs and the differences between dizygous

twin pairs.

The distributions of the differences in height between 50 pairs of monozygous

twins, 52 pairs of dizygous twins, and 52 pairs of sibs who are not twins are shown

in Figure 9.21. The means of these three difference distributions are 1.7 centi-

meters, 4.4 centimeters, and 4.5 centimeters, respectively. As is expected if determi-

nation of height has a significant genetic component, the monozygoustwin pairs on

the average, differ less than the dizygous twin pairs. This greater variation between

dizygous twin pairs is a measure of the extent to which sibs differ with respect to

genes affecting height. Distribution curves similar to those shownin Figure 9.21 are

obtained for a wide variety of continously varying anthropometric and also bio-

chemical attributes, as well as for IQ.

Simple quantitative estimates of the degree of genetic determination for such

characters can be obtained by a comparison of the means of the squares of the
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FIGURE 9.21

Curves of distribution of differences in standing height of

50 pairs of identical twins (plotted along the solid line), 52
pairs of nonidentical twins (plotted along the line of longer

dashes), and 52 pairs of sibs (plotted along the line of

shorter dashes). (After Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger,

1937, from Stern, 1960.)

differences between members of monozygoustwin pairs (V,,7) and the meansof the
squares of the differences between dizygous twin pairs (Vpz). These quantities are
each equal to twice the mean ofthe variance within a pair, the average being taken
either over all monozygousoroverall dizygouspairs. If we assume that the environ-
mental influences on the two types of twins are equivalent and that there are no
genotype-environmentinteractions, then V;,7 should be an estimate of the portion of
Vpz that is due to environmental variation. Thus, the quantity H, defined by

Voz ~~ Vuz
’

Voz

H= (9.49)

is a measure of the proportion of the variance of the differences between dizygous
twins that can be attributed to genetic variation. It is, therefore, in this limited
sense, a measure of the degree of genetic determination of the character in question.
In order to assess the significance of variation between H values obtained from
different sources, it is useful to have an expression for the variance of H. This is the
same as the variance of Vy7/Vpz. This ratio, being the ratio of two variances, has
the distributionof the F statistic used to test the significance of the ratio between
two variances (see Appendix I). The distribution of F has a mathematical form
known as a “f distribution of the second kind ”’ which depends on the expected
value of the variance ratio and on the numbersof observations from which the two
variances were calculated. It can be shown that

2F*n3(n, — 1)(n, +n, - 4)

ni(ny _ 3)*(n, — 5)

where F is the observed value of Vyz/Vpz and n, and n, are the respective number
of monozygous and dizygous twin pairs on which measurements were made.

 Var (H) ~ (9.50)
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Some estimates of H, with their standard errors, are given in Table 9.14 for a

number of morphological characters. They are taken from an extensive twin study

carried out by Osborne and De George (1959) on a series of approximately 60

monozygous and 40 dizygous twins. The aim of their study was to define as com-

pletely as possible the genetic basis for morphological variations between adults of

both sexes. A large numberoftypes of measurements were made of which just a few

are represented in Table 9.14. The H values for stature, arm length, and foot length

are very high and are approximately equal in the two sexes. These three length

TABLE 9.14

AT Estimates from Monozygous and Dizygous Twin Data

 

 

Characteristic Male Female

Stature 0.79 +0.21 0.92 +0.03

Weight 0.05 +0.94 0.42 +0.25

Arm length 0.80 +.0.20 0.87 £0.06

Foot length 0.83 +0.16 0.81 +0.08

Hip circumference 0.19+0.93 0.66 +0.15

Cephalic index 0.90 +0.10 0.70+-0.13
(head breadth/head length)

Masculinity-feminity index 0.78 +0.21 0.85 +0.06

 

Source: Data from Osborne and De George (1959).
Note: H andits variance (and so its standard error) are calculated

using Equations 9.49 and 9.50, respectively.

measurements are each strongly correlated with overall size and so, of course, with

each other. By contrast the H values for weight are not significantly different from

zero, though that for females is suggestively higher than that for males. This fits in

with the intuitive expectation that weight is more subject to obvious environmental

variation than are the three length measurements. The differences between the sexes

might be attributed to females working harder to maintain their ideal weights and

thus tending to lessen the environmental variation. Other twin studies have, on the

whole, given H values for weight that are appreciably larger than those obtained by

Osborne and De George, who suggest that this difference may be a function of the

ages at which the twins were studied. At younger ages, say, before they are 20-25

years old, weight correlations may be higher since they then probably reflect

growth rate rather than final weight, and this may beless subject to environmental

variation. However, as is clear from the standard errors shown in Table 9.14 the

sampling errors of the estimates are large, and this may be enough to explain the

different results obtained by different investigators. The sampling errors for the male

values are particularly high because they are based on only ten male dizygoustwins.

The H values for hip circumference show significant difference between the sexes,

whichis easily explained in terms of secondary sexual differences and a closer con-

trol over weight by the females. These effects of sex may have been accentuated
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by the age group studied by Osborne and De George. The ages of the twins were in

the range 24—27 years, a range in which females are probably highly motivated to

control their weight. Heritability of a character may be a function of age andsex,

and the genes contributing to its determination may be different at different ages

and in the two sexes. At younger ages growth rate is important, while at inter-

mediate ages the strength of secondary sexual characteristics may markedly in-

fluence environmental variability. These are, of course, intuitively obviousfacts.

What needs to be emphasizedis the influence of age and secondary sexual charac-

teristics on esimates of the degree of genetic determination. Thigh circumference

showednosignificant heritability in Osborne and De George’s data.It is, of course,

strongly correlated with weight and also somewhat more subject to measurement

error. The cephalic index (head breadth/head length), which has been used widely

by anthropologists in the characterization of skulls of different racial groups, shows

a very high heritability. As it is a measure of head shaperatherthansize, it may give

quite different results from either head length or breadth. In fact Osborne and De

George found high H values for head breadth, but values so low asto beinsigni-

ficant for head length. It seemslikely that many of the outward physical attributes

by which we recognize each other, for example, facial expressions and relative body

build can only be expressed in terms of combinations of stmple measurements—

that is, indices such as the cephalic index. The study of the heritability of these

attributes depends, therefore, on the discovery of the correct indices. Osborne and

De George made an interesting attempt to construct an index of masculinity-

femininity. It was based on an objective point-scoring system of a variety of mor-

phologic attributes that are generally considered to be secondary sexual characteris-

tics, such as the unevennessof the male calf as compared with the smooth curves of

the female calf. As can be seen from Table 9.14, this rating has a relatively high

heritability in both sexes.

The variation between twin pairs is often expressed in terms of the mean of the

absolute differences between the pairs rather than the variance of the differences.

These two quantities are closely related. For two independent measurements having

the same normal distribution, it can be shown that the mean of the absolute dif-

ference between them, which for two observations is the range, is

2
— = 1.13
Jn

times the standard error of the parental normal distribution. Thus, in the twin data,

the square of the mean difference between twins should be approximately propor-

tional to the variances of the differences. The H index of genetic determination then

takes the form

M? — M3 (9.51)

M+ °

where M, and M, are the mean observed absolute differences for dizygous and

monozygous twins, respectively. The average IQ difference found by Newman,

H,=
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Freeman, and Holzinger (1937) between 50 monozygous twin pairs was 5.9 points

and that between 52 dizygous twin pairs 9.9 points (47 non-twin sib pairs had an

average difference of 9.8 points). The H value hereis, therefore,

(9.9)? — (5.9)?
(9.9)

or 0.64. Comparable values have been found in a number of other twin studies.

Someinteresting data on the differences between twin andsib pairs with respect to

the age at menarche are shown in Table 9.15, summarized by Tanner (1960). Tanner

TABLE 9.15

Mean Difference in Months in Age at Menarche
of Related and Unrelated Women

 

From Tisseranad-

 

 

From Petri (1935) Perrier (1953)

Relationship No.Pairs Diff. Months No. Pairs Diff. Months

Identical twins 51 2.8 + 0.33 46 2.2

Non-identical twins 47 12.0 + 1.62 39 8.2

Sisters 145 12.9 — —

Unrelated women 120 18.6 — —

 

Source: From Tanner (1960).

used this measurement, which identifies a definite stage in the development of the

female, because he wasinterested in the genetic determination of growth rates. The

estimated H value for the data from Petri (1935) is 0.9 and that from Tisserand-

Perrier (1953), 0.93, indicating that there is a very high heritable componentfor age

at menarche, even thoughit is knowntobesignificantly affected by nutrition and

other socioeconomic factors. Averages for age at menarche vary considerably

among different populations, and the overall average has actually been declining

in Europe at a rate of approximately four monthsper decade. This rate of declineis

clearly too fast to be ascribable to genetic changes.

Though the H statistic is the simplest and most convenient way to summarize twin

data on continuously varying characters, its interpretation is subject to many limita-

tions.

Even under the assumptions of equivalent environments for monozygous and

dizygous twins and the lack of genotype-environmentinteractions, the use of H to

measure the extent of genetic determination is nevertheless subject to two further

limitations. Thefirst is the limited extent of environmentalvariation allowed for by
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restricting consideration only to twins, and the second1s the limitation of the extent

of genetic variation to differences between sibs. In order to illustrate the latter we

consider the expression of V,,, and Vp, in terms of the additive variance (V,), the

dominance variance (V,), and the environmental variance (V,). The variance of the

difference between two variables x and y is given by

V(x — y) = V(x) + V(y) — 2 cov(x, y). (9.52)

If x and y are the measurementsin the two twinsof a pair, then for both monozy-

gous and dizygous twins

V(x) = V(y) = Va t+ Vp + Ve,

the total phenotypic variance. For monozygous twins cov(x, y) = V,+ Vp, the

total genetic variance. This follows from the fact that cov(x, y) is the covariance

between the genetic effects, which are identical in monozygous twins, and from the

fact that the covariance between identical variables is the same as the variance.

Cov(x, y) for dizygous twins is the same as that between sibs, which is $V, + 4Vp

(see Table 9.7). Thus, from Equation 9.52,

Vurz = 2(V4 + Vp + Ve — Vag — Vp) = 2V;E (9.53)

and

Voz = 20V4 + Vp + Ve — 4V4 — 4V0) = Vg + BV + 2VE (9.54)

and so, by the definition of H, we have

Vat3Vn  _ —2Va + aVdH- _ = .
Vat3Vp+2Ve 5V4+4V04+ Ve

  (9.55)

Thus, if V,; were a representative environmental variance, H would always under-

estimate the degree of genetic determination, (V4 + Vp)/(V4 + Vp + Vz). Since,

however, we have no good wayof estimating the effect on values of V, obtained

from twin data of limiting environmental variation to difference between twins,

we cannot readily relate H values from twin studies to estimates of the degree of

genetic determination from studies on random samples of other combinations of

relatives from Mendelian populations.

Departures from random mating due to positive assortative mating with respect

to a character under study lead to a positive correlation between the parents, and

therefore increase the correlation or covariance between sibs. This, from Equation

9.51, tends to decrease Vp,, but not V;,7, and thus tends to decrease H. Assortative

mating with respect to many quantitative attributes is certainly well documented

(see Section 9.7), and may be an important factor tending in general, to increase

heritability estimates. There are two plausible factors that might make H an over-

estimate of the genetic differences between twins. One is a tendency for the environ-

mental variation between monozygous twins to be less than that between dizygous
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twins. This certainly may be an important factor for some behaviorattributes, but

the difference would be expected to be very small. The second factor that might tend

to inflate H valuesis the existence of sampling biases in the collection of twin data.

Wehave already discussed diagnosis of zygosity. If this is done objectively, then

misclassification of relatively different monozygous twins as dizygous should be

negligible.

The main factor that can bias the collection of data on normal (nondiseased)

twins is differential survival of twin pairs. Clearly, only data from those pairs

both of whom have survived to the time of contact will be collected. Even if

registries of twin births are maintained, there maystill be biases for characters that

cannot be detected at birth and that are associated with differential survival. The

older the twin pair, the less likely it is that both have survived. Differential survival

between the sexes has a markedeffect on the sex ratio among ascertained twinpairs.

Thus, Osborne and De George note that the aggregate ratio of male-to-female twin

pairs in six different studies is 918 : 1373, which represents a highly significant

deficiency (v7 = 98.2) of male pairs. Other factors may affect the ratio such as the

greater reluctance of male pairs to be studied. Availability of twin pairs for study,

generally in the same overall locality, is also a factor that may bias their selection as

well as their common willingness to be studied. All these biases are likely to favor

similarity between ascertained twin pairs, though to what extentit is almost impos-

sible to say. Ascertainment biases in twin studies should be minimized by avoiding

as far as possible those factors that might lead to nonrandom sampling of twin

populations.

Wecanatleast say that a significant H valueis likely to be an indication ofenough

genetic polymorphism with respect to genes affecting the character in question to

give rise to variation between dizygous twins (that is, sibs) which is significant,

relative to the observed environmental variation between monozygous twins.

However, nothing at all can be said with respect to the probable number of such

polymorphic genes or their relative dominance.

The study of threshold characters in twins is based on a comparison of thefrequen-

cies of concordance in monozygous and dizygous pairs.

Twin pairs are said to be concordant with respect to a threshold character if they

both have it or both do not. The concordancefrequencyis the proportion ofconcor-

dant twin pairs amongall those which include at least one with the trait. A sig-

nificantly higher concordance frequency in monozygousthan in dizygoustwinsis

considered evidence for a significant genetic componentto the determination of the

trait. The significance of the difference can be tested simply by a 2 x 2 contingency

chi squareasillustrated for the data on epilepsy shown in Table 9.16. These data are

taken from the extensive Danish twin study by Harvald and Hauge, to which we
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TABLE 9.16

Twin Concordance for Epilepsy

 

 

Concordant

Twins Pairs Discordant Total

(Percent) Pairs Pairs

MZ 10 (37) 17 27

DZ 10 (10) 90 100

Total 20 107 127

 

»_ 127(10 x 90—10 x 17)?
Xt = 909x107 x 100 X27
 =11.7 Pr01%

 

Source: Data from Harvald and Hauge (1965).

have already referred. The discordant pairs are those with only one twin affected.

The data on like-sexed and unlike-sexed dizygous pairs were combinedsince they

showed nosignificant differences in concordance.

An index for estimating the degree of genetic determination of threshold charac-

ters from twin data, which wasoriginally suggested by Holzinger in 1929 andis

widely quoted,is

Gm — 4p

1—qpy-

where gy and qp are the respective concordance frequencies in monozygous and

dizygous twins. The quantity defined by this equation, seems, however, to be quite

arbitrary. It is difficult to see whatrelation, if any, it can have to the usual estimates
of the degree of genetic determination of continuously varying characters, which are
based on a variance analysis. The appropriate method of approach to is make use
of Falconer’s or Edward’s analysis of threshold characters. Given an estimate of the
incidenceofthe trait in the general population, heritability estimates can be obtain-
ed separately from monozygous and dizygous twins using Equation 9.45. As we
pointed out earlier, estimates from monozygous twins may be biased because of
significant departures from normality of the distribution of monozygous twin
liability. Differences between estimates from monozygous and dizygous twin pairs
can give an indication of the relative magnitude of the dominance variance,since,
by definition, the regression coefficient b is the ratio of the covariance between
twins to the total genetic variance. Thus, for monozygous twins we estimate
(V4 + Vp)/(V4 + Vp + Ve), and for dizygous twins (4V, + 4Vp)/(V4 + Vp + Vz).
Here, as before, V; refers only to the environmental variation between members of
the sametwin pair.

Whether estimates of the general population incidence of a trait are available

from twin studies depends on the way the studies have been carried out. In the

H= (9.56)
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Danish twin study, all twins born are located and then pairs, one or both of which
have thetrait, are identified. The trait incidence is then given approximately by the
proportion of dizygous twins that are affected. For a very rare diseasethis approach
may not be practicable as the size of the initial twin sample needed to obtain a
sufficient numberof pairs with one or moreaffected may be prohibitively large. A
search may then be madeforaffected individuals who have twins. The proportion
of their twins that are affected is then the concordance frequency. In this case the
twins are ascertained through the fact that one of them hasthe raretrait being
studied. Unless a further study on the incidence ofthetrait in the population from
which the twins were drawnis undertaken, this approach provides noindication of
the general population incidence. The methodof ascertainment mayseriously bias
the twin sample, often in favor of twins both of which are affected. This is because
the probability of the twins being ascertained is the probability that at least one of
the two affected is ascertained, which is approximately twice the probability of
ascertaining a twin pair with only oneaffected (see Appendix II). On the assumption
that Vp = 0 or that V,/V> is given, an estimate of the degree ofgenetic determination
using the threshold model can be obtained from a combination of data on mono-
zygous and dizygoustwins even in the absence of an estimate of the general popu-
lation incidence. Following Figure 9.12, let Jy» X,, and a be, respectively, the inci-

dence, the deviation of the threshold from the mean, and the mean deviation of the

affected individuals from the mean of the general population. Then from Equation

9.45 we have for monozygous twins

Vat Vn _ Xg— Xm

Vat Vn + Ve a
 (9.57)

and for dizygous twins

2V4ataVp — X,—Xp
VatVp+ VE a
 . (9.58)

where x, and xp are the deviations of the thresholds from the meansfor monozy-

gous and dizygoustwins (based on the concordance frequencies gy and qp). Taking

the ratio of these Equations 9.57 and 9.58, we have

4V,+4Vp  X,— Xm

2V4+Vp  X,—Xp
 (9.59)

Given V)/V, =k, say, Equation 9.59 allows us to estimate x, in terms of x, and

Xp. Thus, substituting Vp = kV, into Equation 9.59 gives

4A1+k) x,—Xy

2+k Xg—Xp
 (9.60)

or

4
“a 94 3k

 

Ee + k)xp -—(2+ xu
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When k = 0, and thus Vp = 0, we have

Xg = 2Xp— Xm; (9.61)

and whenk is very large, and V, is much less than Vp, Equation 9.60 approaches

xXx,= 4Xp - 4X . (9.62)

Since x, is generally less than xp, the value of x, given by Equation 9.62 is usually

smaller than that given by Equation 9.61 and thus the resulting population inci-

dence q, is higher. As can be seen from Figure 9.13, the higher g,, the lower the

heritability estimate for a given incidence among the relatives. Thus, in general,

Equations 9.61 and 9.62 give upper and lowerlimits to the estimate of the degree

of genetic determination given by Equations 9.57 and 9.58. However, as we saw

earlier, since for most quantitative characters determined by many genes it seems

likely that Vp is small relative to V,, Equation 9.61 usually gives a satisfactory

estimate. The heritability estimate obtained in this way is analogous to taking the

ratio

Voz— Vaz(9.63)
1 3

Voz — 2Vuz

for continuously varying characters, which from Equations 9.53 and 9.54 is an

estimate of V,/(V, + Vz) when Vp =0. Let us take as an example the data on

epilepsy given in Table 9.16. For this, qy = 0.37 and gp =0.1, from which we

obtain x, = 0.33 and xp = 1.28 using Falconer’s table. Assuming Vp = 0, Equa-

tion 9.61 gives

X, = 2.23, q, = 0.013, a = 2.58. (9.64)

Thus from Equations 9.57 and 9.58 we have

Vz 2.23 -0.33
= = 0.73.

V,+ Ve 2.58 0
 

If we assume V,=0, and use Equation 9.62, we obtain x, = 1.59, q, = 0.056,

a = 2.015 and so, from Equation 9.57,

Vo 1.59 — 0.33

Vot+V_ 2.015
 = 0.63,

whichis, actually, not much lower than the estimate obtained using the assumption

that V, = 0. The population incidence of epilepsy estimated from the incidence in

dizygous twins was about 0.02. Using this value for q, gives x, = 2.05 and a = 2.42.

Equations 9.57 and 9.58 then give

VitVyp 2.05— 0.33= = 0.71 .
VitVp + Ve 2.42 (9.69)
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and

IV, +4V, —-2.05 — 1.2827 A 4”D = = 0.32. .
Vit VotV 2.42 (9.66)
 

Dividing Equation 9.65 by Equation 9.66, we obtain

AV, + Vo) _ 9

V,tV,
and so

Vp 2x 2.2—4
= = 0,22.
V, 4-22

There is, thus, an indication ofa slight effect of dominance, though this has very

little effect on the estimate of the degree of genetic determination, whichis 0.71, as

opposed to 0.73 on the assumption that Vp = 0. The variousestimates of this quan-

tity are reasonably consistent and indicate that there is a major genetic component

in the determination of epilepsy. The estimate of the dominance variance using

data from monozygous and dizygous twins is not influenced by the limitations on

V,;, at least not in the absence ofsignificant genotype-environment interactions.

Data from the Danish Twin Registry on concordance frequencies for a numberof

different diseases are given in Table 9.17. As before, data on all types of dizygous

TABLE 9.17

Twin Concordances and Derived Degrees of Genetic Determination for a Number of

Different Diseases. All comparisons other than those for cancer and acute infection

are highly significant.
 

 
 

 
 

Percent Concordance? Limits of Genetic Determination®

Disease MZ DZ Upper (Vp = 0) Lower (V4 =0

Cancer at samesite 6.8 (207) 2.6 (767) 0.33 0.23

Cancerat anysite 15.9 (207) 12.9 (212) 0.15 0.1

Arterial hypertension 25.0 (80) 6.6 (212) 0.62 0.53

Mental deficiency 67 (18) 0 (49) Both 1

Manic-depressive 67 (15) 5 (40) 1.05 1.04

psychosis

Death from acute 7.9 (127) 8.8 (454) —0.06 —0.06

infection

Tuberculosis 37.2 (135) 15.3 (513) 0.65 0.53

Rheumatic fever 20.2 (148) 6.1 (428) 0.55 0.47

Rheumatoid arthritis 34 (47) 7.1 (141) 0.74 0.63

Bronchial asthma 47 (64) 24 (192) 0.71 0.58

 

Source: Data from Harvald and Hauge (1965), and based on the Danish Twin Registry.

4 The numbers in parentheses are those on which the relevant percentages are based.

’ Data on all DZ twins are combined.
¢ Upper and lower estimates are obtained using Equations 9.61 and 9.62, respectively.
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twins have been combined. The only comparisons between the two types of twins
that are not significantly different are for cancer and for deaths from acute infec-
tions. Upper and lowerheritability estimates were calculated using Equation 9.61
assuming Vp = 0 and Equation 9.62 assuming V, = 0. The twolimits differ by, at
most, about 10 percent. The heritability estimates of 1 for mental deficiency and
1.04 to 1.05 for manic-depressive psychosis must, of course, be overestimates
since not all monozygous twins were affected. These inflated values are probably due
to the normality assumption mentioned before. The negative estimates for deaths
from acute infections and low estimates for cancer are notsignificant. It is, how-
ever, consistent with a priori expectation that cancer at the same site should have a
higher heritability than cancer at any site. Even cancer at the samesite is not neces-

sarily a homogeneousetiological entity. The inheritance of certain, possibly rarer,

forms of cancer may easily go undetected if the data for a variety of different forms,

many showing nohereditary predisposition, are pooled. The contrast between data
on deaths from acute infections and those on deaths from tuberculosis is striking.
Both are infectious diseases and so a priori might be strongly influenced by, for
example, the closer personal contact that usually prevails between monozygous
than between dizygous twins. The very low heritability of acute infections and rela-
tively high heritability of tuberculosis suggests that this is not an important factor.
The high heritabilities for arterial hypertension, rheumatic fever, rheumatoid
arthritis, and bronchial asthmaare in line with other comparable studies in sug-
gesting that there are important genetic components for these diseases.
Of course, all these estimates are subject to the same reservations that apply to

the estimation of heritabilities of threshold characters from other relationships than
twins and also to the problemsof twin studies. A striking effect of age on theherita-
bility estimates from twins for diabetes is illustrated by the data given in Table
9.18, which are also taken from the Danish Twin Study. We havealready discussed

TABLE 9.18

Twin Concordances and Heritabilities for Diabetes Mellitus as a Function
of Age. The calculations and symbolism are as described in the footnotes
to Table 9.17.

 

 

 

 

Percent Concordance Limits ofGenetic Determination

Healthy Twin MZ DZ Upper (Vp = 0) Lower (V4 = 0)

> 30 years 49 10 0.88 0.79

=> 50 years 55 11 0.93 0.86

= 70 years 73 31.5 1.12 1.04

Total 47 (76) 9.7 (238) 0.86 0.77
 

Source: Data from Danish Twin Registry and Harvald and Hauge (1965)
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the complications inherent in a genetic analysis of diabetes and the apparent change

in its heritability with age. The main problem for twin studiesis, that since there is a

distribution of the age of onset of the disease, if observations on twins are madeat

an early age there is a high probability that only one twin will at that time have

developed the disease even if both are ultimately destined to do so. The concordance

frequencies for both monozygous and dizygous twins thus increase markedly as the

minimum age of twins includedin the study increases. The heritability estimates also

increase, though the values of 1.12 and 1.04 for twins older than seventy years must,

of course, be overestimates. The total data are dominated by the younger twins and

show a heritability corresponding moreto that of the youngest ages included. These

heritability estimates, as expected, are higher than those shown in Figure 9.14,

which were obtained from data on sibs. They also show an increase in heritability

with age, where the other data showed a decrease. Apart from sampling errors,

which certainly must be appreciable, the most plausible explanation for this dif-

ference is a much smaller level of environmental variation between twins, especially

monozygous twins, even at later ages. This might suggest that the environmentat

early ages may be an important factor in influencing the later development of

diabetes.

Probably the most important limitation of twin studies is the lack of any control

over the similarities and differences of the environment ofa twin pair.

Lack of control over the environmentis, of course, a problem with all studies on

quantitative inheritance in humans.It is, however, especially aggravating with twin

studies because of the inherentdifficulties in comparing the environmental variation

between twins with that applicable to unrelated individuals chosen at random,

and also with that between sibs who are not twins. As we have previously emphasiz-

ed, one of the major difficulties in human populationsis the fact that the environ-

ments of relatives, especially sibs, are likely to be highly correlated. We should,

therefore, distinguish at least two types of environmental variation, that within

families, say E,, and that between families, say F,. The variation between twins,

dizygous or monozygousis only a part of E,. By restricting variations to individuals

born to the same parents at the same time, the effects of parental age, parity and

secular trends are eliminated. In addition, development in the same uterusat the

same time may well eliminate a major source of variation that is present between

sibs who are not twins. There are, however, somefactors that tend to emphasize

differences between twins. These are mainly related to asymmetrical development

before and after birth. Intrauterine competition can sometimes lead to marked

differences in birth weight, which may be accompanied by size differences after

birth andintolaterlife. Often, in childhood one twin of a monozygouspair tends to

dominate their relationship. This seems to occur among at least 60-70 percent of
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all monozygous twin pairs. There is good evidence to suggest that the socially

dominanttwinis likely to be the one who weighed moreat birth. Such asymmetries

of developmentin utero and afterwards are presumably caused by competition for

resources and tend to accentuate environmental differences. Morphological asym-

metries between twins may be caused by different embryonic and fetal positions in

the uterus resulting primarily in differential gravitational effects during develop-

ment. Thus, while the frequency of left-handednessis about 6 percent among single

births, it is at least two to three times higher among monozygous and dizygous

twins. Shields (1962) suggests that there may be a tendency for the left-handed

member of a twin pair to be the smaller. Some early data from Dahlberg (1926)

illustrating this point are as follows:

Both twins R IRIL Both L Total

 

89 29 6 124

The proportion of left-handed twins is (29 + 12)/248 = 16.5 percent. A test for

random coincidence of right and left-handedness gives 7? = 1.9, with P> 10
percent. Thus the association between right-handedness and left-handedness in
twinsis notsignificant, thoughit is presumably a tendency toward opposite-handed-
ness that increases the frequency of left-handedness in the twin pairs. There is no
evidence for a higher concordance in monozygous than in dizygous twin pairs,
which is in keeping with the lack of any genetic component indicated by the data
just presented. Some data on the familial incidence of handedness are shown in
Table 9.19. While on the whole these data confirm the lack of any genetic compo-
nent, they do suggest the existence of a maternal effect. Thus, left-handed female x
right-handed male matings producea significantly higher proportion of left-handed

TABLE 9.19

Comparison of Handedness of Children According to Parental Matings

 

R3 x RE R3 x LY L3 x RP LS x LP Total
 

 

 

Numberof matings 14 9 17 13 53

Right-handed children (R) 36 15 41 26 118
Left-handed children (L) 4 9 6 5 24

Total 40 24 47 31 142
Percent left-handed 10 37.5 12.8 16.1 16.9

Heterogeneity 2 = 8.82, P< 0.05
 

Source: From Falek (1959).
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offspring than other matings. This could either be a psychological effect, as suggested

by Falek (1959), or a genuine maternal effect connected with the early in utero

development.

A possible explanation of the apparent paradox that some degree of inheritance

of handedness (though of maternal type) is found fromfamily studies, and none in

twin analysis, is the following. The discordant monozygous twin pairs may all, or

almostall, be due to the phenomenon knownas mirror-imaging, which is probably

connected with the different positions twin pairs must assume in utero. Mirror-

imaging is observed in twins for several characteristics and relates to finding the

same type of asymmetry anomaly in opposite sides of two twins. If most, orall, of

the discordance in handedness is due to mirror-imaging, then the apparent non-

heritability in twins is explained. This also explains, moreover, why left-handedness

is higher in twins. The observed frequencyof left-handedness, considering only con-

cordant monozygouspairs, corresponds, in fact, almost exactly to that observed in

the nontwin general population.

It is interesting to note that handednessis one of the few traits for which maternal

inheritance (that is, an effect of the maternal phenotype or genotype on the im-

mediate offspring that does not carry over to later generations) has been found in

man. If it were shownthat this carries over to later generations, it might be con-

sidered to be cytoplasmic or extranuclear inheritance—that is, due to genetic deter-

minants in the cytoplasm. For a character that may depend onthe orientation and

distribution of organelles in the cytoplasm, an interpretation in terms of maternal

or cytoplasmic inheritance, or both is not inconceivable. One other trait known to

show maternal effects in man is birth weight (see Morton, 1955), and there are

readily understandable reasons for the observed correlation.

A tendency for monozygous twins to have more similar environments than those

of dizygous twins may result from the generally greater similarities in character

and temperament of monozygous twins, making them more likely to do things

together moreof the time and to seek similar environments. An interesting expres-

sion of these tendencies is illustrated in Table 9.20, which shows the response of

dizygous and monozygous twins to the question of whether they were satisfied

with their “twin state.’ Of the monozygous twins, 77.9 percent were satisfied,

while only 41.9 percent of the dizygous twins were, the difference being highly

significant (y7 = 18.8, P < 0.001).

The similarities between monozygoustwins that are due to their having similar

environments can, to some extent, be determined by comparing monozygous twins

brought up apart and brought up together.

A small proportion of monozygous twin births are separated at birth or soon

after. This provides a unique natural experimental situation for comparing the
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TABLE 9.20

Classification of Twins According to
Whether They are Satisfied with Their
Twin Status
 

Individuals

 

Classification MZ DZ Total
 

Satisfied 53 36 89

Notsatisfied 7 21 28
Indifferent 4 28 32

No answer 4 1 5

68 86 154

 

Source: From Conterio and Chiarelli (1962).

performance of two identical genotypes in different families and so, generally, in

quite different environments. Muller in 1925 was perhapsthefirst to realize fully the

significance of observations on separated twin pairs and to urge the collection of

more data. Probably less than one in a thousand twin pairs are separated at birth

or soon after. Thus, since the frequency of monozygoustwin births is only about

0.4 percent, the collection of data on separated twins is no easy task. Three major

studies have been published: Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger (1937), which

utilized 19 separated pairs: Shields (1962), 44 pairs: Burt (1966), 53 pairs. We
shall concentrate mainly on the Shields study giving just a brief survey of its main
findings. The original accountis fascinating reading and creates a vivid picture of
the problems of analyzing, in depth, human similarities and differences.

Shields obtained his twin samples by meansof a questionnaire advertised through
a television program of the British Broadcasting Corporation. It is an amusing
commentary that the incentive for Shields’ twins to cooperate was their contribu-
tion to science, and that for Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger’s twins was a
free visit to the Chicago World’s Fair! Shields’ appeal was for monozygoustwins,
especially if they had been brought up apart. Of about 5000 responses, approxi-
mately one in 62 was from separated monozygoustwins and 76 percentof these (44
pairs) turned out to be suitable for analysis. Among the twins investigated there
were twice as many female as male pairs, paralleling the sex bias in twin studies that
we discussed earlier. Control pairs of monozygous twins were chosen from “reared-
together” pairs that had responded to the appeal, matching as much as possible
for age and sex. In using data from a study such as this, we should ask if there are
obvious ways in which the sample studied (the 44 pairs of separated monozygous
twins) might not be representative of the general population. In particular, it is
likely that the separated twins come from poorer than average socioeconomic back-
groundsas reflected in the reasons for which they were separated. The time of
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separation of the twins and the extent of their contact in later life varied to some

extent. Only four pairs were separated after five years of age and thirty pairs were

separated before twelve months. The commonest reason for separation was the

ostensible inadequacy of the mother due to physical conditions (including death) or

illegitimacy. Only 8 pairs of twins were reunited before twenty years of age. The

extent of contact depended onthe relationship betweenthe families that adopted the

twins. Fourteen pairs were taken into unrelated families: thirty pairs were brought

up by different branches of the same family. One pair of separated twins came to

know each other only through Shields’ investigation, and were reunited forthefirst

time, at the age of 36, after having been separated when they were 16 months

old. At the other extreme were 4 pairs who, most of the time, attended the same

school. It is clear that the environmental variations due to these four separations

are not by any meansasgreat as those between a random pair ofindividuals. Also,

intrauterine and very early postnatal similarities cannot be eliminated. With such a

relatively small numberof twins, each pair must to some extent be considered as a

unique case history, and as a result muchinteresting informationis given by Shields

in an anecdotal rather than a quantitative form. For example, a small numberof

examples of relatively large differences in weight and IQ were traced to specific

differences in the home environment, such as a poorerversus a more affluent home,

or to particular diseases such as duodenalulcer and disseminated sclerosis, and in

one example of a large IQ difference, to epilepsy in only one of the twins.

The zygosity diagnosis was confirmed in most cases by blood grouping as well as

by Shield’s personal evaluations combined with the usual type of questionnaire.

In addition to the conventional anthropometric measurements on height and

weight, detailed IQ and personality tests were given the twins and detailed case

histories emphasizing behavioral and psychological traits were obtained. A sum-

mary of the distributions of the differences in height between the separated (S) and

control (C) monozygotic twins and a sample of about 30 dizygoustwins, someof

whom were broughtup apart, is shown in Figure 9.22. In all cases the distributions

for C and S are much more similar than either is to that for dizygous twins, the

tendency being towards small differences between both C and S monozygous twin

pairs. By analogy with the H statistic (Equation 9.49) as a measurement for genetic

determination from the comparison of monozygous and dizygous twins, Newman

Freeman, and Holzinger suggested thestatistic

Vs—Ve
E=he (9.67)

as a measure of the proportion of the variation between the S pairs that is due to

their having been brought up apart. Here V,; and V¢ are the variances of the differ-

ences between the S and C pairs. A comparisonofthe estimates ofH and E obtained

by Shields, by Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger and by Burtfor height, weight, IQ

and personality rating is shown in Table 9.21. Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger
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FIGURE 9.22

Distributions of height, weight, and IQ differences between twins compiled to provide

information about the genetic-versus-environmental components of determination of

traits. Data on monozygouspairs of twins that were brought up separately are plotted

by the heavier solid lines. Data on monozygous pairs brought up together are plotted

by the lighter solid lines. Data on dizygouspairs are plotted by the dashedlines.

(Data from Shields, 1962.)

studied 69 monozygous twin pairs, 50C and 19S. Burt 148 monozygouspairs,

53S and 95C. Though the IQ and the personality tests used were different, the H

estimates are, on the whole, in remarkably good agreement. Weight generally seems
to be less heritable than height, and personality rating less than IQ. Therelatively
low heritability of personality rating is most probably due to the low precision and
to some extent arbitrariness of the tests. The E values are rather erratic and hard

to interpret. A negative value indicates S twins are more similar than C twins.

Certainly the experimental error is large, both because of the sampling errors due
to the small numbers of twins and because of the inevitable biases in the environ-
ments of the S twins. A comparison of the mean difference between twins and of
the intraclass correlations between the twin pairs for height, weight, and IQ is
shownin Table 9.22. The intraclass correlation r is a measure of similarity between
twins that has often been used. It can be shown (see Appendix I, Equation 93) that

(9.68)

where V is the mean of the square of the differences between members of a twin
pair, r the intraclass correlation and S? the total variance ofall the observations.
Using subscripts MZ and DZ for the two types of twins, the quantity

H’ = "oz (9.69)
1 —Trpz
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TABLE 9.21

Estimates of Hereditary (H) and Environmental (E) Determination of Traits, from Monozygous Twins
Brought up Apart and Together andfrom Dizygous Twins: A Comparison of Data
 

  

   

 

 

 

 

H Values E Values

Newman, Newman,

Freeman, and Freeman, and
Shields Holzinger Burt Shields Holzinger Burt
(1962) (1937) (1966) (1962) (1937) (1966)

Height

Females only +0.89 — — +0.67 — —

Males only — — — +0.89 —0.54 +0.33

Both sexes — +0.81 +0.93 — —0.64 +0.33

Weight

Females only +0.57 — — — — —

Both sexes — +0.78 +0.83 —0.62; +0.68 +0.27 +0.39

IQ
Dominoes and +0.53 — — — — —

vocabulary

Binet — +0.68 — — — —

Other — — +0.86 — 0.04. +0.64 +0.40

Personality

Extroversion +0.50 — — —0,33 — —

Neuroticism +0.30 — — —0.36 — —

Woodworth — +0.30 — — —0.06 —

MathewsNeur.
Ques.

Other — — — — — +0.95

Educational — — +0.90 — — +0.95

attainment
 

is approximately the same as the quantity H defined by Equation 9.49, as long as

S2, and S2,, are not too different. H and H’ have both been used interchangeably

in the analysis of twin data. The data of Table 9.22 show rather good agreement

amongthe three studies, as was noted before. In every case the mean difference be-

tween S twins is less than that between dizygous twins and, except for Shields’

female weights, the intraclass correlations are also greater for S twins. The small

difference between the r values of S and C twins for height, relative to the much

lower r value for dizygous twinsis quite striking. The sameis true for Shield’s data

on IQ, though in Newman, Freeman, and Holzinger’s data the S IQ correlation

is near that of the dizygous twins. However, the samplingerrors of these correlations

are undoubtedly fairly large. At least for these three measurements, the similarity

between monozygous twins is, apparently, only slightly decreased by their early



TABLE 9.22

Mean Differences and Correlations Between Monozygous Twins Brought Up Together (C) and Apart (S) and Dizygous Twins:
A Comparison of Data

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Height Weight IQ

Brought Up Brought Brought Up Brought Brought Up Brought
Together Up Apart Together Up Apart Together Up Apart

MZ(C) DZ MZ(S) MZ(C) DZ MZ(S) MZ(C) DZ MZ(S)

NEWMANETAL.(1937)

Meandifference 1.7 cm 4.4cm 1.8cm 4.1 lb 10.0 Ib 9.9 Ib 5.9 9.9 8.2

Correlation +0.932 +0.645 +0.969 +0.917 +0.631 +0.886 +0.881 +0.631 +0.670

SHIELDS (1962)

Meandifference 1.3cm 4.5cm 2.1 cm 10.41 Ib 17.3 Ib 10.5 Ib 7.4 13.4 9.5

Correlation (males) +0.98 — +0.82 +0.79 — +0.87 a — —

Correlation (females) +0.94 +0.44 +0.82 +0.81 — +0.37 +0.76 +0.51 +0.77

BURT(1966)

Correlation +0.962 +0.472 +0.943 +0.929 +0.586 +0.884 +0.925 +0.453 +0.874
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Separation, relative to the differences between dizygous twins. This emphasizes theimportance of a genetic componentin the determination of size and IQ.

As we have already mentioned, much of the evidence for similarities and differ-
ences between the twins studied, andfor specific environmental influences, especially
with respect to personality traits, is contained in the details of the individual case
histories.

Thus, in one case a relatively large personality difference between two male S
twins, causes Shields to commentthat “the harsh attitude of Alfred’s stepmother,
together with the effects of child neglect in the first two years, would seem to be an
adequate explanation for the big difference between the twins in personality and
behavior. Alfred was consistently more anxious and paranoid than his morefor-
tunate twin brother.”” Many such personality differences could betraced to plausible
environmental factors, especially in the early home background, and some could be
tracedto the effects of physical factors such as diseases, and one was determined to
be related to partial deafness. However, the degree of personality difference did not
by any meansalways matchthe extent of environmental differences. Thus, Ken, one
of an S pair, was brought up in a more-or-less normal home while his twin, Dick,
was brought up by a mother having chronic mentalillness and a very deaffather.
While Ken “seemed to have more social poise and to be a warmer person than
Richard, who was inclined to be bored and sulky,’’ nevertheless Shield’s final

comment on the pair is “it is remarkable that Dick showsso few signs of having

been brought up in such an unfavorable environment and that the twins are as

alike as they are.”’

The leadership of one twin of each pair in the C group seemsto bea significant

factor in their mutual development, and this factor may persist into later life. The

leader tends to be more extroverted and moresuccessful, at least financially. Sig-

nificantly, most of the twins who madetheinitial contact with the study were the

dominant members of a pair. As mentioned above, a major fact in determining

whois leader seemsto be bigger size, at birth and later, due mainly, perhaps, to

asymmetries in the early embryonic and fetal development of the twin pairs. Shields

suggests that this asymmetry of the leadership relations in C twins, which, of course,

tends to accentuate differences between them, may be a reason why morepersonality

differences are not found between the two groups of twins. No such relation can,

of course, develop between S twins, though their overall environments differ more

in other respects.

The timeof first menstruation, as we noted earlier (Table 9.15) seems to be highly

heritable. There was in the female monozygoustwinsa significant association be-

tween intelligence and early menstruation. In the combined data on S and C groups

the first twin to menstruate was the moreintelligent 27 out of 34 times (y? = 10.6,

p ~ 0.01). This effect was not correlated with general growth rate, since the twins

who menstruatedfirst did not tend to betaller or heavier.
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There was both concordance and discordance with respect to overt psychiatric

disorders. One pair of S twins was concordant for epilepsy; in another pair, only

one twin had epilepsy, but the other had an electroencephalogram pattern that

showed some of the characteristics associated with epilepsy. In other pairs, both

S twins have had nervous breakdownsat approximately the same age, both were

unruly as children and later became heavy drinkers and, according to Shields,

classifiable as “‘ borderline psychopaths.” Striking differences between S twins were

also noted. For example, in one pair one twin developed homosexual attachments

and had attacks of amnesia. In another, one twin madea suicide attempt and sub-

sequently suffered from severe attacks of depression. Shields suggests that “ illnesses

of a probably hysterical kind are conspicuousin the discordant pairs while anxiety

states count for several concordant pairs.’ Obsessional tendencies were often

present in both membersofa pair. Jule-Neilsen and Harvald (1958) have studied

electroencephalogram patternsin a group of twins brought up apart and find “* prac-

tically complete concordance as regards both normal qualities and abnormalities.”

An example of tracings of brain wavesfor three pairs of S twins is shown in Figure

9.23.

Wehave discussed at some length the “‘ anecdotal”’ material on twins to empha-

size the difficulties in getting precise, quantitative, and unbiased information on

personality and behavioral traits. The information is complex, and there is no easy

way to reduce the many undoubtedly significant observations to meaningful num-

bers. The smallness of the samples also contributes to decreasing the chance of

finding statistically significant conclusions.

Behavioral characteristics that have to some extent been quantitated are drinking
and smoking habits.

A summary of data on the cigarette-smoking habits of Shields’ female twins is

shown in Table 9.23. Twins were classified as alike if both were either smokers or

TABLE 9.23

Concordance for Smoking Habits in Female Twins

 

  

Smoking Habits

Twins Alike Unlike x1?

Monozygous

S 23 4

Cc 21 5

Total 44 9 0.005

Dizygous 9 9 6.25,p~1%
 

Source: Data from Shields (1962).
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Female twins, aged 42.

FIGURE 9.23

Electroencephalograms of three pairs of monozygous

twins brought up apart. The left and right sides of the

figure comparethe tracings of the pairs of twins and

show practically complete concordance for all features

of the tracings. In all cases standard lead: left frontal-

left ear, right frontal-right ear, left occipital-left ear,

right occipital-right ear. (From Juel-Nielsen and

Harvald, 1958.)

nonsmokers. The data in the lower part of the table are for S and C twins combined

and show monozygous twins to be significantly more similar in being smokers or

nonsmokers than dizygous twins. In fact, the habit of smoking seemsto be dis-

tributed at random in dizygouspairs.The upperpart of the table shows the remark-

able fact that there is no difference between S and C twins with respect to their

being smokers or nonsmokers. Undoubtedly the similarity between the monozygous

twins must have a genetic basis, perhaps through similarities in personality traits

connected with the habit of smoking. Other twin studies, though not including

separated twins, have given analogousresults.The similarities extend to the amount
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of tobacco consumedandto the tendency to inhale. An analysis of alcohol drinking

habits among Swedish twins by Kaij (1957) showed significantly greater concord-

ance among monozygous than among dizygous twins. A similar analysis in Italy by

Conterio and Chiarelli (1962) failed to show an effect. This is perhaps because the

uniformly high consumption of alcoholin Italy leavestoolittle scope for individual

variation. The difference may really be due to the type of alcohol consumed,for

example wine as opposed to distilled spirits. Consumption of coffee showed a very

significantly higher concordancerate in the Italian monozygous twins.

Shields ends his study with the following two propositions: (1) family environ-

ments can vary quite a lot without obscuring basic similarity in a pair of mono-

zygous twins; (2) monozygous twins, even if reared together, can differ quite widely.

Therelative emphasis given to these two statements depends on whetherone views

twin studies as providing information on genetic effects or environmental effects.

Both viewpoints are valid and important. There has been a tendency in the past,

even among the researchers who have carried out the studies, to minimize the

results of twin studies because of their possible biases and also because of the un-

certainties concerning the extent of environmental variation. However, it seems that

different studies, especially those on separated twins, agree rather well in the

average extent of genetic determination indicated for a variety of characteristics.

It is our feeling that twin studies do give a useful andvalid indication of nature-

versus-nurture effects when thereis significant genetic polymorphism for a quanti-

tative trait. Analysis of monozygous pairs whose members were separated early is

an especially powerful tool and it is unfortunate that these pairs are rare. (Unfor-

tunate in the sense of the scientist’s need for empirical data. It is, of course, fortu-

nate for all of us that the basic values of human societies prevent any sort of

scientific experimentation that would interfere with personal choices regarding how

and where a child should be reared.) The main limitation of twin studies is that

they can give no information on the possible basis for the genetic determination.

Information on adopted children can sometimes be usefulfor indicating the relative

importance ofgenotype and environment.

Studies on adopted children are, of course, closely analogous to studies on

separated twins. Their main drawbacks are that the biological parents of the

adopted children are not usually available for study and that most adoption

agencies naturally make an attempt to match the background of the foster and

biological parents. Typically, an attempt is made to comparefoster-parent—adopted-

child correlations with control parent—offspring correlations. The former should be

essentially a measurement ofthe effect of the environment as represented by the

foster parent. An example of such data, given in Table 9.24, is taken from two
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TABLE 9.24

Correlations (r) of Children’s Intelligence with That
of True Parents and with That of Foster Parents

 

Children and Foster Children and True
Parents Parents
 

 

Parents r N r N
 

DATA OF BURKS(1928)

 

Father’s (MA)? 0.07 178 0.45 100
Mother’s (MA) 0.19 204 0.46 105
 

DATA OF LEAHY(1935)

 

Father’s (Otis score)? 0.15 178 0.51 175
Mother’s (Otis score) 0.20 186 0.51 191
 

Source: From Neel and Schull (1954).
“MAandOtis score refer to the type ofintelligence test used.

different studies of adopted children. The control groups were selected to match as
closely as possible the group of foster children. The correlation between IQ of
foster parent and child is in each case lower than that between true parent and
offspring. This, of course, suggests that the effect of the environment on IQ is not
enough to replace the effect of heredity. As in the twin studies, only information
relating to environmental variation is obtained. We shall see later, when dis-
cussing the genetics of schizophrenia, how such studies can be very helpful when
there is an indication that a character may be strongly influenced by the home
environment.

9.12 The Problem of Nature versus Nurture and
the Limitations to the Concept of Heritability

Mosttraits of social importance are determined by a large numberof genes and
strongly affected by environmental factors. This severely limits the possibilities
for genetic prediction where there is great interest in being precise.

This is not true of man alone. Most economically important characters in do-
mesticated animals and plants have the samelimitations. The insight and tenacity
of breeders has led to extraordinary results even in the absence of genetic theory,
through their application of the principle ofartificial selection—namely, that like
breeds like. But the development of a genetic theory of quantitative characters,
coupled with the application of rigorous principles of experimental design, has led
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to a considerable increase in the rate at which desirable characters are propagated

and augmented.

The theory developed by breeders helps, among other things, in predicting the

long-term results of crosses and of artificial-selection experiments. The predictions

are often inaccurate, butstill useful. The inaccuracy is due to the difficulty of esti-

mating the importance of dominance, of interaction between genes(epistasis), of

linkage between genes with minoreffects, and of linkage between such genes

determining the trait and others that determine important characters such as fer-

tility, and finally of the pleiotropy of these genes (that is, the capacity of a gene to

influence simultaneously several characters). All these difficulties are shared by the

human geneticist. He has, however, two great handicaps that the animal or plant

breeder does not have. The humangeneticist cannot perform the crosses that could

be informative, and can only hopeto find them—if indeed they occuratall. He 1S

also handicapped in having no control over the environment such as the breeder

can have. The environments in which people live vary in an almostinfinite number

of ways. Someof these we can observe and measure, and thus bring under statistical

control. But many, perhaps the most important ones, are unknownorvery difficult

to measure, and the lack of any sort of control over them may be an ever-present

source of error.

Amongthe techniques that breeders have developed to cope with their prediction

problems are the measurement ofheritability and of the degree of genetic deter-

mination of a character. These concepts can, in part, be carried over to human

populations, as we have seen. We havetried to keep the two concepts distinct.

By degree of genetic determination we meanthe fraction of the total variance that

is determined genetically, and by heritability the fraction of total genetic variation

that can befixed in a selection experiment.

The genetic (sometimes called genotypic) fraction of the variance is made up of

four major portions.

Genetic variance =V, + V,,, + Vp + Vz.

The additive portion of the variance V, is, roughly speaking, the portion due to

the difference between the homozygotes for the various genes, summed overall

genes. Thus, if there were two genes with two alleles each, A, a and B, b deter-

mining a quantitative character, the difference between AA and aa, weighted by

the respective genotype frequencies plus the same for BB and 5b would form the

basis for computing the additive portion of the variance. (This is only approximately

true if there is dominance). It should be added that the frequencies of the genotypes

to be considered are those that would obtain under random mating. Additivity

refers to the assumption that the genes act additively, meaning that their effects

are simply summed. This is the major portion of the genetic variance that can be
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fixed underselection, for the population may eventually be madeentirely individuals all of whom are AA, BB. etc. and then the additive variati "will hovedisappeared. ? , variation will have

aeaeon‘necorative mating (V,,,)arises from the fact that, underpositive

would be under randomcratin. eenoyes tend to be more frequent than theymating. They thus inflate the additive variance by in-Krogerteneosofa y andnatureofassortative mating can help in separating
it from the additive portion, with which it is otherwise confounded.
The dominance variance V, is due to the fact that the heterozygote for a pair of

genes may have a phenotypenotexactly intermediate between the two homozygotes.
It affects mostly the correlations between collateral relatives such as sibs and
cousins and not those between direct descendants, parent-offspring, etc. Inbreeding
effects reveal the average direction of dominance. Thus, the inbred progeny will
have a mean lower than that of noninbreds if the mean of heterozygotes, say Aa,
for a gene tends to be higher than the meansofthe respective homozygotes, AA
and aa (andvice versa). It is, however, possible that there is a high Vp value and
no effect on the means of inbred progeny. This happens whenpositive deviations
in heterozygotes at some loci balance exactly negative deviations at otherloci.

The variance due to genic interaction (epistasis) V, is that fraction arising from

the fact that different loci may not act simply additively. For instance, if the effect
of allele A increases the mean by two units andthatofallele B by three, the presence

of both may havean effect that is quantitatively different from the sum of the two.

Models have been devised from which, using appropriate breeding designs, V, can,

in principle, be estimated. Though this fraction of the variance may beverysig-

nificant, it is difficult, if not impossible, in human populationsto collect the infor-

mation necessary for its estimation. Part of this variance is fixable by selection.

The total phenotypic variance Vp is the genetic variance plus the environmental
variance. The degree of genetic determination, which is the genetic variance di-

vided by the total variance, is larger than the heritability, which is (V4 + Vin)/Vp

(sometimes V,/Vp), unless Vp and V; are both zero. It should be rememberedthat

many of the various estimates that are given the nameof heritability estimates,

especially in studies on twins, have somewhatdifferent meanings. |

The greatest complications regarding variance in human genetics arise in the

estimation of the environmental variance. This has several componentsthat careful

experimentation in practical breeding could control and analyze separately, but

that cannot easily be separated, and certainly not all separated, in human popu-

lations. It is of interest to list some of these components. Thus we can write

Ve — Vind + Veam + Voc + Vac + Vor:

The variance between individuals within families V;,,, 1s included in all variances,

but changes in a subtle way from one to another. The environmental variance
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between monozygous twins cannot be the sameas aTEeresimilas

as we have discussed, aoeeebvennen wins cannot be the same as

environments. The environmen ‘twin sibs, which includes, among other
the environmental variance between non-twinl »V

; ; der. Also, Ving is probably not the same in
things, the variance due to birth or » Vind

ili ifferent sizes.

aance between families within socioeconomic strata Vian inflates the co-

variance between parent and offspring, but not Vpz (the variance between DZ

twins) and related variances. Someidea of its importance is given by the correlation

between foster-parents and adopted children. The matching process that is often

carried out by adoption agencies probably removes, from such statistic, part of

the variance between socioeconomic strata. The variance between monozygous

twins reared apart is probably the best source of an estimate of the combination

of V;,q and Veam-

The variance between socioeconomic strata V,,, is commonly believed to be re-

movedby partial correlation or by analysis within socioeconomic strata. Probably,

most socioeconomicstrata classifications are too crude to give a proper account of

this component. In any case, it usually is not removed from the published correla-

tions, and haseffects similar to Van.

Cultural differences between families or between social groups may be maintained

by socio-cultural inheritance and may haveeffects especially on behavioraltraits.

They may thus create correlations between relatives that are very difficult to dis-

tinguish from those due to genetic determination. These differences are likely to

be highest in the comparison between racial groups. The isolation in different

environments, which has permitted the development of genetic differences between

races (see Chapter 11) has also created a parallel, but probably largely independent,

development of cultural differences. It seems therefore likely that the variance in

environmental conditions (including sociocultural ones) accompanying racial group

differences, V,,., iS large. It is clear that V,,, can remain high even in the highly

equalizing environment of North America. The problem of interpreting racial

differences in a quantitative character will be dealt with in Chapter 12 when we

discuss the mean difference in IQ between black and white Americans.

The variance due to genotype-environment interaction V,, is the most complex

of all. It arises when given genotypes show different phenotypes in different

environments. A striking example comes from an experiment on rats (Cooper and

Zubek, 1958). Animals were passed through a maze test, and those showing the

fastest, or slowest, learning abilities were bred. In this way, after several generations

of selection, a line of “ bright”’ rats that could learn to perform the task much more

quickly and with fewer errors was obtained, and also a line of “‘dull’’ ones that

performed muchless successfully in the maze than hadthe original rats. When the

environmentin which the rats were grown was changed,the difference between the

dull and bright rats disappeared and theyall performed equally. This result was

consistent regardless of whether the environment was improved or worsened.
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Clearly, the capacity to respond was conditioned by growth in the environmentin
which selection had occurred. Theisolation of V,, from strictly genetic or environ-

mental variation in man is an unsolved problem.

[t is apparent that heritability and degree of genetic determination are, in general,

inadequate yardsticks for measuring the relative importance of nature versus nurture.

Heritability and degree of genetic determination can be changed by a change in

environmental conditions. They give measurements that are valid, with some

reservations, only for the particular population examined andat the time of analysis.

They allow few useful predictions to be made with respect to new, untested en-

vironments. As an example, we know thatthe heritability of stature is high. It is

believed that environmental variation is very small, and nevertheless, in the last

hundred years we have witnessed a change in average humanstature of more than

one standard deviation. This change is almost certainly the consequence of secular

changes in the environment, but measuresof heritability are hardly informative in

this respect. Thus large environmentaleffects may be observed even whereherit-

ability measurements apparently indicate a very small environmental component.

Heritability tells us only about the ratio of the prevailing individual genetic differ-

ences to the prevailing individual environmental differences and cannot, in general,

be extrapolated to other populations or other environments. Heritability may re-

main constant and yet there maystill be major changes in the environmentaffecting

the average phenotype. In principle, we could change the environment for each

particular genotype, and thus so modify the phenotype as to reduce, or increase,

the apparent heritability at will. It may, of course, be extremely difficult to find the

right techniques for achieving this result!

In spite of all the above reservations, measurements of degree of genetic deter-

mination and heritability can serve a useful purpose in telling us something about

the relative importance of genetic and enviromental differences. The real advance

in genetic knowledge will occur, however, only when weare able to analyze the

existing genetic variation in depth,isolating single genetic components that can be

shown to behave in a Mendelian fashion. This will be achieved by associating the

variation with biochemicalor other differences detectable by laboratory techniques.

Such an approach has the added advantage of giving clues to the physiological

action of the genes and to their modification by the environment. It may also be

the case that simple genetic techniques, associating the study of continuous varia-

tion with that of the transmission of standard genetic markers, can lead to a more

precise genetic definition of quantitative variation. In principle, continuous genetic

variation can be so dissected into its elements, given a sufficient knowledge of

standard genetic markers, that linkage between the quantitative character and the

markers can be established. This requires, however, the study of a large number of

individuals. It is still uncertain whether present knowledge of genetic markers in
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man is sufficient to carry out such a research program. Animal experimentation

especially by Thoday and his colleagues (see, for example, Thoday, 1966) has

proved the validity of this approach. Some ofthe traits that are under polygenic

control are sufficiently important, from a social point of view, that their study may

be justified, even if the expenseis relatively large.

9.13. The Effect of Natural Selection
on Quantitative Characters

Natural selection acts on phenotypes, not genotypes. It is, however, only the

resulting genetic changes that influence the future constitution of a population.

To interpret the effect of natural selection on quantitative characters, we must,

therefore, translate the effects on the phenotype into those on the genotype, and

then translate back again from the selected genotypes to their phenotypes.

There are three basic ways in which natural selection can act with respect to a

quantitative character—stabilizing, directional, and disruptive.

If individuals with intermediate values for a given quantitative trait have the

highest fitness then selection is said to be stabilizing (or normalizing or balancing,

or optimal). When fitness increases as the value of the character increases (or de-

creases) selectionis said to be directional. Lastly, if intermediate valuesare relatively

disadvantageous in terms offitness, and the extremes have highfitness, selection

is said to be disruptive. These three basic types of relationship between the values

of a quantitative character andfitness are illustrated in Figure 9.24. The solid lines

on the first row simply represent the normal distribution of the character among

the parents. The dashed lines show the hypothetical relationship between the value

of the quantitative character x and thefitness. The lower distributions show, sche-

matically, the expected distribution of x after one generation of selection. In the

first case of stabilizing selection, outlying values of x are at a relative disadvantage,

and the offspring distribution should have the same mean, but a smaller variance.

Directional selection should simply increase the mean of the offspring distribution

and disruptive selection should increase the variance and leave the mean unchanged.

In each case the extent of the response, of course, depends on the relationship be-

tween phenotype and genotype, mainly the degree of genetic determination of the

quantitative character x. Clearly these three modes of selection are idealizations

that represent the main possible formsof relationship between fitness and a quan-

titative character. In practice, selection is usually a combination of these basic

modes.
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Schematic representation of the three types of selection for quantitative characters andtheireffects.

Solid lines show the frequency distributions of the quantitative character x. Dashed lines show

fitness as a function of x.

Much natural selection for quantitative characters is believed to be stabilizing.

If the mean value of x for optimal fitness is not at the population mean, then

there will be a combination of stabilizing and directional selection until the popu-

lation mean is adjusted to the position of optimal fitness. Directional selection

clearly cannot continue indefinitely. Perhaps only fitness itself is strictly subject to

directional selection, by definition, though selection for other quantitative charac-

ters may be approximately directional at any given time. Mostartificial selection

as practiced by plant and animal breeders is directional selection in which, most

simply, all individuals above a given threshold value of x are selected as parents

for the next generation. It is a commonexperience that the limits to selection for

economic characters may, to someextent, be set by the poorviability of the extreme

selected phenotypes. This is a reflection of stabilizing natural selection for the

character opposing the directional artificial selection. Disruptive selection is the

most unusual of the three types.It is, essentially, selection for diversification with
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respect to the character and, as Mather (1955) and Thoday (1960) have emphasized,

may contribute to the maintenance of polymorphisms. Perhaps the only human

attributes naturally subject to disruptive selection are certain secondary sexual

characteristics. Indeed we might well argue, as did Darlington (1958), that the

evolution of secondary sexual differences is, to some extent, the result of such

disruptive selection aimed at improving the efficiency of the bisexual mating pro-

cess. Of course, in manycases, the same genes may not control secondarydifferences

in the two sexes.

Because of its importancefor experimental breeding programs, directionalselection

has been the subject ofmuch moretheoretical discussion than have the other two types

ofselection.

The simple theory for predicting a response to directional or threshold selection

(whichis often called culling, in experimental breeding) is the same as that used for

the analysis of threshold characters. Thus Equations 9.41, 9.43, and 9.45effectively

state that, if a is the difference between the mean of the parents after selection as

compared with that before selection and g(=R — G)is the difference between the

mean of the offspring and the mean of the unselected parents, then

g = ah’, (9.70)

where h?is the heritability. This is because the regression of offspring on midparent
is h*, rather than $h7. Thus if we knowtheheritability, h?, of a character, Equation
9.70 predicts the change in the mean of the population in terms of the imposed
selection, represented by the difference, a, between the meansof the selected and
unselected parents.It is clear that the responseto a given level of selection increases
with the heritability of the character, and is zero if the heritability is zero.

The application of these results to human stature, which has been increasing
steadily during this century in most western industrial societies, shows that natural
selection could be responsible only for a small fraction of the change.

From data on Italian conscripts, Conterio and Cavalli-Sforza (1957) estimate
the mean increase of stature as 0.1 centimeter per year or about 3 centimeters per
generation during this century. There are, of course, many factors, both genetic
and environmental, that could be causing this increase. General improvementin
living conditions, particularly with respect to nutrition and disease, are likely to
be the most important. Thus, in the Italian data (based on males only) there is a
very significant positive correlation of stature with socioeconomic group, with
average heights ranging from 170.2 centimeters for professional andclerical workers
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to 167.5 centimeters for the lowest income groups. In addition there is a negative

correlation with family size, with a decrease in average stature of the children of

roughly 0.4 centimeter per extra child. There are two ways, possibly contrasting,

in which natural selection could be responsible for the increase in stature. On the

one hand,taller people may have a higherfitness (viability or fertility) which would

‘mean that there is simply directional selection for stature at the present time. On

the other hand, medical progress may be relaxing selection for diseases that are

in some way genetically associated with tallness. To investigate the second possi-

bility, Conterio and Cavalli-Sforza analyzed data on the heights of brothers of

persons whodied before reaching the age of twenty. These data were obtained by

linking records on conscripts (which in Italy include height and chest-girth measure-

ments) with death certificates, which contain information on the cause of death.

Two causes of death out of eight showed a barely significant association with

stature. The brothers of individuals who died of tuberculosis were 2.07 centi-

meters shorter, and brothers of individuals who died as a result of premature birth,

1.9 centimeters taller. Let us make the extreme assumption that h* = 1, or, in other

words, that there is complete additive genetic determination of height and

also an absolute correlation of death due to prematurity with stature. Parents

of children who die prematurely should then, on the average, be 2 x 1.9 = 3.8

centimeters taller than the population mean, since the regression of offspring on

one parent is 4h? = 4 in this case. Thus, from Equation 9.70, with h? = 1, their

children should also be 3.8 centimeters taller. Deaths of babies born prematurely

have decreased from 7 percent at the beginning of the century to 3 percent today.

Assuming this difference of 4 percent represents an average of the increased con-

tribution of taller parents to the present generation, this factor contributes

0.04 x 3.8, or about 0.16 centimeters per generation to the increase in meanstature

of the population. This is clearly a negligible amount compared with the effects of

other environmental factors and might well be counter-balanced by the increased

survival of individuals susceptible to TB, who on the average, are 4 centimeters

shorter than the population mean.

In another study by Conterio and Cavalli-Sforza (1960) differences in height of

Italian conscripts at 20 years of age were determined as a function of survival and

marriage. The difference in height between individuals born in 1890-1891 who were

still living in 1957 and those who had died by that time was 1.3 centimeters(sig-

nificant at the 1 percent level). The difference in height between the married and

single was only 0.06 centimeter and was notsignificant. No data on fertility were

available. If we assume 100 percent heritability for stature, the maximum effect of

the selection due to mortality would be simply to increase stature by 1.3 centi-

meters per generation. Assuming 62 percentheritability for stature (from Fisher’s

analysis of English data), the expected increase would be 0.62 x 1.3 or 0.8 centi-

meters, roughly 4 of the total increase. Another factor that may decrease this

estimate will be considered later. This is certainly much moresignificant than the
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effect of reduced mortality, but still not enough to explain the observed rate of

increase. In fact, as we shall discuss later, this effect may well be counterbalanced

by the negative correlation between height and family size. From Equation 9.21

(or Falconer’s tables) we can, given the mean difference between selected and un-

selected parents, and the mean and variance ofthe distribution of unselected parents

calculate the proportion eliminated due to the selection favoring an increase of the

quantitative character. We assume that a threshold is chosen such that the mean

of the individuals aboveit is increased by a given amount, and wecalculate the

proportion of individuals above the threshold. The variance in stature of the

Italian males is 41.8 cm’. The difference in stature between survivors and non-

survivors as a proportion of the standarderroris, therefore, 1.3/(41.8)!/? = 0.22 =a

in the notation of our analysis of thresholds. This corresponds to an elimination

of about 11.5 percent of the population and a threshold height for survival of

157.25 centimeters. The general relation between a, called the selection intensity,

and the proportion selected, assuming culling, is shown in Figure 9.25.
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FIGURE 9.25

Intensity of selection in relation to proportion selected. The

intensity of selection is the mean deviation of the selected

individuals, in units of phenotypic standard deviations.

The upper curve refers to selection out of a large total

number of individuals measured: the lower two curves

refer to selection out of totals of twenty and ten individuals,

respectively. (From Falconer, 1960.)
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A model of directional selection with intensity increasing gradually with the trait
gives a more satisfactory method of analysis.

It is, of course, ridiculous to assume that there is a sharp threshold in stature
below whichall people die before reproducing and above whichall survive. A more
plausible directional selection model, at least with respect to natural as opposed to
artificial selection, would assign some smoothregularly increasing curve relating
fitness to height, whose minimum approached zero, maximum approached one, and
which was centered on the approximate threshold. A convenient analytical shape

for such a curve is provided by the probit transformation, which is the integral of

the normal distribution, and so, in general, is defined by

P(x) =

 

= | eP-HPI20 dy — TN(u, o)]2,, = [N(O, I]&5"", (9.71)
oO T° -—e

where (0, 1) is the normal distribution function with mean zero and variance one.

This function, which cannot be expressed in simple algebraic form, is tabulated as

the probit or error function. It is the integral of a normal (gaussian) distribution

with mean yp and standard deviation o, taken between the limits indicated outside

the square brackets. The function tabulated as the integral of the normal curve has

mean zero and standard deviation one, and therefore when standard tables are

used, the upper limit must be transformed from x to (x — y)/o (see Appendix I).

A representative example of how such a selection scheme might workfor stature,

from the Italian male data, is shown in Figure 9.26. The selection curveis defined

by two parameters p and o. The average position of the fitness curve is determined

by yu, the mean of the normal distribution function underthe integral sign in Equa-

tion 9.71, and its spread or slope is determined by the standard error o. When o = 0,

this model becomes just the simple culling model. It is always easiest to transform

the basic distribution (in this example, the distribution of height), into a standard

normal distribution with mean zero and variance one, as was done in Equation 9.71.

This is done simply by working in terms of (x — 165)/6.5, where 165 centimetersis

the mean and 6.5 centimeters is the standard deviation of the original distribution

of heights. It can then be shownthat the proportion surviving selection is

s=(NO, WNiypsg (9.72)
which is the sameas for a culling model with the threshold y/./1 + o7 instead of p.

The mean of the selected individuals can be shown to be

exp [—p*/2(1 + o7)]
m= ——— 9

s./2n(1 + 7)

where s is given by Equation 9.72 and “exp” stands for e (the natural base of

logarithms) to the power indicated in brackets. Since selection is now described in

 (9.73)
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FIGURE 9.26

Directional selection for fitness according to the probit
threshold model. The solid curve is the normal distribution of

stature. The dashed curve gives the relation between stature

andfitness. Its shape is that of the probit transformation, which

is the integral of the normal distribution. (Equation 9.71).
(Based on data from Conterio and Cavalli-Sforza, 1960.)

terms of two parameters, we can no longer estimate s given only the mean m of the

selected individuals, as was true for the culling model. However, it can be shown

that the variance of the selected individuals is

 
Ul

p=1—m|m—— 4. (9.74)

The two equations 9.73 and 9.74, with s defined by 9.72, allow us to estimate pu

and a”, the parameters of the fitness curve, given the observed values of v and m.

Then by Equation 9.72 we can estimate the proportion eliminated by selection.

Thoughit is not possible to obtain explicit analytical solutions for and o in terms

of m and tv, they can easily be obtained numerically. Using the observed variance

of survivors, 39.68, which is 39.68/41.8 = 0.95 in standardized units, the estimates

of w and o7 neededto give m = 0.22 give a survival probability of around 50 percent,

which is rather too low. This estimate is, of course, very much influenced by the

estimate of the variance of the survivors, which is subject to a large samplingerror.

It follows from these results that for this selection model, more individuals need

to be eliminated for a given change in mean than with simple culling. This corre-

sponds with the intuitively obvious result that culling should be the mostefficient

way of changing the mean for a given level of elimination.

If the proportion surviving is known,then this, rather than the observed variance,

can be used to estimate yw and o* (by Equation 9.72). The numbers of dead and

living observed by Conterio and Cavalli-Sforza were 274 and 499 respectively, from
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which s = 0.646. The corresponding estimates of wand o7 (using Eq. 9.72 to find
u/( + 07)"and then Eq. 9.73 with m = 0.22 and s = 0.646 to obtain (1 + 07)'/2
are —Q.098 and 5.85 in standardized units. These give, from Equation 9.74,
an expected standardized variance v = 0.9185 and so an actual variance of v x 41.8
= 38.4 cm’, which certainly does notdiffer significantly from the observed value
of 39.68. The mean absolute position of the fitness curve (u x 6.5 cm) is 6.4 cm
below the population mean, so that the heights corresponding to 2.5 percent and
97.5 percent survival are 37 cm below and 25 cm above the population mean,
respectively. This model thus seemsto fit the data reasonably well. Certainly the
culling model gives too low a level of elimination, as well as an unreasonably sharp
distinction between survival and death. The extent to which the observed difference
in height between survivors and those exposed to risk is passed on to the next
generation is, of course, a function of the heritability, as we have already discussed.
The estimate, given on page 605, that the observed mortality differential for

stature may account at most for + of the observed secular increase is not affected
by the use of a graded as opposed to a threshold modelofselection. This is due to
the fact that the estimate was based on a direct comparison of survivors with the
original population. The analysis shows, however, that only the graded model pre-
dicts the observed variance and percentage of survivors. There are, however, two
factors that may makethis estimate of the contribution of genetic differences to
secular changes in stature too high. Mortality is correlated with socioeconomic
group, andso is stature. The correlations with stature may be entirely phenotypic.
If the heritability estimates do not take proper account of the purely phenotypic
effects of socioeconomic status on height, which are very difficult to evaluate, the
estimate of the contribution of differential mortality to the stature increase may be
excessive. There is also another factor involved, namely that the height difference
correlation with mortality was observed at 67 years of age, while only mortality
before the end of the reproductive period is relevant. Thus the height difference
relevantfor predicting the change over one generationis that occurring up to about
fifty years of age. Since an appreciable fraction of the total mortality is likely to
occur between ages 50 and 67, this will reduce significantly the potential effect of
mortality selection on the change in height over one generation.

Undoubtedly, as already emphasized, the major part of the differences in height
observedfrom one generation to the next must be environmental.

Wehavealready seen that mortality differences cannot generate much (in any
case no more than 4) of the observed secular increase in height. Fertility differences
have not been analyzed by the same prospective approach, except for the fraction
due to mating differentials. This, as far as males are concerned, makes no contri-
bution to the trend,as will be shownlater. A retrospective study of fertilities, from
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the correlation between height and progenysize, would, if anything, predict a de-

crease of stature, because, as we have mentioned, the correlation is negative. It is

dangerous, however, to draw conclusions from these retrospective data. The de-

crease in average stature with increasing progeny size might be in part, or entirely

phenotypic, and might even conceal an actual genotypic increase, though this last

hypothesis seems unlikely.

There is direct evidence of environmentalinfluences on height.

The comparison between immigrants to North America and their relatives who

did not emigrate shows a dramatic effect. The difference is such that it might well

account for most of the observed secular trend. To quote a recent example, Hulse

(1968) investigated the heights of Italian-Swiss from Canton Ticino born in Switzer-

land and bornin California. There is a difference of almost 4 centimeters in height

at maturity between California-born and Switzerland-born. Although the stand-

ard error ofthe difference is not given, it must be of order +0.7, and therefore the

difference is highly significant. On the other hand, there is no difference between

emigrants and their brothers who stayed home, excluding selection due to migration

itself. There are also interesting effects on cephalic index and other measurements,

which decrease while stature increases. The factors at play are not entirely under-

stood. Food has been considered a major factor. Decreased incidence of disease

and decreased progeny size, may be others. The possibility remains, however, that

presently unknown environmental factors are involved, which may be the same as

those determining the observed secular trend in developmental rates. Increased

stature, is, in fact, accompanied by earlier development.

A suggestion repeatedly advanced to account for increased stature, namely

heterosis, deserves some comment. The hypothesis has been suggested by several

authors, especially in the past, that increased human migration favors increased

heterozygosity and therefore an increase in stature dueto heterosis. This hypothesis

is contradicted by several facts. The change in overall heterozygosity in man cannot

be a large one. Values of F above 0.02 are rare, and thus, even if they decreased to

zero, they could cause only a minor change in the frequency of heterozygotes.

Direct estimation of the effects of inbreeding on stature show small effects, if any.

The increase in stature has, moreover, occurred also in areas where there has been

no substantial increase in outbreeding, as, for instance, in the Parma Valley in

Italy.

Mortality, at least up to the end of the reproductive period, andfertility are neces-

sarily subject to directional selection.

The striking increases in life expectancy during this century were discussed in

Chapter 6. These, clearly, must be due almost entirely to improved living conditions,
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both nutritional and hygienic, as well as improved medical care. However, a rough
idea of the possible genetic contribution to this increase can be obtained using the
simple culling theory. Considering only the survival of individuals beyond five
years of age, the standard errorofthe average age at death is approximately 21 years,
assuming a mortality distribution corresponding to white U.S. males in the year
1902. If we assume a threshold at approximately 25 years of age, the proportion
surviving is 0.915. This assumption is, of course, an oversimplification implying
that there is no reproduction before age 25 and that reproduction continues until
death. Strictly speaking, we should use a fitness curve like the probit, which corre-
spondsto the relative probability of reproduction at different ages. The mean devia-
tion in age at death of those who survive to age 25 is, from Falconer’s Table, 0.17
or, in years, 0.17 x 21.1 = 3.6 years. This, therefore, is the amount that must be
multiplied by the heritability to obtain the expected gain in survival beyond 5 years
due to genetic causes. Heritability estimates from parent-offspring and sib correla-
tions have proved to be very unreliable, possibly because of the great difficulties in
avoiding sampling biases. The Danish Twin study, from which we have already
drawn much information, has, however, provided a heritability estimate based on
twin data. Considering only twins both of whom survived to 5 years, the mean
difference in age at death for monozygous twins was 14.5 + 0.94 years, and for
dizygous twins, 18.6 + 0.84 years(difference significant with P < 0.01; see Harvald
and Hauge, 1965) and the estimate of H, according to Equation 9.49, was 0.29.
Using this as the heritability estimate, the estimated genetic change per generation
in the average age at death after reaching 5 years is 0.29 x 3.6 = 1.05 years. The
life expectancy of the white American five-year-old male has increased by 9.6 years
from 1900 to 1953, which corresponds to a change in the average age of death of
about 6 years per generation. The possible genetic contribution to the changein life
expectancy clearly falls far short of that realized. Apart from the assumption of a
sharp threshold of survival, there are at least two further assumptions in these cal-
culations that mayseriously affect our estimate. Thefirst is the implicit assumption
that the age at death is normally distributed.It is, in fact, markedly skewed toward
the older age groups. The secondis that the heritability estimate from twinsis valid
for the whole population. As we discussed above, this is certainly not true, as the
environmentalvariation between twinsis quite restricted. Each of these assumptions
tends to lead to an overestimate of the expected gain, reemphasizing the fact that
the realized change must be largely environmental. In spite of all the approxima-
tions in these examples, they are at least instructive in illustrating the principles of
the action of natural selection on quantitative characters, and they also indicate
that even the maximum possible rates of genetic change are very slow.

Fertility could, in principle, be treated in the same way as mortality. There is,
however, almost no satisfactory data on the heritability of fertility. What evidence
there is, suggests it is low. Fisher, in his famous book The GeneticalT,heory of
Natural Selection, estimated the correlation between the fertility of daughters and
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their mothers, using data from the British Peerage. On the averagethere 1s a regres-

sion of 0.21 children born per number of children in the mother’s family. Fisher

thought that muchofthis correlation might be genetic, and not due to a traditional

continuity or “social inheritance.’ His attitude was based on the fact that the re-

gression of the numberof children born to granddaughters on that of their grand-

mothers was almost exactly half as great (0.1065). On the assumption of biological

inheritance, or organic inheritance, as Fishercalls it, a halving of the regression at

every generation would be expected. These data indicate a heritability of fertility

of about 40 percent. This does not necessarily mean that the inherited fertility 1s

physiological. It might just as well be psychological, and nevertheless inherited.

It must, in fact, be largely psychological, for the average numberof children, even

amongthe British peerage, was below the potential maximum number. Some form

of birth control must therefore have been in operation. The distinction between

social and biological inheritance (the latter conceived in its broadest sense—that

is, including psychological aspects) is exceedingly difficult. This is true of any

society that practices birth control, and even primitive groups like the Bushmen,

Pygmies, or Yanomama Indians have been found to practice it.

It is to be expected that additive genetic variation with respect to fitness should

be low, since it will be consumed rapidly while it exists, in order to approach the

maximum possible fitness, so long as the population as a whole departs from this

maximum. It seems likely that, in general, heritability for quantitative characters

subject to strong directional selection should usually be fairly low.

Perhaps the most clear-cut example of a human character subject to stabilizing

selection is birth weight.

A typical example of the relationship between birth weight and the logarithm

of the mortality before 28 days of age is shown in Figure 9.27. The data were taken

by Mather (1964) from a classic study by Karn and Penrose (1951) of the relation

between birth weight, gestation time, mortality, parental age, and parity. The curve

for survival, which is simply the complement of that for mortality, is unimodal as

expected for normalizing selection. It is, however, not quite symmetrical andhas a

mode at 8 pounds, whereas the mean birth weight is only 7.16 pounds. The total

elimination due to the neonatal mortality is 4.8 percent.

Birth weight is highly correlated with gestation time and with parity, though

hardly at all with parental age. The regression of birth weight on parity is 0.17

pounds increase per birth. The correlation with gestation time is the basis for de-

fining prematurity as having a birth weight less than 5.5 pounds. Karn and Penrose

show that a parabola provides a goodfit to the relationship betweenbirth weight and

the log of the ratio of survivors to nonsurvivors. This effectively assumes that the

birth-weight distributions of both survivors and nonsurvivors, and thus that of the
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The distribution of birth weight among 13,730 children and
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The plotted curve is the curve of mortality in relation to birth

weight, the values actually observed for the classes of birth

weight being represented by the points to which the curve is an

approximation. The percent mortality is set out as a logarithmic

scale for ease of representation. The optimum birth weight is

that associated with the lowest mortality. (Based on data from
Karn and Penrose, 1951.)

total population, are approximately normal. They estimate that for babies weighing

between about 5.9 pounds and 10 poundsat birth, the mortality rate is less than

average while for those outside these limits it is greater than average. Very similar

results have been obtained by other workers with data from widely differing popu-

lations. This suggests that the parabolic shape of the survival curve, as defined by

Karn and Penrose, and optimal survival being that of babies weighing between 7.5

and 8 poundsatbirth, are fairly general properties of human populations.

A relatively simple theory for the effects of stabilizing selection can be constructed

if it is assumed that the shape of the fitness curve, relating the probability of survival

to the quantitative measurement, is that of the normal distribution.

In this case, if the original distribution of the quantitative character is normal,

so is that of the selected population. Assuming maximal survivalis unity, the normal

distribution used for the fitness curve has to be multiplied by a factor which brings
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its peak height to unity. Alternatively, the height of the peak can be used,as sug-

gested by O’Donald (1969), as a further parameter representing mortality not con-

nected with the quantitative variation under study. If the population distribution

before selection is normalized to have mean zero and variance one, andthefitness

curve is foe*~”/?”, which has a maximum value off, when x = p, then it can

be shownthat the meanofthe selected populationis y/(1 + 7), and the proportion

selected is given by

(9.75)fo __1,,2 2
“=aoPl su“/(1 + 0°)I.

The larger o? is, the smaller the deviation of the mean of those selected from the

mean of the original population, and the higher the proportion surviving. For true

normalizing selection » = 0 and the meanis unchanged, while s dependsonly ono.

Weconsider, for simplicity, fo = 1. Let us try the fit of this theory to Karn and

Penrose’s data on birth weight. They find the standard error of the birth-weight

distribution to be 1.3, so that w, in standardized units,is (8 — 7.16)/1.3 = 0.645. To

estimate a? we equate p/(1 + 7) to the observed difference in birth weight between

all births and surviving births, which was 0.08 pounds or 0.08/1.3 = 0.0615 in

standardized units. Thus, 1 + 07 = 0.645/0.0615 = 10.5, so o* = 9.5 or 9.5 x 1.3?

= 16.1 pounds’. Substituting p = 6.45 and o? = 9.5 in Equation 9.75 (with fo = 1)

gives s = 0.95 as the proportion of survivors. This agrees remarkably well with the

observed level of survival (95.2 percent), suggesting that our “‘nor-optimal”’ selec-

tion model is appropriate for this type of data and that the assumption f/f, = 1 is

reasonablein this case. The value of u has surprisingly little effect on the survival

probability s as long as o? is large, since then s is largely determined by the magni-

tude of o?. Osborne and De George (1959) quote birth-weight differences of 207

grams for monozygous and 340 grams for dizygous twins, which, using Equation

9.51, gives an H estimate of 0.63. Thus, the maximum changein birth weight per

generation expected from genetic causesis 0.08 x 0.63 or only 0.05 pounds, which

is very little compared with the standard deviation of the birth-weight distribution.

This is expected since the selection on birth weightis essentially stabilizing.

Mate selection has a stabilizing effect on stature, at least for males.

Aninteresting and rather striking case of normalizing selection for stature was

found by Conterio and Cavalli-Sforza (1960) in their analysis of the data on Italian

conscripts. While there was hardly any difference, as already mentioned, in the

mean height of married and unmarried men, the variance of the heights of the

married men wasvery significantly less (P = 1 percent) than that of the bachelors.

This suggests that very tall and very short men have a harder time finding wives,
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which intuitively seems plausible. Since the meansare notdifferent, we have w= 0.
It can be shown that using our ‘“nor-optimal” selection theory, the expected
variance of the distribution of selected individuals is o?/(1 + co”), which is, of
course, less than the original variance of unity. Equating the observed ratio of
selected variances to unselected variances, 35.8/42.3 = 0.833 to o7/(1 + 0”), gives
the estimate o* = 5. Substituting this into Equation 9.75 with w =0 and fy = 1
gives

? pe 0.91 (9.76)5s kxzz _ = . . .

J1+o? 6

Thus, the observed reduction in the variance of heights of married as compared to

that of unmarried men implies an elimination of 9.1 percent of the men, where, of

course (biological) celibacy is genetically equivalent to elimination.

The action of selection on IQ seems, at present, to be partly directional and partly

stabilizing.

Fears that the apparent negative correlation between IQ andfertility might be

leading to a gradual decline in average IQ have been widely expressed ever since

Galton pointed out this relationship for the English ruling classes. Assuming that

IQ is affected only by additive genes, that the negative correlation is with respect

to overall fitness and notjustfertility, and that there are no environmental changes

opposing a decline in IQ, our simple selection theory would, of course, be in agree-

ment with these fears. The fact is that there is no good evidence for any decline in

IQ, so far as this can be reliably measured over a long period of time. The best and

most widely quoted data come from a survey of the IQ’s of eleven-year-old Scottish

children in 1947 compared with a similar survey done 15 years earlier. There was

no evidencefor a decline in IQ. In fact, the mean score increased by an average of

about one IQ point during this time. Other earlier surveys did indicate a decline in

IQ of as much as one or two points per generation. Clearly the comparison of IQ

tests done at different times and ages, to this level of precision, is very difficult.

A great deal must depend onthetest and the wayit is given, a subject that will not

be discussed here. A striking example of these problemsis discussed by Pettigrew

(1964) in a mostilluminating article on the problemsfacing the black people ofthe

United States. He quotes data showing that the average IQ of blacks wasat least

3 points higher when the test was administered by blacks than when it was ad-

ministered by white examiners. This, of course, emphasizes the fact that the varia-

tion in any measurement hasto be related to the range of environmental circum-

stances over which the measurements are made.
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Is average IQ decreasing?

In view of the disagreement between observation and the simplest predictions

with respect to a secular decline of IQ, we must question closely, the premises under-

lying the predicted decline and see where they fail. It should be emphasized that

since height and also weight show practically the same negative correlation with

family size as does IQ, the same arguments used to predict the decline in IQ also

predict a decline in height and weight. We discussed above the positive correlation

between height and increased life span andits possible effect on an overall increase

in height, which was certainly very small relative to the observed secular trend.

As mentioned then, a complete discussion of the effects of selection should relate

height or IQ to overall fitness, measured as discussed in Chapter 6. This must take

account of both mortality and fertility. The negative correlation of height with

fertility is almost certainly enough to counterbalance the positive correlation of

height with viability. Certainly if there 1s concern, for genetic reasons, that IQ may

be declining, the same concern should apply to height and weight.

In Chapter 6 wediscussed briefly Bajema’s data relating fitness, as measured by

the intrinsic rate of increase, to IQ. (see Table 6.9). The relation is not linear, butis,

in fact, more or less U-shaped with relatively high fitnesses at low and high IQ.

It is remarkable that much ofthe literature on the relation betweenfertility and IQ

ignores the fact that families with no children are excluded from analysis. This

introduces an ascertainment bias exactly analogous to that in the ascertainment of

matings between heterozygotes for a recessive through their recessive children (see

Appendix II). The fertility distribution obtained is only that relating to matings

producing at least one child, and ignores infertility as well as the probability that

mating occursat all. This fact was very clearly pointed out by Higgins, Reed, and

Reed (1962), whose data show that more than 30 percent of persons whose IQ is 70

or lower have no children, as compared with only 10 percent of persons in the IQ

range 101-110 and 3-4 percent of those whose IQ is higher than 131 (see Figure

9.28). This contrasts sharply with the typical data obtained from studies on the

relation between IQ and family size, an example of which is shownin Figure 9.29.

Herethe relative family size, even in the lowest IQ range, is apparently almost three

times that in the highest range.

There can belittle doubt of the significant negative correlation between IQ and

family size as illustrated in Figure 9.29, which many studies have shownis about

—0.3. What is cause and whatis effect is hard to say. One of the most complete

attempts to analyze this correlation is the study on the IQ of Scottish children, to

which we have already referred. This showed an average decrease of about 21Q

points for each extra child. Many socioeconomic factors, particularly crowded

living conditions, were obviously, in part, responsible for this decline. The one

overriding correlation was with occupation of the head of the household, or more
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Distribution of size of family with three groups of average 1Q’s of parents, 70 and

below (striped bars), 101-110 (white bars), and 131 and above(graybars),

measured in percentage. (From Higgins, Reed, and Reed, 1962.)

directly, with socioeconomic level. An interesting further indication, however, of

other possible important environmental components to the negative correlation

was given by data on twins. It was found that the mean IQ of twins was 5 points

lower than that of nontwins. This unusually large effect was not correlated with

differences in the sizes of families with twins and without twins, or with any of the

other variables, such as socioeconomic level and parental age, which were included

in the analysis. Thus, the difference between twins and their apparently more for-

tunate single sibs remained with all tested subclassifications. This effect may be

correlated with incompletely understood physiological consequences of twinning

on the in utero environment. However, perhaps the most likely explanation is the

inevitable reduction in the attention parents can pay to each of two children born

at the same time, from that which would be paid toa single child, especially when

they are very young. In principle, this suggestion could be verified by comparing

the average IQ’s of twins brought up apart and together. However, apart from the

small number of such twins, which produces high standard errors of the estimates,

environmental differences would be completely confounded with the possible dis-

advantage to twins of having to share the attention of a single set of parents.

Shields, in fact, found his separated twins had an average IQ about6 points lower

than that of the controls, an effect he ascribes entirely to the differences in average

socioeconomiclevels of the parents of the two groups. Perhaps another wayto test

for this effect of parental attention is to look at the differences in IQ betweensibs,

brought up in families of given size, asa function of the interval between their births.
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The relation of size of family and the average IQ of children init.

S is the family size relative to the mean family size for the whole

sample. (From Mather, 1964.)

Children born closer together in time might be expected to have lower IQ’s than

children born farther apart. Biological effects on intelligence of lighter birth-weight

(which characterize twins) cannot, however, be excluded. This discussion just serves

to emphasize the problems of environmental correlations with IQ. If the effect of

family size were entirely environmental, the negative association with IQ would

clearly be of no consequence to the IQ of the subsequent generation. Simple nu-

tritional factors may certainly be one component in the correlation between IQ

and socioeconomic status. Thus, Pettigrew (1964) quotes a study by Hurrell and

co-workers which claimed to show that fortifying the diet of pregnant mothers

from lower socioeconomic groups with vitamin B and iron increased the average

IQ of their children at three years of age by 5 points, and at 4 years of age, by 8

points, which, if reproducible, is a truly remarkable effect. Eighty percent of the

mothers in this sample were black.

As we have already emphasized, any assessmentof the effect of differentialfitness

with respect to IQ on the IQ of succeeding generations depends on a knowledge of

the heritability of IQ.

The twin and other studies that we have discussed suggested a fairly high herit-

ability for IQ. This is quite a general finding as indicated by the summary shown in

Figure 9.30 of the results of 52 different studies on genetic correlations with respect
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to 1Q compiled by Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik(1 963). Allthe data areconsistent
with a large heritable componentfor IQ.It is clear, of course, that such a statement
must be relative to the average range of environmental variation encompassed by
each of the studies. Thus, for example, the effects of homozygosity for the PKU
gene are severe in an environment in which no account is taken of the special
dietary needs of the phenylketonurics, but may be negligible when these are
allowed for. In the same vein, even if the negative correlation of IQ with fertility
existing at the present time does have somegenetic consequenceswith respect toIQ
for the next generation, it is clear that the most direct way to improve overall IQ
now is to improve the relevant environment.
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correlation. Correlation coefficients obtained in each study are indicated by dark circles;

medians are shownbyvertical lines intersecting the horizontal lines that represent the ranges.

(From Erlenmeyer-Kimling, and Jarvik, 1963.)

Bajema’s data on fitness as a function of IQ can beused directly to calculate the

expected IQ of the “selected”? population, as indicated in Table 9.25. We assume,

for simplicity, that before selection the population mean IQ is 100 with a standard

deviation of 15 points. From this we obtain the proportion of people with given IQ.

Multiplying these proportions by therelative fitnesses and renormalizing gives the

proportions after selection. The resulting mean IQ is 101.01, actually a slight in-

crease. This is due, mainly, to the higher estimated fitness of the > 120 1Q group
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TABLE 9.25

Change in Mean IQ Due to Natural Selection

 

 

1 2 3 4 5

Proportion Relative Proportion after

IQ Range Mean Value? in Range? Fitness° Selection®

= 120 126 0.092 1 0.106

105-119 112.5 0.279 0.87 0.284

95-104 100 0.258 0.78 0.235

80-94 87.5 0.279 0.96 0.313

< 80 74 0.092 0.58 0.062

1.000 1.000

 

Mean IQ before selection (& column 2 x column 3) = 100
MeanIQ after selection (column 2 x column 5) = 101.01

 

¢ Approximate mean IQ’s for ranges given.
> Proportions in IQ ranges, calculated from a normaldistribution with mean

100, and standard error 15.

© Relative fitnesses according to Bajema (1963).
4 Relative proportions in IQ ranges after selection. They are calculated as

column 3 x column 4/% column 3 x column 4.

offsetting the relatively high fitness of those in the IQ range 80-94. Thus, taking the

best data presently available, there is, in fact, no case for predicting a decline in

IQ. Undoubtedly, the relationship between IQ andfitness is a changing one.Ifit

was, indeed, negative at one time, it is hard to believe it can have been so for long.

The rapidly changing conditions of modern industrial society, especially the so-

called demographic revolution of the nineteenth century (see Chapter 6), must have

created the opportunity for new patterns of selection that may, indeed, be quite

transient. Certainly as discussed in Chapter 6, the present trend is toward a reduc-

tion in the variance offitness and a corresponding evening-outofthe socioeconomic

correlations with fitness. This emphasizes more than ever the need to concentrate

on environmental improvements, which can achieve rapid results, rather than on

altering hypothetical genetic selection patterns.

9.14 The Genetics of Schizophrenia

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the evidence for a genetic basis

for schizophrenia and somespeculations on the mechanismsthat maintain the disease

at a relatively high frequency in a population. Schizophrenia is used as a final

example because it illustrates so well the problems and pitfalls of quantitative

genetics. (A number of papers that provide an excellent review of this subject

will be found in a recent book edited by Rosenthal and Kety, 1968).
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About halfof the patients in mental hospitals in the United States (that is, 250,000
persons) are classified as schizophrenics, with the overall incidence of the disease being
around one percent.

As with many common andyet complex diseases, the problem of diagnosis of
schizophrenia is notstraightforward, and those diagnosed as schizophrenic may be
a heterogeneous group. Nevertheless, the criteria for diagnosis are reasonably
definite. In broad terms, to quote a well known authority on schizophrenia,its
major characteristic is “no response or inappropriate response to other people and
their environment.”’ As we discussed in Chapter 6 when analyzingtheeffect of the
declining age at marriage onthefitness of schizophrenics, the disease has a variable

age of onset, with a mean below 30 years of age, the age of onset being somewhat

earlier for males than females. The incidence and severity of the disease, combined

with the fact that it strikes at the primeoflife, make it one of the most important

diseases to understand at the present time.

Hypotheses about the genetic control of schizophrenia have rangedfrom theories

of determination by a single dominantgene to the idea that there is no genetic basis

for it at all.

There has been a great deal of discussion about the possible hereditary basis for

schizophrenia ever since it was first described. Some authors have attempted to

explain its obvious familial concentration in terms of single dominantor recessive

genes with imperfect penetrance. Others have been impressed with the overriding

importance of the home environment in the development of such a behavioral dis-

order and have therefore minimized the possibility of a genetic basis for the disease.

The answer most probably lies between these two extremes.

A summary of data on the incidence of schizophrenia in the relatives of affected

individuals, taken from Gottesman and Shields’ (1967) illuminating discussion, is

shown in Table 9.26. Concordance in monozygous twinsis uniformly higher than

in dizygous twins, thoughit does vary widely from study to study. Gottesman (1968)

pointed out that there is probably a relationship between severity of the disease,

and monozygous twin concordance. Increasing severity is associated with higher

concordance rates as would, in any case, be expected for a disease with a variable

age of onset (diabetes provides another example). Thus, differences in the diagnosis

of schizophrenia could readily account for differences in observed concordance

rates. The incidence among parents and sibs of an affected person shown in Table

9.26 is around 10 percent. Because of the variable age of onset of the disease, the

ratios are corrected for the observed age distribution of the schizophrenic probands.

A review by Zerbin-Rudin, quoted by Slater (1968), of data from 25 independent

investigations on the incidence of the disease in relatives of affected persons gives

a figure of only 3.8 percent for the expected proportion of parents of schizophrenics
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TABLE 9.26

Heritability of the Liability to Schizophrenia
 

 

 
 

 

Incidence Falconer’s h? (inpercent)

Relatives of Per-

Affected Persons Investigator Numbers centages qg=1% g=2%

Slater (1953)

MZ co-twins 28/41 68 105+8 104+ 8

DZ co-twins 11/61 18 106 + 14 94 + 15

' Gottesman and Shields (1966)

Same-sex twins MZ co-twins 14/28 50 87 +9 85+ 3

DZ co-twins 4/34 12 86+ 21 72 + 23

Kringlen (1966)

MZ co-twins 28/64 44 82+ 6 79 +7

DZ co-twins 12/100 12 86+ 12 73 +13

Parents, sibs, and Odegaard (1963)

children Age corrected 84/832 10 79+4 64+ 5

Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al. (1966)

Sibs Observed 131/2007 6.5 61+ 3 45+4

Age corrected 131/1260.5 10 80 +2 66 + 3

Odegaard (1963)

Aunts and uncles

(second-degree

relatives) Age corrected 81/1749 4.6 96+8 61+9
 

Source: From Gottesman and Shields (1967).

who themselves have the disease. However, this is appreciably biased on the low

side by the method of ascertainment of schizophrenia in the parents. The incidence

in sibs, as indicated in Table 9.26, ranges from 8-12 percent, and seems to be only

slightly increased if oneparent is schizophrenic. The incidence amongchildren with

one schizophrenic parent also is about 12 percent. The raw incidence among the

children of two schizophrenics (based on five studies—see Erlenmeyer-Kimling,

1968) is 25 percent, but the age-corrected incidence ranges from 35-44 percent, de-

pending on the method used for correction. None of these figures are, of course,

compatible with simple dominantor recessive inheritance. As we discussed before,

there does not seem any pointin introducing the concept of incomplete penetrance,

as opposed to polygenic inheritance, unless there is other clear-cut evidence for the

involvement of one major gene. The distinction between a major gene with modi-

fiers and polygenic inheritance, which, of course, may only involve a relatively

small number of genes, cannot readily be made on the incidence data alone. As

emphasized by Gottesman and Shields, schizophrenia is clearly a case for the

application of the threshold model.

The data shown in Table 9.26 on the incidence of schizophrenia amongtherela-

tives of schizophrenics provide the basis for calculating estimates of heritability
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based on Equation 9.45. Heritabilities, calculated in this way, for various categories
of relationship, are shownin the last two columns of Table 9.26. These have been
calculated on the basis of both a population incidence of 1 percent and one of2
percent. The estimates are all uniformly high. As expected for any quantitative
character, they are higher for twins than for persons of any other relationship. The
agreement of the heritability estimates from monozygous and dizygous twins sug-
gests that the genes involved are acting additively (see Equations 9.65 and 9.66).
Thoughthese data are certainly consistent and suggestive, they do not remove the
lingering doubts concerning the influence of a stressful homesituation, including
the presence of a schizophrenic, on the development of schizophrenia. A much-
quoted environmentalcorrelation is the apparently high incidence of schizophrenia

in the lower socioeconomic groups,the difference ranging up to eight-fold. However,

two recent studies have shownthat when schizophrenics areclassified according to

their father’s socioeconomic status, this correlation disappears (Goldberg and

Morrison, 1963; Dunhametal., 1966), The most likely explanation is that there is

a preschizophrenic state before the disease can be overtly diagnosed, which is

detrimental and which leads toa decline in socioeconomic status. Thus, if this is

the case, schizophrenia is the cause of the low socioeconomic status and not the

effect. Kohn (1968), however, disputes the interpretation of this data, maintaining

that socioeconomic status may be a causative factor in schizophrenia.

Probably the most convincing evidence that the environment does not pre-

dominate in the causation of schizophrenia comes from studies by Heston (1966)

and Kety et al. (1968) on adopted children. Heston surveyed the records of all

persons born between 1915 and 1945 to schizophrenic mothers who were in the

Oregon State Mental Hospital. Fathers were not available for study, but none were

knownto be schizophrenic. Subjects were chosen for study only if they were sepa-

rated from their mothers within three days of birth and had no subsequent contact

with the mother or her relatives. Controls were selected from the same adoption

agencies to which the subjects were sent, matching for sex, type of adopting family,

and length and date of stay in foundling home. There were 30 males and 17 females

in the experimental group, and 33 males and 17 females in the control group. The

results are based on a follow-up study of these persons, with independent blind

assessment of schizophrenia by two psychiatrists. A summary of the data obtained

is given in Table 9.27. The higher incidence of schizophrenia and other behavioral

disorders in the experimental groupis quite striking in spite of the small numbers.

The age-corrected schizophrenia rate in the experimental group is 16.6 percent-

which, perhaps, is a little higher than the incidence among offspring of schizo-

phrenic parents reported in other studies. This may be because the selection of

subjects probably was biased toward severe cases. As discussed above, higher twin

concordance rates are found for increasing severity of the disease in propositi.

What is remarkable in these data is not only the increased incidence of schizo-

phrenia, but also the increased incidence of other behavioral abnormalities. Thus,
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TABLE 9.27

Incidence of Schizophrenia and Other Related Attributes
in Adopted Children Whose True Mothers Were

Schizophrenic and in Matched Controls

 

 

Experimental Control

Group Group

Attribute (303, 172) (333, 172)

Mean IQ 94 103.7

IQ < 70 4 0

Schizophrenia 5 0

More than oncein penal
or psychiatric institution 11 2

Psychiatric or behavioral
discharges from the army 8 of 21 1 of 17
 

Source: From Heston (1966).

Heston classified nine of the males, excluding the schizophrenics, as having “ socio-

pathic”’ personalities, as revealed by their repeated arrests for assault, battery,

thefts, and the like. No such arrests were found in the controls.

The study in Denmark by Kety and co-workers (1968) was based on a combined

screening of the adoption register of the State Department of Justice and the

psychiatric register of the Institute of Human Genetics, University of Copenhagen,

for the years 1924-1947. The 33 schizophrenic index cases were chosen from 507

persons who had been reared by adopting, rather than true, parents and who had

been identified as having been admitted, for any reason, to a psychiatric facility,

An equal numberof controls, matched as carefully as possible for time of adoption.

sex, age, age at transfer to the adopting parents, and socioeconomic status of the

adopting family, were chosen from the pool of approximately 5000 persons who

had been reared by adopting parents and for whom no admission to a psychiatric

facility had been recorded. Psychiatric disorders were then identified in the biological

relatives of subjects and controls. A summary of the incidence of schizophrenia

found by Kety and co-workers among the biological and adopting close relatives

of subjects and controls is given in Table 9.28. The increased incidence amongthe

biological relatives of subjects, compared with the incidence among the subjects’

adoptive relatives, or amongtherelatives of the controls, is quite striking. The ob-

served incidence of schizophrenia of about 10 percent amongthe biological relatives

of the schizophrenic persons reared by adopting families agrees reasonably with

already discussed estimates that were not based on data pertaining to adoptions.

These studies certainly represent the most clearcut, controlled evidence for a

very significant genetic component to the determination of schizophrenia, and are

fine examples of the careful use of studies on adopted children. The level of herit-

ability indicated by the data of Tables 9.27 and 9.28 is comparable to that obtained
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TABLE 9.28

Distribution of Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorders
Among the Biological and Adoptive Relatives of
Schizophrenic Subjects and Controls.
Numerators = number with schizophrenia, or

inadequate personality. Denominators = number of
identified relatives.

 

Biological Adoptive
Relatives Relatives

 

TOTAL SAMPLE OF 33 SUBJECTS AND 33 CONTROLS

 

. 13 2
Subjects 150 5

3 3
Controls 156 33

p* (one-sided, from 0.0072 NSS.

exact distribution)
 

SUBSAMPLEOF 19 SUBJECTS AND 20 CONTROLS SEPARATED

FROM BIOLOGICAL FAMILY WITHIN ONE MONTH OF BIRTH

 

. 9 2
Subjects 93 45

0 1
Controls 99 31

p? 0.0018 N.S.

 

Source: From Kety et al. (1968).

@ These are the probability or significance levels for the
comparison of subjects with controls. N.S. means ‘‘ not
significant’’.

from the studies summarized in Table 9.19. This suggests that much of the correla-

tion observed between relatives when schizophrenic persons live together in the

same family, may in fact be genetic.

The severe reduction in fitness of schizophrenics was discussed in Chapter 6.

The fitness of male schizophrenics at the present time was estimated to be about0.5,

and that of females 0.8. How then can we explain the continued persistence of

schizophrenia at a relatively high frequency against such strong selection? Advo-

cates of a single-gene theory have suggested that if the genetic basis is that of a

recessive allele, then the heterozygote for this gene must be at an advantage. The

genetic situation, as we have emphasized, must be more complex than this. A two-

gene theory has been suggested by Karlsson (1968). Even if we accept a polygenic

basis for the disease, we must explain how the contributing genes, which on

their own do not lead to schizophrenia, are maintained polymorphic. Heterozygote
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advantage, of course, is always a possible explanation. Such a hypothesis for the

maintenance of schizophrenia was suggested by Ceppellini and co-workersin 1963,

and is essentially the viewpoint favored by Gottesman and Shields (1967). It is

interesting that Heston suggests, anecdotally, that nonschizophrenic relatives of

schizophrenics may have “‘ intellectually desirable”’ attributes. Erlenmeyer-Kimling

and Paradowski (1966) have somepreliminary evidence suggesting that such indi-

viduals may have higher than averagefitness. Perhaps, as indicated by Gottesman

and Shields, the genes contributing to the causation of schizophrenia are just a

sample of the large number of polymorphic genes that must exist which affect

behavioral attributes. Understanding how they are maintained in the population

poses the same problemsas the maintenance of any other polymorphism,save for

the knownselection against them when they occur together in a schizophrenic indi-

vidual. This selection is, however, likely to be slight since, if there are even only

three or four such genes, the relative proportion of individuals carrying any one of

the genes whoare schizophrenicis likely to be quite small. This also implies that a

relaxation of selection against schizophrenia, such as was discussed in Chapter 6,

will have very little immediate effect on the incidence of the disease. It might even

reduce the elimination of genes that are in some sense advantageous.

As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the genetic variation for quan-

titative characters must be due to the large number of polymorphic genes, which

we know must exist, though at the present time we can only identify a minute

fraction of them. The approaches we have discussed in this chapter attempt to

define the relative contributions of genotype and environmentto genetically com-

plex quantitative and qualitative characters. They are useful if they help to clarify

thinking on the causation of such characters. The ultimate goal of genetic under-

standing, however, is always the identification of major distinct genes affecting a

character, and so, in fact, the elimination of the need to apply the statistical con-

cepts of quantitative genetics as we have developed them here.
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Worked Examples

9.1. The variance of backcrossesfor a polygenic character.

Asa further example of the type of analysis possible when crosses between pure

lines are available, consider the variation within progeny of backcrosses of the F,

to either parent. We will first consider a single locus. As before, a is one-half the

difference between the phenotypes of the homozygotes A,A, and A, A, and dis the

difference between the phenotype of A,A, and the meanofthose of A,A, and A,A),.

The genotype frequencies in the progeny of the two backcrosses (B, and B,) are

for B,: $4,A, and 44,4, ; for B,: 44,4, and 44,4);

and the respective means, therefore,

3(a—d)and —+(a+d) .

The corresponding variances are

ta’ + 4d* —[4(a — d)]’ = fa” + 4d? + ad

and

ha® + 4d? —[Ha + d)}? = 4a? + 3a? — aad,
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which, when summed, give

Thus, summing overall loci, the genetic variance among individuals, combining

data from both backcrosses, is V, + 2Vp, where Vs = 4)\ a’, and Vp = 4). d’, as

before. The total variance from backcrossesis, therefore,

Ve = V,+t+2Vp + 2Vz,

since each backcross variance includes a contribution V,. The difference between

the variance of the two backcrossesis

Vex —_ Va = 2da,

and, summing overall genes, 2) da. If r is the correlation between d and a values

for individual genes, o, and o, are the standard deviations of d and a values, and n

is the numberof genes, then

\' da = - ()) dQ) a) + roqo,

from the definition of the correlation coefficient (see Appendix I). Thus,if r is zero,

Vai — Veo = 2d) a=d(P, — P),

where

_ |
d=- .

wud

9.2. Estimating Vp/V, from the average dominance, using the skin-color data on

Negroes and Caucasians.

Recalling the one-locus, two-allele model of Figure 9.7 and the fact that the

origin was taken to be halfway between the homozygotes, we have

(C+ N)—-F,=) 0, (1)

where summation is over all skin-color loci that have different homozygousalleles

in Caucasians and Negroes, and C, N. F are the Caucasian, Negro, and backcross

means(see Section 9.5).

4(C —N) =) a, (2)

so that

 (3)
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Weshall show that, under certain assumptions,

(Fi)(ES) =F ®
from the definition of Vp and V,, so that from Equation 3 we have, approximately,

 

Vp 1ee

V, 2b HC-—N)

Put

Ya? =05 + kd?;) a*®=02 + ka’,

where d = ) d/k, @ =) aj/k, k is the numberofloci at which Negroes and Cau-

casiansdiffer, and oj and o? are the variances of d anda atthe various loci. We have

2

 

Ox

pte Ea At ve} (2) Oe
Vy. Ya k@t+a a k on

"FR
Thusthe estimates of V>/V, from Equation 4, tend to coincideif 67 and a? are both

zero; that is, all genes concerned have exactly the same phenotypic effects when

considered individually (as could be the case if they were exact duplicates of one

another). They also coincide if the coefficients of variation of the additive effects

(o,/a) and of the dominanceeffects (,/d) of different loci are the same, or, in other

words,if d is proportional to a at each locus. If the variation in dis higher than that

in a, as is perhapslikely, then use of Equation 4 will overestimate V,/V,.

9.3. Computation of the covariances between relatives in random-mating populations.

Wefirst calculate, for the genes at one locus, the covariance between parents and

offspring in a random-mating population. To do this we need to know the frequency

with which parents of given genotype have offspring of given genotype. Since

mating is at random,the offspring frequencies can be obtained by combiningalleles

A, and A, at random with the parental gametes in proportion to the gene frequen-

cies p and q, as is donein the following table, in which a, d, and —a stand for the

phenotypic values.

Offspring

p’  2pq sq
A,A, A,A, A2A,
a —d —a

p? A,A, a Dp pq ~

A,A, —d|p’q pq pq
q? A,A, -a| — pq? @

2

 

P
a
r
e
n
t
s

b
h
o

hy rm
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Thus an A,A, parent produces offspring A,A, and A,A, in the relative proportions

pandq, an A, A, parent produces pA,A, and qA, A,, andan A,A, parent produces

4A, + 4A,)(pA, + Az) = 4pA,A; + $4142 + 3942 42.

The frequencies in the body of the table are obtained by multiplying the frequency

with which a given parent produces a given offspring by the population frequency

of the parent genotype, which, of course, is given by the Hardy-Weinberg law.

Thus, for example, the frequency of A,A, offspring from A,A, is 2pq x 4g = pq’.

The mean ofthe offspring distribution is

ap? + pq) — d(p?q + pq + pq’) — a(pq? + g°) = a(p* — q°) — 2dpq =m,

the meanofthe parentdistribution. This is expected from the Hardy-Weinberglaw,

which ensures that the overall offspring distribution is the same as that of the

parents. The covariance is the sum of the products of parent and offspring values

multiplied by the frequencies of the combinations, corrected by subtracting the

product of parental and offspring means. (See Appendix I). Thus, the covariance

between parent and offspring is

p?(a’) + p?q(—ad) + p*q(—ad) + pq(d°)

+ pq?(ad) + pq*(ad) + q°(a*) — m?

= a*(p® + q°) + 2 pqad(q — p) + pqd* — [a(p — 4) — 2pqd]?

= a’pq + 2pgad(p — q) + pqd*(p — 4)”

= pq[a + d(p — q)]”
since

pi+q —(p—q)’ =2pq—- pl —p)- V1 — @) = 2pq — pap +9) = Pq

and

pq — 4p?q? = pq(1 — 4pq) = pal(p + 9)* — 4pq] = pa(p — 9)’.

Summing overall loci, which are assumed as usual to act independently, we

obtain as the overall covariance between parent andoffspring

Wein = >, pala + d(p — g)]? =4Vy

from Equation 9.12. The covariance between any pair of relatives can be obtained

in a similar way, though the algebra is somewhattedious. In every case it takes

the form

V,tmVp,

where / and m dependon therelationship. The covariances computed in this way

for the relationships that are more easily studied in human populations are given

in Table 9.7.
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9.4. Positive assortative mating for a recessive character, a.

We assumethat a proportion r of matings are either A x A or a x a (with fre-

quencies equal to those of the dominant and recessive phenotype, | — R, and R,

respectively at generation t), while a proportion (1 — r) occur at random. Calling

D, and 2H, the frequencies of the homozygous dominant A, and the heterozygote

Aa at time ¢ (D, + 2H, + R, = 1), the frequency of AA among phenotypes A is

D,/( — R,) and that of Aa, 2H,/(1 — R,). The progeny from assortative matingsis

then,

 

 

  
 

 

 

Progeny
Frequency of

Phenotypes Genotypes mating AA Aa aa

AXA AAX AA Di Di
(1 —R,)? (1 —R,)?

8 _4D;Ht 2D, A, 2D:A
Ss (-—R AA X Aa ————ss GOR G-Rky G@-Rk T@—R»

da x Aa 4H? Hi 2H? H?
(1 —R,)? GQ—R)? Gd—-R)? (W—R,)?

axa aa X aa 1 1

R,
 

The progeny frequencies from the r fraction are

 

D? 2D, H, H? (D, + H,)?
AA: (1 -R)|as3+ R | = ; R

(1 - R,) (i — R,) (1 ™ 1) ~~ 4N¢

2D, H, 2H? 2H,(D,+ A;)

Aa: (1 - >|5+as -—T-R(—R,)° (1-R,) t

H? R
aa. 1—R, t

from Ax A- fromaxa

The gene frequency of A in the progeny of the assortatively mating fraction is

(D,+H,)” HD, + H,)
= = D.+ H,,

P="T—R, * I-R, crm
 

and therefore equalto that in the parental generation.In the random-mating portion

also, the gene frequency does not change, and therefore there is no overall change

in gene frequency.
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Substituting gene frequencies in the results for the progeny frequencies, in the

fraction that is mating assortatively and summing the contributions from the

random-mating and the assortative portions, we have, for the next generation,

 

 

From random From assortative

mating mating

AA: (1 — r)p? + rp
" P 1 ~~ R,

—p—RAa: (1 — r)2pq + 2rp(p—Ri)
1 — R,

. _ p\y2 rl — p— R,)*aa: (1 —r)q + Te

 

The frequency of recessives in the next generation is thus

(q—- R,)”
Riwp =U —N)q? tr 1—R,

At equilibrium, putting R,,, = R, = R, we obtain the formula for R given in the

text.

The basis of this example is due to Wright (1921b). Further details can be found

in Crow and Felsenstein (1968).

9.5. The selection differentialfor culling from a normal population.

Weassume, without loss of generality, that the quantitative character x is norm-

ally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. The proportion of individuals with x

values above a threshold T is

1
t /2n

The mean x value of these ‘“‘ culled ’’ individuals is

 
CO

{ e7/2 dy,
T

[xe? dx.
J2nt7
 1

a=—x
q

Now

o° 2 2 *” 2

{ xe? dx =[—eP72], aeM2,
T
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Thus

1 eT?
a=7% Tan I® 

wherez is the height of the normalcurve at the threshold T. This equation is equiva-
lent to Equation 9.44, which was used in Falconer’s approach to the study of
threshold characters. The difference between the mean ofthe culled individuals,
and that of the general population, a, which is the selection differential, is expressed
in terms of the proportion culled, g, and the normal distribution ordinate at the

threshold,z.
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The Sexual Dimorphism

The sexual dimorphism is undoubtedly the most important of all human poly-

morphisms, andprovides the most direct example ofa simple Mendelian segregation.

The evolution of sexual reproduction must have depended almost exclusively on
the advantage conferred on the species, rather than on the individual. Muller said
in 1932 “only the geneticist can properly answer the question ‘is sex necessary ?’”
The existence of sex is one of the most significant factors influencing ourbiological
and social organization. Colombo (1957) goesso far as to say that “‘the sex ratio at
birth is the cornerstone of oursocial organization and biologicallife. It is the funda-
mental condition of monogamous marriage and of a social structure and value
system based onthe family cell; it also affects the heredity, distribution and selection
of the genetic patrimonyof the species.”’

10.1. Sex Determination

The mechanism of sex determination has been the subject of much speculation
throughout history (for a general review see Crew, 1933). Its elucidation depended
on the interpretation of the meiotic behavior of chromosomesin terms of Mendelian
segregation. Mendel himself mentioned an unusual 1 : 3 sex ratio in plants in one of
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his letters to Nageli, but never discussed the general problem of the genetic deter-

mination of sex, perhaps because he was concerned with the genetics of plants and

not that of higher animals.

The ultimate verification of the sex determination mechanism in man came only

with the development of suitable techniques for looking at human chromosomes, at

the end of the 1950’s.

Typical karyotypes (chromosomepictures in which homologous chromosomes

are paired and the pairs arranged according to their size) of a normal human male

and female were shown in Figure 1.7. The X chromosomeis a moderately large

metacentric (having its centromere in the middle) chromosome, probably little

smaller than chromosome6, the largest of the so-called “‘C group’”’ chromosomes.

The Y chromosome is one of the smallest of the human chromosomes and is

acrocentric (has its centromere near one end) andso clearly lacks most of the genes

present on the X. Enough homology between the X and the Y mustexist, however,

for them to pair regularly at meiosis, form bivalents, and thus ensure the regular

distribution of X and Y chromosomesto the gametes. This is, of course, the basis

for expecting that the proportion of males to females should be a Mendelian 1: 1

ratio, since every cross is a backcross female XX = male XY. Though few if any

known mutant differences can be assigned to the Y chromosome,it must at least

carry the primary male determining genes. Secondary sexual differences may be

determined by autosomalgenes(that is, genes not on the X or the Y) that interact

with the sex-determining genes. An inherited character that is expressed predomin-

antly in one sex, such as the autosomally inherited pattern of baldness in the male,

is called sex limited. The sex hormones play a major role in sexual differentiation

during early embryonic development and may be the major factors in sex-limited

inheritance.

Testicular feminization provides an interesting paradox for sex-linked inheritance.

Persons having testicular feminization are intersexes (that is, individuals having

some of the characteristics of both sexes) with a normal XY karyotype and well-
developed female secondary characteristics. Most of them regard themselves as
females. They may have undescended testes, and lack normal internal female
genital organs, apart from a small “blind” vagina. Their “ outward”’ phenotype
is Clearly female (a famous photographic model and twin airline stewardesses with
the syndrome have been reported) and many of them are happily married, though
all of them are infertile. The frequency of the syndromeis estimated to be about
1/65,000 males born (see McKusick, 1962). An example of a pedigree showing the
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FIGURE 10.1

Pedigree of the testicular feminization syndrome. Note that autosomal dominant

inheritance with male limitation explains the prima facie pedigree evidence. Circles with

dots centered in them indicate women whoare hairless (by examination). Black
squares indicate men whohavethetesticular feminization syndrome. Asterisks mark
cases of the syndrome that have been confirmedsurgically. (From McKusick, 1962;

adapted from Schreiner, 1959.)

inheritance of testicular feminization is given in Figure 10.1. The pattern is that

typically expected for an X-linked recessive. Carrier females can, as indicated in

this pedigree, often be identified because they have almost no female secondary

hair, though they are otherwise normal. The inheritance pattern can, however,

equally well be explained by an autosomal dominant gene whose expression is

essentially limited to the male. Only studies on the linkage of this character with

other X-linked genes can determine which modelof inheritance is correct. Thereis

so far no detectable linkage with hemophilia, color blindness, or the Xg blood group,

but the data are inconclusive.

10.2 The X Chromosome Map

The X is the only human chromosomefor which there exists even a partial linkage

map.

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, up to sixty genetic differences in man have been

identified as being X-linked. This contrasts sharply with the relatively small (though

rapidly increasing) number of autosomallinkages detected up to now (see Appendix

II). The difference is undoubtedly due to the ease with which a gene can be assigned

to the X chromosomebecauseofthe characteristic pattern of inheritance of X-linked

genes. In small pedigrees chance variations may, however, show an apparent X-

linked pattern of inheritance for an autosomal gene.

Genetic mapping of the X chromosomeisgreatly facilitated by the fact that the

male is effectively haploid for the X, so that his phenotype reflects directly its
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genetic content. This, together with the existence of large numbers of X-linked

mutant genes, has led to extensive investigation of the genetic map of the X-

chromosome. The mainlimiting factor is the low frequency of most of the X-linked

mutant genes.

There are four X-linked polymorphisms that have been pivotal for X-mapping

studies: color blindness, G6PD deficiency, the Xg blood group, and the Xm serum

group.

Color blindness has a gene frequency in Caucasians of about 8 percent; G6PD

deficiency in malarial, or formerly malarial, areas, reaches a gene frequency higher

than 50 percent in some populations (see Chapter 4). There is also a G6PDelectro-

phoretic variant that has a frequency as high as 35 percent in Negroes, thoughit is

rare in Caucasians. The Xg(a+) antigen on red cells is determined by a dominant

gene that has a frequency in Caucasians of about 60 percent. The Xm(a+) antigen

is a serum protein detected by precipitation with a specific rabbit antiserum. The

corresponding gene has a frequency of about 26 percent in Caucasians in the United

States.

The relatively high gene frequencies of these polymorphisms makeit fairly easy

to find suitable doubly heterozygous females for linkage studies on either (1) pairs

of these polymorphismsor (2) one of the polymorphisms and arare X-linked disease.

Whenavailable, the phenotypes of the father of a doubly heterozygous female

determineherlinkage phase (coupling versus repulsion, see Figure 10.2); the pheno-

types of her male offspring provide a direct sample of her gametes, and thusa direct

count of recombinants versus nonrecombinants. (The genotype of the husbandis

not relevant as he only contributes a Y chromosometo his male offspring.) Doubly

heterozygous females are usually ascertained through their having sons with two

different X-linked traits, either alone or in combination. The general problem of

how the methodof ascertainmentof a pedigree affects its interpretation is discussed

in Appendix II. Analysis of autosomal linkage using pedigrees is greatly compli-

cated by the fact that the genesfirst must be assigned to their chromosomes, which,

if linkage is loose, may require very large bodies of data. Moreover, the linkage

phase of double heterozygotes cannot usually be directly ascertained. These prob-

lems are discussed further in Appendix II.

Six pedigrees that provide information on the linkage between color blindness

(deutan type) and G6PDdeficiency are shownin Figure 10.3. They were ascertained

through testing black American school boys for color blindness and then testing

the families with color-blind probands for G6PD deficiency. The male children

giving information on the recombination frequency between the twoloci are those

in sibships in which both color blindness and G6PD deficiency are segregating.

These are encircled in Figure 10.3. Only one (marked with an asterisk in the figure)
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FIGURE 10.2

The grandfather method for determining linkage of common X-bornerecessive traits —

color blindness (CB) and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency (G6PD- ).

Males showing onetrait are ascertained. Then all males in the sibship of said probands

are tested for the secondtrait. The families of those sibships in which both traits are

segregating are subjected to further study. Most mothers of such sibships are double

heterozygotes. (The mothersare tested for both traits to exclude the relatively rare

situation of a mother homozygous for one or the other gene or both.) The coupling

phase in the doubly heterozygous mothers must be known andis determined bytesting

their fathers, the maternal grandfathers of the probands. The recombination fraction is

the proportion of males in the proband generation who are recombinant individuals.

(From McKusick, 1962.)

out of 23 is a recombinant, indicating close linkage between these two loci. More

complicated statistical procedures can be used to find the best estimates of the re-

combination fraction from such data, taking into account, also, pedigrees in which

the grandfather is not available (see Appendix II).

Tworecentversions of the genetic map of the X chromosomeare shown in Figure

10.4 (see also Berg and Bearn, 1968; and Race and Sanger, 1968). There are two

main regions of the chromosome for which meaningful recombination data have

been obtained. Thefirst is a relatively tight cluster involving G6PD,color blindness,

and hemophilia A. The second involves looser recombination fractions, but never-

theless detectable linkage between the Xg blood group,ichthyosis (dry scaly skin),

ocular albinism, and, possibly, angiokeratoma (vascular skin lesions). The Xm

locus falls somewhere between these two regions (Figure 10.4). The version of the

X map shown ontheright in the figure is a direct computer output, incorporating

data on hemophilia B, which is very loosely linked with hemophilia A. It assumes

a total map length of 250 centimorgans (one percent recombination = one centi-

morgan,for closely linked loci), based on chiasma counts during meiosis and on the

relative DNA content of the X chromosome. Results from pedigrees involving

deletions of the short arm of the X suggest that the Xg locus is near the distal end

(away from the centromere)of this arm. In view of the large size of the X chromo-

someit is not surprising that many pairs of X-linked markers do not give recombi-

nation fractions significantly less then 0.5.
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FIGURE10.3

Linkage of color blindness and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency. Among

3648 Negro school boys, color blindness was found in 134 (3.7 percent). All males

(totaling 236) in the sibships of 106 of the color-blind probands weretested for
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency. In ten sibships both traits were

discovered. Six of these families having the deutan type of color blindness are

diagrammed. Only onedefinite instance of recombination was discovered (in family

H), out of 22 relevant offspring, which are indicated in the diagram by the gray

squares. Numbers placed above andto the left of symbols are pedigree numbers used
to identify individuals in a pedigree. Numbers below symbols are ages at time of

testing. (See Proter, Schulze, and McKusick, 1962; adapted from McKusick, 1962.)
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Tentative maps of the X chromosomewith the estimated

position of the Xm locusin relation to previously positioned

loci. Distances are given in centimorgans. The mapat the

right is in the form of direct computer output and is the

mostlikely estimate of the position of the loci considered,

assuming a map length of 250 centimorgans and no inter-

ference. (From Berg and Bearn, 1968.)

10.3 Sex-chromosome Abnormalities

Nondisjunction gives rise to a wide variety of sex chromosome anomalies, some of

which have been instrumental in identifying the relative importance of the X and Y

chromosomes for sex determination in man.

Nondisjunction is the failure of a duplicated chromosome to separate at the

centromere during cell division, so that instead of one copy of the chromosome

going to each daughter cell, both copies go to one and none to the other (see

Chapter 1). Nondisjunction may occureither at the first or second meiotic division,

producing, whenever it occurs, gametes that either lack a chromosomeor contain

an extra one. If nondisjunction occurs during, or soonafter, fertilization, it general-

ly produces a mosaic containing mixtures of genetically different cells, some of

which have a normal chromosome complement, some with an extra chromosome

(said to be trisomic for that chromosome), and some with a chromosome missing

(monosomic).

The expected consequences of nondisjunction for the X and Y chromosomes in

either the first or second divisions of meiosis are illustrated schematically in Figure

10.5. In the male, first-division nondisjunction gives rise to XY and O sperm, and
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First-division Second-division
Normal . . ;

nondisjunction nondisjunction

Premeiotic cell XY

x First-meiotic-division

S ‘products xX Y

Second-meiotic-division

products—the gametes X X Y Y

Premeiotic cell X,X,

ow  First-meiotic-division

& products X, X,
Yo
boy

Second-meiotic-division

products—one of which X, X, X, X;
becomes a gamete

FIGURE 10.5
Patterns of meiotic nondisjunction. Only the K and Y chromosomesare being followed. Heavy
lines indicate the divisions in which nondisjunction occurs. The subscripts on the X symbols are
simply identifiers to indicate which copy of the X is found in the gametes. In the female only
one of the products of meiosis, presumably determined at random, ends up as an egg nucleus.
The remaining three becomepolar bodies.

second-division nondisjunction to XX, O, and YY sperm. In the female, non-
disjunction at either first or second division produces eggs that are XX or O.
Following second-division nondisjunction, the chromosomes would beidentical by
descent, if there were no crossovers, and following first-division nondisjunction
the chromosomesare copies of homologues. Aneuploid gametes, whenfertilized by
normal X- or Y-carrying gametes, give rise to the well-known sex-chromosome
abnormalities XXY (Klinefelter’s syndrome), XO (Turner’s syndrome), and XXX
and XYY, which were mentioned in Chapter 3. Persons having the chromosome
complement YO have never been observed and the lack of an X chromosomeis
thus presumedto belethal.

X-linked markers can sometimes be used to determine whether the abnormal
gamete that gave rise to a particular Turner’s or Klinefelter’s individual originated
in the father or the mother, and at which meiotic division. Some hypothetical
examples areillustrated in Figure 10.6 using the Xg blood group. In Figure 10.6,A,
since the X chromosome in the offspring must have come from the father, the
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nondisjunctional O gamete must have come from the mother. The reverseis true

in Figure 10.6, B, where the X chromosome must come from the mother.In neither

example is it possible to tell in which meiotic division nondisjunction

occurred, since O gametes can be produced in either first or second division (see

Figure 10.5). The Xg(a+) Klinefelter’s offspring in 10.6, C must be XaX — Y since

nondisjunction in the mother(first or second division) would produce X—X—

gametes, and thus an Xg(a—) Klinefelter’s offspring. The paternal nondisjunction

must be at the first division, for only then can an XY gamete be produced. In

Figure 10.6, D, first-division paternal or maternal nondisjunction gives rise to an

Xg(a+) Klinefelter’s offspring. The offspring must, therefore, be the product of

second-division nondisjunction for the maternal X chromosome.

Assuming that all the types of events listed in Figure 10.5 occur with equal

frequency, we nevertheless expect to find more of some nondisjunctional types than

others. Thus, for example, though O gametes would be expected in equalfrequencies

A B

XaY X—-X- XaY XaX-

XaO X-O

Nondisjunction in Q , Nondisjunction in CO,

producing O gamete producing O gamete
(first or second division) (first or second division)

C D

XaY X-X- XaY XaX-

XaX-Y X-X-Y

Nondisjunction in O ; Nondisjunction in ;

first division second division

producing XaY gamete producing X—X-—gamete

FIGURE 10.6

Determination of the origin of a sex-chromosome

nondisjunction—some hypothetical examples using the

Xg blood group, which is determined by genes on the

X chromosome,as a system of markers. The symbol Xa

refers to the chromosomecarrying the Xg(a + ) genetic

determinant and X- to the one lacking it. The father’s

and mother’s phenotypes in A and B determine the

offspring’s chromosome complement. The nondis-

junctional phenotypes of the offspring in B and D make

it evident that the mothers must be heterozygous

xXaXx-.
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from nondisjunction in the male and in the female, only one-half of those produced

by the female give XO offspring, the remainder being YO, which are lost because

they are not viable. Thus half as many XO offspring are expected from nondis-

junction in the female than the male. Superimposed on this difference, is the fact

that it can be shownthat the frequency of matings in which the paternal origin of

an X (in an XO offspring) can be determined is much lowerthan the frequency of

that in which the maternal origin can be established. In a survey of 56 mother/

father/XO combinations, out of the 21 in which the parental origin of the X could

be determined, 20 were maternal, indicating that the O gamete must have been

produced by nondisjunction in the father (see McKusick, 1962). A further com-

plicating factor may be that nondisjunction involving loss of the Y chromosomeis

more frequent than that involving loss of the X. It has even been suggested that

“loss”? of the Y chromosome mayoften occurafter fertilization, before or during

the first cleavage, so that only XO cleavage products are produced. This may be an

explanation for the fact that only XO among the known nondisjunctional pheno-

types (which includetrisomy for chromosomes21, 13 or 15 and 17 or 18 as well as

XXY) shows no increasing incidence with increasing parental age (see Penrose,

1963).

The fact that persons with Turner’s syndrome (XO) are basically female while

those with Klinefelter’s syndrome (XXY) are basically male, demonstrates the male

determining capacity of the Y chromosome.

The same phenotypes for XO and XXYare observed in mice as in man, whereas

Bridges’ classical work on sex determination in Drosophila showed that there, the

XO is a male while XXY and even XXYYare females. In Drosophila it is apparently

the balance between the number of X chromosomesand autosomesthat determines

sex, the Y chromosomehaving no obviouseffect. A wide variety of sex-determining

mechanismsexists in plants and animals, ranging from single gene differences to the

X—Y chromosome mechanism in mammals, and even ploidy (males being haploid

and females diploid, for example) in some species of bees and wasps (see Crewe,

1933). We shall discuss the evolution of sex determination toward the end ofthis

chapter.

An enormous variety of sex-chromosome abnormalities in man has been des-

cribed, including mitotic nondisjunction at an early cleavage stage, forming mosaics,

and also such bizarre chromosome complements as XXXXY and XXXXX. Many

persons having abnormal chromosome complementsareinfertile, and nearly all

show features characteristic either of Turner’s syndrome (females with gonadal

aplasia, short stature, web neck, wide-set nipples), if they have no Y, or of

Klinefelter’s syndrome (males with small underdeveloped nonfunctional testes and

prostate, and scanty secondary sexual hair, if they have at least one Y, together
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often with a distinctly sub-normal IQ. Rare mosaics, such as XX/XY, may show

combinations of the two syndromes. Therelative prominenceof the various features

depends,at least in part, on therelative frequency with which the different cell types

occur in the mosaic individual.

The overall frequency of sexually aneuploid males is estimated to be about 0.2

percent, and offemales 0.16 percent.

Sex-chromosome abnormalities constitute about one-quarter to one-fifth ofall

chromosomal anomalies observed at birth (Court-Brown, 1967). The majority are

either XXY, XO, or XYY,thoughit is not easy to get reliable unbiased estimates

of their frequency at birth. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 3, there is evidence

for a remarkably high frequency of sex-chromosome abnormalities among embryos

that are spontaneously aborted early in pregnancy, perhaps even as high as 5 per-

cent. (A sample of 50 induced abortions reported by Carr (1967) showed no chromo-

somal anomalies, while among 200 spontaneousabortions the overall incidence of

chromosome anomalies was about 22 percent.) Since there is considerable mortality

of embryos with these anomalies, the frequency of the abnormalities at birth may

grossly underestimate the frequency with which they are produced during meiosis.

The relative frequencies of males having at least two X chromosomesin registry

of abnormal karyotypes is shown in Table 10.1. About 80 percent are XXY, 10

TABLE 10.1

Abnormal Sex-chromosome Complements
of Males Having at Least Two X
Chromosomes in the Edinburgh Registry of
Abnormal Karyotypes (up to March, 1966)
 

 

Sex Chromosomes No. of Subjects

XX 5

XXY 166

XXYY 4

XXXY 5

XXXXY 3

XY/XXY 25

XX/XXY 3

XXY/XXXY 2

XXXY/XXXXY 2

XY/XXY/XXYY 1

XX/XY/XXY 1

XO/XY/XXY I

Total 218
 

Source: From Court-Brown (1967).
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percent are XY/XXY mosaics, and the remaining 10 percent include, in approxi-
mately equal frequencies, a variety of more complex combinations. The distribution
of the frequencies of some of these types, separated according to the source of the
data is given in Table 10.2. There are more XY/XXY mosaics among newborn
babies and a noticeably high frequency of XXY among subfertile males and those
with endocrine abnormalities. Particularly striking is the fact that most of the more
complex combinations, such as XXXY, and even an XY/XXY/XXYY mosaic,
were found amongthe mental defectives and notat all in the newborn babies. This
suggests that these abnormalities may contribute substantially to the social load of
mental defectives. The frequency of about 70 percent XXY among newborn male
babies with at least two X chromosomes wasobtained from a survey of 10,500
consecutive male births and so is an unbiased estimate of this overall relative
frequency.

In a well-known study of mentally subnormal male patients in a state hospital in
Scotland, most of whom were admitted after repeated convictions for criminal
offences, Jacobs and colleagues (1965) found twelve out of 197, or 6.1 percent to
have chromosomal abnormalities, nine of which were sex-chromosome anomalies.
Of these nine, seven were XYY, one was XXY, and one was XXYY.It wasthis
remarkable concentration of XYY persons that sparked the recent interest in the
XYY and other related abnormalities, and their relationship to a propensity to-

ward criminality. Jacobs found that the XYY malesin her original study had a mean

height of 73.1 inches, while the XY’s had a mean height of 67 inches, suggesting

that the extra Y chromosomewasresponsible for a significant increase in height.

Later studies have, on the whole, tended to corroborate Jacobs’ initial findings,

though there seems to be a fair amountof variability in the relative frequencies of

XYY and other sex-chromosome abnormalities among the inmates of penalinsti-

tutions. A major problem in the interpretation of the data is the lack of anyreliable

estimate of the frequency of XYYindividuals in the “ normal’’ population and also

of information about whatattributes associated with the XYY phenotype might in

themselves lead to a predisposition toward criminality. A review by Court-Brown

(1968) of 15 surveys of hospitalized mentally subnormal males, totalling more than

13,000 subjects, produced the estimate that 9.4 out of 1000 subnormal males have

abnormal sex-chromosome complements. This is approximately five times as many

as are observed among the newborn. The frequency among the males with IQ’s

higher than 50 was 17.6 per 1000, while that among males having IQ’s lower than

50 was only 6.4 per 1000. Court-Brown points out that this association of sex-

chromosome anomalies with relatively high grade mental subnormality could ac-

count almost entirely for their increased incidence among criminals. That is, the

frequency in penal institutions of males with sex-chromosome anomalies is com-

parable to that found among mentally subnormalindividuals with IQ’s higher than

50.

In the absence of prospective studies, it is not known what proportion of the



TABLE 10.2

The Distribution of the Different Sex-chromosome Complements of Abnormal Males Having at Least Two X Chromosomes,

according to the Source of Ascertainment
 

 

Source Total
Subjects

Newborn babies 21

Subfertile males 39

General patients 43

Endocrinology patients 32

Mental hospitals 24

Mental defectives 55

 

 

 

XXY XXYY

No. %~ No. %

14 66.7 1 4.8

36 92.3 0 —-

33 76.7 0 —

29 90.6 0 —

20 83.3 0 —

33 60.0 3 5.4

XXXY,
XX XXXXY XY/XXY XX/XXY
 

No. % No. % No. % No. %
  

0 — 0 — 6 28.6 0 —

2 5.1 0 — 2.6 0 —

2 4.6 2 4.6 5 11.6 1 2.4

I 3.1 0 — 2 6.2 0 —

0 — 0 — 4 16.7 0 —

0 — 6 10.9 4 7.3 2 3.6

Other

Mosaics*

No.

——$_

0

0

0

0

0

7

7

 

 

Source: From Court-Brown (1967).

4 The other 7 mosaics included XXY/XXXY (2), XXXY/KXXXY(2), KY/KXY/XXKYY, XX/XY/XXY and XO/XY/XXY.
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XYY males born end up in penalinstitutions. Assuming the frequency of XYY

among the institutionalized criminals is k-fold higher than that in the general

population, and that the overall frequency of such criminals is x, then a proportion

kx of all newborn XYY will be expected to end up as institutionalized criminals.

Even taking & = 15, based on a 2 per 1000 newborn incidence of XYY and a 3 per-

cent incidence in criminalinstitutions, and taking x as high as 1 percent, this leaves

85 percent of the XYY individuals born not represented amongthe criminals. The

estimates of the frequency of XYY among newborns vary over an almost tenfold

range and if, as Court-Brown puts it, XYY individuals are “‘ unusually prone to

nonparticipation,”’ that is, do not readily attend clinics or other services used as a

basis for collecting data, the estimates of their frequency among the normal adult

population may beseriously biased on the low side. One report of an XYY with an

IQ of 125 exists. Some attention has been paid to the significance of an XYY

karyotypein courtin criminal cases. Being an indication of an inborn predisposition

toward criminality, it is considered a mitigating factor. Before such evidence should

be accepted, much more information is clearly needed on the XYY phenotype.

Moreover, it is not clear what should be the legal significance of a “ predisposi-

tion.’ After all, there must be many other factors, both genetic and nongenetic,

that are beyond the individuals’ overt control and that may dispose him toward

criminality.

10.4 Y-linkage and Partial Sex Linkage

A Y-linked gene, located on the Y chromosome, should showstrictly male-to-male

transmission.

There have been a few unconfirmed reports over the years suggesting that certain

specific traits, notably “porcupine”’ skin and webbed toes, might be Y-linked

(see Stern, 1957). However, only one genetic character, hairy ears, which is found

with a relatively high frequency in India, seems to be reasonably well substantiated

as being Y-linked (Dronamraju, 1960). In the mouse there exists a well-defined

Y-linked histocompatibility locus that is responsible for the rejection of male skin

grafts by females within inbred lines. The striking pattern of inheritance expected

for Y-linked genes makes it unlikely that any such known inherited differences

would be missed. The Y chromosomeat least carries genes that are critical for the

development of male sexuality.

As many as 2-3 percent of normal males have Y chromosomesthatare either

unusually long or unusually short, and mostly the former (Court-Brown, 1967).

In one case, the presence of a long Y in only 3 out of 4 brothers allowed detection

of false paternity, later confirmed by detailed blood-group studies (Nuzzoet al.,

1967). The existence of polymorphism for the Y chromosomessuggests, of course,

that its total content is not critical for the development of a normal male.
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The X and Y chromosomesare paired short end to short end during meiosis.

Pairing between homologous chromosomesduring meiosis seemsto be an essential

prerequisite for the orderly distribution of the chromosomes to the gametes. At

least a small section of the X and Y chromosomes must therefore be homologous.

Genes occurring in this region should show “ ordinary” linkage with sex. The con-

sequences of a crossover in the homologousregion for a doubly heterozygous male

AX/A’Yareillustrated in Figure 10.7. It has to be assumed that the differential

segments of the two chromosomescarry the essential sex-determining genes and so

may effectively be labeled X and Y. Crossingover in the homologous region leads

to the production of recombinant AY and A’X gametes and should result in

‘partial’? linkage with sex, as observed for pairs of linked autosomal markers.

Haldane (1936), in one of the first attempts at linkage analysis in man, claimed.to

find some evidence for such partial sex linkage. A later reevaluation of the available

data by Morton (1956a), however, failed to confirm Haldane’s conclusion (see also

Appendix II). It is likely that evolution has maximized the difference between X

and Y, and thus minimized the extent of homology, leaving only the smallest

possible region to satisfy the mechanical needs of meiosis. The small extent of

homology between X and Y may,in fact, predispose them to meiotic nondisjunction

and so account, in part, for the apparently high relative incidence of sex-chromo-

some aneuploidy.

  
Y Y

O O O

A’ A’

AX A'Y AY A'Y

FIGURE 10.7

Diagram of hypothetical crossing-over between the homologous segments of the

sex chromosomes. A: X chromosometo the left, Y chromosometo the right.

Black = homologous segment; gray = differential segment of the X chromosome;

white = differential segment of the Y chromosome; O = differential end point:

A and A’ = a pair of alleles. B: Four-strand stage with crossover. C: The four

chromosomesresulting from crossing-over at the four-strand stage. The sex-

determining genes are presumedto be carried on the differential parts of the X

and Y chromosomes. (Adapted from Stern, 1960.)

10.5 Dosage Compensation and X-inactivation

A quantitative unbalance for autosomes leads to gross phenotypic abnormalities,

but since all X-linked genes are present in two doses in the female and only in one in

the male, this is, obviously, not true for the X chromosome.
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Persons who are heterozygous for autosomal recessive mutations that cause

enzymedeficiencies, such as the PKU mutationthat givesrise to a defective phenyla-

lanine hydroxylase enzyme, generally have half the enzyme activity of normal
homozygotes. Enzymes controlled by X-linked genes, however, such as G6PD,
generally show the samelevel of activity in males and females. There must, there-
fore, exist a mechanism that can compensate for the X-gene-dosage difference, and
that guards against metabolic imbalance dueto the presence of different numbers

of X-linked genes in males and females.

It is now a widely accepted hypothesis that dosage compensation in mammals is
due to the fact that only one of the two X chromosomesof thefemale is metabolically

active in any given cell at a given time.

The history of the development of this hypothesis starts with the discovery in

1949 by Barr and Bertram that most nondividing nervecells of the female cat have

a small dark-staining body in their nucleus that is never present in the cells of a

normal male cat. This seemingly trivial observation was later extended to many

other cell types in many other mammalian species, man in particular. The presence

of this Barr body, or sex chromatin, in female, but not male, cells provided a way of

sexing a population of cells before the more-recent development of mammalian

cytogenetics lead to the specific identification of the human X and Y chromosomes.

Alreadyat this time, it had been recognised that individuals with Turner’s syndrome,

though basically female, lacked the Barr body, while the male-like Klinefelter’s

syndrome wasassociated with the presence of one Barr body. It is now established

that individuals with n X chromosomes mayhavecells with up to a maximum of

n—1 Barr bodies. Surveys for sex-chromosome abnormalities are, in fact, often

done by screening for Barr bodiesin cells obtained from buccal smears (from the

inside of the mouth) as this is a much simpler procedure than karyotyping. The

karyotype is then determined only for individuals who have cells with unusual

numbers of Barr bodies, mainly females with none and males with one or more.

The sex chromatin or Barr body is an inert X chromosome.

Following the development of cytogenetic techniques for mammals, a careful

survey of the origin of the Barr body throughout the cell cycle revealed that it

derived from one of the X chromosomes. Chromosomeregions that stain heavily

at somestage in the cell cycle, as does the Barr body,are called heterochromatic and

are known in many organismsto berelatively ‘“‘inert”’ from a genetic point of view.

The identification of the heterochromatic Barr body with an X chromosome, sug-

gested that one of the X chromosomes in a cell with a Barr body is regularly

heterochromatic, and so probably inactive. This correlation was further strengthened
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by the observation, using tritiated thymidine autoradiography, that one X chromo-

some always tendsto replicate later than the other, and this is the one destined to

form the Barr body. Late replication during the cell cycle is a characteristic of

heterochromatin. (See Ohno, 1967, for a recent review of the material of this

section.)

These observations were united by Lyon (1961) into her inactive X hypothesis.

This states specifically that at some stage early in embryogenesis one of the X

chromosomes, chosen at random,of each cell of the female is inactivated and that

the same X remainsinactive in all the descendents of any given cell. This leads to

the expectation that females heterozygous for X-linked mutants should be pheno-

typic mosaics, being mixtures of mutant and nonmutantcell lines. The patchiness

of female mice heterozygous for X-linked recessive genes that determine coat color

was, in fact, one of the observations that led Lyon to formulate her hypothesis.

It has subsequently been confirmed for a number of human X-linked genetic

markers, notably G6PD,that heterozygous females contain mixtures of two types

of cells corresponding to inactivation of one or the other X chromosome. The time

of inactivation during developmentis not precisely known. The fact that even very

small pieces of skin give rise to clones of both types suggests that it cannot be very

early, otherwise there would be expected to be much morespatial heterogeneity in

the distribution of the two types of clones. However, the time offirst appearance of

sex chromatin suggests that inactivation may occur when the blastula has reached

the two- to three-thousandcell stage. Very rare cases of female heterozygotes for

X-linked mutations, such as that producing hemophilia A, show phenotypes ap-

proaching that of the affected male. These probably represent situations in which,

by chance, one whole tissue has been populated predominantly with cells in which

the mutant X-linked gene is active.

All genes of the ‘‘inactive’’ X are not necessarily inactive, as shown in mice by

L. Russell (1963), though it seemslikely that at least the majority are. Also, only a

proportion of female cells have a readily detectable Barr body.

The comparatively mild effects of X chromosome aneuploidy compared with

autosomal aneuploidy (in particular, the monosomic state) are easily explained by

dosage compensation and the inactive X hypothesis. The relation between the

number of X’s and the number of Barr bodies indicates that at least the majority

of cells even in X aneuploids have only one active X. The major consequences of

the XO, XXY, XXX,etc., states are, therefore, probably expressed rather early in

embryonic life—before X inactivation has taken place.

10.6 The Sex Ratio

The observed sex ratio at birth is significantly differentfrom the expected :1 ratio.

Note that we use the term sex ratio for the ratio of the number of males to 1

(or 100) females and sex proportion for the proportion of individuals who are males.
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Thoughthe departure from equality is not large, being approximately 106 : 100
in the white population of the United States, the amount of data on the sex ratio
that is available for analysis is generally so large that even quite small differences
are significant. There are two major mechanismsthat can lead to variations in the
sex ratio from the expected 1 : 1.

1. There may be deviations from 1:1 in the sex ratio of fertilized zygotes
caused either by different rates of production of X- and Y-carrying sperm (meiotic
drive) or by differences in the efficiency with which the two types of sperm effect
fertilization (gametic selection).

2. There may be differential mortality of males and females after fertilization.
The first mechanism can be thought of as differential survival of gametes, as

opposed to that of zygotes. There is abundantevidencefor sex differential mortality
at nearly all ages, but the evidence concerning departure from a 1 : 1 sex ratio at
fertilization is not conclusive. The sex ratio at fertilization is called the primary
sex ratio, that at birth the secondary sex ratio, and that among mature adults, the
tertiary sex ratio. The time at which the tertiary sex ratio is computed is, of course,
arbitrary and must be defined. Since the sex ratio varies with age, dueto differential
mortality, the total sex ratio of a population is, among manyotherfactors, a function
of the age distribution of the population.

Since the mortality rate ofmalesis slightly higher than that offemales at most ages,

the sex ratio decreases with increasing age.

Changes in overall mortality rates over the last 100-200 years have, of course,

affected the change in ratio with age. Some data on male and female mortality

rates of the French population from about 1770-1950 are shown in Figure 10.8 as

a function of age. These show that at nearly all times and ages male mortality has

been higher than female mortality. Overall mortality has decreased most for the

younger ages (see Chapter 6), though at these ages the sex differential in mortality

has not changed much. There has, however, been an increase in sex differential

mortality at older ages (more than 35 years), accompanied also, of course, by a

substantial overall mortality decline. Much of this differential may be due to the

apparently greater susceptibility of the male to heart disease and cancer, which are

two of the major causes of death of persons beyond the reproductive age. The

general effect of the overall decline in mortality at younger ages, even without any

appreciable change in the sex differential, is to slow down the rate of decrease in

the sex ratio with age, at least up to the reproductive years. Thus in 1805 the pro-

portions of males and females surviving to age 25 were approximately 0.746 and

0.762, respectively, and in 1950 the corresponding proportions were 0.932 and 0.946.

Assuming, at both times, a sex ratio at birth of 103 : 100, the sex ratio at age 25

in 1805 is expected to be 103 x 0.746 : 100 x 0.762, or 100.8 : 100. The expected sex

ratio for the same age in 1950 is given by 103 x 0.932 : 100 x 0.946, or 101.5 : 100,
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A: Mortality rates per 10,000 live births in the French population for age groups from

<1-14 years. The rate for the less-than-one-year group is per 10,000 live births; the rates for
the older groups are per 10,000 persons. Black circles plot data on males; white circles, those
on females. B: Mortality rates per 10,000 persons for the age group 15-24 years. Black circles
plot data on males; white circles, those on females. C: Mortality rates per 10,000 persons for
age groups older than 24 years. Black circles plot data on males; white circles, those on
females. D: Mortality rates per 10,000 persons for the age group 35-44 years. Black circles
plot data on males; white circles, those on females. (From Bourgeois-Pichat, 1951.)
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a small but detectable difference. Wars are a major perturbing factorin sex differen-

tial mortality, increasing substantially male mortality but not female mortality.

In primitive societies, too, the male is always likely to be subject to more mortal

dangers. The main differential risk to the female is death during or soon after

childbirth, the latter being due, in most instances, to infection. This must be a

major source of sex differential mortality in primitive peoples, and was, until quite

recently, an important factor even in the industrialized developed countries. In

general, in nonindustrial societies, the sex ratio seems to change from an excess

of males at birth to an excess of females between the ages of 15 and 20.

It was thought for some time that the primary sex ratio was quite high, and was

reduced to nearly a 1:1 at birth by large mortality differentials in utero, but more

recent data do not suggest a high primary sex ratio.

Until the advent of nuclear sexing, sex determination of embryos aborted early

wasvery unreliable. This, together with the fact that early abortions are undoubtedly

not a random sample offertilized zygotes, must have been responsible for some of

the spurious earlier reports of high primary sex ratios, even as high as 160: 100.

The relatively high incidence of XO amongearly abortionsis itself an indication

of this bias. A careful review of data on morphological sexing of fetuses aborted

early in pregnancy by Tietze (1948), however, gave a sex ratio of 107.9. Carr’s

(1965, 1967) study of chromosomesin early spontaneous abortions (<154 days

after the last menstruation) gave 104 female to 85 male (excluding 11 X-0 specimens),

a ratio that is not significantly different from 1: 1.

Central sources ofvital statistics on stillbirths are probably the only sources of

data that are numerous enough to assure the significance of relatively small dif-

ferences in sex ratio. Their main drawbackis that they are available only for births

after seven monthsofgestation, since before that time stillbirth is generally classi-

fied as an abortion and doesn’t require a birth certificate. One of the most extensive

surveys of the sex ratio of abortions andstillbirths is that reported by McKeown

and Lowein 1951, based mainly onstillbirths notified in Birmingham, England for

the years 1936-1949. The sex proportions (percentage of males) as a function of

cause of stillbirths and duration of gestation are illustrated in Figure 10.9. The

moststriking departure from equality is amongthe fetal malformations, which show

a marked deficiency of males. Fetal malformations also show significant increase

in sex proportion from the seventh to the ninth months, while the other causes of

stillbirths show nosignificant variation in this respect. The proportionofstillbirths

due to ill-defined or unknown causes remains at 25-30 percent from the seventh

to the ninth months. The proportion ofstillbirths due to the other causes, however,

changes markedly. Thus, from the seventh to the ninth month, the proportion due to

fetal malformations decreases from 20 percent to 12 percent, that due to diseases in
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Sex ratio of stillbirths related to duration of gestation and abnormality.
Birmingham, 1936-1949. (From McKeown and Lowe, 1951.)

or accidents to the mother decreases from 42 percent to 17 percent, and that due to

difficult labor rises from 6 percent to 45 percent. The change in the overall sex

proportion of stillbirths from the seventh to the ninth monthreflects, therefore,

both changesin the relative frequency of the causes and changes in the sex propor-

tions within each cause category (including, of course, malformations). The major

contributing factor is undoubtedly the change in the sex proportionsofstillbirths

due to fetal malformation. A breakdownofthis sex-proportion variation according

to three major categories of malformationis illustrated in Figure 10.10. Two major

types of malformation, anencephalus and spina bifida, account for practically all

the variation, showing a sex-proportion increase from 22 percent at the seventh

month to 39 percent at the ninth month. An analysis of the sex-differential mortality

of anencephalus and spina bifida from the seventh to the ninth month suggests

that the sex proportion of those malformations present in utero at 7 monthsis

about 26 percent and that there is a slightly greater loss of females than of males

during the seventh to eighth month of gestation. There are two important lessons

to be learned from this epidemiological analysis. The first of these regards the com-

plexity of the factors that may interact to produce a given sex ratio; and the second,

how these can be meaningfully analyzed to isolate the major relevant factors.

A survey by McKeown and Lowe (1951) of a number of studies on stillbirth

sex proportions indicates a consistent proportion of about 57 percent at nine
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Sex ratio of stillbirths attributed to fetal malformations related

to duration of gestation, Birmingham, 1936-1949. (From

McKeown and Lowe,1951.)

months (as compared to the live-birth sex proportion of about 51.5 percent) and

an increase from the seventh to the ninth month. In their own, and also in some

other reliable bodies of data, the sex proportion ofstillbirths at the seventh month

is about 50 percent, which meansthat the sex ratio of normal fetuses in utero at that

stage cannot be very far from a 1:1. A simple model for the amount of sex dif-

ferential mortality in utero needed to get from a given primary to a given secondary

sex proportion can readily be constructed. Let the primary and secondary sex

proportionsbe y, : x, and yz : x,, respectively, where y, + x, = y2 + xX, = 1. Then,

given that the proportions of males and females surviving to term are 1 — m and

1 — f, respectively,

 

 

(1 —m)y,
y= , (10.1)
? (d—m)y,+U0—-f)x,

If, for example, y, = 4, then we have, from equation 10.1,

1 — m 1 — Vi

= , (10.2)
1—f V1

If we now assumea relatively high primary sex ratio, such as 130: 100, y, = 0.565

and so (1 — m)/(1 — f) = 0.77. Thus, if, for example, f= 0.1, which implies a 10
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percent loss of fertilized female zygotes during gestation, m = 0.31; if f= 0.3,

which is perhaps a morerealistic value, m = 0.54. In either case, the excess mortality

of males over females has to be very large. There certainly does not seem to be any

compelling evidence to substantiate such high primary sex ratios, and the corres-

ponding extremesof sex-differential in utero mortality they would imply.

The secondary sex ratio decreases significantly with increasing parental age.

The decrease in the secondary sex ratio with increasing parental age, could have

three primary components: (1) an effect of father’s age, (2) an effect of mother’s age,

and (3) an effect of parity, or birth order. An examination ofthe effect of variation

in each of these three variables, in turn, while keeping the other two constant,

reveals their relative importance. Using multiple regression analysis, Novitski and

Kimball (1958) showed that the only clearly significant factor was birth order.

There was, however, also an unexplained second-order interaction between birth

order and father’s age. The relation between parental age, birth order, and sex

proportion is illustrated in Figure 10.11. The cause of the decrease, which though

significant is quite small, is unknown. It seems mostlikely to be related to changes

in in utero sex-differential mortality with birth order, similar to those observed for

anencephaly and spina bifida. As mentioned in Chapter 9 these congenital mal-

formations are known to show striking variations in incidence with a number of

socioeconomic parametersthat might well interact with birth order. Once again, we

see how difficult it is to interpret variations in the sex ratio.

Genetic control of the sex ratio at birth could occur either through control of the

primary sex ratio or through subsequent sex-differential mortality.

A single gene causing males to produce almost only female offspring has been

described in Drosophila. It is associated with a chromosomal abnormality that

interferes with male meiosis and spermatogenesis in such a way as to produce only

X-bearing functional sperm (Sturtevant and Dobzhansky, 1936). A striking case

of abnormal segregation ratios for an autosomal gene in the mouse, the T-locus,

has been extensively investigated by Dunn and colleagues (1956). Males hetero-

zygousfor certain mutantt-alleles at this locus, which are lethal when homozygous,

transmit the mutantallele to their offspring much more frequently than the normal

allele. The extent of this segregation distortion varies from one ¢ allele to another.

The only clear-cut case of segregation distortion, or meiotic drive, in man involves

the D-21 translocation that is implicated in a certain proportion of cases of Down’s

syndrome. Here D refers to a human D-group chromosomeand 21 to the chromo-

some that, when trisomic, causes Down’s syndrome. Normal carrier males, with
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A: A plot of the sex proportion at birth oflive offspring as a

function of the age of the mother (solid line) and as a function of

the age of the father (dashed line) without correcting for the

correlation between the ages of the spouses. B: A plot of the sex

proportion at birth of live offspring as a function of the birth

order. (A and B From Novitski and Sandler, 1956.)

the constitution D-21, D, 21 rarely transmit the D-21 combinationto their offspring,

since the frequency of D-21, D, 21, 21 Down’s syndrome amongtheir offspring is

is about ‘5 of that expected, but when the female parentis the translocation carrier

it is approximately 4, as expected (zygotes with only one chromosome21 presumably

die; Penrose and Smith, 1966). These examples clearly show that it is possible to

have genetic variation affecting a segregation ratio. There are, however, no un-
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equivocal examples in man of genes that affect the sex ratio. There are one or two
striking examples in the literature of unisexual pedigrees extending over several

generations, which,if valid, do suggest the existence of sex-ratio genes like those in

Drosophila (see Stern, 1960). A statistical study by Slater in 1943 suggests that sex

ratios tend, to a very slight extent, to run in families but no further studies have been

carried out to confirm this observation.

Some indication of a possible disturbance in the primary sex ratio, possibly due

to meiotic drive resulting in overproduction of Y sperm, comes from the observation

of an unusually high sex proportion in one population, the Koreans (somewhat

above 0.53). There is the important additional information that Korean fathers, in

interracial crosses in Hawaii (Mortonet al., 1967), also have a high sex proportion

among their progeny (0.5308), just significantly different (at the 5 percent level)

from the rest of the population. Korean mothers show no difference, ruling out

effects of sex-differential mortality in utero.

The most extensive studies on genetic variation of the human sex ratio are based on

statistical analyses of the secondary sex proportion in pooled sibships.

Such analyses, of course, cannot distinguish variation in the primary sex ratio

from that due to differences in sex-differential mortality in utero. If there is no

variation in sex ratio between sibships, the distribution of sex ratios in families of

given size should fit precisely the binomial distribution. The expected proportion

of families of size n with r males and n — r females is then

apyr
rina nyi?! p)"",

where p is the observed overall proportion of males (see Appendix I).

Genetic variation between sibships leads to a distribution whose variance is

larger than that of the binomial. It can be shown that the expected variance in the

numberof males in families of size n is np(1 — p) + n(n — 1)o* , where p is now the

mean proportion of males and o° the variance in this proportion between families

(see Example 10.1). Presumptive evidence for nonzero O°, and so for genetic

variation in the sex ratio, can thus be obtained by comparing the observed variance

in sex ratio with that expected assuming a binomialdistribution.

Variation in the sex ratio within families, for example as a function of birth order,

leads to an expected variance that is less than the binomial variance. It can be

shown (see Example 10.1, b) that the expected variance in the numberof males for

families of size n is np(1 — p) — ne , where now 6%is the variance between p values

within families. Thus, variation within families reduces the expected variance, while

variation between families increases it. As A. W. F. Edwards (1960a—seealso 1962)
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has pointed out, these two effects may well cancel each other out, so that a com-

parison of the observed variance with the binomial will be uninformative unless

there is a significant deviation, in one or the other direction. Since there is known to

be variation in sex ratio with parity, it could be argued that a strictly binomial

variance is evidence for variation between families in an amountjust large enough

to cancel the variation within them. However, such negative evidenceis clearly not

very convincing.

Most statistical analyses of sex-ratio data are essentially in agreement with a

binomial variance.

One of the most frequently analyzed bodies of data on the sex ratio wascollected

by Geissler (1889) who, as a registrar in Saxony, collected information on more

than four million births over the period 1876-1885. A plot of the observed frequ-

encies of males and females in families of twelve children compared with the binom-

ial expectation is shown in Figure 10.12. The expectations were obtained bycal-

culating the terms of the binomial for n = 12 and p = 0.5147676, which is the

overall observed sex proportion in Geissler’s data. The fit seems to be very good,

though the small deviations from expectation are, in fact, significant.
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A careful reanalysis of Geissler’s data by A. W. F. Edwards (1958) suggested an

approximate variance of the sex proportion between families of 0.0025. Therestill,

however, remains an unexplained negative correlation between the sexes of suc-

cessive births. Analyses of other bodies of data have given conflicting results. One

based on the families of 5477 Swedish Protestant ministers, fits the binomial distri-

bution precisely with no evidence for any variation in sex ratio between families

(Ewards and Fraccaro, 1958). Two otherrelatively large bodies of data have shown

significant, though unexplained, positive correlations between the sexes of succes-

sive births, in contrast to the negative correlations found in Geissler’s data (see

Edwards, 1962).

Family planning has no effect on the sex ratio.

As long as the sex of each birth is independently determined, no degree of birth

control, even if directly related to the desire for male or female offspring, can

change the overall population sex ratio.

Family planning in relation to sex can, however, affect the distribution of the

sequences of births, and thus the apparentcorrelation between successive births.

Suppose, for example, that all couples continued to produce children until they

had just one male offspring, and then stopped. The only possible sequences of the

sex of offspring, writing M for male, F for female, would be M, FM, FFM,...(F),M

with probabilities p, (1 — p)p, (1 — p)*p,...(1 — p)"p, respectively, where p is the

probability of a male birth, This distribution is called the geometric distribution

(see Appendix I). Note that

DPp=PL py =pra=I

The mean family size is given by

¥ (n+ YL p)"p pa =-— P)"P=PG=~-,
n=0 pp

since

As there is just one male in each family, the mean sex proportion being the mean

number of males divided by the mean family size, is 1 + 1/p = p, the probability of
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a male birth, as expected. This family pattern, however, clearly imposes a strong
correlation on the sexes of successive births.

Analysis of birth-sequence data suggests the existence of significant birth-control
effects. Data on the sex sequenceofthefirst two children, separated according to
whether there were only two or more than two children in the family, are shown

TABLE 10.3

Frequency with which Procreation is Continued after

the Birth of Two Children, by Sequences According to Sex

 

 

 

Proportion
Sequence of Complete Incomplete Total Continuing

First Two Children Families Families Procreation

MM 4,400 9,152 13,552 0.6753

MF 4,270 8,327 12,597 0.6610

FM 4,633 8,249 12,882 0.6404

FF 4,218 8,619 12,837 0.6714

Total 17,521 34,347 51,868 0.6622

 

Fortesting difference between complete and incomplete families

x3 = 42.86*** <0.01%
 

Source: From A. W. F. Edwards (1966).

in Table 10.3. The two patterns differ very significantly, though only by small

amounts. Parents whosefirst two children are FM areleastlikely to continue having

children, while parents whose first two children are both male or both female are

mostlikely to continue. This pattern seems to persist with larger families. When

the sequence of the latest pair is FM, then the family is least likely to continue

procreation (A. W. F. Edwards, 1966).

In spite of all the complicating factors influencing sex-ratio data analysis, Edwards

is of the opinion thata positive correlation doesexist, at least in some cases, between

the sexes of the successive children. No clear-cut evidence, however, exists for be-

tween family variation in the sex ratio. For some reason it seems that the sexes of

successive children born alive are slightly more likely to be the same than different.

The opposite possibility was predicted by Renkonen and others (1962), who

suggested that sperm carrying the Y chromosome, may somehow immunize the

mother against Y-determined antigens and so make her morelikely to reject sub-

sequent fertilization by a Y-bearing sperm. There is, however, no experimental

evidence for this phenomenon (see McLaren, 1962). The sperm’s phenotype seems

to be almost exclusively a function of the male donor’s diploid genotype. This

presumably explains, at least in part, why segregation-ratio distortion is probably

a rare phenomenon.
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Disturbances in the secondarysex ratio related to mother-child ABO blood-group

combinations have been reported (Cohen and Glass 1956, 1959; Allan 1959). These

ABOeffects are, however, most likely to be a function of interaction between ABO

types and in utero survival (see Chapter 5). Attempts to demonstrate segregation of

A and B antigens on sperm from an ABindividual have not given clear-cut results.

It seems likely that A and B substances may be adsorbed onto sperm from the

seminal fluid in an analogous wayto adsorption of Lewis substances onto redcells

from the serum (see Race and Sanger, 1968).

It has been claimed, though not confirmed, that X- and Y-bearing sperm from

rabbits and cattle, can be partially separated by electrophoresis (Gordon, 1957).

Possibly a difference in density resulting from the smaller size of the Y chromo-

some could provide the basis for physical separation of X- and Y-bearing sperm.

Sooner or later this purely technical problem will be solved permitting, through

artificial insemination, the determination, at will, of the sex of a desired child (see

also Chapter 12).

Recessive X-linked lethal genes should affect the secondary sex ratio, since they

eliminate males while havinglittle or no effect on the viability ofheterozygousfemales.

The neteffect of recessive X-linked lethal genes, therefore, should be to decrease

the secondary sex ratio. However, since recessive lethals are exposed to selection in

males as if they were dominant, they are maintained in the population in much

lower proportions than are recessive lethal genes on the autosomes (see Chapters 3

and 4). The effect of recessive X-linked lethals on the sex ratio is, therefore, likely

to be very small.

The frequency of females heterozygous for a recessive X-linked lethal, H,, is

equal to half the frequency of the heterozygous females in the previous generation,

H,, plus the genes formed by new mutations in the gametesat the rate y,, for males

and yu, for females. Thus

H
H, => tom + y- (10.3)

At equilibrium, H, = Hp = H,and, so, from the above,

Assuming equal mutation rates in the two sexes, females carrying lethals should,

therefore, have an equilibrium frequencythat is four times the mutation rate. This

must be the total mutation rate for all genes that can mutate to lethals on the

X chromosome. Homozygous females occur with negligible frequencies. Males
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carrying the lethals, M, occur with half the frequency of heterozygous females,

plus the new mutant genes formed in female gametes. Thus

H

They will therefore, at equilibrium, be three times as frequent as the mutation rate

fu, assuming LL, = LU, = pL. These results are based on the assumptions of complete

penetrance and complete recessiveness (in females) for the lethals. Otherwise,

equilibrium frequencies would be higher.

It has been suggested that the excess of male over female deaths (for example,

amongstillbirths) might be dueto sex-linked lethal mutations. Little is known about

the causes of death amongstillbirths, mainly because the tissues of the dead fetus
undergo extensive maceration before they become available for analysis. However,
enough is known, for example, about purely maternal causes, such as the effect of
mother’s age, and about socioeconomiceffects, to makeit unlikely that much of the
stillbirth mortality can be due to purely genetic causes. The excess of male over
female deaths amongthestillbirths gives, therefore, only an upper limit to the
effect of X-linked lethals on the sex ratio. The male proportion amongstillbirths,
for example in Italy (1930-1952) was 0.5513, compared with 0.5135 amonglive
births. Stillbirths constituted 3.105 percent ofall births (see Cavalli-Sforza, 1962a
and b). From Equation 10.5, assuming the sex-ratio difference between live births
and stillbirths is all due to X-linked lethals, the mutation rate should be 4 of
0.03105 x (0.5513 — 0.5135)—this being the number of males eliminated by sex-
differential mortality—thatis, 0.00039. The X chromosomeis about 5 percent of the
whole genome. Thus, assuming that mutability is the same in all chromosomes, the
total genomic mutation rate to lethals per generation would have an upper bound
of 0.0078. Allowing for the possibility of incomplete penetrance would increase this
estimate.

The contribution from recessive lethals to the total variance of the primary sex
ratio is boundto be small. Offspring from mothers heterozygousfor a lethal should
have a sex proportion of 4 instead of 4. Their frequency is four times the mutation
rate, and thus the variance due to the presence of families segregating for recessive
lethals can be computed from

(1 — 4u)(4)? + 4u(4)? — [U — 4u)3 + 4uQ)7? ~ >:

ignoring terms in yp”. With a mutation rate as computed above, the contribution to
the variance is 0.00039/9 ~ 0.00004. The observed variance given by Edwards was
0.0025, and thus sex-linked lethals can be responsible for only a very small fraction
of the total variance.
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Sex-ratio variation with the age of the mother, and with those of the maternal

grandparents, may provide an estimate of the accumulation ofmutant genes with age.

Changes in the frequency of production of X-linked lethals with age, expected,

for example, if mutation rates increase with age, might be expected to result in

detectable changes in the secondary sex ratio as a function of age. In view of the

manyfactors already discussed that can lead to a correlation between parental age

and sex ratio, Cavalli-Sforza (1962a and b) initiated a study on the relation between

a grandfather’s age at the birth of his daughters andthe sex ratio of the offspring

produced by his daughters. The daughters carry any X-linked recessives produced

by their fathers in the heterozygous state (and so themselves are unaffected), so

that, on the average, the mutantalleles will be transmitted to 50 percent of their

sons. If the mutation rate increases with parental age, then the secondarysex ratio

should decrease with increasing age of the maternal grandfather. This approach to

searching for age effects on X-linked lethal mutation rates has, unfortunately,

producedinconsistent results. An initial analysis on a 1/200 random sample of the

Italian population collected by a special questionnaire gave nosignificant correla-

tion between the sex ratio of live births and maternal grandfathers’ age at birth of

the daughter.It did, however,give a significant correlation, in the expected direction,

between the sex ratio ofstillbirths and grandparental age (increase in sex ratio with

increasing grandparental age) (Cavalli-Sforza, 1962a). An analysis by Krehbiel

(1966), based on Minnesotafetal-death certificates, also gave a significant effect of

grandparental age onstillbirths. The two estimates of increased mutation rate with

age were in reasonable agreement. However, a larger sample than either of these

obtained from Italian birth certificates for the year 1960 gave nosignificant cor-

relations and wasactually in significant disagreement with the earlier investigations

(Cann and Cavalli-Sforza, 1962a). This last result is in line with the negative finding

of age effects on mutation rate for two sex-linked recessives in man, which we have

already mentioned (see Chapter 3). It seems possible that the geographicstratifi-

cation of the sex ratio amongstillbirths observed in Italy, which is probably due to

socioeconomic stratification, in conjunction with socioeconomic stratification of

age at marriage, may be responsible for the discrepancies. As no wayto correct for

these effects has yet been devised, the problem still remains, at the present time,

an open one.

Ionizing radiations may influence the sex ratio, probably by inducing sex-linked

recessive lethals.

A problem of considerable practical importance is genetic damage dueto ionizing

radiations. The average exposure of the human population is sufficiently small to
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cause no great concern, but some segments of the population are subject to heavier-

than-average exposure (see also Chapter 12).

The expectation is that the sex ratio of the offspring of irradiated mothers would

be lower than that amongthe offspring of mothers who had not beenirradiated,

because of the induction of sex-linked recessive lethals, which would cause some of

the male fetuses to be inviable. The sex ratio amongchildren of irradiated fathers

might be altered in either direction. The possibility of radiation-induced sex-

chromosomeaberrations may also complicate the picture. An extensive study was

carried out by Neel and Schull (1956) on the survivors of the Hiroshima and

Nagasaki atomic bomb explosions. Theyfailed tofind statistically significant effects

on the sex ratio (or on the other genetic indicators employed) of the progeny of

exposed individuals.

10.7. Natural Selection and the Sex Ratio

The action of naturalselection on the sex ratio cannot be treated in the same way

as its action on other genetic differences, since the selective consequences of the prod-

uction by an individual of offspring in a given sex ratio must take into account the

prevailing sex ratio in the population, and since all matings must involve a male and a

female, whateverthe relative viabilities of the two sexes might be.

The selective value attached to productionof offspring with a given sex ratio must

be a function of the reproductivity of the offspring. Unless there exists some genetic

variation in the sex ratio, however, natural selection can, of course, have no effect

on the sex ratio.

The advantages of sexual reproduction are, in general, advantages conferred on

whole populations, and not on individuals. Presumably, those populations that

have evolved a sexual dimorphism are the ones mostlikely to survive and succeed.

The genetic changes within the population may to a large extent have evolved

independently of the selection among populations. Restricting our attention, for

the time being, to selection for a given sex ratio, there are therefore twolevels at

which the problem of the action of natural selection on the sex ratio can be dis-

cussed. First, what is the explanation for the attained sex ratio within any given

population, and second, what types of mechanisms mightbe responsible for popula-

tions with a given sex ratio being more successful than those with a different sex

ratio. It seemslikely that with respect to the sex ratio, selection within a population

is more important and weshall discussthisfirst.

Fisher in 1930 laid the basis for the analysis of the action of natural selection on

the sex ratio within populations. Formal mathematical developments of Fisher’s

approach were later given by Bodmer and Edwards (1960) and Kolman (1960).

The fact that males and females contribute equally to the next generation, whatever

the prevailing sex ratio, must be an essential feature of any such theory. Fisher’s
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approach depends on taking into account the “parental expenditure’’ of effort

involved in rearing offspring to maturity.

This expenditureis a function of the time and energythat parents spend in rearing

their offspring to maturity, and so dependsat least in part on the mortality of

offspring during the period when the expenditure is made. There maybe a differen-

tial expenditure ofeffort on different genotypes. Thus,if, for example, one genotype

consistently tends to die early, the expenditure involved in rearing an offspring of

this genotype to maturity would be greater than average, though the average ex-

penditure per child conceived would be less than average. A mating tending to

produce an excess of such genotypes would, on the average, produce fewer mature

offspring. The fitness of a mating, which is measured by the numberof offspring

surviving to reproduce, is thus inversely proportional to the expenditure required

to rear offspring to maturity. Given that there may be a differential expenditure

with respect to the sexes, the fitness attached to production of a given sex ratio is a

function of both the relative fitnesses of individual male and female offspring and,

the relative parental expenditures in rearing them. Weshall follow here the approach

of Bodmer and Edwards (1960).

Consider first the selective advantage attached to reproduction with a given

primary sex proportion. Suppose that the mean primary sex proportion in a popula-

tion is X, and in a given part of the population is x. Let the proportion of male

offspring surviving to reach sexual maturity (that is, surviving throughout the period

of parental expenditure) be M in the whole population and m in that part of the

population producing offspring in the sex proportion x, and let the corresponding

proportions of females be F andf.

Now consider the average fitness of an individual at the moment whenparental

expenditure on his or her behalf has just ceased. Because the total numberof genes

contributed to the next generation by all males equals that contributed by all

females, the average fitness of a male is inversely proportional to the number of

males at that stage in the whole population, or proportional to 1/XM.Similarly,

the average fitness of a female is proportional to 1/(1 — X)F. Thus the average

fitness of the offspring of an individual whose whole progeny has the sex ratio x is

given by the mean of these values weighted by the proportions of the two sexes

living at the end of the period of parental expenditure, and so is proportional to

 

xm (1—-x)f

XM (1—-X)F
xm+ (1—x)f_

If we now write xm/[xm + (1 — x)f] =’, the sex proportion at the end of the

period of parental expenditure, or effectively the tertiary sex proportion, and

XM/[XM + (1 — X)F] = X’, then the abovefitness is proportional to

(1 —- X)+ (1 — x)XxX’.
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We nowfind the expression for the average parental expenditure required to

raise one child to the end of the period of parental expenditure in the ‘x’ part of

the population. Suppose, for simplicity, that the expected total expenditure on a

child is proportional to the probability of its surviving to the end ofthe period.

This assumes that children dying before the end of the period incur a negligible

expenditure compared with those who survive. This is likely at least, in man, since

most deaths occur in pregnancy, at a time when the parental expenditure is small.

Let the expected expenditure on a male child surviving to maturity relative to that

on a female child surviving to maturity be h to 1 — h. Then the expected relative

expenditure on a male child is mh and on a female f(1 — h). The average expendi-

ture per child conceived is therefore proportional to xmh + (1 —x)f(1 — A).

Dividing this by the probability of a child’s living to the end of the period of paren-

tal expenditure, the average expenditure required to raise one child to the end of

that period, as a function of the primary sex proportion x, is proportional to

xmh + (1 — x)f(1 — h)

xm+(1—x)f
 

Substituting for x’ as before gives x’h + (1 — x’)(1 — A).

The fitness per unit of parental expenditure in the ‘x’ part of the population is,
therefore, proportional to

_ x1 X’) + (1 — xX’
— xh+1—x)\1—h) *
 (10.6)

This expression is a measure of the relative selective advantage attachedto repro-
duction with particular sex and parental expenditure ratios. Note that when
x’ = 1—h, R =1 for all values of x’.

The rate of change of R with respect to the individual tertiary sex proportion
x’ IS

dR 1—h—X'

dx’ (vh+(1—x)—hy
 (10.7)

Thus, if X’ is less than 1 — A large values of x’ are at an advantage and Y’ moves
towards 1 — hin the next generation; if X’ is greater than 1 — h small values are at
an advantage, and X’ again moves towards 1 — h.

The population is therefore at a stable equilibrium when the mean sex ratio at the
end of the period of parental expenditure, X', is 1 —h, and all sex ratios are then
equally advantageous, and we then have X'h = (1 — X')(1 — h), which gives “Fisher’s

Law,” that at equilibrium, the expenditures for a child of each sex are equal.
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It is important to note that this equilibrium refers to the sex proportion X’at the

end of the period of parental expenditure, and not to the primary sex proportion

or the sex proportion at birth. The selective advantage R also depends only on the

tertiary sex proportions x’ and X’, so that allowing for variation in x’ takes into

account both variation in the primary sex proportion andin the differential mortal-

ity during the period of parental dependence. For mostspecies it is likely that the

major part of any differences between the two sexes in parental expenditure depends

on differential mortality, and not on any differential demands that the young make

on their parents. The quantity h, which is a measure of the latter more-restricted

part of the differential expenditure, may therefore be expected to remain constant

and near to the value one-half. We have thus shownthat, subject to the assumptions

of our model, natural selection tends to maintain the sex proportion within a

population at the end of the period of parental expenditure near the value one-half.

This is in agreement with the observed numerical equality of the sexes in man in the

age group 15-20 years.

Assuming complete genetic determination of the ability to produce with a given

sex ratio, Bodmer and Edwards have shown that the population variance in the sex

proportion V, changes very slowly and that the rate of change in the sex proportion

depends directly on V.

Morespecifically, if the equilibrium tertiary sex proportion is 1 — h: h, then it

can be shown, as an approximation that (see A. W. F. Edwards, 1963)

rx’—(1 A] =[X——A][l — VAC — A)]~?. (10.8)

writing Y = X — (1 —/h), the departure of the population’s tertiary sex proportion

from its equilibrium value, and iterating Equation 10.8 gives

Y,= Yo _aaa (10.9)

or, if V is small,

Vi,
Y,, = Yo exp| - anipFl (10.10)

as an approximation of the expected change in sex proportion after n generations.

Therate of approachto equilibrium is V/[2h(1 — h)]* and has a minimum of 4V for

given V, when h = 4. In this case, from Equation 10.10, Y,, will decrease by a factor

e = 2.718 in approximately 1V generations. For example, on these assumptionsif

V = 0.0025, as estimated by Edwards from Geissler’s data, it would take 100

generations or about 2000 years to change the humantertiary sex proportion from

0.5200 to 0.5074. This is, moreover, likely to be an underestimate both because V

may well be less than 0.0025 and because the model of completely determinate
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inheritance of the sex ratio maximizes the possibilities of genetic change. Changes

in the sex ratio of human populations due to natural selection are undoubtedly

much too slow to be detected in ourlifetime. They are, in any case, masked by the

effects of changing hygienic conditions, family sizes, sex-differential mortality, and

stillbirth rates.

Interpopulation selection with respect to the sex ratio, if it exists, probably depends

on mechanisms completely different from those we have discussed thus far, which

apply only to intrapopulation changes.

Three mechanismsfor interpopulation selection with respect to the sex ratio have

been suggested.

1. The reproductive potential of most sexually reproducing populations is

limited by the number of females they contain. Thus, for a given total population

size, the intrinsic rate of population increase might be expected to increase with

decreasing sex ratio.

2. If encounter between the sexes occurs at random, the maximum probability of

encounter between members of opposite sex is for a sex proportion of one-half.

Attempts have been made to construct quantitative models having fixed total re-

sources for reproduction, whose utilization must be maximized, while assuming

random collisions between gametes as the basis for reproductive unions. The

developmentof ways to recognize the opposite sex for mating purposes would seem

to be a more efficient way to mate, and the one that is generally found in nature.

A moreinteresting problem is why male and female gametesdiffer so greatly in size.

This aspect of sexual differentiation is related to the developmental needs of the

fertilized zygote coupled with maximization of the probability of a sexual union

achieving fertilization. Economic arguments are probably relevant here. They

suggest that the greatest reproductive efficiency must have been achieved through

specialization ofreproductive functions leading to sexual differentiation (see Kalmus

and Smith, 1960; and Scudo, 1967).

3. A further mechanism that has been suggested (Kalmus and Smith, 1960)

to make a 1: 1 sex ratio advantageous for a population is that this maximizes the

effective population size for given total population size, and thus minimizes drift

and inbreeding effects (see Chapter 7).

The fact that in polygamousspecies one male can provide adequate reproductive

material for many females suggests that if interpopulation selection occurs, then

mechanism (1) must be more important than (2) or (3) (see A. W. F. Edwards,

1960b). Since in such species, (which include man,at least under primitive condi-

tions) the sex ratio at birth does not seem to differ widely from 1 : 1, it follows that

the intrapopulation selective mechanism must predominate over interpopulation

selection, forcing all populations to approximate equality of the sexes.
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10.8 The Evolution of the Sexual Dimorphism

Sexual reproduction, as pointed out by Muller and Fisher in the 1930's, greatly

accelerates the rate of evolution by facilitating the accumulation in a single individual

of different, independently occurring, advantageous mutations.

This feature of sexual dimophism is undoubtedly responsible for its evolution.

The advantages of sexual reproduction relate to the population as a whole. Given

an asexual and a sexual population competing on equal terms, the more rapid

responseof the latter to prevailing selection pressures madepossible byits greater

potential rate of evolution would ensure its replacing the asexual population.

Fisher went so far as to suggest that sex was the only major attribute whose

evolution depended almost entirely on inter-, rather than intrapopulationselection.

In order to understand why evolution in sexual populationsis accelerated, it must

be contrasted with evolution in asexual populations. Two different advantageous

mutations in an asexual population can only beincorporated into a single individ-

ual, and so into the population, if one of the mutations occurs in a descendent of

an individual in which the other occurred. In a sexual population, on the other hand,

the two mutations can be brought together in the same individual by recombination.

The relation between the rate of formation of individuals carrying two advantage-

ous mutant genes by double mutation in a single line and that by recombination be-

tween single mutant genes depends on the frequencies of the single mutant genesin

the population. The rate of formation by recombination is, however, nearly always

faster by a factor of at least two. When multiplied over manyloci, the rate of forma-

tion of new combinations by recombination must be orders of magnitude greater

than the rate achievable by sequential mutation. Muller (1958) has aptly character-

ized this difference as a contrast between evolution in series and evolution in parallel.

A schematic diagram of this contrast, taken from a paper by Crow and Kimura

(1965) and following an earlier suggestion by Muller (1932),is illustrated in Figure

10.13. In the asexual population, the accumulation of the mutant genes takes place

in the sequence A > AB > ABC,eachstep involving essentially complete incorpora-

tion of the new combination into the population. Mutational events out of this

sequence, such as C, B, or AC,are lost. In the sexual population, on the other hand,

the single mutant genes A, B, and C are recombined stepwiseinto the final product

ABC, without the need to wait for complete sequential replacement of one combina-

tion by another.

Weshall now analyze a simple two-gene model thatillustrates the different rates

of evolution in sexual and asexual population. We consider a haploid population,

since haploidy must have been the condition under which sexual reproduction

evolved, diploidy being essentially a consequence of sex. Let a and b represent the

prevailing alleles at two loci and A and B the corresponding new advantageous
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FIGURE 10.13

Evolution in sexual and asexual polulations. (From Crow

and Kimura, 1965.)

alleles. For simplicity we assume complete symmetry with respect to A and B, so that

genotypes Ab and a@Bbothinitially occur with equal frequencies x, and haveselective

advantages 1 +s relative to 1 for ab. We assumefurther that the mutation rates

a-—A and b-—B are both uw. Consider now the situation in which the double

mutant genotype has not yet arisen and genotypes Ab and aB both have frequency
Xo. Weshall calculate the approximate average numberof generations needed to
produce one individual of type AB, assuming in turn sexual and asexual reproduc-
tion and using an approach originally suggested by Muller (1964). Under both
assumptions, since x» is presumably very small, and the frequency of ab nearly 1,
almost all matings involving genotypes Ab and aB are Ab x ab and aB x ab. The
approximate frequencies of Ab and aBafter n generations are therefore, (1 + s)"xq.
If the population size is N and the recombination frequency between the locir,
then the average number of AB individuals produced by recombination in the ith
generation, assuming random mating,is

2x6(1 + 5)?! x dr x N

(frequency of mating (probability of (population

Ab x aB) AB offspring) size).

The number of AB individuals produced in n generations is the sum of the above
expression overall values of i from 0 to n. We require the value of n such that this
sum is 1. It can be shown (see Example 10.2; and Bodmer, 1970) that the appro-
priate value of 7 is given by the equation

2

=+ Arto Ty (10.11)
om) log(i + s)
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The average numberofAB individuals produced by mutation in the ith generation

1S

2x,(1+s)'x px N,

since mutation can occur either in Ab or aB. Summing, as before, over i gives the

numberof generations n required on the average to produce one AB individual by

mutation. It can be shown (see Example 10.2) that 7 is given by

 
S

log(1 +_ 2x5 UN
ji = Son 4, (10.12)

log(1 + s)
 

This treatment, as pointed out by Muller (1964), is only approximate, and works

only if (1 + s)'is not too large. Crow and Kimura (1965) have given a moreprecise

analysis. Our treatment also ignoresthe effects of random drift, in particular with

respect to the probability of survival of new genotypes. From Equations 10.11 and

10.12 we see that

n 2 2n,

depending on whether

S s(2 + Ss)
<32XoUN Nrxo
 

or, aS an approximation,

4
Xz =, (10.13)

assuming s is small. Thus, in particular, when linkage is loose and is nearly 4,

and if x) > 8y, the rate of formation of AB individuals is at least twice as fast in a

sexual population as in an asexual population. Both n and n, as expected, decrease

as s and N increase. The value of i also decreases as yp increases. The value of n,

on the other hand, increases as r, the recombination fraction between the loci,

decreases. Thus, as might be expected, tight linkage between the loci reduces

markedly the rate of evolution by recombination.If thereis initially just one muta-

tion of each type, and consequently only one of each of the genotypes Ab and aB

are present in the population, then x, = 1/N. In this case, from Equation 10.12, ni is

independent of N, and n, from Equation 10.11, is given by

2log( 1 1 y=)
1 r

2 log(1 + s)
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and increases with increasing population size N. Now a > 2nif, as an approxima-

tion,

N<— (10.14)
Su

Recombination thus has a more favorable effect the smaller the population size.

This is because the frequency of the mating Ab x aB depends on the square of the

genotype frequencies, which increase as N decreases. If, for example, x) = 1/N,

s=0.01 and p = 10~° then a is, approximately, 520 generations. When N = 10°

then n is 365, and when Nis 10°, 7 is 480, andisstill less than 7 though not by much.

Actually u here refers to mutation to a specific site within the gene, and so is more

likely to be of the order of 1077 to 10-8. The population size, on the other hand,

refers to that group within which mating caneffectively occur at random, andthis,

even for bacteria, is not likely to be as large as 10’ and is probably much smaller

for most other organisms. Thus, in the majority of cases, x) > 8u, and so the rate

of formation of individuals having the double mutant genotype in sexual popula-

tions is at least twice the corresponding rate in asexual populations. This result

waspredicted by Fisher in 1930, though characteristically without any accompany-

ing analysis. The greater rate of evolution by recombination accumulates geo-

metrically with increasing numbers of genes, resulting in enormous advantages

for organisms having manygenes.

Once the double mutant genotype (AB) has formed, provided there are no

selective interactions between theloci, it evolves independently of the single mutant

genotypes (Ab and aB) in a sexual population. In this case, the rate of increase of

the double mutant genotype is the same in asexual and sexual populations. The

advantage of sex is thus only for the initial rate of production of the type AB and

not for its rate of increase in the population once it has arisen. Maynard-Smith

(1968; see also Crow and Kimura, 1969) has used this fact to counter the ideas

originally put forward by Fisher and Muller concerning the advantage of sexual

reproduction. He suggests a situation in which Ad and aB wereoriginally at a

disadvantage with respect to ab and were maintained at low frequencies by a

mutation-selection balance. Changes in the environment then so improved the

fitnesses of Ab and aB that they came to be advantageous with respect to ab. In

this case, if the original selective disadvantages of the genotypes Ab and aB weret

and a mutation-selection-balance equilibrium had been reached, the frequency of

the double mutant genotype before the change would be approximately p?/t? in

both sexual and asexual populations, and there would be no apparent advantage of

sexual reproduction. However, with u = 107’ to 1078 and tas low as 0.01, p:?/t? is,

at most, 107 *°, making it very unlikely that the double mutant genotype evenexists

in any population, let alone has reached an equilibrium state. The analysis just

given for the rate of formation of the double mutant genotype is, therefore,still
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quite relevant to this situation.Where mechanismsexist that can maintain Ab and

aB at subpolymorphic frequencies, recombination is, of course, even more favorable

as a mechanism for producing the double mutant genotype.The samealso applies

to hybridization between populations in one of which Ab is rare and aB common,

and vice versa in the other.

Muller (1964) and Crow and Kimura (1965) in their analysis of sexual and

asexual rates of evolution ignored the length of time needed for recombining two

mutant genes into the same genotype in a sexual population. They therefore assumed

that all the favorable mutant genes that are produced within the time needed for

one new mutation to be incorporated into an asexual population (essentially

Equation 10.12 with x) = 1/N) could successfully be incorporated into a sexual

population. They then used this numberas the relative advantage of sexual over

asexual reproduction. It would seem from our analysis that their treatment is an

oversimplification that must, in general, overestimate the advantage of sexual

reproduction, especially for organisms with large numbersof genes.

THE INTERACTION BETWEEN SELECTION AND LINKAGE

In Chapter 5 we pointed out that pairs of genes that interact selectively may be

held together on a chromosomeif they are linked closely enough. Recombination

disrupts associations between mutually advantageous genes while increasing the

rate of formation of new advantageous combinations. This duality of the recombin-

ation mechanism was pointed out long ago by Fishe, Darlington, and others.

On the basis of this duality, Muller emphasized that the advantage of sexual repro-

duction would be lost if nonadditive selection interaction between genes were

common.As has already been emphasized,genes that are very closely linked behave

essentially as if they were a section of an asexual organism,as Fisher pointed outin

1930 (see Equation 10.11, when r +0, n > o0). The advantages of both sexual and

asexual systems can therefore, to some extent, be achieved according to the chromo-

somal arrangement of the genes of a sexual organism. The evolution of pairing

between homologues, and subsequent recombination within the chromosome, must

have been anessential part of the evolution of the sexual mechanism since pairing

followed by recombinationis requirediffull advantageis to be taken of the increased

opportunities for recombining mutant genes of different origin.

The duality of the effects of recombinationis nicely illustrated by the following

model, taken from Bodmer and Parsons (1962). Suppose Ab and aB are disadvan-

tageous with respect to ab and are each maintained at equilibrium frequencies y/t

by mutation-selection balance. Suppose further, however, that genes A and B inter-

act in such a way that AB has a fitness 1 + a in comparison with ab. The increase

in the frequency of AB is counteracted by recombination, which leads to a break-

down of AB to the disadvantageous types Ab and aB. When AB israre, almostall
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matings are of the type AB x ab, and the opportunity is thus provided for loss of

AB by recombination at a rate r. The genotype AB increases in frequency only,

therefore,if its selective advantage, 1 + a, is great enough to counteract recombina-

tion breakdownorif, approximately,

 

(l+a)1-—r)>1 (10.15)

or

Oo
r< .

1+a

This result has been proved rigorously by Bodmer and Felsenstein (1967). It pro-

vides the simplest example of a model illustrating an interaction between linkage

andselection. Given selective interaction such that AB is fitter than ab, but Ab and

aB are not, AB only increases in frequency if the two genes are closely enough

linked. In particular from Equation 10.15 the recombination fraction must, ap-

proximately, be less than the selective advantage of AB over ab. Now suppose that

genotype AB has not yet been formed and consider the question: under what condi-

tions will its rate of formation be greater by recombination than by mutation? The

rate of formation of AB by mutationis

2u we
+ xX u=27

The rate of formation by recombination is

2u? _ we

—> X per:N
i
-

Thus the rate of formation by recombination is higher than that by mutation if

r 2
—>-

t>~ ¢

or

r> 2t. (10.16)

Conditions 10.15 and 10.16 limit r to the range

a>r>2t (10.17)

Only if expression 10.17 holds does sexual reproduction favor the production of the

type AB andalso allow it to increase in frequency.

A mixture of sexual and asexual reproduction, as is found in many plants but

only in a few animal species, might seem to offer the best compromise. A new
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advantageous interacting genotype could then reproduce asexually at will without

recombinational breakdowninto less favorable combinations. The sexual mechan-

ism would be held in reserve to produce new genetic changes that might be needed

as the environment changed. It seems, however, from the few animal species that

have dual systems, that the temporary advantages of asexuality are not enough to

be worth the modification of an exclusively sexual system, especially if, as might be

the case for man, this has evolved to an extent at which it infringes on individual

selective values. Perhaps the balance between asexuality and sexuality would be too

unstable. The former, due to its temporary advantage might oust the latter, only to

destroy the potential of the species for future adaptation.

Diploidy, other than for the purpose of gamete formation, is not an inevitable

consequence ofsexual reproduction, though it is widespread among sexual organisms.

Three main reasons have been suggested for the advantage of diploidy over hap-

loidy.

1. In Chapter 3 it was shownthat in diploids, the equilibrium mutational load

for genes conferring somedeleterious effect on the heterozygote is 2u in a random-

mating population, where p is the average mutation rate. In a haploid population

this load is approximately yp, andso is, in general lower than in a diploid population.

Thus diploidy does not protect against the overall deleterious effects of mutation

because, though the heterozygous condition mitigates against the severer conse-

quences of mutations, diploidy allows them to reach higher gene frequencies. How-

ever, if an organism is suddenly converted from haploidy to diploidy with random

mating, much of its mutation load immediately disappears because there will

usually be a normal homologous gene to counteract the effects of deleterious

mutant genes, The load will, of course, eventually reach its new higher equilibrium

value of approximately 2u. Thus, though a change from haploid to diploid offers

no long-term advantage in terms of the mutationalload,it does offer an immediate

advantage (see Muller, 1958). The change in the load is, however, very small even

if it is halved.

2. Diploidy does, however, offer a consistent advantage with respect to mutation

throughits protection against the effects of somatic mutation. The risks of somatic

mutation to the survival of complicated organ structures in higher organisms might

be appreciable in a haploid, but almost negligible in a diploid (Muller, 1958).

3. Many phenomena,suchasheterosis, that maintain genes at high frequencies

in a population depend on diploidy. In general, diploids can maintain a larger

genetic variance in a population and, hence, following Fisher’s fundamental

theorem of natural selection, should be able to evolve at a correspondingly greater

rate.
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Once sexual differentiation has been established, even if relatively ineffectively by a

single gene difference, further-interacting genes that increase the efficiency of the

differentiation will be selectedfor.

These, however, must be kept together as a block and so, as already mentioned,

must be preserved from the effects of recombination. These requirementsfor sexual

differentiation presumably underlie the evolution of the X-Y sex-determination

mechanism. Just enough homology has been preserved between X and Y to ensure

regular synapsis and the orderly distribution of X and Y to the germ cells following

meiosis. Homology with respect to sex differential genes on the X and Y chromo-

somes would lead to recombination between these genes and a consequent break-

down of sexual differentiation. The relative inactivity of the Y is presumably the

result of evolution toward a minimization of other differences between the

sexes than those needed for the maximalefficiency of sexual reproduction. It seems

likely that the evolution of the X-Y difference occurred relatively early in mammal-

ian evolution. A number of authors have commentedon the evidence for homology

of the X chromosome between mammals, which, is, perhaps, an expected conse-

quence of early evolution of the X-Y system. Thus, G6PD is knownto be X-linked

in man, horse, donkey, and European wild hare. Hemophilia is X-linked in man,

dog, and probably also the horse (see Ohno, 1967).
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Worked Examples

10.1. Construction of a modelfor the effect of variation in the probability of a male

birth on the variance in the sex ratio.

Weconsider the following twostatistical problems.

a. Suppose we draw n successive independent samples whose outcomeis either

success or failure, with the probability of success of the ith sample being p;. What

is the expectation and variance of the number of success? Sampling in this way

(not to be confused with the Poisson distribution) is called Poissonian after Poisson,

whofirst considered this problem.

The expectation of success at the ith sample is p; and the variance, from the

variance of the binomial distribution (see Appendix I), is p,(1 — p;). Since the

samples are independent, the overall mean and variance are simply the sums of

their separate components and so are given by

m= » Pi = np (1)

and

v=) p(l — p)=) Pi- d Pi (2)

where p is the mean of the p;. The variance ofthe p; is, by definition,

1
~ (Pi — P)” = op» where) (p; — py” =), Pi — 2p YP: + np” = DI pi — npr.

Thus, substituting in Equation 2, the variance of the number of successes is given

by

v=np— (pi — p) — np?

or

v=np(1 — p)—no-. (3)

This is Jess than the binomial variance by an amount no’, unless p; = p for all i

when a? = (. If we translate samples into births, and successes into males, then
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Equation 3 gives the variance in the expected number of male births in families

of size n, when the probability of a male birth varies with parity.

b. Consider now the following sampling problem, called Lexian after the German

economist Lexis. We take N samples consisting of n trials whose outcomeis either

success or failure, such that, at the ith sample out of the N, the probability of suc-

cess for each ofthe 7 trials is p;. What is the mean and variance of the number of

successes per sample of size n?

The mean from the ith sample is np;. from the binomial distribution. Summing

over the N independent samples, the overall mean is

» np; = nNp,

where p is the mean of the Np; values. The mean per sampleis, therefore,

m = np.

From the binomial distribution, the mean square deviation of the ith sample

from np; is simply the binomial variance np,(1 — p;). However, since the overall

mean is np, the contribution of the ith sample to the variance is

np(1 — p;) + (np; — np)’.

The variance per sample is given by

10= 5, |¥ mt ~ n) + D (np, — np)']. 5)

From Equation 2 and the definition of 07,

» pil — p;) = Np(1 — p) — No;,

where

52 = =Y (p,—p)?,
NT

is the variance of the p;. Substituting into Equation 5 gives

V =np(l — p)+n(n— 1)o3. (6)

This variance is greater than the binomial variance unlessall the p, are equal. Once

again, translating trials into births, successes into males, and nowalso samplesinto

sibships, we see that the variance in the number of males per sibship of size n is

greater than the binomial variance if the probability of male births varies from

one sibship to another.
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A third modification of simple binomial sampling obtainsif trials are made with
a fixed correlation between the results of successive trials. This would be the case,

for example, if having a male offspring predisposed against the next offspring being

a male and similarly for females. The variance would be increased relative to the

binomial variance if the correlation between successive trials were positive and it

would be decreasedif the correlation were negative (see A. W. F. Edwards, 1960a).

10.2. Rates of evolution in sexual and asexual populations.

Weassumethesituation described in Section 10.8, namely twoloci in a haploid

organism with commonalleles a and b andrare alleles A and B. Theselective

advantage of Ab and aB overab is 1 + s, their initial frequencies are x, , the recom-

bination fraction between the loci is r and N is the populationsize.

Then, as before, the average number of individuals having the genotype AB

produced by recombinationin the ith generation, assuming random matingis

2x6(1 + s)74rN. (1)

Werequire the value of n such that the sum of expression 1 for i going from 1 to

N is 1. This is the solution of the equation

n

 

 

Nrxo) (1 +s)? =1. (2)

Since

n (1 4 s)n* _ 1

1 2i — ,

2, | +8) (1+s)?—1

this being a geometric series, Equation 2 gives

s(2 +58(1 4 sn — | 4 we (3)

Taking logarithms of both sides gives the following equation for n, the average

number of generations required to produce one AB individual by recombination:

 

2
log(1 + st =]

_i Nrxo 4 (4)

a9 log(1 +s) °
 

which is Equation 10.11.

The average number of AB individuals produced by mutation in the ith genera-

tion is

2sxo(1 + s)'pN
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since mutation can occureither in Ab or aB. Summing,as above, over 7, the number

of generations, n, required on the average to produce one AB individual by mutation

is given by

2xouN VY (14s) =1.
i=0

Since

ni (1+s)*?-1

1 ‘=dA a) ; ; 

Equation 5 gives

S

2X9 UN
 (1+s)*t=14

Taking logarithmsof both sides of Equation 6, we have

 
S

log(t +
2A= Xo LN _4

log(1 + 5)
 

?

which is Equation 10.12.

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Human Evolution

11.1. Fossil Evidence on the Origin of Man

What is man? Wehave no difficulty in classifying a living being as human or

nonhuman, because the gap between us and ournearest living relatives is large.

A well-knownpaleontologist, G. G. Simpson (1949, 1966) lists twelve anatomical

features by which he thinks a museum curator would always be able to recognize

a specimen of Homo sapiens. Noneofthem is, however, especially striking byitself.

Simpson further lists nine behavioral traits that he believes are unique to man.

Ourslowly developing knowledge of anthropoid apes may well considerably reduce

this list. Thus, recent observations on chimpanzees show that man is not the only

tool-using primate (Goodall, 1965), even though the complexity of tools made by

manis vastly more impressive than that of the tools used by chimpanzees (as far as

we know). Similarly, the most important differentiating feature suggested by

Simpson, language, is also not an absolute one. Recently Gardner and Gardner

(1969) have described a chimpanzee who wasable to learn a simple sign language

and to construct sentences using this language. Our present incapacity to com-

municate with primates leaves some doubtsasto the real extent of the discrepancies

between us and our nonhumanrelatives.
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There is, however, a considerable evolutionary gap between men andapes which

is, to some extent, confirmed by cytological and other observations. Man has 46

chromosomes; anthropoid apes have 48. The paleontological record suggests that

the time available for the evolutionary divergence between man andapesis of the

order of 10 million years, or more. Thereis no direct, fully satisfactory evidence

that matings between man and apesareinfertile, but @ priori this would seem

likely.

The differentiation between living organisms and their assignment to different

species, even to different genera, are usually no problem. When we examine the

paleontological record, however, we are confronted with an essentially continuous

range of variation, which, inevitably, makes classification somewhat arbitrary.

Thus, the recognition of Homo, and Homo sapiens in particular, among our

progenitors in the fossil record is to some extent a matter of taste. Whatever

discontinuity is observed may be mainly a result of the scarcity of available speci-

mens. Discontinuity is magnified by the tendency of discoverers to claim uniqueness

for their ownfinds. A great deal of systematic “splitting” has resulted. The creation

of many newgeneraoffossil primates is probably unwarranted, whatever definition

is adopted for a generic distinction, and has recently been the subject of much

criticism. Attempts to clarify this taxonomic confusion and introduce synthetic

points of view are constructive and welcome (Simons, 1963; Clark, 1964). Not being

experts in the field, we shall give only a short summary of background information

that might be useful for placing human evolution in genetic perspective, using

knownfacts and theories of population genetics.

There is substantial general agreement that bipedal posture, tool making, and

increase in brain size, accompanied by the development of higher intelligence, are

the main features of human evolution. It seems most probable that the develop-

ment of these features was interrelated. Size of the brain is one, very indirect,

measure of intelligence which has the advantage that it can be measured in fossil

specimens. Though it is far from perfect as an index ofintelligence,it is, neverthe-

less, perhaps the most striking parameter of human evolution. Though many

evolutionary developments have taken place in the formation of man, noneis as

important as intelligence for the development of a complexsociety, and withit, ofa

rich culture. Cultural evolution and biological evolution have inevitably interacted

strongly, with results that seem, to us at least, quite remarkable. That man is

uniquein nature has been a creed for most men for a long time, and the suggestion,

made about a century ago, that men are cousinsof the apes,raised violent protest.

Even now,it arouses in most people a strong negative emotional reaction. The

uniqueness of man cannot, of course, be questioned, and is in some respects indeed

striking. All the scientific observations that have been carried out on ournearest

nonhuman cousins in recent times have, however, reduced rather than increased

the gap between man andape.
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The primates can be subdivided as indicated in Table 11.1. The inclusion of

extinct forms in classification inevitably introduces complications. One of the

main aimsof a “natural’’ classification is to be consistent with the fossil record, or

TABLE 11.1

Major Subdivisions ofPrimates

 

Some Important

 

 

 

 

    

Suborder Infraorder Superfamily Family Genera

Prosimli Lemuriformes
(lower primates, (lemurs) Galago
or prosimians) Lorisiformes - Lemur

(lorises) Tarsius
Tarsiiformes Tupaia

(tarsiers)

Cercopithecoidea Macaca
(Old World Papio
monkeys, or Cercocebus
cercopithecoids) Cercopythecus

Catarrhini Pongidae Pan (chimpanzee)
(Old World (apes, pongines, Gorilla

Anthropoidea higher dryopithecines) Pongo (orangutan)
(higher primates primates) Dryopithecus
or simians) i. (extinct)

Hominoidea
(hominoids)

Hominidae Homo
(hominids, or Australopithecus
humanoids, men (extinct)
andallied forms)

Platyrrhini Ceboidea
(New World (New World Cebus
higher monkeys or Ateles
primates) ceboids)  

Source: From Simons (1960).

more accurately, with its most acceptable interpretation. The inevitable gapsin the

fossil record create unavoidable uncertainties, and even a priori it might be argued

that ancestors need notfall exactly into any of the categories created for the classi-

fication of living specimens. A classification, however, may be so tailored as to

accommodate extinct forms. Fossil primates of the last seventy-five million years

have thus been given a place in this classification. A summary of the information

available for fossil primates up to the beginning of the Pleistocene (2-3 million
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years ago) is given in Table 11.2. The genus Homoitself is so defined asfirst to

appear in the late Pleistocene. Some of the presumed “missing links”’ have been

located in fossils dated in the early Pleistocene that have been given the generic name

of Australopithecus (as well as a variety of alternative names). The data available

at the present time are scanty enough that further discoveries may well change the

picture.

It is sometimesstated (e.g., Simons, 1963) that the dryopithecines close the gap

between man andthegreat living apes of Africa and Borneo(gorillas, chimpanzees,

orangutans). The dryopithecines comprise several extinct genera Dryopithecus,

Sivapithecus, Proconsul, and Ramapithecus, and include several other extinct

hominoids of the Pliocene and Miocene that lived in a large area extending from

Africa and Europe to India. If the dryopithecines were the progenitors of both

apes and man, then the split between apes and man must haveoccurredafter the

period in which the dryopithecines lived, which was some time between 25 and 10

million years ago. Finds dated from 10 to 25 million years old in the evolutionary

TABLE 11.2

Partial or Complete Skulls of Tertiary Fossil Primates. Specimens identified,

described or reassigned since 1950 are marked with an asterisk.

 

 

 

 

Epoch and Approx.
Years Since Genus Group Continent
Beginning

Pliocene Dolichopithecus cercopithecoid Europe

1.2x10’ Libypithecus cercopithecoid Africa

Mesopithecus cercopithecoid Europe, Africa

Oreopithecus* hominoid Europe

Miocene Cebupithecia* ceboid S. America

2.6 x 10’ Pliopithecus*

[Epipliopithecus| hominoid Europe

Dryopithecus

[Proconsul] hominoid Africa

Progalago* lorisiform

prosimian Africa

Komba* lorisiform

prosimian Africa

Mioeuoticus* lorisiform

prosimian Africa

Oligocene Fayum frontal*

4.0x10’ [ ?Apidium] catarrhine Africa

Rooneyia* prosimian N. America

Aegyptopithecus* hominoid Africa
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Eocene Adapis prosimian Europe

6.0 x 107 Anchomomys prosimian Europe

Cynodontomys* prosimian N. America

Hemiacodon* prosimian N. America

Microchoerus prosimian Europe

Microsyops* prosimian N. America

Nannopithex* Europe

[Pseudoloris|

Necrolemur advanced

prosimian Europe

Notharctus prosimian N. America

Phenacolemur* prosimian N. America

Pronycticebus prosimian Europe

Protoadapis*

[Megatarsius]| prosimian Europe

Pseudoloris advanced

prosimian Europe

Smilodectes*

[Aphanolemur] prosimian N. America

Tetonius adv. prosimian N. America

Paleocene Plesiadapis* prosimian Europe

7.5x107 Palaechthon*

(undescribed) prosimian N. America

 

Source: From Simons (1960).

branch called hominids which leads to Homo, include Oreopithecus, a genus dated

to some 10 million years ago that is believed by mostto be a side branch with respect

to the main branch leading directly to man.

The australopithecines are the immediate antecedents of the genus Homo.

Miocene and Pliocene apes are usually believed to have been arboreal creatures.

Someof them, for example Proconsul, were large enough that they must have spent

mostof their arboreallife, as present-day gorillas do, in the lowerparts ofthe trees,

where branches could moreeasily support their weight, leading otherwise a terres-

trial life. It is not clear when the higher primates madethetransition to a completely

terrestrial life. Gradual deforestation, which left wooded areas separated by

open land may have favored the transition. Clark is responsible for the interesting

speculation that “the evolution of the ground living formsin the ancestry of the

Hominidae wasthe result of adaptations primarily concerned not with the abandon-

mentofarboreallife, but (paradoxically) with an attemptto retain it. For in regions
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undergoing gradual deforestation they would makeit possible to cross intervening

grasslands in order to pass from one restricted and shrinking wooded area to

another.”

Australopithecines comprise a numberofdifferent fossil finds, made over a large

area even larger than that already mentioned for the dryopithecines: from China

and Indonesia to Asia Minor, Central, East, and South Africa. They have been

given, probably on insufficient grounds, a number of different generic names,

Australopithecus being that of the first find (the Taung skull from Bechuanaland).

Other generic names suggested by independent discoverers include: Telanthropus,

Plesianthropus, Paranthropus, and Zinjanthropus. The most interesting finds are

probably those made by the Leakeys(see, e.g., Leakey, 1967) in the Olduvai Gorge

in Tanzania, which have been dated by the potassium-argon technique to some

1.75 million years ago. The inference that the creature whose remains were found in

the Olduvai Gorge was indeed a tool makeris based on the finding of numerous

primitive stone implements in the gorge and the observation that many baboon

skulls associated with the hominid remainscarry evidence of fractures, most prob-

ably caused by well-aimed blows. The name Homo habilis has been suggested for

some of the Olduvai hominids, but there are considerable differences between the

viewsofdifferent authors(see, e.g., Simons, 1968) on the validity of the classification

of these hominids.

Many anatomical features contribute to making Australopithecus nearly human.

Perhaps the most important are those—skull, pelvis, and limb structures—that

suggest a bipedal posture. The size of the brain of Australopithecus, however,

was far from that of Homo, certainly less than 850 cc, its range extending from

450 to more than 600 cc. This, as we shall see, is less than half the size of the

brain of Homo, and not much larger than that of the living apes. It should be

remembered, however, that brain weight cannotbe dissociated from body weight,

the relationship being a complex one.

The genus Homo began at least 500,000 years ago.

Specimens that are now almost universally given a position in man’s genus,

but classified as a distinct species, Homo erectus (formerly called Pithecanthropus

and. Sinanthropus), first appeared approximately 500,000 years ago. Their distribu-

tion is widespreadas is that of their forebears: from Java to China, to Africa (in

a later layer of the Olduvai Gorge and also in Ternifine in Algeria), to Europe

(Heidelberg). Homo erectus has almost double the brain size of Australopithecus,

having a cranial capacity of about 1000 cc. Several other characteristics of the skull,

the limb skeleton, and the dentition still differentiate it, however, from modern

man.

The first specimensclassified as Homo sapiens (according to Clark) date to the
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beginning of the second (Mindel-Riss) interglacial period, namely 200,000 years
ago. Fossils from the last 5|0—100 thousandyearsclassified as Homo sapiens show
no marked difference from present-day man.

It ts believed that Homoneanderthalensis is an extinct species.

During the last period of hominid evolution, another type appeared, called
Homo neanderthalensis, a name derived from the valley of Neanderthal near
Dusseldorf, West Germany,wherethefirst find was located. Homo neanderthalensis
differs from Homo sapiens mainly in the facial skeleton, especially the upper rim
of the orbits, which is much larger than that of Homosapiens, and in its protrusion
(see Figure 11.1). Cranial capacity is large (1300-1600 cc), perhaps even larger than
that of Homo sapiens. Several other differences are noticeable. In general, all the
bones are more coarsely built, giving reconstructions of Homo neanderthalensis
a superficially “simian” look.

Remains that can be assigned to Homo neanderthalensis have been found over
a vast area. Apart from manyfindsin different parts of Europe (England, France,
Spain, Italy, Germany, Croatia) and in Israel (Mount Carmel), there are also

finds from Java and Rhodesia that proved to be rather similar to the European

neanderthaloids. It should be added, however, that the differences between nean-

derthaloid remains and those assigned to Homo sapiens are not very consistent.

Some finds show only some neanderthaloid features, other finds show other

features. Many people consider the two species to be distinct, mostly owing to the

fact that the more recent Homo neanderthalensis specimens, dating from 30,000-

40,000 years ago, differ from Homosapiens more than the earlier ones. Considerable

speculation was raised by the finding in one of two caves near each other on

Mount Carmel of remains assigned to Homo sapiens and in the other remains

assigned to Homo neanderthalensis. The caves may have been inhabited during

somewhat different periods. In another place, however, Krapina in Northern

Croatia, remains from a single site show great variation in shape, ranging almost all

the way from bonestructures characteristic of Homo sapiens to ones characteristic

of Homo neanderthalensis. Perhaps, the specific barrier was really not present and

intercrosses werefertile. The problem of delineating the exact relationship between

Homo neanderthalensis and Homosapiens is not completely solved. An illuminating

discussion can be found in Clark’s (1964) book.

11.3 Paleolithic and Neolithic Man

The time during which the genus Homo evolved has been divided into three
periods, Paleolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic, which are distinguished on the basis
of the sophistication of the stone implements (see Table 11.10) found with fossil



      
   

 

Gorilla vA Australopithecus 500,000-—1,750,000 years

Homoerectus 200,000-—-500,000 years

Pre-Mousterian man 100,000—200,000 years

Early Mousterian man 50,000—100,000 years

 

Modern European

 

FIGURE 11.1

Appearance ofthe skull in a series of fossil hominid types arranged in their temporal sequence.

The antiquity of each type has been estimated by methodsof relative or absolute dating, but

should be regarded as no more than approximate within very broad limits. It is also to be

noted that some of these types over-lapped in time in different geographical regions. The

representation of the genus Australopithecus is based on a skull found at Sterkfontein in South

Africa, Homo erectus on a skull cap and portion of jaws found in Java, pre-Mousterian man on

the Steinheim skull, early Mousterian man on one of the skulls found at Mount Carmelin
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remains. These, in turn, precede the periods in which metal tools came into use.

The endof the Paleolithic coincides approximately with the end of the fourth (and

last) glaciation, some 20,000 years ago. It thus corresponds with the end of the

Pleistocene, the last geological period before the present one. The origin of agricul-

ture is associated with the beginning of the Neolithic period. Present data indicate

that the first signs of human life centering on agriculture date back 10,000 years

(in southwest Asia), but future discoveries may movethis time back in some parts

of the world. The transition cannot have been very abrupt, although agriculture

may have spread quickly. It has not even today, however, spread over the whole

world, as there are still some human communities whose acquisition of food is

almost entirely based on hunting and gathering, as it was for Paleolithic man.

The changing shapes of stone tools during the Paleolithic show an increasing

speed of cultural evolution. Communication between the different parts of the

world was probably not totally absent, considering the similarity of the rates of

biological and cultural evolution in different parts of the world. Some degree of

geographic mobility for man, and even for his remote ancestors, may be the most

likely explanation for the fact that evolution seems to have proceeded almost in

parallel over a very wide area, namely most of the habitable parts of Europe, Asia,

and Africa. It is not necessary to postulate a very high mobility to achieve this

relative uniformity in evolutionary rates.

The increases in the size of the human skull and brain are among the fastest evolu-

tionary processes known, but they were, nevertheless, very slow.

Figure 11.1 summarizes the evolution of the shape of the skull and the state of our

paleoanthropological knowledge. We would like to be able to follow moreclosely

this evolution, and especially that of the capacity of the skull, which is probably

the preservable character mostclosely related to intelligence. It is known from data

on living individuals, however, that even the correlation between cranial capacity

and intelligence is not an extremely close or unvarying correlation.It is easy to list

reasons why this should be so: (1) Cranial capacity is not the sameas brain size;

the latter is smaller. (2) There is a correlation between brain weight and body

 

Israel, and Neanderthal man on a skull found at Monte Circeo in Italy. Inset on the left is

shown, for comparison and contrast, the skull of an adult female gorilla; the numerals indicate

a few of the fundamental characters that, taken in combination, constitute a total morphological

pattern distinguishing the anthropoid ape type of skull from the hominid type of skull. The

characters indicated are (1) The forward projection of the brow ridges well beyond the front end

of the braincase; (2) The low level of the cranial roof in relation to the upper border of the

orbital aperture; (3) The high position of the external occipital protuberance; (4) The steep

slope and great extent of the nuchal area of the occiput for the attachment of the neck muscles;

(5) The relatively backward position of the occipital condyles; (6) Except in advancedstages of

attrition the teeth are not worn down to a flat, even surface; (7) The canines form conical,

projecting, and sharply pointed ‘‘ tusks;” (8) The large size of the incisor teeth; (9) The massive

upper jaw. All the skulls have been drawn to the samescale. (From Clark, 1964.)
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weight. A larger body requires a larger number of nerve cells, or larger cells, or

both, for vegetative life. (3) The folding of the cortex may provide an increased

number of cortical cells without substantially altering brain weight. (4) The

interconnections between cells, and the ability to form interconnections, as well

as a variety of other poorly understood behavioraltraits, can considerably influence

brain performance quite independently of brain size.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that human intelligence is in practically all

respects higher than that of other primates and that brain weightis also higher in

absolute measures, and even more so if properly correlated with body weight.

Thus the gorilla’s body is much heavier than that of a human, but the size of the

gorilla’s brain is only half that of man’s. It is approximately the same as that of

Australopithecus, which was a much smaller creature than the gorilla, somewhat

smaller than man himself.

If we divide the evolution of man into two periods,the first between thefirst dated

Australopithecus and the first dated Homoerectus and the second between thefirst

Homoerectus and the present, we find that in each period there was an increase of

about 50 percent in skull capacity. The first period, however, lasted for more than

a million years, and the second lasted only half a million years. The evolution of

brain size in man turns out to be among the mostrapid, if not the most rapid, of

known evolutionary processes.

It is of interest to consider the evolutionary rate of the human skull in terms of

selection differentials (see Chapter 9). Using a standard deviation of 100 gramsfor

brain weight, the change in the second period (500 grams over 500,000 years, or

25,000 generations), gives a rate of change in units of standard deviations per

generation of 500/(100 x 25000) = 0.0002. With a heritability of 50 percent, this

is an average selection differential of 0.0004 per generation, which is very small

indeed when compared with selection differentials achieved with artificial selection.

The figure of 25,000 for the number of generations in the computation deserves

some comment. For present-day man, the average generation timeis slightly more

than 30 years. In hunters and gatherersit is probably less, perhaps about 25 years.

It may have beenstill less in earlier times, considering that the female chimpanzee,

for instance, has a reproductive period beginning at approximately ten years of

age and endingat 35 (the human female’s reproductive period spans, on the average,

ages 15-45 years). The generation time used in the computation is 20 years.

It is impossible to exclude the possibility that the evolution of the brain was not

gradual and that periods of rapid increase were followed by periods with little or

no change. The fossil record is too limited to exclude this interpretation. The

suggestion that the change was gradualis based onthe fact that if a graph is made,

plotting the increasing brain size in the three available observations against the

time at which the bearers of the brains lived, an approximately straight line can be

drawn. Paleontology also provides other evidence, such as in the evolution of horses,

of a gradualincrease in some character (for example, overall size) over a very long

period of time.
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It is not inconceivable that some important changein body structure that took

place at the beginning of “‘hominization” paved the way for the long period

during which the human brain gradually evolved. This may have beenerect posture,

which permanently freed handsfor specialization in toolmaking. It may also have

been a change in the larynx, permitting vocalization and the development of a

more complex language than any other primate has been able to acquire. Probably

both of these factors, and also other, still unknownfactors each contributed to give

a small but roughly constant selective advantage to increasing brain size and

complexity. As factors such as the two just mentioned developed, a great deal of

later evolution was madepossible, which proceededat the slow pace at which genetic

changesusually take place. Natural changes almost always occur moreslowly than

those due to artificial selection. Probably because of this, the final “plateau,”

namely, the end of response to selection, seems to be less important. The plateau

probably changes during the processitself, because there is time for the appearance

of new variation and the accompanying removalofbarriers against the phenotypic

increase underselection. Since such barriers seem to arise fairly quickly in most

artificial-selection processes, a plateau is reached after only a few generations of

relatively rapid increase.

There are various possible models for hominid evolution.

Systematic analysis of the kinetics of the changes in the evolution of man that

are preservedin fossils is difficult. The genetic basis of the differences is not known.

In any case genetic differences are likely to be mostly polygenic, and therefore less

easily amenable to the more informative types of Mendelian analysis. Little more

can be done than the simple calculations already shown forthe rate of evolution of

the brain. The genetics of bone variation, as judged from knowledge about mice

(Griineberg, 1963) is likely to be especially complex.

There is, however, an important lesson to be learned from the paleoanthropo-

logical data. It would seem that most of our ancestral lines (the dryopithecines,

the australopithecines as well as Homo erectus, Homo neanderthalensis, and

fossil specimens of Homo sapiens) included individuals living over a vast geographi-

calarea. They must, therefore, have been represented by a large numberofindividuals

at any one time, say of the order of hundreds of thousands, or even millions.

Thefossil record has very large gaps, and the numberof specimenson recordis very

small. The possibility that there have at certain times been significant bottlenecks

in population sizes is not, therefore, excluded. What models of hominid evolution

can be visualized, in terms of total population sizes and population movement, over

the large area that we know was occupied by our ancestors?

It would seem that several models are compatible with the available fossil

evidence. We shall examine somepossibilities with a view to gauging the relative

roles of selection and drift.
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1. In accord with a continuous distribution model, man’s ancestors may have

occupied more-or-less uniformly the whole area which at one time was covered

by forest. They may then have adapted to gradual deforestation, thus maintaining

a fairly uniform density. This model assumes a rather low mobility to allow for the

development of local differentiation and adaptation, but, nevertheless, the group

evolves as a whole.

2. Another possible model assumes that a population develops in a relatively

isolated part of the available area, undergoes a demographic explosion, and

invadesthe rest of the area, mixing with the local inhabitants or supplanting them.

This may have happenedrepeatedly, at different times and places.

3. According to a third model, the nomadic habits of hunters and their need to

follow game may have been expressed by the high mobility of relatively small

groups. Such nomadic groups mayoccasionally haveleft splinter groups in various

localities they visited, which then remainedrelatively isolated.

TABLE 11.3

The ABO Groups in Primates

 

Blood Groups

 

   

 

 

 

 

Reactions

of
Species O A B AB_ Totals ofBlood Reactions ofSaliva

Chimpanzee
Pan satyrus 17. «113 0 0 130 As in man All secretors of A-B-H

substances

Orangutans
Pongo pygmaeus 0 22 1 3 26 As in man Among 26 treated, 25

secretors and 1 non-
secretor of A-B—H
substancess

Gibbons
Hylobates lar 0 2 4 4 10 As in man All secretors of A~B—-H
Hylobates lar substances

pileatus 0 0 1 0 1

Gorillas
Gorilla gorilla Secretor of B and H

gorilla 0 0 2 0 2 B-like? substances

Baboons
Papio cynocephalus

and anubis 0 33 14 29 76 Redcells do not All secretors of A~B—H
react? substances

Inbred hybrids 0 0 35 2 37

Back-cross Papio
anubis x
cynocephalus 0 0 4 7 11

Papio anubis and
cynocephalus 0 3 3 5 11
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TABLE 11.3 (continued)

 

Pigtail monkeys
Macaca nemestrina 0 0 5 0 5 Redcells do not All secretors of H and

react? very weak B

 

Rhesus monkeys
Macaca mulatta 0 0 10 0 10 Redcells do not Secretors of H;

react? secretors of B of
various strengths

 

Celebes black apes
Cynopithecus niger 17 7 2 0 10 Red cells do not All secretors of A-B-H

 

 

 

react? substances

Java macaques
Macacairus 1 8 1 3 13 Red cells do not All secretors of A-B-H

react? substances

Squirrel monkeys 1 3 0 0 4 Red cells B-like* All secretors of A and/
or H substances

Cebus monkeys All secretors of B and/

Cebusalbifrans 1 0 3 0 4 Redcells B-like® or H substances

 

Source: Adapted from Moor-Jankowski etal. (1964).

@ Red cells only feebly clumped by anti-B reagents.

> Blood groupclassification based on reactions ofsaliva and serum.

€ Blood groupclassification based entirely on reactions of saliva. The B-like reactivity of red cells is characteristic

of all New World monkeys and is apparently independentofthe saliva reactions.

People who like to think that man originated at a single place (the “‘garden of

Eden’’) would find their viewpoint expressed by the second model. There must be

at least one population explosion and subsequent spread in this model, orif there

were several waves in the spread ofthe original population, Eden must have been

the origin of the last wave. This view seemsto be losing support today. The recent

high concentration of new fossil finds in East Africa has moved the attention of

the Eden searchers from Mesopotamiato East Africa.

It seems more plausible to assume, however, that the concentration of finds in

East Africa is the result of the area’s having conditions favorable to early human

life or to preservation of fossil specimens, rather than evidence of the location of

Eden. In any case, thestatistically very small sample of fossil specimens makesit

impossible to choose between these models at the present time.

The attempt to answer the question of whether human polymorphisms persist

throughout the primates encounters technical difficulties, especiallyfor immunological

characters.

An ABO-like polymorphism has been detected in several primates (and even in

other mammals and vertebrates). Table 11.3 shows a summary of somerelevant

data. There are technical difficulties in using sera prepared for human red-cell

typing for testing the red cells of other primates. Special absorptions of nonspecific
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antibodies are usually necessary, and the reactions are sometimes not clearly com-
parableto those in man.It does seem, however, that ABO antigens in hominoids can
be tested successfully. Chimpanzees seem to be almost uniformly negative for Lewis
(a), and orangutansto beall positive. All chimpanzees, apparently, have the Rh allele
Ro (cDe), but it is also clear that the associated Rh antigens detected are not
identical to those in humans. Polymorphism for M-like or N-like antigens is also
claimed. As discussed in Chapter5, of all the Old World higher primatesstudied so
far only the chimpanzee and to some extent the orangutan have shown detect-
able polymorphism for human Gm factors. Some of the human Gm reagents give
reactions with primate sera (see Table 11.4) that somewhatparallel the evolutionary
similarity between man andthe other primates. Also, as mentioned in Chapter5,
the human Gm(a) peptide is found only in chimpanzees andgorillas, and not in the
Old World monkeys.

Absent or incomplete chemical knowledge about blood-group antigens limits
the validity of these conclusions. When differences between humans and other
primates are not found at the immunological level, the doubt remains that there
may still be important undetected differences, and that the apparent similarity
may be superficial. The omnipresence of A, B, and H-like antigens in living organ-
isms, including bacteria, suggests that variations in this system may be highly
recurrent.

A very distinguished group ofBritish scientists, R. A. Fisher, E. B. Ford, and
J. H. Huxley, once went together to the London Zooin orderto decide whetherthe
polymorphism for tasting phenylthiocarbamide waspresent in the primates. The
main problem was how to recognize the taste reaction of an ape. The problem was
solved by the chimpanzee to which a small amount of PTC wasoffered. The ape
manifested its strong disgust for the substance he tasted by spitting in Fisher’s face
(Fisher et al., 1939). A polymorphism for tasting PTC seemsto exist among chim-
panzees. Later observations by Chiarelli have extended evidence for the poly-
morphism to several other primates. The fact remains, however, that when PTC
sensitivity is properly tested for in humans by determining individual thresholds,
most groups show extensive variation with some bimodality of the distribution.
Some groups, however, do not show a bimodal distribution, but rather, for them
the variation seems to be continuous. Whentests are carried out with a single
concentration of PTC,asis usual in testing primates, it is not even possible to verify
whetherthere is true bimodality of the threshold.It is difficult, therefore, to reach
a definitive conclusion concerningthe validity of these observations, except to say
that there are individual, and species differences in the ability to taste PTC.
Such relatively dubious conclusions can be eliminated whenit is possible to

analyze proteins whose full amino acid sequence is known. Differences between
primate and humanproteins (hemoglobin and a few others) have been described
and usually amountto only a few amino acid substitutions. The main conclusions
are that the differences between primates and manatthe proteinlevel fall in line
with other observations on molecular evolution.



TABLE 11.4

Gm Factors in Nonhuman Primates

 

 

Number
Species of Sera

Tested

Hominoidea (Man
and Apes)

Gorilla gorilla 14

Pan troglodytes 78
(Chimpanzee)

Pongo pygmaeus 25
(Orangutan)

Hylobates lar 14
(Gibbon)

Hylobates pillcatus 3
(Gibbon)

Cercopithecoidea (Old
World Monkeys)

Papio doguera
(Anubis baboon)

Percent Frequency of Gm Factors at Human Y2¢ Locus
Percent Frequency of Gm

Factors at Human Y2» Locus

 

5

—e

100

82

100

100

100

100

©

82

100

100

100

100

b°

100

82

70

100

100

100

b3

100

14

70

b+ c3(B)
 

94

c(v)
oO

bum)
 

100

100

100

100

100

a

100

100

100

100

a(m)

100

x f Ad

100
45

 

Source: From Van Loghem etal. (1968).
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Molecular analyses should show the persistence ofpolymorphismsoverperiodsas
long as those involved in primate evolution much moreclearly than immunological
or any other types of tests can. This is still an underdeveloped field, however. A
review by Barnicot, Jolly, and Wade (1967) shows that some polymorphismsfor
blood proteins have been detected in primates, none of which, however, bears any

simple relationship to those found in man.

11.4 Racial Differentiation in Man

A race is considered, in commonusage, to be a subdivision of a species formed

by a groupofindividuals sharing commonbiological characteristics that distinguish

them from other groups.In addition to the biological, there are often also important

cultural differences, which probably develop through complex interactions with

biological differences. The characters used to delineate the traditional subdivisions
of man are mainly pigmentation,especially of the skin; facial characters; and body
build. These characters are, to a large extent, inherited and thus stable; but they
may also be somewhat arbitrary since they have certainly been chosen ascriteria
simply because they are conspicuous. The numberofgroupsdistinguished varies
greatly. Manytraditional classifications give five races corresponding more-or-less
to the earliest inhabitants of the five continents. Some prefer to split these groups
further—for example, European from extra-European Caucasians, and Eskimos
from American Indians (see Schwidetzky, 1962). These large groupsarestill hetero-
geneous,and so can besplit further. Thus, for example, Dobzhansky (1962) defines
14 races and Garn (1961) defines 32 races of man. No humanrace thus defined is
completely isolated from all others and “hybrid” groups are occasionally formed.
Difficulties in classification are encountered, especially because of the existence
of these “hybrid” groups. Sometimesthe origin of a group is known,on historical
evidence, to be mixed. Very old mixtures, however, can only be inferred on the
basis of biological evidence (see Chapter 8), and difficulties in interpretation may
arise.

The existence of manydifferent racial groups in man has been interpreted by
some as a sign that the human species is, or was before the recent increase in com-
munication and migration, heading towardssplitting into several different species.
The differences that exist between the major racial groups are such that races

could be called subspecies if we adopted for man

a

criterion suggested by Mayr
(1963) for systematic zoology (see Coon, 1962; Clark, 1964). Mayr’s criterion is that
two or more groups become subspecies when 75 percent or moreof all the indi-
viduals constituting the groups can be unequivocally classified as belonging to a
particular group. As a matter of fact, when humanracesare defined fairly broadly,
we could achieve a much lowererrorofclassification than 25 percent, implying,
according to Mayr, the existence of humansubspecies. Most of the error would, in
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fact, come from hybrids of recent origin. These are today sufficiently numerous,

however, to obscure the validity of this approach,and they are probably increasing

in frequency.

Thefossil record ofhuman racesis practically nonexistent.

The fossil record is inevitably limited to observation on bones, which like most

anthropometric data, reveal nothing about their genetic determination. To make

things worse, there does not seem to exist a really systematic investigation of differ-

ences between the skeletal systems of the living races. As Clark (1964) has com-

mented:

The determination of the evolutionary differentiation of the major races of

H. sapiens presents exceptionally difficult problems for the paleontologist.

These races‘may be distinctive enoughin the flesh, but the anatomical distinction

between one and anotheris not reflected to anything like the same degree in the

bones. While they are recognizable by a numberof external (and seemingly rather

superficial) characters, such as skin color, hair texture, and nose form, they are

by no meansso easily distinguishable by reference to skeletal characters alone,

at least not in the case of individual and isolated specimens (which are usually

all that paleoanthropology has to offer). It may, indeed, be possible to identify

a skull of a modern Negro, an Australian aboriginal, or a European, in indi-

vidual cases where the racial characters are exceptionally well marked; but the

variation within each group is so great that skulls of each type may be found

which are impossible of racial diagnosis.

It would seem therefore that it is at present impossible to accept or to reject the

views that Negroes (and especially Pygmies) originate from Rhodesian man (this

was offered as a tentative hypothesis by Coon); that the caves near Grimaldi on the

northern shores of the Mediterranean were inhabited by a Negroid race, or that

Peking Man (Homoerectus) is the progenitor of Orientals, or many other sugges-

tions of this kind. Moreover, the problem of antiquity of races cannot be solved,

today, on the basis of paleontological evidence alone.

Coon has suggested, mostly on the basis of dentition, that the development of

humanraces was a very long process, taking place over the last million years, and

that, in fact, Homo erectus evolved into Homo sapiens, independently though

similarly, in each of his five human “subspecies”: Mongoloid, Australoid, Negroid,

Capoid, and Caucasoid. The evidence adduced is, however, very scanty. It is con-

sidered by many others dangerous to base phylogenetic analysis on a small group

of related characters. It is, moreover, unlikely that two species would evolve in

entirely parallel ways, both because selective conditions are likely to be different

in different areas and because drift, which must always accompanydifferentiation,

is more likely to cause divergence than parallelism. It is even more unlikely that

evolution of a new species could have happened five times with parallel results. A
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‘““nolyphyletic”’ origin, is therefore, always less likely than a “‘monophyletic”’ one.

Moreover, as long as there does not exist a specific barrier making gene exchange

between groups impossible, a polyphyletic origin must be discardeda priori, unless

it is reasonably certain for geographic reasons that no gene exchange occurred at

all between the groups.It is unlikely that this was the case for man.It is certain that

gene diffusion could have taken place, even though it may have been a very rare

event. Provided migration to a given place is physically possible there is no reason

whyit should take place only once. Geographic changes have not beenso large or

rapid in the period of our evolution. The most important changes were glaciations,

which affected mostly the northern regions, and even these did not completely bar

humanlife. Deserts may form in a relatively short time. Thus, the Saharais believed

to have originated at some time during the last three or four thousand years and

may have increased the separation between the inhabitants of Europe and those of

Africa. The case for a polyphyletic origin of Homo does not seem well founded.

Even if the persistence of sometraits in a given region overa very long period can

be really well documented, models of evolution other than a strictly polyphyletic

one seem more acceptable. Amongpossible alternative explanationsare the selective

advantage of some characters in some areas, or, more probably, the absorption of a

local isolate by an invading group (as in the second model described in Section

11.2).

The main determinant of race formation is relative isolation in different environ-

ments, which allows drift and differential natural selection to bring about divergence.

Often enough in humanhistory, for one reason or another, a colony from one

group has penetrated a previously uninhabited region. Some degree of isolation,

if only because of physical separation of the two places by distance, has thus

obtained betweena parental anda filial population. In addition, when such separa-

tions have taken place, there have probably been differences between the old and the

new environment. Isolation (which need not be absolute) and environmentaldiffer-

ences result in differentiation between the two groups. The biological forces at play

are natural selection, causing differential adaptation because environmentsdiffer,

and drift, causing nonadaptive—that is, random—differentiation. The morediffer-

ent the two environments, the more important adaptive divergenceis. Thestricter

the isolation, the more scopethereis for differential selection. However, even if there

are frequent migratory exchanges, as we have seen, differences in environmental

conditions still foster divergence between two groups. Some degreeofisolation is

essential for the developmentofdifferences due to drift, which is, of course, larger

the smaller are the groups concerned.

The split of a human population into two or more fragments, one of which

emigrates, must have been a commonevent, and must account for the occupation

of Australia, Melanesia, the Pacific Islands, and Pre-Columbian America. The
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occupation of many parts of Europe must have taken place repeatedly, perhaps after

every glaciation. Even the invasion of Asia from Africa, or vice versa, may have

been the outcomeof such emigrations. Such splits are most probably, therefore, not

the origin of present divergence. At least some of the splits may not have been

abrupt and may have been followed by considerable cross exchange. Nevertheless,

it is convenient for the purpose of model building, to assume that the history of

human differentiation was a series of abrupt splits. The reconstruction of the

phylogeny of human races becomes, under this assumption, the reconstruction of

the history of these splits. A problem does exist of whetherit is possible to do this

in the almost complete absence of paleontological information, using only evidence

from present-day differences.

Differences in gene frequencies between populations are expected to exist.

We expect to find differences in gene frequencies among different groups of

individuals of a given species. Genes for which selective differences exist in the

various environments should show the greatest variation among groups. On the

other hand,drift should affect all genes equally. Thus, in principle, groups that have

been isolated for some time should show differences for ail genes. Stabilizing selec-

tion for some genes may, however, reduce the variation between groupsfor those

genes. Almostall genetic loci should therefore be foundto vary in different popula-

tions, but they should vary to different extents.

Theanalysis of gene frequencies in different populations confirms these expecta-

tions. It also shows that human groupsconsideredto be distinct on anthropological

evidenceare also distinct in terms of gene frequencies(see, e.g., Boyd, 1952).

We wouldlike, on the basis of these considerations, to construct a genetic defini-

tion of a race. A commonly repeated definition is that a race is a group showing

differences in gene frequencies from other groups. Unfortunately such a definition

is, in practice, essentially worthless. Most human populations show sufficient local

variation that almost every town or city would have to be considered a race onits

own if this definition were not further qualified. In order to make it useful, the

definition should therefore be augmented by an indication of the amountofdiffer-

ence to be considered as interracial.

Such an amount would have to be set arbitrarily. However, certain kinds of

information might assist in the choice of a reasonable standard. For example,

if any clear-cut discontinuities are found between populations, clearly they indicate

the need for a classification that, at least, separates the groups among which the

discontinuities are observed. This may also help in setting thresholds for the differ-

ences in gene frequencies that are to be considered as interracial. Inevitably, how-

ever, a whole hierarchy of racial groups will be delineated. We must expect this

because the “‘splits’’ leading to separation into isolated groups, which were men-

tioned before, must have happened a numberof times. The extent of the separation
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between groups is roughly proportional to the differences in gene frequencies

between them. Thus, depending on the time at which given splits occurred, and

depending on factorsaffecting the subsequentdifferentiation, we can expectto find

a whole gradation of differences between groups. _

It is worth adding that the same factors that cause genetic divergence, also

inevitably cause cultural divergence. Both tend to increase with time, and thus a

correlation is to be expected between the amountsof cultural and genetic differences

between two groupsthat were formerly a single group. Thiswill be true, irrespective

of interactions between biological and cultural factors.

When the aims of an analysis of racial differentiation are carefully defined, the

best characters to work with are genetic polymorphisms.

The analysis of racial differences may be aimed simply at finding a hierarchy in

race differences that allows them to be grouped in a rational way. It may, on the

other hand, be aimed at the more ambitiousgoalof reconstructing racial phylogeny.

Some might argue that a “rational” grouping is the only one that leads to a

reconstruction of the phylogeny. This is not, however, true. There can be a great

variety of “rational’’ classifications, each of which answersa specified purpose.

Thus, we might wish to classify dogs according to their uses; hunting, guarding,

sniffing truffles, etc. A classification of dogs using these criteria was prepared by

Dr. John Caius of Cambridge in 1576, and happensto have norelationship whatso-

ever with the phylogenetic classification.

It has been suggested that most of the methods that have recently been introduced
for use in “‘numerical taxonomy” are good for “all purpose’ classification

(see Sokal and Sneath, 1963). Inevitably, some purposes are less well served than

others by any given method. These methods, in general, do not follow any specific
evolutionary model, andit is not, therefore, clear whether they can give a classifica-

tion that is meaningful from the phylogenetic point of view. In practice, they group
objects according to their similarity, which is measured by somearbitrary criterion.
If the chosen criterion is a satisfactory measure of evolutionary divergence then
the method maygive a fair representation of phylogenetic history. However, it is
possible to develop methods in which specific evolutionary models are introduced
and tested. These seem preferable, at least for phylogenetic analysis, and may also
be useful for general purpose classification, since there can hardly be any other
reason forclassifying men into races than to understandtheir origins. (For reference
to the work on the construction of evolutionary trees see the papers by Cavalli-

Sforza and Edwards, 1963, 1967; Cavalli-Sforza, Barrai, and Edwards, 1964;

Edwardsand Cavalli-Sforza, 1964; and Cavalli-Sforza, 1966, 1969a.)

Which characters should be chosen for analysis? In numerical taxonomy the

following recommendations are usually given: (1) Characters are sought that are
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uncorreiated: a character that is highly correlated with another does not add, at

least superficially, anything to what the other already says. (2) The weight of each

character should be known.In the absenceofthis knowledge, equal weight is usually

given to each character. (3) As many characters as possible are needed for accuracy.

(4) Characters of many different types are desirable; if possible, all meaningful

characters should be used to ensure completeness.

Thelist of these desirable qualities is good for a classification that is all purpose

in the sense that its aims have not been clearly specified. The aim of such a general

classification might, perhaps, be that of being able to place an individual taken at

random in the correct group with the smallest possible error. In sucha classification,

we would probably beinterested in distinguishing Pygmies from non-Pygmies and

would therefore use height, even if it happened to be known,for instance, that the

difference in height were exclusively due to a different diet (which is not believed

to be true). The mere existence of Pygmies would force us to create a separate

group for them and to be able to recognize them. This does not, however, seem to be

an essential requirement for a phylogenetic analysis, nor for a classification based

on it. Clearly, if some of the characters used could be changed by the environment

in the course of one or a few generations, a classification based on them would be

oflittle use for the study of biological evolution. With this aim in mind, we should

add to the list of the desirable qualities of character, the following essential one:

that characters chosen for analysis are not subject to significant change by the

environmentin the course of a short time period.

Weshould also modify, for a phylogenetic analysis, the first of the above recom-

mendations. The search for noncorrelated characters, or the use of analyses that

remove such correlations, is valid when the purpose is pure discrimination. In the

reconstruction of phylogenies, however, characters may happen to be correlated

simply because of evolutionary history. Such correlations should not be eliminated.

Those that have a physiological basis, on the other hand, are more likely to rep-

resent mere duplication and thus contribute undue weight. When independent genes

are used as characters, it is probably true that they are physiologically independ-

ent. Correlations found between them are likely to have an evolutionary origin and

thus should not be neglected. In fact, the correlation between two populations for

their inherited traits is a direct estimate of the relative length of their common

history (see Chapter8).

The biological traits that can be studied in man can be roughly classified as

follows: anthropometric (measurements, external or internal); physiological,

behavioral, immunological, and biochemical (especially protein differences).

Only among the latter two are many characters encountered that show discontinu-

ous variation—that is, characters whose different expressions can be attributed to

the presenceof different alleles. Segregation in families can be studied for characters

showing discontinuous variation, most of which conform to simple Mendelian

expectations. It is not surprising that this is so, because biochemical variations
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depending on protein structure or immunological differences are much nearerto the

origin of the long chain of cause and effect that starts with the gene and ends with

a measurable trait. There is, thus, much less opportunity for other genedifferences

and environmentaleffects to obscure the picture.

All anthropometric characters are usually genetically complex and also subject to

strong environmental influences. Even when heritability is relatively high, as for

example for height, it is always dangerous to use the character for comparative

observations between races, because there can be unsuspected environmentaleffects.

- For height we know,for instance, that even thoughthe degree of genetic determina-

tion is high, between-family differences within a population are not adequately taken

into account, and environmental differences between populations are certainly not

considered. Even within a population, significant environmentaleffects are often

observed, for example with respect to socioeconomic status, and family size. Stature

and most other anthropometric traits are thus difficult to use for phylogenetic

analysis because of the unknown short-term effects on them of environmental

changes. In addition, they are influenced by an unknown numberofgenes, andit is

difficult to evaluate their weight in comparison with single-gene differences. It would

seem therefore, that characters for which a simple Mendelian basis has been ascer-

tained are the obvious ones to choose.In fact, they do satisfy all the requirements

that have been listed, and, in particular, satisfy the all-important last one: that a

character chosen for analysis not be subject to short-term changes provoked by

environmental influences.

The genetic traits must show variation between populations in order to be

informative. This is true of almost all polymorphic genes. Rare mutantalleles,

maintained at equilibrium by mutation and selection, can vary somewhat from one

population to another due to drift effects, but the variation is likely to be small

and due to the more recent history of the population. They cannot, therefore, be

of much help for a probe into the distant past. Polymorphic genes, on the other

hand, as long as they show variation between populations, are likely to tell more

about the history of the remotepast.

11.5 Measurement of Genetic Similarity and Distance
Between Populations, Using Polymorphic Genes

The simplest way of computing a genetic distance between two populations A

and B that takes into account several loci might seem to be that of computing the

difference between the gene frequencies ofA and B andadding their absolute values

for different loci. The use of absolute values always, however, creates analytical

difficulties that can, in part, be avoided by using sums ofsquares instead of sums of

absolute values. A constantdifficulty in working with gene frequenciesis the depend-

ence of their sampling error on the gene frequencies themselves. This can be solved,
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for a wide range of frequencies, by using the angular transformation (see Appendix

I and Chapter 8), which has been generalized in the following way, suggested by

Fisher, so as to take account of multiallelic loci. The quantity

cos 0 =>) \/Dis Pi (11.1)

can be used to measure genetic similarity between two populations A and B, where

Pia and p;, are the gene frequencies ofan allele at a given locus in populations A
and B and the summationis taken overall alleles at each locus. In this way popula-
tions can be represented graphically, with respect to one locus, as shown in Figure
11.2. The coordinates are the square roots of the gene frequencies. A triallelic locus

A Vx

 

 
FIGURE 11.2

The concept of the genetic distance for three alleles at

one locus. The gene frequencies of the three alleles are

represented by x1, x2, and x3. (Redrawn from

Cavalli-Sforza and Conterio, 1960, with a slight

modification.)

is Shownin the figure. Because the sum ofthe frequenciesofall alleles at a locusin
one population is 1, every population will be represented by a point on the surface
of an octant of a sphere (a quarterofa circle for a two-allele locus, and in general,
a 2~" section of an (m — 1) dimensional hypersurfacefor n alleles). It can be shown
that the angle formed between the radii corresponding to the two populationsis
0, as defined by Equation 11.1.
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Genetic distance can conveniently be defined by d, where

do ./1—cos 0, (11.2)

which in geometrical termsis proportional to the chord subtended by the angle 0.

The coefficient of proportionality can be chosen according to the purpose of the

analysis. A quantity having a value of one for a complete gene substitution has

been used by Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards. The methods of computing genetic

distances used by these authors, although basically the same and always making

use of the angular transformation, differed slightly in successive investigations.

(Other procedures have been suggested by Balakrishnan and Sanghvi (1968) which

do not, however, have the advantages offered by the angular transformation.)

In later work it was found useful to use the relationship derived in Chapter 8

between genetic distance and the kinship coefficient f; namely,

o-

f=. (11.3)
p(l — Pp)

Whenonly two populations are considered oj , the variance between angularvalues,

is equal to

 

6,—0,;)? 60
ee1cos

Here 6, and 6, are the respective angles between each population and an arbitrary

origin, and @ is the angle between the two populations. As a°/pUl — p) ~ 403,

it follows that

f ~40 — cos 6). (11.4)

Thus, four times the square of the genetic distance d defined by d = (1 — cos 6)*/?

(Equation 11.2) gives the value of f between two populations. The relationship

11.4 is valid for a biallelic locus. For a multi-allelic locus, an average of the f

values overthe k alleles is given by

_ 4(1 — cos 8)h=——— (11.5)

Summing over various loci, after weighting by the numberofalleles at each locus,

we obtain

_ 4)— cos 6)

A standard error based on the variation offvalues between loci can be computed.

Some simple approximate expectations for the relationship between f and

 (11.6)
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evolutionary time show why it is useful, for some applications, to consider f,

rather than d. Populations separated for a time T and undergoing drift subject to

(effective) population size N have an expectedfvalue given (see Chapter 8) by

1—eT/?N (11.7)

which,for small T, is simply

T
=—, 11.8fas (11.8)

Thus, it is the square of the genetic distance that is proportional to time for diver-
gence under a simple drift model. The use of squares of distances or f values as
variates for evolutionary analyses thus depends on the assumption that drift is
the main cause of differentiation. If the time available for divergenceis large,it is
not f itself but —log(1—/f) that is proportional to evolutionary time (more
precisely, to T/2N).
Whenlocal selection differences are believed to be responsible fordifferentiation,

genetic distance itself should be used. In this case, gene frequencies diverge in two
independently evolving populations according to the simple equation for selection
with additive fitnesses (see Chapter 4):

log £ = sT + log 22,
q do

wherePp is the gene frequencyatthe time of separation, andis that of a population
having been subjected to selection of intensity s for time T. It can be shown (see
Cavalli-Sforza, 1969) by computing the variance of the quantity log p/q (assuming
Po 1s constant but s varies from population to population) and then, from it, the f

value, that fis in this case proportional to the square of T, and therefore that a

quantity like genetic distance, varying according to the square root of f, is pro-

portional to evolutionary time.

Depending on the model, therefore, log (1 —/f), f, orf’/? (the latter proportional

to genetic distance) will be proportional to the time scale. Thefirst two are valid for

pure drift (the second being an approximation of the first for small values of
T/2N) and the third is valid for differentiation due to local differences in selection

intensity. The real situation, on the average,lies between the two extremes of only

drift or only differential selection. The various expressions, therefore, give upper and
lower bounds for the time of divergence T. Should information on T and N be
available, then the comparison between observed and expectedfvalues, and thus a

choice between the two models, becomespossible.

Genetic distance can also be useful for the evaluation of racial mixtures (Cavalli-
Sforzaet al., 1969). It can easily be shown that a mixed population M, madeup of
a proportion m of population A and (1 — m) of population B,is at a genetic dis-
tance dy, from B, where dy, approximately equals md, , and d,, is the distance
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between A and B. The distance between M and A,d,,,, similarly, is approximately

equal to (1 —m)d,,. Thus,

dyuatadup=adap- (11.9)

This equation is only an approximation, using the genetic distances given, because

the distances are only approximately linear in the gene frequencies. A more exact

method for evaluating whether a population corresponds exactly to the mixture

of two given populations, and of estimating m, was given in Chapter8.

11.6 Analysis of Racial Differences
on the Basis of Polymorphic Genes

It was already clear to Hirszfeld and Hirszfeld in 1918 that ABO blood groups

showed ethnic differences and might therefore be informative for the study of

evolution. However, the ABO system aloneis a poor indicator of racial differences.

The major variations are the almost complete absence of B and of A in American

Indians, and the higher frequency of B among Orientals than among Caucasians,

forming a regular, though modest, cline across Eurasia. The Rh system is much

more informative. There is a high prevalence of an allele Ro (cDe) among African

Negroes that is rare elsewhere, and a high frequency of an allele r (cde) among

European Caucasiansthat is rare or absent elsewhere. Boyd in 1949 could already

show a qualitative agreement between theclassical major subdivisions of mankind

and blood-group frequency data. The accumulation of knowledge concerning new

markers has provided the opportunity for a morerefined analysis. The Diego blood

group has been found to be present only in populations of Oriental origin, though

not in all, establishing more clearly the link between Mongolians and American

Indians. The Duffy (Fy) blood group hasreinforced the difference between persons

of African descent and non-Africans. Other markers discovered more recently,

such as HL-A,are also very promising as indicatorsof racial differentiation.

A quantitative analysis of racial differences was attempted by Cavalli-Sforza

and Edwards in 1963. The measure of genetic distance already explained was

madethebasis of the analysis, and methods were developed for the “postdiction”’

(as opposed to prediction, to use a neologism suggested to us by D. Gomberg) of

the evolutionary history of the human races. These will be summarized briefly

in the next section. The basic data are the frequencies of alleles at polymorphic loci

in the various racial groups. A great deal of relevant information has accumulated

in the last 50 years. Since the monumental work of Mourant, which was published

in 1954, no critical and complete collection of data has been undertaken. The task

of collecting extremely widely scattered materialis, itself, ajob ofmajor proportions.

It is unfortunate that there are very many gaps in our knowledge. Investigations

made before the discovery of the more recent polymorphisms inevitably contain
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no data on them. The variety of techniques now necessary for a complete survey,
and the cost and limited availability of some reagents, are the reasons for the
incompleteness of many investigations. Today it is, however, possible to keep
samples of blood refrigerated at very low temperatures, awaiting future analysis
by still-to-be-discovered techniques or tests with reagents unavailable at the time
of the investigation. This also, however, is expensive.

Incompleteness of information forces the selection of populations and markers
for which more material is available, or the averaging of relatively heterogeneous
groups. Later in this chapter, a table of polymorphisms with asummaryofavailable
information on alleles and their frequencies is given and discussed briefly. Some
of the analyses to be described in the text of this chapter, however, were carried out
earlier than those mentioned in the table and used somewhatdifferent bodies of
information. Some discrepancies have therefore, inevitably, arisen. For detailed
conclusions, the presently available information maystill be inadequate, and some
of the statements are bound to change with advancing knowledge.
There are two basic ways of choosing data for the calculation of genetic distances

between humanraces. Oneis to select a sample ofracial groups, that may berep-
resentative oflarger “‘racial” groups and carry out the analysis on these. The choice
is then limited by the availability of suitable groups that have been analyzed forall
the informative markers. The groupsthatare selected may inevitably bias the results.
This method has, however, the advantage of permitting the use of investigations
selected for reliability and completeness. It also introduces discontinuity, which
maybeartificial, but helps in assuming the validity of the methods of phylogenetic
analysis to be described later. These, to some extent, rely on the effective isolation
of the populations after the initial splitting.

Analternative method is that of grouping all known humanracial groups into
larger “racial” groups and taking averages for these. There are practical difficulties
in considering all possible groups at once, and pooling makes the analysis much
easier. Moreover, in the averaging process, gaps in the information on rare markers
tend to disappear, even though this may beat the expense of making thereliability
of the average estimates rather variable. This method is more comprehensive, but
inevitably dependson the validity of the pooling process and of the groups formed.
Serious problems mayarise due to intercrossing and miscegenation.

An analysis of five loci gave a fairly clear picture of racial similarities and
differences.

Both methods weretried. Forthefirst, fifteen indigenous populations were chosen,
three from each continent. Theyareall fairly widely separated. For Europe, the
representatives were English, Lapps, and Turks; for Asia, Indians (Veddahs from
Ceylon), Gurkhas (from Nepal, believed to derive from mixed Indian and Oriental
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ancestry), and Koreans; for America, Eskimos, and a North American and a

South American aboriginal Indian tribe; for Africa, Ethiopians (East Africa),

Ghanaians (West Africa) and Bantus (Central Africa); for Oceania, Australian

aborigenes, Melanesians (New Guinea), and the Maoris (the aborigenes of New

Zealand of mysteriousorigin).

The matrix of genetic distances between the 15 groups, two by two, was computed

on the basis offive loci (ABO,4 alleles; MNS alleles; Rh, 6 alleles; Diego (Di)

and Duffy (Fy), 2 alleles each).

The reconstruction of the phylogenesis of these groups by two independent

methods by Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards produced the tree given in Figure 11.3.
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FIGURE 11.3

Evolutionary tree computed from blood-group gene frequencies.

(From Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1963.)

It will be noted thatall three African groups cametogether, as do the three European

populations, in spite of the considerable differences between them. The two groups

from South Asia, Veddahs and Gurkhas, are intermediate between Europeans and

other Asiatic groups, American Indian groups, and Oceania groups. American

aborigenesalso stay together, as do Australians and Melanesians.

The numberofpossible trees that can be constructed with 15 groups is enormous,

and the tree shown is one amongseveral that all give an almost equally goodfit to

the data. All trees that give a goodfit retain the above mentioned relationships,

which are expected from whatis known ofthe similarities between these groups from
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other evidence. Anothertree obtained from this material, giving an equally good fit,

is shown in Figure 11.4, projected on a world map. No attempt was made,in this

figure, to preserve the correct relative lengths of the various branches, the only

feature retained being the sequenceofsplits. It is remarkable that the tree fits so

closely the probable routes of mankind’s migration.

Another independent way of analyzing the same data may be mentioned. It

has the advantage of permitting the graphical presentation of multidimensional

data in a reduced number of dimensions, for example, two or three, with minimum

loss of information. It is called principal-components analysis. The basis of this

methodis illustrated in Figure 11.5. In Figure 11.5,A the four points plotted corre-

spond to four observations with two characters. The straight oblique line passing

through them is so drawn as to minimize the sum of the squares of the distances of

each point from the line itself. These distances are indicated as dotted segments in

the diagram, and the projection of each point on the line allows a simplified rep-

resentation of each original point using one dimension only, as indicated in the

right-hand part of the figure. The loss of information is measured by the distances

themselves (or more precisely, their sums of squares) which have been minimized,

as already mentioned, to provide the best-fitting line. Figure 11.5,B shows howthis

principle can be extended to three characters. The process can be repeated using

a second principal-component orthogonal (at right angles) to thefirst.

The original gene-frequency data on eighteen alleles, which, therefore, required

eighteen dimensions, can by this procedure be reduced to two variables, losing

only half of the total information, or can be reduced to three, losing one-third.

The two-dimensional representation is given in Figure 11.6. The clustering of

Africans, of Europeans, and of Americans, is clear. Using a third dimension, the

Maoris are seen to be nearer to Americans than to Europeans, and the Veddahsto

Europeans than to other groups.

 
FIGURE 11.4

A phylogenetic tree of man projected on a world map to show corre-

spondence with possible routes of migration. (From Edwards and

Cavalli-Sforza, 1964.)
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FIGURE 11.5

Illustration of the reduction in dimensions madepossible by principal components
analysis.
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Chart of first two principal components, synthesizing frequen-

encies of five blood-group systems (ABO, Rh, MNS,Fy,Di).

(From Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1963.)
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Extending the analysis to more loci confirmed the generalpicture.

A tabulation of a large amount of gene-frequency data by Schwidetzky (1962)

was used for an analysis based on an alternative approach—namely, pooling all

known ethnic groups into larger racial groups. The “races’’ suggested by

Schwidetzky were provisionally accepted. Pooling over many groups permitted a

considerable increase in the number of loci. Only a few populations of uncertain

and very probably mixed origins were left out (Ainus, Polynesians). The matrix of

genetic distances computed between the seven “races” suggested by Schwidetzky

is given in Table 11.5 and the best tree in Figure 11.7.
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FIGURE11.7

Tree of human evolution reconstructed from the matrix of dis-

tances given in Table 11.5. (From Cavalli-Sforza, 1966.)

Genetic distances range from 1.1 (between Europeans and extra-European

Caucasoids) to 4.6 (between Africans and Eskimos). It is clear that the separation

into Europeans and extra-European Caucasoids (Arabs, Jews, Indians) encom-

passes a smaller distance than other differences. These data agree with the former

analysis and suggest three major groups: Americans, Caucasians (including extra-

Europeans), and Mongoloids(includingall the Pacific populations). The last group

is the most heterogeneous. Comparisons of genetic distances within this group,

using the data of Table 11.5, range from 1.9 to 2.7. Intergroup comparisonsareall

more than 2.8, ranging up to 4.6, the only exception being comparisons between

extra-European Caucasoid and Mongoloid groups. History confirms the existence

of some intermixture between these. Most of the subdivisions in the Mongoloid

group must have taken place at somefairly early time. With the surprising exception

ofAustralians and Eskimos, who show a somewhatlowerdifference than the others,

this indicates a centrifugal tendency from an early group, located perhaps in South
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East Asia (which is approximately the center of diffusion) at somerelatively early

time.

A rough estimate of the separation times between the major racial groups can be

obtained on the assumption of constant evolutionary rates.

Wehaveseen thatit is possible to predict the evolutionary rate of divergence if

differentiation is due to drift, unchecked by migration, and population sizes are

known. At the microgeographic level, the assumption that variation is mostly due

to drift can usually be accepted, but its extrapolation to an analysis covering a

much greater geographical area is not generally acceptable. In such an analysis,

fvalues for individual loci, which are expected to be equalif only drift is acting, are

found not to be homogeneous. The variation between majorracial groups, measured

byf, is very low for the ABO andKell blood: groups. It is somewhat larger for MNS,

and for the majority of other markers. It reaches its peak with Gm, Fy, and the Ro

allele of the Rhesus system (see Table 11.6). If we know T,the time of divergence,

TABLE 11.5

Genetic Distances Between Racial Groups (Sum of Chords
in Angular Transformation—See Equation 11.2)
Computedfrom Alleles Given Below

 

B C D E F G

A 1.103 2.795 3.095 2.977 2.773 3.262

B — 2.111 2.866 2.595 2.967 2.782

C — — 2.359 2.583 2.989 2.633

D — — — 2.427 3.743 2.554

E —- — — — 4.600 1.950

F — — — — — 4.184
 

Racial groups. A=Europeans; B=extra-European Caucasoids:
C=Mongoloids; D=Amer. Indians; E=Eskimos; F=Africans;
G=Australians and Melanesians.

Alleles. A, B, O; MS, Ms, NS, Ns; P, p; CDE, CDe, Cade,
cDE, cdE, cDe, cde; K, k; Lu‘, Lu’, Le*, Le’; Fy*, Fy’; Di*, Di®,
Hp}’, Hp'*; Hp?; T, t; Gm*, Gm**, Gm’, Gm; Ge1, Ge?, Gc.
 

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza (1966).

and N, the average population size, we can predict thefvalue expected under drift

alone. Unfortunately, we cannot say whetherthis value is higher or lower than the

observed average. Selection could, in fact, give rise to observed values off both

above and below that expected underdrift. Thus, the evidence for the existence of

the ABO polymorphism in primates might suggest that it is balanced by heterosis,
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TABLE 11.6

World Variation of Gene Frequencies
 

  

Number of

Genetic System Allele RacialGroups* f=o7/pq°

ABO A 125 0.070

B 125 0.055

O 125 0.081

MN MS 45 0.071

Ns 45 0.094

Rhesus Ro 75 0.382

R, 75 0.297

R2 75 0.141

r 75 0.172

Duffy Fy 62 0.358

Diego Di 64 0.093

Kell k 64 0.029

Haptoglobin Hp' 60 0.096

Gm Gm‘ 25 0.226

Ge Gc! 42 0.051
 

Source: From Cavalli-Sforza (1966).

* This is the number of racial groups used for the calcu-
lation off.

> g? is the variance in gene frequency between the groups,
p is the mean gene frequency, g=1—>p.

in which case the ABO f value should be lower than that expected underdrift

alone. If differential selection exists in the various environments occupied by the

main racial groups (or existed at an earlier time), then f values should be greater

than those expected underdrift. It seems likely, though itis difficult to prove, that

drift gives rise to the intermediatefvalues observed.

A simple empirical approachis to estimate the average observedfvalue between

two groups that once were a single group and for which the separation date is

known,and to use this as an estimated rate of evolutionary divergence. If the same

average rate applies between two other groups that were once a single group but

for which the separation date is not known,an estimate of the separation time can

then be made on the basis of the observed f. Actually, the considerations of

Section 11.4 show thatthe scale to be used for time estimation should be —log(1 —f)

underdrift alone (the “‘drift”’ scale) and f'/* underdifferential selection alone (the

“* selection” scale). A time estimate intermediate between these two is probably the

most satisfactory oneat present.

The following tentative estimates are based on the best date known in human

evolution, whichis the first settling of the American continent some 15,000 years

ago. The f value, computed according to Equation 11.6, on the basis of 14 loci,
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using data from American Indians on the one hand and from a large numberof

tribes from Australia and New Guinea representing the best known S. Pacific

populations on the otherisf = 0.176 + 0.053. This implies an increase in —log(1 —f)

of —log(1 — 0.176)/1.5 = 0.13 every 10,000 years and in f?/? of 0.1761/2/1.5 = 0.28

in 10,000 years. The estimate of 7 is probably an underestimate,asit is likely that

the separation between American Indians and Australians took place even before

that between American Indians and their nearest neighbors, the Mongolians

(about whom less is known).

The drift estimate of the rate of change offis not in disagreement with other

data. The f value between the New Guineantribes, said to have differentiated, on

the basis of the rate of linguistic changes, during the last 3000-4000 yearsis 0.045,

so that —log(1 —f) ~ 0.05. The separation between Australians and New Guineans

is larger than this—namely, f = 0.103. These two fvalues may, however, be biased

by the fact that different loci were used in the two studies. Variation between loci

makesit advisable alwaysto use the sameloci if possible.

In general, related racial groups occupying the same continent givefvalues lower

than 0.1. Thus the main African groups (Pygmies, Bushmen, Bantus, WestAfricans,

and Southern Nilotes) give an f value of only 0.045; Australian tribes, 0.040; and

South American Indian tribes, 0.082.

The three major human groups(using 16 loci) gave the followingf values:

Negroid—Caucasoid 0.352 + 0.078

Negroid—Mongoloid 0.416 + 0.140

Caucasoid—Mongoloid 0.242+0.062

On the basis of the estimate of the rate of change in f given, using the drift

time scale (0.13 per 10,000 years), the greatest difference, that between Negroid and

Mongoloid, would correspond to a separation time of — log(1 — 0.416)/0.13 = 4.1

x 10,000 years. If, instead of the drift scale, the selection scale is used, then the

estimated time is 0.416'/*/0.28 = 2.3 x 10,000 years. If 15,000 years fortime of the

separation between American Indians and their neighbors is an underestimate by,

say, a factor of 2, then the estimates of the time of separation of Negroids and

Mongoloids would be doubled. The estimates given do not permit a satisfactory

distinction to be made between two hypotheses concerning the time of the major

racial splits. Thus it is not clear whether the first split was between the branch that

becamethe indigenous populations of Africa and the branch that populated Europe

and the East, which then split later, or if the first separation divided the branch that

populated Africa and Europe and the branch that populated the East. The greater

similarity between Caucasoid and Mongoloid than between Caucasoid and

Negroid populations on the basis of the most comprehensive analysis so far made

using 16 loci, favorsthe first hypothesis, but the difference is not significant.
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Analyses based on only anthropometric characters are less satisfactory.

The methods developed for phylogenetic analysis, which have been successfully

used with genetic markers, can also be applied to anthropometric measurements.

An analysis was made using fifteen populations chosen with criteria as similar as

possible to those that had been used for choosing the groupoffifteen populations

that were analyzed using genetic markers (see Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1963).

Twenty-six anthropometric characters were used, including height, skin color, and

hair shape. Unfortunately, estimates of the variation in these characters and

especially of the correlations between them are not usually available, in the

references from which the data were taken. Standard deviations were assumed to

be proportional to (x) °'®, that is, to the overall mean of the character to the power

0.8. All deviations from the mean were standardized on the basis of this standard

deviation, squared, and summed. Correlations were neglected. The outcomeofthis

analysis (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1963), was somewhatunsatisfactory. Many

groups knownto be related were correctly placed together, but important excep-

tions were found. Thus North and South American Indians were separated, the

former being associated with indigenous European populations, and the latter

remaining in the group of populations of the East. Australians and Africans were

fairly close, while genetic markers separate them sharply.

It may be expected that an enlarged list of anthropometric characters would give

better results. In principle, there is no reason whythey should give different results

from genetic markers, though theyarelikely to be affected by seriouserrors, for the

reasons mentioned earlier. Considering the inconsistencies in the results of the analy-

sis using anthropometric characters, especially with respect to the separation of

North and South American Indians and theassociation ofAfricans and Australians,

conclusions based on genetic markers seem to be morereliable.

11.7. Methods of Phylogenetic Analysis

A short summary of the methods used in reconstructing the phylogenies given in

Figures 11.4 to 11.6, is given in this section. For more details the original papers

should be consulted. We are concerned here only with the general principles and

main assumptions.

The model of evolution used for reconstructing phylogenies is one of successive

branchings, or the successive splitting of a single population into two or more

subpopulations, in which independent evolutionary changes then proceed in the

various branches. The genetic changes are assumed to take place under drift or

underselection, as specified.
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The evolutionary model can be given a simple mathematicalformulation.

If gg,o is the frequency of gene g in a population before the populationsplits into
two or more subpopulations(at time zero), its frequency at time T, in a subpopula-
tion labeled r, g,7,,, is

Qg, T,r = 9,0 + A, T + A, T,r + Er, (1 _ bg, T,r): (11.10)

The A values represent selection effects, the first of which, A,,r> is independent
of local environmental conditions, while the second depends on them.In the com-

parison of different populations, only the second, A,7,, is involved. The quantity

é7,,, 1s the contribution due to drift and is a random variate that has expectation

zero and a variancethatis a function of the population size and ofthe time elapsed.

The coefficient 6 is a sort of “recall coefficient’’ representing heterotic effects that,

if present, can reduce the magnitude ofthe variation of «.

Under the simplest conditions, only drift is operative and then A, ; and Agter

have zero mean and variance, and can be neglected. If b varies only with respect

to g, appropriate scaling of the gene frequencies can eliminate its effects. Various

assumptions can be madefor A,;,. If it is considered to be a random variate, we

have a situation ofselective drift superimposed on a situation of random drift, and

scaling of the gene frequencies (for example, by equalizing the variation between

populations for all genes) can eliminate its effects. If A, 7, varies in a more sys-

tematic way for one or a few genes then the averaging out allowed by the simul-

taneous consideration of many genes will still make some of the proceduresdevel-

oped later applicable. Random, or semirandom,variation of A,7,, is not un-

realistic, as the adoption of new conditionsoflife, made necessary by a split, makes

the resulting change in selective coefficients an almost random one.

The model of successive branching applied to observations on differences in gene

frequencies makes it possible to reconstruct a presumptive genealogy (‘‘tree’’) of

populations examined.

Various methods have been developed for the construction of evolutionary trees

and they fall, in general, into two categories: methods producing trees with an

apex (or “‘root”’) and methods producing trees without an apex (unrooted). The

main difference between the two types of methods lies in the use of the assumption

of constant evolutionary rates in the various branches.

Suppose we have four populations, A, B, C, and D. There are altogetherfifteen

different ways in which these populations may have arisen from single population

by successive dichotomous splits, which are shown in Figure 11.8. Ignoring

the apex, the numberoftrees is reduced to three, as shown in Figure 11.9. With one

population less, the number of rooted trees is three and there is only one unrooted
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DAB C DBA C DC A B

FIGURE 11.8

15 possible ‘‘ rooted”’ trees for four populations.

tree. With one population more(five in all) these numbersare 90 and 15, respectively.

The numberofdifferent possible trees increases very rapidly with the number of

populations.

The method of analysis has to be divided into two parts; the choice of a tree and

the estimation of its parameters, such as the length of its branches. The choice

of the tree depends onthe goodness-of-fit of the model chosen. In general, every

possible tree should be fitted, and the best fitting tree chosen. At the moment

there are no shortcuts to this procedure that are fully reliable. The complete

analysis cannot, however, be carried out when the numberof populations is more

than seven or eight—even with the aid of a computer—because of the very large

numberofpossible trees. For a larger numberof populations, therefore, the inves-

tigator has to give up a full analysis and be satisfied with considering a relatively

small number of the more likely trees. The differences between them are often,

however,trivial. This shows that it is best to use a small number ofwell-studied

° >_<©"><a><°
B DD C D D C

FIGURE 11.9

The 3 possible ‘‘ unrooted ”’ trees for four populations.
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representative populations. Three groups of methods have so far been used for
choosing the best tree. Two of them deal with rooted and one with unrootedtrees.
The methods can be described as follows:

1. The additive modelfor unrooted trees. If we have a reasonable measure of the
accumulated difference between two independently evolving populations, we can
assume that the measure will increase with time. The differences generated in a
given time should simply add on to those previously generated. In a given tree,
various pairs of populations have only certain time segments of evolution in com-
mon.It 1s possible to estimate the amountof evolutionary difference accumulating
in each segmentusing the procedurethat is presented in Figure 11.10. The difference

/ Origin

I

  

 

FIGURE 11.10

The additive model for estimating

evolution. The letters A-D stand for

four populations.

Distance between

A-B=x-+y

A-C=x+v+w

A-D=x+v04+2z

B-C=y+v4+w

B-D=y+v+z

C-D=w+z

Distances A-B etc. are observed: x, y,

v, w and z are estimated by minimizing

the sum of squares

(A -B-—(«+y)P?+[A—C—(+o0
+w)P?+:°+((C-D—-(w+z)P

between A and B has accumulated over segments x and y, that between A and D

over segments x, v, and z, etc. A system of equations can thus be constructed in

which observed differences are equated to their expectations, which are the sums

of the corresponding segments. With more than three populations there are fewer

unknownthan known values. Thus, as in Figure 11.10, with four populations there

are six equations with five unknowns. The method of“least squares’? can be used

to provide a solution for the five unknowns, by minimizing the sum of the squares
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of the differences between observed and expected distances for each pair of popula-

tions. The resulting minimum sum of squaresgives an estimate of the goodness-of-

fit of the hypothesis of additivity for the particular tree chosen. In this model the

assumption that evolutionary rates are constant is not made. However, unless this

assumptionis introducedlater, the position of the apex cannotbe given. Distances

must be measured on a scale believed to be proportional to elapsed time.

2. The minimum-path model. The additive model gives no “spatial representa-

tion” of the tree (only the distance between its nodes) and to this extent, it is not

realistic. It does not, in fact, provide an estimate of the gene frequencies of the

commonancestors. If these gene frequencies are postulated and if they are repre-

sented in a space of as many dimensions as the analyzed gene frequencies, it 1s

possible to predict them by another method, which has been called the minimum

path. In Figure 11.11 the gene frequencies for three loci are given for four popula-

tions (the circles) together with the “‘minimum-path net.’ The possible positions

P3

 

  
FIGURE 11.11

The minimum-path model for estimating

evolution for four populations (circles).
Coordinates pi, p2, and p3 are gene

frequencies for three loci (or three

alleles at a locus). Solid dots mark

positions of common ancestors.

of common ancestors are marked with solid dots. The “topology” of a tree

is defined by the branch points (or nodes) and their interconnections, without

specifying the actual positions of the nodes (or, therefore, the distances between

them). An algorithm is available for obtaining the positions of the nodesfor a given

tree that minimize the total length of all the branchesofthe tree, called the “ mini-

mum net.” This is, in simple terms, equivalent to minimizing the amount of

evolution needed to lead to the observed populations. There is no simple reason for

assuming that the amountofevolution that has actually taken place is the minimum

possible. This method does however, almost always produce the best trees, which

are very Closely related to those given by the additive method. Gene frequencies

are in this case the starting point for computations and thus genetic distances need
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not be computed. They can, however, be used to decrease the numberofdimensions
to the number of groups minus one, when the numberofalleles for which fre-

quencies are available is more than the numberofgroups minus one. The technique

for doing this is described in the original papers (see, e.g., Cavalli-Sforza and
Edwards, 1967).

The two methods suggested by these first two models require comparable

amounts of computer time. Neither assumes constant evolutionary rates and with-

out this assumption the apex cannot belocated.

3. Model based on assumption of constant evolutionary rates. Gene frequencies

at time 7 are assumed to vary according to a normaldistribution that has, for any

given branch, the same expected value as before the branching and a variance that

increases in proportion to the time since the branching. A maximum likelihood

method for estimation of the time between any two branchings—including the

first one, which, of course, locates the apex—can be developed. This assumes a

constant evolutionaryrate, at least for a given gene. Differences in evolutionary rate

for different genes can be considered to equalize the variances (for example, by

suitable change of scale). This model correspondsclosely to one in which Equation

11.10 is used, with the assumption that the expected value of «(1 — 5) is propor-

tional to the time length of each branch and,for a given gene,is constant throughout

the tree. Selective drift can be accommodated with similar restrictions. Nonrandom

variation of A,;,, in various parts of the tree for a given gene cannot, however, be

accommodated. A lack of fit of this model therefore suggests that evolutionary

rates along the various branches are not constant for one or more genes.

Each of the three methods just outlined can give a “most likely tree” for a

given group of populations. The choice of populations must, however, be made

carefully. There is as yet no good information on how hybridization between two

distant branches mayaffect the procedure, butit is certainly likely to confuse the

estimation. When results do notfit any tree well, the occurrence of hybridization

is a possible interpretation. If, however, hybridization due to cross migration takes

place between branches that have only recently separated (that is, the split is not

as abrupt as implied by the theory) the estimation difficulties are less serious. In

fact, intuitively, we can see that separation between two branchesfollowed by some

exchange of genes, namely incomplete separation, only decreases the rate ofdiffer-

entiation between the two branches and thus shortens the apparent length of the

separation.

11.8 The Frequency of Polymorphisms and Its Meaning

Genetic variation can be partitioned, for simplicity, into continuous and dis-

continuous variation. We have seen in Chapter 9 the difficulties encountered in the

study of continuousvariation. Discontinuousvariation is more directly amenable
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to genetic analysis and is usefully subdivided into that due to rare alleles and that

to frequent (polymorphic) alleles. Many ofthe rare alleles are rare because they are

maintained in the population by the balance between mutation andselection (as

discussed in Chapter 3). They may also be polymorphismsin their initial or terminal

stages.

Variation for frequent alleles (polymorphism proper) may be transient or

balanced and can be due to a variety of conditions (see Chapters 4, 5). In the long

run, however,all polymorphisms—other than sex!—are boundto betransient, and

there probably are few, if any, that survive long enoughto be present in different

species. ABO may be one case in point. The possibility exists, however, that

the ABO system is produced by a recurrent type of variation, which can be regenera-

ted by high mutation rates or by mutation to similar, but not identical, alleles or

by the fact that conditions favoring this polymorphism recur in nature, perhaps

at long time intervals.

The major polymorphisms known in manare given in Table 11.7. The table gives

the gene frequencies of most of the known polymorphic alleles for representative

Caucasoid, Negroid, and Mongoloid populations. Many of these polymorphisms

have already been discussed to some extent. The data given, however, should, we

hope, provide a useful summary indication of the present knowledge concerning

human polymorphisms and their variation among racial groups. The number of

well-studied polymorphismsis still relatively small (roughly thirty), but is rapidly

increasing. At the momentthe data on polymorphismsare not quite enough to mark

all the 23 pairs of human chromosomes.

The observed proportion of all genes that are polymorphic, based on the prevailing

methods used to detect polymorphic differences, is roughly 30 percent.

Two independentlines of evidence suggest that polymorphic genes may actually

be so frequent that almost all loci may be polymorphic.

The analysis of an arbitrarily chosen set of red-cell or serum enzymes by the

technique of starch-gel electrophoresis showed that a substantial fraction of the

loci specifying the enzymes were polymorphic (Harris, 1966). Of ten enzymesstudied

up to 1966, three were polymorphic. At present, out of eighteen (includingthe earlier

ones) six are polymorphic, with one of them (phosphoglucomutase) showing

polymorphism at two out of the three loci knownto participate in its determination

(see Table 11.8). The enzymes were chosen for study independently of their being

polymorphic, and can thus probably be considered as a random sample. The detec-

tion of electrophoretic polymorphism in one-third of the enzymesstudied probably

implies a greater total frequency of polymorphism,since only a certain fraction of

possible protein differences are picked up by this technique. Generally only amino

acid substitutions that result in a change in the electric charge in the protein are
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TABLE 11.7

Gene Frequencies of Human Polymorphisms in Three Racial Groups. The largest sample
in existence in each group, showing Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, was chosen, selecting
whenever possible populations from Northern Europe for Caucasoid, Central or
South Africa for Negroid, and China for Mongoloid. N is the sample size.
(Data on the Gm polymorphism andlimited data on HL—A and other white-cell
andplatelet antigen polymorphisms were given in Chapter 5.)

 

ABO

 

Gene frequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

 

 

 

 

alleles (N=3459) (N=858) (N=817) Notes

A, 0.2090 0.0969 0.1864 Weak A and B alleles exist. For a
full survey up to 1958, see

Az 0.0696 0.0811 0 Mourant, Kopec, and

O 0.6602 0.7077 0.6436

MNS

Gene frequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

 
 

alleles (N=1000) (N=205) (N=103) Notes

MS 0.2371 0.0925 0.0405 S" (no Sors pease) only in
Africans (up to 35%). M9 in

Ms 0.3054 0.4880 0.5663 Switzerland. Hunter, Henshaw,
NS 0.0709 0.0436 0.0144 antigens associated with M (in
Ns 0.3866 0.3760 0.3788 Africans). Mi, Vw, and other

satellite private antigens closely
associated with MNS.Forreviews,
see Mourant (1954) and Race
and Sanger (1968).

 

 

Gene frequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

 
 

alleles (N=1166) (N=900) (N=293) Notes

P, 0.5161 0.8911 0.1677 Formerly, P,; and P, were
P, 0.4839 0.1089 0.8323 designated P andp. It is probable

that there is a rare silent allele ” for
this locus and also an apparently
recessive rare allele p*. See Race
and Sanger (1968).
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RHESUS

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

alleles (N=8297) (N=644) (N=250) Notes

Ro (cDe) 0.0186 0.7395 0.0409 Many other,rare alleles and
associated antigens have been

Ri (CDe) 0.4036 0.0256 0.7591 described (see Chapter 5). The

R, (cDE) 0.1670 0.0427 0.1951 Negroid Ro (cDe) frequency

R, (CDE) 0.0008 0 0.0049 includes 9% 4984}onreviews,

w see Mourant (1954) and Race

r (cde) 0.3820 0.1184 0

r’ (or R’)(Cde) 0.0049 0.0707 0

r’ (or R’)(cdE) 0.0029 0 0

r’’ (Cde) 0.0003 0

LUTHERAN

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid |Mongoloid
alleles (N=1446) (N=205) Notes

Lu? 0.0354 0.0272 0 Rare alleles are Lu(a— b) — a dominant
Lu? 0.9646 0.9728 1.0 and a recessive form, both very

" rare. For reviews see Mourant
(1954) and Race and Sanger
(1968).

KELL

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=9875) (N=1205) (N=7200) Notes

K 0.0462 0.0029 0 Closely associated loci are Kp and

k 0.9538 0.9971 1.0 Js. Kp’ antigen is found in about
2°% of all whites but only 1% of
whites who are K-+-. Kp? is not
found in blacks. Kp? is antithetical
to Kp¢. Rare K-k-— Kp (a—b-)
individuals are found. Js¢ is found
only in Africans. See Race and
Sanger (1968).
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SECRETOR

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid
alleles (N=1118) (N=115) Notes

Se 0.5233 0.5727 Se is dominant over se for presence
of ABH substancesin saliva.

se 0.4767 0.4273 Interaction with Le for secretion
in saliva (see Lewis in this table).

LEWIS

Genefrequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=1000) (N=125) (N =85) Notes

Le 0.8156 0.3188 0.7575 There is interaction with secretor
locus, SeLe are Le(a — b+) on

le 0.1844 0.6812 0.2425 red cells, seseLe are Le(a+b—),
Se-le le and se se le le are Le
(a—b—). Le is dominant overle for
presence of Le? substancesin
saliva. See Race and Sanger
(1968).

DUFFY

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N= 1944) (N= 365) (N= 103) Notes

Fy 0.0300 0.9393 0.0985 The Caucasoid Fy frequencyis an
a indirect and approximate

fy; 0.4208 0.0607 0.9015 measurement. See Mourant (1954)Fy 0.5492 and Race and Sanger(1968).

KIDD

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N = 4275) (N= 105) (N= 103) Notes

Jk4 0.7640 0.7818 0.3103 Jk is a rare silent allele. See
Tk 0.2360 0.2182 0.6897 Mourant (1954) and Race and

Sanger (1968).
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DIEGO

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

alleles (N= 2600) Notes

Di? 0 0 0-30% No Di(a—b—) yet reported. Di*
Di? 1 1 most frequent in South American

Indians, present in Mongoloids
at a lower frequency, absent in
Eskimos. See Race and Sanger
(1968).

YT

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid

alleles (N= 2568) (N= 69) Notes

Yt? 0.9564 See Race and Sanger (1968).

Yt? 0.0413 0.07
(1 out of 69)

DOMBROCK

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=755) (N= 237) Notes

Do* 0.4200 0.3064 0.07-0.34 Do* has a frequency of 7% in Thais
and 34% in American Indians.

Do 0.5800 0.6936 See Race and Sanger (1968).

AUBERGER

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid

alleles (N= 544) (N= 39) Notes

Au’? 0.6213 0.6419 This polymorphism is probably
Au 0.3787 0.3581 associated with the Lutheran

polymorphism. See Race and
Sanger (1968).
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XG

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=2082) (N=219) (N=549) Notes

Xg" 0.675 0.55 0.54 This is the only sex-linked blood
group. See Race and SangerXg 0.325 0.45 0.46 (1968),

ACID PHOSPHATASE

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid  Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=367) (N=317) (N=620) Notes

Pp? 0.36 0.16 0.22 A rare allele P” is found only in
b Negroids, and anotherrare allele

P 0.60 0.81 0.78 P4 is found only in Mongoloids.Pe 0.04 0.001 0 See Giblett (1969).

GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE

Frequent

allele Genefrequencies Notes

GdA+ Many GdA-— alleles are known.
_ Their geographicdistribution is‘ See Table 4.11 for some frequencies highly variable. See Giblett (1969).

6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE

Genefrequencies

Frequent Caucasoid  Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=4558) (N=209) (N=228) Notes

PGD4 0.979 0.943 0.934 A rare silentallele has also been found.
PGDS 0.021 0.057 0.066 See Giblett (1969).
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PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE

Gene frequencies

Frequent |Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

alleles (N=2115) (N=318) (N=417) Notes

PGM; 0.764 0.781 0.750 Other variants and loct are known.

2 PGM, designates the first locus.

POM; 0.235 0.219 0.242 For PGM, and PGMszsee Table
11.8 and Harris (1969.) See Giblett
(1969).

ADENYLATE KINASE

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=1887) (N=800) (N=227) Notes

AK! 0.955 1 See Giblett (1969).

AK? 0.045 0 0.002

HAPTOGLOBINS

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid  Negroid Mongoloid

alleles (N=5811) (N=483) (N=339) Notes

Hp! 0.376 0.559 0.280 Hp! can be subdivided into Hp’* and
2 Hp}*. Thethird line of the table gives

uP ty 0.623 0.441 0.720 ratios of these two subtypes. An
Hp**/Hp 0.18-0.65 0.36 1 Hp2-+1 modified phenotype occurs

in 13% of Negroids. It is probably
due to a modified Hp? allele. A null
type, Hpo, showing no haptoglo-
bins occurs in 3-5% of adults. It
may, in part, be due to a silent
allele. At least 12 rarer phenotypes
have also been described.
For a review see Kirk (1968).

INV

Gene frequencies

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

alleles (N=402) (N=399) (N=270) Notes

Inv* 0.1022 0.3190 0.2774 Inv is an antigenic marker (see

Inv? 0.8978 0.6810 0.7226 Chapter 5) on gammaglobulin
IgG light chain. See Ropartzet al.
(1961).
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TRANSFERRIN

 

Genefrequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

 

alleles (N=2845) (N=1143) (N=868) Notes

Tf° 0.995 0.973 0.991 There are two commonD types,
D D, and D-chi. Thefirst is present

CF> 0.0005 0.027 0.0070 in Africa, Australia, and
Tf 0.0037 0 0.0022 Melanesia; and the second in
Tf*} 0.0009 0 Orientals, southeast Asians and

American Indians. The parentheses
around 7f” indicate that the
identification of D is uncertain.
See Giblett (1969).

 

GROUP SPECIFIC COMPONENT

 

 

  

Gene frequencies

Frequent

alleles Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid Notes

Gc} Other phenotypes have been
Gc2 ~ 0.26 <0.10 0.30-0.35 described. See Schultze and

Heremans(1966).

 

BETA LIPOPROTEINS

 

Gene frequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

  

 

 

alleles (N=248) (N=54) (N=1205) Notes

Ag* 0.23 0.69 0.73 See Giblett (1969).

Ag” 0.77 0.31 0.27

LIPOPROTEINS

Gene frequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid

alleles (N=1109) (N=107) (N=234) Notes

  
 

Only the product of oneallele,
Lp*, can be identified.

Lp‘ 0.195 0.191 0.009 See Giblett (1969).
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TABLE 11.7 (Continued)

PSEUDOCHOLINESTERASE

 

Genefrequencies

 

Frequent Caucasoid Negroid Mongoloid
alleles (N=8314) (N=460) (N=371) Notes
   

 

Only the product of the Ej allele can
be identified.

E? 0.016 0.001 0 See Giblett (1969).

 

detected using this technique. These constitute about one-third of all possible

amino acid substitutions. The frequency of polymorphic proteins may thus be as

high as 100 percent. An unknowncorrection factor reducing this estimate maystill

be necessary, because many proteins are made of subunits coded for by different,

and usually independent, loci. Man is certainly not unique in respect to the fre-

quency of polymorphism; Lewontin and Hubby (1966) working with Drosophila

pseudoobscura and using a similar technique found that about 30 percent ofall

proteins they examined were polymorphic and that about 12 percent of the re-

spective loci were heterozygous, on the average, in any given individual.

TABLE 11.8

Results of an Electrophoretic Survey of Eighteen Arbitrarily Chosen Enzymes in
Caucasian and Negro Populations. Only commonalleles (frequency > 0.01) are listed.

Many “rare”? alleles were also detected. None of the twelve enzymes unlisted in the body

of the table showed commonelectrophoretic polymorphism.

 

Caucasians Negroes

 
 

Allele Allele Allele Allele Allele Allele

 

Enzymes? 1 2 3 1 2 3

Red-cell acid phosphatase 0.36 0.60 0.04 0.17 0.83 —

Phosphoglucomutase

Locus PGM, 0.76 0.24 — 0.79 0.21 —

Locus PGM), 1.00 — — 0.99 0.01 —

Locus PGM;, 0.74 0.26 — 0.34 0.66 —

Adenylate kinase 0.95 0.05 — 1.00 — —

Peptidase A 1.00 — — 0.90 0.10 —

Peptidase D (prolidase) 0.99 0.01 — 0.95 0.03 0.02

Adenosine deaminase 0.94 0.06 —— 0.97 0.03 —

 

Source: From Harris (1969).

4 The twelve other enzymes studied were: phosphohexoseisomerase, malate dehydrogenase, isocitrate

dehydrogenase, red-cell hexokinase, lactate dehydrogenase, methaemoglobin, red-cell pyrophosphatase,

pyruvate kinase, placental acid phosphatase, peptidases B and C, and a red-cell “‘oxidase.”’
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The observed frequency ofpolymorphism estimated from loci whose products are

detected by immunological techniques is also about 30 percent.

Genes must be picked at random if the estimate of what proportion of them are

polymorphic is to be valid. This may bedifficult to accept for immunologically

detected polymorphisms. For these, the probability of detecting a polymorphism

is a function of the gene frequencies, being higher the morealleles there are and the

nearer their frequencies are to an equaldistribution. With n equally frequent (and

equally antigenic) alleles, it can be shown that the total probability that a mother

has a child with an antigen different from any of her ownis (n —1)*/n?. The prob-

ability that a donor used for an immunization has an antigen not present in a

randomly chosen recipient is also a maximum with equal allele frequencies (see

Chapter 5). In both cases, an antibody mayarise, given such a difference, and so the

polymorphism would be detected. For two alleles with gene frequencies p and

gq =1 — pthe probability of detection is p(1 — p). Thus, the higherthe level of hetero-

zygosis, the more probableit is that a polymorphism will be detected. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that all the blood-group systems found earlier were highly

polymorphic. (See Table 11.9.) In more recent years, however, more and more

“private” and “public” blood groups have been found—thatis, those present in

very few persons and those present in almost all. The proportion of polymorphic

blood-group systems has thus been decreasing constantly, as can be seen from the

last column of Table 11.9. It now seemsto be reaching an asymptote with about1/3

of the red-cell antigens being polymorphic. Lewontin (1967) believes that with the

accumulation of information, the ascertainment bias described above may have

disappeared.

The proportion of polymorphic loci among those detected immunologically is

high, but may be smaller than among enzymes. Thisis not surprising, since incom-

patibility may select against polymorphismsofthis kind and thus make them some-

whatrarer.

Why are there so many polymorphisms ?

That such a large proportion ofall loci are polymorphic was undoubtedly a sur-

prise to many geneticists. We turn out to be much moredifferent, one person from

another, than we once thought we were.This is a consequenceof the fact that more

powerful techniques have become available for detecting genetic differences, but

is in no way in contradiction with expectations based onrelatively simple popula-

tion-genetics models, as we shall see below.

It is likely that the observed polymorphisms belong to several classes. The most

important ones must be the following:

1. Classical Balanced Polymorphisms, in Which the Heterozygote is at a Constant

Advantage, at Least in a Certain Environment. They are mentioned first because



TABLE 11.9

Human Blood Groups with Their Dates of Discovery, Gene Frequency of the Most
Common Allele, Heterozygosity per Locus, and Cumulative Proportion ofLoci
Polymorphic in the English Population
 

Frequency of

  

Blood Year Most Common Heterozygosity Cumulative Proportion

Group Discovered Allele at Locus Heterozygosity Polymorphic

ABO 1900 0.437 0.512 0.512 1.00

MNS 1927 0.389 0.700 0.606 1.00

P 1927 0.540 0.497 0.569 1.00

Se 1930 0.523 0.499 0.552 1.00

Rh 1940 0.407 0.662 0.574 1.00

Lu 1945 0.961 0.075 0.491 1.00

K 1946 0.936 0.122 0.438 1.00

Le 1946 0.815 0.301 0.421 1.00

Levay 1946 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.374 0.889

Jobbins 1947 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.337 0.800

Fy 1950 0.549 0.520 0.353 0.818

Jk 1951 0.514 0.500 0.366 0.833

Becker 1951 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.337 0.769

Ven 1952 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.313 0.714

Vel 1952 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.292 0.667

H 1952 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.274 0.625

Wr 1953 0.999 0.002 0.258 0.588

Be 1953 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.244 0.556

Rm 1954 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.231 0.526

By 1955 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.219 0.500

Chr 1955 0.999 0.002 0.209 0.476

Di 1955 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.199 0.454

Yt 1956 0.995 0.010 0.191 0.434

Js 1958 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.183 0.417

Sw 1959 0.999 0.002 0.176 0.400

Ge 1960 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.169 0.384

Good 1960 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.163 0.370

Au 1961 0.576 0.489 0.175 0.393

Lan 1961 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.168 0.380

Bi 1961 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.163 0.366

Xg 1962 0.644 0.458 0.173 0.387

Sm 1962 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.167 0.375

Tr 1962 ~ 1.00 ~0 0.162 0.364
 

Source: From Lewontin (1967).
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they have been knownto exist for a long time, not because they are believed to be

especially frequent. In fact, there is only one proved case of this class in man,

hemoglobin S. Others are based on claims that have not been confirmed (ABO,

MN) or on only weak evidence (see Chapters 4 and 5).

It seems from theoretical considerations that this class can form onlya relatively

small fraction of all polymorphisms observed. The maintenance of polymorphisms

of this class involves a “‘cost”’ or “‘load’”’ as discussedin Chapter 7 whose value for

each locus is approximately the loss of homozygotes incurred for the maintenance

of equilibrium. We knowthatthis is of order s/2, where s is the mean selective dis-

advantage of homozygotes. Assuming all such polymorphic loci act independently,

the mean fitness of the population relative to a fitness of one for multiple hetero-

zygotes is, for n loci, (1 — s/2)". If s = 0.001 and n = 500, the proportion of zygotes

lost due to the heterotic polymorphismsis 0.92. Total prereproductive mortality, in

man,is, at most, 70 percent or 80 percent of the conceptions in primitive popula-

tions, and muchless in economically advanced ones. Even if much ofthis loss were

due to genetic causes, which cannot be true, the total load implied by only 500

such loci acting independently would exceed observed levels of prereproductive

mortality. Sved, Reed, and Bodmer (1967), King (1967), and Milkman (1967)

have pointed out that the assumption of independentaction of polymorphicloci is

arbitrary and severely limits the numberof heterotic loci that can be maintained

polymorphic for a given level of selective elimination. Specifically, they showed

that if there is an upperlimit, or threshold, to the fitness, a much larger number of

loci can be held polymorphic. For example, if the upperfitness limit for multiple

heterozygotes is 10, relative to a mean population fitness of unity, and s = 0.01 for

each of n = 10,000 loci, it can be shownthat the average heterozygote advantageat

each locus is only reduced from one percent to about 0.99999 percent, although the

maximal individual fitness is only ten times the population mean. In fact, in this

case only about 1 in 10° individuals in the population would have the maximum

fitness of 10. This simple modification of the standard model thus increases by at

least an order of magnitude the estimate of the numberof heterotic loci that can

be held polymorphicfor a given level of elimination. The effects of inbreeding with

this model, may, however, be quite severe. Thus, it can be shown that with an aver-

age population inbreeding coefficient, F, the reduction in meanfitness due to in-

breeding is approximately given by a factor of [1 — (Fs/2)]”". When n =10,000 and

s = 0.01, this factor is 1/20 when F is as low as 6 percent. Such extreme reductions

in fitness with inbreeding, have not been observed (see Chapter 7). Though this

effect can be reduced somewhatif there is heterogeneity in the inbreeding levels,

it still imposes a severe limit on the numberof loci that can be maintained poly-

morphic. Thus, though the threshold model would readily allow for, say, 1000

heterotic polymorphic loci, taking into account the inbreedingrestriction, this can

only be a small proportion of the total number of polymorphic loci.

2. Mutant Alleles That Have in the Past Been Subject to Strong Selection Pres-
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sures, Either Directional or Balancing, and Have Now Disappeared. Theselective
agent may have been an infectious disease, whose pathogenic agent has evolved to
become harmless. Other environmental and cultural changes may be important.
For example, clothing and housing may have radically changedselective values of
genes connected with cold resistance. If selective values are reduced to zero, these
alleles are now drifting around gene frequencies that were arrived at underdifferent
conditions. It is very difficult to estimate what the frequency of suchloci maybe.
It could be very large, if the rate of loss of such polymorphismsis less than their
rate of formation, as they would then increase in number almost without limit
(Bodmer, 1968).

3. Mutant Alleles That Have Practically No Selective Effect, and so May Accumu-
late under Mutation Pressure, or Simply under Drift. As Kimura (1968) has noted,
genes whoseselective values are less than 1/2N, behaveessentially as if they were
neutral with respect to drift.

4. Mutant Alleles That Have a Constant Absolute Selective Advantage and
Are Caught in the Process of Actual Evolutionary Substitution, at Least in Those
Populations in Which They Are at an Advantage. Only these are true “transient”
polymorphisms. Those of type 2 and 3 are also transient except that they, on the
average, remain in the population for a very much longer period of time. Even
polymorphismsofthe first type are, in practice, transient, if there is a change of
environmental conditions or in the genotypic background. Thus, the ABO poly-
morphism, believed to be the most stable, is not found among South American
Indians. The evidence that it was probably present in their ancestors and subse-
quently disappeared is the following: (a) mostclosely related populations(Orientals
and Eskimos), and all other world populations have the polymorphism; (b) the
ABO polymorphism is found in some North American Indian tribes; (c) the
B gene is found at very low frequencies in some South American Indiantribes that
are relatively isolated from gene flow; (d) presence ofABO antigens has been claimed
in pre-Columbian mummies (Boyd and Boyd, 1937).
The hemoglobin S polymorphism itself—the only thoroughly documented

example ofa classical balanced polymorphism in man—islimited to very few popula-
tions andis likely to disappear with the eradication of malaria.

Observed heterozygosity is at approximately the expectedlevel.

Wehaveseen in Chapter 8 that neutral mutations accumulate in a population,
and reach an equilibrium at which

1
F = ——_—_.,

1+4N.u

where F is the proportion of homozygotes, N, is the effective population size, and
iis the average mutation rate. From Table 11.9 the overall proportion of homo-
zygotes for blood groups is 1 — 0.162 or 84 percent. Since for enzymes, including

(11.11)
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those that are not detectable electrophoretically, heterozygosity must be even

higher than 0.16, this value of F is an upperlimit.

The effective population size is not known exactly. The estimate of F based on

the data given in Table 11.9 is from the English population, but a similar estimate

would be valid for indigenous European populations in general. The population

size to be considered is not, however, that of today, but the one that prevailed for

most of the period of human evolution. Population sizes must have started to

increase rapidly with the agricultural revolution (the Neolithic period), which

began some 10,000 years ago. Only minor changes in gene frequencies have prob-

ably occurred since that time and whatever fluctuations drift may have caused

before then were most likely frozen by the increase in population size. Thus, the

population sizes before the Neolithic, which may have been almost constant or

TABLE 11.10

The Increase in World Population

 

  
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

Total

Assumed Density Population

Years Ago Cultural Stage Area Populated per Square Kilometer (Millions)

1,000,000 Lowerpaleolithic 0.00425 0.125

300,000 Middle 0.012 1

paleolithic

25,000 Upperpaleolithic 0.04 3.34

10,000 Mesolithic 0.04 5.32

6,000 Village farming 1.0° 86.5

and
early urban 0.04

2,000 Village farming 1.0 133

and urban

 

 

a The higher density refers to the area where farming has replaced the earlier type of economy (hunting and gathering).
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growing only slowly for perhaps a million years, are those to be used in the formula
given. Within major racial groups there is likely to have been sufficient genetic
exchange to consider the whole group as being unitary from the point of view of
drift. In Table 11.10 the increase in population size during Paleolithic times is based
mostly on the assumption of an entirely African origin of mankind, which can be
disputed. The earliest sizes given in Table 11.10 are thus probably underestimates.
There is today about that numberof hunters and gatherersstill living in Africa, in
conditions not very different from those of the Paleolithic. These people have been
pushed into a few restricted areas regarded as being uninhabitable by most other
groups. They now occupya very small fraction of the African continent. Pygmies,
for example, who may today number 100,000 orslightly less, now occupy a
total area of the order of 500,000 square kilometers (1/60 of all Africa). It would

TABLE 11.10 (continued)

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total
Assumed Density Population

Year A.D. Cultural Stage Area Populated per Square Kilometer (Millions)

1650 Farming and 3.7 545
industrial

1750 Farming and 4.9 728
industrial

1800 Farming and 6.2 906
industrial

1900 Farming and 11.0 1,610
industrial

1950 Farming and 16.4 2,400
industrial

2000 Farming and 46.0 6,270
industrial 
 

Source: From Deevey (1960).
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seem more reasonable, therefore, to assume that in the Paleolithic, the number of

humans must have been about 2 or 3 million for the whole species, and so, of course,

somewhatless for just Europe.

The observed figure for F based on Table 11.9—namely, 0.84—corresponds

from Equation 11.11 to N,u=4(1/F—1) = 0.045. With a population size less

than 10°, «must be larger than 0.45 x 1077. Our unbiased estimate for average muta-

tion rate per locus (Chapter 3), 0.3 x 107’, includes only mutation to “visible,”

and usually deleterious, characters. It does not include phenotypically “invisible’”’

mutations, which are nevertheless detectable at the molecular level and which will

increase the estimate of mutation rate by an unknown amount. The comparison

between the two values is quite satisfactory on the assumption that almost all

mutations are effectively neutral. With present information, it would be difficult

to ask for more thanfinding that orders of magnitude correspond.

It should be emphasized that these are estimates for drift only, and are thus com-

patible only with polymorphic genes of class 3, and, possibly, of class 2. Heterotic

genes in class 1, are, as already discussed, probably less common. They decrease

the F value by a disproportionately larger amount than genesof classes 2 and 3

but the change in the numberofalleles maintained by heterosis has been shown to

be small (Kimura and Crow, 1963) as was mentioned in Chapter 8. Genesin class

4, whose transition through the polymorphic state, as discussed above, is only a

fraction of their total life, tend to counterbalance the effects of type 1 genes. In

fact, they contribute less to heterozygosity than genes that are subject to the

effect of drift only. The main deficiency of the estimate of F based on assuming that

drift is predominantly responsible for the observed level of polymorphism is that

this does not adequately take into account the “relic”? polymorphismsin class 2.

Even if most mutations were not neutral, as required by this theory, accumulation

of relic polymorphisms could readily explain observed levels of heterozygosity.

Further distinction between the various types of polymorphic genes requires

other considerations. The existence of estimates of evolutionary rates from molec-

ular genetics may help in making such distinctions.

11.9 Molecular Evolution and the Fate of
Amino Acid Substitutions in Proteins

A comparison of the same (functional) protein in different organisms usually

shows that during evolution a numberof differences have accumulated, most of

which are amino acid substitutions, but some of which are amino acid deletions and

additions. The number of proteins, or polypeptides, whose amino acid sequence

is completely knownis still small thoughit is increasing rapidly. Some conclusions

from the known sequences have, however, already clearly emerged.
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The numberofamino acid substitutionsfor any given protein is roughly proportional
to the time available for divergence.

The paleontological record is especially good for vertebrates, andit is among
these that the correlation of the number of amino acid substitutions with time can
be best studied. An example is given in Figure 11.12. Proportionality to time is
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FIGURE 11.12

Amino-acid sequence correspondence

between fibrinopeptides of various pairs of
mammals plotted against the time that has
elapsed since the last commonancestorlived.

Percentage correspondenceis based on

numberof identical amino acids in the same
Sequential position in both fibrinopeptides A
and B. (From Doolittle and Blomback, 1964.)

actually an approximationthatis only valid for relatively short periods. For longer
periods the following treatment (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965) is moresatis-
factory. Assume that the probability of a mutation occurring in the codon (the
nucleotide triplet of DNA) corresponding to a given aminoacid in a protein is «
per unit of time. If the occurrence of mutations follows a Poisson distribution in
time, the probability that no mutation occurs in a given codon in time ¢ is e~%,
and the probability that at least one mutation occurs is 1—e7** (see Appendix I
for a description of the Poisson distribution). Assumethatthe rate « is the same for
all codonsin the cistron corresponding to a given protein. Then, if C is the number
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of aminoacidsin the protein, the mean number of aminoacid differences expected

in time f¢ Is

d= C(l—e”). (11.12)

Given d, C, and t, we can obtain «, the probability of a mutation per unit time, or

t = 1/a, the average time for one aminoacid substitution, from

lo (1 *)Se C

y= . (11.13) 

Thus, for the « chains of the hemoglobins, there are 18 amino acids that differ

(out of 141) between man andhorse, 17 between man and mouse,and 23 between

horse and mouse. The average d is 19.3 and the corresponding time separation

is believed to be 75 million years. The rate « is then from Equation 11.13

m ( 23)
Be 141

7.5 x 10’ years
 = 1.98 x 10~ years.

Considering that evolution took place in both branchessince the time when they

split from a commonancestor, the time of 7.5 x 10’ years must be doubled, and

thus « must be halved. This gives a = 9.9 x 107*° years, corresponding to t = I/a

—10° years for the average time between aminoacid substitutionsat a given position

in the protein.

Different proteins show different rates of change.

Table 11.11 shows similar estimates of rates of amino acid substitutions in

mammalian evolution for other proteins and polypeptides. It is clear that there is

a great range in evolutionary rates for different proteins, with the fastest of them

being ten times as great as the slowest of them. The median value of t is that of

hemoglobins—namely, 10° years. The reasonsforthe differences in rates between

proteins are not immediately clear. There are hints that at the beginning oftheir

evolutionary history proteins are more variable. The improvement of function by

natural selection may be accompanied by a decreasing frequency of advantageous

changes. This may, therefore, account for the fact that older proteins seem to

undergo, on an average, a smaller number of changes. It is also clear that since

proteins like cytochromeC that are widespread and occurin almostall organisms

are quite essential, change in them must be under strict selective control.

The data given in Table 11.11 are based on only a fraction of the possible

evolutionary comparisons that could be made and are therefore not very accurate.
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TABLE 11.11

Rates of Amino Acid Substitutions in Mammalian Evolution

 

 
 

 

Total

Number of Observed Observed Estimated 10~'°
Comparisons Number of Number of Numberof Substitutions
ofAmino Amino Acid Differences

—_

Substitutions per Codon
Protein Acids Differences per Codon per Codon per Year

Insulin A and B 510 24 0.047 0.049 3.3
Cytochrome C 1040 63 0.061 0.063 4.2
Hemoglobin «-chain 432 58 0.137 0.149 9.9
Hemoglobin £-chain 438 63 0.144 0.155 10.3
Ribonuclease 124 40 0.323 0.390 25.3
Immunoglobulin light chain

(constant half) 102 40 0.392 0.498 33.2
Fibrinopeptide A 160 76 0.475 0.644 42.9
 

Source: From King and Jukes (1969).
« The estimate for time elapsed since the divergence of euplacental mammalian orders is 75 million years. The

average rate of evolution for the seven protein species in the table is 16 x 10-19 substitutions per codonperyear.

Moreprecise determinations, taking into accounta larger numberof species com-
parisons, indicate that the hemoglobin chain f is more variable than the « chain.
The data do, however, give a valid background for the main propositions we have
discussed.

Notall amino acids in a protein change at the samerate.

Some amino acids show no change whatsoever, even during long evolutionary
time periods. An analysis of the number of changes observed per amino acid site
showsthat the variation in evolutionarystability is significant. However, a modelin
which a few amino acids (perhaps 5 percent of the total) are absolutely stable,
while the others show a randomvariability (that is, all have the same probability of
change) seemstofit the observed data fairly well (King and Jukes, 1969). Many of
the amino acids that are stable during evolution probably have a keyrole in the
function of the protein, and cannot, therefore, be changed without a loss offunction.

Gene duplication must play a key role in evolution.

The existence of several related proteins, or polypeptide chains, in an organism
immediately suggests the importance of gene duplication, especially if the genes
determining the related proteins are closely linked. This fact was well known in
Drosophila, both on the basis of theoretical considerations and of cytogenetic data.
Molecular analysis has emphasized gene duplication in a striking way. Hemoglobins
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are madeofseveral chains «, y, 8, and 6, which evolved one from the other probably

in this order (Ingram, 1963). The chains 8, 5, and probably y are closely linked,

suggesting an origin by “tandem” duplication. Translocation may have separated

originally contiguous duplicates, as the « and f chain genes are notlinked. Table

11.12 shows the probable history of the hemoglobin chains, based on the assump-

tion that evolutionary rates were constant. Further variation can take place by

TABLE 11.12

The Approximate Time of Derivation of Different Hemoglobin Chains

from Their Common Ancestor

 

Estimated time of

  
 

derivation from
common chain Corresponding

Chains being Number of ancestor geological

compared differences 4 (x 10° years) period

Band 6 ~6 44 Eocene

Band y ~ 36 260 Beginning of
Carboniferous

a and £ 78 565 Toward end of
Precambrian

«and y ~83 600 Toward end of
Precambrian

Gorilla « and human « 2 14.5

Gorilla 8 and human 8 1 73) Mean Pliocene

 

Source: From Zuckerkandl and Pauling (1965).

a The presence or absence of one or more contiguous amino acid residues in one of the

chains is counted as one mutational change.

unequalcrossing over between duplicates, giving rise to aberrant forms suchas the

Lepore hemoglobins (see Chapter 4). Other interesting examples of duplications,

such as in the haptoglobins and immunoglobulins, have been discussed before

(see Chapters 4 and 5).

The direct analysis of nucleic acids has recently posed an important problem

connected with duplication, which is so far unsolved. It is possible to dissociate,

for instance by treatment at high temperature, the two strands of a double-stranded

DNAchain. Allowing the separated strands to remain together under appropriate

conditions of temperature and ionic environment, reassociation between the

complementary strands can take place. The rate of reassociation is also a function

of the chain size. A similar phenomenon occurs on mixing DNA and messenger

RNA.This latter nucleic acid is complementary to one of the two strands of the

DNA and can, under certain conditions, associate with it to form a RNA-DNA

hybrid.
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A large fraction of the DNA in higher organisms seems to be highly repetitious.

The analysis of the reassociation of dissociated DNA duplexes from many higher
organisms including man has shownthat there exists a fraction that reassociates
morereadily (Britten and Kohne, 1968; Walker, 1968). The rapidity of reassociation
is very probably due to the fact that a substantial fraction of the DNA segments
are repeated a large numberof times and thus have a much higher probability of
reassociating. The fraction of the total DNAthatis repetitious varies from one
Species to another, but can be as high as 40 percent. Many degrees of repetition
probably exist. Some sequences, each made of some hundreds of nucleotides, may
be repeated up to 100,000 times, while others are repeatedless. It is known that the
less highly repetitive DNAis functional, at least in the sense that RNAis produced
from it. The significance of the repetitious DNAis not known. Some possible sources
of repetition are, however, known. Thus, ribosomal RNA is known to be formed
from DNAsections that may be repeated hundreds or even thousandsoftimes.
The same is true of mitochondrial DNA. These two together, however, on an
average accountfor less than | percent of the total DNA in general. Other sources
could be genes synthesizing different immunoglobulins (see Chapter 5). Such
genes plus ribosomal and mitochondrial RNA cannotexplainall of the repetitious
DNA—for example, not accountedfor is that found in plants and other organisms
not endowed with the ability to form antibodies. It has been Suggested that repeti-
tious DNA may serve some important function, in cellular or chromosomal
structure, perhaps in relation to the control of protein synthesis (Britten and
Davidson, 1969).

Homology of DNA of different species parallels the evolutionary relationship.

Studies using DNA and RNAfrom different species have shown a close parallel-
ism between the evolutionary separation between two species and the degree
of divergence between their DNA’s, as measuredbythe extent andrate ofassociation
of separated DNAstrands from the different species. Earlier studies (Hoyeretal.,
1965) dealt with the DNA now knownto berepetitious. This fraction also shows,
in general, the expected evolutionary behavior. More recent work has been aimed
at studying the similarities of the nonrepetitious DNA, believed to be made of
unique, or mostly unique sequences. The techniques are based on the thermal
stability of reassociated duplexes and were calibrated on the basis of results with
synthetic orartificially altered polynucleotides differing by a known percentage of
base pairs. These can supply estimates of the percentage of nucleotides that differ
in two DNA’s. Fromthen on, in a similar way to that used for amino acid sub-
stitutions, the mean time for a nucleotide substitution can be estimated (Laird et al.,

_ 1969). The percentage of mispaired bases has been found to change at different
rates for the unique andthe repetitious DNA. The formervaries almost at the rate
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of fibrinopeptide A; the latter changes less—approximately at the rate of change

of hemoglobin chain f.

A further category of DNAinvestigated by these authors was that synthesizing

ribosomal RNA, which they did by studying the stability of DNA-rRNAhybrids.

This DNA showsa considerably higher level of evolutionary stability, somewhat

higher than that of cytochrome C andinsulin. It seems reasonable thatthe protein-

making machinery, which includes the ribosomes, must be kept rather constant,

or else the functioning of cells and organisms may become impossible. Presumably,

requirements for large amounts of protein bring about duplication of the DNA

coding for the protein-making machinery. Some mechanism must prevent this DNA

from diverging too rapidly under mutation pressure.

11.10 Theoretical Considerations on the

Mean Time for Gene Substitution

The meanrate of gene substitution must depend on the frequency, , with which

new mutantgenes appear, ontheir selective advantages,if any, in the living environ-

ment, which we assumeto be constant, for simplicity, and on the populationsize N.

This last quantity is important not only in determining the magnitude of statistical

fluctuations, but also the rate of formation of new mutantgenesat every generation.

In a population of N diploid individuals, the number of new mutant genes per

generation is 2Nu. Many of these are doomedto extinction, irrespective of their

selection coefficients, because of chancefluctuations. If the probability of ultimate

fixation is P, then the number of new mutant genes appearing per generation that

are destined to be fixed is

M =2NuP. (11.14)

The quantity M is the expectation of the number of mutant genes produced per

generationthat will be fixed, and is therefore proportionalto «, the mean numberof

substitutions at one aminoacid site per year. When accountis taken of the duration

of a generation in years, g, and the mutationrate is measured per aminoacidsite,

then

M = gu. (11.15)

The mean evolutionary time for one gene substitution is

(11.16)

Similar considerations apply to the mutation rate per nucleotide substitution,

which, however, is less accurately determined but must be comparable. From
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present knowledge of mammalian evolution, as we have already seen, « ~107 ?.
Assuming an average generation time of four years, this gives M = 4.107°, from
Equation 11.15.

The quantity P in Equation 11.14 depends on the selection coefficients of the
mutations. For a mutantallele whoseselective advantageis s, it has been shown by
Kimura (1962) and others that

1 _ e*Nspo

wherepp is the initial gene frequency. For a new mutant gene Pp = 1/2N and,there-
fore,

1— e2s

The limit of this expression when s approaches zero, is P = (1/2N), which is the
probability of fixation of new neutral genes. For neutral genes, therefore, from
Equation11.14,

M =p. (11.19)

If s is greater than zero, P is greater than 1/(2N) and, therefore, M is greater than
LL.

Probably every new mutantallele has a fitness different from that of the normal
allele at the same locus. Some new mutantalleles have lower fitnesses than the nor-
malalleles, some have higher, and some havefitnesses so nearly equal to those of
the normaltype that they can be considered as neutral (|s| <1/2N, as already men-
tioned). Mutant genes having fitnesses lower than those ofthe normal alleles have
a negligible chance of being fixed and can be neglected in the computation of M.

If p, is the proportion of mutant genes that are advantageous, for which the
probability offixation is greater than 1/2N, Py is the proportion that are neutral,
for which the fixation probability is 1/2N, and the others have a fixation probability
of zero, then

M =py + pauk, (11.20)

where py +p, <1 andk>1. The quantity yk is the average rate of substitution
for the advantageous mutant genes. Thus, M can be greater, equal to, or smaller
than py, depending on p, and k—that is, depending on the distribution offitness
values amongthe advantageous mutant genes. If assumptions concerning the form
of this distribution could be made, then Equation 11.20 could be expressed more
precisely.
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With an average mutation rate per locus of 107’, accounting for “nonvisible”

mutations by an arbitrary increase of the observed unbiased mutation rate, the

mutation rate per amino acid (assuming 100 or more amino acids per locus) is

10~° orless. It is thus somewhat lower than the observed value of M of 4 x 107”.

There are, however, various factors that are set arbitrarily in this calculation. It

seems reasonable to conclude that the estimates of mutation rate and of observed

substitution rate are quite similar. They seem to be at least of the same order of

magnitude as would be expected, from Equation 11.19,if all mutations were neutral.

This does not mean that all mutations are in fact neutral, but merely that disadvan-

tageous mutations are balanced, approximately, in their effects on M, by the greater

probability of fixation of advantageous mutant genes. In other words, from

Equation 11.20, py + p4 k is approximately unity.

Kimura(1968) has suggested that most mutations are neutral because the load

that would be demanded by substitution through selection of as many mutant genes

as are actually substituted is too large. His computations are based, however, on the

assumption of independent action of different loci at the level of fitness. This

assumptionis arbitrary. If a threshold model is assumed,asin the heterotic balanced

polymorphismsalready discussed, then it has been shown by Sved (1968) that the

excessive substitutional load disappears.

Therate of gene substitution inferred from molecular evolution may be compared

with that obtained from interracial comparisons. The time for an amino acid

substitution is 1/x =10° years. With more than 100 aminoacids per locus, the time

for substitution per locusis less than 10’ years. From the estimate of the variation

in log(1 — f) between racial groups already given, 0.13 per 10* years, the rate of

divergence in one of the two branchesis 0.13/2 = 0.065 per 10* years, or one unit

of —log(1 — f) per 150,000 years. At this rate 107 years of change would correspond

to an f value of 0.9986. A complete gene substitution corresponds to f=1, but

this is, of course, only approached asymptotically. It is likely that interracial com-

parisons give an evolutionary rate higher than that expected for the whole species,

both on account of the fact that smaller, and hence more rapidly evolving, groups

are compared, and the fact that they live in different environments.

11.11. The Relative Roles of Natural Selection

and Drift in Human Evolution

Therole of natural selection in shaping man must have been extremely important.

The sameis true for any other living organism. Naturalselection 1s an immediate

consequence of the existence of genetic variation.It is also the only force capable

of bringing about long-term—that1s, inherited—adaptation to the environment.

There is no question, therefore, of the possible importance of natural selection.

The problem is determining its intensity and the magnitude of nonadaptive changes
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due to drift, relative to those due to natural selection. Even if the role of natural
selection is clear, from theoretical considerations, the measurementofits intensity
is not so simple, as we haveseen.

It is often very difficult to discover the detailed mechanism by which natural
selection acts on a given character.

An example in point is skin color. To say that a dark skin color has a selective
advantage in the tropics seems trivial. Protection against the sun may be the
right explanation, but how doesthe selective process take place? Several explana-
tions have been advanced. It may be that erythematous responses in white-skinned
people, especially children, exposed to the tropical sun are sufficiently dangerous
to be the basis for selective response. However, in several African populations
albinos survive and their frequency is perhaps not too different from that in white
populations. Thus, a more extremelack of pigmentation than foundin the ordinary
Caucasian does not seem to be very dangerous even in the tropics. It has been
suggested that black skin affords protection against skin tumors induced by ultra-
violet radiation, which seem to be rarer among black than among white people.
But the frequency of such tumors, at least that known today, hardly seemslarge
enough to account for a selective effect of the necessary magnitude. It has also
been suggested that the selective factor may be vitamin D deficiency or excess. This
vitamin is produced in the skin, usually from a precursor supplied by the diet.
Dark skin would prevent the formation of excessive amounts ofthe vitamin, which
can be dangerous, where the amount of sunlightis great per unit area, as in the
tropics. A light skin would allow the formation of sufficient amounts where sunlight
is not sufficient. All of these mechanisms, and others, may have taken part in the
process of skin-color change, butit is very difficult to assess their relative impor-
tance. It is worth mentioning, however, that skin-color variation may be rapid.
Descendants of Jews who wentto Iraq and Iran some 2000 years ago have a much
darker skin color than descendants of those who migrated to less desert-like areas
at a similar latitude or who migrated to the north. There are as yet, unfortunately,
no data available to solve the problem of what contribution was made to this
change by geneflow.

Even for the best-known polymorphism, sickle-cell trait and anemia, many
important physiological details of the selective mechanism arestill missing, and
many demographic details are not fully understood. It is difficult, for example, to
assessthe relative contributionsto selection from differential mortality as compared
to fertility. The limits to experimentation in man,the impossibility of reconstructing
in all its aspects the environmentof the past, and the difficulties of consideringall
possible relevant aspects even of the present-day environment, make this kind of
problem unusually difficult.
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Ecological variation is not always easy to interpret.

The existence of several conspicuous differences between human races, which

are considered a priori likely to represent local adaptations to different environ-

ments, has stimulated the search for “‘ explanations.’ Much variation accompanies

the changein climate with latitude (or altitude) and thus muchattention hasrightly

been paid to the climate. ‘ Ecological rules” derived from observationsin animals

have been partially confirmed in man.

Schreider (1964) has studied the weight-to-surface ratio, which is expected to

be higher in areas having a cold climate and lower in those having a hotclimate,

to facilitate regulation of body temperature. In Europe the ratio, in units of kilo-

grams per square meter, goes from 39 in Germansor Finnsto 37in the inhabitants

of Calabria (Southern Italy) and 35.4-36 in Sahara Berbers and in Yemenites.

There is an approximate gradient with temperature, though it is somewhatdifferent,

for Africans, ranging from 37 in Mali and the Upper Volta to 33-36 in Central

Africa and 30-31 among Bushmen and Pygmies. Among populations of the

Pacific, inhabitants of cold countries again have a high ratio (Eskimos 38-39,

Mapuchesof the Andes 39.2) while Mexicans have 34.9-36.4 and hotter countries

give lowerfigures (31-32 for the Philippines and 30.9 for Malaya).

With some exceptions, and subject to the reasonable limitation that different

racial groups show different gradients, the rule on the variation of weight with

temperature surface seems to hold for men.It should be noted, however,that it does

not hold for women. This may reflect the tendency toward division of labor

between men and women, men being moreexposedto conditions of extremestress,

in which selection due to climatic conditions may be more important.

Anotherclassical ecological rule, whichis valid in animals and which also implies

a dependence on the climate because of its importance for heat regulation,is based

on theratio of the length of the limbs to that of the trunk. The greater the ratio, the

greater the loss of heat. The ratio is therefore expected to be lower in colder

climates and higher in hotter ones.It is found to be lowest in Northern Europe and

largest in Pygmies, with a fairly regular gradient in between. No major exceptions

to this rule are known.

As for any other anthropometric measurement, there is verylittle information

on the short-term effects of environment on these traits. An unknown fraction of

the variation could be under direct environmental control, through nutrition or

other variables.

Other possible adaptations to the climate have been mentioned. These include

the decrease in nostril size in colder climates, and the mongolian shapeofthe eye,

thought to be a protection of the conjunctive against glare (on snow andice) and

against cold. Empirically observed correlations, for example of Diego and Gm

factors with climate, may also be mentioned (see Wilson and Franklin, 1968). For

the morphological features it is easier to imagine what the selective mechanisms
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may be. Like all correlations, these also may be spurious and reflect chance his-
torical accidents, or nonadaptive (for example, sexual) selection.

It is difficult at the present time to assess the relative importance of adaptive and
nonadaptive changes.

The problem ofthe relative importance of adaptive and nonadaptive changesis
of great theoretical interest. It can be answered only tentatively, at this stage of
knowledge. It may be useful for this discussion to consider drift as the only non-
adaptive force, combining init all chance factors that are, by definition, nonadap-
tive. It is easy to absorb migration into drift, for it is only the combined effect
of drift and migration that is observed. Consideration of population size without
migration is meaningless with respect to the prediction of drift, unless we consider
the total size of a species that cannot, by definition, receive immigrants and for
which, therefore, migration is zero. Even mutation has a strong element of chance,
both because of the random natureofits occurrence, and the unpredictability ofits
result. Total mutation pressure, however, remains a factor to be considered separ-
ately.

In some organisms mutability is known to be undergenetic control. It has already
been mentioned that the DNA which controls ribosomal RNA shows a smaller
than average range of evolutionary variation. This may be the consequence of
stricter stabilizing selection for these genes. It may also bethatthisis, in part, achieved
by lower mutability. It is not impossible that different segments of the genome
have different mutability, for example because of duplication by different DNA
polymerases. This suggestion is, however, entirely speculative at the present time.

It is still impossible to answer quantitatively the question of therelative roles of
drift and selection. The following facts seem, however, to be fairly well established.

1. When microgeographic variation is analyzed,it is often of the same order of
magnitude as that expected underdrift. In areas of recent immigration, however,
such variation may also be the result of incomplete admixture.

2. When variation over a larger area is considered, some genes showselective
effects. A few of these may be somewhat buffered by balancing pressures (for
example, ABO andhaptoglobins). A few may be, or may have been, under differ-
tial pressures in different parts of the world. Fairly large local selection differentials
probably apply for skin color and perhaps for other racial traits connected with
body build. They may also apply to some polymorphic markers such as Fy, Gm,
and Diego. The bulk of polymorphic markers, however, show variation from one
racial group to anotherthat is not far from the amount expected under random
drift. The information available is, however, too scanty to permit a valid comparison
between the observed variation and that expected underdrift alone. More know-
ledge on separation times, population sizes, and migration is needed.
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3. The data on molecular evolution indicate mean evolutionary times that are

not far from those expected for drift alone, though once again, this does not, of

course, rule out a major contribution from advantageous mutations.

4. Selection for continuousvariation, as, for example, for skin color, body build,

or behavioral characters, usually affects several genes at once. For these characters

drift is likely to be of less importance. When several genes are at play, the amount

of random variation (in terms of variance) is decreased, as is true of an arithmetic

mean, by a factor equal to the number of components—that is, the number of

genes—affecting the character. Selection, when gauged from the frequencies of the

individual genes affecting the character, will, however, be less intense aS more

genes contribute to the phenotype, and the effect of a particular gene will be

correspondingly less important.

These considerations suggest that the selective differential of the average gene may

be small, for many genes so small as to be within the range that can be considered

as neutral. Changesin the environment, and therefore in selection intensities, how-

ever, complicate the situation.

Intergroup selection may be responsible for some changes in the frequencies of

polymorphic genes.

Natural selection is commonly defined in terms of the individual’s “ competition”

with the environment. Sometimes, however, natural selection may take the form

of direct competition between individuals. The more general definition of selection,

namely that which uses the conceptoffitness as measured by the number of des-

cendants, includes both the struggle for existence between individuals of the same

species and the struggle against the environment.

Groupsare often sufficiently isolated that it is meaningful to consider them as

separate entities, even though they may, of course, have some degree of gene

exchange. Differential rates of growth of different groups may then be a cause of

change in the gene frequencies, when these are considered for the whole species.

This is referred to as intergroup selection, as contrasted with intragroup selection,

which is that between individuals.

Intergroup selection may take the form ofdirect competition between the groups.

Wars are an example of such competition. By causing excessive mortality in one

group as compared to another, by forcing gene flow, miscegenation, forced migra-

tions, and other similar phenomena, wars have undoubtedly played a role in evolu-

tionary changes. Intergroup selection, however, like intragroup (or individual)

selection, need not be entirely competitive. The mere fact that one population

grows at a different rate than another one, perhaps because of more favorable

environmental conditions or of some technological advance increasing food produc-

tion or reducing mortality, causes a change in the world gene frequencies. The
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concept offitness can be applied to groups in the same wayasit applies to indi-

viduals for intragroup selection. Group selection is now, however, determined

mostly by cultural rather than by biological factors. It was noted by Hulse (1963)

that the human species today has a muchlighter skin color than it must have had

some time ago, simply because Caucasians, who happened to havea lighter com-

plexion,first adopted agriculture and thus increased disproportionately in numbers.

Manyother genes followed a fate similar to that of skin-color determining genes.

The Rhesusallele, Ro, which may have been the original Rh allele (see Chapter 5)

now has a frequency of less than 10 percent when estimated for the whole popula-

tion of the world. This change has probably taken some 50,000 years. Intergroup

selection may be the chief factor bringing about this change, which would under

intragroupselection have required a selective coefficient of the order of 0.006, which

is relatively large.

A picture of the evolution of our species can at present only be speculative.

Consideration of the potential importance of intergroup selection brings us back
to the models of hominid evolution discussed earlier. Our incomplete knowledge
of the geography, climates, fauna, and flora in the periods during which our genus
was evolving, and the poverty of the paleontological record of human evolution,
make any tentative reconstruction highly speculative. Probably, much moreinfor-
mation will be made available in the future. At present, however, it does not seem
inconceivable that the model ofhominid evolution in which a relatively isolated pop-
ulation “ explodes” and then invades, possibly supplanting neighboring populations
(model 2 on page 694), is the nearest to the actual evolution of the genus Homo.
Barriers between continents and within them have arisen and disappeared during
this time. Large areas have becomehabitable andinhabitable at various times under
the spread and the retreat of glaciers and with the increase or decrease in humidity.
Long periods of hunger may thus have alternated with periods of plenty. It seems
likely that this may have favored the formation oflarge isolates over long periods,
one of which may have been situated in Africa and another in Asia sometime
approximately 50,000 years ago. A proto-African type, of which Bushmen and Pyg-
mies are perhaps the mostdirect representatives, may have been prevalentin Africa
during approximately the same period in which Rhodesian man evolved. The con-
nections between these proto-Africans and Rhodesian man are unknown. The group
located in Asia, perhaps in the southeast, started spreading in all directions some
20 or 30 thousand years ago. Thus future Orientals went to the north, from where
future American Indians and Eskimos were to go farther east across the Bering
Strait, and Australians and Melanesians to the southeast. Earlier still, from this
group or from Africans, or from both, the Caucasian was formed and occupied the
Middle East and was the main actor of the Neolithic revolution, as far as we now
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know. Beforethe last glaciation the three main groups—Negroids, Caucasoids, and

Mongoloids—had probably already been formed.

At the end of the last glaciation an important cultural and biological wave origina-

ted in the Middle East, and from there spread to the northwest towards Europe,

perhaps absorbing—culturally and biologically—hunters who had migrated there

earlier or who may have remained there during the whole period of the glaciation.

This wave also spread to the southwest, and mixed with proto-Africans, perhaps

introducing there the Neolithic revolution as well as genes of Caucasian type found

mostly, but not exclusively, in East Africa. The wave also spread eastwards to

occupy, or reoccupy, India.

Part of this picture is in agreement with known facts, part is hypothetical or

based on very approximate timeestimates. It is offered as a speculation to fill the

gap in our actual knowledge. It does, however, help to visualize how a theory of

shifting centers of cultural and biological success, created by environmental changes

and technological innovations, may have shaped man’s early history, the record

of which is still inadequate.
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12

Eugenics, Euphenics, and

Human Welfare

Most of the potential applications to human welfare of the knowledge we have

surveyed so far in this book fall under two headings: eugenics and euphenics.

Because of the social importance of such applicationsit is difficult to remain com-

pletely objective (in the sense of being free from all emotional factors) but we have

at least made the attemptto be so. Clearly, the interaction between genetics and the

social sciences can be a very important part of this underdeveloped subject,

which is sometimes called humanics.

12.1 The History of Eugenics and Some
General Problems of Its Practice

The aim of eugenics is the improvement of the humanspecies by decreasing the

propagation of the physically and mentally handicapped (negative eugenics)

and by increasing that of the “more desirable” types (positive eugenics). It is, in

other words, the application to man of the methods developed by breeders for

improving their stocks by artificial selection. As we shall see in this chapter, we
now knowthat the scope for eugenics is severely limited for both theoretical and
practical reasons.
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Most objections are avoided by an approach that is euphenical, rather than

eugenical. Euphenics is the improvement of the phenotype by manipulation of

the environment. Its definition could be broadenedso as to includeall of education,

psychology, and medicine but such a broadening would dilute its significance. It

seemsbest to limit the use of the word to applications for which genetic knowledge

is essential. This greatly restricts present applications, though those of the future

are likely to be very important. Psychologists and educationists have shown until

now verylittle, if any, interest in the importance of considering innate individual

differences. It seems inevitable that education can be moreeasily perfected if it can

be better adapted to individual needs and mouldedto fit, as much as is compatible

with practical considerations, the potential of each child.

The term genetic engineering is commonly used to designate all applications of

genetic techniques, from artificial selection to the direct chemical manipulation

of genetic structure made possible by recently acquired knowledge of the mechan-

ismsoflife. A few of these techniques are potentially of enormoussocial significance

and must be applied with great caution. The development of methods of controlling

the sex of human offspring or of “cloning” individuals (Section 12.5), for example,

must be accompanied by the realization that their indiscriminate use may have

unwelcome social consequences. On the other hand, techniques such as those now

used for prenatal diagnosis of fetal disease can have essentially beneficial effects

when they have been perfected for use with humans. Such distinctions must be

made, for although no scientific discovery is in itself dangerous, man’s inability,

or refusal, to control its use may have disastrousresults.

Eugenics is an old concept and practice.

Many primitive societies practice negative eugenics. When infanticide is not

regarded by a society as necessarily being a crime, and is used as a means of

birth control, it is easily extended to the elimination of the malformed. Negative

eugenics reappears over and over again throughout humanhistory. In early Roman

times, the Tarpeian rock wassaid to be the place for the disposal of handicapped

children. Positive eugenics was advocated by philosophers—Plato, for example—

but was practiced only rarely. Frederick II of Prussia is said to have given the best

girls to his best soldiers, to promote the formation of an “elite.”

In modern European culture, eugenic thought was given great emphasis by

Francis Galton. He advocated the study of twins for the understanding of certain

aspects of inheritance (see Chapter 9) and created correlation and regression

methods for measuring the resemblance between parents and their children

(Galton, 1894). He worked mostly during the second half of the nineteenth century

and did not have the benefit of knowledge of Mendelian theory. In fact, Galton

quantitated the ‘“‘blending”’ theory of inheritance. Galton’s theory predicted, at
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least approximately, the observed correlations between relatives for quantitative

characters, which he himself was the first to measure. It was only following Wein-

berg’s work in 1909-10 and Fisher’s famous 1918 paperthat it could be proved that

the correlations between relatives for quantitative characters, the last stronghold of

the anti-Mendelian currents of thought, were fully and more adequately explained

by Mendelian theory.

Eugenic thought was notgreatly disturbed by the fall of the Galtonian theory of

inheritance. It was, in fact, largely independentof it. The practical application of

artificial selection did not require the support of a precise theory of inheritance.

The very considerable evidence accumulated by the success of empirical breeding

for better animals and plants wassufficient to convince people ofits applicability to

man.

In the United States, the beginning of the twentieth century saw the flourishing

of eugenics, especially under the leadership of Davenport, who tried to capitalize

on the new Mendelian theory of inheritance. Unfortunately, the application of

Mendelian rules to human genetics was conductedin a highly uncritical way by the

group of workers connected with Davenport. Every character was assumed to

mendelize, on the basis of insufficient evidence, and grotesque conclusions were

reached (for a review of this history see Haller, 1963). The reaction ofscientific

circles to the poorscientific performance of the eugenists of that time might well

have suffocated the new wave of eugenics. However, the growth of human genetics

during the thirties revived eugenic aspirations. In more recent times, such dis-

tinguished geneticists as H. J. Muller have taken a strong stand in favorofpositive

eugenics. The development of new techniques and knowledge, and therealization

of the genetic dangers connected with the use of atomic energy and the increase in
radiation background, were powerful elements in restoring a balanced interest in

eugenics and putting thefield on a firmerscientific basis.

There is always a racist danger in eugenics.

Weconsider racism to be the belief that some races are inherently superior to
others and that this gives them a right to dominate or eliminate their supposed
inferiors.

One danger to which eugenics has been constantly exposed during its develop-
ment is its association with racism. At the time when eugenics was developing
in the mind of Galton, racism was put forward asa scientific theory by a French
diplomat, the Count de Gobineau, who was a great propagandist of the myth of
the superiority of the German “race.” In his book Sur les inegalités des races
humaines (1853) he presented a history of the world which,in his view, proved that
most of the good things on earth were due to the congenital superior ability of
people of Germanic origin and that “degeneration” is the consequence ofracial
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admixture of the original founders of a country. Racists of other countries take

different views on which particular “‘race’’ is superior (usually, of course, their

own), but still accept the principle that some “races” are superior to others.

Gobineau was unusual in that he gave the supremacy to a “race”’ other than his

own.

If the idea that someraces are superior to others is accepted, eugenists are likely

to becomeracists simply by asking the question, should not the “superior’’ races

be expanded andthe propagation ofthe “‘inferior”’ ones be limited? A mostserious

scientific objection is that superior and inferior are not at all easily defined, as we

shall discuss later, and that the comparison of people from different countries and

cultures provokes an almost inextricable confounding of biological and cultural

factors. The fact that biological evolution is slow and cultural evolution may be

fast makes it, a priori, more likely that differences in socially important traits

between races are cultural rather than biological.

Many eugenists of the nineteenth and early twentieth century were racists (in-

cluding Galton). In more recent times, the American Eugenic Society has openly

condemned racism. A poll of opinion among geneticists would show that they

share—-practically unanimously—the samepoint of view. Almost the only evidence

of exception to this point of view is a recent book collecting some genetic articles

that are largely inspired by racism. A review of it written by L. C. Dunn for Eugenics

Quarterly in 1968 provides an eloquent and illuminating answer.

Eugenic proposals at the intragroup level escape, in part, the criticisms that can

be levelled against racism.

It is difficult or impossible to say, for manyloci, whichallele is “ good ”’ and which

is “‘ bad.” The judgment dependsinevitably on the environmental, genotypic, and

even social background. Today, the sickle-cell gene is “bad” in the European or

North American environment. Butit is still “good” in Africa, where it helps to

fight malaria, and wasalso “‘ good” elsewhere until a short while ago for the same

reason. Similarly, the G6PD-deficiency gene is good in a malarial environment.It

is bad if its carriers need some relatively common drugs, which may, in somecases,

cause serious hemolyticcrises. It is also bad whenit is associated with another,less

well-known,gene. For,if the carriers of both genes inhale the pollen or ingest the

raw beansofthe plant Vicia faba, they suffer from serious and often lethal attacks

of the hemolytic disease called favism. Epistasis, heterosis, and genotype-environ-

ment interactions may makeit impossible to state whether a given gene is good or

bad withouta series of specifications that often render useless any such judgment.

In the vast majority of cases, moreover, our ignorance paralyzes our judgment.

We know that the large store of genetic variation accumulated in every species

serves two very important purposes. One of them, commontoall species,is that of

meeting possible and unpredictable changes in the environment. Variation plays
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the role of an insurance policy against possible changes in the environment. If we

could decrease at will the present amount of genetic variation by selecting certain

“‘desirable”’ types, we might later have to pay very dearly for the resulting tempor-

ary improvement. A type defined as desirable might, for example, lack resistance

to a new pathogen that suddenly arises; a type that had been selected against, and

effectively removed from the population, might have had resistance to it. In

our present state of ignorance it seems reasonable to subscribe to the plea of Neel

(1970) and others, that it is dangerous to take steps that maygrossly alter existing

levels of genetic variation.

The second purpose of accumulated genetic variation is probably important

mainly for humansocieties. Division of labor requires different abilities. Variation

supplies them. A trend towards greater homogeneity may be seriously counter-

productive in this respect.

The fact remains that some genes or inherited conditions, such as Down’s syn-

drome, are unambiguously disadvantageous and that eugenic measures that could

decrease their incidence would be universally welcome. Sometraits such as, for

example, inventiveness, artistic talents, and resistance to disease are almost unam-

biguously favorable and their development should be encouraged,ifat all possible.

They may, to some extent, be inherited. Thus, though in a more limited way than

was conceived a century ago, eugenics could play an important role in shaping

man’s future.

Somevery serious difficulties remain. The right of the individual to reproduceis

considered an important part of individual freedom. Very few people are, at least

at the present time, willing to abandonit, and probably with good reason. There

are, however, two considerations that mitigate against this attitude. Man is con-

fronted today with another motive for controlling his reproduction, which is much

more urgent than eugenic aspirations for improvementof the species.

The explosive rate of growth of the human species is making it more and more

urgent to generate quickly the right attitude toward birth control, which is at the

momentrestricted to a very small fraction of the world population. It is possible

that the solution of this urgent problem mayhelp to facilitate eugenic programs.

Westill do not know howto get the whole species to adopt measures of birth con-

trol. If we can learn how to do this we may in the process also learn to introduce

eugenic considerations, for similar human attitudes are required for both.

Another kind of reason for limiting human reproduction pertains to the indi-

vidual family rather than to the species. Genetic counseling is a service for married

or engaged couples to help them understand and solve problemsrelated to the risk

of having genetically abnormal progeny. The basis for genetic counseling is a know-

ledge of the genetics of the abnormalities, which makes possible the prediction of

the risk of abnormal progeny in a given mating together with an unequivocal

clinical diagnosis of the abnormality. Prediction may be based on Mendelian expec-

tations for simple recessive and dominant conditions, or on empirically determined
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risks for diseases whose inheritance is less well understood, such as diabetes or

schizophrenia. The principles of genetic counseling are necessarily those of

Mendelian inheritance and population genetics, as discussed throughout this book.

In practice, genetic counseling is, to a large extent, really a branch of psychological

medicine (see WHO report on Genetic Counselling, 1969, also Reed, 1955).

Spreading and increasing knowledge of human genetics will undoubtedly

strengthen genetic counseling. There are no obvious moral objections to genetic

counseling. People who nowseekit do so on a voluntary basis, and so arelikely to

follow the advice they receive. Thus, eugenic programsare, in fact, being carried

out, although so far only to a very limited extent.

Among the majordifficulties facing eugenics is the fact that most of the means

of eugenic action, such as abortion of abnormal fetuses, are often barred by

religious prejudice andlegal restriction. For instance, Roman Catholic obstetricians

tend to deny their patients this treatment. The very slow rate of change observed

so far in Roman Catholic ethics suggests that a significant fraction of the world

population will not, or will not easily, have legal access to this powerful remedy.

12.2 Prospects for Negative Eugenics

Negative eugenics, which is the elimination of genetic defects, can, in theory, be

practiced in two main ways: by avoidance ofreproduction by individualswhoseprogeny

is likely to be handicapped (which in some cases may be achieved simply by assortative

mating) and by elimination of the defective progeny, which, of course, poses moral and

social problems.

The avoidance of reproduction in cases of genetic risk can be applied before a

potentially “‘dangerous”’’ marriage takes place, or after. In practice, this includes

the following possibilities.

Avoidance of Marriages Having High Genetic Risk. This method, practiced by

means of counseling rather than legal restriction, is accepted by almostall societies.

There are two main types of genetic risks: those that obtain even if only one of

the parents is a carrier; and those that obtain only if both are. The latter type of

genetic risk can be avoided by suitable choice of marriage partners (negative

assortative mating).

Avoidance of Pregnancy in Marriages Having High Genetic Risk. This practice

also encounters no moral opposition in almost any circles, at least as long as

it is not compulsory butis based, rather, on counseling, and carried out by approved

means of birth control.

Sterilization of Carriers of Genetic Handicaps. Technically this is an easy surgical

procedure in men.It is less easy in women. Formerly sterilization of women was
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accomplished by irradiation of the ovaries with X-rays; today it is done by tying

the fallopian tubes or by removing the uterus. Sterilization by these procedures

seems to have nosignificant effect on the hormonal balance or the personality of

the sterilized persons, but may obviously affect their lives in other ways. Steriliza-

tion does encounter enough moral and social opposition in some societies and

countries for it to be illegal, while in some other countriesis a legalized procedure,

though not necessarily widely practiced. Institutionalization of mental defectives

also, of course, effectively prevents reproduction.

When pregnancies that might give rise, or will surely give rise, to a severely

handicapped offspring have occurred, the only eugenic measureleft is the elimina-

tion of the offspring. There are widely different moral reactions to this measure,

especially depending on whetherit is the zygote or the newborn child thatis elimina-

ted. These two possibilities must therefore be considered separately.

Induced Abortion. During the first two months of pregnancy it is a medically

simple matter to effect an abortion by minor surgery or minor nonsurgical proce-

dures. Aborting the fetus is still surgically possible, without serious danger to the

mother, until about the twentieth week of pregnancy. Early abortion is practiced

as a means of birth control, legally in a few countries and illegally in almostall

others. Moral constraints are therefore relatively ineffective. It would seem that

the use of abortion to prevent the birth of a handicapped individual should have a

stronger moral backing than its use for birth control, which can be achieved more

simply in other ways. There may be psychological contraindications against abor-

tion that have to be considered on an individual basis. It seems, however, that, in

general, voluntary abortion for the elimination of abnormal fetuses should be

legalized in all countries. Indications for abortion may,ofcourse, vary. In almost no

human mating is the probability of genetically handicapped progeny higher than

50 percent. In high risk cases, it is usually of the order of 25 percent or less. The

problem of making a decision is greatly eased where there is the possibility of

diagnosis of genetic defects by amniocentesis, which is the aspiration of amniotic

fluid and subsequent examinationofcells of fetal origin (see Steele and Breg, 1966).

All readily detectable chromosome aberrations can in principle, be diagnosed

prenatally using this technique. In Table 12.1 a list is given of some diseases that

can at present be diagnosed in the fetus by amniocentesis before the nineteenth

week, and thus in time for therapeutic abortion. It is also possible to obtain blood

from the fetus, and to detect fetal cells circulating in the mother’s blood, both of

which procedures might increase diagnostic possibilities. The direct collection of

fetal blood is not as widely practiced as amniocentesis because ofthe risk of damage

to the fetus. It should be stressed that the proportion of pregnancies in which thera-

peutic abortion for eugenic purposes might be indicated, at this time, is small. With

increasing knowledge it will rise, but almost certainly not to more than 5 percent

of all pregnancies.
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TABLE 12.1

Familial Metabolic Disorders Demonstrable

in Tissue Culture

 

Deficient Enzyme or

 
 

Disorder Mutant Phenotype

Acatalasemia Catalase

Branched-chain ketonuria Branched-chain «-ketoiso-
(maple syrup urine caproate decarboxylase
disease)

Chediak-Higashi syndrome Cytoplasmic inclusions

Citrullinemia Argininosuccinate synthetase

Cystathionuria Cystathionase

Cystic fibrosis Metachromatic granules

Cystinosis Increased free-cystine

Galactosemia Galactose-1-phosphate uridyl
transferase

Gaucher’s disease Glucocerebrosidase

Glucose-6-phosphate Glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenasedeficiency dehydrogenase

Glycogen storage disease a1-4 glucosidase
type II (Pompe’s disease)

Homocystinuria Cystathionine synthetase

Marfan’s syndrome Metachromatic granules

Mucopolysaccharidosis Metachromatic granules

Orotic aciduria Orotidylic pyrophosphorylase
and orotidylic decarboxylase

Phytanic acid storage Phytanic acid «-hydroxylase
disease (Refsum’s
disease)

Sphingomyelinosis Sphingomyelinase and/or
(Niemann-Pick variants) sphingomyelin and

cholesterol accumulation

X-linked uric aciduria Hypoxanthine guanine
(Lesch-Nyhan phosphoribosyl transferase
syndrome)

 

Source: From Nadler (1969).

Physical Elimination of the Handicapped Individual (a Form of Euthanasia). This

measure seems to be incompatible with the great majority of moral attitudes in

socially advanced countries. It is cited here because it is practiced, mostly in the

form of infanticide, in a number of cultures. Some economically advancedsocieties

have practiced it in recent times even on adults. For instance, in Nazi Germany a

large numberofpatients of mental hospitals were subjected to euthanasia. It seems

clear that the only socially acceptable procedure is the development of special

educational techniques for the handicapped and, if necessary, institutionalization.
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It should be noted that when eugenic measuresare being considerednot only short-

term but also long-term genetic effects should be taken into account.

Weshall treat separately the following: dominant genetic defects; recessive

genetic defects; defects with complex (or unknown) genetic causation; and possi-

bilities, and consequences, of assortative mating. For eugenic purposes,the use of

the terms dominant andrecessive will be restricted to the genetic defect itself. Thus

a dominant condition is one in which the heterozygote has the physical handicap.

As these defects are usually rare, the homozygous condition is usually unknown,

or is sometimes knowntobelethal. A recessive condition is a pathological condition

appearing only in the homozygote, while the heterozygote is normal or almost so

from a medical point of view, even though he maybereadily distinguished from the

homozygote for the “‘normal”’ allele.

Negative eugenics for dominant defects: if the fitness of the bearer of a genetic

defect caused by a dominantallele is low, as is usually the case, most affected indi-

viduals carry the gene as the result of recent mutation.

The frequency of most ‘“‘dominant”’ defects at birth is very low because they

usually impose a severe handicap and therefore are exposed to strong selection.

Equilibrium between mutation andselection is established fairly rapidly. The loss

at each generationis equalto the frequency of diseased D multiplied by theselection

coefficient s, and this product must equal the rate of mutant gene formation per

generation, which is 2u (see Chapter 3). If selection takes place by mortality after

birth or byinfertility (of which celibacy is one component), the frequency of diseased

at birth, D, will be 2/s. The fitness f=1— sis low for most of these defects.It is,

for instance, 20 percent for chondrodystrophy, and thus 80 percentofall affected

births are the result of new mutations (or phenocopies) and only 20 percent are

due to reproduction of already existing mutant genes. By abolishing completely

the reproduction of chondrodystrophic individuals, the frequency at birth would

decrease by 20 percentin the first generation but would remain constantthereafter,

unless means were found of decreasing the mutationrate.

Down’s syndrome (mongolism) is another example of an effectively dominant

defect. A few instances of reproduction by individuals with Down’s syndromeare

known, and amongtheir offspring the expected 1:1 proportion of affected is

found. Their fitness is so low, however, that practically all cases, as least for the

47-chromosometype, are the result of fresh “mutation,” more exactly, of non-

disjunction in one of the parents, almost always the mother (Penrose and Smith,

1966). It is known that older women have a much higher chance (nearly 5 percent

for mothers older than 45 years) of producing nondisjunctional gametes. Therefore,

avoidance of reproduction at a late age for women seems highly recommendable.

In pregnancies of older women, analysis of the chromosomeset of the fetus by
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amniocentesis should be recommended. Such a recommendation is even more

important for pregnancies in which either parent, whateverhis or her age, is known

to be the carrier of a translocation involving chromosome-21. Thecarrier of such a

translocation has a 25 percent chance of producing defective progeny. Normal

carriers are usually detected only when they,or their sibs, or other relatives properly

located in the line of descent, do produceoffspring afflicted with Down’s syndrome.

The great majority of sex-chromosomeaberrations causeinfertility but do not

severely impair longevity. They thus impose a significant load on the individual

and on society because the affected are likely to spend most oftheir lives in institu-

tions. Their detection by amniocentesis would, however, require the monitoring of

all pregnancies, which seems, at present, to be an impossible proposition. For some

time to come, the application of amniocentesis, considering the difficulties of the

procedure andits cost, is likely to be limited to pregnancies carrying a high risk of

giving rise to a recognizable genetic defect.

At the beginning of the century, eugenic propaganda exploited a few instances

of idiocy, probably having genetic components but not clearly characterized, in

which some mentally defective or antisocial persons were found to have a large

numberof “‘affected’’ descendants. The statistics used were largely biased, and it

is possible that a substantial part of the unproductive or antisocial behavior in the

incriminated families had environmental causes. In general, eugenic measures for

dominant defects can decrease only to an insignificant extent the incidence of the

defects.

Negative eugenics for recessive defects: it is almost impossible to eliminate

disadvantageousalleles.

If a defect is recessive, its frequency at birth, D, depends on the mutation rate

and thefitness, as for dominants, but is equal to y/s (half as much as for dominants—

see Chapter 3). The formula is only valid for genes that are fully recessive with

respect to fitness—thatis, genes for which the normal homozygote andthe hetero-

zygote have exactly the same fitness. This may be true even if the two genotypes

are phenotypically distinguishable. The differences that we are able to detect may

be of no importance from the point of view of natural selection. Vice versa,

natural selection may be sensitive to differences that we have not detected. Even

small departures from the equality of fitness of the normal homozygote and the

heterozygote can affect the equilibrium frequency. Moreover, inbreeding and drift

may also affect the frequencies of the affected homozygotes, as was discussed in

Chapters 7 and8.

The frequency of the disadvantageousallele is, of course, much higher than that

of carriers of the defect. The latter will be of the order of mutation rates, and higher

only if the fitness of the recessive homozygote is high—thatis, if the defect has a
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small effect. The proportion of heterozygotes, however, will always be muchhigher,

being approximately twice the square root of the frequency of recessive homozy-

gotes at birth. Thus, for a defect like phenylketonuria, which has a frequency at

birth of 1/10,000, the frequency of heterozygous carriers is about 2 percent.

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF NEGATIVE EUGENICS TO RECESSIVE DEFECTS

Eliminate All (or as Many as Possible) Defectives Before Birth. In the list (Table

12.1) of those defects that can be diagnosed by amniocentesis, some are recessive.

This approach would, of course, eliminate the problems for families and society

ofhandicapped children. Gene frequencies would, however, be onlyslightly affected.

The equilibrium gene frequency would change from yu/s to p, and would not

changeatall for a gene, such as that for PKU,for which thefitness of the recessive

homozygote is almost zero. Moreover, the change would be very slow,asin all

selection against a recessive.

Eliminate All Progeny of Marriages Between Heterozygotes When These Are

Recognizable. Such a rule would probably meet great moral opposition, in that

heterozygotes are normal andin that three-quarters of their progeny are expected

to be normal. The change in gene frequency would, in any case, be small. An equili-

brium at one-half the gene frequency valid under natural selection would be

approached slowly.

Bar All Heterozygotes From Reproduction. This measure would make acceptable

for reproduction only a very small fraction of humans, if any. Considering only

recessive genes for which the heterozygotes are at present distinguishable (see

Table 12.1), only about 30 percent of the human population would beeligible

for reproduction. These genes are, however, only a small minority of the recessive

deleterious genes in existence. The overall estimate of lethal equivalents is one or

more per gamete (see Chapter 7). This would give two or more, say four, fully

penetrant (s = 1) deleterious recessives per zygote. The probability that an individual

would be free of such deleterious recessives would be e* or only 1/55. It might even

be muchless than this figure, which is computed on the assumptionthatall recessive

deleterious genes have full penetrance, as the expected numberofdeleterious genes

per zygote would be higherif they had incomplete penetrance.

With recessive defects, therefore, negative eugenics is essentially powerless, and

the only hope of decreasing the cost to society of the recessive heterozygotes is

prenatal diagnosis and therapeutic abortion. This procedure would, of course,

decrease the load, at the expense of another social cost: that of diagnosis and

abortion. It is, however, very likely that the latter cost would be smaller than the

former.
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Sex-linked recessive genes behave more-or-less like dominants.

Sex-linked deleterious recessives, like the hemophilia gene, are effectively
dominants in the male and hence respondto selection as dominants. Thefitness of
hemophilia has, however, changed greatly in recent decades and should be con-

sidered in the context of selection relaxation (see Section 12.6).

Some important diseases, such as schizophrenia and diabetes, have an incom-

pletely known, probably complex, modeof inheritance, but the genetic component
of their determinationis likely to be large. Similar considerations, perhapsinter-
mediate to those given above for dominant andrecessive defects, apply in this case.
For genetic counseling,statistics of risks, compiled from observations on the inci-

dence of the diseases in families, can satisfactorily substitute for Mendelian

probabilities.

12.3 Eugenic Potentialities of Consanguineous
and Assortative Mating

Premarital genetic counseling is becoming increasingly common.Its influenceis

still small when judged for a whole population, but is bound to increase. The

question arises then of its possible consequences. When only one member of a

potentially ** dangerous ’”’ mating is the knowncarrier of a genetic defect, the effects

of genetic counseling, if any, are similar to those ofsterilization. In a number of

instances, however, the dangeris tied to the specific union, and either person should

havelittle problem in finding a suitable alternative mate. It is useful to distinguish

four categories of potentially dangerous matings.

Consanguineous Matings. The empirical risks of consanguineous matings are

fairly well known and are not, in general, very high. The risk that the closest

consanguineous mating accepted by most societies (uncle-niece, aunt-nephew, or

double first cousins, which all have F = 1/8) will produce progeny dead or defective

at birth is perhapsfive- to tenfold higher than that for nonconsanguineous unions.

Each halving of the inbreeding coefficient approximately halves this value. The risk

relates only to damage from recessive genes, and consanguinity has practically no

effect on the risk that damage will be caused by dominant genes. When, however,

a recessive defect is known to be present in a specific family, the increased risk

may be the cause of greater concern. Thus, if it is known that one or moresibs of

an individual are affected by PKU, and he wants to marryhis first cousin, whose

sibs do not have the disease, the chance that the union can potentially produce

PKUprogenyis about 1/6. A test for heterozygosis of the potential mates may, in

part, relieve them of the worry.
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From the point of view of population projection, avoidance of consanguineous

marriages, due to genetic counseling or any other reason, does not solve the prob-

lem of recessive deleterious genes. It merely delays it. Genetic deaths that do not

occur now will occur later. A high level of consanguinity helps to keep down the

gene frequency of deleterious recessives. In fact, if the population is increasing in

numbers, the avoidance of consanguinity increases the absolute number of deaths,

when these are counted over a long time period.

Blood-group Incompatible Matings. The most commontype of Rh incompatibility

in Caucasian populations would be eliminated if Rh-negative women avoided

marriage with Rh-positive men. As only about one out of six Caucasoids are Rh-

negative, this would imposea serious limitation on the range of possible choices of

a husband for these women. Moreover, as the numbers of Rh-negative men and

womenare approximately equal, almost all Rh-negative men would have to marry

Rh-negative women. The human species would thus be split, at least among

Caucasoids, into a larger Rh-positive “race”? and a smaller Rh-negative “race”’,

with cross marriage being dangerous for Rh-negative women. This drastic measure

is not necessary, however, since Rh disease has been brought under control by

recent therapeutic procedures (see Chapter 5). There are still, however, major

difficulties in producing adequate amounts of the anti-Rh antibody used for the

prophylactic treatment.

Matings Between Heterozygotesfor Frequent Deleterious Recessives. Heterozygous

advantage due to resistance to malaria has created several polymorphisms in which

one allele is usually inferior to the “‘normal”’ type. For G6PD deficiency, the dis-

advantageis small. For sickle-cell anemia it is fairly high, the ensuing reduction of

fitness being almost 80 percent. In thalassemia, the homozygous condition is prac-

tically lethal. In places that had, or still have, a high incidence of malaria, these

genetic diseases represent a real social problem. It is estimated that sickle-cell

anemia causes some 100,000 deaths a year in the whole world. Frequencies of the

relevant genes are so high in some areas that thalassemia and sickle-cell anemia

may affect 1-2 percent of all the newborn. The diagnosis of heterozygotes is easy.

There is at present no effective therapy, but this was true for Rh and several other

genetic diseases until a short time ago. As a therapy will probably be developedin

a relatively short time, the suggestion of assortative mating to avoid the disease may

be valid for only a relatively short period. The fact, however, remains that for the

present, heterozygotes for either sickle-cell or thalassemic anemia would do

better if they avoided marriage with a person heterozygous for the same gene.

The problem of such heterozygotes finding a genetically suitable mate 1s muchless

difficult than the same problem would be for the Rh-negative woman. Heterozy-

gotes for these anemias are rarely more than twenty percent of the population.

Thus, the necessity of choosing, for a mate, a normal homozygote would not be an
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impossible limitation. In theory, assortative mating ofthis type could be continued
indefinitely, eliminating the disease and keeping gene frequencies almost unaltered.
Thus with a heterozygote frequency of 20 percent, 40 percent of marriages would
be between homozygotes and heterozygotes, and 60 percent between normal
homozygotes. Probably, in practice, the minority heterozygote group would be ata
slight handicap in finding a marriage partner, as it would be limited to finding a
mate from the majority group, while the majority group would have essentially no
limitations. The smaller fertility of the minority group that might thus ensue could
slowly lead to the disappearance of the deleterious gene in nonmalarial areas, per-
hapsat a faster rate than its decrease dueto natural selection against homozygotes.
Campaigningin favor ofsuch assortative matingis certainly no easy task. A therapy
for the disease may solve the problem before long, but the cost of the therapy may

be high and resort to assortative mating maystill be worthwhile.

Matings Between Heterozygotes for Rare Deleterious Recessives. By far the great
majority of deleterious recessive genes are rare. The principle of assortative mating
would operate on them in the same way as on the frequent recessives. In fact, it
would create even less difficulty for the heterozygotes initially, becauserelatively
few marriages would be precluded for them. This, however,is in part a consequence
of our present incomplete knowledge; for, if all heterozygotes for all deleterious

genes were detectable, a larger number of matings would be precluded.

The number would not, however, in any case be very large. Suppose every indi-

vidualis heterozygousfor four deleterious recessives. If for each of these, the hetero-

zygote frequencyis around onepercent, the frequency of individuals not carrying any

one of the four genes is, roughly, (0.99)* or 96 percent, so that only 4 percent of

potential mates would be excluded by the assortative mating. The task of detecting

all these deleterious recessives would, however, be enormous,as thousandsof genes

would have to be examined in each person. At the moment, in any case, we can

carry out such an examination for only a very small proportion of recessives.

Barker (1966) has examined more fully the consequences of assortative mating

for a recessive lethal gene, considering the effects of partial assortative mating

and of the reproductivity of marriages between heterozygotes. Both factors are

important for making predictions.

Mutation pressure not (or not fully) checked by natural selection will increase the

frequency of deleterious genes. As we have already seen, however, and shall see

again in more detail later, the increase under mutation pressure is so slow that it

cannot be a cause for much concern.

In conclusion, negative eugenics, using sterilization or related means, can achieve

only very limited success for defined genetic diseases because a large fraction of

genetic defects are the direct outcome of mutation, the more so, the moreserious

the defect. Hence, the only hope would be the reduction of mutationrates, at present
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only a theoretical possibility. When handicapped individuals can be detected before

birth, therapeutic abortion may be indicated. This procedure will, however, only

slightly improve the future genetic picture of the population. Its effects are com-

parable to those obtained bysterilization. Therapeutic abortion, however, can be

justified because it may considerably relieve social and individual burdens. Genetic

counseling may lead to assortative mating. This can prevent someserious genetic

diseases. Its application should be seriously considered, especially for diseases for

which there is as yet no known therapy.

12.4 Methods of Positive Eugenics

Elimination of genetic defects by negative eugenicsis severely limited in its scope.

In theory, however, breeding for improvementofdesirable traits might give a faster

response. Practically all socially important traits have a polygenic type of inherit-

ance. Theresults of artificial selection depend uponthe following factors:

1. The rate of improvement by selection depends directly on the extent of

genetic variability with respect to the trait to be improved. The gain expected in

one generation of selection is equal to the product of the heritability and the

selection differential, which is the difference between the mean of the individuals

selected as parents of the next generation and the mean of the whole population

(see Chapter 9).

2. Possible side effects on superficially unrelated characters may accompany

selection. Selection for one trait usually brings about correlated responses in other

characters. One prediction that often turns out to be true is that selection toward

an extreme type brings about a reduction in fertility. It also leads to inbreeding,

whichitself may be a partial cause of infertility. Pleiotropic effects and linkage of

the selected genes with other polymorphic genes mayalso be responsible for other

less predictable types of side effects.

3. The achieved selection differential (that is, the difference between the mean of

the offspring of the selected parents and that of the general population) maydiffer

from the expected values based on heritability estimates if the genetic determination

of the trait selected is at least in part due to complex types of interactions between

genes, or between the genotype and the environment.

4. For many socially desirable traits, the relative importance of nature and

nurture is unknown.

Given these limitations, selection for desirable traits in theory could be carried

out in humans and the results predicted with some accuracy. The methods of

selection could be based on eutelegenesis, the use of sperm from selected donors for

voluntary artificial insemination. In mammals,there is a great excess of germ cells,

especially from the male. The semen produced by one man during his life could
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fertilize perhaps tens of thousandsof ova. Thereis also a wastage of female gametes,

which is, however, not so large. Only about one percent of human ova actually give

rise to progeny. Theusein artificial selection of the other 99 percent would require

either the transplantation of ova into the ovaries or oviducts of sterile women or

in vitro fertilization followed by uterine implantation. Transplantation and implan-

tation of ova are not beyond the reach of modern techniques (see R. G. Edwards

et al., 1969) but are far less acceptable at the social level than the utilization of

sperm, which can be stored almost indefinitely. Techniques that were developed

by cattle breeders have now been adapted to man.Artificial impregnation of women

is currently used for the treatment of certain kinds of sterility, in some cases using

the sperm of the husband, and in others that of an unrelated volunteer donor. In

fact, some degree of eutelegenesis is already practiced. Human sperm donors for

artificial fertilization are undoubtedly chosen with a minimum of eugenic considera-

tions in mind. The incidence ofartificial insemination is, however, still extremely

low.

Muller (1966) has been one of the major advocates of eutelegenesis. The storage

of the semen of “‘excellent men” would, in his view, ensure the possibility of a

sustained eugenic advance in “‘excellence.’’ Screening the stored sperm against

radiation would, in addition, insure against possible harmfuleffects of future atomic

disasters.

EXPECTATIONS OF EUTELEGENESIS

It is easy to compute the expected gain in a desirable trait due to eutelegenesis.

The most favorable modelis that of culling selection (that is, the choice of the best

extreme deviants) as practiced in plant and animal breeding. If only sperm is selec-

ted, only one sex, and thus half of the population, participates, and the possible

gain is, accordingly, halved. Some numerical results are given in Table 12.2

for a desirable trait scaled as IQ is: namely, with a mean of 100 and a standard

deviation of 15. The results are given for various fractions, p, of females participat-

ing in the eutelegenesis program, the remainder of the females reproducing at

random.Theparticipating females are assumed to be chosen at random with respect

to IQ. The proportion, P, of males used as sperm donorsis the upper P percent in

the population with IQ’s higher than S. The fraction of males with IQ’s above the

threshold S for selection as a sperm donor, is computed from the equation P =

zo/(x — M) where M is the mean and o the standard deviation in the general

population, x the mean IQ in the selected sample of sperm donors, and z the ordin-

ate of the normal curveat the threshold for selection S (of sperm donors). This is a

standard formula in selection theory, as discussed in Chapter 9. The mean IQ

expected in the first generation x, is computed from

x—M
X= p— —h’ + M,
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TABLE 12.2

Expectations under Eutelegenesis (Sperm Selection) as a Function of the Proportion
of Females Participating in the Program, and the Proportion of Males Used as Sperm
Donors: Mean IQ in First Generation Assuming 50 Percent Heritability
 

Sperm Donors Percentage of Females Participating (p)

 

IQ
 

Mean

Trait Selection Percentage

Value Threshold Selected

  
(x) (S) (P) 1 5 10 20 50 100

115 105 38 100 100.2 100.4 100.8 100.9 103.8

130 122 6 100.1 100.4 100.8 101.5 103.8 107.5

145 140 0.36 100.1 100.6 101.1 102.2 105.6 111.2

160 156 0.008 100.1 100.8 101.5 103.0 107.5 115.0

175 171 0.0001 100.2 101.0 101.9 103.8 109.4 118.8
 

wherethe divisor 2 is due to the fact that selection only takes place in one sex, and

the factor h’ is the heritability. The values given in the body of the table are the

gains, xX, for one generation, assuminga heritability of 50 percent, as is approxi-

mately true for IQ in a human Caucasian population. In later generations, the

gain would decrease slightly, and would eventually level off after a large number of

generations. From the data given in Table 12.2, it is clear that in order to obtain

significant effects in a short period of time, the participation of females must be

massive. With smaller participation, as noted by Maynard Smith,the increase to be

expected for IQ might easily be matched bythat obtainable, in the same period of

time, with improved schooling. If selection were carried out also on females, the

gain (that is, the excess over 100 of the figures in Table 12.2) would be at most

double.

It may be added, by way ofextrapolation, that if we could alter environmentally

intelligence to the same extent as stature has been, we could obtain an amount of

change that would only be possible with 100 percent participation of the females in

the eutelegenesis program. The change in stature was in no way planned, and we

are still uncertain aboutits causes, but we have seen (Chapter 9) that its origin must

have been mostly environmental. The amount of the change wasof the order of

one standard deviation per generation. To obtain a similareffect for IQ, in addition

to having 100 percent of females participating in the eutelegenesis program, it

would be necessary to apply approximately the greatest strength of selection

represented in Table 12.2. We do not yet really know what improvements in IQ

could be obtained by improvements in education. Obviously, however, environ-

mental improvementis possible, is potentially less dangerous with respect to dis-

turbing the social structure, and is more readily accepted by everybody.
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There is significant social resistance to eutelegenesis.

For a rapid effect of eutelegenesis, as noted above, females mustparticipate on a

large scale. The social and emotional problems created by such a policy could be

enormous. How many males are prepared to be fathers of children who are not

reared in their own families? What would be the consequences of the lack of a

father figure, which psychologists consider so important, or worse, of the existence

of many hostile fathers? How many people are interested in being outwitted by

their children ? It is not too surprising that these proposals have so far met with no

substantial responsein our present-day society. But there is an even greaterdifficulty

in accepting eutelegenesis: agreement on what are desirable traits. Most people

would agree on the desirability of sometraits, like intelligence, social responsibility,

artistic talent, generosity, and beauty. It is, however, very unlikely that all these

traits could be selected for at the same time. Some of them,at least, may be to some

extent mutually incompatible. In any case, simultaneous selection for several desir-

able traits is much more difficult than selection for a single trait. When a choice

for the character to be selected has to be made, there may be much disagreement

on whichis the most important trait and whose sperm should bestored. As L.C.

Dunn (1962) and others noted, even H. J. Muller contradicted himself on this

point. In his first papers on the subject, he gave a list of famous thinkers, mainly

scholars and scientists, whose progeny, he thought, should be increased by eutele-

genesis. After a sojourn in Russia, during which he decided to withdraw his support

of communist theories, he removed Marx and Lenin from thelist of the men whose

sperm should have been stored for future generations.

In addition, since insurance against unpredictable changes of the environment

requires genetic variation, selection that fixes only one type is potentially dangerous.

12.5  Euphenics and Genetic Engineering

There is undoubted evidence that socially important traits like intelligence and

mental balance are to a fair extent genetically determined. But there is almost equally

impressive data showing that the environment is also important. Manipulation of

the environment is at present an easier task than genetic manipulation.It is also

clear that some genotypes can do very well in certain environments, while they do

less well, or worse than average, in others. It would be a terrible waste to force a

potential Bach to becomea bricklayer or an engineer, or a potential Einstein to

become an accountant. Onedifficulty is, of course, that we cannot accurately pre-

dict the potential performanceofan individual. Even if we could, society has limited

space for most types of activities. Ideally, we would like to be able to explore, as

early as possible, the potential abilities of each child, and provide him or her with
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the best possible environment for the developmentofhis or her abilities both from

an individual and a social point of view.

Wearestill very far from this ideal. Even if we had the necessary know-how to

create the right environments for the developmentof desired talents and to prevent

unwanted physical and psychological tendencies, there would still remain, at least

in many cases, the problem of deciding the most favorable course of action. As we

have seen concerning eugenics,it is usually easier to decide which defects are to be

prevented than which positive tendencies are to be fostered.

In a similar way, certain techniques that are considered a part of genetic engineer-

ing may prove to be a mixed blessing. These techniques essentially involve the

manipulation of the genotype. If they alter the genotype of somatic cells or utilize

the transplantation of somatic cells, they affect only the phenotype ofthe individual

and will not carry over to future generations. They should then be considered as a

part of euphenics. There are, however, genetic engineering techniques that affect

germinal cells and therefore might be considered in eugenic programs.

Genetic engineering in manis, at the moment, a programforthefuture.

Among the techniques of genetic engineering are ones that have been tested

successfully in other organisms but never yet applied to man. Some of these are

successful in organismssufficiently similar to man that their carryover to our species

does not look like a formidable scientific program. Others have not been worked

out yet in mammals but their a priori chances of success do not seem to be too low,

and certainly will increase in the near future. (See the general references at the end

of this chapter.) Among the possible techniques of euphenics and genetic engin-

eering, are the following:

The Transplantation of Cell Nucleifrom One Cell to Another. A major application

could be the formation of clones of genetically identical individuals, by transplanta-

tion of a nucleus from a somatic cell into a fertilized egg whose nucleus haspre-

viously been inactivated, for example, by X-rays. This technique was developed for

frogs by King and Briggs (1956), further developed by Gurdon and others(see,

e.g., Gurdon, 1963), and is now being worked out for mice.

The Formation of Artificial Chimeras by Cell and Organ Transplantation. Kidney

transplantation has been used in attempts to cure genetic diseases affecting the

kidney, notably cystinosis (see, e.g., Lucas et al., 1969). This use of transplantation

is certain to be extended to other genetic diseases affecting the kidney and other

organs, especially the liver. Many genetic diseases affect enzymes specific to the

liver. So far, liver transplantation has met with only limited success, mainly for

technical reasons, though synthesis of donor specific proteins following a liver

transplant has been reported by Kashiwagi and co-workers (1968). Transplanta-

tion of bone marrow in man following extensive irradiation with X-rays has been
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attempted, so far unsuccessfully, as a cure for leukemia (Mathé et al., 1965).

If it becomes successful, it may prove to be an important way of curing many

genetic diseases of blood cells such as sickle-cell anemia, thalassemia, and hemo-

philia (Motulsky et al., 1962). Bone marrow transplantation differs from the

transplantation of such organsas the kidney,liver, or heart, in that the transplanted

cells recolonize the bone marrow anddivide to produce new differentiated blood

cells of the donor genotype.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the main barrier at the present time to the success of

transplantation is the recipient’s immunereaction to “foreign” histocompatibility

antigens present in the donortissue. A variety of techniques directed at solving

this problem, including specific matching of donor and recipient and specific

inhibition of the immuneresponse, are either known to work in animals, especially

mice, or are being worked out. One approach, knownto work in animals,is the use

of very young recipients whose immuneresponse is not yet fully developed. This

could work for diseases that can be detected immediately at birth or before birth

using amniocentesis. The dangers of transfusion for, or surgery on, fetuses are

still, of course, relatively large and serious long-term consequences could result

from the transfer of too many cells. This is because these cells may later produce

antibodies directed against the recipient, leading to a serious disease, known as

‘“‘runt disease,’’ because of the resulting thwarted growth. There is no doubt,

however,that a solution to the immunological problem will sooneror later be found

for man, making transplantation available as a euphenic cure for genetic diseases.

An extension of this principle would follow from the development of in vitro

long-term cultures of somatic cells that express normal differentiated functions.

Such cultured cells could be transplanted into individuals genetically deficient

for such functions. (Bone marrow transplantation for hemoglobinopathies is a

special case of this approach.) Given suitable techniques for genetic manipulation

of somatic cells in culture, it is even conceivable that cells from an affected indi-

vidual could be genetically changed in vitro so as to function normally, and then

transplanted back into the same individual. Such an approach would overcome

the immunological barrier to transplantation. A serious problem in the use of

somatic-cell cultures for transplantation is always the risk of inducing cancers by

viruses carried by, or contaminating, the in vitro cultures.

Theresult of cell transplantation is an artificial chimera, in which tissues ofdiffer-

ent genotypes coexist. Chimeras are known to arise spontaneously in human

dizygotic twins, as mentioned in Chapters 1 and 9, formed by tissue exchange

between the fetuses. Artificial chimeras have been successfully used in a model case

in mice, involving hereditary spherocytosis. In this case transplantation of the bone

marrow into newborns hasgiven rise to chimeras in a relatively large numberof

individuals (Motulsky et al., 1962). The extension to humanswith related diseases

is, as already discussed, an obvious possibility, though it is still fraught with

problems.
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Transduction and Transformation. These techniques havetheir origins in microbial

genetics (for a review see Hayes, 1968). They involve the incorporation ofa piece of

foreign DNAinto the chromosomeof an organism,usually a bacterium.In trans-

formation, the foreign DNA from the donor can penetrate into the bacterium

because of the existence of a mechanism that permits the introduction of DNA

fragments into the cell and their pairing with the bacterial chromosome.In trans-

duction, the DNA from a foreign bacterium enters as part of a viral chromosome

formed by reproduction of the virus in the donor bacterium. In either case, the

existence of extensive homology between the DNA fragment and therecipient’s

chromosomeis essential for the incorporation to take place. Homology assures

pairing and exchange by crossing over. The DNA segment incorporated is that

included between two regions of genetic exchange. The existence of phenomena

similar to transduction in higher organisms, including presumably man, is made

extremely likely by observations on tumor-producing viruses such as polyoma or

SV40. The transformation to malignancy is believed to be similar to a transduc-

duction. Evidence has been accumulated that part of the virus DNA enters a host

cell chromosome andis responsible for the transformation in cell behavior that

leads to malignancy (see Westphal and Dulbecco, 1968). Claims of bacterial-type

DNAtransformation in somatic cells (in the absence of knownviral transmitters)

exist in published reports, both for mammalian cell cultures and whole organisms,

but they so far belong to the class of nonreproducible experiments. Similar tech-

niques, if they could be made to work for man, might providethe best hopes of
curing genetic diseases, perhaps even at the germinal level. These are, however,
possibilities that still require a great deal of experimental work before they can be
applied in practice.

Control of the Sex of Children To Be Born. Knowndifferences between Y- and X-
carrying spermatozoa could be exploited to separate the two typesofcells and thus
effect artificial fertilizations producing one or other of the two sexes at will. Par-
tially successful experiments have been claimedin cattle and rabbits (see Gordon,
1957). Another approach to sex control that is already feasible is the selective
abortion of fetuses whose sex has been determined following amniocentesis. These
techniques, if applied to man, might have profoundsocial influences. Etzioni (1968)
was impressed by the danger of overproduction of one sex (presumably the male sex,
at least to start with) that could result from the application of the techniques. A
large excess of one sex could lead to dangerous competition betweenits individuals.
Time would be required to balance out the initial excess and oscillations would
probably be inevitable, unless a strict control were imposed. Pohlmann (1967) is
not so pessimistic. He believes that sex control might decrease the conflicts arising
in families when children of the undesired sex are born, and that it may reduce the
sizes of families. The latter consideration is in agreement with the interpretation of
sex-sequence variation within families that was discussed in Chapter 10. If couples
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kept having children until they had one of each sex (certainly an oversimplification

of actual behavior), families would have an average of three children (see Chapter

10). This would be reduced to two if sex control were available.

It seems possible that if a suitable convenient form of sex control became avail-

able, it would be used on a large scale. The possibility of having children of desired

sex may be a powerful help in making a reduction and standardization of progeny

size acceptable to many people. If every family had two children of different sexes,

then the numerical equality of the sexes, the constancy of genetic variation, and a

trend toward reduction of the total world population, all desirable goals at the

present time, would be assured.

Parthenogenesis—the Development ofEggs, Which Are Haploid, Without Fertiliza-

tion. Artificial stimulation ofeggs to undergo parthenogenesis can be done with some

organisms and may also becomefeasible in man. Social problems that might be

raised are related to those cited for the manipulation of the sex ratio, but are

exaggerated by the fact that only the female sex is susceptible to parthenogenesis,

which would therefore give rise only to female progeny.

12.6 Cultural Evolution and

Its Effect on Natural Selection

The rate of cultural and social evolution can be very fast.

This book has mostly been concerned with the biological evolution of man, which

clearly is a very slow process. Its tempo can be gauged by the average time taken

for a nucleotide substitution, which is of the order of once every thousand million

years (see Chapter 11). For organisms whose chromosomeset contains somefive

billion nucleotide pairs, as does ours, differences accumulate at the rate of five

substitutions per year. This is a high absolute, but a low relative, frequency. Thus, for

a time of separation between man andgorillas or chimpanzeesofat least ten million

years, the total number of expected nucleotide differences is of the order of fifty

million (in absolute terms) but only one in every hundred nucleotides will be

changed. We can thus see how wecan besodifferent, andyetstill so similar to the

more human-like apes.

The rate of biological evolution may have varied from time to time, and may

differ from one organism to another. It must, however, have been small at all times,

which is not true for another type of evolution affecting man (and possibly to some

extent all other animals), namely, social or cultural evolution. An increasing rate

is characteristic of this type of change. There may, of course, be times of crisis

involving cataclysms and radical changes,as in biological evolution. However, from

the history of man it is clear that the tempo of social or cultural evolution is con-

tinuously increasing at a rate that may be even faster than an exponential. For

example, agriculture was invented aboutten thousandyears ago and has taken about
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all of the time up to the present to spread across the whole earth. There are, even

today, a few groups in highly isolated areas, such as the Pygmies in Africa, that

have not yet changed to this modeoflife. Their first contact with it may, however,

date from only a few hundred years ago, and acculturationis in progress even among

those people. Other inventions have taken progressively less time to spread. The

industrial revolution has spread across perhaps half of the earth in less than three

hundred years. The atomic revolution has, in twenty-five years, taken a firm grip

in at least a dozen countries. The main cause of the increasing rate of cultural

evolution is the increase in the speed and the amount of communication. Even now,

however,there are people whoare economically ten thousand years behind the most

advanced, and a whole range of others that are between two thousand years and

ten years behind.

There are similarities between cultural and biological evolution. The latter has

mutation as its element of change, the former has invention. Both ofthese are rare

phenomena, sometimesrecurrent. A fitness value can be attached to either type of

change and a sort of natural selection theory could be conceived for inventions,

whichis not entirely dissimilar from that whichis valid for mutations. The spread

of inventions around the world could also be governed by migration laws that are

similar to those for genetic mutations. One basic difference, however, between the

two types of evolution is in the mechanism of transmission. Biological inheritance

has strict laws of carry-over from generation to generation. These laws are not

readily violated, are extremely conservative, and are responsible for making bio-

logical evolution such a slow process. Cultural modes, on the other hand,are trans-

mitted infectively. All the progeny from type A and type B is usually of one type

only. Progeny of mixed marriages acquire most, if not all, of their rights and cus-

toms from one of the two parents. This by itself gives greater flexibility to social

evolution. Often, however, there is not even a need to wait for the next generation.

A new habit or new ability may be acquired almost at once, or in a few years at

most. Thus the rate of cultural evolution may be such that complete changes may

take place in a population in the course of a few years. Naturally, many social

customs havea strong inertia, and may carry over unchanged or almost unchanged

for many generations. The force of tradition may be great, and for sometraits at

least, it may equal or even surpassthe stability of biological characters.

Wecantherefore expect a whole variety of results in social and cultural evolution,

ranging from great stability to very rapid change. We will be concerned here only

with those social phenomena whose changesarelikely to affect biological evolution.

Changes in mortality patterns have led to selection relaxation, which has in some

cases eugenic and in others dysgenic effects.

The moststriking social changes are perhaps those that have affected mortality

patterns (see Chapter 6). The last three or four hundred years have witnessed the
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development of modern medicine, with a characteristic rate of change that increases

exponentially, or even faster. Mortality between birth and reproductive age has

consequently decreased by a factor of twenty, mostly in the last fifty years. This

change has affected some diseases more than others. New diseases and new causes

of mortality have been created by the change of environment. In any case,the effects

of natural selection due to mortality have been considerably altered. Some genetic

trends may have beenfully reversed.

It is possible that many diseases which have disappeared had noclearcut genetic

effects. Some diseases are known to have genetic effects, however. Malaria is

among them, andis by far the most important example. Practically all other known

cases are still debatable or are far less important.

A major eugenic preoccupation has been the increase in the numberofcases of

genetic disease due to relaxation of natural selection. This preoccupation is not

always justified. In fact it is quite unjustified for malaria-dependent polymorphisms.

Almostall of these seem to have been maintained chiefly as balanced polymorph-

isms, one homozygote being more sensitive to malaria, the other to a gene-deter-

mined disease. The disappearance of malaria releases the balance, and the elimina-

tion of the genetic disease then begins and proceeds to completion. Naturally, if

the genetic defect is a recessive, its elimination requires a large number of genera-

tions. Exactly how many depends to some extent on the unknown small selective

disadvantage of the heterozygote in the nonmalarial environment. Table 12.3 gives

some computations of the gene frequencies and the frequency of homozygotes,

and therefore of overt disease, on the basis of various hypotheses. Selective dis-

advantages of 0, 1 percent, and 5 percent have been assumedfor the heterozygote.

Rememberthat disadvantages of 1-5 percent are sufficiently small to be difficult to

measure. The disadvantage of the homozygote has been assumed to be 100 percent

(the present case for thalassemia), or 67 percent(a partially cured sickle-cell anemia)

or 0, the case in which these diseases can be fully cured by satisfactory therapy.

The case in which the heterozygote disadvantage remains after a complete cure of

the homozygote is probablyratherartificial. In any case,it is clear that the individual

and social burdens of these diseases are there to stay for some time. Sickle-cell

anemia will gradually disappear, except in the limiting case in which the heterozygote

has no disadvantage and the disease is completely cured phenotypically. In the

other cases Table 12.3 shows that selection relaxation has slow eugeniceffects.

Today a few genetic diseases are cured but only phenotypically as, for example,

are phenylketonuria, galactosemia, fructosemia, and several other defects that can

be corrected by appropriate dietary treatment of the infants. Diabetes and several

other endocrine disorders can be cured bylifelong substitutional therapy. Tendency

to dental caries, sensory defects, like vision acuity loss, congenital deafness, and

accompanying mutism, all require expensive apparatus or rehabilitation programs.

All this poses a financial burden on the affected person and his relatives. Society

should undoubtedly, and sometimesdoes, take on itself this burden as completely



TABLE 12.3

Selection Relaxation for Recessive Traits, Like Anemias of the Sickle-cell and Thalassemia Type, Which Are Kept in Balance by Heterozygote

Advantage. It is assumed that the heterozygote advantage ceases at time 0 andis replaced by a disadvantage of0, 1 percent or 5 percent.
Computations are carried out for the case in which the defective homozygote has 100 percent selective disadvantage, as for thalassemia, 67 percent
as for sickle-cell anemia, 0 as if either of these diseases could be completely cured. Figures in the body of the table indicate the frequencies (in

percent) of the heterozygote and of the homozygote at birth. The initial gene frequency of the recessive is 10 percentin all cases.
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as possible. How is this load going to increase in the future because of selection
relaxation? Wewill try to take into account in our discussion the possible effects

of a usually unknownfactor, the fitness of the heterozygote.

For somerelatively frequent diseases such as PKU, there is some doubt about

whetherits fairly high frequency is maintained only by mutation pressure. A slight

selective advantage of the heterozygote may be a contributing factor. For other

diseases, the heterozygote may beat a slight disadvantage. If mutation rate is the

only determinant, we can then besure that the increase dueto selection relaxation

will be extremely slow. Small differences in the fitness of the heterozygote may,

however, affect the rate of increase. The cases represented in Table 12.4 indicate,

as usual, that the increase is never fast.

It should be added that somespecial cases may be more complicated. A disease

like diabetes is very sensitive to the environment. In countries in which sugar

consumptionis low andthere is extensive social stratification, diabetes is mostly a

disease of the upper social strata, probably because the consumption of sugaris

higher there. The improvement of medical treatment is usually accompanied by an

TABLE 12.4

Selection Relaxation for a Formerly Lethal Recessive that
from Time Zero Onwards Is Cured, so that Its Fitness Is
Restored to 100 Percent. Prediction of the frequency of the

defect, with various combinations of mutation rates and
selection in favor of the heterozygote, assuming that gene
frequencies are at equilibrium at time zero and the
heterozygote advantage remains unchanged.
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increase in general welfare, and thus an increase in the penetrance andthe incidence

of the disease. The increase in survival due to therapy is thus correlated in time with

a phenotypic increase in frequency of the disease. The two effects may, to some

extent, balance each other from a selective point of view. In any case, an increase

in disease incidence need not be genetic. If it is fast, it is more likely to be of

environmentalorigin.

Weshall now examinethe situation with dominant defects. Suppose that retino-

blastoma, Huntington’s chorea, or chondrodystrophy could be cured (presumably

by an expensive treatment) so that patients could be restored to full health and

genetic fitness. What would be the frequency of these diseases in future generations,

and hence their social burden? The data are given in Table 12.5. Again, the increase

is slow, being determined by mutation pressure.

In conclusion, selection relaxation may be dysgenic—thatis, it may bring about

increases in the incidence of disease in future generations. Such increases, however,

occur very slowly. In such balanced polymorphisms as malaria-correlated anemias,

selection relaxation is eugenic—thatis, it effects changes in the desired direction.

The changesarestill, however, rather slow.

TABLE 12.5

Prediction of the Frequency (in percent) of Dominant Defects in Future Generations
Following Selection Relaxation. Initial frequencies are taken as 1/500, 1/10,000,
1/100,000. Various combinations of mutation rates and selective disadvantages of the
heterozygotes are considered, all giving equilibrium at the above frequencies of the
defect at birth, before selection. It is assumed that after time zero the defect is

completely cured, so that its fitness (namely the fitness of heterozygotes) becomes
normal, while the homozygotes for the mutant gene remain lethal.
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12.7 Other Interactions of Cultural

and Biological Evolution in Man

Cultural evolution of man has deeply affected the world around him. Almost

all other living species have been changed in numbers,often very drastically, with

many even becoming extinct, as a result of man’s actions. Conditions for natural

selection have changed. Industrial melanism, the mimicry of butterflies in an en-

vironment made darker by particles deposited by industrial smoke at the time when

coal was the major source of power, is of no major social significance, but is an

outstandingly clear example (see Ford, 1964, for a review). Today, the use of

insecticides is an even more powerful agent of evolutionary change. We have even

started to pollute the moon, both chemically and perhaps biologically.

Cultural evolution also affects the biological evolution of man. The reduction in

mortality has decreased almost to nil the impact of natural selection throughdiffer-

ential mortality. Large changes in fertility have also been induced by cultural

changes.

Several other aspects of cultural evolution have genetic consequences. We will

limit our consideration to those for which some facts are already known and which

have greater social significance. Unfortunately, the interactions between cultural

and genetic evolution have not been investigated in any depth. Very often it is

difficult, on the basis of present knowledge, to separate strictly environmental

and cultural changes from genetic changes. The importance of these interactions

should not, however, be underestimated. We need to increase rapidly our knowledge

of these factors. We urgently need to know much more about man, if we wish to

avoid destruction under the impact of forces that we have ourselves unleashed.

A fundamental principle to be learned from population genetics in general, and

from the genetics ofhuman populationsin particular, is that the amountofindividual

variation is enormous. Therefore, while learning more about man, in particular

that which is essential for social welfare and the avoidance of our own destruction,

we should rememberthat the picture of stereotyped man is fallacious. We should

not only learn about averages but also about individual variation, without which

our knowledge is incomplete and misleading. The sources, extent, and nature of

this variation should always be present in our minds if we want to understand more

about human nature, and make humanicsa useful science.

12.8 Patterns of Fertility

Changes in marriage and reproduction patterns have been very important

and will probably continue to be so. The almost complete disappearance of natural

selection due to differential mortality follows the decrease of mortality. This has

brought about parallel changesin fertility. Differential fertility, however, has not
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yet disappeared,andnaturalselection continuesto act throughindividual differences

in fertility.

Patterns of age at marriage, which have been changingin several countries, can

have selective consequences, for instance with respect to deleterioustraits that have

an age of onset that is approximately the same as the marriage age, such as schizo-

phrenia. Onset of these diseases considerably decreases the chance of marriage.

A decrease in the age of marriage, therefore, increases the fitness of persons des-

tined to have such diseases and an increase in age at marriage decreases their

fitness. Naturally, it is also possible that a changed environmentaffects the pattern

of age of onset, thus complicating the picture. Various countries have quite different

patterns of age at marriage. In Ireland a late age at marriage became a popular

means of birth control after the famine of the middle of the last century, and this

pattern has survived until the present. The proportion of unmarried people has also

probably changed with time. In the past centuries in Europe a considerable propor-

tion of people did not marry. It is possible that this was part of the birth control

mechanism operating at that time. There are various ways in whichthis fact may

have had selective consequences, but at the moment it would be highly speculative

to consider them in detail.

We have considered in various places the possible consequences of assortative

mating. It seems likely that present trends are towards an increase in assortative

mating, producing an increased variance.

Fertility is in many western societies strongly negatively correlated today with

socioeconomic status (see Figure 12.1). The negative correlation between socio-

economic status and fertility may, however, be transient, as was pointed out in

Chapter 6. It is probable that this is merely a reflection, at the intragrouplevel, of

the demographic transition from high to low mortality, which is accompanied,

after a lag, by a transition from highto lowfertility. The transition is a consequence

of increased hygiene and nutritional welfare, and thus is bound to showintergroup

as well as intragroup variation. As the transition is still in progress this negative

correlation is not surprising. If there were other causes for this correlation—that

is, if certain stages of civilization were accompanied for other (psychological or

social) reasons by a lowerfertility in the higher classes—a phenomenonof““involu-

tion”? might take place. Fisher (1930) thoughtthat the fall of several civilizations

of the past might have been a consequence ofthe lowerfertility of the upperclasses.

Naturally, if there is enough social selection and social mobility to bring into the

upperclasses the most active and intelligent portion of the population and if this

upper class of the population reproduces less there will be a dysgenic effect.

The effect will have an intensity that is proportional to the extent of the negative

correlation between social class and fertility and the positive correlation between

social class and desirable qualities, and the heritability of these qualities. It would

seem, however, that the present time is exceptional and, that whatever was true in

the past, may not apply directly to the presently observed situation.
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FIGURE 12.1

Average numberof children per woman 25-29 years

old, married once, with husband present, for whites

and nonwhites, by socioeconomic status. From 1960

U.S. Census. (After Mitra, 1966; from Jensen,
1969.)

Several primitive societies do not show a similar trend. When polygamy(usually

in the form of polygyny) is accepted, it is normally a measure of high socioeconomic

status. As polygyny entails, on the average, a fertility which is roughly proportional

to the numberof wives, the correlation between socioeconomicstatus andfertility

must be positive.

Another possible dysgenic change is the likely decrease in relative fecundity

(potential fertility) due to the spreading of obstetrical help. At one time postpartum

mortality of women washigh. Thestillbirth rate also was high and showeda socio-

economic gradient. Increased care at childbirth is minimizing these rates and in-

creasing, presumably, the frequency of women whohavedifficulties at childbirth,

on the assumptionthat these difficulties may, in part, have a genetic basis.

Birth control may have eugenic implications.

One major current problem for humansociety is the need to decrease birth rates.

The precipitous decreases in mortality have not been accompanied by equal and

concomitant decreases in fertility. The discrepancy between the theoretically un-

limited geometric increase ofpopulation numbers andthe limited increase of resour-

ces clearly, though naively, enunciated by Malthus has not—and cannot—readily
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be removed. Birth control is now more necessary than ever. Probably no species

has ever been confronted with as serious a problem of population explosion as we

are facing today. It is therefore unlikely that means of natural self-regulation of

numberscan apply an adequate brake to ourinordinate increase, before very serious

suffering and perhaps major catastrophies intervene.

Even primitive societies have, and use, methods of birth control. But at no other

time has the need forit been so seriously felt, and the dangers of population increase

been so real. The underfed proportion of the species may have been even higher in

the past thanit is now. The availability ofthe daily bread may then have been an even

more important consideration for an even larger part of the world population than

it is today. Now, however, pressures other than just that of getting the daily bread

are also being felt in modern industrial society, such as those of environmental

pollution and overcrowding. In spite of this, birth control measuresarestill very

unevenly used. Only recently have really effective techniques becomeavailable,

and even these are not perfect. We are unable to convince some nations and popula-

tion groups that value high fertility of the urgent need for birth control. Really

efficient means of persuasion must be found, and morerelevant research on birth

control and its dissemination is greatly needed.

On the assumption that birth control will adequately spread and be accepted in

time without coercion (which at present is a repulsive idea to most people), it is

possible that not only the average size of families, but also the relative variation in

progenysize will be reduced. If everyone married andall families had two children,

natural selection due to differential fertility would be eliminated and no further

systematic changesin the human population’s genetic composition wouldtakeplace,

except by mutation. The discovery of ways to convince people that they should

limit the number of children they produce may also be used to exercise eugenic

influences.

Intergroup differences in reproductive rates have evolutionary consequences.

Intergroup differences in net reproductive rates, mainly due to cultural innova-

tions, have led to genetic changesin the species as discussed in the previous chapter.

To give one example ofthis, no longer than 100,000 years ago, most people may have

carried the Rh blood-groupallele cDe (R,). Now the commonallele is not cDe but,

for example, CDe (R,) or cDE(R,) among Orientals and r (cde) among Caucasians.

The disproportionate increase in frequency of the non-cDealleles is mainly a

consequenceof the fact that Orientals and Caucasians adopted an agricultural way

of life a few thousand years before Africans did, and thus were able greatly to

increase in numbers. Similarly, as emphasized by Hulse (1963), the average skin

color of the species, on the assumption that it originally was as dark as that of

Negroes, has changed rapidly to a muchlighter color simply because of the greater
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increase in those groups with lighter skin color, probably mostly due to techno-

logical, rather than selective, changes. The rate of change of skin color is, however,

unknown.If the change in skin color shownby Iranian and Iraqi Jewsis not due to

gene flow but to direct genetic adaptation—thatis, by means of selection—then

the rate of genetic change may be high.

12.9 Migration

From the point of view of evolution, emigration is comparable to mortality and

may have similar selective effects if emigrants are not a random sample of the

population. The analysis of the selective effects of migration has been given very

limited attention. Migrants are usually dissatisfied with their place of origin, owing,

perhaps, to poverty or to certain local disadvantages. Usually, however, only a

fraction of a population emigrates. This suggests that migration is selective with

respect to behavioral factors that may be, in part, under genetic control, such

as initiative, courage, restlessness, taste for adventure, andrelated traits. There have

been studies on the mental balance of migrants, stimulated by the observation of a

higher incidence of mental disorders among recent immigrants. It is very difficult,

however, to distinguish, at present, a possible genetic basis for this effect from the

adverse pressures of a new, and possibly, hostile, environment.

Apart from migration to remote countries, there have been important changesin

the mobility of individuals within a country, usually connected with the search for

jobs. The very rapid improvement in transportation has been a major factor in

increasing mobility. More than three thousand years ago the domestication of

horses and cattle and the invention of boats started the increase in mobility. During

the last hundred and fifty years, however, the invention of railways and motorized

vehicles has greatly increased mobility. This has had the effect of widening the group

among which the choice of mates is made and of destroying or limiting previous

isolation. Amongthe genetic consequencesof the increase in mobility and decrease

in isolation are the following.

1. On a wide geographic scale, several ““hybrid’’ groups have been created

between populations that were formerly widely separated.

2. On a smaller geographic scale, the “‘ breakdown of isolates,’ in Dahlberg’s

sense, has followed in many countries. Inbreeding pockets have tended to dis-

appear. The average inbreeding coefficient is, as a result, decreasing. This is not

always the case, however, because the frequency of consanguineous matings, for

example, also depends on economicandreligiousfactors.It is believed, for instance,

that the sharp increasein first-cousin matings at about the beginning of the nine-

teenth century in many European countries was the consequenceofthe introduction

of napoleonic legislature. By equalizing the inheritance of land for all progeny,

these laws tended to disrupt the unity of land ownership. Cousin marriages became
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popular when it was realized that they could, in part, counteract the undesired

effects of this legislation. The breakdown of isolates may also cause a moderate

increase in the frequency of heterozygotes. It should be noted that this effect has

occasionally been exaggerated, as was discussed in Chapter 9 with respect to the

increase in height.

3. If the choice of a mate can take place from a larger group of people, it may be

more selective, and thus increase the chances for assortative mating. It would be

interesting to follow this hypothesis further, since it leads to an expected increase

in phenotypic variance.

Urbanization involves selective migration and differentialfertility.

One important change in the last ten thousand years has been the growth of

towns andcities. All social studies show differences between urban and rural

environments. One of potential genetic importanceis the differential rate of repro-

duction of the population in these two environments. It was known to Galton that

reproductivity is low in an urban environment.If there is differential migration of

different genotypes from rural to urban environments this may create a powerful

selection pressure, which may be further complicated by different selective condi-

tions in the two environments.

12.10 Environmental Pollution and Mutagenicity

Environmental pollution has always been a problem. Today industrial pollution

is reaching levels that are sufficiently alarming that concerned citizens are deter-

mined to makegreatefforts to change thesituation. Oneeffect of pollution especially

relevant to human population genetics is the possible increase of mutation rates

due to inadvertent introduction of mutagens into the environment. Under the

impact of modern medicine, diseases are gradually being reduced to the most

resistant core: those of genetic origin. These, we have seen, are ultimately the

outcome of mutation.

We do not know the causes of spontaneous mutation in man. We do know,

however, that a fraction of them must be due to radiation from cosmic rays and

radioactivity from natural radioisotopes. In recent times man-made sources of

radiation have been added to these natural sources, mainly through the medical

use of X-rays and other radiation sources, radioactive waste from atomic bomb

testing and atomic powerplants, and other uses of atomic energy and radioactive

isotopes. The “natural” radioactive background reaching the gonads, and thus

of genetic significance, has been computed to be, on an average, 100 millirad per

year, or about3 rad (radiation units) per generation (see U.N. Scientific Committee

Report on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, 1962). The rad measures radiation in
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terms of the energy absorbed bythe irradiated material. Another commonly used

unit, which is limited to X or gammarays,is the roentgen, or r, which is based on

the ionizing properties of the radiation. It is believed that about 28 percent of the

natural radioactive backgroundis due to cosmic rays, and 50 percent to gammarays

from the disintegration of the radioactive uranium, thorium, and potassium con-

tained in the earth’s crust. These two components vary greatly from place to place,

even inside and outside homes. The remainder comes from radiation dueto radio-

active natural elements that are present in the body, mostly (20 percentofthe total)

potassium-40, and a much smaller proportion from carbon-14 or from ingested and

inhaled radionuclides of the radium and thoriumseries.

Medical use of X-rays has increased the overall radiation reaching the gonads

by an amount that varies from individual to individual and country to country.

It is estimated to be at the most 100 percent, and on an average 30 percent, of that

due to the natural radiation background.

The total radiation from atomic bombtesting between 1956 and 1965 that will

reach the gonadsby the year 2000 is estimated to be 76 millirads. By that time,all

the short-lived radioactive elements (caesium-137 and strontium-90) will practically

have finished their life, but the long-lived carbon-14, which is responsible for 13 of

these 76 millirads, will still contribute an additional 167 millirads after the year 2000.

Strontium-90 does not make an important contribution to the irradiation of the

gonads.It affects mostly tissues such as the bone marrow,and therefore might induce

leukemia or bone tumors. Altogether, it is believed that radioactive fallout up to

December 1965 has added about 2 percent to the genetically significant dose due

to the natural background, and about8 percentto the dosesignificant for leukemia,

or bone tumors. A limited period of atomic bombtesting has thus raised appre-

ciably the levels of obnoxiousradiation.

All radiation is harmful though the dose dependenceisstill not properly established.

Animal experiments, especially early work on Drosophila, and also work on

bacteria, have shownthat there is no threshold below which radiation is harmless.

The effect, in terms of induced mutation, increases with the dose, proportionately

at first, and then with a somewhat diminishing return for higher doses. Thus, no

radiation dose is completely safe and all increases in radiation should be avoided if

possible.

The only existing data on the relation between radiation dose and mutationrate

for a mammalare those obtained using mice. The most extensive are those given by

W.L. Russell and others (1963) who have measured the average mutationaleffects

of irradiation on seven specific genetic loci. There are differences in the sensitivity

of the gametesto radiation that depend on sex, maturity, and the intensity at which

the dose is delivered. Chronic irradiation is less effective than acute irradiation by
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a factor of aboutfive, for a 10,000-fold difference in radiation dose-rate per minute.

The type of ionizing radiation (gamma, X-rays, or other), is of less importance, as

long as the dose reaching the gonadsis the same. The dose required to induce as

many mutations as those produced spontaneously in one generation (the so-called

“doubling dose”’) is believed to be, in mice, approximately 30-80 rad. This quan-

tity is influenced by the level of the spontaneous mutation rate andisless satis-

factory than a direct estimate of the induced mutation rate, when this is available.

In the mouse the induced mutation rate for acute irradiation of spermatogoniais

around 10~7 mutations per locus per r unit with great variation between loci (see

United Nations 1966 report). X-rays cause, in addition to gene mutations, chromo-

somal breaks and, consequently, aberrations. These effects can also be studied in

human somatic cells cultivated in vitro. The number of breaks induced has been

shownto respondlinearly to the dose, as is also true for gene mutation (Chuetal.,

1961).

Our knowledge of X-ray induced gene mutation in manisstill very limited. The

analysis of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic

Radiation (1962) hadset as likely limits for the doubling dose in man values of 10

and 100 rads.It isstill difficult to improve on this estimate. If the lower value is

correct, this means that the natural background radiation contributes 30 percent

of the observed mutations. Thus, if 10 additional rads reaching the gonadsgiverise

to as many mutations as does the spontaneous mutation rate, then the natural

background (3 rad per generation) must be responsible for 3/10 = 0.3 of the total

spontaneous mutation rate. If the upper doubling dose (100 rad)is right, then the

natural backgroundis responsible only for about 3 percent of the total spontaneous

mutation rate. A later approximate estimate by the ad hoc U.N. Committee (1966)

indicated that the addition of one acute (that is, administered at high intensity in a

short time) rad per generation would add one seventieth to the total spontaneous

mutation rate.

Radiation is only one type of mutagen. It is the one whose level we know will

undoubtedly increase in the environment. A nuclear war would cause a dramatic

increase, perhaps by more than one order of magnitude. In the case of a nuclear

war, however, the immediate problemsarelikely to be so great that those dueto the

ensuing increase in mutation rates may appearto be of a secondorder.It is clearly

not only because of the potential increase in mutation rates that nuclear war

should at all costs be avoided, though its genetic consequences should notbe for-

gotten.

If we could learn more about other causes of spontaneous mutation, and learn

how to reduce them, we could ensure considerable progress in public health prob-

lems related to genetic diseases. The recognition of the increased incidence of

Down’s syndrome with maternal age was an important step in this direction.

Because Down’s syndromeis due to a chromosomalaberration rather than a specific

gene mutation, however,this information is not as useful as it might otherwise be.
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Point mutation is muchless sensitive, if it is at all, to parental age. Other factors

must be lookedfor.

At the moment, rather than augmenting our knowledge of how to decrease

spontaneous mutation rates, we may be inadvertently increasing them. Several

public health, ecological, and esthetic consequences of environmental pollution

are well known. Are we covering this world with pollutants that are also capable

of increasing mutation rates ? The question is, of course, aimed especially at chemi-

cal pollutants, because we know that radioactive mutagens are already doing so,

though probably not at an alarming rate. The answeris that we do not know.Tests

of mutagenicity are laborious and often uncertain. They can only be carried out on

animals, and extrapolation of the conclusions to man involves many uncertainties.

They are, however,very useful indicators, and at the moment the only ones we have.

Tests on in vitro cell cultures may prove very useful in this respect. The recently

created Society of Environmental Mutagens aims to coordinate investigations of

this problem and collect available information. Of course, it is also necessary that

accumulated knowledge, when available, is actually put to use.

12.11 Segregation and Amalgamation

We knowverylittle about intergroup competition in other animals, including

those nearest to man, the primates. But we do know that intergroup competition

in man is very important, and consumes,directly or indirectly, a good part of our

time. Even in the intervals between wars, much moneyandeffort goes for “ defense,”’

namely, the preparation for the more acute phases of intergroup competition. The

social organization of man into separate nationsis designed to defend the interests

of a relatively large, but still limited, group of people, occupying the sameterritory.

It helps to unite individuals of the same country but also strengthensthe segregation

between countries. There still seems to be much changein attitudes needed before

national barriers can effectively be dropped. The increase in communication has

helped to broaden the domain ofindividual languages, thus reducing the difficulties

of communication. But weare still far from a global interchange of thought.

Even whendifferent groups cometo live in the sameterritory and share acommon

language and wayoflife, barriers may persist. Some traditions die hard and help

to keep segregation alive. Religious heterogeneity is a powerful bar to admixture.

Whenvisible differences exist in facial appearance and skin color, psychological

separation may obtain, which prevents amalgamation. Thus,intergroup competition

also appears at the intranational level and is frequently the cause of considerable

social discomfort and danger.

In most cases, amalgamation (miscegenation) does occur, sooner or later. How-

ever, for historical and cultural reasons, resistance to amalgamation differs greatly
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in different places. In Brazil, miscegenationis believed to be the rule. An investiga-

tion of a rural Brazilian area by Krieger and co-workers (1965) has given the picture

shown in Table 12.6. Mates wereclassified into “ racial types”’ mostly on the basis

of skin color, as indicated in the table. The expected frequencies, on the assumption

of random mating, for the matings in which both partners are of the sameracial

type (those on the main diagonal) are given in the last column. Observed matings

between individuals of the same type tend, on the average, to be somewhat more

frequent than expected under random mating. Thus, even in Brazil, mating is not

TABLE 12.6

Racial-mating-type Frequencies in North Eastern Brazil

 

Wives by Racial Type* Expected

Total Number on

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Husbands Main Diagonal

 

 

  

>, 9 269 24 4 9 41 14 5 452 183.27

~X 1 8 4 0 7 3 1 2 25 13.88
SF
SH 2 2 1 1 5 1 2 0 12 0.19

ee 3 94 «18 7 82 39 10 1 251 62.81

Re 4 39 4 3 4 4 11 11 158 24.38

B 5 14 5 1 23 26 19 7 95 7.33

6 5 3 1 10 8 25 18 70 2.90

Total Wives 431 59 17 266 164 82 44 1063 294.76"
 

Source: From Kriegeret al. (1965).
“ Racial types are: 0, White (branco); 1, Light mestizo (amarelo claro); 2, Dark mestizo (amarelo

escuro); 3, Light mulatto (mulato claro); 4, Medium mulatto (mulato medio); 5, Dark mulatto (mulato

escuro); 6, Negro (preto).
»’ Observed total on main diagonal is 439.

entirely at random. Nevertheless, the total frequency of matings in the main

diagonal is 439, which is much nearer to the expected number for randomness(the

sum of the expectations for the main diagonal is 294.8) than to that expected for

complete assortative mating (1063). This is a maximum expected if all matings

could be between persons of the same class—that is, on the main diagonal.

The quantity

439 — 294.8

1063 — 204.8~

gives an approximate measure of the deviation from random mating. Onthe basis

of a genetic analysis by Krieger and co-workers, the ancestry of 30 percent of the
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personsin this Brazilian population is Negro, 11 percent is Indian, and 58 percent
is Caucasian. A more elaborate measurementofthe deviation from random mating
based on the correlation between uniting gametes, gives an even lowerestimate of
the deviation from random mating.

The main settlers of Brazil, the Portuguese, have shown here as elsewhere less
resistance to miscegenation than other white settlers. In the southern United States
where Africans were broughtas slaves, some gene flow has taken place. The propor-
tion of births per generation in which the mother wasblack and the father was white
may occasionally be or have been as high as 5 percent, but resistance to amalgama-
tion is still extremely strong, and a relatively small proportion of black ancestry
causes a person to beclassified as black in the United States.

AsStern (1960) noted, black skin color would practically disappear in the United
States after a few generations of random mating. It would be substituted by a color
designated as ““amarelo”’ in Table 12.6, with no great individual variation. This does
not seem to be an imminent possibility, however. Data on interracial mating fre-
quencies in some areas of the United States are given in Table 12.7. Conspicuous
differences exist between states. The ratio indicated in the last column, which would

be one under random mating, shows that Hawaii is almost half-way towards random

mating. The average value for the United States, however, indicates very little

tendency for cross marriages. Only 2.3 percent of the marriages between whites

and nonwhites that would be expected assuming random mating occurred in 1960.

Nevertheless, a trend toward an increase of mixed marriages can be noted,

although it is slow. Heer (1967) has computed the expected rate of amalgamation

of the black and white populations, on the assumption that presently perceptible

trends might continue. Several projections made using more-or-less conservative

hypotheses indicate that, at least in the next hundred years, no major changein the

racial composition of the population will occur. The two extreme projectionsgive,

however, widely different results as to the time needed for complete amalgamation:

from more than 1000 to only 12 generations. Whichever projection turns out to

be right, it seems probable that the presently acute racial problem in the United

States will not quickly be solved by amalgamation.

Resistance to miscegenation also shows up in subtle ways. The north-south

gradient of blood groups found in the British Isles (Mourant, 1954) is accurately

reproduced in Australia when people are classified according to their ethnic origin

by meansof their surname (Hatt and Parsons, 1965). Random mating should have

modified this situation, and the persistence of the gradient indicates strong assorta-

tive mating according to place of origin. To test this further, Hatt and Parsons

investigated, still using surnamesas an indicatorof ethnic origin, the distribution of

marriages in Victoria, Australia. Their data are given in Table 12.8, and show a

considerable excess of marriages between people having Scottish surnames and an

almost equal excess for Irish surnames. Traditions die hard.



TABLE 12.7

Actual and Expected Percentages of Whites
Marrying Blacks in California, Hawaii,
Michigan, and Nebraska, During Recent
Years and of Whites Marrying Nonwhites,

for the United States, 1960
 

Actual

Percentage Ratio ofActual

of Whites Percentage

 

State and Marrying to Expected

Year Nonwhites Percentage‘

California

1955 0.14 0.024

1957 0.17 0.024

1958 0.17 0.024

1959 0.21 0.029

Hawaii

1956 0.13 0.232

1957 0.20 0.333

1958 0.10 0.147

1959 0.22 0.310

1960 0.24 0.444

1961 0.29 0.426

1962 0.24 0.393

1963 0.27 0.370

1964 0.38 0.458

Michigan

1953 0.07 0.008

1954 0.06 0.008

1955 0.08 0.009

1956 0.09 0.010

1957 0.07 0.008

1958 0.09 0.010

1959 0.10 0.011

1960 0.10 0.011

1961 0.11 0.012

1962 0.12 0.013

1963 0.15 0.017

Nebraska

1961 0.00 0.000

1962 0.00 0.000

1963 0.01 0.003

1964 0.02 0.006

United States
marriage
registration
area

1960 0.28 0.023

 

Source: From Heer (1967).

“ The expected percentage was calculated on the basis
of random mating.
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TABLE 12.8

Frequencies of the Ten Possible Marriage Classes from English (E),
Scottish (S), Irish (1) and All Other (X) Surnames, with Expectations
Based on Random Mating

 

Probability

assuming
Marriage Observed random Expected Expected

class frequencies mating frequencies Observed

EXE 14] p’ 110.231 0.782

ExS 148 2pq 115.481 0.780

ExI 100 2pr 82.895 0.829

Ex X 1,087 2ps 1,198.162 1.102

SxS 50 q? 30.245 0.605

SxI 41 2qr 43.421 1.059

Sx XK 558 2qs 627.608 1.125

IxI 26 r? 15.584 0.599

[xX 415 2rs 450.515 1.086

x xX X 3,364 s? 3,255.858 0.968

 

Source: From Hatt and Parsons (1965).

12.12 Race and Society

The existence of reproductively isolated subgroups that are culturally, and often

racially, distinct, tends to elicit social tensions that are the seeds of racism.

This has held, as far as we can tell, throughout the history of mankind andis by

no means unique to the present-day tensions betweendifferent racial groups of the

United States. The African farmers of the equatorial rain forest treat the Pygmies

almost as their slaves and hardly even consider them as fellow human beings.

Their attitude undoubtedly predates the contact of whites with these parts of Africa,

which has, in any case, been relatively slight in many regions where Pygmies are

found. Also, from various places around the world numerous examplesof conflicts

between different religious groups could be cited as demonstrating a form ofinter-

group competition between populations inhabiting the same geographic region.

Racial differences, as we have already emphasized, are inevitably accompanied

by cultural differences. Genetic divergence and cultural divergence between popula-

tions each accumulate, according to much the same principles, following effective

reproductive isolation. Cultural divergence is often accompaniedbyrelative econo-

mic deprivation in one or the other of the subgroups in a population, which, of

course, only serves to aggravate the tensions between them. This is surely an impor-

tant contributing factor, for example, to the conflicts between French and English

Canadians, and between the Roman Catholics and Protestants of Ireland, as well

as to those between black and white Americans.
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The striking outward differences between blacks and whites, mainly, of course,

the color of their skin, must be a major additional factor contributing to the racial

tensions between them. A disappearance of the cultural differences between, for

example, the Protestants and Roman Catholics of Ireland, would leave them essen-

tially indistinguishable. The same is not true for black and white Americans, as

we have already emphasized.In order to even outtheir skin-colordifference random

mating would be necessary. The data on the frequency of mixed marriages, given

in Table 12.7, show clearly that the movement in recent years toward a strong

legal stand in favor of desegregation has had so far very little effect on the repro-

ductive isolation between these two groups of people.

The relative socioeconomic deprivation of one racial group inevitably raises the

question of whether the difference in socioeconomic strata has a significant genetic

component, and, for blacks and whites in the United States, this question has recently

been focused on their average difference in IQ.

Many studies have shown the existence of substantial differences between the

distribution of IQ in blacks and whites in the United States. An example of data

obtained in one such study, which are based on IQ tests given to 1800 black

elementary school children in the southern United States, is shown in Figure 12.2.

The distribution found is compared with a 1960 based “‘ normative” sample of the
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FIGURE 12.2

Distribution of IQ in black and white Americans. The distribution

on the left was obtained from tests on 1800 black school children

from the South; that on the right is based on a “‘normative”’

sample of white Americans. (From Kennedyetal., 1963.)
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United States white population. The meandifference in IQ is 21.1, and the standard
deviation of the distribution among the blacks is some 25 percent less (12.4 versus
16.4) than that of the normative distribution. Thus, while there is considerable
overlap between the two distributions, nevertheless, 95.5 percent of the blacks have
[Q’s below the white mean of 101.8 and 18.4 percent have IQ’s lower than 70,
whereas only 2 percent of the normative sample have IQ’s below 70. Since reported
differences between the mean IQ’s of blacks and whites generally lie between 10 and
20 points, the value found in this particular study is one of the most extreme
reported. The difference is usually less for the northern than for the southern states,
and clearly depends very much onthe particular populations tested and on many
other factors. A well-known study of Army intelligence-test results showed that
some groups of northern blacks made higher averages than some groupsof southern
whites, though in any given region whites scored higher than blacks (Yerkes, 1921,
quoted by Haldane, 1946). Though there are indeed many uncertainties and uncon-
trollable variables that influence the outcomeof IQ tests, the observed meandiffer-
ences between blacks and whites are undoubtedly more or less reproducible and
quite striking.

The argumentinfavor ofthis meandifference having a substantialgenetic component
is based on the premise that existing estimates of the heritability ofIO can reasonably
be applied to the racial difference.

Asdiscussed in Chapter 9, most estimates of the heritability of IQ are quite high,

ranging from about 40-80 percent, depending on the investigation and whether

the data refer to heritability (ratio of additive genetic variance, V,, to total

phenotypic variance, Vp) or to the degree of genetic determination (ratio of total

genetic variance to Vp). It will be recalled that V,/V>» is a measure ofthat part of

the genetic variance that could, in principle, be fixed in a selection experiment.

Undoubtedly, substantial innate differences with respect to IQ exist within most

human populations. A systematic breeding program aimedatselecting for higher

IQ should,thus, systematically increase IQ, thoughit could surely do so only slowly.

We have emphasized repeatedly that heritability estimates are only valid for the

particular population being studied and for the range of environmental variation to

which it is subjected. Essentially all published heritability estimates pertain to

Caucasian populations, and usually to the middle socioeconomic stratum. The

major problem confronting the extrapolation of such heritability estimates to the

differences between blacks and whites is whether the range of environmentalvaria-

tion within a middle-class Caucasian population is really comparable to the average

environmental difference between black and white Americans. Those arguing

that there is a significant genetic component to the difference (see especially

Jensen, 1969) do so on the basis of (1) comparison between blacks and whites
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matched, formally, with respect to socioeconomic status, and (2) evaluation of

possible environmental factors contributing to the IQ difference.

There are significant differences in mean IQ between the various socioeconomic

strata.

One of the most comprehensive and widely quoted studies on IQ differences

between social classes and the reasons for their apparentstability is that published

by Burt in 1961. His data come from schoolchildrenin a typical London borough,

and from their parents. Classification was made on thebasis of the headofthe hous-

hold’s occupation, into six classes. These range from classI, including “ university

teachers, those of similar standing in law, medicine, education or the church and

top people in commerce,industryor civil service,” to class VI including * unskilled

laborers, casual laborers and those employed in coarse manual work.” The means

and standard deviations of the IQ distributions of parents and their offspring,

according to this occupationalclassification are given in Table 12.9 together with

the relative proportions of individuals in each class. There are four main features

of these data.

TABLE 12.9

Distribution of Intelligence According to Occupational Class

 

Occupational Class?

 

 
 

I II III IV V VI
Higher Lower Semi-

Professional Professional Clerical Skilled Skilled Unskilled

Proportion in 0.3 3.1 12.2 25.8 32.5 26.1
class (percent)

Mean IQ’s + Standard deviations

Parents 139.7+ 4.7 1306+ 6.7 1159+ 9.3 1082+ 99 978+ 99 849+ 10.9

Offspring 120.8 +12.5 114.7+11.2 107.8+13.6 1046+14.3 98.94+13.8 926+ 13.8

 

Source: Data from London, based on Burt (1961).
4 See the text for a further discussion of the definition of occupational class and the origin of this data.

1. There is a very large and very significant direct dependence of mean IQ on

occupational class. The mean difference between the highest and lowest classes is

more than 50, which is at least 24 times the largest reported mean IQ difference

between blacks and whites.

2. In spite of the significant variation between the means,the residual variation

in IQ of parents within each class is still remarkably large. The mean standard

deviation of the parental IQ’s for the different classes is 8.6, or almost 4 the standard

deviation for the whole group.
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3. The offspring means for each class are between the parental and the overall
population means. This socalled “regression to the population mean”is expected
for directional selection with respect to a quantitative character that is, at least
in part, genetically determined. This, as discussed in Chapter 9, is both because
parents in each class must be selected on the basis of their phenotype, which will
therefore tend to be toward the extreme for the corresponding genotype, and be-
cause of genetic segregation in matings which are clearly not perfectly assortative
with respect to class or IQ. The offspring means,in fact, are almost exactly between
the parental means and the population mean of 100, as expected for 100 percent
heritability. The resulting very high parent-offspring correlation must, to a fair
extent, be inflated by the effects of assortative mating and ofenvironmentalcorrela-
tions within families.

4. The last important feature of the data shownin Table 12.9 is that the standard
deviationsofthe offspring IQ distributions are almost the sameas thatofthe general
population (15), averaging to 13.2. This is more-or-less expected on the basis of
segregation for genes determining IQ.

Undoubtedly the most straightforward interpretation of these data is that IQ is

itself a major determinant of occupational class and is, to an appreciable extent,

genetically determined. Burt argues that because ofthe fairly wide distribution of

IQ within eachclass, appreciable mobility between classes is needed each generation

to maintain the class differences. He estimates that to maintain a stable distribution

of IQ differences between classes, a minimum of 22 percentof offspring would have

to changeclass with respect to their parents each generation, which is well below the

observed intergenerational social mobility in Britain of about 30 percent. Burt

attempted, further, to assess the psychological factors influencing occupational

mobility by conducting interviews with the families to determine the parental and

offspring attitudes towards social advancement and the general home background.

He derived the following regression for predicting mobility

S = 0.357 4+ 0.27M + 0.160 + 0.15E,

where S is social mobility, J is intelligence, M is motivation, His home background,

and E is educational achievement. This suggests that intelligence and motivation

are the most important factors influencing social advancement, though home

background and educational achievement have a substantial influence, as might

be expected.

There are two main features that clearly distinguish the IO differences between

social classes found by Burt from those between blacks and whites.

In the first place, the differences relate to the environmental variation within the

relatively homogeneous British population. As emphasized before, it cannot be
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assumed that this range of environmental variation is comparable to the average

difference between black and white Americans. Secondly, and even more important,

these differences are maintained by mobility between occupationalclasses based to

a significant extent on selection for higher IQ in the higher occupational classes.

There is clearly no counterpart to this mobility with respect to the differences be-

tween blacks and whites in the United States. Skin color is an effective bar to

mobility between races. Thus, while the IQ differences between classes emphasize

the stratification of occupations with respect to IQ differences that may be, to a

considerable extent, genetically determined (and this is why we have devoteda fair

amountofspace to their discussion), they do not seem to bear any direct comparison

to the mean IQ difference between blacks and whites.

Socioeconomic status, measured mainly in terms of schooling, occupation, and

income,is necessarily in part a measure of the environment. A numberofstudies,

quoted by Jensen, have shownthat in the United States even at the same socio-

economic status, blacks still have a substantially lower mean IQ than whites. Taken

at face value—that is, under the assumption that socioeconomicstatus is truly a

measureof the total environment—these data would, of course, indicate that the IQ

difference was genetically determined. It is, however, difficult to see how the socio-

economic status of blacks and whites can be compared. The predominantly black

schools of the United States are notoriously less adequate than the white schools,

so that equal numbers of years of schooling certainly do not mean equal education.

Wide variation in level of occupation must exist within each occupationalclass.

Thus, one would certainly expect even for equivalent occupational classes that the

black level was on average lower than that of the white. No amount of money can

readily buy a black person’s way into a privileged upper class white community,

or buy away more than two hundred years of accumulated racial prejudice on the

part of the whites, or removethe relative disruption of the black family, in part

culturally inherited from the days of slavery. Thus, we consider it impossible to

accept the idea that matching for socioeconomic status provides an adequate, or

even a substantial, control over the most important environmental differences

between blacks and whites.

Whatthen can besaid concerning environmental differences known,or suspected,

to affect IQ? First of all it should be emphasized that, in spite of high estimates of

IQ heritability, the mean intrapair IQ difference, for example, between the mono-

zygotic twins reared apart studied by Newman and co-workers (1937) was 8, and

the range was from | to 24. Thusthere is clearly, even within the white population,

substantial environmental variation with respect to IQ. The following four impor-

tant environmental effects were already discussed in Chapter 9.

1. There is a systematic difference of as much asfive [IQ points between twins and

their nontwin sibs (with the twins having the lower IQ’s), irrespective of socio-

economic and other variables. This reduction in the IQ of twins, as discussed before,
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could be dueeither to the effects of the in utero maternal environment on twins,
or to the reduced attention parents are able to give to each of two very youngchild-
ren born at the same time.

2. It has been reported that the IQ of blacks tested by blacks was at least 2-3
points higher than when the same persons were tested by whites (see Pettigrew,
1964). This simply serves to emphasize the intrinsic error of IQ measurements and
the fact that such measurements devised for a white population by white people
could, because of the cultural differences, easily be unsuitable to measure level of
performance amongblack people.

3. Maternal malnutrition during pregnancy is knownto besignificantly associa-
ted with impaired mental developmentofthe offspring. Studies in rats by Zamenhof
and co-workers (1968) on the effects of the motherrat’s having protein-deficient
diets before and during pregnancy, have shown a substantial reduction in total
brain DNAcontentofthe resulting offspring andso, also, presumably, a reduction
in brain cell number. The reductions were correlated with behavioral deficiencies,
and this experiment clearly could point to the basis, in man, for substantial IQ
differences. There can be no doubtthat in manyareas, dietary deficiency is a part of
poor socioeconomic conditions.
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4. The very early home environment has long been suspected to be of substantial

importanceforintellectual development. Clear-cut data exist that demonstrate the

detrimental effects of severe sensory deprivation very early in life (see Freedman,in

Washburn and Jay, 1968). It is no great extrapolation from the knowneffects of

severe sensory deprivation, to likely effects of lesser deficiencies in the early home

environment.

While Jensen (1969) chooses to minimize environmentaleffects such as we have

discussed above, we believe that there is no evidence against the notion that these,

among others, could explain essentially all the difference in IQ between blacks and

whites in the United States. As an example of a difference in interpretation of the

same information, consider the data shown in Figure 12.3 on IQ of children as a

function of age and of mother’s IQ. Jensen interprets the decline in the 1Q of off-

spring of mothers whose IQ is less than 80 as evidence for “ genetic factors involved

in the growth rate of intelligence.”’ It is not clear to us, however, why this decline

could not equally be attributed to the relatively detrimental environment likely to

be associated with a mother whose IQ is below 80. Early IQ may well be a better

representation of the innate potentialities of the offspring. The decline with age

could then be due to an inferior environment’s preventing the full development of

this potential.

In summary, therefore, we do not exclude the possibility that there could be a

genetic component to the mean difference in IQ between black and white Americans,

but simply maintain that presently available data are inadequate to resolve this

question in either direction.

The physicist Shockley, who received a Nobel prize for his part in the invention

of the transistor, has in recent years strongly advocated that more research effort

should be devoted to understandingthe basis for the black-white IQ difference. He

has coupled his stance with statements widely quoted in the press that he believes

the difference is, most probably, largely genetic and that welfare programs may,to

some extent, be responsible for an average decline in the social adaptation of some

segments of the population resulting, apparently, from selection for a decreased

IQ. Welfare programshave been in operation for at most 30-40 years, or equivalent

to between one and two generations. We have seen in Chapter 9 that even the most

rapid response to directional selection for a quantitative character is relatively

slow in terms of generations, let alone years. Thereis, therefore, little theoretical

basis for believing that welfare programscould already have had detectable genetic

effects through selection for low IQ. Moreover, all that we now know about demo-

graphic patterns (see Chapter 6) suggests that the most rapid way to equalize

reproductive differences is to improve socioeconomic conditions, which at least

should be possible within at most one or two generations.
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In this context, it is worth mentioning that Jensen states that because the gene

pools of whites and blacks are knownto differ and “these genetic differences are

manifested in virtually every anatomical, physiological, and biochemical com-

parison one can make betweenrepresentative samplesof identifiable racial groups”

therefore “there is no reason to suppose that the brain should be exempt from this

generalization.”’ There is, however, no reason whygenesaffecting IQ which differ

in frequency in the gene pools of blacks and whites, should be such that, on the

average, whites would havesignificantly higher frequencies of genes increasing IQ

than would blacks. On the contrary, one should expect, assuming no tendency for

high IQ genes to accumulate by selection in one or other race, that the more poly-

morphic genes there are that affect IQ and that differ in frequency in blacks and

whites,theless likely it is that there is an average genetic difference in LQ betweenthe

races. This follows from that most basic law of statistics, the law of large numbers,

which predicts increasing accuracy of a mean based on increasing numbersof obser-

vations (See Appendix I).

The main questions to be answeredare: (1)Is it, in fact, feasible at the present time

to do studies that could clearly determine the extent to which the black-white IQ

difference is genetically determined? (2) Whyis it important to do such studies?

The only really satisfactory approaches to taking accountof intrafamilial environ-

mental correlations in the study of the inheritance of [Q are to work with identical

twins reared apart or with adopted children (see Chapter 9). The only approach

applicable to the study of the race IQ difference is, therefore, that of working with

black children adopted into white homes and vice versa. Adoptions would, of

course, have to be at a very early age to be sure of taking into account any possible

effects of the very early home environment. To our knowledge noscientifically

adequate studies of this nature have ever been done. The IQ’s of say, the black

children adopted into white homes would, presumably, have to be compared with

those of white children adopted into comparable white homes. It is questionable

whether such studies could be done in a reasonably controlled way at the present

time. Even if they could, they would not remove the effects of prejudice almost

inevitably directed to some extent against black people in most white communities.

We,therefore, suggest that the question of whether there is a genetic basis for the

race IQ difference will be almost impossible to answer satisfactorily before the

environmental differences between blacks and whites in the United States have been

substantially reduced.

Perhaps the only argument in favor of research onthe racial IQ difference is that,

since the question of whetherdifference is genetic has been raised, an attempt should

be madeto provide an answer. Otherwise, those who now believe, we think on quite

inadequate evidence, that the difference is genetic, will be left to continue their

campaigns for an adjustment of our educational and economic systems to take

account of innate racial differences. Hopefully, a demonstration that the difference
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is not primarily genetic would counter these campaigns. An answer in the other

direction clearly would not, though in a really democratic society free of racial

prejudice, the answer should make no difference.

Apart from theintrinsic difficulties in answering the question of whethertheracial

IQ difference is mainly genetic, it seems to us, that there is no good case for encour-

aging the support of such studies on either theoretical or practical grounds.

From a theoretical point of view, it seems unlikely that they would throw much

light on the general problem ofthe genetic control ofIQ. Anyracial difference would

be a small fraction of the total variation in IQ. The merefact that even the relatively

crude studies on the inheritance of IQ done so far have not taken advantage of

racial differences suggests that these are not the most convenient differences to study.

Muchbasic work on the biology and biochemistry of mental development under

controlled conditions, and making use ofknowngenetic differences, is needed before

a fuller understanding of the inheritance of IQ can be achieved.

It is hard to see what direct practical applications in a democratic society could

follow from knowledge that there is an average genetic difference in IQ between the

races.

A democratic society such as that in the United States believes that there should

be no discrimination against an individual on the basis of race, religion, or other

a priori categorization (including sex). Each individual should be given equal and

maximum opportunity, accordingto his or her needs, to developto his or her fullest

potential. Surely, as we have previously emphasized, innate differences in ability

and other individual variations should be taken into account by our educational

system. These must, however, be judged on the basis of the individual and not the

race to which heorshe belongs. To claim otherwise, shows a lack of appreciation

of the distinction between differences between individuals as compared to those

between populations.

We are, of course, aware of the dangers of either overt or implicit political

control over scientific inquiry. The suppression of Galileo and the success of

Lysenko are two notorious examples of the evils of such control. Most scientists,

however, do submit to certain controls over research on humanbeingssuchas, for

example, the right of an individual not to be experimented on, and the confiden-

tiality of the information collected by the census bureau. These controls are

imposedto protect the individual from possible direct detrimental effects of scientific

investigations. The treatment of the Jews in Nazi concentration campsis testi-

monial never to be forgotten to the needs for such controls. There can be no doubt

that in the present racial climate of the United States, studies on racial differences

in IQ, howeverwell intentioned, could easily be misinterpreted as a form of racism

and lead to unnecessary accentuation of racial tensions. Since we believe that no
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goodcase can, at present, be made for such studiesonscientific or practical grounds,
it follows naturally that we do notsee the pointin particularly encouraging the use
of governmentor other funds for their support as Shockley has advocated. There
are many more challenging biological problems for the scientist to attack, while
one of the most urgent social problemsis to equalize the environment of black and
white Americans, and so removethis and other similar racial imbalances.

Hopefully, equalization of the environmentwill help to eliminate racial prejudice.
This, in turn, should lead to the breakdown ofthe cultural barriers against inter-
marriage, and so, eventually, to the reproductive merging of racial groups, which
is the only ultimate, even if remote, solution to the problem ofracism.

12.13 Changes in the Complexity of Society

The Pygmies represent one of the simplest types of human society. Specialization

and division of labor are extremely limited: they exist to a limited extent only

between the sexes, and between age groups. There are individuals who are better

than others at medicine, hunting, singing, and dancing, but they neverentirely

specialize (see Turnbull, 1962, 1965). The main individual activity is always the

provision of food. In contrast, in the economically most advanced societies, there

are thousandsofspecializations. Many require years, some lifetime, of application

for proficiency. Many require talents so highly specialized that most of an indi-

vidual’s time is spent in just one highly specialized activity. The degree of specializa-

tion is at the opposite extreme to that of more primitive human societies.

In a complex society, the need for a variety of individual talents has undoubtedly

increased tremendously. Even if some extreme educationists believe that anybody,

properly educated, could be madeproficient in any job, art, or science, few educa-

tionists maintain that the cost would be the same for every individual. If a great

deal of research were devoted to genetic differences in response to education, we

might arrive at diagrams, such as the hypothetical one given in Figure 12.4.

Our present capacity to predict the potentials of a child are still very limited. Our

knowledge as to the relative efficiencies of different teaching techniques directed,

for a given individual, to a given end,is essentially nonexistent. There is therefore

very little hope (or fear) for some timeat least that a good (or bad) social planner

might make use of such data. Should they becomeavailable, their social uses will

be extremely important. As educationists are now becoming aware of the existence

of individual differences, and of the potential importance of the different sus-

ceptibilities of various individuals to different methods of teaching, it is possible

that such a developmentwill soonerorlater take place.

When such knowledge is available, it would seem that the time for a Utopia

has come. Knowledge can, however, alwaysbe put to bad or gooduse. The specter of

a dictator exploiting this knowledge for his own poweris, and will be for a long
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time, around to haunt us. Experience has taught us to beware. A significant part

of the educational effort should go into building up adequate critical judgment,

desire to participate in public decisions, and resistance to political demagogery.
Only then will the danger from dictators,or political puppets in the hands of power
groups, decrease.

The major problem in social planning will remain that of the choice of quantities

to be maximized or minimized. The total cost to society may be a quantity to be
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A hypothetical model of the effect of a diallelic locus on the average educational
cost of training individuals of each genotype for different professions. Only one
pair of alleles at a locus is considered for simplicity, though the numberof

significant genotypesis likely to be very large. In each case, the height of the bar
represents the cost to society per individual.

minimized. Once it was determined how many administrators, engineers, teachers,
artists, and so on were required, their education might be obtained at minimum
cost. But an approach aimed towardsefficiency alone can hardly create a stable
society. For social stability, individual satisfaction also must be maximized. Today,
we are entirely unable to assess, except very roughly, motives and inhibitions, feel-
ings of achievementor frustration, satisfaction and discontent, and in general the
basic forces underlying our behavior. Perhaps the most sensible approach will be
to use such knowledge, whenavailable, in the endeavor to maximize the correlation
between usefulness to society and individual satisfaction. Individual differences,
genetically, or environmentally determined, will inevitably be of the greatest
importance, here as elsewhere. No study that ignores individual variation can fully
contribute to the problems of society, especially now thatit is becoming more and
more necessary to meet the needs of increasing complexity with increasing special-
ization, andstill respect and encouragethe basic unity ofhuman nature.
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APPENDIX |

Statistics and Probability

I.1 Introduction

An understanding of elementary statistics and probability theory is essential to a

full appreciation of the problems of humanpopulation genetics. Such an apprecia-

tion, however, requires more proficiency with algebra and calculus than we have

assumedin this text. Certainly, the models we have discussed require some know-

ledge of probability and probability distributions, and to test whether observed

data adequately fit the models requires some statistical analysis. But, basically,

little demand is made on the readerin these two areas. In this appendix we do not

intend a thorough coverage of probability theory andstatistics for that would fill

another book. Instead, we provide the following survey as a refresher for those who

already have some background in this area and also some knowledge ofcalculus.

It is intendedto be little more than an annotated list of useful definitions and

formulas, with special reference to applications in human population genetics.

1.2 Distribution

Given a set of discrete states i, i=0,...n, the relative expected frequency p;

defines the discrete frequency distribution of the states. Note that )7-9 p; = 1 for

such a distribution. The quantity p; is the relative frequency with which thestate
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i would be found in a very large number of samples, for example, the proportion

of families of size n with 7 males out of a very large numberof families. Thus p; can

be thought of as the probability of observing state i in a single sample.

Suppose that the states are intervals of a continuous measurement x, such as

height or IQ, where the ith state is the interval x; to x;,,. As the interval becomes

smaller, taking the form x to x + dx where dx is small, the frequency distribution

takes the form f(x) dx, where f(x) is a function of the continuous measurement x.

The functionf(x) is then the continuous frequencydistribution of x. Now

[£0) dx =1,

where (A, B) is the interval over whichf(x) is defined. For continuous distributions,

integrals replace sums.

I.3. Expected Values

The average or expected value of i for a discrete distribution is defined by

E(i) = > ip;, (1)
L

and for a continuousdistribution, the expected value of x is

B

E(x) = | xf(x) dx. (2)
A

In general, the expected value of any function of i or x, @(i) or d(x) (for example,

i? or x7), is given by

ELO@1 = ¥ oP: (3)
or

ELS) =|dO)f() dx, (4)

where the E stands for expectation. The expectation of a sum is the sum of the

expectations. If c is a constant,

E(cx) = cE(x).

I.4 The Normal Distribution

The normal distribution is the best known distribution, both because it can be

used to fit many types of observed distributions and because it turns out to be

central to statistical theory. The normal distribution is defined by the function
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1
— ~GeB)?/20?°f(x) ota e (5)

It is a bell-shaped curve, symmetrical about its peak at x = u and tending to zero
when x is very large and either positive or negative. The mean ofthe distribution
is and is equal to the expected value of x: p = E(x).

I.5 Variance

The expectation (expected value) of (x — y)*, which is the mean ofthe Squared
deviations from the mean, is an important general measure of the spread of a
distribution called the variance and often written V(x) or o2. The variance of the
normal distribution given in Equation 5 is o*. Note that

E(x — p)* = E(x* — 2ux + pw?) = E(x”) — 2uE(x) + p?, (6)

and therefore

E(x — p)? = E(x’) — p? (7)

since pf is a constant, and the expectation of a sum is the sum of the expectations.
Equations 6 and7 are very useful formulasfor calculating the expectedor theoretical
variance. (For estimating the variance from an observed sample see Section [.21.)

1.6 Parameters

The mean, p, and the variance, o*, of the normal distribution are called its
parameters. They define the position and spread ofthe curve. When p = Oanda? = 1,
the resulting distribution

1 ex/2

Jn
is called the standard normaldistribution. In general, parameters are constant values
which define a distribution function.

The normal distribution is of great theoretical importance because the distribu-
tion of the sum of a large numberof variables, whatever their individual distri-
butions, always tends to be normal. Eventhe distribution of the sum of any two
normally distributed variables is itself precisely normal.

A normal distribution with a mean mu and a variance o? is often represented by
the symbol N(u, o7).
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1.7 Change of Scale and Location—Mean and

Variance of a Function of the Original Variable

The expectation of ax +b is aE(x) +b. The variance of ax +b is a*V(x).

Given an x that is N(u, 07), then

 

£(2—#) =) ee -  =0, (8)(A) 3
and

 y(—*) = 5 7@)=1 (9)

Therefore, x — y/o is N(O, 1). More generally it can be shownthat if x has a distri-

bution with a mean m anda variance o?, thenf(x) has a distribution with, approxi-

mately, a mean f(m) and a variance

v=o[f(m), (10)

where f’(m) is the value of df/dx at x = m.

Examples:

The variance of the square of a variable x is

V(x)? = (2x)2=07 = 4m7o?. (11)

According to the fact that f(x) has a distribution with approximate mean f(m),

the mean of x” is approximately m?. It is given exactly by (see Equation 7)

E(x”) = m? + o”. (12)

The mean and variance ofx are

~ — — J
BQ) ~ Vm; V9) ~(] x gta, (13)

2./x x=m 4m

The approximate variance of log x is

2 2

V(log x) = (=) xo =>. (14)
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I.8 Moments

Moments are expectations of the rth powers of a variable or ofits deviations
from the mean. Thefirst types of moments (also called moments about zero) are
thus defined by

M, = E(x)’,

and the second type of moments (moments about the mean) by

Lh, = E[x ~ uy’,

where yu, = uw, the mean,is the first moment about zero. The second moment about
the meanis the variance. (Note that u, = 0 and Uo = Mo = 1.) Momentsareuseful
for defining distributions. The first four moments are the ones most widely used.
The third moment about the mean,if different from zero, indicates skewness, and
the fourth moment aboutthe mean,if different from 33, indicates departure from
normality; that is, leptokurtosis if (u,/13) — 3 > 0; platykurtosis if .,/u2 — 3 > 0.
The following formulas are useful for converting moments about the mean into

those about zero, and vice versa:

My = Wy + (ui)? My = ph — py

Ms = Ms + Buje, + (ui)? M3 = Ws — 3u5 + 2(u\)° (15)

Ha = My + Aus + OCU)?M2 + (ui)* wg = Hh — 4h + 6(u5)2uh — 3(n1)4.

1.9 The Combination of Probabilities

The probability of state i or j is p; + p; (for example, the probability of either
i or j males in families of size n).

Two eventsare said to be independentif the probability oftheir occurring together
is the product of their separate probabilities. For example, if two families are
observed independently—that is, there is no connection between them in any
way—then the probability that the first has i males and the secondj malesis p; x p;.

1.10 The Binomial Distribution

If the probability of a male birth is p and of a female birth is gq, where p+ q = 1,
then the probability that the first r out of n births are male and the remainder
female is p"q”~". This is also the probability for any particular sequence of n births
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including r males. For the total probability of r males, we need to multiply p’q”"

by the number of ways in which r male births can occur with n — r female births.

This is the sameas the total number of ways of arranging r things out of n, which 1s

the binomial coefficient

 

mna="). (16)

Ix2x ...xXFr r

The total probability of r males in n births is therefore

n —rD = ("ra (17)

which is called the binomial distribution. Note that

_ n rin-r n n

DdPe= a" + np’ be (")ora +e5+ p"=(p+q)"=1. (18)

The mean of the binomial distribution is given by

n(n —1)...(n—rt+1)

1x2x...Xr
 m= Yrp= YO ri,n—r

q

mn (n—1)(n—2)...(n—r4+1) ,_, (n-1)-(r-1)

=" 2d. Ix2x..(r-lh ? 4r

= np(p + q)"*
Or

m = np. (19)

The variance can be shownto be

v =np(l — p). (20)

Example:

In a mating Aa x Aa, involving heterozygotes for the albino gene a, whatis the

probability that 3 out of 8 children are albinos? Use the binomial with p = 4,

g=1—p=3,n=8, and r=3 to give

8x7x 6
a(1)3(3)5 —5g(4)°(8)° =0.2076. (21)

1.11 The Poisson Distribution

If in the binomial, p becomes very small and n very large in such a waythat the

mean np = m remainsconstant, then it can be shownthat the binomial distribution

tends to the limit
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r

m o-m
P, = rl © . (22)

(Note r!=1x2x3x---~x r,O!=1,andr!isr factorial.)
This is called the Poisson distribution. If events occurat random with respect to

time, then the numberofevents occurring in a given timeinterval, corresponding
to a mean of m, has a Poisson distribution. The meanis given by

r
a oO m

rp,p=e™ m xX =mxe™xe™=m. 23dX P dX (r — 1)! ( )

 

This distribution is sometimes used to approximate thedistribution of family sizes.
The variance of a Poisson distribution is equal to its mean m. The binomial for

largenandthe Poissondistribution forlarge m both tend to be normally distributed.

I.12 The Geometric Distribution

This distribution is defined by

Py = (1 — py'p, (24)
where r = 0, 1, 2, ..., to o.

This is, for example, the probability of having r female births before having a
male birth (see Chapter 10). The mean total births (expectation of r+ 1) is 1/p
and the variance 1/p? + 1/p.

J.13 The Negative Binomial Distribution

This distribution is given by the terms of (q—p) ", where q=1+p: and p is
positive. Thus,

_a()
=q "—_——_—- [-], 25Pr riin—D! \q (25)

where r = 0, 1, 2,.... For example,

_, _, np _, n(n + 1) (p\?
Po=4 ; Pi = 4 q’ P2=4 > 7 , etc.

This distribution has two parameters, n and p (or q). It can be shown to be
equivalent to a particular type of mixture of Poisson distributions with different
means. More exactly, the means must be distributed as in a gammadistribution
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(see Section I.15). It is often used to give a good approximation to the distribution

of family sizes (see Chapter 6). The mean ofthe distribution is np, and the variance

is np(1 + p). For p’ = 1/q and n = 1 this is the sameas the geometric distribution.

1.14 The Multinomial Distribution

Suppose that there are more than two categories of events, for example, three

genotypes from an intercross Aa x Aa. Then, given the probability that the ith

category out of k is p;,i=1,...,k, and given respective observations r;, r2,-.-,

r;,..., 7, in the k categories out of a total of \fa1 7; =n, the probability of this set

of observationsis

n!
rilra!t;! Di Pd ++ Dii +++ De (26)

This is called the multinomial distribution, being given by the terms of (p, + pz +

+ +p,+-+-+p,)". It is a straight generalization of the binomial distribution.

The mean ofthe ith category is np;, and its variance is np,(1 — pj).

Example:

Ina mating MN x MN,whatis the probability that out of 5 offspring 2 are MN,

2 are MM,and 1 is NN? Usethe multinomialdistributionwith n = 5, r, = 2, r, = 2,

and r,; = 1, where p, = 4, p2 = p3 = % to give

lx2x3x4x5 151)2(1)2(1) = ——.
(1 x 2)x (1 x 2) x j (4)'@) 128
 

1.15 The Gamma Distribution

This one-parameter continuousdistribution is defined by

1
f(x) =Tm° (27)

where the gammafunction, I'(w), is defined by

T(n) =| e~*x"—1 dx. (28)
0

Whenn is an integer '(n) = (n—1)!. The gamma function is thus a generalization

of the factorial. The mean and variance of the gammadistribution are both a.It is
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especially important in the theory ofstatistical tests, many of which are based on
functions that have distributions related to the gammadistribution (¢ distribution,
F-test, and chi-square—see Sections I.23 to 1.30).

[1.16 Distributions of Sums of Variables
in Some Special Cases

If two variables x, and x, are normally distributed with means Hy and pw, and
standard deviations o, and o,, the distribution of the new variable formed by their
sum, y = (x; + x2), is normal with a mean yp, + pf anda variance oi + 03. If the
two variables are Poisson,theresults are the same. If x, and x, are gammavariables
with parameters n, and n,, their sum is also a gammavariate with a parameter
Nn, +n».

1.17 The Exponential Distribution

This distribution takes the form

f(x) = de7* (29)

and has a mean 1/A and a variance 1/7. It is the continuouslimit of the geometric
distribution (1 — p)’p. [If p=Adx and rdx =x, then as r—oo, dx-0, and
(1 — p)'p =— Ax/r)'1 dx +1 e7~* dx asr> o.]
The exponential distribution is the distribution of the time interval between two

random events. For example, if the distribution of the number of births in a
family is Poisson, then the distribution of the time interval between the births is
exponential. When 1 = 1, the exponential distribution is a special case of the
gammadistribution, namely, with n = 1.

1.18 Beta Distributions

There are two kindsof beta distributions. Thefirst kind is given by

x1 _ x)"

Bi, m) (30)
 f(x) =

in the range 0 < x < 1, where B(/, m) is the beta function defined by

B(m, n)=f — x)""! dx. (31)
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It can be shown that

_ Tm)
~ T(m +n) (32)

B(m, n)

where the gamma function is defined by Equation 28. The mean and variance of

this distribution are //(J+ m) and Imj/(/+ m)?(1+ m+ 1), respectively. Some of

the results of the analysis of genetic drift (see Chapter 8) can be interpreted in

terms of the beta distributions of gene frequencies at equilibrium. When Lm>1,

f(0) =f(1) = 0, and there is a mode at x — (J — 1)/(1+ m — 2). However, when

lorm <1, f(0) or f() > ©.

The second kind of beta distribution is defined by

x1

IO) = Bima +)
 (33)

in the range 0 < x < oo and has a mean //(m — 1) and a variance (J +m

-—

1)/

(m — 1)?(m — 2). It is the distribution of the ratio of two gammavariates with

parameters / and m andalso the distribution of the variance ratio F (see Section

I.25).

1.19 The Lognormal Distribution

If x is N(O, 1) and is equal to y + o log y, then y is said to have a lognormal

distribution. As x varies from — 00 to +0, y varies from 0 to oo. The moments ofy

about zero are

1 _r/202-ry/oul = ef! yo

1.20 Analysis of Data

There are two important aspects to thestatistical analysis of observed data.

1. Goodness of Fit and Tests of Significance. We may wishtotest whether an

observed body of data adequately fits a particular expected distribution. For

example, does the distribution of IQ’s obtained from a random sample of people

fit a normal distribution with a mean of 100 and a variance of 15? = 225? Or

does the number ofmales in a sample of families ofsize 8 fit a binomial distribution

with parameters p = 4 and n = 8?

.. Estimation. On the assumption that a body of data follows some given

expected theoretical distribution, what are the values of the parameters of the

distribution that give rise to the best fit to the observed data? For example, given
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the distribution of the height of a random sample of people and assuming theyfit
a normal distribution, what are the estimates for the mean and variance of the
normaldistribution that give the best fit to the observed data?

The two problemsofestimation andsignificance testing are closely interrelated.
For example, if we wish to test the fit of a distribution without specifying its
parameters, we first estimate the parameters which give thebest fit to the data and
then assess whetherthis resulting fit is adequate. (See, for example, Chapter 10 in
which we consideredthe fit of the binomialdistribution to sex ratio distribution in
families of a given size.) On the other hand, we may wish to test whethera certain
parameter estimated from the data, such as the proportion ofrecessivesin an inter-
cross mating Aa x Aa, is compatible with an a priori expected value, in this case 1.

1.21 Statistics and Estimation

We need criteria for constructing functions of observed data which provide
estimates of desired parameters. Functions of the observations arecalled statistics.
For example, given a set of quantitative measurements (for example, an IQ)
X1,X2,...,%,, the arithmetic mean

X=—(X, +X. +°°'4+x,) (34)

is a statistic which, on the assumption that the measurements are a random sample
from a normal distribution with a mean yp and a variance o?, is an estimate of Ul.
Anappropriate estimate of o? is given by

: y (x; — x)? = : (> x? — zy x), (35)
2Ss =

n—1 = n—1 =]

 
 

using Equation 6, where x is given by Equation 34. As we shall see in Section 1.22,
the estimates of yw and a” given by Equations 34 and 35 are in somesense the best
that can be constructed from the data.

In these calculations, the concept of a random sample is a very important one.
In random sampling, an individual is chosen without reference to his value, and so
all individuals have an equal chanceofbeing chosen. Only when sampling randomly
is it correct to assume that the distribution which applies to the whole population
is also appropriate for the sample. As we discussed in Chapter6, biases in sampling
human populations can be very hard to avoid. Weshall see in Appendix IT in
discussing pedigree analysis how many probelmsarise as a result of sampling
biases.

Another importantstatistic is the observedproportion. For example, if we observe
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r homozygotes aa amonga total of n offspring from an Aa x Aa intercross, then

the observed proportion r/n is an obvious estimate of the expected proportion p

of aa offspring. The expected variance of r is np(1 — p) from the binomial distribu-

tion—Equation 21. Thus, since

1
V (“) = — V(r), (36)

n) on

the expected variance of the observed proportion is given by

a4 =U=P) (37
n n

and the estimated variance, substituting p = r/n, is

a (38)
 

r

non

so long as r is not equal to zero. This variance is, of course, a function of the

proportion p or r/n.

It is sometimes very useful to consider a transformation of r/n which is such that

its expected varianceis at least approximately independentofp. (See the discussion

on migration matrices in Chapter 8.) The angular transformation defined by

" = sin? 0 (39)
n

g= sin“ |

Or

s
i

(40)

has this property of independence from p. Thus, from Equation 10

V (“) ~ (2 sin 8 cos 8)* V(8), (41)

where @ is the expected value of 0, defined approximately by

p=sin* 0. (42)

Thus, since cos? § = 1 — sin? 6 = 1 — p, Equation 41 gives

v0) = ——_V (“) =| (43)~ 4p —p) \nP *™
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Since a statistic is a function of observations which vary according to some
assumed distribution, it must itself have an expected frequency distribution. Thus,
different random samples (for example, of the IQ of individuals from a given
population) will lead to different estimates of the observed mean x. These give an
observed frequency distribution that tends more and more nearly to the expected
distribution as the number of samples on whichit is based increases. For example,
given a set of independent measurements x,, i=1...n, from an N(p, 07), the
statistic

es i
n

x=)
i-]

can be shown to have a normal distribution with a mean p and a variance o*/n.
Clearly, as n becomeslarger, the variance of x, o?/n, becomes smaller so thata single
observed X approaches more and moreclosely its expected value Ll.

In order for a statistic to be a valid estimate of a parameter of an expected
distribution, it must be consistent. This means that as the numberof observations
on which the statistic is based increases without limit, its value must tend to the

parameterit is supposed to be estimating, exactly as in the example just mentioned
of the meanofa set of observations from a normaldistribution. One way to assure
consistency is to equate a statistic with its expected value. Thus, for a sample x;,
i=1...n, from an N(u,07)

=
|

E@) = E(= & m) == lx) =* mu =n (44)
Ni=1 Ni=1 n

since the expectation of a sum is the sum ofthe expectations, and bythe definition
of the sample, E(x;) = w for all values of i. One useful method of estimation,
originally advocated by the English statistician Karl Pearson, is to equate the
observed moments of a distribution to their expected values, which is, effectively,
what we are doing in Equation 44.

Another consistent estimate of u in a normal distribution is the median, namely,
that value of x which whenall values are placed in order of magnitudesplits the
sample exactly in half. Still another estimate is the mode, which is the value of x,
that occurs most frequently.

1.22 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Given a variety of consistent statistics for the estimation of a parameter, the
question naturally arises, Which is the best? Since the mean of the frequency
distribution of an estimate must be very close to the value of the parameter being
estimated, the narrowerthe frequency distribution of the statistic, the closer a single
observation of the statistic is likely to be to the parameter being estimated. Thus,
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the statistic with the smallest variance is, in general, the best one to choose. For

example, the variance of the median of a sample from an N(u, o*) is no*/2n,

which is 7/2 = 1.57 times as large as the variance of the mean x. As we shall see, x 1S

in fact the estimate of p» that has the lowest possible variance.

The binomial probability

(*) p(l—p)"

of observing r events out of n with probability p can, for a given observed proportion

r/n, be thought of as a function of p. Considered in this way,it gives the relative

probability of observing r/n for different values of p, whichis called the likelihood.

Thelikelihood is not a frequency distribution with respect to p since its sum overall

values ofp is not unity. An intuitively rational approach to choosing the value ofp

that best fits the observation is to choose that value which maximizesthe likelihood.

This method of estimation by maximum likelihood was shown byits originator

R. A. Fisher to give—almost always—consistent statistics which have the minimal

possible variance. It therefore also has a theoretical basis as the optimum method

for estimating parameters from observed data. For mathematical reasonsit is often

convenient to consider maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood instead of the

likelihooditself, which, of course, gives the sameresult. In the case of a binomial

observation the logarithm of the likelihood is given by

L(p) = const + r log p + (n — r)log(1 — p). (45)

The maximum value of L(p) is given by the value ofp which satisfies the equation

qb ou! n—r

dp p i-p
 : (46)

giving p = r/n, the observed proportion.

It can be shown quite generally that

| l

—d*L

(ar)dp

is approximately the variance of the maximum likelihood estimate of p. Fisher

called the quantity

E ( d*L

ra

which is the inverse of the variance, the expected amount of information provided

by the sample with respect to the parameterp that is being estimated. The intuitive
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basis for this is clear since the larger the amount of information, the smaller the
variance, and sothe closer the estimatetoits true expected value. From Equation 46

d*L —r n—-r

 

ap?=p “?
therefore the expected information is

| d*L np nil—p)n n no(-£h)maw n, 48)dp* (1p)? p'1—p pd—p)
and the variance p(1 — p)/n, where p = r/nas given by Equation 37. Weshall discuss
in Sections [.37 and I.38 special procedures for solving maximum likelihood
equations numerically, when they cannot readily be solved analytically as for a
binomial observation.

The probability of making a series of independent observations X1,Xo5--.,X
from an N(p, 07)is

1 1 1ecacmrize) x ( eca-wirae cee yy ( — eonner) . (49)
(- 20 G./ 20 o,/20

The likelihood with respect to p and o? is therefore

   

1 1 2

FORO?— 352 2Os 0) e
and is a function of the two parameters pu and o?, given the x,’s. The logarithm of
the likelihood is

] n

L = const — 502 > (x; — n)* — n logo. (51)
OO i=1

To obtain the maximum ofL with respect to p, we differentiate L partially with re-
spect to uw and equate to zero. Thus

OadyOwHO (52)
which gives

the observed arithmetic mean, as the maximum likelihood estimate of uu. For the
estimation of o we have
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giving the estimate

2 le 2=FOwe (53)
This is the estimate of the variance appropriate for the situation when p is assumed

known. The estimate

y (x; — x)= 

given in Equation 35 is the one to be used if y is not known, and wethen consider

whatis the best estimate of o” given the observed meanx.

1.23 Significance Tests and Confidence Limits

Given observations x,,i=1...n, from an M(p, o*) and assuming o” is known,

the observed arithmetic mean x is distributed as N(u, o7/n). Thus, from equations

8 and 9

x—yU _@-p,/n

Jo?/n o
is distributed as an N(0, 1). From tables of the N(O, 1) (for example, in Fisher and

Yates, Table I or VIII) we find that 95 percent of the distribution lies in the range

+ 1.96 to —1.96 and thus 5 percent lies outside this range. Knowing p, we could

therefore say that 95 percent of the samples of size n would give values of x lying

in the range defined by

n== +1.96 tp EaWV—1.96 9

Or

u + 1.96 —— to p — 1.96 —=.
Jn Jn

An observed value of X outside this range would be expected in only 5 percent of

random samples. Accepting this probability level as unlikely, we then say that such

an x differs from p at the 5 percent significance level. More generally if for an

observed x and an assumed p and o”

=»=d,, (55)

(54)
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where from tables of the N(0, 1) wefind that « percent of values lie outside the range
+d,, then x differs from yw at the « percent significance level. This is one of the
simplest forms of a test of significance. Here we are testing whether an observed
mean xX is compatible with an assumed mean p, given that o? is known. We express
the result in terms of the probability of finding an x that differs from ut by as much
as that observed or more.

Assume nowthat py is unknownand weareestimating it by X. We can then ask a
complementary question to that posed above, namely, whatis the range of values
of yu that, if known, would not lead to X beingsignificantly different from peata
given significance level, «. This range is defined by the limits

X+d, oS and x —d,—
/n

known as (100 — «) percent confidence limits. So long as y lies inside these limits,
it will be compatible with the observed X at the « percent significance level. In
general terms we cansay that given an observed x, the probability of being in the
range defined by Equation 56is effectively (100 — «) percent. Equations 54 and 56
clearly express the complementarity between the problemsofsignificance testing
and estimation.

In most real situations o* is not known butis estimated from the data by s*,

as in Equation 35. So long as the sample is large enough,the difference between the

true value of o7 andits estimate s? will be sufficiently small so that substituting s?

for o” in Equations 54 and 56 will give reasonably accurate results. When, however,

the sample is not large, the variation in s* must be taken into accountin setting

confidence limits and performingtests of significance. It can be shownthatthe ratio

(56)

t (57)_*T#
s/./n

which is a function of x and s, both of which are themselves functions of the

observations, has a beta distribution of the second kind (see Equation 33) with

parameters / = 4 and m = 4(n — 1), which are independent of the unknown mean

and variance, » and oa’. This distribution is called student’s t distribution after the

statistician W. S. Gosset who used “‘student” as his pseudonym. Thesingle

parameter, n — 1, of the ¢ distribution is called the number of degrees of freedom.

Tabulationsof this distribution for various n — | values give the valuest, , such that

a percent of the distribution lies outside the range —t, to +t,. We can nowreplace

Equations 55 and 56, giving significance levels and confidence intervals by the

equations

on— ft (58)
a

S
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and

x+t, ., (59)
nNJ

which take into account the sampling variation of s?.

1.24 Significance of the Difference
Between Observed Means

Instead of testing the agreement between an observed and an expected mean,it is

often necessary to test for the significance of the difference between two observed

means. We assume two independent sets of observations x!) i=1...m,, and

x) j=1...n, giving means X, and X, and variance estimates sj and s3. We

wish to test effectively whether the difference x, — X, is significantly different from

zero. Assuming both sets of observations have the same expected variance oa,

we find that the combined variance estimate is given by

s* = [(n, — 1st + (m2 — 1)s2]/(m, + 12 — 2). (60)

The expected variance of the difference between the means can be shown to be

8 »{ | 1
V(x, —X.)=o°(|—+—]}. (61)

Ny Ng

Thus, assumingall observations are normally distributed,

(i=%
s./1/n, + I/ny

where s is given by Equation 60, has a ¢ distribution with n, +n, — 2 degrees of

freedom, and provides the basis for testing whether x, — x, differs significantly

from zero. Thus, if the ¢ value given by Equation 62 correspondsto the « percentage

point of the ¢ distribution for n, +n, —2 degrees of freedom, x, — xX, differs

significantly from zero at the « percent significance level.

 (62)

1.25 One-way Analysis of Variance and
the F or Variance Ratio Distribution

If instead ofjust two sets of values we haveseveral sets x;;,i=1...k,j=1...n;

(for example, IQ measurements in different stratified population samples), then

we may wish to test whetherall the means
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nj

xX, = 1 yxy (63)
Ni j=1

are equal. An alternative equivalent question is to ask whether the variation
between the x; is that expected if all have the same expected mean p. We assume
that the expected variance o* of the observations within each set is the same. Then
an overall estimate of o* is given by the average of estimates from all the data
sets, namely,

1 k ni

2 =x), 4P= TYY(ty) (64)

where

k

= \ nh; (65)
i=1

is the total numberof observations. Assumingthat all the x; have expectations p,

the observed variance estimate derived from them, namely,

1 k

B= k—-1 om n(x; — x)’, (66)

where

_ 1 k 1 k ni

FayLayLD xy (67)
is the overall mean, should also be an estimate of o”. If B is significantly bigger

than s*, then the X; presumably have different expected values since the variation

in these expected values would inflate the expected variance of the X;.

The ratio of two independentvariance estimates F = s7/s}, say, where s? and s?

are based on n, and n, observations, respectively, was shown by Fisher to have a

beta distribution of the second kind (see Equation 23) with parameters / = n, — 1

and m =n, — 1. This is called the F distribution with degrees of freedom n, — 1

and n, — | and is independent of the expected means and variances of the observa-

tions used to calculate st and s3. The F values, which, for given n, — 1 and n, — 1,

are exceeded with any given probability, have been tabulated (see Fisher and Yates,

Table V). Conventionally, F is always calculated and tabulated for values greater

than 1, and so we always assume sj > s3. Thus, for example,if n, = 6, n, = 7, and
F = 4.4, this being approximately the 5 percent limit of the F distribution for 5 and
6 degrees of freedom, respectively, we say that the two variancesin theratio differ

at a 5 percent significance level. Since it can be shown that B and s* of Equations

64 and 66 are independent variance estimates, the ratio
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F= (68)

Ul
&

provides an test for the significance of the differences between the expected means

of the x,. Note that when k = 2, F= 1’. In other words, the ¢ distribution is a

special case of the F distribution, namely, t* has an F distribution for degrees of

freedom | and N — 2.

1.26 Analysis of Variance

Another wayoflooking at the Ftest for the variation between the sets of measure-

ments, x;;, is in terms of an analysis of variance. This procedure was originated by

Fisher and is the cornerstone of much of the analysis of experimental data. It

depends on breaking downthe fotal variation in the set of measurements x;, into

two components, one within sets x,; for given i, and the other between sets, or

effectively between the means xX;. Thus, considering the data as a whole and

ignoring its subdivisions into different sets, we estimate the overall variance as

k Ni

» » (xi; — x)’. (69)
i=1 j=1

Considering first the terms for a given value of i, we have

ni nj

\ (x;; -— x)? = \ (x;; — X; + x, — x)’
j=1 j=1

ni

=) (xy — X)* + n(X; — x)? (70)
j=1

since the cross product term

2 yy (xi; — X;)(X; — X) = 2(%; — X) 2d (x;; — X;) =0 (71)
j=

j=

from the definition of x; (Equation 63). Thus the total sum of squares given by

Equation 69 can be broken down into two components, as follows,

k ni k ni k

y \ (Xi; — Xx)? = Y \ (Xi; — X;)* + y n(x; — x)’. (72)
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1 i=1

The first of these is (NV — k)s*, from Equation 64 and is called the within sum of

squares while the second is (kK — 1)B from Equation 66 andis called the between

sum of squares. The results of this so-called one-way analysis of variance are

usually presented in the form of a table, as follows:
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Degrees of Mean

 
 

 

Source of variation Sum ofsquares freedom squares

k

Between > nj(X; — x)? an | B
i=1

k nj

Within (orresidual) > > Gy — ¥)? N—k s?
i=1 j=1

k ni

Total > >iy) N-1
i=1 j=1

 

The ratio of the mean squares, B/s* following Equation 68 provides the basis for
testing the significance ofthe differences between the x;. The total sum ofthe squares

is usually computed as

> > x7, — NX’, (73)
ij

the between sum of squares as

Sn, xX; — NX’, (74)

and the within, or residual, from the difference between Expressions 73 and 74.

Oneof the main genetic applications of the analysis of varianceis in the analysis

of quantitative characters, where it is used for assessing the significance of differ-

ences in a measurement between different types of relatives. Much more complex

subdivisions of a body of data into multiple cross tabulations—for example, with

respect to relationship and socioeconomic status—can be treated in an analogous

way. In each case, the total variance is broken downinto a series of subcomponents,

measuring differences between category means of various sorts, and a residual for

the estimate of variation within a cross classification. Genetic applications of the

analysis of variance are discussed in detail by Kempthorne (1957).

[1.27 Goodness of Fit and the Chi-square Test

So far we have discussed the problems of estimation and significance testing

mainly in terms of continuous distributions, in particular the normaldistribution.

Given an observed proportion r/n, we have, however, shownthatr/n itself is the

best estimate of the expected proportion p, assuming a binomial distribution. If
we assumethat a binomialdistribution is, for large n, nearly a normal distribution

with a mean p and variance p(1 — p)/n, then
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are « percent confidence limits for the estimate ofp (see Equations 38 and 56) and

provide the basis for testing whether the observed proportion differs significantly

from a given expected proportion. However, in applying these limits, we ignore the

question as to whether the binomial distribution is in fact a good fit to the data.

Wehavealso ignored this question in our discussion of fitting means and variances

to a normal distribution. Consider, for example, the question raised in Chapter 10

concerning sex ratio distributions in families. Here, given a body of data consisting

of the numbers of males and females in a sample of families of given size, we wished.

to test whether the data conformed to the expected binomialdistribution. Assuming

a binomial, we can estimate p from the overall proportion of males for all the

families and then calculate the expected numbers of families with a particular

number of males and females from the formula for the binomial distribution.

How then do we decide whether these expected numbers differ significantly from

the observed numbers? The most convenient and widely used approach is the

Chi-square test for goodnessoffit. If for each data compartment, such asthat defined

by a given number of males and females, we observe a number O andcalculate on

the basis of some assumed model, such as the binomial distribution, an expected

number E, then the Chi-squarecriterion is defined by

O — E)*
payCu, (75)

where summationis over all data compartments. It can be shown generally that this

criterion has approximately a distribution known as the chi-square distribution,

which depends only on one parameter n, the number of degrees offreedom. The

number of degrees of freedom is generally the number of observations minus one

minus the number of independent parameters fitted in order to calculate the

expectation. Actually, 4y* has a gamma distribution (see Equation 27) with

parameter 4n. The chi-square distribution is effectively the distribution of the

observed variance derived from a set of data from an N(y, o7). In particular, if we

wish to test whether a set of N(u, o7) observations, x;, are compatible with an

expected variance o”, then we use the fact that

(x; - x)?yo a9
has a chi-square distribution with m — 1 degrees of freedom. Thus chi-square is

actually a special case of the F distribution, namely, for degrees of freedom n, =n

and n,— oo (second variance knownexactly). Tables of the chi-square distribution

give, for different values of n, the chi-square value, which would be exceeded by

chance only a percent of the time. The expected value of chi-square for n degrees

of freedom is n. High chi-square values indicate discrepancies between the observed

and the expected.

The simplest application of the chi-squaretest is in testing the fit of an observed
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proportion with an expected proportion. Suppose we have observed A of one type

and B of another type, where A + B = N, and we expect that there are p of the

first type and q of the second where p + g = 1; then we have

 

 

First type Second type Total

Observed O A B N

Expected E Np Nq N

ibuti 2.(Q9 — F)2/p (A=Np)? Ng)’Contribution to y*: (O E)’*/E Np Ng

 

Thus

 

A—Np) (B-—Nq)? (Aq — Bp)’y=! py f gy’ _ (Ag Bp)” (77)
Np Nq Npq

since

A—Np=Aq— Bp=B-—Nq and (1/p) + (1/q) = 1/pgq.

This chi-square has one degree of freedom since there are two observations and no

parameters are estimated from the data. Note that when p = gq = 1/2, Equation 77

takes the form

y° = (A — BY’/N, (78)

a very useful, quick formula for testing for equality of two observed numbers. It

is useful to remember that the 5 percent point for a chi-square with one degree of

freedom is 3.84 or nearly 4. The result given by Equation 77 can be written in the

form

A — Np)’ A
ONDae or Spa 47/4,

Npq N N

which, since it can be shownthat y is an N(0, 1), shows that the use of chi-squareis,

in this case, equivalent to approximating the binomial distribution by a normal

distribution (see the expression given abovefor the confidence limits of an observed

proportion).

1.28 2x 2 Contingency Tables

A very important application of chi-square is in testing the equality of two

observed proportions, for example, the proportion of concordant monozygotic

versus dyzygotic twins for some given disease (see Chapter 9). The observed data

can be set out in the form of a 2 x 2 contingencytable.
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First type Second type

 

Data 1 a b a+b

  

Data 2 Cc d c+d

at+c bt+d N=a+bicH+d

 

Weassumethat the proportion of the first type versus the second type is a+ c:

b + d, as observed. Then, for example, the expected numberof the first type in

Data 1 is (a + c\(a + b)/N andits contribution to x7is

fa-Grotes Oyenone.

The other contributions can be similarly obtained to give, after a little algebraic

manipulation,

2 N(ad — bc)*

1(a+ la + bib + de+d)
 (79)

This chi-square has one degree of freedom only since there are four observations,

but two parametersare effectively estimated from the data, namely, the proportion

of first to second type, and of Data 1 to Data 2. Looked at another way, the

marginal totals are assumed given in calculating the expectations, and so as soon

as one of the four datacells is fixed, the remainder are determined. When expected

numbersare small, the chi-square with ‘‘ Yates’ continuity correction”’ is generally

used as it is thought to give a better fit to the expected chi-square distribution,

whichis effectively based on normality assumptions, as indicated above. The cor-

rected y7 is defined by

,___M(ad— be| — 4N)?
M1 (a+ ola + bb + dye +d)’
 (80)

where |ad — bc| indicates the positive value of ad — bc. An exact test for agree-

ment of observed proportions in a2 x 2 table was devised by Fisher andis tabulated

by Finney and co-workers (1963).

1.29 2xkand/x k Contingency Tables

Moregenerally, we may wish to test for the equality of a set of k proportions

a,:b;, a,+6,;=N;, for i=1...k. Following the same procedures as above,

assuming the marginal totals N; and )';a;, )); 5; given, it can be shown that the

appropriate chi-square takes the form
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N*(& az A?2 i_=—(y 4-4), 81Ak-1 "AB (> N, v} (81)
where

k k

=) a;, B=) b,, and N=A+B.

i=1 i=1

This chi-square has k — | degrees of freedom and is known as the 2 x k contingency
chi-square. The chi-square appropriate for a general / x k contingency table,
having

/

classifications along rows and k along the columns, can becalculated in an
analogous way. It takes the form

 

XG-ye-1) = »(nn) _

— n(X na — q (82)

for (/ — 1)(k — 1) degrees of freedom, where n,; 1s the observation in the ith row
and the jth column ofthe table,

k l

=) Nips N= d Nij>
J=1 ti=1

and

i

is the total number of observations.

1.30 Goodness of Fit of the Poisson Distribution

The chi-square distribution has a special application in testing whethera set of
observations x;, i= 1...n, conforms to the Poisson distribution. The test is based

on the fact that the mean andvariance of a Poisson distribution are equal. Thus,if
x is the observed mean,it is also the expected value ofthe variance, and so

(x; ——p=y (83)
should be distributed as a chi-square with n — 1 degrees of freedom. A variancethat
is significantly higher than the mean, as caused, for example, by variation in the
parameter of a Poissondistribution leading in certain cases to a negative binomialas
discussed above, will be indicated by a significantly high chi-square.
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1.31 Pairs of Measurements, Correlation,
and Regression

We shall now consider distributions of pairs of measurements, such as, for

example, the height and IQ measured on seriesof individuals. Suppose we observe

pairs x, and y,;, i=1...n, with respective frequency distributions f(x) and g(y).

If the measurements are independent, then by definition (see Section I.9) the prob-

ability of observing a particular pair x and y is f(x) g(y) dx dy. Thus

E(xy) =| | xyf@dg(y) dx dy

=| {#9 ax] [v9) av] = EEO). (84)
In other words, if x and y are independent observations, then the expectation of

their product is equal to the product of their expectations. If x and y are not in-

dependent, then the probability of the pair x and y is some function of x andy,

say, F(x, y) dx dy, called their joint distribution, which cannot be expressed as the

product of a function of x only and a function ofy only. In this case

E(xy) # E(x)E(y), (85)

and we define the covariance of x and y by

cov(x, y) = E(x — x)(y — ¥)

= E(xy + xy — xy — yx)

= E(xy)— xy. (86)

The covariance is a measure of the interdependence of x and y, which is of course,

zero when they are independent. The correlation coefficient which is effectively a

standardized covariance, is defined by

r(x, y) = (x,y)

V(x) x VO”)

where V(x) and V(y) are the variances of the distributions of x and y when they are

considered separately. The correlation coefficient varies between +1 and —1 and

is a widely used standardized symmetric measure of the association between a pair

of random variables. Note that

(87)

Vixt+y)=E(xt+y—X—5) = E(x — X)? + 2x —- XV —-5F)4+ 0-5]

so that

Vix + y) = V(x) + 2 cov(x, y) + V(V). (88)
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Thus the variance of the sum of two variables is only equal to the sum of the
variances if they are independent. This is the basis for the fact that given a set of
independentobservationsx, , all drawn from the samedistribution with variance a”,

1 n noz o%V(x) = 2 \ nee 89
(x) n v(> x n n (89)

1.32 The Bivariate Normal Distribution

This generalization of the one-dimensional normal distribution (see Equation 5)
is defined by

f(x, y) “sae= exp| | - 21 —:|

: E = Hx)” — 2px — uw— Hy) 4 (y — pry, (90)of 0,0,

 

 

 

y

where p,, 0%, and py, o> are the respective means and variances of the separate
distributions of x and y. The correlation coefficient between x and y can be shown
to be p. Note that when p = 0, Equation 90 simply breaks downinto the product of
two normaldistributions, as expected. Given an observed value of x, the frequency
distribution of y can be shownto be

 

1 it oy(x 7 My)- ~—

Jy

—p, —

p

2 |] oy
JO) 0,./2n(1 — p)* exp| 2(1 — p)*o; » hy P O* | ON)

where x is considered a constant. This is a normaldistribution with mean

po
by + — (x— L,)

0,

and variance

 

oy./1 — p’.

This distribution of y for given values of x is called the regression of y on x. By
symmetry the regression of x on y is given by a normaldistribution with mean

Ly + POs“* (y —— Hy)
COy

and variance

 

o,./1— p?
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Each of these regressions can be thoughtof as depicting a distribution of observed

values about an expected straight line. The most common and useful genetic

application of these concepts is to the study of quantitative inheritance (see

Chapter9).

1.33 Multinomial Distributions

Suppose r; and r, are the numbers of observations in the ith and jth categories of

a multinomial distribution as defined by Equation 26. Then the covariance between

r, and r; is given by

cours. rj) = — mpi; (92)

while

V(r) = np — pi). (93)

Restricting the sum of the numbers of observationsto n, or equivalently the sum of

the proportions to unity, imposes a negative association on pairsof observations.

1.34 Analysis of Observed Pairs of Measurements

Given a set of observed pairs of measurements x; and y;, i= 1...”, we can cal-

culate variance, covariance, and correlation coefficient estimates as follows:

 
1 1
siY= (yx? - 5») (94)

n-1\%5

1 _ 1 _
$=50.9 =(D9? - FE»). (95)

n-—

1 1
cov(x, y) = a] > (x; -— Yi - Y) = Tol » Xi Vi - XD vi), (96)

t

and

r = cov(x, y)/S,5y- (97)

Note that only the sums )';x;, iy; and );x*, Viv”, Vixiy; need to be computed.

A simple test of independence ofthe pairs is whetherr is significantly different from

zero. Fisher showed that for observations from a bivariate normal distribution

(Equation 90) the distribution of

C = 3 log, —— (98)
l—r
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is approximately normal with mean

1+
¢ = }log, —

—p°]

=(Oif p=0, (99)

wherep is the expected correlation coefficient and 1/(n — 3) is the variance, whichis
independent of p. This provides a simple approximate test for the significance of
any observed r value (see Fisher and Yates, 1953).

1.35 Linear Regression Analysis

In many cases, given pairs of observations, it is appropriate to think of one of
them, y, as depending on the other, x, for example, birth weight as a function of
parity. Birth weight is then the observation subject to statistical error and is to be
considered, potentially, as a function of parity. A linear relation of the form

y=at P(x — x), (100)

where x is the mean ofthe x values, is the simplest relation that can be tested for.
Weassumethat for a given value of x, y is N(a + B(x — X), o”). Suppose nowthat
we are given a series ofpaired observations x; and y;,i= 1...n. Then, following our
discussion of regression with respect to the bivariate normal distribution (see
Equation 91), estimates of « and f are given, respectively, by

and

b =v ore) (102)
Sx x

where cov(x, y), r, 5,, and s, are as given by Equations 94 to 97. Another way of
obtaining these estimates is by minimizing the expression

¥ Di -a- Ba, - OP (103)

with respect to « and f. This procedure is knownasleast squares estimation, andis
often used forfitting linear relationships. It is equivalent to maximum likelihood
as long as y is normally distributed, as assumed above. Theresults of a regression
analysis can be expressed in the form of an analysis of variance.
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The total sum of squares for y is )(yj — y)*, ignoring the potential linear rela-

tionship. The sum of squares aboutthefitted line is

¥ 01-7 — bi - DY, (104)

where b is given by Equation 102. The sum of squares ‘“removed’’ by fitting the

line is the difference between the total and Expression 104. This can easily be shown

to be

BY (x; — B? = [cov(x, y)Ploy. (105)

In the form of an analysis-of-variance table, we have, therefore,

 

 

 

 

 

 

Degrees of Mean

Source of variation Sum ofsquares freedom squares

Regression of y on x [cov(x, y)]*/sx = A 1 A

Residual aboutfitted ae 2 _ , 8B
line >, [yi ¥ b(xi x)]* = B n—2 so = n—2

Total > (yi — ¥)? n—1

 

The F ratio, A/s”, provides a test for the significance of the amount of variation

removed by fitting the line, that is, for the significance of a linear relationship.

The value of B is usually computed by subtraction. It can be shownthat an estimate

of the variance ofthe regression coefficient b (defined by Equation 102) is given by

2s
V(b) =a (106)

Assuming 6b is normally distributed, this allows one to test for the significance

between the observed and an expected regression coefficient. Thus, if B is the ex-

pected value of5,

,- PoP (107) 

s

Sy

follows the t distribution for n — 2 degress of freedom. Confidence limits at the

a percent level are given by

|
& (108)

A *
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The concept of regression is often generalized in two ways:
1. The quantity y may be a function of several different types of variables, say,

X1, X2,.-.,X,, leading to a predicted multiple linear relationship

y=at B(x, — X14) +--+ + B(x, — X;,). (109)

Multiple regression is often used to ‘‘remove”’ biases duetostratification effects as
in the relation betweenfertility or mortality and inbreeding (see Chapters 7 and9).

2. The relation between y and x maynotbelinear. Generally it can be assumed
to take the form of a polynomial

y=at Bix — X)+ B(x — X)? +-++ + Bix — X). (110)

Thusif it is found that a linear relation does not give an adequatefit, we can next
test for a quadratic relationship, then a cubic, and so on. (Recall the relation between
survival and birth weight discussed in Chapter 9.) In all cases the coefficients
a, B,, etc., are fitted by the method ofleast Squares. Mather’s book Statistical
Analysis in Biology gives a good elementary discussion and derivation of these
procedures.

1.36 Intraclass Correlation Coefficient

In some cases involving pairs of measurements there is no way to distinguish
between the pairs. For example, given IQ measurementsofa pair ofidentical twins,
how can it be decided which measurementis x and whichis y? In such cases a dif-
ferent type of correlation coefficient, called the intraclass correlation coefficient
which treats the pairs of measurements symmetrically, is calculated to assess the
relation between them. This is defined by

2¥ (x, — A(x} — ¥)
“TE Gi+DY’
 (111)

where x; and x;, i=1...n, are the pairs of measurements taken in an arbitrary
order, and

#=5(Da+Dxi). (112)

Now

di — x)? = YEG; - ) - OJ - OP
i

= Gi — 3)? + Vi— 3)?- 2 Y (x; — HX} - ¥) (113)
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so that from Equation 111

Vx; — xi)"

YG4— 3)+ G7 — xP
 l—r. (114)

This justifies the relationship between the intraclass correlation coefficient and the

variance of the differences, which is }(x; — x,)*/n, that was used in the construc-

tion of Holzinger’s twin heritability index (see Chapter 9).

1.37. Fisher’s Scoring Method for the Solution

of Maximum Likelihood Equations:

One Parameter

In many, if not most situations, maximumlikelihood equationsfor the estimation

of parameters cannot be solved analytically. The equations can then be solved

numerically by iterative methods that is, by repeated correction methods. Fisher

devised a procedure, which hecalled scoring for such numerical solutions, whichis

extremely convenient and provides in a readily available form variances of the

estimates and tests of significance. These proceduresare widely used in thestatistical

analysis of human pedigrees, which we shall discuss in Appendix II.

We will consider first the general multinomial one-parameter distribution. We

are given a sample of observations a;, i=1...k, in k categories with the likelihood

n!
[= Talal PUP? .-- Des

,{az!...a,!

where a, + a, +++: +a, =n and each p;is a function of some parameter 0, which

we wish to estimate.

An appropriate genetic example would be the estimation of the recombination

fraction from double intercross data, using the mating AB/ab x AB/ab. The

logarithm of the likelihood is given by

L = const + a, log p,; + a, log p, + -*: + a, log p,. (115)

Wewishto solve the equation

dL d 1 dp;
76 2, 4: 7 (log Pi)

=

da (116)

If we write S(0) =dL/d0, then the Newton-Raphson formula for the approximate

solution of an equationstates that if 0is a trial solution for the equation S(0) = 0,

an improvedsolution is given by

S(9o)

(Tandé 8= 00

6,=O%- (117)
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Now

dS aL
a= qe =O. (118)

where for given 0, I() is the information realized with respect to the estimate 6
(see Section I.22). Thus Equation 117 can also be written in the form

 

S(9o)0, =9% 119= 90+ Fash mo”)
The expected information is given by

dS d7L
— |}=E|—; ]=— (0).e(F) E() (0) (120)

Another form ofcorrection for an initial estimate Oo 1S given by

on
> 121+ Lia ue)

where the expected information is substituted for the realized information in
Equation 119.

The quantity S(@o) is called the score with respect to 0 at the value 0). The ex-
pected information can be evaluated as follows:

1(8) = -2(T]

= 8Da(S(FE)))
-" nat5 (aa) |
(2) (122)

since

y oP Yp=0, for Yp=t

The amount of information expected per observationis

i(0) = o=e= (2). (123)
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The expectation of the score is given by

ld i AD;E[S()] = EY a, = do =" La a0 7° (124)

since

\Di = 1.

i

The variance of the score is, therefore,

1 /dp,; y Hai ap; dporfgur3+9388ELS} Ly P dp, do dO

=Yn () — (SB), (125)
t

 

In other words,

VLS(@)] = 18) (126)

from Equation 122. Thusif 6 is an assumedtrue value,

,_ S88)a= Te (127)

has a chi-square distribution for one degree of freedom for testing the agreement

between observed and expected values of 9. Recall that 1/J(6) is approximately

the variance of the maximum likelihood estimate 9. It is often useful to calculate

the approximate information realized numerically from the fact that

(‘5 _ S(o) = S(6) _
6=@o

provided 6% is close to 09. In fact, all the calculations can be done numerically by

starting with the logarithm likelihood L and calculating derivatives approximately

as in Equation 128.

Asanillustration of the use of the various scoring formulas, consider the appli-

cation to the estimation of the binomial parameter discussed earlier. For observa-

tions a and b, where a + b = n, the logarithm ofthelikelihood is (see Equation 45)

L=const +alogp+ blog (1 — p), (129)

where p is the parameter to be estimated. The score for

p

is

dL oa b
S(p) = Tp =o Loe (130)

p p 1-p
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The information realized is

~ —dS a bK(p)==44",
dp p* (1—py

while the information expected is, from Equation 122

1 1 n
I(p) = n(- + i) =——., (132)

p l-p} pi-p)

as given in Equation 48. The chi-square for testing agreement between the observed
and the expected is, from Equation 127,

(; b \?

y=? 5) _ [bp — a(l — p)]’
n np(1 — p)

pil — p)

 

as given before in Equation 77. In this case of course, since the scoring Equation 130

can be solved analytically, numerical procedures are not needed.

The methodof scoring can be applied very simply to the situation in which there
are a numberofdifferent independent bodies of information with respect to a para-
meter 6—for example, data on a particular recombination fraction from both a
backcross and a double intercross. Since the bodies of data are independent, the
jointlikelihoodis the product of the separate likelihoods, and so the joint logarithm
of the likelihood is the sum of the logarithmsofthe separate likelihoods. From this
it follows that the total score and information with respect to @ are the sums of

the separate scores and information:

Total score = S=S,+ 8, +:°--:

Total information =J=/J,+i1,+°::. (134)

The combined correction for a trial value 6 is, therefore, simply —.S/J (see Equation
121). The test for agreement with an expected value is y? = S*/J, as before. Hetero-
geneity between the k sources of information with respect to the parameter @ is
tested for by a heterogeneity chi-square,

S? S2. g§?
MeSt (135)

k

for k degrees of freedom. When is at its maximum likelihood estimate, then S = 0,
and so the last term in Equation 135is zero.
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1.38 Scoring for Several Parameters

This section requires a knowledge of matrix theory.

Whenthere are several parameters 6;, i= 1...5, there is a score for each para-

meter, whichis given by the partial derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood with

respect to each parameter. Thus

1 OD;
== 2 a; 0, 06, (136)

from Equation 115, where S; is itself still a function of all the parameters 0;,

j= 1...s. The maximum likelihood estimates are now the solutions of a set of s

simultaneous equations,

S,=0, i=l...s. (137)

The set of informations is now an s x s symmetric matrix. Thus, for example, the

expected information with respect to the ith and jth parameters is defined by

a2L
l,,=—E(———}. 13
i (sian) (138)

Following the derivation of Equation 122, it can be shownthat

kK Op, Op,L,= ofa 139

where summation, as before, is over the k categories of observations. The inverse

of the information matrix J,; is, approximately, the variance-covariance matrix

V,;, where V;; is the variance of the estimate of 0; and V;, is the covariance between

the estimates of 0; and 0,;. The corrections d6; to a set of trial values 0; are now

given by

d0,= — \ V.S; (140)
1

or, in matrix notation,

0, = QO + (I~ *S5-=0,)> (141)

where 0,are the trial values and 0, the corrected values. In matrix notation the test

for the goodnessoffit is given by

y2=ST'S, (142)
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where S’ is the transpose of the vector of scores S. As before, given a series of
independent bodies of data, the various scores and informations are additive, and
all the same formulas now apply to the total scores and information. The use of
these formulas will be illustrated in Appendix IT by application to pedigree analysis
and gene-frequencyestimation.

1.39 An Example of a Computer Program

Most computationsin genetics require the use of a fairly large numberofsignif-
icantfigures to get sufficiently accurate results. Moreover, the amount of computing,
except in the simplest instances, is sufficiently large to make the use of a computer

almost essential. Using a very simple example of a simulation program, we will

illustrate the structure of a common computer language, PL1, for readers un-
familiar with computers.

The computer can carry out arithmetic operations and can follow certain

logical, conditional instructions such as, “‘if x = 0, then do..., otherwise do... .”

where the ellipses indicate some other set of instructions. The essence of writing a

program is to break an operation down into a sequence of simple operations or

instructions and then to translate these instructions into a language that the com-

puter can interpret.

The program we shall write simulates genetic drift in a population ofsize n,

beginning with a gene frequency of po (which the computer writes as p0) and

continuing for ¢ (nonoverlapping) generations. We will run concurrently m such

populations, and every 7 generations the mean and variance of the gene frequencies

of the m populations will be computed andprinted.

The flow chart of the program is as follows:

I. Reserve space in the computer for the m populations.

2. Decide on the values of n, m, po, i, and also the total duration of the experi-

ment. This is designated by another variable, which wecall ttot.

3. Give all m populations the initial gene frequency p,. This is considered as

time ¢ equal to zero.

4. Advance time by one unit.

5. Carry out a random sampling of m genes according to a binomial scheme for
each ofthe m populations, using as a probability the gene frequency of a given popu-
lation at the last generation. The random sample forms the gene frequency of the
same population at the next generation. The gene frequency of population ; at
time f is p;,. Thus, at time t = 0, p;, = Pj.o = Po forall j. The term Pj1+1 18 the

frequency of a random sample ofsize n from population pot

6. Repeat procedures 4 and 5 for the desired number of generations(ttof).
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7. If t is equal to i or a multiple of it, the mean and variance of the m p,_, values

should be computed andprinted.

8. If tis equal to ttot, the computer must stop.

Wewill now describe how these operationsare carried out.

1. Reserve space for the m populations. We need to keep a record of the gene

frequency p of all m populations at the last generation. A vector of m values 1s

sufficient, and it is labeled p. We must also, at this stage, declare the maximum

numberof populations that we wantto store. This is done by the instruction:

declare p(100);

the instruction is preceded by a numberand followed by a semicolon. First, how-

ever, we must name the program; this will be instruction 1. Thus, the first twolines

of the program will read:

] program DRIFT;

2 declare p(100);

2. Decision on n, po, m, i, and ttot. This is communicated to the computer by

writing in the next instruction, which will be the third one:

3 get data (n, p0, m,i, ttot);

During execution, the computer asks for the numerical values of the five variables

given, and then proceedsto the following instructions.

3. Put time t = 0 and p = py. Thereis a variable to indicate time, which we may

call t. Rules for giving names to variables are simple. In some computers, only

capital letters can be used, but in others small letters can also be used. The maximum

numberofletters (or digits) in the name given to a variable is usually six or eight.

Thesetting of initial time equal to zero can be donein the iteration process to be

described below. Theinitial setting of all gene frequencies equal to py can be done

by the fourth instruction:

4 p=p0;

It should be noted that in computer language the equal sign corresponds to an

order. The orderis that of making the quantity indicated on the left equal to the

quantity indicated on the right. When,as here, p is a matrix (a vector), the operation

is iterated automatically for all the elements of the matrix. When these have to be

treated individually, as happens in the later part of this program, each elementis

referred to by its index, given in parentheses after the matrix symbol. Thus, p(1)

is the first element of the vector p; p(22) is the twenty-second element,etc.
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4. 6. and 8. Iteration for the desired number of generations. Iteration can be
achieved by a “‘do” statement, namely, by putting all the instructions to be re-
peated (indicated by dots in what follows) between two instructions, which are, in
the present case:

do t = 1 to #tot;

end;

The dots represent, in this case, the operations that are described below as “ sample
binomially from all populations.’’ The execution of the “do” loop is carried out
by the computer by initially setting the variable t equal to 1 and performingall
the instructions indicated by the dots until the word “end ’; then going back to the
beginning of the “‘do”’loop,setting ¢ equalto 2, and performing againall the opera-
tions indicated by the dots, now with t = 2, and so on, until ¢ has been increased,
one by one, and ¢ = ftot. Whenthis last run has been made, the computerleaves the
“do” loop and proceedsto the next instruction after the word “end.”

5. Sample binomially from all populations.
a. Wewillfirst consider population 1 and then show howthis can be generalized

to all populations. We want to sample n genes from population 1 so that
the m genes are a random sample with probability equal to the gene fre-
quency p,,,. This sample will then give us the gene frequency at the next
time interval, thatis, P1,++1- In this case it is not necessary to specify all the
genes of the individual population. In fact, we can imagine that the gene
frequencyat time ¢ in population1, P1,r, indicates that at time t population 1
contains a proportion p,, of type A amongall its n genes, and therefore a
proportion of 1 — p,, of genes of type a. If we want to simulate a popula-
tion of diploid individuals, we must remember that the number of genes
is equal to twice the numberof individuals. It is not necessary, however,
in this simple case to simulate matings and give symbols to genes. It is
enough to sample n genes, each with probability p,, of being A, and to
compute p;,,+, as the proportion (out of n) of A genes thus found. To take
an A gene at random with probability Pi,4, we take a random number
between 0 and 1 and compare it with P1,.- A random numberis usually
obtained by aninstruction using thefunction random (x) where x is a dummy
variable. It must be given a variable name, for example, “chance.” Thus
the instruction

chance = random (x);

generates a random numberdefined to lie between 0 and 1, to have eight
decimaldigits, and to have equal probability of being one ofthe 108 numbers
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from 0 to 0.99999999. The random numberthus extracted has been given

the name ‘‘chance,”’ and every time this function is used, a new random

numberis generated and given the name “chance.”

The procedure for obtaining a gene A, or a with probability p,;,,, is thus

simulated by comparing the numerical value of ‘“‘chance” with p,,. If

““chance”’ is smaller than p,;,, we consider that we have sampled an A gene.

If “‘chance”’ is greater or equal to p,;,, we consider that we have sampled

an a gene. The comparisonis carried out by an “‘if”’ instruction:

if chance < p j,¢t then... ;

where the dots indicate that we have sampled an A gene; but we muststill

decide what to do if we have had an A gene. The simplest way to follow

the process is to count the number of A genes produced in n consecutive

samplings of this kind. If we call ““A gene” the number of A genes and if

we setthis initially equal to zero, before starting each operation of sampling

our n genes, then counting an A gene is equivalent to setting

A gene = A gene + 1;

which can be put in place of the dotsin the “if” instruction. To understand

this method of counting A genes, we must realize that to the computer the

equal sign meansthat we replace the quantity A gene with the same quantity

increased by one.It can easily be seen that if we take exactly n samples from

population | at time t, we do not need also to count the a genes becauseall

genes that are not A are a.It is, therefore, enough to repeat the sampling

procedure v times, thus:

do samples = | ton;

chance = random (x);

if chance <pj,t then A gene = A gene + 1;

end;

This ‘‘do” loop makes sure that we carry out m samplings, by repeating

the indented part of the “‘do”’ loop exactly m times, and counts the number

of A genes thus produced.

Westill have to do two things. First, we must make sure that the variable

A gene is zero at the beginning, that is, before we enter the ‘‘do”’ loop;

this is accomplished by the instruction: “‘A gene = 0” immediately before

the ‘‘do”’ instruction. We must also, eventually, compute the proportion

of A genes out of n andcall this the proportion of A genes in the next

generation, thatis, p;,4,; = 4A gene/n. We do not have, however, a subscript

of time in our p values as we store them in the computer because we need
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to keep track only of the last value. As we shall not need the former Pit
value anymore, we can just write the new Pj,1+1 Values in place of the old
ones. This value is indicated for the computer by p(1), for we are dealing
with the gene frequency of the first population. The whole procedureis
therefore:

A gene = 0;

do samples = | ton;

chance = random (x);

if chance <p(1) then A gene = A gene + I;
end;

pU) = A gene/n;

. We now have to extend this procedure to all m populations. We can do
this by including the above sampling procedure in another ‘‘do” loop,
which carries out the same thing m times, the first time for population 1,
the second for population 2, etc., until all m have been done. This constitutes
the work to be done in one generation.It is enough to put the symbol j
instead of | for the element ofp in the sampling procedure just described
and make the “do” loop go throughall j values from 1 to m. Thus

doj=l1tom;:

A gene = 0;

do samples = 1 ton;

chance = random (x);
if chance <p(j); then A gene = A gene + 1;

end;

P(j) = A gene/n;
end;

At the beginning, 7 = 1 andthefirst population is sampled, and n sam-
plings done; the p(1) value is replaced by the new value p(1) obtained by
sampling n genes from it and counting the numberthat are A. Then the
outside “do” loop increases j to 2, and theinside loop is repeated, genera-
ting the new p(2) value for the second population, and so on, until the last
p(m) value is obtained. All m populations have then undergone one genera-
tion of random drift, and the cycle can be repeated for another generation.
The above eight instructions form the content of the outside “ do”loop,

which we have described as points 4, 6, and 8. They thus take the place of
the dots in the outside “‘do” loop. It inevitably takes some practice to be
able to follow the meaning of nested “do” loops, such as those we have
described here. Each ‘‘end” always closes the “‘do” loop that comes
immediately beforeit.
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7. Compute mean and variance of gene frequencies when t =i or its multiple.

We must now show how to compute the mean andvariance, how to print them, and

how to doit at the desired time. We will first consider the last step, which is done

by the simple instruction:

if mod (¢, 7) = 0 then do;...; end;

The function “mod” computes the residual of the quotient between time ¢ and the

present variable i. If the residual is zero, then ¢ is a multiple of i, and then the

instructions between “‘do”’ and “‘end”following “‘then”’ are executed. We there-

fore putin the place ofthe dots the instructions for computing the mean and variance

of the p values, which we will now describe.

To compute the mean andvariance of the p values, we must compute the sums

of the p values andoftheir squares. From these, standard formulas giveus the mean

and variance (see, for example, Equations 34 and 35). To obtain the sum of the

p’s and that of their squares, we use two new variables, which we maycall Sp and

Sp2 and which maybe zeroed at the beginning:

Sp, Sp2 = 0,

Wethen carry out the two sumsby a “do”loop which cover all the m populations.

Weneed an index that varies between 1 and m, and to avoid confusion with those

already used, we shall call this k. Summingthe p valuesis done by

Sp= Sp + p(k).

The “do” covers all k values from 1 to m. This part of the program is, therefore,

dok=1l1tom;

Sp = Sp + plk);
end;

At the beginning, Sp = 0; then Sp = Sp + p(1) = p(1) when k=1; Sp=Spt+

p(2) = p(1) + p(2) when k = 2; and so on,until all m values ofp have been summed.

The mean is then Sp/m. At the same time the sum of squares can be computed by a

similar procedure, namely,

Sp2 = Sp2 + plk)*plk);

the asterisk being the conventional symbol for a product. Alternatively, we could

write,

Sp2 = Sp2 + p(k)**2;

a double asterisk separating the base from the exponent in calculating a power.

For the variance, we use the formula

variance =()_x” —()'x)’/m)/(m — 1);
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which is written for the computeras follows:

variance = (Sp2 — (Sp**2)/m)/(m — 1);

All brackets must be round ones, but can be nested adinfinitum, the internal ones

being computedfirst. Actually, the internal ones in this case are not necessary but

have been inserted for clarity. The computer executes powersfirst, then multiplica-

tions and divisions (usually from left to right), and finally additions and subtrac-

tions, exactly as we would do.

Westill have to ask the computerto print the results of the computations. This

can be done by thesimple instruction:

put data (t, mean, variance);

and the numerical values of the three variables are then printed in that order.

This instruction must follow the computation of the mean and variance and like

them, be nested in the “‘if’’ instruction specified at the beginning ofstep 7.

Finally, this completed series of instructions must be inserted inside the “do”

loop, specifying the advance of time, and outside the ‘“‘do”’ loops, internal to this

one, which compute the p values one generation after the other. It must follow the

internal “‘do”’ loops because wefirst want to compute the new p values, then their
mean and variance.

The end of the program must be indicated to the computer by the word “end”’
followed by the nameof the program:

end DRIFT;

The whole program is then:

] program DRIFT;

2 declare p(100);

3 get data (n, pO, m,i, ttot);

4 p= po;
5 do t= 1 to #tot;

6 do j=ltom;

7 A gene = 0;

8 do samples = | to n; Simulation of drift
9 chance = random(x); by generating a

10 if chance <p(/) then fromtheuation by

A gene =A gene + |; random sampling
ll end: of its genes

12 PU) = A gene/n;

13 end;
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if mod (t, 7) = 0 then do;

Sp, Sp2 = 0;

dok=l1tom;

Sp = Sp + pk);

Sp2 = Sp2 + p(k)**2;

end;

mean = Sp/m;

variance = (Sp2 — (Sp**2/m))/(m — 1);

put data (¢, mean, variance);

end;

end;

end DRIFT;

 

Computation and
printout of mean

and variance of
gene frequencies
every / generations

A typical run wasas follows:

n=? 50,

po=? 0.5

m= 20

i=?

ttot = ?

that is, a run for 100 generations, 20 populations each of 50 genes, with initial gene

frequency py = 0.5, printing mean and variance every 10 generations. The printout

of one such runis tabulated below.

 

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Mean

 

0.487999

0.595000

0.609000

0.625000

0.650000

0.648000

0.641000

0.648000

0.607000

0.611000

Variance

 

0.034964

0.058984

0.091725

0.098984

0.150042

0.163217

0.171052

0.172859

0.217443

0.224062
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APPENDIX II

Segregation and Linkage Analysis

in Human Pedigrees and

the Estimation of

Gene Frequencies

II.1 Pedigrees and Segregation Analysis

Conventional genetic analysis in human populations is complicated by the fact

that instead of being able to make controlled crosses, as can be done with experi-

mental animals, appropriate matings have to be sought in the population thatis

already available. Genetic hypotheses concerning the inheritance of a given

attribute can therefore be tested only indirectly, by fitting probability models to
family data, and such models must take into account the sampling problemsin-
volved in finding appropriate pedigrees. This indirect approach to the study of
human genetics has been called segregation analysis. It necessarily involves some
knowledge of population genetics andstatistics. Our aim hereis to outline various
approaches of segregation analysis and to illustrate their application with a few
key examples. Wethen follow this outline with a discussion of the special problems
in detecting linkage in human pedigrees and some of the methodology used in

estimating gene frequencies in human populations.

The search for appropriate pedigrees in the human population has three im-
portant implications:

1. The observed distribution of pedigrees is a function of the frequency of
relevant genotypes in the population. This is, of course, why population geneticsis
so relevant to segregation analysis. The Hardy-Weinberg law, for example, implies
that almostall the matings that give rise to a rare homozygous phenotype, such as
PKU, are between heterozygotes (see Chapter 2).

2. The pedigrees found maybebiased by the way in which they have been sought,
that is, by the method ofascertainment. Biases may be introduced simply by the
fact that genotypes cannot be directly determined; then the only way to detect a
mating between normal heterozygotes is by their production of affected homozy-
gous offspring. Especially for raretraits, sampling biases may depend on whether
information is collected by screening comprehensively a large population or by
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selecting those carriers of a particular disease that come to light in a specialty

clinic.

3. Since human families are now generally small, no single family is ever large

enough to test a given genetic hypothesis. Thus data from several pedigrees must

be pooled andstatistical variations within and between families taken into con-

sideration.

Further problems often arise because of missing individuals in a pedigree,

incomplete diagnoses, and sometimes inaccurate diagnoses. The last is especially

relevant in relatively broadly defined diseases such as diabetes and schizophrenia,

for which, of course, no adequate simple genetic models are available (see

Chapter 9).

In constructing the models of segregation analysis we generally consider the

contrast between a normal and an “affected” state and are interested in determin-

ing thepattern of inheritance of the affected state. The probability p of an affected

offspring in matings of a given type, which is called the segregation frequency,

is one of the key parameters that must be estimated. For uncomplicated simple

Mendelian characters, p is usually 4 or } depending on whether matings are back-

crosses or intercrosses. Incomplete penetrance andviability effects cause departures

from these expected values. The distribution of the numberofaffected persons,r,

in sibships of size s is generally binomial. Individuals through whom a family 1s

ascertained are called probands. A specialty clinic, for example, might ascertain a

family of hemophiliacs through a primary individual who came for treatment and

provided information on his relatives both normal and affected. Even for rare

diseases, a family may be ascertained twice through two affected members coming

independently to a clinic. Each of these is then a proband.

The basic information available from families is their size s, the numberofaffected

individuals in the sibship r, and the numberof these which are probands a. On the

basis of such information from a poolof sibships, our primary goalis to obtain a

valid estimate of the segregation frequency p, keeping in mind the biases inherent

in the way the data were collected.

Weinberg (1921, 1927) was the first to realize the importance of taking into

account the method of ascertainment in analyzing human pedigrees. His methods

were elaborated first by Haldane (1932b, 1938, 1949b) and Fisher (1934), andlater,

more extensively, by Morton and his colleagues (see, for example, Morton, 1959,

1962, 1964, Morton and Chung, 1959a, Barrai et al., 1965, Deweyet al., 1965).

Il.2 Modes of Ascertainment

There are two primary ways to ascertain families that are segregating affected

offspring.

1. Complete selection. Ascertainment through random sampling of parents
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without regard to the children. This is actually possible only for dominant or for

very frequent—that is, polymorphic—traits.

2. Incomplete selection. Ascertainment through one or moreaffected individuals

in a sibship. This method can be divided into three categories according to the

relative probabilities with which affected individuals are ascertained.

a. Truncate selection. Every affected individual is ascertained by an exhaustive
survey of an entire population, either for a rare recessive trait or for a
common recessive polymorphic trait, such as the inability to taste PTC.
All families, independentofsize and numberofaffected sibs, are then equally
likely to be included in the sample.

b. Single selection. The probability of an affected individual being a proband
is so low that there is never more than one proband per family. Here the
probability of a family being ascertained depends directly on the number
of affected individuals in the sibship.

c. Multiple selection. A category intermediate between truncate and single
selection in which there is often more than one proband per sibship, but
not all affected individuals are probands.

In selection through affected offspring, families potentially able to segregate (for
example, intercrosses Aa x Aa) that have noaffected offspring are not included in
the sample.

II.3. Truncate Selection

Weconsider now

a

recessive condition with ascertainment of potentially segre-
gating families of normal parents with affected offspring. The probability that none
ofthe s offspring ofan intercross Aa x Aaareaffected is q°, where as usual gq=1-p.
The relative probability of observing r out of s affected, given that only families
with at least one affected individual are ascertained, is the “truncated”? binomial
distribution,

2 = (; rg" 9g), ral... (1)

The mean numberofaffected individuals in families of size s iS

 

l —~q> (2)

Suppose that in a sample of families ascertained independently in this way, a, had
r offspring. Then the log likelihood of the observationsis
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 L=const+ ¥ log(7 )
r=1 i-—q

= const — log(1 — q*) }\ a, + log o( y; ra, + log q | Y(s— ra,|
r=1 r=1 r=1

= const — n log(1 — g°) + Alog p + (B — A)log q, (3)

where

A=
r i

Ss

ra,, n=) a, B=ns.
4 r=1

Thus A is the total number of affected offspring and n the number of families,

with the result that A/n is the mean numberofaffected per sibship. The maximum

likelihood estimate ofp is given by

dL A B—A_ nsq*'
 

 

S(p) === — ,=0
dp p q 1—q

or

A B
~~n=O (4)
pq qi-q)

since B= ns.

This can be written in the form

A ps
_ = s? (5)

n 1-@q

which, from Equation 2, is equivalent to equating the observed mean, A/n, to its

expected value. The information with respect to p can be shown to be

 

d*L\ BU —q*—spq**)
I(p)=—-E (=) = - 5 6

dp” pq(l — 4°)’ )

noting from Equation 2 that

E(A) = Bp/( — @’) (7)

(see Haldane, 1932, and Fisher, 1934). Usually we have observations for various

family sizes. Then, following the scoring procedure outlined in Appendix I (see

Equations 115 to 128), we can calculate a total score and information for trial p

values by evaluating the expressions given in Equations 4 and 6 for each value of

s, using the relevant, observed values A, B, and n, and then summing with respect

to s. Tables ofp/1 — g° and (1 — q°) — spq**/pq( — q’)* for various values of s and

p were set up by Maynard-Smith, Penrose, and Smith (1961) to facilitate the scoring
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procedure. A corrected p value can be calculated using Equation 117 of Appendix

I, with a variance given by 1/J(p) evaluated at the corrected value. Heterogeneity

between the families with respect to values ofp can be calculated using Equation 23

from Appendix I.

11.4 Single Selection

Truncate selection generally applies only to commontraits or very exhaustive

surveys of well-defined populations since these are the only conditions under which

families are selected at random with respect to their composition. When trait is

very rare and families carrying a recessive condition are ascertained through a

single affected offspring, the simplest model for a sampling bias is that the relative

probability of ascertaining a family is directly proportional to the number of

affected offspring in the family. In this case, the probability of observing a family

of size s with r affected individualsis

P, = kr (;)Pq, (8)

where k, a constant of proportionality, is given by

Lea! =kyrCTryt Pa= kps. 0)r=1

that is, k = 1/ps. Thusp, takes the form

r s! rs-r_  (s—1)!

psris—nip? ~G—DIG—n!
 PD, = pg, (10)

whichis the binomial probability of observing r — 1 out of s — 1. This is equivalent
to estimating p from the sibs of the proband and ignoring the probanditself.
This procedure for allowing for ascertainment bias wasfirst suggested in 1912 by the
German physician Weinberg, who contributed so much to human population
genetics in its early days.

Alcaptonuria is a rare recessive condition resulting from accumulation of homo-
gentisic acid. It was one of Garrod’s original ‘inborn errors of metabolism.”
A sample of N = 37 sibships with affected individuals contained a total of A = 66
alcaptonurics, including probands, out of a total of T= 181 offspring. Ignoring
ascertainmentbias, the estimate of the segregation frequency would be

p= A/T = 66/181 = 0.364,
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with a binomial standard error of

jc— 0.035.
T

The estimate is significantly higher than the expected +. When the sib method

outlined above is used, the estimate ofp is

 

 

 

A—WN
= = 0.2P=a_WH (11)

with a binomial standard error

JAX «2-4 <0 12
T—-N T-N 9°” (12)

and is not significantly different from 4. It is, however, somewhat on the low side

as might be expected for a deleterious trait because of viability losses before the

time of observation. The difference between the estimate 0.2 and the expected

value of 0.25 could be taken as an indication that the relative viability of alcap-

tonurics is 0.75, though other factors, such as the inadequacy of the ascertainment

model, could also account for this difference.

II.5 Multiple Selection

This is the situation intermediate between truncate and single selection. Here

more than one proband per sibship may beascertained, though notall affected

individuals are probands. Weinberg (1927) gave an extension of the method of

estimation just discussed for single selection. He suggested thatif a family contained

a probands, it should be counted a times in estimating p, each time leaving out a

single proband. The estimate of p then takes the simple form

yar —1)

P=Fas1) )
where as usualr is the numberofaffected and s the total numberof sibships and the

summations are over all families. This is sometimes called Weinberg’s proband

method. When a =r, so that all affected are probands, Equation 13 gives an

approximate formula for estimating p under truncate selection.

In order to construct a model for ascertainmentbiasin this intermediate situation,

we introduce the parameter z, which is the probability that an affected individual
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is a proband. The probability that a out of r affected are probands is then the

binomial

(7)arc —n)%, (14)

Note that the probability of observing at least one proband outofr is

1—(—2) xrn, (15)

when z is small. This corresponds to the model used for single ascertainment.

Extending Weinberg’s proband method, Fisher (1934) suggested that a simple

estimate of z is given by

\_ a(a — 1)

alr — 1)”

where again summationis overall families. The variance of the estimate of p for

given values of s was shown byFisher (1934) to take the form

(16)

_ PU —p)ll + 2 + mpls — 3)]Goya . (17) V(ps)

where p and z are estimated by Equations 13 and 16, respectively, and ) a is the

total number of probandsin families of size s. Estimates ofp calculated separately

for different values of s can be combined by calculating a weighted mean, using

1/V(p,) as weights. This leads to a slightly different estimate than that given by

Equation 13 since it takes into account differences in the relative amount of

information with respect to the parameter p provided by families of differing size.

In line with our treatment of truncate and single selection, we can set up a

modelfor multiple selection using the ascertainment probability z and then estimate

p and x by the method of maximum likelihood scoring. The probability that a

family of size s contains r affected offspring of which a are probandsis

P\_a _ \r-a S\ os _ n\s—-r(/)ara ay~*(°)ot py (18)

Ignoring the distribution of the number of probands per family, the probability

that a family of size s with r affected is ascertained is the sum of expression 18 over

all values of a from 1 to r. This is

Hl —(—yI(t)ra —py (19)

where (1 —(1 — 2)’ is the probability that a> 1, namely that the family is
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ascertained at least once (see Equation 15). The proportion of families of size s that

are not ascertainedis

», (*)or - py" =a= (") [p(1 — nV — py"

=[1—p+pi-—z)P=( — pry. (20)

Thus, among families of size s that are ascertained at least once, the proportion

with r affected is (see Morton, 1959)

(*)ora = py= 0 = 2)
1—( — pry

Note that when z = 1, this is the same as Equation 1. The log likelihood of a sample

of n families with a, having r affected individuals, ignoring the distribution of

probandsper family, is

(21) Pr =

L = const — n log[1 — (1 — pz)*] + >. a, log{i -(1 — 2)"J
r=1

+ A log p +(ns — A)log(1 — p), (22)

where
Ss Ss

n= )a,, and A=) ra,
r=1

is the total observed numberof affected offspring. Maximum likelihood scores

dL/dp and dL/dzx can be calculated from Equation 22 for the parameters p and z.

The scoring procedure outlined in Appendix I can thus be used for the joint estima-

tion of p and z andtheir variances.

In practice it appears that Weinberg’s proband method and its extension by

Fisher to the estimation of z as given by Equations 13 and 16 provide a simple and

generally satisfactory estimate for multiple selection. The overall variance of the

estimate is approximately

1 rd

V 7 s=1 V(p,)

 (23)

where V(p,) is given as a function of s by Equation 17, using the additive property

of the information and the fact that the variance is approximately the inverse of

the information (see Crow, 1965). Numerical examples indicate that the proband

method gives estimates that are almost fully efficient in the sense that their variance

is little higher than that of the maximumlikelihood estimates. Data on families

segregating for cystic fibrosis that illustrate the numerical application of the

proband method are shown in Table II.1.
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TABLE II.1

Summary, by Family Size, of Data on Sibships with Normal Parents, Segregating

for Cystic Fibrosis. For each family: a = numberofprobands, r = numberofaffected,

s = family size.

 

 

 

s S=> a(s—1) R=)a(r—1) A=) a(a—1) 1/C CS CR

10 9 2 0 2.08 4.33 0.963
9 8 2 0 1.98 4.04 1.010
8 7 3 0 1.88 3.73 1.597
7 30 7 2 1.78 16.88 3.940
6 10 1 0 1.68 5.97 0.597
5 48 15 8 1.58 30.40 9.530
4 42 12 2 1.47 28.45 8.130
3 38 6 1.37 27.65 6.550
2 26 4 1.27 20.40 6.290

Total 218 59 22 141.85 38.607
 

Source: From Crow (1965).

Note: See the text for details on the estimation of the segregation frequency p and the ascertainment
probability 7z.

If relative weighting is ignored and Equation 13 is used, an initial estimate of p

is given by

TR 59
~2*_ 27 027

where summation is now with respect to family size. The corresponding estimate

of x from Equation 16 is

YA 22
= Sj = — = 0.373. 25“SR 59 >)

The weights for the estimates ofp from families of size s are, from equation 17,

1 S SC

Vip.) pd—pil+n+np(s—3)] pd—p)
  (26)

where

1/C=1+2+4 7p(s— 3). (27)

Using the initial estimates of xz and p given by Equations 25 and 28, we can write

the weighted estimate ofp in the form

 

yRSC

p= S po(1 — Po) _ » RC (28)

SC y SC
»

Poll — Po)
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The variance is given by

1pl-p)
Vp) SC

using now the corrected estimate ofp.

For the data in Table II.1, we have

V(p)=  (29)

38.607

 

pa0.272
P 141.85

and

.. PU — Pp)V(p) = = 0.0013
(P) Tares 1396,

giving a standard error of ./0.001396 = 0.037. In this case, the weighting haslittle

effect on the estimate of p, which is not significantly different from the expected

value of 4.

As weshall see later, Weinberg’s proband methodis almost the only procedure

for estimating segregation frequencies that does not require excessive numerical

computation.It is for this reason that we felt it was worthwhile to discuss a numer-

ical example in some detail. Maximum likelihood solutions of models such as that

given by Equation 21 and the more general models we will now discuss can be

reasonably contemplated only by using an electronic computer. Our aim in the

remaining sections of this chapter is therefore to show how the models can be

constructed and what conclusions can be reached by using them rather than to

illustrate their detailed numerical application.

Il.6 Sporadic Cases

It was first emphasized by Haldane in 1949 that sibships containing only one

affected individual should receive separate treatment from those with two or more

affected individuals because single, or as he called it, ““sporadic”’ cases of a given

condition could occur, which were notthe result of Mendelian segregation for the

major gene knownto cause the condition (Haldane, 1949b). These sporadic cases

could have a variety of causes, such as mutations, phenocopies resulting from

environmental causes (for example, thalidomide babies), and phenocopies deter-

mined by a mimicking polygenic complex rather than the major gene. (Such a

situation, for example, is known to exist with respect to polydactyly in the house

mouse.) All these are likely to be rare events; thus the probability of a sporadic
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case in any given family is in general low enough to makeit very unlikely that two

such cases occur in one family. Thus families with one affected offspring, called

simplex families, are a mixture of sporadic cases and instances of Mendelian

segregation for the relevant gene. Families with two or moreaffected offspring,

called multiplex families, are, however, almost certainly the result of Mendelian

segregation for the major gene. We can allow for sporadic cases in the estimation of

segregation frequencies by extending the concept of truncate selection to fitting

our model only to data on multiplex families. Thus, for example, assuming the

probability of ascertainment z = 1, the relative frequency of families of size s with

r affected, among those with at least two affected, is

 - (30)pr|r>1)=
() pl — py"

r) 1—q — spqr”

r=2,3,...,5,

since 1 — qg*°— spq*~' is the total frequency of all families with r > 2, where the

vertical bar in the parenthesis of the left-hand side means “given that.” For single

selection, when z is very small and the probability of ascertaining a family is

proportional to the numberofaffected in the sibship,

s— 1 p’‘qs"

prin > D=(*~ JP Ee. (31)

This is obtained by combining Equation 10 forsingle selection with the concept of

truncate selection. Haldane (1949b) showed that if A is the total number of ab-

normals and n the total numberof families of size s, then for given valuesofs,

1 A 1 [s(s — 1)(1 — sp — q°)q*'n]
I(p,) = =a ta =
(p1) Vipy)sop’g r q (1 — spq*”* — q*) G2)
 
 

and

1 A-—n 1 (s—1)?nqs™!
I(po) = = - 35OS 33
Vip) p’gSs g? (L— 4)? ©?)
  

Allowing for multiple selection gives

(’raTl - (1 — vt
(34) >1)=Pirie 1) 7 (f— pay = npg

This follows from Equations 20 and 21 and from the fact that the probability of
observing a family with just one affected, ignoring sporadic cases, is aspq°~!
(putting r = a = 1 in Equation 18).
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Morton (1959, and later) generalized the concept of sporadic cases to the estima-

tion of the proportion x of all cases that are sporadic. This can be related to the

proportion, w, of simplex sporadic cases among families of size s with at least one

affected, as follows. Among segregating families with at least one affected, the

mean numberof affected is 7 = ps/(1 — g°) from Equation 2. The proportion of

sporadic cases amongall affected offspring in families of size s is, therefore,

WwW

*=yd ©)

since a proportion 1 — w of families are segregating with mean affected 7 and the

remaining w are the sporadics, each with just one affected offspring. The estimate

of x should in general be the same for all family sizes so long as x is not a function

of parity or parental age. Substituting for r in Equation 35 gives

xSp
_ . 36

1 -—q°— x1 —sp—@) Oe)
 Ww

Wenowcalculate the expected proportion of ascertained simplex families ofsize s,

assuming these haveat least one affected offspring. This is given by

s—1

m, = C| nw +Te (1 — ")| (37)

since spqg®’~1/(1 — q°) is the proportion of segregating nonsporadic families that have

only one affected offspring; therefore, the second term in Equation 37 is the

probability of ascertaining a nonsporadic simplex family. C is a constant of pro-

portionality to be determinedlater. The proportion of ascertained families which are

multiplex is

1-1 — Ss S s-1

ms =C(l —¥)| ( pr) _ 2tP4 -|. (38)
1-—q 1-—q

wherethefirst term is, from Equation 20, the total proportion of families of size s

which are ascertained and the second term is, as before, the proportion of as-

certained simplex families. The constant C is given by setting m, + m, = 1 so that

 

1-—q
C= : =° (39)

mw(l —¢*) +— w)[l —( — pry]

Substituting this into Equation 37 and then for w from Equation 36 gives

1 — s-1

m, = pr(r = 1|r>1) = sprlx + xq" | (40) 

xspn + (1 — x)[1 — (1 — pa)*]
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For single selection, when z — 0, this probability takes the form

priv =1|r>1l)=x+(U—s)qr'. (41)

Maximum likelihood scoring can be used to fit jointly the parameters x, p, and

m to (a) the relative proportions of simplex to multiplex families from Equation 40

and (b) the distribution of the number of affected among multiplex families from

Equation 34.

Initial estimates of p and z can be obtained by the proband method, ignoring

sporadic cases. An initial estimate of z can also be obtained from the distribution

of the number of probands in families with r affected. There must be at least one

proband per family ascertained, andso this is equivalent to truncate selection with

areplacing r and r replacing s. Thus the relative probability of observing a probands

among affected is

r\ ay _ \r-a(.)re ” 7
p(aja>0)=

An estimate of z can now be obtained by maximum likelihood scoring as discussed

for truncate selection.

The general procedure followed for maximum likelihood scoring to estimate

parameters such as x, p, and z is to calculate scoring coefficients, which are the

relevant partial derivatives of the logarithm of the expectations m,, etc., and

hence the contribution of each family to the score for each parameter. Thus the

contribution of a simplex family with s children to the score for x is, from Equation

40,

~G esp —[1—(1 — pr)‘
x+(1—x)g' amxsp+U—xyi-d- pry]
 (43) 

0
— Clog m,) =
Ox

calculated at the trial values for x, p, and z. The total score is always the sum ofthe

individual contributions from different families, which may come from different

types of data. Thus, scores for p and x from the relative proportion of simplex to

multiplex families can be added to those for the distribution of r among multiplex

families. The information is calculated in the same way from the second derivatives,

and then the corrections to the trial values and their variances are calculated as

indicated in Appendix I (Sections I.37 and I.38). Morton and his colleagues have

given the appropriate scoring and information coefficients for most of the segrega-

tion models that we have discussed so far, and those that will be mentioned in

subsequent sections. (See references given at bottom of page 852.) The scoring and

information coefficients for the models given by Equations 34 and 40 can be calcu-

lated as follows (Morton, 1959). First define:
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A=x+(1—-x)q*"',

B=xsprn+(1—x){1 —(C— px)*],
W= ] —g,

Y = spn — 1+ (1 — pz)

X=x+(1—x)g* — pl — xs — 14g’, (44)
Z=x+(1—x)(l — pz)"

J = (1 — pn)’ —q5"', and

K=J + p(s — 1)q°.

Then, from Equation 40 and its complement, scores for simplex families are

— sprZ x — sprAZ
s(x) =AT sy =

2

Pound

=

S(p)= 45
AB mB pAB (4)

Scores for multiplex families are

1—x)Y+B sp(BJ — DZ) st(BK — DZ)
S(X) = -— —-—_——_ S(z) = —-————_ =,(X)=-Se Sl GE, and S(p) =

(46)

Information contributions are calculated from

I. = > pS*(x), Ley = ¥, pS(x)S(p),ete., (47)

where summation is over all families and p and S(x) refer to the probability and

score coefficients for each family.

Using Equation 34, we obtain that the scores for multiplex families with r

affected are

 

r r1i—x)y"'
S(p) = — — ey, S(n) =~~e,, 48)

pq ” 1—(1—72) (

where

D K Je, =+ and e, =a (49)
qD D

The information coefficients are

s(s — [1 — (1 — 2)— pay?)
Lp = ’ (50)

q’D + (e,/pq) — e;

len = Y,p,LS(H)P. (51)
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where p, is given by Equation 34, and

Ip = S(S — 1)p(1 — 2)— pr)’*/qD + (ex/Pq) — ep en: (52)

Each family contributes to the total score by an amount calculated from the co-

efficients given in Equations 45 to 52 for appropriate trial values of p, z, and x.

The calculations are tedious but straightforward. Anyone wishing to use these

methods should of course take advantage of computer programsfor carrying out

the numerical calculations.

Consider as an example the data on cystic fibrosis given in Table II.1. Scoring

multiplex versus simplex families at p = 0.25, x = 0.35, and x = 0, using Equations

45, 46, and 47, and, for the sake of simplicity, ignoring further adjustments to z

gives accumulated values over all families: S, = 16.03, S, = —7.85, and I,, =

642.90, I... = 125.95, and I,, = — 260.49. The elements of the inverse of the matrix

In Ipx\ _ (642.90 —260.49
Ix Iyx) (260.49 125.95px

are given by

Tx —Ipx\ _ (0.0096 0.0199 (53)
~I,,  Iyp) 0.0199 0.0490)”

Pp

where

A= Tip Lx ~ (px).

The corrected values ofp and x are therefore given by (see Appendix I, Equations
140 and 141)

Py =P + SpV

ap

+ Sy Vpx = 9.25 + (16.03)(0.0096) + (—7.85)(0.0199)Pp” Pp

= 0.248 (54)

and

x, =x+S,V,. +S, V,. = 0 + (—7.85)(0.0490) + (16.03)(0.0199) = —0.066. (55)

The corresponding variances and standard errors are V,, = 0.0096, SE (p) = 0.098
and V,,, = 0.0490, sE (x) = 0.221. There is hardly any change in the value ofp,
which certainly does not differ significantly from 0.25. The standarderroris high
because only information from the relative proportions of simplex and multiplex
families has been used. When the distribution of r among multiplex families is also
used, the estimate ofp becomes 0.2485 with a standarderrorof 0.05. This is higher
than the standard error 0.037 obtained using the proband method (Table IJ.1)
because wehave taken into accountthe possibility ofsporadic cases. The estimate of
x iS negative and very small, clearly giving no indication for the existence of
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sporadic cases, although its standard error is very high. For a fully penetrant,

relatively common, clear-cut recessive such as cystic fibrosis, it is not surprising

to find that x is negligible. This is not the case for many other diseases for which the

estimation of x is one of the major contributions of segregation analysis.

II.7 Inbreeding in Sporadic Cases

As in most of the cases we have so far discussed, if the disease under analysis

is caused by one or morerecessive genes, the inbreeding coefficient of the affected

familial as opposed to sporadic cases should be appreciably higher than that in the

general population. On the other hand, the inbreeding coefficient of the sporadic

cases is probably not increased. This, as Morton (1962) pointed out, provides an

independentestimate of the incidence of sporadic cases. Thus let F, = inbreeding

coefficient of the familial cases, F; = the inbreeding coefficient of isolated cases

(affected in simplex sibships), « = the inbreeding coefficient in the general popula-

tion, and y = the proportion of isolated cases which are sporadic.

Since isolated cases are a mixture of sporadic and chance familial single cases,

their inbreeding coefficient must be the weighted sum of the respective inbreeding

coefficients. Thus

 

or

F,-F,_ i 57Yay (57)

where F,, F;, and « are observables. If now is the proportion of probands which

occur in simplex families, then the overall proportion of sporadic cases is given by

x=cy. (58)

This can be compared with the estimates of x obtained by maximum likelihood

scoring of the proportion of simplex families in order to test the hypothesis that

there is no increase in the inbreeding coefficient of sporadic cases. For some data

on severe mental defect, excluding Down’s syndromeandother cases with a known

environmental origin, Dewey and co-workers (1965) found ec = 354/379 (354

simplex families and 25 probands in multiplex families), Fy, =12,500 x 107°,

F,=1015 x 107°, and «= 406 x 10~°. As expected, assuming that mental

defect is largely recessively determined, F, is very muchlarger than a. The estimate

of x using Equations 57 and 58 was 0.887 + 0.046. This compared with a maximum

likelihood scoring estimate from the familial segregation data of 0.881 + 0.026. The

agreement between these estimates shows that in marked contrast to the familial
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cases the sporadic cases are not associated with an increased level of inbreeding.
Similar results have been obtained with respect to deaf-mutism and limb-girdle
muscular dystrophy. The proportion of sporadic cases is very high, indicating that
the majority of cases of severe mental defect are not simple recessive traits.

I1.8 Estimation of Prevalence with Incomplete Selection

The prevalence ofa trait is the numberofcases existing in a given population at a
given time. The incidence is the proportion of individuals who have thetrait at
birth.

If A is the total number of probands observed in a sample of families, and z,
as before, is the ascertainment probability estimated from these same families,
then from the definition of z, the prevalence n is given by

n= A . (59)
Tt

The standard errorofthis estimate of the prevalence is Aa,/n”, where 0,, 18 the stan-
dard error of the estimate of z. Thus, for the data on mental defectives discussed
above (see Deweyet al., 1965), A = 379, x = 0.2565, and son = 379/0.2565 = 1478.
Only 0.12 x 1478 = 176 + 66 of these are “high-risk” familial cases. These cases
were drawn from a population of approximately two million so that the incidence
of high-risk familial cases is about 88 per million, with a standard error of33.

I1.9 The Separation of Segregating and Nonsegregating
Families with Complete Selection

With complete selection, usually in the case of relatively frequent polymorphic
differences, useful information on segregation can be obtained from the proportion
of segregating to nonsegregating families (see Morton, 1959, and later). This
proportion is available with complete selection since ascertainmentis through the
parents. Consider, for example, the PTC taster—nontaster polymorphism. Ability
to taste PTC is determined by a dominantgeneT. Matings of tasters by nontasters
can be either 7t x tt, which will segregate, or TT x tt, which will not segregate.
The proportion of matings which cannotsegregate is

} = Pp? P

— P?242PQ P+20’
 

(60)

where P = 1 — Q is the frequency of the gene T. The expected proportion of seg-
regating families of size s (namely, those with at least one affected offspring) is,
therefore,

pr>0)=(1-A—q’'); (61)
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thus the expected proportion of nonsegregating families is

pr =0)=h+(— Ala’, (62)

where / is given by Equation 60. The proportion of segregating families, among all

families of size s with r affected offspring,is

ptr) = (1 = 1)(?)ora (63)

These probabilities can be scored for estimates of the gene frequency P and the

segregation frequency p. Independent scores for P may be obtained from Hardy-

Weinbergfits to the population phenotype frequencies (see below). Snyder’s (1932)

ratios for the expected proportion of dominantto recessive offspring in dominant x

dominant and dominant x recessive matings are another approach to solving the

problem of dealing with pedigree data for dominanttraits for which the heterozy-

gote cannot be distinguished (see Chapter 2, Example 1). The probability of a

segregating mating involving two dominantparents is

pir >0)=(1 — A)— 9), (64)

where as before / is given by Equation 60. Scores and information coefficients are

calculated from these equations in the usual way. Morton and his colleagues have,

for example, used segregation models which are simple generalizations of Equations

60, 61, 62, and 63 to test for segregation distortion in the ABO blood group system

(Chung and Morton, 1961). They have also emphasized the use of this form of

segregation analysis in searching for exceptional “bivalent” alleles, such as,

for example, the Rh haplotypes carrying the genetic determinants for both C and

c (Morton, Mi, and Yasuda, 1966; see Chapter 5). The existence of Cc as well as C

and c alleles modifies, of course, the expected segregation patterns andis indicated

by a significant estimate of the frequency of Cc haplotypes resulting from the

maximum likelihood fit. Using this approach, Morton, Mi, and Yasuda (1966)

found that about half the apparent Cde haplotypes presentin the Brazilian popula-

tion they were studying were in fact Ccde.

11.10 Incorporation of Family-size Distributions

for the Estimation of Prevalence

In cases where only multiplex families have been recorded, the assumption of

explicit family size distributions, such as the Poisson or negative binomial, can

provide an estimate of the expected number of simplex families (Barrai et al.,

1965). This assumptionis needed to obtain an estimate of the prevalence. Thus if A*
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is the number of probands in multiplex families and @ the expected proportion of
probands occurring in multiplex families, then the prevalence is estimated by

A*®

n=O. (65)

The parameter is estimated as follows. The probability that a proband comes from
a family of size s is

sf(s)
» f(s)’

where f(s) is the relative frequency of families of size s and summationis overall
values of s. The probability that none of the s — 1 sibs of a probandis affected and
so the proband comes from a simplex sibship is g*~!. Thus the mean probability
that a proband comes from a simplex sibship is the mean of g*~! weighted by the
probabilities given by Equation 66, that is,

st(s s—1

H(s)qr (67)
» S(s)

Thus 6, the mean probability that a proband comes from a multiplex sibship, is the
complement of Equation 67, namely,

(66)

st(s s—1_,Lf (68)
» f(s)

For example,iff(s) is the truncated Poisson distribution (only families with at least
one child are observed), then

 

 

me™
f(s) = siden"? (69)

s=1,2,..., where m is the mean family size. Now

1.2 om (mq)" om ma>; sf(s)q ~Toe*2G pi Poem *? (70)

and

m m*~* mo
LM)=alerp irene (71)

Thus,

§=1—--—-=]-—e-”ow =l-e (72)
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and can be estimated from a knowledge of p, obtained byfitting a segregation

distribution to multiplex families, and of m, by fitting Equation 69 to the family

sizes. The probability of family size s, given at least one ascertained andaffected

individual, can be shown to be

m’[xspn + (1 — x) — CU — pa)’)]
P(s|r > 0) = [xmpxr+(1—x)1l —e™")|ste™
 (73)

Expressions similar to Equations 72 and 73 can be derived for the negative binomial

distribution (Barrai, Mi, Morton, and Yasuda, 1965).

The segregation models we have discussed so far are those which are most

generally used and which apply to a majority of observed situations. Morton andhis

colleagues have suggested some further ramifications which maybeuseful in certain

special circumstances.

II.11 Analysis of Linkage in Human Pedigrees

Theanalysis of linkage is a cornerstoneof genetic analysis in experimental animals.

In man, however, it has met with considerable difficulty. While many other or-

ganisms, among the plants, animals, and microorganisms, have well developed

chromosome maps, in manat the present time only the X chromosomeis mapped

to some extent and only a few autosomal linkages are known. Only recently has

knowledge about linkage been accumulating more rapidly than in the past. A

summary of the main aspects of the problem andthe difficulties follows.

1. In most cases, analysis is limited for practical reasons to the study of two

genes(loci) at a time asit is unlikely, except for some X-linked conditions,that more

than two genes belonging to one chromosomeare available for study in the same

pedigree. Sex linkage, of course, is determined from the segregation behavior in

relation to sex. When two autosomal genes are tested for linkage, both may be

polymorphic, or one may be polymorphic andthe otherrare, or both rare. About

thirty polymorphic genes are now available, and almostall the approximately 600

two-by-two combinations have been examined. Some linkages, as expected, have

been found, for example between the Lutheran blood groupsandSecretor.

Whenpedigrees of a rare gene (or, more precisely, phenotype) are available and

individuals in the pedigree have been tested for polymorphic genes, it is possible

to test for linkage between these and the rare phenotype. If enough polymorphic

genes were known, the genetic mapping of the rare phenotype would always be

possible. We are not yet in this position, but the increasing knowledge about

polymorphismswill soon make this possible. Meanwhile, some such linkages have

been found. Occasionally, the geneticist may also look for linkage between the

rare traits, but the chance that two such traits occur together in the same family 1S

very low.
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2. Only few of the possible matings are informative. Consider the case of a gene

difference G, g, whose linkage with a polymorphic markerT, ¢ is under examination.

For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we will only consider twoalleles at

each locus. The only informative matings are those in which one of the parents is

heterozygousfor both genes, that is, GgTt. The other parent may be homozygousat

both (double backcross or BX), heterozygous at both (double intercross or IX),

or homozygous for one and heterozygous for the other (single backcross). Poten-

tially informative and uninformative matings are indicated in Table II.2. Notall

of the potentially informative matings will be so, however, depending on dominance.

Thus, if G is dominant to g and to t, only the double backcrosses labeled 2, 28,

35, and 36 in the table will be informative since in the other two, one parent is

GT/GT, and therefore all offspring will be phenotypically GT. There will be similar

limitations on the single backcrosses and intercrosses while the double intercrosses

give a very limited amount of information on the recombination fraction.
The expected proportion of informative matings dependson the gene frequencies.

TABLE II.2

Informative and Noninformative Matings for Two Loci G and T Which Are on
the Same Chromosome. Genotypes ofparents are given on the first line and first column.

Male Parent

 

GT/GT GT/Gt GT/gT Gt/Gt GT/gt Gt/gT gTlgT gt/Gt gtlgT gtlgt

 

 

 

(C) (R)

GT/GT ®D @

GT/Gt Noninformative 3) 4)
Noninformative

GT/gT ® ©

Gt/Gt ®

5
& GTC) ® ® ® &© HGH B® BH B8 B® @
3 GbT?) © ® &© &® ® ® ® ® ® @
we

T/gT
gtlg Noninformative ° ®
gt/Gt 3) 82) Noninformative

gtlgT G3) 4)

gtlgt G9) 86)
 

C= coupling double heterozygote. R= repulsion double heterozygote. Double backcrosses are matings
1, 2,9, 10, 27, 28, 35, and 36. Single backcrosses and single intercrosses are 3-8, 11-16, 21-26, and 29-36.
Double intercrosses are 17-20.
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It is greater with codominance (whenall three genotypes are recognizable), and

also the nearer the gene frequencies are to 50 percent.

3. An important problem concernsthe linkage phase of the double heterozygote,

that is, whetherit is in coupling or repulsion. The expected progeny frequencies are

reversed in the two cases (see Chapter 1). If the population is in equilibrium, the

two phases are expected to be equally frequent. However,if linkage is close and the

population has undergonerelatively recent admixture, one of the two phases maybe

less frequent than the other (see Chapter 5 and 10). Moreover, very often few

pedigrees are available for testing, and there may be a substantial random deviation

from the 1 : 1 expectation for C and R phases. The only wayin which information

on the phase can be obtained is by examinationof the parents of the double hetero-

zygote, and even that may not always be enough.

4. Sex linkage is easier to study than autosomallinkage. The peculiar segregation

ofX-linked markers makestheir assignment to the X chromosomealmostfoolproof.

In addition, the haploid (hemizygous) state of the X in males makesit especially

easy to follow recombination in heterozygous mothers (see Chapter 10). In practice,

therefore, linkage between X-chromosome markers is studied only in females,

waose sons give the same information formally, as does a testcross in autosomal

inheritance—that is, the backcross of the multiple heterozygote to the multiple

recessive homozygotefor all the genes involved. This is the most informative type

of cross for the study of linkage because all the gametes that are formed can be

scored directly for their genotype, without the complications introduced by

dominance. When information is available on the parents, and in particular the

father of the heterozygous females whose progeny is being studied, it is possible

to give the phase of linkage.

5. There are probably at least slight differences in crossing over between males

and females. Therefore pedigrees should be separated wheneverpossible into those

in which the double heterozygoteis the male and into those in whichit is the female.

Most analyses have, however, been carried out so far with the assumption thatit is

the same in males and females.

6. In theory,it is possible to study linkage even with data from only one genera-

tion. Penrose (1935, 1953b) has developed methods according to which sibs are

grouped in pairs, and pairs are assigned to one of four categories: alike for trait A

and B, alike for A but unlike for B, alike for B but unlike for A, and unlike for both.

This 2 x 2 contingency table can then be tested by chi-square for independence,

this being the same as the test for absence of linkage. It will be clear that in the

absence of knowledge aboutthe parents of the sibs, informative and uninformative

matings cannot be separated, and the former may be a small fraction of the total.

Linkage can lead only to a small deviation from independence under these con-

ditions, and this deviation can easily be simulated by totally unrelated effects, for

example, heterogeneity or stratifications in the population. It is very time-con-

suming to accumulate data on humanlinkage, and therefore informative pedigrees
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should be examined by the most efficient method. Two-generation data are

preferable, and, when possible, three (or more) generation pedigrees should be

collected, for they can give information on the linkage phase.

Thefirst systematic attempts to develop procedures for detecting and estimating

genetic linkage in human pedigrees were made by Bernstein (1931b), Hogben (1934),

Haldane (1934, 1936), Fisher (1935, 1936a, 1936b, and later), and Penrose (1935).

Fisher developed an elaborate maximum likelihood scoring procedure for two-

generation data, which waslater considerably extended by Finney(see Bailey, 1961,

for a review of this approach). Haldane and Smith (1947) introduced a moredirect

approachto the problem that was based on the calculation of the likelihood of a set

of pedigrees for different values of the recombination fraction. Following further

elaboration of this approach by C. A. B. Smith (1953), and especially Morton

(1955, 1956a and b, 1957, 1962), it has becomethe standard approachfor the analysis

of linkage in human pedigrees. A comparative review of the various approaches to

linkage detection was given by Morton (1955). The problem is a highly complex

one, and it is clearly beyond ourscope to give a detailed treatment here. We shall,

therefore, concentrate on outlining only the likelihood approach, leaving the reader

to consult the references at the end of this appendix for further information (see

especially Smith et al., 1961).

IL.12 Linkage Analysis by Likelihood

Wewill consider as an example of linkage estimation a double backcross, using

data on Rh and on an autosomally inherited dominant red-cell defect called

elliptocytosis. We will use the family F,, part of a pedigree given by Goodall etal.

in 1954 (see Figure II.1). Black circles indicate affected progeny. The mother was

not examined but must have been the carrier of the trait. Her Rh genotpye is not

directly known but can be inferred from those of her progeny to be R,r(DCe/dce).

It is not known whether the dominantgeneforelliptocytosis is on the R, or the r
chromosome. We will therefore give equal probability to each hypothesis and

Rk, S——O R,r (inferred from progeny)

eo G 7 eee & e
R.R, ar R,R, RR, RR, RR, Ri RR,

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

FIGUREII.1

r = dce; Ri = DCe; R2 = DcE. (Based on Goodall et al., 1954.)
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consider them separately, computing for each, the probability of obtaining the

pedigree.

1. If the E/ gene (E/ for elliptocytosis) is on the same maternal chromosomeas

R,, the mother has the genotype R, E//r el. Then, in the absence of recombination,

progeny R,R,(DCe/DCe) and R,R,(DCe/DcE) should be E/, and R,r, R,rshould be

normal (e//e/). Eight out of the nine progeny are thus nonrecombinants. Only one

(individual, the seventh) who is R,R, ande//el is a recombinant, on the hypothesis

that E/ is on the maternal R, chromosome.If 0 is the probability of recombination,

namely that R, and E/ are separated by crossing over at meiosis, then 1 — @ is the

probability that recombination does not occur and that R, and E/ stayed together,

and so the probability of observing this pedigree is 0(1 — 0)°.

2. If the elliptocytosis gene were on the same chromosomeas r, the maternal

genotype would be R,e//rE/. Then if no recombination occurred, all progeny R,7,

R,r would be E/, and all R,R,,R,R, would be normal. All individuals except

one (again the seventh) are now recombinants on this hypothesis, and the prob-

ability of the pedigree is 0°(1 — 6).

The two hypotheses are a priori equally probable, assuming equilibrium of the

coupling and repulsion linkage phases, and so the total probability of pedigree F; is

P(F,|6) = $[601 — 6)® + 68(1 — 8). (74)

Choosing the value of 0 for which this quantity is largest is the same as maximiz-

ing the likelihood of the observations. The log likelihood of the pedigreeis in fact,

apart from a constant, simply the log of P(F,| 0). The procedure used for maximiz-

ing these expressions is entirely numerical, for they usually give rise to unwieldy

expressions after differentiation and setting the derivative equal to zero.

It can be shownbytrial and error (inserting different numerical values of 0 into

Equation 74 and computingthe likelihood) that in the present case the likelihood,

and so also its logarithm, is a maximum, approximately, at 6 = 0.11. This is thus

the maximumlikelihood estimate of 9. In the present case, the second hypothesis

(R,el/rEl) for the maternal genotype) contributes negligibly to the likelihood, and

the result is almost the same as if the phase were known exactly and corresponded

to the first hypothesis. If this were the case, the log likelihood would reduce to

L = log[@(1 — 0)*] + const, (75)

and its derivative with respect to 0, equated to zero, would be

 

dL-6)* — 801 ~ 0)’ _ 1-90
do di — 68 ~ 61 — 8)’ (78)

giving 6 = 1/9 as the maximum likelihood solution, which is the observed propor-

tion of recombinants in the pedigree. This is very close to the solution obtained

assuming both phases werepossible.
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The problem as to whether this pedigree is sufficient to “‘ prove” linkage can be

answered in the following way. The probability of obtaining a pedigree if the

hypothesis of linkage is true is compared with that of obtaining it under the hypo-

thesis of no linkage, that is, independent segregation. In the latter case, 9 = 1/2,

and the probability of the pedigree F, becomes

P(F,|4) = 414)" + G)?] =()’. (77)

The logarithm (to base 10) of the ratio of the two probabilities is called the z or lod

(from logarithm of the odds) score andis

PCF, |0)
© PF, |4)

 

= log 2° + log{aq1 — 6)® + 68(1 — 6)}. (78)

The lod score for 6 = 0.11 is 1.044, corresponding to the logarithm of the ratio
of odds of 11:1. Thus, this pedigree lends considerable weight to the hypothesis of
linkage between Rh andelliptocytosis by showing that there are 11 to 1 odds(or
a probability of 1/(1 + 11) = 1/12) in favor of the hypothesis of linkage versus
independence.

Whetherthis is sufficient evidence for establishing linkage is a difficult question
to answer in a completely satisfactory way, as it is for all problems involving a
statistical decision. What the oddsratiotells usis that it is eleven times more probable
to have the observed pedigree if there is linkage with 6 = 0.11 than if there is no
linkage. Usually one looks for higher ratios, say, 1/20 (or 19: 1) to be reasonably
sure of linkage.

We may sometimes want to “feed” into this conclusion some knowledge
concerning the “‘ prior probability” of the two hypotheses. A priori, the probability
that two genes are found to be linked depends on the number of chromosomes or,
moreprecisely, the mean numberofcrossovers among them. The smaller the number
of chromosomes, or more exactly, the fewer crossovers that occur, the more
probable a priori that any two genes will be found to be linked. This modifies the
lod approximately by addingto it a constant quantity. However, the problem does
not fundamentally change since the level at which we are prepared to accept the
lod as evidence of linkage is itself arbitrary, being the probability of error in a
significance test. Further discussion of the Bayesian approach,asthis is called, and
the non-Bayesian approaches will be found in Morton (1962) and Smith and
co-workers (1968).

The pedigree F, just discussed has been called somewhat loosely a double back-
cross. Here actually the three alleles at the Rh locus make the situation slightly
different, but the main feature of a double backcross, namely a 1 — 6:06:0:1—86
segregation of the four types (parental: recombinant: recombinant: parental), is
preserved.

It is useful to show howthestandard error of the maximumlikelihood estimate
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of the recombination fraction 6 can be evaluated. In the estimation of a single para-

meter, the error variance of the estimates is minus the inverse of the second deriv-

ative of the likelihood taken at the value of @ corresponding to the maximum

likelihood. The square root of this quantity is the standard error of the estimate

(see Appendix I, Sections 1.22, I.37, and I.38). Given several pedigrees, the lods,

z, have to be cumulated overall pedigrees, and the sum Z =)2; over the pedigrees

is used to obtain the likelihood estimate. The correction factor 2.303 (= log, 10)

is necessary, as the lods are usually computed as logarithms to base 10 while the

theory is valid for logarithms to base e. The computation of the second derivative

can be done numerically and will be illustrated here, using the example just given

even thoughit is limited to a single pedigree.

Values of the lods must be computed at or near the maximum Z values and

also in the neighborhood of the maximum. In this case, the maximum is near

0 = 0.11, and the computed values are as shownin the following table.

 

0 Z First difference Second difference
   

0.10 1.04218
+0.00258 = 1.04475 — 1.04218

0.11 1.04475 _ —0.00406 = — 0.00148 — (+ 0.00258)
012 1.04328 — 0.00148 = 1.04328 1.04475

 

First and second differences are computed between the three values. The second

difference, —0.00406, taken with a positive sign, multiplied by log, 10 = 2.303 and

divided by the square of the interval between successive values of 8 (which is 0.01),

is approximately the second derivative of the log likelihood. Thisis

2.303 x (0.00406)/0.012 = 93.7.

The inverse of the square root of this quantity, taken with a positive sign, 1s

] [x/93.7 = 0.1034, and this is an estimate of the standard error of the linkage

estimate, 9 = 0.11. With such small numbers, the sampling distribution of the

statistic can hardly be normal. This estimate of the standard error can be used

only with larger numbers on the assumption that its distribution is approximately

normal.

General Treatment for the Double Backcross. The cross can be symbolized by

GgTt x ggtt, and the progeny expectations are shown in the following table.

 

Progeny phenotypes GT Gt gT gt

Number observed a b c d

Expectations for

Coupling (GT/gt) (1 — 6)/2 6/2 0/2 (1 — 8)/2

Repulsion (Gt/gT) 6/2 (1 — 9)/2 (1 — 8/2 6/2
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The lod score z is thus

z=log 25-1 + log[(1 — 6)**40°**+(1 — 6)°* 6777]

whenthe phase is not known, where s=a+6+c-+dand thefirst term relates to

the probability of the pedigree for 6 = 4. If the phase is knownandis, for example,

coupling, then

z = log 2° + log[(1 — 6)*~40°] = s log 2 + (a+ d)log(1 — 0) + (6 + chlog 0.

General Treatment for Single Backcross. The expectations for the cross in

which the double heterozygote is known to be in coupling are given in the table

below.

Gametes from single heterozygote parent

 

 

1/2 Gt 1/2 gt

(1 — 6)/2 GT GT GT
. (-A/4 (6/4
& 6/2 Gt Gt Gt

gs 6/2 oT GT gT
s* 0/4 6/4
Y§ (1 — 6)/2 gt Gt gt

v a—-A/4 (Ud—6)/4  
Summing over the four phenotypes, one obtains the expectations given in the

coupling column in the table that follows. The repulsion case can be analyzed in

the same way.

 

   

Weighted
Progeny phenotypes Coupling (4) Repulsion (4) total

1-60 6 2-86 1+0@ 3
Cr 24 4 8

6 1-0 1+86 2-0 3
id ara FF 8

0 1—0@ 1
gt 4 a 8

; 1-8 ? 1
g 4 4 8
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The probability of the pedigree F if there is linkage 6 of unknown phaseis then

P(F| 6) = 4[(2 — 0)71 + 6)'°(1 — 6)4 + (1 + 6)°(2 — ONL — 0)°67] x 475.

(79)

If there is no linkage, @ = 4, and the above reduces to

P(F|4) = 3779 x 275K 4S, (80)

and the lod score 1s

PEF|9) _
= |

oe PFS)
log Js—13-a7-b 

+ log[(2 — 6)*(1 + 6)°6°(1 — 0)4 + (1 + 6)"(2 — 6)°(1 — 8)°64].

A slightly more complicated formula can be similarly obtained for the double

intercross.

II.13 Heterogeneity of Linkage Estimates

Being logarithms of probabilities, the z scores obtained from independent pedi-

grees for the same value of 8 can be added together. It is thus possible to give a

curve of z as a function of 6, showing for what value of 8 z is maximum.Thisis then

the combined maximumlikelihood estimate of linkage if 0 is significantly less than 4.

Thetest for heterogeneity between pedigrees is important because it can disclose

sources of disturbance and also the possibility that the same trait may be due

to different genes, some linked and some unlinked to the markers being used.

Figure II.2 shows how the lods vary as a function of @ in the seven most inform-

ative pedigrees for Rh and elliptocytosis. Four of them (3, 4, 5, and R) have a

maximum value of z at or near zero. The remaining three (J, P, N, Ae, and Z),

on the other hand, show a maximumat 4.It is quite clear from this picture that there

is heterogeneity between these seven pedigrees. Theyfall into two groups, one show-

ing close linkage and the other no linkage with Rh, suggesting that there exist two

loci for elliptocytosis, one linked to Rh and the other unlinked. Summingthe z

scores of those showing linkage, the maximum z valueis foundat a 0 value of about

0.04, which represents the maximumlikelihood estimate of recombination between

Rh and the Rh-linkedelliptocytosis locus.

Morton (1956b) has suggested the following method for testing for heterogeneity.

Let Z be the maximum value of the sum of the z values from all pedigrees, )'z;, and

let the maximum value of z for the ith pedigree be 2;. It can then be shown that

(2;- Z) x 4.605 is distributed approximately as a chi-square with degrees of

freedom equal to the number of independent pedigrees minus one. The fourteen

pedigrees examined were very significantly heterogeneous. Restricting the analysis
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Ao
J,P,N

   
FIGUREII.2

Scores for pedigrees, 2, 3, 4, 5, R, Ae, and J, P, N,

showing linkage between Rh andelliptocytosis in four of

them (4, 5, 3, R) and absence of linkage in the other three

(J, P, N, Ae, 2). (From Morton, 1956b.)

to the nine most informative ones, seven of which are represented in Figure II.2,

there is no significant heterogeneity between sections of the same pedigree, between

pedigrees of the Rh-linked locus, or between pedigrees of the Rh-unlinked locus.

The possibility of such heterogeneity as a result of “‘mimic”’ genes should always

be kept in mind; therefore, testing should always be done for heterogeneity between

pedigrees. Other cases of mimics separable by linkage analysis are known. Thus, the

the two loci for colorblindness and the two types of hemophilia (A and B) are

located at different positions on the X chromosome(see Chapter 10).

11.14 General Methods and Tables for Linkage Analysis

The presentation given here is intended to be a brief introduction to the general

methodology. Tables of lod scores were published by Morton (1955 and later).

They have been extended and republished by Smith, Penrose, and Smith (1961)
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with a detailed description of how to use them. Complex pedigrees may require
special treatment. Corrections for ascertainment may also be necessary.
The three general methodsof evaluating the significance of an observed linkage

all use the lod scores. Theyare:

1. Maximum likelihood, the methodgiven here.

2. Bayesian inference, details of which will be found in the books andarticles
cited in the references to this appendix.

3. Sequential, where z scores are accumulated for a particular value of0, usually
near the maximum,continuing until Z > 3 or < —2. In thefirst case, the conclusion
is that linkage is present while in the second that linkage is absent. The sequential
methodis claimed to reduce the number of observations needed to reach a conclu-
sion. It does not, however, exempt the research worker from testing further
pedigrees because every new pedigree may be dueto a different gene. In testing for
linkage between Rhandelliptocytosis, significant evidence for linkage was reached
by the third pedigree observed, but many of those observed later proved to be due
to the other locus, unlinked with Rh.It is unlikely that there will be any substan-
tial discrepancies between the different methods.

II.15 Partial Sex Linkage

Partial homology of X and Y chromosomes has been demonstrated in some
animals and in cytogenetic observations of chiasmata between X and Y in man,
thus supporting the possibility that if genes can be foundin this region, they could
undergo crossing over and therefore would, in some pedigrees or parts of them,
behave as Y-linked genes and in others as X-linked genes (see also Chapter 10).

It was claimed by Haldane (1936) that the five diseases: xeroderma pigmentosum,

achromatopsia, retinitis pigmentosa, Oguchi’s disease, and epidermolysis bullosa,

showed partial sex linkage. The basis for this claim was essentially the contrast

between the sex ratio amongtrait carriers that inherited the condition throughtheir

fathers from their paternal grandfathers (in which case the gene was probably

on the paternal Y chromosomeandtransmitted mostly as Y-linked) or from their

paternal grandmothers (in which case it should be transmitted as X-linked). This

of course could be simulated by a tendency of the genes to be manifest in one sex

in some pedigrees and in the other sex in others because of variable sex limitation.

Analysis by the methods just described, adjusted so as to be independent of

one possible type of sex-biased manifestation, has not confirmed Haldane’s con-

clusions (Morton, 1957). At the momentthere seemsto be nosignificant evidence

for partial sex linkage in man.
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II.16 Map Length and Physical Length

All estimates of genetic distance by recombination are of course in relative units

since they are measured as recombination frequencies. These are not directly pro-

portional to the number of crossovers that have taken place between two genes

which lie on the same chromosome. The number of crossovers can increase in-

definitely, but the upperlimit to the recombination frequencyis, under assumptions

which are at least approximately correct, 50 percent (it can be somewhathigherif

there 1s interference).

Under some assumptionsit is possible to transform an observed recombination

frequency into the number of crossovers that gave rise to it. Interference is the

interaction between crossovers occurring near to each other in the same chromo-

some. Positive interference is a reduction in the probability of occurrence of a

second crossover near the place where anotherfirst one occurred. It is an almost

general rule that genes which are on the same chromosome arm showpositive

interference while there is probably no interference across the centromere. Negative

interference is the opposite phenomenon, namely, an increased probability of a

second crossover. It is rarer, and probably only occurs at the intracistronic level,

and in somespecial situations involving, for example, incomplete pairing.

In the absence of interference, the relationship between the numberof cross-

overs x and the frequency of recombination y between two loci is given by Haldane’s

(1919) formula:

y=+(1-e"*), (81)

a simple derivation of which follows.

Suppose A,, A,, and A; are three loci on the same chromosomeandthat y,

and y, are the respective recombination fractions between A, and A, and between

A, and A;3.

 

Assuming recombination in the interval A,A, is independent of that in A,A,

the recombination fraction between A, and A, must be

 
 

VWi+2 = V1 (1 — y2) + y20 — y)
ee — cemnnnenes _

Probability of recombination Probability of recombination

in A,A, but not 4,A, in A,A, but not A,A,

This can be rewritten

1 — 2y,42 = (1 — 2y,)0 — 2yy). (82)
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In general, therefore, for a series of loci A;, A2,.-., A, such that the recombination

fraction between A; and 4;,, is );

(1 — 2y14424.04n) = (1 — 2y,)0 — 2y2)C1 - 2y3)°°°(1 — 2y,). (83)

Since for loci close together y; < 4so that 1 — 2y; < 1, as the number ofintervening

loci increases 1 — 2y,454...4,—7 0, and so y,424...4,— 4. Thus the recombination

fraction between twoloci tends to 1/2 as the distance between them on the chromo-

someincreases. Actually whenall the y; are small and equal to y

x\" 2x(1 = 2) = 292)= 29) ==B= (1-27) ve BH

where x=y, ty. +°°'+y,=ry. Thus, approximately, y(x) = yi424...4,, the

recombination fraction between loci distance x apart, where distance is measured

by the numberof intervening closely linked loci, is given by

y(x) = (1 —e"**), (85)

which is known as Haldane’s formula (1919). Note that when x is small,

y(x) ~ [1 -— CU — 2x)] ~ x. (86)

Haldane’s equation represents in a simple way the relation between the recombina-

tion fraction y and the map length x measured effectively by the average numberof

crossover events which occur in the relevant interval.

The unit of map length is the morgan or, more usually, the centimorgan, which

corresponds to 0.01 in the x scale and therefore approximately to a one percent

recombination fraction.

Maplength x is measured on a scale defined by the constant probability of a

crossover per unit length. It need not, and usually is not, proportional to physical

length, as the frequency of crossing-over may vary from point to point on the

chromosome. The demonstration of differences in crossover frequencies in various

chromosomesections,or in different parts of the life cycle (for example, “somatic”

crossing-over versus the conventional “‘ meiotic”’ crossing-over, an event shown to

occur, though rarely, in several organisms) requires additional studies by other

techniques. An empirical formula for the relation between map distance and re-

combination fractions which takes account of the effects of positive interference

was given by Kosambi (1944):

l e2* _ e2*

Y= 5pce = 2 tanh 2x. (87)

Its inverseis

x = flog(1 + 2y)/( — 2y) (88)
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and has been found to be useful in several organisms. Other related formulas have
been suggested. A theoretical treatment of the general problem wasinitiated by
Fisher, Lyon, and Owen (1947) and can be found in somedetail in Owen’s (1950)
and Bailey’s (1961) discussions. However, knowledge of human linkage is much

too slight at this point to benefit from such theories.

The problem of the total amount of recombination going on in human meiosis

can be tackled from a cytological point of view. Examinationoffirst meiotic divisions
in human gametogenesis has given counts of the number of “‘chiasmata” per
nucleus.

Chiasmata are the visible counterparts of crossovers in meiotic chromosomes

althoughthe exact relationshipis not clear (see Chapter 1). One chiasma corresponds

to one crossover, which involves only two of the four strands of which a chromo-

some pair is made (a crossover when homologues have duplicated) and therefore

to 0.5 of a morgan.It is estimated from cytological observations of chiasmata in

human meiosis that the total number of crossovers occurring is on an average,

such that the total map length of the human chromosomeset should be about 33

morgans.

II.17 Assignment of Genes to Chromosomes

Sex-linked genes can be assigned to the sex chromosome, which is distinguished

on the basis of comparison of male and female nuclei. For autosomes, assignment

is sometimes made possible by: (1) cytological peculiarities of the chromosomes,

(2) chromosome aberrations, and more recently (3) somatic cell genetic studies

using somatic cell hybrids.

Thefirst category of methods dependson the availability of cytologically marked

chromosomes. Thus, there is one rare variant of chromosome | (population

frequency of about 0.5 percent) in which one of the two membersofthe pair shows

an attenuation of an otherwise constant secondary constriction near the centro-

mere. This is believed to be due to an uncoiler locus. Linkage of uncoiler with the

blood group Duffy (gene symbol, fy) is highly significant and fairly close (5 map

units or centimorgans). Duffy is knownto be linked to a gene that causes cataracts

(the congenital zonular pulverulent types). The relevant locus, Cae, is therefore

also believed to be on chromosome1. Another uncoiler locus, with the same hetero-

zygous frequency, has been reported for chromosome 17, but no linkage with it

has yet been established (for a recent review of this data and the following discussion

see Renwick, 1969).

Chromosomeaberrations of various kinds can help in assigningloci to specific

chromosomes. Thefirst example published in man indicates, however, some of the

difficulties occasionally encountered in this approach. The progeny ofa father of

phenotype Hp 2-2 was found to have a ring chromosomeof group D, presumedto
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be the thirteenth, and a phenotype Hp 1-1. If there were a terminal deletion in the

father’s gamete associated with ring-chromosomeformation, and the Hp locus were

located in the deleted section, this would explain the loss of the paternal Hp,

allele. Later work (Cooket al., 1969; Robsonet al., 1969) proved, however, that

this result must have been due to the segregation in this family of the rare silent

allele Hp,. On the basis of further data, essentially of pedigrees for translocations

between chromosome 16 and other chromosomes, the Hp locus is now assigned to

chromosome 16. Another case exists in which a deletion helped to assign a gene

(this time for the rare disease pyknodysostosis to a chromosome (of Group G).

Wehavediscussed in Chapter 2 the possibility of using aneuploidy (in particular

for the case of trisomy 21) to assign genes to chromosomes. Monosomicscan also

be helpful. The greater karyotypic variability of somatic cells cultured in vitro may

be of help in this respect, at least for those markers, especially biochemical ones,

which can be recognized in cultured cells. Alkaline phosphatase mutationsarising

in association with segregation of chromosome 21 suggest that the corresponding

gene is located in this chromosome. This agrees with the fact that leukocytes from

leukemic patients with the ‘‘ Philadelphia” chromosome(characterized by a strong

heterochromatic zone in one memberof pair 21, probably because of inactivation)

show a smaller concentration, and leukocytes from trisomics for 21 a greater con-

centration of this enzyme. These quantitative data on enzyme concentration are

obviously less satisfactory than direct cytological observations (De Carli, 1964).

From studies on somatic cell hybrids between mouse cells and human cells

that hadlost all but one of their human chromosomes, a thymidine kinase gene has

been shownto be associated with chromosome17 (or 18) (Weiss and Green, 1967;

TABLE IT.3

Unassigned Autosomal Linkage Groups in Man. Other linkages and assignments

to specific chromosomesare given in the text.

 

  

Estimated
Map Intervals 95 Percent

Odds (f= female: Probability
on Locus m= male) Limits

Linkage Loci Symbols (Centimorgans) (Centimorgans)

>10°:1 ABO: Nail-patella syndrome ABO: Np! 11 (f, 14; m, 8) 6-19

>10°:1 Nail-patella syndrome: AK Npl: AK 0 0-7

200:1 Adenylate kinase: ABO AK:ABO 16 (f, 24; m, 8) 5-30

>10°:1  Haemoglobing:Haemoglobing  Hbg: Abs 0.1 0-6

>10°:1 Albumin:Gc protein Alb: Gc 2 1-6

>10°:1  Elliptocytosis 1: Rhesus ELI: Rh 3 2-7

186:1 Sclerotylosis: MNS Tys: MNS 4 0.3-19

>10°:1 Lutheran: Secretor Lu: Se 13 (f, 16; 'm, 10) 7-19

75:1. Transferrin: Cholinesterase 1 Tf: EF, 16 (f, 19; m, 12) 7-28

 

Source: From Renwick (1969).
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Migeon and Miller, 1968; Matsuya et al., 1968). Similar studies of cell cultures

have confirmed the linkage between the X-linked marker G6PD and the enzyme

hypoxanthine-guanine-phosphorybosil transferase (Nabholz et al., 1969). Exten-

sions of this approach will undoubtedly soon lead to a rapid increase in our know-

ledge of the human linkage map. A list of other autosomal linkages is given in

Table II.3.

11.18 Estimation of Gene Frequencies

The estimation of gene frequencies is straightforward when no genesare reces-

sive and the sample is a truly random sample from the original population. Under

such conditions, genes can be counted directly. The estimates thus obtained are

also maximum likelihood estimates, and so is the usual error variance. This error

variance is p(1 — p)/2N for a gene frequencyp, where N is the numberofindividuals

in the sample.

Wehave already seen howto deal with some of the complications resulting from

recessivity. The basis for computations is the assumption of the Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium. Approximate estimates can always be obtained by short-cut methods,

such as equating observed phenotype frequencies with those expected under Hardy-

Weinberg. There are, however, with more than twoalleles usually more equations

than unknowns, and thus conflicting estimates of the gene frequencies may be

obtained depending on the equationsused for estimation. A method for correcting

the approximate estimates for ABO genes(or, in general, for threealleles of which

one only is recessive to the others) was given by Bernstein and was disscused in

Chapter 2, Section 2.5 (see also Neel and Schull, 1954). It can be proved that the

estimates thus obtained, although different from those obtained by maximum

likelihood, are fully efficient and that the variance estimates obtained from a

maximum likelihood approach can be applied to them.

A complete treatment of the ABO system by maximumlikelihood was given by

Neel and Schull (1954). We will illustrate here only the general methodology.

If A, B, AB, and O are the observed (absolute) frequencies of the four pheno-

types (A +B+AB+O=N) and p, gq, and r are the gene frequencies of A,B,

and O(p+q+r=1), then the log likelihood is the log of the multinomial pro-

bability, namely,

L = log (p* + 2pr)*(q? + 2ar)*pyr)? (89)
A!B!AB!O!

It is easier to express this by letting f, be the observed frequency and E, the

expected relative frequency in each phenotypic class; then

L=) f, log E; + const. (90)
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The sum extends over all phenotypic classes. We have to differentiate L with

respect to two unknown parameters, p and g (since r = 1 — p — q).

The derivatives of the expectations are computed keeping in mind that r= 1 —

Pp — q, giving the results in the Table following

 

    
Class E; 0E;/ep OE,/0q

A p? +2pr 2r —2p

B q? + 2qr —2q 2r

AB 2pq 2q 2p

O r? —2r —2r
 

The derivatives of the likelihood are given in Equation 91.

aL f0k OL _ of OF;
— — 91

Op E, dp’ Oq E, 6q; OL)

giving rise, when set equal to zero, to very complicated equations, which can how-

ever, be solved by successive approximations. Following the scoring system,

(Appendix I.37 and I.38), the trial valuespy and qo arefirst obtained by some approx-

imate method, and then the scores s, =(OL/dp),-,, and s, = (CL/0q),-,4, are

computed. The second derivatives (giving the information matrix) allow one to

compute corrections to py and gy. Recycling is done if necessary.

The elements of the information matrix J can be obtained by differentiating the

0L/0@ values (for parameters 0) and by putting the observed values equalto their

expectations, or more simply, following Appendix I, Equation 129,

oNLe= (sa)(56,) 0?)
where the sum is extended to all the observed classes, and 0; and 6, are the para-

meters to be estimated (here p and q), taken in all possible pair’ There are thus

three elements of the information matrix to be computed: J,,, I,,, and I,, (since

the matrix is symmetrical and J,, = I,,).

As an example of an application, let us again take the data from Chapter 2:

A B AB O|N
44 27 4 88 | 163
 

from which p = 0.165, g = 0.1, r= 0.735 were estimated by approximate square-

root formulas. From thefirst derivative equations (combining the results given in

the table at top of this page and Equation 91) the scores can be shownto be:

OL
= — = — 9853S app
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and

and the information matrix elements are

Ip = 2196.73,
Inq = 379.66,

and

Inq = 3499.18.

Correctionsto the trial values pp = 0.165 and go = 0.1 are obtained by multiply-
ing the vector of scores, s, by the inverse of the information matrix, V =1~!
which can be shownto be

l= 2196.73 379.66\~* _ {0.0004639 0.0000503 _V

| 379.66 3499.18} — |0.0000503 0.0002912{ —

Then, multiplying the scores vector by the inverse of the information matrix gives
corrections to the trial values:

OPo = SyV,, + S,V, — 9.853 x 0.0004639 — 0.476 x 0.0000503 = —0.00459p’ pp q”’ pq

and

Oo = SpVng + SqVaq = — 9.853 x 0.0000503 — 0.476 x 0.0002912 = — 0.00063,Pp” Pq q 44

giving Py = Po + Opy = 0.16041, gy =o + Odo = 0.09937. After recomputation of

the scores with the new p and q values, they become

s, = 0.4822 5, = 3.4949,

and therefore on average nearer to zero. New approximations p, and gq, can be

computedand the cycle repeated until the scores are as near to zero as desired.

Successive cycles gave the following p and g values, where the standard errors are

given for the first and last and are obtained as the square roots of the elements

of the main diagonal of the inverted information matrix (for example, o(p)) =

J0.0004639 = 0.0215). They change slightly with changes in the information
matrix:

Po = 0.165 + 0.0215 do = 0.1 + 0.0171,

P2 = 0.160793 qd, = 0.100401,
and

Pio = 9.160454 + 0.0213 Gio = 0.100357 + 0.0171.
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The same result can be obtained numerically, without going through the tedious

algebra which is sometimes necessary for obtaining the scores and the information

matrix. By definition, the derivative (for example, of the likelihood L) is the follow-

ing limit:

OL L(@ + €) — L(@)
= lim

0 eo &

 (93)

Therefore the value of the derivative can be calculated approximately by computing

the ratio

OL L(@+e)—L(@)

od E 4)

provided « is small. Computer accuracy is usually eight digits, therefore ¢ can be

safely taken as 0.0001. With several parameters, “‘ double precision” can be used,

giving sixteen-digit accuracy, and then ¢ can be as small as 107°.

For use with the formulas just given, the derivatives of the expectations E; are

calculated. With two parameters, p and qg, two derivatives computed for each pheno-

typic class are:

OE, Ep + &,4)— E(p — 8,9)
95

Op 2E 5)
 

and

 OE; ~ Ep, q + é) ~~ Ep, q ~ é)

oq 2

and the general procedure already given is used. The algebraic differentiation of

the expected frequencies is thus avoided.

Several computer programs have been written which can carry out all-purpose

estimation by numerical maximumlikelihood. The problem thus solved is a general

one in multinomial estimation and is not restricted to gene frequencies. The only

functions to be specified are the phenotype frequencies of each class in terms of the

gene frequencies. Programs are available for distribution (see, for example, Reed

and Schull, 1968).

11.19 Samples of Related Individuals

Very often, populations are analyzed by family groups, and thus a peculiar type

of nonrandom sampling is practiced. Even when this is not done on purpose and

a whole population is analyzed, the existence of close relationships between the

individuals forming the population will create statistical difficulties. If the relation-

ship is ignored,it is not so muchthe estimate of the gene frequency whichis biased

but rather that of its sampling variance, which will be artificially decreased. In

fact, the same genes, reappearing for example, in the parents and in the progeny,
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are counted twice. When a whole population, which is made up on the average of

almost three generations, is tested, each gene will be counted almost three times.

This factor is probably the limit to the underestimation of the sampling variance.

When, on the other hand, the sample is a small and random one ofthe general

population, the relationship between individuals forming the sample is on the

average low, and no untowardeffects are expected. The bias is minimized,in general,

by selecting for the sample individuals of the same age class, say 20-40 years old.

Whenthe degree of relationship in a sample is high, a correction can be madein
various ways.

1. We can discard invididuals who are closely related to others (for example,

progeny when parents are given).

2. To minimize the loss of information, one may discard, at random, only an

adequate fraction of genes or individuals. For example, if in a family, one parent

and one child are available, one of the two genes can be discarded at random, the

gene remaining in the sample representing, hopefully, the gene from the missing

parent.

3. Itis perhaps moresatisfactory to keep all the genes in the estimation procedure,

but we can correct the number of individuals by subtracting duplicated genes.

Thus, if one parent and one child are present, they should count as 3 genes; one
parent and two children, 34 genes; one parent and three children 33 genes; etc.
Two parents and 7 children would therefore count as 4 genes; one parent and n
children as 4 — 14"~?”

4. A counting method applicable to pedigrees was proposed by Ceppellini,
Siniscalco, and Smith (1955). It is based on an iteration procedure which assumes
that gene frequencies are knowninitially and then corrects them. Parents in the
pedigree whose genotype is unknownare assumedto take all acceptable genotypes
with a frequency equal to that expected in the population (on the basis oftrial
values for the gene frequencies). Gene frequencies are then computed andthetrial
values substituted by the new values. Recycling may be necessary, and heavy
numerical work can be expected, which can as usual be minimized by use of the
computer.
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APPENDIX II]

Sample Problems

These problemsare based primarily on questions given in the final examination
of a preclinical medical genetics course for students at Stanford Medical School.
They are arranged to correspond, approximately, to the sequence of topics treated
in this book.

1. a Give the frequencies ofall the genotypes that arise from crossing two individuals,
each of which is heterozygous (Aa Bb) at a pair of unlinked loci.

b. If the genes A and B are dominant but AB and A phenotypesare notdistinguish-
able, what are the frequencies of the observable phenotypic categories ?

c. How would these frequencies be affected if the two loci were linked?

2. Given the following data, construct a linkage map for the three loci involved in the
backcross of a heterozygote Aa Bb Cc to the multiple recessive aa bb cc. Lowercase
letters indicate the mutant phenotype, plus (+) indicates normal phenotype.

Percent of total

+++

a-+-+ 6

+ b+ 37

++ec 11

ab+ 9

a+c 30

+be 4

abc 1
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3.

7.

Sample Problems

A man with a skeletal abnormality determined by the dominant gene B marries a

woman who has a minor defect determined by the recessive gene c. They have one

normalchild, four children who have the recessive defect only, one child with both

defects, and five children who only have the skeletal abnormality. Give an interpreta-

tion of these data, assuming that the genes under consideration are fully penetrant, and

indicate the most probable genotypes of all members of the family.

. Twoparents have three normal and one galactosaemic offspring. What are the chances

of a union between two normaloffspring (each coming from such a family), giving

rise to a galactosaemic offspring ? How could you makeyourprediction more accurate?

b. How manydifferent types of gametes could arise from an individual knownto be

heterozygous at 15 loci, all on different chromosomes? How would your answer

be affected if you were told that some of the loci were linked?

c. Albinism is generally considered to be a simple recessive defect. How would you

explain a mating between two albinos that gave rise only to normal offspring ?

_ Four babies were born in a hospital on the same night, and their blood groups were

later found to be O, A, Band AB. The four pairs of parents were:

O and O

AB and O

A and B

B and B

Assign the four babies to their correct parents.

. The frequency of ABO types in a group of about 300 American Indians was 81

percent O, 19 percent A, and no B or AB. Estimate the frequencies of the A, B, and

O alleles in this population.

Consider the following pedigree for phenylketonuria.

TI T_T

646m o000

a. Onthe basis of this information, what is the predictive possibility that X will be

a phenylketonuric ?

b. What measures could you take that would improve the accuracy of your prediction ?

c. If X has a sib whois a phenylketonuric, does this affect the prediction for xX?

If so, how?
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Assume that albinism is determined by a fully penetrant recessive gene a with no
effects on fitness or fertility and that the frequency of albinos in a population is
1/20,000.

a. Whatis the probability of a mating between an albino and a normal individual]
(randomly chosen from the population), producing an albino offspring ?

b. What proportion of the albinos in the population have parents neither of whom
is an albino?

. Ten thousand people were typed for two characters in which the homozygotes could
be phenotypically distinguished from one another and from the heterozygotes. The
percentage frequencies of the nine possible classes were as follows:

AABB: 0.36 AaBB: 29.16 aaBB: 6.48

AABb: 0.48 AaBb: 38.88 aaBb: 8.64

AAbb: 0.16 Aabb: 12.96 aabb: 2.88

a. Is this population in genetic equilibrium? How can youtell? Do you need further
information ?

b. Are the A and B loci linked? How can you tell from this information? Do you
need further information ?

Using galactose tolerance tests or enzymeassays, it is estimated that one of every
200 people carry the recessive gene g for galactosaemia. Assuming this has a
mutation rate of 2.5 x 1075, estimate the relative fitness of carriers of the gene g,
as compared with noncarriers.

A fully penetrant recessive defect has a population incidence of 4/10,000, and affected
individuals have 50 percent of normal fitness. How would you explain the mainten-
ance of this gene in the population?

The frequency of sickle-cell trait carriers at birth in a malarious, underdeveloped
district in West Africa is 20 percent. Calculate the frequency of the sickle-cell
trait carriers at maturity in this locality. Ignore any factors of differential fertility
other than mortality. Assume that sickle-cell disease causes death before maturity
and that the sickle-cell gene is maintained in this population through a balanced
polymorphism.

Two alleles, A and a, are such that in a large random mating populationthe relative
fitnesses of the genotypes are

AA Aa aa

0.9 1 0.2

 

Describe what happens to the allele a in a population which is predominantly A
(.e., >99.99°%). What happensif thefitness of aa is 1.1 instead of 0.2? What happens
if the fitness of Aa is 0.85 instead of 1?

a. Gene A mutates to a with a frequency 2 x 10~° per generation. Mating is atrandom
in the population, and there are no other forces acting on these twoalleles. How
many generations are needed to increase the frequency of gene a from 1 percent
to 2 percent?

b. Homozygotes gg die at an early age, but heterozygotes Gg are indistinguishable
in fitness or fertility from normal GG individuals. How many generations are
needed to reduce the frequency of the gene g from 1 percent to 0.5 percent?
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c. Approximately how manygenerations are needed if Gg has a fitness of 0.9 relative

to GG?

15, Ability to taste PTC is a dominantly inherited characteristic that has a frequency

of 70 percent in the American population. What can you say about the selective values

needed to maintain this balanced polymorphism ?

16. The following data were obtained using a monospecific antiserum that detects a new

 

 

 

blood-group antigen G (+ indicates presence; — indicates absence).

Pedigree data Population data

Parents Offspring 3 Q

2 3 3 ? re
+ 95 167

G+ G—- G+ G- -— 39 al

G+ G+ 23 12 29 0

G+ G— 9 4 10 7

G— G+ 0 3 4 0

G— G— 0 2 0 1

 

a. What is the mode of inheritance of the G+: G— antigenic difference?

b. Whatis (are) the frequency (frequencies) of the relevant gene (genes) in the popula-

tion? Give the number expected in each phenotypic category on the basis of your

model. (Option—test the goodness-of-fit of your expected numbers.)

17. a. Data on the MN types of a very large number of offspring from M x MN and

N X MN matings in the U.S. show proportions of 1 MM :1.03 MNand 1 NN: 1.04

MN,respectively.

What genotype frequencies would be predicted by an explanation based on the

above data for the MN polymorphism ?

b. In 1900, 1000 NN individuals migrated into a country with approximately

40,000,000 inhabitants. In that country the MM x MN matings were found to

produce 52 percent MM offspring whereas the NN x MN matings behaved as

described in 3a. What are the expected ultimate gene frequencies of M and N,

respectively, in this population? (State any additional premises you specify in

producing an answer to this question.)

c. If you were to premise that the mutation rates per generation of M— N and of

N-> M were both 5 X 107°, how would this affect your answers to a and b?

18. A gene g, when homozygous, causes a relatively benign disease, as a result of a

deficiency of carbohydrate metabolism. The fitness of affected individuals (gg) is

estimated to be 0.8 and ofcarriers (Gg) 0.95, relative to a fitness of 1 for normal

individuals (GG). The frequency of affected individuals in the population is 1/10,000.

a. Assuming the gene g is maintained at equilibrium by mutation-selection balance,

what is the approximate mutation rate of G> g?

b. What proportion of the genetic load caused by this gene is due to the selective

disadvantage of the heterozygouscarriers?
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c. Give one plausible alternative explanation to that suggested in a for the present
gene frequencies in the population.

d. A change in the general] dietary intake of the population changes the relative
fitnesses so they now have the values 1, 1.05, and 0.9 for the three genotypes
GG, Gg, and gg, respectively. Assuming these new conditions are maintained
indefinitely, what will be the ultimate fate of the g gene?

Inability to taste phenylthiocarbamide (PTC) is determined by a recessive gene, f.
The frequency of tasters of PTC in

a

typical population sample is 64 percent. Suppose,
further, that in those matings between tasters and nontasters that give rise to non-
taster offspring, the observed proportion ofthis latter type is 5/11.
a. Assuming the departure from 1:1 ratio in these families is due solely to a slight

selective disadvantage of the nontasters, whatis the estimated fitness of nontasters
relative to heterozygoustasters?

b. Briefly, how would you account for this situation as a balanced polymorphism ?
On the basis of your hypothesis, whatare the relative fitnesses of the three relevant
genotypes ?

In a given part of West Africa, the frequency of sickle-cell homozygotes (SS) at
birth is 0.25. The proportion among people withoutsickle-cell anemia who have the
sickle-cell trait increases by a factor 1.25 from birth to maturity. Calculate the con-
tribution to the fitness of the trait carriers relative to the normal homozygotes (AA)
arising from this increased chance ofsurvival.

Huntington’s chorea is a dominant defect with a relatively late age of onset. Its
frequency in the population is about 1/100,000. Individuals homozygous for the
defective gene have never been detected but are presumed to die during an early
stage of development.
a. Assuming random mating and a mutation rate for the gene for Huntington’s

chorea of 10~°, estimate the fitness of affected individuals.
b. Fertility studies suggest that affected individuals tend to have appreciably more

children than average during their fertile period, which is before the onset of the
disease. The current trend toward a lowering of the average age at which repro-
duction is terminated could, therefore, conceivably result in the affected individuals
having a higher than average fitness. Assuming this trend in fact increases the
previously estimated fitness by an amount corresponding to 30 percent of its
original value, what ultimately will be the new equilibrium frequency of individuals
with Huntington’s chorea?

Given twoalleles A and aat a single locus ina random mating population, and given
that the population contains predominantly A, describe the fate of the allele a for
each of the following set of fitness values:

 

AA Aa aa

(i) 0.99 1.0 1.01

(i1) 0.9 1.0 0.9

(ii1) 0.9 0.8 1.0

(iv) 0.9 0.7 0.9

How would your conclusion be altered if the gene frequencies of A and a were both
1/2?
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Sample Problems

Mutant allele A is produced with a mutation rate of 1 in 10,000. (The normalallele

is H.) Of those people heterozygousfor this gene, half contract a certain disease and

die before age 10. The other half of the heterozygotes and all HH homozygotes

never get the disease. (Ignore hh homozygotes, since they are very rare.) Suppose a

treatment is found that cures half of those that get the disease. Assuming random

mating, what is the mutation load for this locus: (1) before the cure is discovered?

(2) in the first generation of people born after the cure is put into practice? (3) after

the population has reached a new stable equilibrium ?

Individuals in the following pedigree were classified for ABO and MNred-cell types

and also for two white-cell antigens, HLA1 and HLA2. O, A, M and MNrefer to

ABO and MNtypes. HLA1 + or — and HLA2 + or — refer to the presence and

absence of HLA1 and HLA2antigens on the white cells

 

 
 

O M_ HLA1—HLA2— A MN HLAI+HLA2+

O O O A O O
MN M MN MN MN M

1+ HLA2— HLA1+HLA2 — HLAI—HLA2+ HLA1+HLA2 — HLA1 + HLA2 — HLA! —HLA2+

a. Give the probable genotypes ofall the individuals in the pedigree for both red-

cell and white-cell systems.

b. What can you say about the linkage relationships between the red-cell and white-

cell systems?

Three children known to have been born to three mothers in a certain hospital at

approximately the same time were mixed up soonafter birth so that it was not known

which child belonged to which mother. Given the blood groups of the children were

OM, NB, AMN andthe blood groupsofthe three pairs of parents were AMN x ABN,

AN x BN, and AM x AMN,assign each child to its correct parents.

Arrange the following transplantations from the fastest to the slowest expected time

of rejection of the transplant. If you expect two transplantations to have the same

survival time, indicate this by an equality sign. The format of your reply might be

like “a =d>c>b-=e.”A, B, and O, refer to the ABO blood groups in man.

a. Type A red blood cells injected into an unrelated individual of type O.

b. Type A redcells injected into an unrelated type AB individual.

c. Type A redcells injected into a sib of type O.

d. HLAI1 whitecells injected into an HLA2 male whohad not previously received a

blood transfusion.

Type ABredcells stored and reinjected into the donor individual. Makea similar

arrangement of the following transplantations.

Skin transplanted from a donorto his dizygotic male cotwin.

_ Skin transplanted from a donor to her monozygotic cotwin.

. Skin transplanted from a donorto his first cousin.

Skin transplanted from a donor to her son.

Skin transplanted from a donorto his brother.

@
S
o
m
p
a
g

m
m
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The information given concerns the phenotype of a mother and of her baby. What
are the possible phenotypes of the father? List all the possibilities, which may include
“no possibility,” determined by the data. For each possibility, also list the possible
genotypes of the child. Consider only those factors for which the data have predictive
value, that is, narrow the range of choices from the scope of the whole population.
Note that O meansnoreaction with anti-A or anti-B and H-positive unless specified.

 

 

  

Possible father’s Child’s
Mother Child Phenotype(s) genotype(s)

AB O

AB O (H-negative)

O A

O Se O se

Lewis? (red cells) Lewis? (red cells)

Lewis negative Lewis®

 

a. A population contains predominantly the rhesus negative allele, r. Ten percent
of fetuses that are incompatible with the mother are lost because of hemolytic
disease. Assuming the frequency of the allele R is small enough for the frequency
of the genotype RR to be negligible, what is the required lower limit for the fitness
of the heterozygote Rr to allow R to increase in frequency ?

b. Whatis this limit when R is the commonallele andr the rare allele?
c. In a given population, the frequencies of the ABO blood groupalleles O,

A, and B are 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1; and of the rhesus alleles R and r are 0.6 and 0.4.
A woman is ORh—. What is the probability that she will marry a man whose
genotype is such that all her offspring are potentially capable of immunizing her
to produce Rh+ antibodies? (Assume random mating.)

a. Two pure antisera anti-a and anti-b react only with 7S gamma globulin and not
with 19S gamma globulin. On which polypeptide chains would you predict the
antigens a and b are located?

b. When 1000 individuals were tested for a and b,the following results were obtained:

a+ b— a+ b+ a— b+

40 330 630
 

Whatis the most plausible hypothesis to account for this distribution in terms of:
(1) how manysites, (2) how manyalleles, and (3) the frequency of eachallele?

c. A third antibody is found which reacts with 7S gamma globulin. This reagent,
anti-c, reacts with the 1000 sera as follows:

a+ b— a+ b+ a— b+

C+ 20 175 305

c— 25 160 315
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30.

31.

32.

33.

Sample Problems

Which of the following statements are inconsistent with the above data?

(1) The antigen is controlled by an allele of the gene for a.

(2) The antigen is controlled by a gene ata site closely linked to the site for b.

(3) The antigen is controlled by a gene at a site unlinked to the site(s) for a or b.

(4) We have presumptive evidence for c’s being controlled at a new site but do

not know whetherit is linked or unlinked to the site(s) for a or b.

(5) cis an allele of a but notofb.

(6) The evidence can not be used to support any genetic hypothesis.

d. It is found that anti-c also reacts with B24 as well as Bom (19S) globulins.

Which of the above statements is most plausible, taking into account this fact

along with the previously given information?

The frequencies of the 7 commonest Rhalleles in a Caucasian population are:

cDe CDe cDE cde Cde CDE cdE

0.053 0.415 0.110 0.404 0.008 0.004 0.005
 

An individual from this population was typed as CcDe using sera that identifies the

antigens C, c, D, e, and E. Whatis this individual’s most probable genotype?

For testing the following Caucasoid mating, only the Gm factors indicated were

scored: Gm (a+ g+ f+ n+) xX Gm (x+ a+ g-+). Whatare the probable combina-

tions of these Gm factors in offspring of this mating?

Put in the best order that you can, indicating ambiguities when appropriate, the

following prospective donor-recipient pairs for transplantation according to their a

priori chances of being matched with respect to histocompatibility types: (1) husband

(O) to wife (AB), (2) brotherto sister, (3) sister to sister, (4) woman (B) to sister-in-

law (A), (5) father to daughter, (6) mother to daughter, (7) Joan to Cousin Mary,

(8) husband to wife (identical in ABO and Rh groups), and (9) sibs, one AB cde, the

other CDE. Write the sequence in decreasing order of matching.

R andS are two antigensofa red-cell blood-group locus. Given the following pedigree,

what are the most probable genotypesofall the individuals in the pedigree? Define

any gene symbols used.

-

— § S —,—S5R
3

   

R
i | 2 4

[ts [ | |
SR R—~S 5S —-R R Ss —7—SR
5 6 7 g («dL (g 10 il 12
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SR S SR SR SR SR R SR

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
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Name two genes that are presumed to have arisen by a nonhomologouscrossover
in man.

Indicate which ofthe following are true and which are false. In the ABO blood
group system:

. An ABfather could have an O child.

An AB mother could have an O child.

. An H (Bombay) child cannot be distinguished serologically from an O child.

. All SeSe individuals are Lewis-positive.

35. Are the following statements true or false?

36.

a.
b.

a.

All immunoglobulin molecules in an individual have a common polypeptide chain.
All yG immunoglobulin molecules in an individual have the same H chain and
differ from each other by the L chain type they contain.
The offspring from all matings of phenotypically Gm a +b-+ individuals are all
Gma-+b+.

. A myelomaprotein from an individual who received the gene for Gm a from his
father and the gene for Gm b from his mother may have neither Gm a nor Gm b
determinants (specificities).
In matings of Gm (a+ x+) by Gm (b+) individuals, all offspring are Gm (a+ x+)
or Gm (b+) or Gm (a+ b+ x-+). This indicates that Gm (a+) and Gm (x+) are
here controlled by linked genes ink repulsion.

Two sera X and Y were discovered that have the following reactions with a random
sample of individuals (X+ means an individual reacts to serum KX; X— means
he does not).

 

X+ x—

Y+ 30 21

Y— 45 0

From this information what can you infer concerning: (1) Number of loci: one
or two? (2) Numberofalleles at each locus? (3) Frequency of eachallele?

. A third serum, Z, was subsequently discovered that reacts as follows:

 

X+Y-+ X+Y— X—Y-+ x—Y—

Z+ 0 20 12 4

ZL— 30 25 9 0

Set up a specific genetic hypothesis to explain all the data. Illustrate your hypo-
thesis by showing the expected outcome of two kinds of matings. These should
be carefully chosen so as to bring out the salient features of the system.

37. A serum that reacted with white cells from about 70 percent of the population was
analyzed by absorption, using a fairly large number of positive cell donors. Only
two types of cells were found:

a. 30 percent of the cell samples used for absorption left no detectable activity behind
when after absorption the serum wastested on all cells positive to it originally.
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b.

Sample Problems

The remaining 70 per cent left behind an antibody that reacted only with the

30 percent of cells described in a.

(1) Whatis the likely minimum numberof antibodies you would suggest is present

in the serum?

(2) How would you describe the antigenic constitution of the two types of positive

cells?

(3) Can you give a simple genetic interpretation for the pattern of results obtained

with this serum ?

38. The average Rh(—) frequency in the U.S. is 16 percent. Assuming random mating

with respect to Rhesus blood type,

39.

a
o
g
¢
e . Whatis the frequency of the r gene?

_ How manygenetic types of Rh(+) x Rh(—) matings are there?

Whatare the frequencies of the various types of Rh(+-) x Rh(—) matings?

What is the expected proportion of Rh(+-) offspring from a random sample of

Rh(+-) x Rh(—) matings?

The table shows the HLA white-cell antigen phenotypes of a family of two parents

and six children. Data are given only for the HLA1, HLA2, HLA3, HLA9,4a, and

Ac antigens (+ indicates presence of the antigen, — absence).

a. Identify the genotypes of parents and offspring with respect to the given HL-A

antigens.

b. Child number1 is in need of a kidney transplant. The father, mother, and children

2, 3 and 4 are all ready to donate their kidneys. Assuming they are all equally

suitable from a physical and psychological viewpoint, which would you choose

as a potential donor, given the HL-A antigen data?

 

HLA1 HLA2 HLA3 HLA9 4a 4c

Father — ++ + — + +

Mother + —_ — + + +

Children

1 + + — — + +

2 — — + + — +

3 + + _— — + +

4 + — + — + —

5 — — + + — +

6 + + — — + +
 

40. a. Given are the following frequencies of ABO types:

A B O AB Total
 

4500 1300 3600 600 10,000

Assuming random mating, what are the ABOallele frequencies? What is the

frequency of AA x BO matings?

_ An O Rh— womanis married to a man whois an AB Rh-+. They have had three

children, all Rh+, and are planning to have a fourth child. What would you advise

them concerning the likelihood of hemolytic disease of the newborn in this fourth

child, knowing that no previous children were affected ?
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Hemolytic disease of the newborn in ABO incompatible matings cannot be the

selective mechanism maintaining the ABO polymorphism because:

(1) It is not sufficiently frequent.

(2) It only affects certain types of matings.

(3) The heterozygote advantage is not a factor in maintaining polymorphisms.

(4) The heterozygote disadvantage gives an unstable equilibrium.

(3) There is interaction with the Rh system.

(6) The ABOtypes are more frequent in certain diseases.

. Give a genetic interpretation of the following data, representing the successive

stages in the development of a red-cell blood-group system.

(1) Two anti-sera, X and Y gave the following reactions on 100 individuals, none

ofwhom were X—Y—.

X+Y— X+Y+ X—Y+
 

9 42 49

(2) A third serum, Z, was found which reacted as follows with a group of 1000

people:

 
x+Y— X+Y+ x—Y+

Z+- 88 365 187

Z— 3 55 302

(3) A further serum, U, was found which wassuchthat all U— individuals were Z+-.

. A new serum, T, gave rise to the following pedigree:

OoO
YU XYZUT

6 6
XYUT YZU YZUT

 

 

(Only positive reactions are indicated.) What can you say about the segregation

of T in relation to the XYZU system?

Phenylketonuria is a recessive defect which, in the absence of appropriate treat-

ment that has only recently become available, results in severe mental deficiency.

It now occurs in the U.S. population with a frequency of 1/10,000. Assuming that

phenylketonurics do not have any offspring calculate the genetic load resulting

from this trait:

(1) Under the assumption that normal homozygotes and carrier heterozygotes

have equalfitness.

(2) Under the assumption that carriers are slightly fitter than normal homozygotes.

. Given a frequency of 0.005 for first cousin marriages in the general population

what proportion of normal parents of phenylketonurics would you expect to be

first cousins ?

. What on the basis of the two hypotheses in a, would be the ultimate effect on the

frequency of phenylketonuria of increasing the fitness of phenylketonurics to

0.9 of the normal?
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45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

Sample Problems

a. Whatis the probability that a normal man marrying at random will have an albino

offspring if he has an albino sister? Given that the frequency of the albino gene

is 1/140.

b. How would this probability be altered if the man married a first cousin, given

that none of his uncles and aunts were albinos?

. Two people whoare first cousins wish to marry. They are related through one of

their grandmothers who was normal and had six normal children but whose brother

was an albino. Assuming the frequency of the recessive gene determining albinism

is 1/140, what is the increased risk (expressed as a ratio of probabilities) that a child

of theirs will be albino over what it would be if they marry at random?

Galactosaemia is a rare recessive disease that is effectively lethal since, at least until

recently, affected individuals rarely, if ever, Jive to have children. Assays for the

affected enzyme can be used to detect heterozygotes and indicate a frequency of

1/200. Assuming the population has an inbreeding coefficient of 1 percent, what

proportion of galactosaemics are the offspring of consanguineous unions? If the

heterozygouscarriers have a fitness of 0.99 relative to homozygous “‘normal’’ individ-

uals, what proportion of the genetic load resulting from this locus is caused by the

inbreeding ?

A woman, who had a brother who died in infancy of phenylketonuria, marries her

nephew. The nephew (who is an only child) and both his parents are clinically

unaffected.

a. What is the chance that their first child will have phenylketonuria?

b. If you were told that the nephew had a brother who also suffered from phenyl-

ketonuria, how would this affect your answer to a?

A survey of marriages in a sample of rural communities in the U.S. gave the following

frequencies for different types of consanguineous unions: first cousins 0.5 percent,

first cousins once removed 1 percent, second cousins 3 percent, second cousins once

removed 2 percent, and third cousins 1 per cent.

a. Neglecting all other forms of consanguinity, what is the mean coefficient of

inbreeding in this population?

b. The frequency of first cousin marriages amongst the parents of offspring with a

rare recessive trait found in the same population sample indicated a gene frequency

of g = 0.0025. What would you estimate is the expected frequency ofthe trait in

the population ?

c. Migration to the cities reduces the average level of inbreeding to one-fifth of its

former value. How would this affect the frequency of the recessive trait among

the offspring of a representative group of such migrants ?

Consider two loci C and D, such that the relative fitnesses of CC and DD are 1 and

the relative fitnesses of cc and dd are 0. If the relative fitness of Cc is 0.8 and that of

Ddis 0.2, and if the mutation rate at both loci is 1 in 10,000, what is the relationship

between the mutational loads at the two loci? Explain why this should be so.

Consider two loci A and B, such that the mutation rates for A—aand B — bare

both equal to 1 in 10,000. Therelative fitnesses of the various genotypes are AA = I,

Aa =0.5, aa=0, BB=1, Bb=1, bb =0.5. What are the mutation loads for the

two loci?

Assume 10,000 mutable loci and an increased mutation rate of 2.5 x 10~” per locus

per r (roentgen), and an average frequencyofrecessivealleles of 10°. What would be
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53.
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the effect of an exposure of a population to an average dose of 25r on the frequency

of homozygousrecessive offspring in the generation after exposure?

What would be the increased mutation load if a population were exposedto a radia-

tion dose which doubled the spontaneous mutation rate? Should you be able to

calculate the total genetic load from this information?

Which has a greater effect on the genetic load of a panmictic population, a single

acute exposure of:

a. 100r to each of 1,000 children

or

b. Ir to each of 100,000 children?

A man who had analbino brother marries his niece. If neither uncle nor niece are

albinos, what is the chance that an offspring of theirs will be an albino?

How would this probability be affected if you were told that the niece had an

albino brother?

Cystic fibrosis of the pancreas has been shown to be an inherited disease. Analysis

of data from pooled sibships from unaffected parents indicate that about 25 percent

of offspring are affected. An exhaustive study of death certificates and hospital

records in the state of Ohio suggests that the disease has an incidence of 1 per 37,000

births.

A child in the pediatrics ward of the Stanford-Palo Alto Hospital has this disease.

His parents, uncles, and aunts are unaffected. He is one of seven children. Two older

brothers and a youngersister have already died of the disease, a younger sister has

been diagnosed as affected and two youngersisters as unaffected.

a. “A” is an unaffected sister of the proband. She is not related to her husband.

Whatis the risk that A’s first child will be affected ?

b. Until recently cystic fibrosis has been considered to be a lethal disease of childhood.

Which of the following is the most likely explanation for the relatively high

frequency of this deleterious gene:

(1) There has been a mutation-selection balance involving only homozygous

affected individuals. The heterozygote has the samefitness as the homozygous

normal individual.

(2) The heterozygote shows an advantage in fitness of approximately 5 percent

over the normal homozygousindividual.

(3) The heterozygote shows an advantage in fitness of almost 2 percent over the

the normal homozygousindividual.

(4) The mutational and segregational loads are so minimal with respect to this

particular locus that the gene frequencycan attain this magnitude.

c. Although the gene determiningcystic fibrosis occurs with a relatively high frequency

in Caucasian populations, its frequency in Negro populationsis essentially zero.

Which oneof the following statements most likely explains this difference:

(1) The rate of mutation to the deleterious gene is higher in Caucasians than in

Negroes.

(2) There is a significantly higher proportion of consanguineous matings in

Caucasian populations than in Negro populations.

(3) With respect to this particular locus, the segregational load is higher in Cau-

casian populations than in Negro populations.

(4) Special environmental conditions of Negro populations are such that indi-

viduals heterozygous for the deleterious gene are less fit than are normal
homozygousindividuals.

(5) In Negro populations, affected individuals die in utero.
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Sample Problems

Assume that hemophilia and colorblindness are each determined by a single, sex-

linked locus. The recombination frequency between the two loci is about 10 percent.

If a hemophilic, color-blind man and a normal woman produce twin daughters who

are hemophilic and color-blind, what is the probability that these twins are dizygotic?

Two unlinked loci, each with two alleles, A and a, B and b,affect diastolic arterial

pressure in such a way that the genotype aabb has a pressure of 85, each A gene adds

2 units, and each B gene adds 4 units. The A and B gene frequencies are respectively

0.5 and 0.25. Assume random mating and that arterial pressures are corrected for age.

a. Give the frequencies with whichall possible pressures are found in the population.

b. What is the mean pressure in the population?

c. What is the mean pressure of the children of a mating between individuals with

pressures 95 and 91, respectively ?

d. The next generation of individuals is formed only from the offspring of those

members of the population whose arterial pressure is less than 92. Give the gene

frequencies, phenotype frequencies, and mean arterial pressure for this next

generation.

Genes a, b, and c are fully penetrant, nonlinked autosomal recessives, and gene d

is a sex-linked recessive. Twin boys marry twin girls. None of the twins show any of

the traits a, b, c, or d. Each marriage produces a son, one of whichis a, b, d, and the

other of which is a, b, c, d. From this data, what is the probability that the boy twins

were dizygotic? The girls? Assumethat all of these recessive genes are very rare and

that there was no inbreeding in either of the families.

You are interning in the ObGynclinic, and a patient tells you that twins run in her

husband’s family. She wants to know if she is more likely to have twins than is her

sister (whose husband’s family does not have any twins). What would youtell her?

You are confronted with two mothers who have three children between them. One

of the mothers has one child, but feels that one of the children of the other motheris

really an identical twin of her own child. What might be the easiest wayto settle the

question? How might you show that they are (or are not) dizygotic twins, if your

first test shows that they are not monozygotic twins?

If you were interested in the conditions favoring the occurrence of monozygotic

twins in humans would the Weinberg Differential Method be of any use to you?

(Assume that a good friend works in the U.S. Bureau of Statistics.) Why would an

accurate value for the secondary sex ratio be important ?

Suppose that an egg undergoes abnormal meiotic cleavage, resulting in two identical

functional eggs, and that each functionaleggis fertilized by a separate sperm, resulting

in twins. What would be the genetic nature of these twins, and how mightthis situation

be verified ?

Colorblindness is due to a sex-linked recessive gene. A color-blind but otherwise

healthy father and a normal mother have a color-blind child with gonadal agenesis,

no sex-chromatin bodies in interphase nuclei, and 45 chromosomes. How many X

and Y chromosomes, respectively, do you expect in

a. The father?

b. The mother?

c. The child?

Whatare the likely chromosomal events that occurred in this family?

Be sure to indicate when and in which individual these events took place.
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63. An infant born of a normal pregnancyis found to have a negative buccal smear and

an XO chromosomepattern.

a.

b.

What is the most likely phenotypic characteristic of her external and internal

sexual organs, and why?

What would her phenotype most likely be at 16 years of age, assuming that no

treatment has been given?

Suppose the sameinfant instead of an XO karyotype has one normal X chromo-

some and a chromosomeconsisting only of the short arms of the X. Whatis the

most likely phenotype at birth (sexual organs) and at puberty ?

64. An enzyme GOOP-transvestase (GOTVase) is found in liver, red cells, and tissue

cultures of skin explants. Deficiency of this enzyme is found to be controlled by a

rare recessive gene linked to colorblindness and hemophilia.

a.
b.

On which chromosomeis the locus for GOTVase?

If the normal activity of the enzyme is one unit/mg tissue (liver or skin) and the

clinically affected individuals have no detectable activity, how much activity

would you expect in:

(1) A liver biopsy of the clinically normal mother of an affected boy?

(2) A liver biopsy of the clinically normal mother of an affected girl?

(3) Individual clones of cells from explanted skin of the clinically normal mother

of an affected boy?

(4) Individual clones of cells from explanted skin of the clinically normal father

of an affected boy?

65. The following pedigree was obtained for a patient (III.4) with Klinefelter’s syndrome,

who was color-blind. The + and — phenotype refer to the Xg* blood-group types.

The type Xg(a-+) is determined by a dominant X-linked gene.

Il

Color-blind

Normal vision [] or C

Xg(a*) = +

t Xg(a) = —

Ill

 

. What is the most probable genotypic constitution of the affected individual III.4?

. Assuming that the nondisjunctional event giving rise to the Klinefelter’s syndrome

occurred during meiosis, you realize that it could have occurred at the first or

second meiotic division in either the mother or the father. Which of these is most

likely, and why? Ignore the hypothesis of X-inactivation.
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66.

67.

68.

69.

Sample Problems

c. How might your answer to b be affected by assuming the hypothesis of mosaic

X-inactivation applies to individuals with Klinefelter’s syndrome?

d. Give the most probable genotype(s) of a// the individuals in the pedigree. Can you

say anything, from this information, concerning the linkage between colorblindness

and Xg??

a. Indicate where possible, which parent must have produced a nondisjunctional

gamete, given the following sex-chromosometypes:

(1) XO (3) XXX

(2) XYY (4) XXXX

b. Given that the gene frequency for sex-linked recessive colorblindness is 10 percent,

estimate the frequency of colorblindness among females with Turner’s syndrome.

Twelve cases of a rare disease, each from a different family, were ascertained through

a survey of hospital records. Further inquiries revealed that the twelve families

included a total of 77 offspring of which a total of 27 had the disease. None of the

parents had the disease, but 5 sets were first cousins. Knowing that the frequency of

first cousin marriages in the population is 0.5 percent, what can you say

a. About the mode of inheritance, if any, of the disease?

b. The expected segregation frequency of the disease, if you conclude it is inherited?

c. The frequency of the gene (or genes) that determine it?

A geneticist in a small country whose government provides almost all the medical

care for the population reviewed the records of the only three hospitals in the country

and of all governmentclinics for cases of phenylketonuria. A review of the family

history of each of the 125 sibships which he ascertained showed that none of the

parents were affected and that a high proportion of the sibships issued from related

parents. The pooled data from families were as follows:

 

Size of sibship Numberof sibships Number affected Number unaffected

  

2 70 80 60

3 37 48 63

4 18 26 46
 

Do the pooled data support the hypothesis that the disease is inherited as an auto-

somal recessive? If so why?

Gaucher’s disease is a rare metabolic disorder characterized by the accumulation of

cerebrosides in the reticuloendothelial system, presumably resulting from a defect

in cerebrosidase activity. The familial nature of this disease has been repeatedly

observed, many cases having been reported in siblings and twins. Cases have been

noted amongoffspring of consanguineous matings. There is an equalsex distribution

amongaffected persons. For 80 sibships containing one or moreaffected individuals

collected from the medical literature, parents were not affected. Two generation

involvement (that is, one parent and one or more offspring) has been reported in

6 additional cases found in the medicalliterature. Involvement in more than 2 genera-

tions of a kindred has never been observed.

a. What is the most likely mode of inheritance of Gaucher’s disease?

b. The following data were taken from 80 sibships containing one or more affected

individuals. For each sibship the parents were unaffected. Compute for these

families the segregation frequency without a correction for ascertainment. Then

compute the segregation frequency, assuming single selection. What is the mode
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of inheritance suggested by this value? Does this value differ significantly from
0.25?

 

Number in Numberof Number Number

 

family families affected unaffected

2 26 36 16

3 16 29 19

4 9 17 19

5 9 16 29

6 5 8 22

7 2 3 11

8 3 5 19

9 5 12 33

10 1 1 9

11 2 7 15

12 1 2 10

13 1 2 11

80 138 213
 

70. The following pedigree is an extract from a larger study on a family segregating a

71.

II

variant albumin in addition to the polymorphic “ group-specific component” types
Ge 1-1, Ge 2-1, and Gc 2-2. These three are electrophoretically distinguishable forms
of a serum protein of unknown function.

1 2

I

4

    

Ill

Normal albumin []O

Variant albumin § @
Deceased attime of study [+]®

a. What are the likely modes of inheritance of the Gc types and the albuminvariation ?
b. What can yousay, if anything, about the possibility of linkage between the genes

controlling albumin and Gc?

c. In terms of your answers to a and b indicate, wherever possible, the most probable
genotypesofall the individuals in the pedigree.

The following pedigree illustrating joint segregation of muscle dystrophy and the
Pelger-Huét anomaly was obtained by Dr. L. Schneiderman in the Stanfordclinics.
The Pelger-Huét anomaly is recognized by the abnormal shape of the nuclei of the
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affected individual’s white blood cells and occurs with a frequency of about 1/5000.

It is a benign anomaly with no obviousclinical consequences. Muscular dystrophyis

a degenerative disease of the muscle with a late age of onset (around middle age),

which often results in total crippling. The form of muscular dystrophy observed in

this pedigree seems to be different from that reported in other familial studies.

 

  
III

 

    
*

BULLS uaSs ahive’ 

4

S| 6| 7 8} 9} 10] 11j;12,13] 14] 15 16{17| 18] 19}20) 21}22] 23}24] 25

Vi

 

Pelger-Huet anomaly fg
Examined, unaffected O

Condition inferred

Being followed [J
Muscular dystrophy

Muscular dystrophy reported

a. What is the most likely mode of inheritance of the two anomalies segregating in

this pedigree ?

b. In terms of your answer to a indicate, wherever possible, the most probable

genotypes of the individuals in the pedigree.

c. Does the pedigree show any evidence for linkage between the genes determining

these two anomalies, and, if so, what is the indicated recombination fraction?

d. Would demonstration of linkage in this way be of any use in clinical practice?

If so, indicate how in one sentence.

72. In the following pedigree, an “‘X’’ indicates that a person is affected with the rare

dominantly inherited defect elliptocytosis. The letters A and B indicate ABO blood

type, and Rh(+) and Rh(—) indicate Rhesus type with respect to D.

A Rh(+) QS AB Rh(—)

e @ 5 Oo @
B Rh(+) A Rh(+) ARh(—) ABRh(—) A Rh(—)

 

 

Given that Rh type andelliptocytosis are fairly closely linked, wherever possible give

the most probable genotypes of all the individuals in the pedigree.
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A 20-year-old mother has given birth to an infant with Down’s syndrome. Her

health is excellent, and her family history as well as that of her husband is negative

for any congenital defect. This young couple wants to knowif the risk for recurrence

of the same problem is greater for them than that of the general population of the

same maternal age.

a. What is your answer?

b. If your answerto a is yes or maybe, they now want to know how muchgreateris

the risk. The baby’s chromosomes are analyzed. He has 47 chromosomes in the

analyzed cells with trisomy of chromosome 21. What is the recurrence risk for

this couple? How would your answer be changed if the mother were 40 years old

rather than 20?

c. If the infant’s cells had 46 chromosomes with a D/21 translocation and the mother

had 45 chromosomes with the same translocation chromosome, what would the

recurrence risk be now?

d. Suppose the infant and the mother have a G/21 translocation, the mother with 45

and the infant with 46 chromosomes. Whatis the recurrence risk in this case?

e. What would the recurrence risk be if the mother had Down’s syndrome herself

(a rare but not an impossible event) with trisomy 21?

Whattype of pedigree could establish whether the gene for the 8 chain of hemoglobin

is or is not linked to the gene for the y chain? State which type of mutant genes would

be appropriate and give a plausible pedigree, indicating how a relevant family might

be discovered.

Indicate which of the following statements is correct and which is incorrect. If incor-

rect, state whybriefly.

a. Mendelian inheritance is superior to blending inheritance, from an evolutionary

point of view, because it does not conserve genetic variability.

b. Inbreeding increases homozygosity.

c. It is usually possible to detect linkage between two loci from population data.

d. Ignoring mutation and selection for two alleles at a single locus in a random

mating population, a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is always achieved after one

generation of random mating.

Indicate which of the following statements is correct and whichis incorrect. If incor-

rect state in one sentence why

a. Linkage between twoloci, alleles A and a and B and b, where a and 5 refer to

recessive characters, can only be detected in those families which produceall the

four observable phenotypes (4B, ab, Ab, aB).

b. A new allele can increase in a population only if it has a selective advantage in

the heterozygote.

c. Unions between first cousins have a higher chance of producing genetically

abnormal offspring than unions between unrelated individuals.

d. Inarandom sample of families that produced offspring with a perfectly penetrating

and fully viable recessive characteristic, both parents being normal, the overall

frequency of such offspring will, in general, be greater than 1/4.

The following questions are based on case histories from the Stanford Hospital:

a. Thefirst three children born to a Caucasian couple are normal healthy girls. The

fourth child was a boy whodied at 10 monthsof age of a rare progressive, degenera-

tive neurological disorder, Krabbe’s disease. This disease is so rare that only about
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30-40 cases have been reported in the world medical literature. Some of the

published cases had affected siblings, but in none of the cases have parents been

affected. At least one sibship, with affected and unaffected individuals, has issued

from parents who werefirst cousins.

Review of the family trees of the parents of the Stanford case reveals no evidence

of Krabbe’s disease in previous generations nor evidence of parental consanguinity.

Which of the following do you expect to betrue:

(1) In this family the disease is not inherited because the parents are unrelated.

(2) In this family the disease can be inherited or the patient was a sporadic case.

Thus the risk to the parents ranges from a negligible one to 25 percent for

each future pregnancy.

(3) The risk to these parents is that one out of four children will be affected.

Since they have had four children and one has been affected, their next child

will be normal.

(4) In this family the disease is inherited as a sex-linked recessive because the

mother is unaffected, her son is affected, and her daughters are unaffected.

b. Achondroplasia is a rare disease so affecting long bone development that an

affected individual will be dwarfed, showing short extremities and relatively large

head and trunk. The disease has been shown to be inherited as an autosomal

dominant. Recently an unaffected child was born to achondroplastic parents

(both affected) at the Stanford Hospital. This was the mother’s fifth pregnancy.

Herfirst two pregnancies terminated in miscarriages. Each of the next two preg-

nancies resulted in an affected child, who died soon after birth. Indicate whether

the following statements are true orfalse.

(1) The facts prove that the unaffected child is a sporadic case.

(2) The parents are affected because they carry deleterious genesat different loci;

otherwise they would have only affected children.

(3) Inheritance of achondroplasia because of a recessive gene is ruled out in this

family.

(4) The risk to these parents of having an affected child at each pregnancy is 0.5.

(5) Both parents are heterozygous for the deleterious gene.

(6) At least one maternal grandparent and one paternal grandparent of the

unaffected child must be affected.

78. For each of the following questions indicate which answer(s) you consider to be

appropriate.

a. An increased incidence of consanguinity among the parents of patients with an

apparently genetically determined trait

(1) Proves that its inheritance is not mediated by a dominant gene.

(2) Is suggestive evidence that the trait is determined by a recessive gene.

(3) Indicates the importance of inbreeding as a factor maintaining the relevant

gene in the population.

(4) Suggests that the inheritance of the trait may be due to a dominant gene with

low penetrance.

b. The estimation of mutation rates for recessive genes is subject to considerable

uncertainty because

(1) Recessive traits generally exhibit variable expression and low penetrance.

(2) The incidence of inbreeding complicates the estimation of recessive gene

frequencies.

(3) The fitness of heterozygote carriers of the gene is hard to determine.
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(4) Recessive traits generally have low fitness values.

(5) Mutation rates for recessive genes are generally higher than those of dominant

genes.

. The correlation between sibs with respect to a quantitative character, which is at

least in part genetically determined, is expected to be higher than that between

parent and offspring because :

(1) Sibs tend to be reared in an environmentthat is more favorable for the expres-

sion of quantitative characters.

(2) Most genes affecting such traits have approximately additive effects.

(3) The environment dominates the expression of quantitative characters.

(4) Sibs may be alike with respect to different dominant genes inherited from both

parents.

(5) Interactions between environment and genotype can be ignored when com-

paring parents with their offspring.

Two inbred lines of corn (whose variances in height are the same) are crossed,

and the variance in height of the resulting F, is measured. Which ofthe following

do you expect to be true?

(1) The F, variance is equal to the sum of the two parental (inbred line) variances.

(2) The F, variance is the sameas the variance of the original outbred population.

(3) The F; variance is the same (or less than) the parental variance.

(4) The F, variance is zero.

(5) The F, variance is equal to the square root of the sum of the parental variances.

. Human twin studies are important because:

(1) They provide a unique opportunity for studying single gene differences.

(2) They allow a clear-cut estimation of the genetic component in behavioral

characteristics, but not for difference in susceptibility to infectious diseases.

(3) They provide the best available control over genetic and environmental

variables with a view to obtaining some idea of the genetic components of

various characteristics.

(4) They allow an estimation of the genetic load.

If one assumes that differences in handedness between individuals are entirely

due to an accidental developmental circumstance, selective breeding of left-handed

individuals would:

(1) Increase rapidly the frequency of left-handed people in the population.

(2) Balance the frequency of left- and right-handed people in the population.

(3) Have noeffect on the frequency of left-handed people.

(4) Decrease the frequency of left-handed people.

Whatis the inbreeding coefficient for offspring from a marriage between second

cousins once removed ?

. Blood-group antigens Jk(a+) and Jk(b+) are determined by a pair of codominant

alleles Jk? and Jk. In a sample of 120 people the numbers which were Jk(a + b—),

Jk(a+b+) and Jk(a—b+) were 20, 56, and 44, respectively. Estimate the fre-

quency of the Jk?allele.

The observed correlations for fingerprint ridge counts on a group of parent-

offspring, mother-father, and sib-sib pairs were 0.49, 0.05, and 0.48, respectively.

Assuming the simplest possible model of quantitative inheritance is valid for this

case, which of the following intervals would you judge most likely to include the

estimated heritability for ridge counts: 0.2-0.4, 0.40.6, 0.6—-0.8, or 0.8-1?
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d. The identity tags of two babies in a maternity ward were lost. The ABO and MN

blood types of the babies were ON and AM. The only two women who could

have been their mothers had blood types ABM and AMN.Which baby belongs

to which mother ?

81. What is the probability that at least two of thirty people chosen at random have

birthdays on the same day? First calculate the probability that there are no birthdays

on the same day.
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between relatives, 561-565
coefficient, 830-832

estimates, 831

intraclass, 835

z transformation (¢), 832-833

Cosmic rays, 785

Counting method of genes, 889

Counseling, genetic. See Genetic

counseling

Coupling, 33, 871-872

Cousins. See Marriages,
guineous

Covariance, 531-537, 832

in multinomial distribution, 832

between relatives in random mat-
ing population, 629-630

Criminal convictions and XYY,

645-647
Cross, outcome of, 26-27

Crossing over, 32

and Gm, 268-269
meiotic, 882

example of,

consan-
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Crossing over (continued)

recombination and, 881-883

somatic, 882

unequal, 157
Culling, 604, 607, 611

selection differential for, 233-234

Cultural evolution, 756, 775

Cultural inheritance, 600
Cysteine, 6

Cystic fibrosis, 859
Cystinosis, 771

Cytochrome C, 740-741, 744
Cytoplasm, 2
Cytoplasmic inheritance, 30, 587

Cytosine, 3, 6

Cytotoxicity assay, 242

D vitamin and skin color, 747

DNA(Deoxyribonucleic acid), 2, 7

amount per humancell, 2, 3
changes in, 17-24

complementarity, rules of, 3

double strand, 3

—DNAreassociation, 742-743

duplication of, 10-12

duplication mistakes, 23
functional unit of, 35

hereditary substance, 17
homologyin different species, 742

and mutation, 17-18

polymerase, 10, 749

—-RNAreassociation, 742-743

repetitious, 743

replication. See DNA duplication
strand, 3, 8

structure and function, 2-3

DZ. See Twins

Deafness and deafmutism, 372-376,

746
assortative mating and, 375, 538

etiology, 375

mimic genes, 374-375

Death rates, age and, 291-295

Decline of humancivilizations, 309

Degrees of freedom, F distribution,
823-824

number of for chi square, 57-58,

825-827
Student’s t test, 821

Degree of genetic determination,

525, 580, 601-602. See also

heritability

Deleterious dominant mutants, 75-—

78, 81
Demography, genetic, 289-340
and drift, 430-432
and measurementof fitness, 289-—

291
Dental caries, 776

Deoxyribonucleic acid. See DNA

Descent, genes identical by, 742-743

Desegregation, 793

Determination, genetic, degree of.

See Heritability

Deterministic treatment, 406, 485-
488

Detrimental equivalents, estimates
of, 368

Detrimental load. See Load, detri-

mental

Diabetes, 518, 559-561, 776
heritability, 559-561, 584
juvenile, 559-560

liability, 560
Diego, 727, 733, 748

blood group and racial differ-
ences, 708

climate and, 748

Diet and IQ, 618
Differential equations (to approxi-

mate the equation of change of

gene frequencies), 134, 183-184

Differentiation, 9-10

Diffusion centers, 483-485

Diffusional component of migra-

tion, 436-438
Diffusion, gene, 483-490
Diffusion, West African, 484-485

Diffusion, stochastic, 485-488

Digestion milk, 25

Dimensionality of the geographic

distribution, 424-430, 439-440,

444-445
Dimorphism, sexual, 634-682

division of labor and, 757

evolution of, 671-678

Diploid, 12
Diploidy. 24, 677

advantage over haploidy, 677-678
load and, 677

Directional selection, 404-407, 602-
604, 607-610

IQ and, 615, 619-620
intensity, 606 ff.

model of, 607

mortality and, 610

probit threshold model, 607-608
Disadvantage

heterozygote, 126-130
selective, 78

Disassortative mating, 537

Discrete frequency distribution,
805-806

Discrete generations, 45
Discontinuous and continuous mod-

els, isolation by distance, 424-

430, 447-448
Disease onset, age at, and fitness,

337-339
Disease model ofliability, 554

Dislocation of the hip, 519-520
Dispensations, consanguineous mar-

riages, 344, 464

Dispersal of relatives and consan-
guineous marriages, 468-469,

482
Disruptive selection, 602-603

Distance between birth places. See
Birth places

Distance

correlation with, 446-448
genetic. See Genetic distance

Distance, mean square, 438, 505

Distributions, 805-806

beta, 813-814
binomial, 809-810

birth weight, 613

distances between birthplaces,
433-440

exponential, 813
gamma, 812-813
gene frequency under drift, 391.

See also Drift

geometric, 811

IQ, 515
lethal recessive gene, 406

liability, 554
lognormal, 104-105, 814
migration, 435-436

multinomial, 812
mutation rates, 105

negative binomial, 811-812

normal, 515, 806—807

Poisson, 810-811

progeny size, 310-313, 326

rectangular, 393

sums of variables, 813

Division of labor, 757

Dizygotic twins. See Twins

Dombrock, 727

Dominance, 24-27, 30, 598, 628-629

assortative mating and, 544

average dominance of genes af-

fecting quantitative charac-

ters, 550

contribution to variance, 521-

523, 553, 599
deleterious alleles, random load,

379-380
fitness, 90, 134

intermediate and rate of selec-
tion, 134

Dominant, 25, 761-762

anomalies in chromosomes, 93

chromomosal aberrations, 75-78

defects and negative eugenics,

761-762
defects and selection relaxation,

779
deleterious, 75

mutants, 83

equilibrium gene frequency, 81
selection against, 81

mutation rate, 91

Dosage compensation, 648-650

Dosage of gene and enzyme prod-
uct concentration, 73

Dose dependence (mutation and

radiation), 786-787

Dose, doubling, 787

Double strand, DNA,3

Down’s syndrome, 20-21, 56, 92,

100-101, 326, 757, 761-762,
787

Drift, random genetic, 44, 387 ff.,
716, 735, 749

computer simulation, 324, 392,

420, 455-459, 841-848
gene frequency distribution un-

der, 391 ff., 500-501
geographic variation and genetic,

441-445
heterosis and, 408-411

heretozygosity and, 502—503
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Inbreeding (continued)

distribution, 464

example of computation, 348
isolates and, 353

and kinship coefficient, 502

and load, 353-357

departures from Hardy-Weinberg

expectations, 349, 377-379

drift and, 398-399, 460-465
ear defects and, 369, 372

effects In quantitative inheritance,

550-552
equilibrium

365-368
Eskimos, polar, 352

genotype frequencies, 348—352

height and, 551-552

mental defects and, 369, 372

and mortality data, 362-365

A and B values, 368

mutation rates, 367, 376-377

mutation and selection balance,

381-382
quantitative inheritance, 550-552

and sporadic cases, 866-867

See also Marriages, consanguine-

ous
Incest, 342

Incidence fan disease ortrait, 867

Incompatibility, 119
ABO. See ABO
load, 358

Rh. See Rhesus
selection, 190, 195-203

kinetics of, 201
unstable equilibrium, 198-199

Incomplete penetrance, 103
Incomplete selection, segregation

analysis, 853

Independence in probability, 809

Independence of transmission, 31-

gene frequencies,

Index of opportunity for selection.
See Selection, index of total

Index of total selection. See Selec-
tion, index of total

Induction, enzyme, 8, 9

Infanticide, 760

Infinite population, 386
Influenza and ABO, 212

Information, 818, 837

Inheritance of traits, diseases, etc.
See under specific headings

Initial increase, conditions for, 159,

168, 187
Intelligence. See IQ
Interaction of genotype and envi-

ronment, of nature and nurture.

See Environment-genotype in-
teraction

Intercross, 27

Interference formula, Kosambi, 882

Interference, negative and positive,

881
Intergroup competition orselection,

670, 788
Intraclass correlation

446, 835-836
coefficient,

Intrinsic rate of increase, 291, 299-—

301

selection differences and, 302 ff.

Invention, 775

Inversion, 19

phenotypic effects, 78

Ionizing radiation

mutation rate and, 23-24, 785-

787

sex ratio and, 665-666

Irradiation, chronic, acute, 786-787

Island model, 424, 443

Isolate

breakdown of, 784-785

inbreeding coefficients in, 353

size, 462, 481-482

Isolation by distance, 426-430. See

also Migration

Isolation models and subdivision of

a species, 423-430

Isolation and race formation, 700

Isoleucine, 6
Isonymous substitutions, 108-109

Isonymy and kinship coefficient,

475-480

Jk (Kidd), 246, 726, 733

Jews

gene flow, 495

G6PDdeficiency, 175

Karyotype, 13-14

Kell blood group, 214-215, 725, 733
Kidd blood group, 246, 726, 733

Kidney transplantation, 236-237,

238, 259-260
Kinase, 4

Kinetics
accumulation, deleterious mu-

tants, 87, 88

assortative mating, 540
selection. See Mutation, selection

kinetics
Kinship coefficient, 399, 475-480
demographic data and, 479
genealogy, 460
genetic distance and, 706-707
isonymy, 475-479
migration, 479
Parma Valley, 480
pedigrees and, 479

Kinship and inbreeding, 502
Klinefelter’s syndrome (XXY), 101,

641-643, 647
Koreans, sex ratio, 659
Kosambiinterference formula, 882-

Koseki, 329

L chains, 270-275
LA and 4 series, HL-A antigens,

249-258
Le. See Lewis

Lp (Lipoprotein), 730

Lu (Lutheran), 725, 733, 884

Least squares estimation, 833-835

of phylogenetic trees, 720
Legit, 489

Length of arms and legs, 483, 536

Lepore hemoglobin, 273
Leptokurtic migration distributions,

435
Leptokurtosis, 809

Lethal equivalents, 360, 364-365

Lethal gene, 30, 72, 406

balanced polymorphismfor, 124

early, 72

equivalents, 364-365

mutation, 72

recessive gene distribution, 406

selection relaxation, 778

X-linked and sex ratio, 663-666

Leucine, 6

Leukocyte agglutinins, 242

Leukocyte antigens. See HLA anti-

gens
Lewis, 726, 733
and secretor, ABO, 215-221

Liability, 553-565
Life expectation, 335-337

Life table, 295-301, 335
Likelihood. See Maximum likeli-

hood

Linear evolutionary pressures, 401-
406

Linear regression, 833-835

Linear stepping stone model, 425

Linguistic change, rate of, 716

Linkage, 32-34

analysis, 870-883

antigens LS and 4, family studies,
254

association, 283-287

autosomal, 884

cataracts with Duffy, 883
cholinesterase and transferrin,

884
disequilibrium (D), 247-248, 283-

288
group, 34
map, X-chromosome, 636-640
phase, 33, 638, 872-873
of polygenes, 598
rhesus and_ elliptocytosis,

879, 884
and selection, 675-677

sex. See Sex linkage
sex, partial, 647-648, 880
uncoiler and Duffy, 883
X. See Sex linkage
Y, 647-648

Lipoproteins, 730
Liver transplantation, 771
Load, 353, 734

detrimental, 368-369
equivalents, 368-369

diploidy and, 677
genetic, 354-355, 353-362, 734
incompatibility, 358
mortality data, 358-365

mutational, 354-357

number of lethal

364-365
random, 356-380

segregational, 354, 357-358, 380-

381

873-

equivalents,







Persistence
deleterious mutant, 78
and selection coefficient, 111-112

Personality, heritability of, 591

Phase of linkage. See Linkage

Phenocopies, 95, 103

Phenotype, 24, 26—27

Bombay, inheritance of, 216-217

classification errors, 58
effects of inversions, 78
frequency, 43
positive assortative mating for,

58, 537, 631
recessive among first

370-371, 382-383
Phenylalanine, 6

in PKU. See Phenylketonuria
Phenylketonuria (PKU), 42, 73-74,

89, 328, 509-510
heterozygotes, 74, 511

inbreeding and, 370
loading test, 74
phenylalanine in blood, 511
selection relaxation, 776-779

Phenylthiocarbamide (PTC) taste

testing, 122, 215
goiter and, 215

primates, 696

Philadelphia chromosome, 884
Phosphatase

acid, 512-513, 728, 731
alkaline, 884.

Phosphoglucomutase (PGM), 119,
729, 731

Phylogenetic analysis
anthropometric characters, 717
methods, 717-722

Phylogenetic trees, 718
Phylogeny, human, 708~717

Pithecanthropus, 688

Placenta, 566

Plague, 483

ABOblood groups and, 212

Plasmodium falciparum, 148, 151,
153, 157, 171

Plasmodium vivax, 157

Platelet polymorphism, 262-263
Platykurtosis, 809
Pleistocene, 686
Pleiotropy, 598
Plesianthropus, 688

Ploidy, 22
Point mutation, 19

Poisson distribution, 810-811
progeny size, 310-313

Polar bodies, 641
Pollution, environmental, 785-788
Polygamy, 782
Polygenic inheritance. See Quanti-

tative inheritance
Polymerase, DNA,10, 749
RNA, 7

Polygyny, 782
Polymorphism, 41, 118-189

ABO. See ABO blood groups
ASC hemoglobin, 158-171. See

also Hemoglobin, ASC

cousins,

balanced. See Balanced polymor-
phism

blood groups, 190 ff. See also
Blood groups

frequency, 122, 722-728

gammaglobulin. See Gm

gene frequencies in racial groups,
256-257, 267-268, 724-731

Gm. See Gm
G6PD. See G6PD
heterozygote advantage, 124-126
histocompatibility and HLA. See

HLA
kinetics, 133-137
leukocyte. See HLA
and mutation, 123-124, 131-133,

735-738, 744-746
platelets, 262—263

primates, 694-697

proportion of polymorphic genes.
See Polymorphism, _fre-
quency

red blood cell, 190-191
relic, 738

semilethal, approach to equilib-
rium, 139

sex-linked genes, 171-178, 187-
189

sickle-cell, 179. See also Sickle
cell and Hemoglobin ASC

malaria and, 148-158

stable, 41, 118, 126-133
taste, 122

three alleles, 158-171, 185-187
transient, 41, 118, 170-171, 723,

735
transplantation antigens and, 232

ff.
unstable, . 129-131

white blood cell, 249. See also

HLA
Polynomial regression, 835

Polyoma, 773
Polypeptide, 4. See also Amino acid

sequences
Polyphyletic origin,

Homo sapiens

Polyploids, Hardy-Weinberg theo-

rem, 54—56

Population
age distribution, 331-335

age structure, 45-46, 289-290,

333-334
artificial, 419-420, 455-459, 474.

See also Simulation
association, 203-204
association of unlinked genes, 69
density and geographic variation,

444-445
density and human _evolution,

430-432
effective size. See effective popu-

lation size
finite size of, 44

growth rate. See Intrinsic rate of
increase and Net reproduc-
tive rate

Homo. See

961

Increase, intrinsic rate of. See

Intrinsic rate of increase
Mendelian, 39

mixture, 63-64, 491-499
projection, 292
random mating. See Random

mating

size. See Effective population size
spatial distribution, 290, 424-430,

439-440, 444-445
stable age distribution of, 333-334

structure, 44, 45, 386 ff.

world, 736-738
Porcupine skin, 647
Positive assortative mating. See As-

sortative mating
Positive eugenics, 753, 767—770
Positive interference, 881
Past-partum sterile period, 323-325

Potassium, radioactive, 786
Pressure. See Mutation pressure

and Linear evolutionary pres-
sures

Prevalence of disease or trait, 867
Prezygotic selection, 209

Primary sex ratio, 651-654

Primates, 685-689
ABO groups, 694-696

Gm and, 274, 696-697
phenylthiocarbamide, 696
polymorphisms, 696

Principal componentsanalysis, 71 1—
712

Private blood groups, 732

Probabilities, combination of, 809
Probability, prior, 875
Probability of ascertainment, 856
Probability of consanguineous mat-

ings, 465-474

Probability paper, 105
Probands, 315, 852. See also Pro-

positus

Probit transformation, 607-608

Proconsul, 686-687
Progeny-size distribution, 310-313

and birth control, 326

and effective population size, 421
and fitness, 315-316

negative binomialdistribution of,
311-313

numberof relatives and, 466-467,

506-507
Poisson, 310-313

Proline, 6
Prophase, 11
Propositus, 561-562. See also Pro-

band

Prospective studies, consanguinity
effects, 370

Proteins, 4

amino acid substitutions in, 738—

742
blood, 119, 728-731
evolutionary rates of change, 741
polymorphism, 120-121
regulatory, 4, 9

structure and function, 4-5
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Proteins (continued)

synthesis, 5-10

regulation, 8-9

Protoafrican, 751

Pseudocholinesterase (E), 731

and transferrin linkage, 884

Public blood groups, 732

Purity, genetic, 349-352
Pygmy, 55, 257, 434, 612, 737, 748,

751, 792, 802
racial admixture, 491, 498-499

Pyknodysostosis, 883

Pyloric stenosis, 519-521

Quadruplets frequency, 569

Quantitative variation, inheritance,
508-633

assortative mating, 537-550. See

also Assortative mating

average dominance of genes af-
fecting, 628-629

blood pressure, 534-536
correlation between relatives,

531-537
covariance between relatives, 629—

630
and environment, 597-602

genetic models, 515-521

inbreeding, 550-552

natural selection and, 602-620

polygenic models, 523-527
racial differences, 527-531
threshold traits, 517-521, 553-

565. See also Threshold

characters

twins. See Twins
Quasi-fixation, quasi-loss, 411

RNA(Ribonucleic acid)

—~DNAreassociation, 743-744

messenger RNA (m-RNA), 6, 7, 8
polymerase, 7

ribosomal RNA (r-RNA), 7, 743
soluble or transfer (t-RNA), 6, 7,

108-109
Race, 698

admixture, 490-499

amalgamation, 788-792

formation, 698-704

fossil record, 699

gene frequencies, 256-258, 267—

268, 701, 708 ff., 724-731
genetic distances, 714

evolutionary tree of, 708-717
quantitative characters, 600, 717

segregation, 788-792

society and, 792-802
Racism, 755

Radiation, 785-788

dose dependence and mutation,

786
ionizing, 24

mutation rate and, 23, 24, 786

sex ratio and, 665-666

Radioactive background, natural,

786
Ramapithecus, 686
Ramah Navajo, 542

Random
change, mutation, 23-24

digits, 390. See also Random

numbers

genetic drift. See Drift
fluctuation, gene frequencies, 387.

See also Drift

load, 356-362, 379-380
mating, 45-46. See also Equilib-

rium, Hardy-Weinberg
correlations and covariances in

population, 531-537, 629-
630

numbers, 843-844
sample, 815
union of gametes, 49-50

variable, expected value of, 388,

806
Range, mating, 471

Recall to equilibrium, coefficient of,

131, 426-429, 718
Recessive, 25, 26-27

defects and negative eugenics,

753, 758-764
deleterious, 73, 83, 762-764

selection against, 79-81

detrimental, 368-477

lethal gene distribution under

drift, 405-406
selection relaxation, 776-778

mutation rates, estimates, 89-90

with inbreeding, 376-377
negative eugenics, 762-764

phenotypes among first-cousin
matings, 370-371, 382-383

positive assortative mating for,
538-539, 631-632

rare, 30

frequency, 51

sex-linked character, 61, 636-640

parental age effects on muta-
tions, 98-102, 116-115

Recipient, universal, 204
Reciprocal matings, 47

Recombination, 32-34

fraction, 33, 67
frequency and crossing over, 881-

883
Haldane’s formula, 882

types, 33
Record linking, 329-330

Rectangular distribution, 393

Red blood cells
agglutination. See Agglutination
enzymesand proteins. See specific

headings

Reduction. See Meiosis
Reflectance spectrophotometer

measurements, 510, 528

Regression, 831

coefficient, 830

linear, 830-835

multiple, 835
polynomial, 835

Regulation of protein synthesis, 9
Regulator gene, 9, 148

Relative frequency, 806
Relatives, number of, 466-467

correlations and covariance, 520,
532 ff.

Relaxation of selection, 156, 177-
178, 774-779. See also Selec-

tion relaxation
Relic polymorphisms, 738
Replication, DNA, 10-12
Repression, enzyme, 8

Reproduction, sexual, 12

and rate of evolution, 671-678

rate, net, 295, 296-297

and selection, 302
Repulsion (trans), 33, 638, 871-872
Resilience in stable equilibrium,

130-131. See also Recall co-

efficient
Retardation, mental, 515-516

detrimental load, 368-369

Retardation of fixation in heterosis,

408-409
Retinitis pigmentosa, 880
Retinoblastoma, 779

Retrospective studies of consan-
guinity effects, 369-372, 383,

904
Rhesus (Rh) blood group, 52, 119,

180, 194-203, 221-232, 725, 733
ABO compatibility and, 203-209
alleles, 228

evolutionary origin, 230-232

allelic combinations, 223

antigenic specificities, 221

compensation, 199-200, 277-280
deletion phenotypes, 228-229
elliptocytosis, linkage with, 873-—

879, 884
evolutionary history, 230—232

genotype frequencies, 226-227
probable, 225-228

hemolytic disease and birth or-

der, 194-197

heterozygote advantage, 202—203

immunization, prophylaxis, 202
incompatibility and ABO incom-

patibility, 206-207
interaction antigens, 228
phenotype frequencies, 226-228
polymorphism, heterozygote ad-

vantage, 202-203

prophylaxis, 202
racial differences, 725

recombination, 229-230

Rhesus monkey, HLA, 262

Rheumatic fever, 583

Rheumatoid arthritis and Gm, 266

heritability, inheritance, 583

Rhodesian man, 699, 751

Ribonuclease, 741

Ribonucleic acid. See RNA
Ribosome, 6, 7
Ring chromosome, 883
Rooted trees, 719

Runt disease, 772

S, SC. See Hemoglobin, ASC

SES. See Socioeconomic status

SV40, virus, 773

Samaritans, 353



Sample, random, 815

Sampling process, in the formation
of next generation. See Drift

Scale, change of, 808
Scale, in polygenic inheritance, 530
Schizophrenia, 307-309, 620-626
adopted children and, 624-625

correlation between relatives, 622
fitness, 307-309

Sclerotylosis, 884
Score, 837

Scoring method, Fisher’s, 836-841

Se. See Secretor
Secondary response, 194

Secondary sex ratio, 651

parental age and, 658-665
Secretor, 215, 216-221, 726

Lewis and, 216

Lutheran linkage, 884

Secular trend, stature, 604-606, 609-
611

Secular variation, consanguineous
matings, 464-465

Segregation, 27

analysis, 95, 851-870

complete selection, 85
deafmutism, 372-376

inbreeding, 866

incomplete selection, 853
mental defects, 372-374

multiple selection, 853, 856-860

single selection, 855
sporadic cases, 860
truncate selection, 853

distortion, 209. See also Meiotic
drive

load. See Load, segregation
in matings, 62-63
racial, 788-792

ratios, distortions of, 44

Segregating families, 867-868

Selection, 22-23, 44, 45, 62, 179-180
ABOblood groups and, 303-304.

See also ABO blood groups
additive, 406-407

artificial, 597-598

autosomal genes, mutation, 79
balance with mutation and in-

breeding, 381-382

balanced polymorphism. See Bal-
anced polymorphisms

coefficient, 78, 135-136. See also
Fitness

and persistence, 78, 111-112

complete (in segregation analy-
sis), 852

in continuous variation, 602-620

correlated responses, 767

deleterious mutations, 80, 81.
See Mutants and Mutations,

deleterious
and demography, 289-340
differentials and brain evolution,

692
differentials and intrinsic rate of

increase, 301-310

differentials and threshold mod-
els, 555, 632-633

directional. See Directional se-
lection

disruptive, 602-603
drift, ABO, 213-214
duodenal ulcer and, 303-304

equilibrium. See Equilibrium
fertility and. See Fertility and

Fitness
fixation. See Fixation
fundamental theorem of natural,

316-317
gametic, 102, 179-180
gene frequency dependent, 179,

182-183
heterozygotes, for, 58
heterozygotes, against, 58, 195
incompatibility, 190, 195-203

ABO, 204-209
fetal-maternal, 190
kinetics of selection, 201, 277

unstable equilibrium, 198
index of total, 317-319, 339-340
intensity, 606 ff.

intergroup, intragroup, 670, 788

intermediate dominance and rate
of, 135

kinetics

balanced polymorphisms, 137—
140, 169

G6PD,176
incompatibility, 201

mutation-selection balance, 87—

88
sex-linked genes, 176, 187-189

transient polymorphism, 133-
137

lethal, 181
and linkage, 675-677
multiple (in segregation analysis),

856-860
mortality. See Mortality
mutation balance, 89

with inbreeding, 381-382
natural. See Natural selection
net reproductive rate and, 302
number of generations needed,

183-184
opportunity, index of, 318

plateau, 693
prezygotic, 209. See also Selec-

tion, gametic
relaxation, 156, 775-779

color-blindness, 177-178

dominant defects, 779

lethal recessive, 778

recessive, 777
schizophrenia, 307-309
sickle-cell anemia, 778
thalassemia, 779

reproductive rate, net, and 302

response, 604
retardation of fixation due to

stabilizing, 408-410
sexual, 537. See also Assortative

mating
single (in segregation analysis),

855
andsize of investigation, 313-316

963

sperm, 769
stabilizing, 403, 603, 612-615

birthweight and, 612-613

and drift, 408-411

IQ, 615
retardation offixation, 408-410

stature and, 614

threshold, 554, 632
total, index of, 317-319, 339-340

transient polymorphisms, 133-
137

truncate (in segregation analysis),
853-855

zygotic, 179-180

Selective disadvantage, 78

Selective drift, 411-412
Selective migration, 784—785

Self-recognition, 191-192

Serine, 6

Serum, 191

protein polymorphisms, 190
titer, 193

Sex chromatin, 649

Sex chromosomes, 14

abnormalities and mental sub-
normality, 92, 644-646

aneuploidy, 92
anomalies, 644-646

homologous segments, 648

map, 636-640

nondisjunction, 641-642
Sex control, 773-774

Sex controlled conditions, 61

Sex determination, 16, 635, 643
in Drosophila, 643

Sex difference, mutation rate, 102

Sex differential mortality, 651-654
Sex inheritance, 16

Sex limited inheritance, 30, 61,

635
Sex linkage, 28-29, 30

Partial, 647-648, 880
X-linked genes, 28

equilibrium genotype frequen-

cies, 59-62
inheritance, 28

lethal genes and sex ratio, 663
linkage, 638-640
mutation, 103

polymorphisms, 171-178, 637

recessive, 94, 96-97

selection kinetics in balanced
polymorphism, 187—189

traits, 96-97

Y-linked genes, 647-648, 880
Sex linked character, recessive, 61
Sex linked genes, approach to

equilibrium, 59, 60, 66-67,

171-178, 187-189
genotype frequencies for, 59
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium,

59-62
kinetics of selection, 171-178,

187-189
Sex linked mutations and age, 101-

102
Sex linked recessive and mutation

rate, 94-97, 104-105



964 Subject Index

Sex proportion, 650. See also Sex

ratio

Sex ratio, 102, 650-661

at birth, 650-651
birth order and, 658

in clubfoot, 519-521

family planning and, 661-663

in families and binomial distribu-

tion, 659-661
in harelip, 521

hip, congenital dislocation of, 520

lonizing radiations and, 665-666

Koreans, 659

maternal grandparents age and

variation in, 665

natural selection and, 666-670

parental age and, 658, 665

populationeffective size and, 420-

4?1
primary, 651-654

progeny, age of the mother, 101-

102, 658-665
pyloric stenosis, 519-521

secondary, 651

sex-linked lethal genes and, 663-

665
in stillbirths, 656, 664
tertiary, 651

variance, 659

Sexual dimorphism. See Dimor-

phism, sexual

Sexual populations, evolution in,

681-682, 671-674
Sexual reproduction. See Reproduc-

tion, sexual

Sexual selection. See Selection, sex-

ual

Shifting agriculture, 432

Sib method for linkage, Penrose,
872

Sib-sib covariance correlation, 532

ff.
Sibs, number of, 466-476, 506-507
Sickle-cell anemia, 29, 30, 42, 139-

143. See also Hemoglobin ASC

and selection relaxation, 776-779

Significance, tests of, 820-825

Simplex families, 861
Simulation

Drift, random genetic, 324 389—

391 392, 420, 455-459, 841-
848

See also Artificial populations
and Monte Carlo

Sinanthropus, 688

Sivapithecus, 686

Size, population, 387. See also

Effective population size
world, 736-737

Skewness, 809

Skin color, 483, 698, 747, 750, 751
epitheliomas and, 747
inheritance, 527-531

number of genes for, 530

selection, 747

vitamin D and, 747

Skin grafts and HLA genotype, 238-

241

and identical twins, 570

Skull, human, evolution, 690-692

Smallpox, 483

ABO and, 212
Smoking habits, 594-596
Snyder’s ratios, 63

Social security number, 329

Social load, 372. See also Eugenics

Social mobility and IQ, 796

Social planning, 802-803

Socioeconomic status, 290, 315

assortative mating and, 541-542

fertility and, 782

and IQ, 795-797
Soluble RNA, 108-109
Somatic cell, 17

crossing over, 882 :

diploidy and mutation rate, 677

mutation, 17

Species, 39
Sperm, 12

ABOsystem and, 663

selection, 769

separation of Y and X byelectro-
phoresis, 663

Spermatogenesis, 98

Spermatogonia, 98, 113
irradiation, 787

Spherocytosis, 772
Spina-bifida, 519-520
Spindle, 11, 12
Sporadic cases, 95, 372

inbreeding and, 866-867

segregation analysis, 860-866
Stabilizing selection. See Selection,

stabilizing
Stable age distribution, 297-299,

333-334
Stable cline, 488-490

Stable polymorphism. See Polymor-
phisms

Standard error, 816

Statistics, 815
consistent, 817

vital, 328

Stature. See Height

Steady-state distribution

frequencies, 401

Stepping-stone model, 424-425
and gene diffusion, 487

Icosahedral, 455

pseudoinfinite, 455
Sterility, post-partum, 323-325

Sterilization of carriers, 758-759

Stillbirths, over-compensation, 330

Stillbirths, sex ratio, 664
Stochastic treatment, 406

Structure, population. See Popula-

of gene

tion

Student’s t distribution, 423-430,

821-822
Subdivision of a species and isola-

tion models, 423-430
Subspecies, 698
Substitution load, 358

Substitution, nucleotide, 17-18, 743

amino acid, 739-741

gene, 744-746

Sum of squares, between and with-

in, 824
Surname

assortative mating, 790, 792

isonymy, 475-480

Survival of fittest, 22

Survival probabilities, 295-299

Syphilis, 483

t test, student’s, 821-822

t-RNA. See RNA, soluble and

transfer

Talipes equinovarus, 520
Tandem duplication, 742

Taste polymorphism. See Phenyl-
thiocarbamide

Taxonomy, numerical, 702

Tay Sachs disease, 377
Telanthropus, 688

Telophase, 11

Template, 10

Tertiary sex ratio, 651

Testcross, 872

Testicular feminization, 635-636

Tests of goodness of fit, 825-827

Tests of significance, 820-822

Tetrachoric correlation coefficient

and 2 x 2 table, 561-563
Tf. See Transferrins

Thalassemia, 29-30, 137-139, 155-
156, 483, 484, 765

malaria and, 156

osmotic fragility of red cells and,

155
selection relaxation and, 776-777

Threonine, 6

Threshold characters, 517-521, 553—

565, 579-585
and congenital malformations,

517-521
correlations betweenrelatives for,

561-565
diabetes, 559-561, 584
schizophrenia, 620-626
twins, 579-585

Threshold model, 518

probit and directional selection,

607-61 1
Threshold selection, 606, 632-633

probit model, 607-611

Thymidine kinase, assignment to

chromosome17, 884

Thymine, 3, 6, 7

Tissue-culture demonstration of
metabolic disorders, 760

Titer, antibody, 193, 198

Tolerance, 239

Trans (repulsion), 34
Transcription, 8, 9
Transduction, 773
Transfer or soluble RNA. See RNA
Transferrin, 730

cholinesterase linkage, 884
Transformation, 773

angular, 705, 816

gene frequencies and, 450-454

Transfusion and blood groups, 55,

203-204



Transient clines, 488

Transient polymorphism, 41, 122,

170-171, 735
kinetics, 133-137

Translation, 8

Translocation, 20-21

Transmission, independent, 32
Transplantation, 232-241

antigens and polymorphisms, 190
bone marrow, 772

cell, 771
cell nuclei, 771

kidney. See Kidney transplant

organ, 771

skin. See Skin graft
Trees, evolutionary, 718

phylogeny, human, 708-717

rooted and unrooted, 719

Triplet, nucleotide, 5

Triplets, frequency of birth, 569
Triploid, 22
Trisomic, 640
Trisomy, 22

Hardy-Weinberg law, 56
13/15, 17/18, 92
21, 92, 93. See also Down’s syn-

drome
Tristan da Cunha, 353

Truncate selection (segregation an-

alysis), 853-855

Truncated distribution, 313
Tryptophan, 6
Tuberculosis and detrimental load,

369
twin concordance, 583

Tuberoussclerosis, 99

Tumor
viruses producing, 773
skin, 747
See also Cancer

Turner’s syndrome (XO), 94, 641-

644
Twins, 565-597

amnion, 566

anthropometric data, 575

brought up apart and together,

587-597
chimeras, 571-572

chorion, 566
concordance, 579-585

diagnosis, 570-573

dizygotic (DZ orfraternal), 565
EEG, 595
E variation between separated,

589
frequency at birth, 567—569
genetic determination, 569
handedness, 586-587
IQ, 589-593
monozygotic (identical or MZ),

565

placenta, 566
rates by age of mother, 567-569

rates by maternal race, 567—-569
satisfaction with twin state, 588
separated, 587-597
threshold characters in, 579~585

zygosity diagnosis, 570—573
Tyrosine, 6

phenylalanine ratios and PKU,
511

Ulcers and ABO,210, 303-304
Ultraviolet light, 23
Unbalance, chromosomal, 22
Unbalanced gametes, 14
Uncoiler loci and linkage, 883
Universal donor and_ universal

recipient, 204

Unrooted trees, 719

Unstable equilibrium. See Equilib-
rium

Uracil, 6, 7
Urbanization, 785

Vaccination, 194

Valine, 6

Variable, function of, 808
Variance, 808-809

additive genetic,

598-599
assortative mating, 543-549

analysis of, 822-825

backcross for polygenic charac-
ters, 627-628

dominance, 526, 555, 599

environmental, 525-527, 585, 589,

591, 599-601
epistasis, 519

of function of variable, 808
gene frequencies and kinship co-

efficient. See Kinship coeffi-
cient

gene frequencies in random genet-

ic drift. See Distribution and
Drift

genetic, 598
genotypic, 598

in random-mating population,
partition of, 531-537

sex proportion or ratio, 664
standardized. See Wahlund’s var-

lance
total, 525, 533

Wahlund’s. See Wahlund
Vector, 332

Vicia faba, 756
Viability, 30, 72. See also Fitness
Viruses, tumor-producing, 773
visible mutations, 738
Vital statistics, 328
Vw, 742

525-527, 555,

965

Wahlund’s variance, 397-398, 401,

404
Waveofadvance, advantageous mu-

tations, 485

Webbed toes, 647

Weight
assortative mating for, 541

at birth, distribution, 613

IQ and, 617-618, 717
maternal effect, 587

resemblance between relatives,

536
stabilizing selection and, 612-

614
and inbreeding, 551

inheritance, 575, 590-592

Weinberg’s proband method, 852,

856-857, 860
Welfare programs and IQ, 799
West Africa, hemoglobins C andS,

162, 166, 486
White - blood - cell polymorphism,

240. See also HLA, histocom-
patibility

World population, 736-738

X chromosome, 14
map, 636-640

Xeroderma pigmentosum, 880

X inactivation, 649-650

X-linked gene. See Sex linkage
Xg blood group, 61, 637, 640, 642,

7128, 733
Xm antigen, 637

XO. See Turner’s syndrome

X-ray

medical administration and mu-
tation, 785-786

See also Ionizing radiation
XXY. See Klinefelter’s syndrome
XXX, 641
XXYY, XYY, etc., 94, 640-647
X and Y chromosomes, homology,

647-648, 880

Y chromosome, 14, 28, 59, 635,

640-648
unusually long or short, 647

Y linkage. See Sex linkage

Y determined antigens, 662

YanomamaIndians, 612
Yates’ continuity correction, 828
Yt, 727

z score (linkage), 875
z transformation of correlation co-

efficient, 832-833
Zinjanthropus, 688
Zygosity diagnosis. See Twins
Zygote, 12
Zygotic selection, 179-180


